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ON THE CHARACTERIZATION OF ADDITIVE 
AND MULTIPLICATIVE FUNCTIONS
KATALIN KOVÁCS
0. Summary of the results
Let /  denote an additive arithmetical function and let
g(n) = max {/(n), f(n  + rk), f(n  + r2), . ..,f(n  + rk)}
with arbitrary, but fixed r; ( i= l ,  k). In [4] we proved the following results for
r ,= i :
(i) If g is a strictly monotonic function on a set A having upper density one 
(lim ( 2! l/w)—1)> then /(n) =  clog n.
a<=Aa^ n
(ii) If lim g(n)=c, then csO  and g=c.
n-+ oo
We now generalize these results by proving
Theorem 1. Let f  denote an additive function. I f  g is a strictly monotonic function 
on a set having upper density one, then f(ri) — c log n.
T heorem 2. Let f  denote an additive function. I f  lim g(n) = c on a set havingn-*oo
upper density one, then cSO and g — c.
Let /  denote a multiplicative function, (i) and (ii) can be generalized also for 
multiplicative functions, and the proofs are similar to the additive case, except the 
end of the proofs.
T heorem 3. Let f  denote a multiplicative function. I f  g is strictly monotonic on 
a set having upper density one, then f(n)= nk.
T heorem 4. Let f  denote a multiplicative function. I f  lim g(ri) = C9i 0 on a setn~-°°
having upper density one, then c ^ l  and g = c, except the case, when there exist an 
x„ and an /£{0, ..., k}, for which g(x0)<c and /(x c + r ,)= — c. This case is still 
unsolved and the problem seems to be difficult.
Generalization to a “rare” set. L et/be an additive function and A a subsequence
of the natural numbers a1<a2<  ... .. ......... R. Freud [3] raised the following question:
How rare can such a set A be so that if /  is additive and monotonic on A, then /(«) =
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 10A20.
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2 K. KOVÁCS
=c log n. He proved that
(0.1) a„>h(n)
moreover
(0.2) an+1- a n > h(n)
can be guaranteed with an arbitrary h(ri). (i) and (ii) can be generalized in this direc­
tion, too:
T heorem 5. Let f  denote an additive function. For every h(ri) there exists a set A 
for which (0.1) holds, and i f  g is strictly monotonic on A, then f(n) = c log n.
T heorem 6. Let f  denote an additive function. For every h(n) there exists a set A 
for which (0.2) holds, and i f  lim g{a„) = c, then cSO and g=c.
U-*- oo
T heorem 7. The analogue o f Theorem 5 is true for multiplicative functions.
T heorem 8. The analogue o f Theorem 6 is true for multiplicative functions: 
For every h(n) there exists a set A for which (0.2) holds and i f  lim g(a„) = C9i 0, then
n — oo
c S l  and g=c excluding the case mentioned in Theorem 4.
In what follows p, p', P always denote primes and q a prime power.
1. Proof of Theorem 1
Let g be strictly monotonically increasing function on a set A having upper 
density one. We shall find a set Al also having upper density one, on which/ is mo­
notonic. Then we can use a theorem of I. Kátai [5] and B. J. Birch [1]: I f /is  additive 
and monotonic on a set having upper density one, then f(n) — c log n. Let 
Ax:= {a\a—2rk+ r fA , i=0, ..., k \r0- 0}. Since
(1.1) f ( a - r k + ri)?s g (a-2rk + ri) (i =  0, ..., k) 
and g is strictly monotonically increasing, so
(1.2) g (a- rk) = max { /(a- rk), ..., f(d)} = /(a).
So to any a1<a2^A 1
f i a i) =  g(ax- r k) <  g(a2- r k) = f(a 2),
consequently,/ is monotonic on A1, if a>rk. It is easy to show, that Ax also has 
upper density one.
If g is strictly monotonically decreasing, the proof is similar. □
2. Proof of Theorem 2
(a) First we prove a lemma:
Lemma. I f  A is a set having upper density one, then for any fixed d there exist 
infinitely many numbers s f A  for which (d, st) = 1, s; are pairwise relatively prime 
and d s fA .
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Proof o f  the lemma. Let us assume, that we have already constructed suitable 
• • • > _x. Let
S„:= {s£/l|(s, dsk ... sn_x) =  1, ds£A).
If this set were empty, then for any s s or ds would be missing from A. So at least
1 _ y(dsl e[ements be missing from A till dN, because the same
2 ds1...sn^ 1
element b can play the role of s and ds, a contradiction. □
(b) Now let A be the set in question having upper density one. Since lim g(a„) =  c,
n—oo
to arbitrary e> 0  there exists a number n0 such that if nS«0, then
(2.1) c — e < g(a„) <  c + e 
and hence
(2.2) f(a n) < c + e.
First we show that f{q) = 0 for all q-=p* where p> rk. Let T be the set where the 
function/ assumes the values of g, i.e. T, if for some n£N g(ri)=f(t). The set T
has positive upper density I ä — , because ti+l—ti^ r k. Letf rkJ
Tq:= {t£T \ tt, qti, ti+1, qti+1 are all in A).
Tq is an infinite set, otherwise for all i = i0, at least one of the elements t(, ti+1, 
qti, qti+l would not be in A, so at least -— (TV —/„) elements would be missing from
k
A till qN.
Consider a large t£ T q. Since ti+1- t i ^ r k, therefore either {q, ?;) =1 or 
(iq, ii+i) = l or both. If e.g. (<7, fi) = l, then using (2.1) and (2.2), we have
c—e </(fi)
and
f(q ti) = f(q)+ f(ti) <  c+e. 
Combining the inequalities we have
f(q )  — 2e,
consequently
(2.3) f(q )  =£ 0.
(c) We show now that /  cannot be smaller than a fixed negative number on an 
infinite set of pairwise relatively prime integers. Let /?!-=...</>, be the primes not 
greater than rk. Consider
(2.4) x  =  1 (mod p i '... p*'),
where pcjJ~1S r k+ 1 ^  PjJ,\\x  + ri i= 0 ,...,k  (ro =  0), then otherwise
Pjj\x+ri—(x— 1) = -F1 would hold.
Assume now indirectly, that vvt , w2... are pairwise relatively prime and /(w ,)<  
<  —e for some fixed positive e. We may assume that (w,, Pi)—l holds, too, for all
1*
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i, t. (To achieve this, we have to delete at most / w,-s.) Consider (2.4) and the system 
of congruences
(2.5) x+ri = wim+1... wim+m mod (wim+1... wim+m)2 
(i—0, 1, ..., k) for some large m. Using (2.3), we have
(2.6) f ( x + r t) f t  wfm+ ,)+ /(  77 <  -m e + ^ T,
which contradicts lim g(a„) = c for a large m, because infinitely many solutions of
(2.4)—(2.5) are in A. So if we take any set of pairwise relatively prime w, ( f= l ,  ...), 
then for any e>0 there is a t0 such that
(2.7) — e «= /(w,) =  0 for i =  i0- 
This also proves that c cannot be negative.
(d) Now we prove that c is an upper bound for/ .  If there exists a number d such
that
(2.8) f(d) = c + S with <5>0,
then by the lemma in (a) there are infinitely many st£A for which dsL 6 A , (d, ■?,)= 1 
and Si are pairwise relatively prime.e
Now we use (2.7) with £=y : there exists an n„ such that for n = n0
/ ( S „ ) > -  y .
So
(2.9) /(ds„) =/(d)+/(s„) >  C +  d - y  = C +  y , 
which contradicts lim g(a„) = c.
n-*oo
(e) Finally we prove g=c. If there exists a number x0 for which g(x0) =  c0<c, 
then consider the solutions of the congruence
(2.10) * =  x0 mod Pi.... Pi [x0 (x0 +  rx) ... (x0 + rk)]\
where the p ?s are the primes up to rk. There are infinitely many solutions of (2.10) 
in A. Then also for these solutions
(2.11) x + r t =  (Xo +  r iX l+ ip i ... p i x l ... (x0 +  fi) ... (xo+r^)2].
So using (2.3)
( 2. 12)
f i x  +  rt) = / ( x 0 +  O  + /[  1 + tpk ... P i x l ... (x0 +  rt) ... (x0 +  r„)2] S
3= / ( x 0 +  r ;).
Consequently, g (x )S g(x0)< c , a contradiction.
ADDITIVE AND MULTIPLICATIVE FUNCTIONS 5
R emark. We examine what kind of conditions can ensure g= c> 0 . In [4] we 
proved that the values of g are such values of the function /(«), where n is a multiple 
of a number v ^ rk, if 0. So it is necessary, that v\x+ri should hold for any x
with at least one i/{0, k). This implies that 0, rx, rk must contain a complete
residue-system mod v.
On the other hand, if 0, rl t ..., rk contain a complete residue-system for some 
rS r j,  then we can find a function/such that j= c > 0 .  For example, let v= p\1...pl’ 
and let /  be the following function:
/(p fo  -
0, if ß i^o ti and i =  1, ...,s
Q
— =► 0, if f t ä  oLi and i =  1,..., s 
0, if i >  s.
For this function g= c> 0 .
3. Proof of Theorem 3
(a) If g is strictly monotonically increasing on a set having upper density one, 
then — similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, we get that / i s  also strictly monotoni­
cally increasing on a set having upper density one. Similarly to the additive case, it 
is easy to show that /  must be monotonically increasing everywhere.
(b) If g is strictly monotonically decreasing, then we can apply the same argu­
ments, because /  cannot be 0 or negative anywhere. If there existed a number s for 
which /(s )^ 0 , then there exists a for which st£A  and (s, t)= \ so /( /)< 0 , 
however, f(s t)= f(s ) f( t)> 0, a contradiction. □
4. Proof of Theorem 4
Let A be a set having upper density one.
(a) c cannot be negative. If c< 0, then / i s  negative from a number on in A. 
Let /(u )< 0. Because A is a set having upper density one, there are infinitely many t 
forwhich t£A, at£A and (a, t)=  1. Then /(a )-= 0 ,/( /)< 0  and f(a t)= f(a)f(t)> 0, 
a contradiction.
(b) Let c>0. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2, but we must face 
some new difficulties. As in (2.3) we obtain
(4.1) f ( q ) S l ,  if q = p*, where p >  rk.
We can prove in the same way that
(4.2) A P l'P ?)  S  1 
is valid, too, where Pi>2rk.
Before going to step (c) we have to show that / ( p “)<  —1 can occur at most 
finitely many times. In the opposite case, we could choose prime powers P “1, PJ2
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such that Pi>2rk and / (P f ‘)<  — 1 O'=1,2), so
f ( p p p ? )  = f i n 1)/(pr-) >  í,
which contradicts (4.2). (We obtained that there are at most n(2rk) +  l “bad” 
primes.)
(c) Now we can proceed as in 2(c) to obtain that for any e>0
(4.3) |/ (w ,) |< l—e
is impossible on an infinite set of pairwise relatively prime numbers wt . Namely, 
similarly to (2.4)—(2.6) — using (4.1) and the result of (b) — we get
(4.4) i/(x + r;)i s  I /  [n wim+v) | | /  (n pßj j) \ =
where P} are the primes for which there exists a power y,- that |/(Pp)! >  1. If 
then / ( x -(-/•;)->-0, which contradicts Jim g(a„) = c.
(d) Similarly to the proof of 2(d) we prove that c is an upper bound of / .  The 
only extra difficulty is to guarantee that/(s,) is non-negative. Let st £ St, and f(s^= 0, 
if i =  1, ..., n — l. If for s*ZSn /(s*)<0, then consider
S'„:= {s£/I[(s, dsx ... Jn-ii*) = 1, ds£A, ss*£A, dss*£A).
As in the proof of the lemma we obtain that S'n is non-empty. If s'dS'„ and /)V)=0, 
then let s„:=s'. If s'dS'n and / ( i ' ) < 0, then / ( iV )> 0 ,  and let sn:=s*s'. So 
st , s„, ... is a set with the same properties as in the lemma and / ( s f) ^ 0 for 
all i =  l, 2,.... So similarly to 2(d), using (4.3), we can guarantee
f ( s „ ) C +  Ö
too, and so with the same d as in 2(d)
<5
c+ y  c
(4.5) f{dsn) = /(d )/(s„) >  (c + 0)— ^  = c + j ,
a contradiction.
(e) Finally we prove g= c  with the exception of some special cases. Assume that 
there exists a number x0 such that
g W  = c0 <  c.
(i) If there are only finitely many primes p for which/(/>“) is negative for some a, 
then adding these extra primes to the P;’s and using the analogue of (2.10)—(2.12), 
we get the contradiction in the same way.
(ii) If there are infinitely many primes p for which f(p x) is negative for some a, 
then by (4.3), there are infinitely many primes p\ such that 0>/(pf') — ~  1 + e-
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This guarantees also that f(n ) cannot be smaller than —c<0. In the opposite case, 
if f{a )= — C i<— c, then
fiap'ia0 - f i a ) f i p ? 0 = (—Cj)(— 1+e) >  c,
if a is small enough, which is a contradiction, because c is an upper bound o ff .
If /(x 0+ r ,)> — c for 2=0, 1, ..., k, then for the solutions of the analogue of
(2.10)—(2.12)
f i x + rf) =  f i x o + ri)/(l + t'P1 ... /»,), 
since —l ^ / ( l + / ' f >,.. .i>,)^ l  and
consequently,
- c  <  — c2 ^ f i x 0+Ti) <  c0, 
/ ( x + r ;) <  max {c2, c0} <  c,
a contradiction. Thus the only uncleared case is when there exists a y£{0, for
which f i x 0+ rj)= —c. This case is still unsolved. □
Remark. Similarly to the additive case (see Remark after Theorem 2), c > l 
can occur only if there exists a v such that 0, rlt ..., rk contain a complete residue- 
system mod v.
5. Proof of Theorem 5
Let g be strictly monotonically increasing on the set
A := {ntn-2 r k + rit in+ l)t„ -2 rk+r,; i = 0...... fc; r0 =  0: n = 2, ... ;
(tn, 22(22+ 1)) = 1}.
The rarity (0.1) can be guaranteed with a suitable choice of the numbers tn.
If a=nt„ or a=(n + \)tn, then similarly to the proof of Theorem 1 we get
fia )  = gia — r k).
So gintn- r k)=fint„) and
g((22 +  1) t„ -  rk) = /((22 + 1)2„),
consequently,
/(« O  < / ( ( » + ! )  0>
becauseg is monotonic on +. B ut/is additive, so f(n )< f(n + 1) for any n. A  theorem 
of Erdős [2] implies now f in )—c log n.
If g is strictly monotonically decreasing, the proof is similar. □
6. Proof of Theorem 6
Let
+ := (ams, 272 (ams+r,), m =  2, ...;pfm  for any prime p s  rk+ 1; 
i = 0, ..., k; s =  1, 2, ...; ams = 1 mod 2n}U 
{Pil---Pt’ r f°r all primes ptS r k+ l  with all a(s 0  and infinitely many primes r} U
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U {«+/?i...ptw[n(n + rl)...(n + rk)]2 for all n with infinitely many w for each of 
them}.
The rarity (0.2) can be guaranteed with the suitable choice of the numbers ams, w 
and r.
Since ams£A (s= l, 2, ...), therefore
Jun g(ams) = lim f(a ms + rj) = c,
where j= 0, 1, ..., or k. There exists a y„£{0, ..., k] for which
(6.1) c -E  < f(a ms+rJi)  < c + e. 
infinitely often. At the same time
(6.2) f ( m  (a ms + rjo)) = f ( m )  + f  (a ms + rJo) <  c +  e 
is valid, since
(ams +  rj - (mv+ 1 + r j , m) — (^  + 1, m) = 1.
Because of (6.1) and (6.2)
/(m) =£ 2e, 
so
(6.3) /(m) ^  0
for all m having no prime-divisors smaller than rk + 1. Now we show that /(vv)< —s 
cannot hold on an infinite set of relatively prime numbers. In the opposite case (as 
in 2(c)) we could guarantee g(x„)<— d with an arbitrary d> 0 on the solutions x„ 
of the system of congruences (2.4)—(2.5). If there are infinitely many such numbers x„ 
in A, we are ready. If not, we can choose y„(zA such that g(>’„)^g(x„)< —d the 
following way: Let
(6.4) yn =  xn + p1p2... pMXniXn + rJ  ... (xn + rk)]2.
By definition yn£A for some w. So using (6.3)
(6.5) f ( y n +  rd = f(x„ + ri)+ f( i+ p 1... p,w ...) s / ( x „  + r,) s  g(xn), 
consequently,
g(x„) S  g(jn) <  ~d ,
a contradiction. So to any e there exists a t0 such that
(6.6) - £ S / W s O .
We have also proved that c cannot be negative. Now we are ready to prove that c is 
an upper bound of / .  Assume that there exists a number z such that
g(z) = c + <5 with ő >  0.
Let z=p%1...p?tm, where f(m )^0 .  So /(pj*...pf)^c+<5 is true, too. Because of 
the definition of A and using (6.6) there are infinitely many primes r for which
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0s / ( r ) s - y ,  and pl'...p?r£A. So
A p i1 ••• P*‘r) =f(j>l1 ••• Pl‘)+ f(r) S  (c + <5)-y = c + y
with infinitely many r, a contradiction.
Using the fact that
n + P i... ^wfnCn + r!) ... (n + rk)]2£A
with infinitely many w, we can prove similarly to part (e) in the proof of Theorem 2 
(taking n—x0) that g cannot be smaller than c. □
7. Proof of Theorem 7
(a) Let g be strictly monotonically increasing on the set A := {px, p2, Pi Pi,
where P i,p2 are primes} U {f„ —2rt -|-r,, nt„—2rk+ri, (n + l)t„ — 2rk + ri;
i = 0, ..., k}= A1UA2.
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 5, we obtain
(7.1) /(« O  < / ( ( « + 1)0- 
Because tn — 2rk + rt^A, so
(7.2) g(tn~ rk) = f ( t n)
is valid, too. Since either / ( p j ) ^ 0 or / ( p 2)= 0  or /(P iP 2)=0, therefore gCpJsO 
or g(p2)sO  or g(pxP2)sO, so g^O  from a number on. Hence f ( tn)> 0  from a 
number on in A (see (7.2)). So (7.1) implies f ( n + 1 )> /(«) for n large enough. Hence 
f(n)= nk [6].
(b) If g is strictly monotonically decreasing, we modify Ax the following way:
{Pn, Pi2 , PiiPa, i = 1. 2, ..., where ptj are primes}.
This guarantees that/ is infinitely often positive on A. Hence g must be positive ever­
ywhere. Using this fact, we can argue as in (a). □
8. Proof of Theorem 8
Let A: = {np\l\ npft\ nptfpjv, i= 1 ,2 ,... with infinitely many primes p£>, p\2) 
to any n£N}U {ums, m(ams+r^, where ams =  1 (mod m) and (p,m )=  1, if 
p S rk + 1; i'=0, ..., k}U{n+p1p2...p,wln[n(n + r1)...(n+rk)Y, where P !< p2< ...
denote the series of the primes and we consider infinitely many t to all w£N}.
10 K. KOVÁCS
The rarity (0.2) can be guaranteed with the suitable choice of the numbers 
cims, r, wtn,pj»,ptfK
Because p tf, p $ , p $ p $  are infinitely often in A and either f(pjP) = 0 or 
f(Ptn^) — 0 or /(P;„1)/,i«)) —0, so cSO. We excluded the case c = 0, so c=»0.
(a) Similarly to the proof of Theorem 6 we can prove that
(8.1) /(«) S  1
if p \n  for p ^ r k+ 1.
(b) In the next step we need /(<?)< —1 only on the powers of finitely many 
primes. This follows easily:
If PÍVidz, where piärk+ 1,
and
f(<h) <  - 1  and f (q 2) <  - 1 ,
then
/ ( ? i? 2) = f(q i) f(q j  >  1,
which contradicts to (8.1).
(c) Using (8.1) and the result of 8(b) we get a contradiction, if we assume that
\f(Wj)\ <  1 -6
on an infinite set of pairwise relatively prime numbers. We can prove this by combining 
the relevant parts of 4(c) and 6.
(d) We prove that c is an upper bound of/ .  If there exists a number d such that
f(d )  = c+S (S >  0),
then consider dp$, dp\f, dp$pjp£A . We know that at least one of f(PiP),f(PiP), 
/(p W P\dr) is non-negative. On the other hand using the result of 8(c), e.g.
f(PiP) >  1 -6
c
for infinitely many pfp . So / (dpjp) =f(d)f(PiP)>(c + S)(l—e)>c+—, if e is small 
enough. Because dp\p £A infinitely often, this fact contradicts lim g(an) = c.
n-+ oo
(e) The final part of the proof is similar to 4(e). The extra difficulty arises also 
now in the case, when there exist an x0 and an z£{0, ..., k} for which g(x0)< c  and 
/ ( x 0 +  ri) = — c. Except this case the proof runs in the same way using that 
n + p1p2---PtWt„[n(n + >'i)---(n + rk)]2^ A for all ndN with infinitely many wtn. □
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RADICALS AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS IN MULTIPLICATIVE 
LATTICES WITH CHAIN CONDITIONS
N. K. THAKARE and C. S. MANJAREKAR
1. Introduction
A major step was taken by Dilworth [2] in giving a concrete abstract formulation 
of the ideal theory of commutative rings. He succeeded in establishing the fundamental 
theorem on primary decompositions for Noether lattices, in particular. He also 
touched upon the notion of radicals of an element in a multiplicative lattice but did not 
elaborate it further. In this note we take up the concept of radicals and use it to prove 
uniqueness of primary decompositions in multiplicative lattices with ascending chain 
condition. For this we present an abstract formulation of results on radicals in 
commutative rings (cf. Zariski and Samuel [5]). Radicals were also studied by Mu- 
rata [4].
A multiplicative lattice is a complete lattice L on which a multiplication is defined 
which is commutative, associative, and distributive over arbitrary joins, and the largest 
element of L acts as a multiplicative identity. An element a£L  is called compact 
whenever a s  V X ,X Q L  implies the existence of a finite number of elements x 1,x 2, ... 
..., x„ of X  such that a ^ x 1Vx2V... Vxn. It is well-known that a complete lattice L 
satisfies the ascending chain condition if and only if every element of L is compact; 
see Dilworth and Crawley [3]. In what follows L will stand for a multiplicative lattice 
every element of which is compact. An element p of L  is said to be prime if ab^p  
implies a ^p  or b ^ p  iova,b£L. An element p of L is said to be primary if ab^p  
implies a ^p  or bn^ p  for some integer n. The radical of an element a is V jxiLlx*^ 
^ a  for some integer .?} and is denoted by /a . If q is a primary element then \'q is 
the minimal prime containing q, and }jq is called the prime associated with q. An ele­
ment a is said to have a primary decomposition if there exist primary elements 
q\, ?2. •••» 9m such that
(0) a = q1Aq2A...Aqm.
If this decomposition cannot be reduced further it is said to be irredundant. Clearly, 
Yqi=Pi (7=1, 2, ..., m) are the associated primes arising from the irredundant pri­
mary decomposition (0). Sometimes the p{s will be called associated primes with 
respect to the primary decomposition (0). The following properties of associated 
primes are well-known (see Dilworth [2]): (i) Yqk=q=Yq for some integer k. (ii) 
a b ^q  implies a ^ q  or bS.Y<l-
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 06E10, 06F10; Secondary 06A23, 06F99, 
06B10, 06B99, 13A99, 13E99.
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In Section 2 we characterize those elements of L  that are their own radicals, 
besides obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions for a prime element p of L to 
be equal to some pt which arises from the primary decomposition (0). In Section 3 we 
present uniqueness theorems for primary decompositions. Later these considerations 
are applied to zero divisors and nilpotent elements of L.
2. Radicals
Suppose that a in L  has an irredundant primary decomposition given by (0). The 
proofs of the following two lemmas are immediate.
m
Lemma 1. I f  a prime element p contains a finite meet /\ q{ then it contains some
i = l
qL, i f  the qt are primary then p contains the associated prime element pt o f one o f them.
n
Lemma 2. I f  a prime element p=  f\ pt where the pt are prime then p contains one
i = l
o f  them by Lemma 1 and thus is equal to it; the other pj then contain this pt.
We state at the outset some properties of radicals the proofs of which can be 
easily worked out. We, however, prove the last property only.
Properties o f radicals. For a, b£L
(Pi) a ^ f ä ,
(p2) a S  b=> fa  Vb,
(Ps) i i a  = fa ,
(p4) fa7\b — Ya AY b = Yab,
(Ps) Ya\b  = Y fa V Y b .
For proving (p6) take y f  {xfL \xs^a'Jb  for some integer 5}. Then by property 
(p4) ys^Ya'AYÍ> and y£{x£L \xssYa^Y~b) and we have fa V isy V a V l^ . For 
the reverse inequality let yd{x£L \xs^Ya\lYb  for some integer .?}. Then by the defi­
nition of the radical ys^[V  {x £L|xsS ű for some integer s}] V[V {z£L\zl^ b  for some 
integer /}]. Since every element of L is compact, we have
y 5 S  [xj V x2V • • • V xm] V [zfV z2V... V zn]
where xf‘Sa  i= l ,2 , . . . ,m  and zlJ^b  where j = l ,  2, ...,«. Let 51 +  í 2+ ...+  
... +sm + l1 + l2+ ...+ ln = k. Using a well-known property (see Dilworth [2], (2.16)), 
we have
V x2 V... V xM V zx V za V... V zj* = xspVx?V... V j* V  zj*V z'jV... V 2*» =§ a V b.
Hence we infer that yd{x\xs^.adb for some integer s). Then jfY a d Y b sY a d b  
and the proof is complete.
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We see in our next result that the elementary properties above can be used to 
characterize those elements which are their own radicals.
T heorem 3. Let a£L admit an irredundant primary decomposition (0). For a to 
be equal to \  a, it is necessary and sufficient that all the qt are prime elements.
Proof. Suppose that each qt in the representation (0) is prime. Let y£{x\x*Sa
m
for some integer s}. Then y ^ f q ^ q t  for all i =  l,2 , ...,m  and since the qt's
i= l
are prime, we have y = qt for each i= l ,2 ,  ..., m. This permits us to have 
V for some integer j} = ^  Property (px) gives now a = \ a.
Conversely, suppose a — ^ a where a has the representation (0). Let p t be an 
associated prime of qif i= 1, 2, ..., m. In view of the representation (0) and (P4)
we have l h]fqt L ...L Íq m. As a — \!a, we obtain a= f\ pt. This representation
i = l
of a as a meet of prime elements is irredundant, for so is (0). We have to show, that
m
qi=Pi for each /. We always have q ^ P i  for each /. Let y ^ p r  As /\ p t is an
i = 1
irredundant decomposition of a, there is a z^. f\ p} such that z ^ p t. Now y z ^
j*i
m m
^  A Pi— A di — di for each i. As each qt is primary, we get y= qt- In particular,
i= l i= l
Pi^qi and we are done. Q.e.d.
3. Uniqueness theorems
In Section 2 we discussed some properties of radicals. In the context of Noether 
lattices it is well-known that every element has an irredundant primary decomposition 
of type (0). Now we take up the question of uniqueness of representations of type (0) 
by showing that the associated primes pt of q, (for each i=  1, 2, ..., m) are uniquely 
determined. We need to recall the concept of residuation. If a, b are elements of L, 
the residual of a by b, denoted by a:b, is defined to be the join of all z£L  such that 
zb^a . The associated prime elements of the primary elements occurring in an irre- 
dundant primary representation (0) of an element a are called the associated prime 
elements of a or simply prime elements of a. A minimal element in the family of 
associated prime elements of a is called an isolated prime element of a; a prime element
m
of a which is not isolated is said to be embedded. If a — [\ qt is an irredundant pri-
i = l
mary decomposition of a, the qt are said to be the primary components of a and qt 
is called isolated or embedded according as its associated prime element p t is isolated 
or embedded. In this case we also say that qt is primary for pt.
The following theorem gives a characterization for a prime element of L  to be 
equal to some associated prime p t of qt.
Theorem 4. Let adL have irredundant primary decomposition (0) and let the pt 
be the associated primes o f qt. For a prime element p o f L to be equal to somepif it is 
necessary and sufficient that there exists an element c(:L not contained in a and such 
that (a:c) is primary for p (i.e. the associated prime of(a:c) is p).
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P roof. Suppose the pt are as given in the hypothesis and let p= pt for some i. 
For this i there exists
(1) c =s A Pi
j*i
such that c^ßqt since the primary decomposition (0) is irredundant. First we show 
that for such an element c, the element (a:c) evidently contains qt and is contained in 
p t. Let {y\yc^.a}\ then xc^q j for every j. But for our fixed i, c ^ q h hence 
xv^ qt for some integer s. Thus x£{y|ys^ .  where s is some integer} which shows 
that V {y \y c ^ a )^ \l {y\ysSqi for some integer s} i.e.
(2) (a:c) = pL.
m
On the other hand select y=qi- From (1) we have ycS. /\ q ^ a ,  which implies
j=i
y s (a :c )  and hence
(3) qt == (a :c).
From (2) and (3), we have
(4) fcfi = Pi = i(a-c) si \Pi = Pi.
Take yz^(a:c) and suppose z ^ p (. Clearly, y z c ^ a ^ q t and thus y c ^ q t. Use
m
of (1) gives yc= /\ qt = a yielding y^(a:c). From (4) we now conclude that (a:c)
i=l
is primary for pt and hence primary for p. One way of the implication is thus complete.
Conversely, suppose that for some element c such that c^a , the element (arc) 
is primary for a given prime element p. From (0) and Dilworth [[2], (2.4), p. 482] we
m




(5) V(a:c) =  A /(?.:c) =  P-i=l
From the assumption c^ßa and the irredundant decomposition (0) we obtain c^q-t 
for some i and c ^ q t for the remaining ones.
Case (i). c^qp. We have by Dilworth [[2], (2.3.) p. 482] ]/(qt:c) =  1. 
Case(ii). c ^ q p  Let x ^ q t. Then we can show that x ^ (q t: c). Thus qtS  
= (<Ji'c) and yqi=Pi^Y(qi:c).
For the reverse inequality suppose x^(qp.c). Then x c ^ q t. But c ^ q {, and 
the primariness of qt yields xs^ q t for some integer s. That is, and \{q t: c) -i
=*pi. Thus i{qpc)= pi. From (5) and the two cases above it follows that p =  /\ Pj
j
for some subset J  of {1,2,..., m}. Therefore by Lemma 2 we conclude that p=Pj 
for some j ,  and we are done. Q.e.d.
As a consequence of the above theorem the primes pt (z =  1, 2, ..., m) are now 
uniquely determined by a.
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The next characterization is very simple.
Theorem 5. For a prime element p o fL to  contain a it is necessary and sufficient 
that p contains some pt where a has an irredundant primary decomposition (0) and the 
Pi are the associated primes o f the qt’s, respectively.
Proof. Suppose p-,=p for some i. Then aisp. Conversely, a ^ p  yields 
qt=p for some i. But pf is a minimal prime element containing qit which implies 
Pi=P• Q-e.d.
Earlier we showed (Theorem 4) that the associated primes p; arising from the
m
irredundant primary decomposition of an element a= f\ qt are uniquely deter-
i = l
mined. In our next result we show that even those q- s can be uniquely determined 
which are isolated primary components of a£L.
Theorem 6. Let a£L have an irredundant primary decomposition (0) with the 
pi’s as associated primes o f the q^s. The element
(6) <7.- =V{x6L|(a:x) $  p,}
is an element o f L which is contained in qt. I f  q{ is an isolated primary component o f  a 
then qi=q'i.
Proof. Take any element
{x£L\(a:x) $  p,} =  {x6E|V {y\yx == u} =£ p,}.
Then there is an element n£L  such that n x ^ a  and ti^Pi- Then n"^ßqi 
for all integers n. Now nxSqi, n"$ qt for every integer n and q{ is primary, which 
gives x ^ q t. Therefore q[=qi and the first part is proved.
If p; is a minimal associated prime of a, P j^P i for ijsj. Then there exists 
b j^p j such that bj^ßpt. Since every element of L  is compact, we have
n
bj ^  pj — V {xr\xsy s  (]j for some integer sr}.
r=l
Put •51 + ^ 2+ ••• +sn—k(J)- Then h5(J) — (x i ^  x 2 ^  •■■xn)kU)—9j- Clearly,
b— [ J b)u)^ßpi as Pi is prime. However, b ^  /\ qr  Next take any y S q t. Then 
j*t j*i
m
yb s  A 1i=a- Hence by (6) we can come to the conclusion that V {xiL\(a:x)  ^
i = l
^ p ^ q ' .  Thus q^q 'i and finally from the first part we get qt=qí. Q.e.d.
We now go to relate the radical of a with the isolated primes of a£L. In that 
direction, we have
Theorem 7. Let a£L have an irredundant primary decomposition (0). Then the 
radical o f a is the meet o f the isolated prime elements o f a.
Proof. By (p4) the radical of a is the meet of all associated primes p ( (*= 1, 2, ... 
..., m) of a, i.e., I/«=p1Ap2A... Apm. If some pk is not isolated then pk^Pi for
2
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some Pi and hence we can delete such elements from the above representation and we 
are through. Q.e.d.
Recall that the nilpotent elements in a multiplicative lattice L are those elements 
a£L  for which an= 0 for some integer n.
The following consequence is worth noting.
C orollary 8. In a Noether lattice, the join o f  the set o f nilpotent elements is the 
meet o f  the isolated primes o f  0.
m
Proof. Let 0 — f\ qt be an irredundant primary decomposition of 0, with the
i = 1
Pi as associated primes of the qt (z'= 1, 2, ..., m), respectively. By Theorem 7, ]/0== 
—PiAp2A...Apk where px, p2, ..., pk are isolated primes. From this and the definition 
of the radical we have V{b\b is nilpotent}=/?1Ap2A... Q.e.d.
The primeness of the radical of a is characterized in the following
C orollary 9. For a£L, Va is prime i f  and only i f  a has a single isolated prime 
element.
Proof. If a has a single isolated prime element p then we have \'a—p. 
Conversely, suppose Y a=pxAp2 where px, p2 are isolated primes of a. Then 
there are x, y  in L such that x= px, x f p 2 and y  =p2, y f Pi -  Then xyS.^a. But 
Y a is prime, which gives the contradiction that x ^ p 2 and y= px ■ Hence \  a ^  
v^PxApz- Thus a cannot have more than one isolated primes. Q.e.d.
In the remaining part of the paper we shall let the multiplicative lattice £  be a 
Noether lattice.
T heorem 10. Let a, b be any two elements o f L such that a ^  1. Then 
a = {a:b) i f  and only i f  b is contained in no prime element o f a.
m
P roof. Let a= A <h be an irredundant primary decomposition of a and let
i = l
p .— Yq.. Suppose bfp- t, which permits us to write N f p i  for any integer n. It is 
known that (a:b)b^a  (see Dilworth [2]) and thus (a:b)b^qi. Primariness of q,
m
yields (cr.b)-^qn i.e. (a:b)S /\ q ~ a , and we have a=(a:b) as the reverse ine-
i = 1
quality is always valid (see Dilworth [2]).
Conversely, suppose (a:b)—a and if possible, without loss of generality, sup­
pose b ^ p x. Then (qx :bx) = 1 for some integer v. From Dilworth [2] we can directly 
write (a:bs)=a. Finally, by Dilworth [2], p. 482,
a =  A (dj'-bs) == A q j^ a ,
jVl j* l
i.e. a = A djy which is impossible, and the proof is complete. Q.e.d.
jvi
The above theorem can be restated in the following elegant form.
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Corollary 11. For an element b o f L to be contained in some associated prime 
element o f a in L it is necessary and sufficient that (a:b)^a.
A direct application of Corollary 11 readily gives the uniqueness of the maximal 
associated prime elements of a.
Corollary 12. For an element x  o f  L to be contained in some associated prime 
o f an element a o f L, it is necessary and sufficient that there is an element y^ßa such 
that xy^a .
The concept of zero divisor in the context of an r-lattice was introduced by An­
derson [1], In our context we can restate it as follows.
Let L be a Noether lattice and x£L. x  is called a zero divisor if (0 :x)9 i 0 , i.e., 
there exists at least one y^O  such that xy= 0.
We now relate zero divisors with associate primes in the following result.
Proposition 13. In L the join o f all zero divisors is contained in the join o f all 
associated prime elements o f  0.
Proof. If x  is a zero divisor then (0:x)^0. By applying Corollary 11 to a=0,
m
we get xS p i for some associated prime pt of 0, where f\ qt is an irredundant
f=i
decomposition of 0, and we are done. Q.e.d.
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СУММЫ МУЛЬТИПЛИКАТИВНЫХ ФУНКЦИЙ
Б. В. ЛЕВИН и H. М. ТИМОФЕЕВ
Целью настоящей работы является получение оценок сумм мультиплика­
тивных функций в зависимости от их поведения в среднем на степенях простых 
чисел.
В дальнейшем /(и)—мультипликативная функция.
Определение 1. Условимся говорить, что f£V,
2  Ä ^ - i o g V  =  o ( i)
Р , r e  2 P




ff ( / ,  *) =  -7  2  Д р) log Р> M ( f ,  х) =  sup Iff (/, м)|.
х  р^х и^х
Определение 2. Пусть ц ( х )  монотонно убывает. означает, что
1
/  К / ,  x u) - o ( f x ) \ 2 d u i â  р 2 ( х ) ,
О
sup \(7 (/, X й) - a ( f  х)| S  р  ( х ) ,
1 /3 S U S 1
log log X — М( |/|, х) Vloglog X.
р (х) yiogx
В дальнейшем изучаются только f£VГ)S(ß) 
В частности доказывается следующая
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Key words and phrases. Multiplicative function, asymptotical behaviour of sums of the mul­
tiplicative functions.
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Теорема 2. Пуств fdVC \S(ß) ,  f(n)^0, тогда
т(/ *) =  — 2  т  =
(А)
ехр [-7<т(/, х)+ 2  f(p)/P]
Г(<г(/, х)) logx -X
X\c{f) + 0(p(x)M2(f X) • Г(<т(/, х)) + М (/, л:) У>(х)Г((г(/,х))], 
где у—постоянная Эйлера, Г (s)—гамма-функция Эйлера,
С(Л = П Í 1 +  2  f(prw )  e~í(p)lp.
р V r= l  >
В наших предположениях c(f)—сходится.
Теорема 2 содержит, в частности, теорему Е. Вирзинга [1]. Если положить, 
что ег(/, х)-*<т^0, то найдется р(х) такое, что f£S(ß)(M(f, х) и Г(<т(/, х)) 
в этом случае ограничены) и (А) перепишется так:
*> = г и / * ) )  log *) + Д  ' т Ч  '
Если же ст(/, х)—О, то вместо
т(Лдг) =  о (Я р ( д 2 Й Е ± ) ) .
полученой в [1] из (А) получаем
т (/, х) =  О |ехр ( 2  '^р)р 1 ) • (А* (*) +  * ( /, *))j,
а в случае, если /Ç К П А (д), где д(х)=о(сг(/, х)) даже выделяется главный 
член
та  х )  =  r ( . w i ) ) i o g *  “ " b " « * ) + Д [ с < л + 0 ( b f b ) ] ■
Кроме того условие fdS(p,), гораздо слабее существования конечного предела 
o{f х) при х-*-°° и допускает некоторый рост a(f х). Например, если <т(/, х) =
~(log log х)я, a S y ,  то
m(f, х) =  о  [е -1,(108108х)" 
а если /6EPlS(g), при
(log log х)“ еДхт1р
logx )•
^(х) =  о(М 2(/, х)<т(/, х) «(/.*) +1/2е»(/.*))5
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то происходит выделение главного члена
m(f х) -
ехр[ —у«т (f,x)+ 2  Яр)1р]
-Xr(a(fx))logx 
X (с ( /)  + О (А/2 ( / ,  х)д(х)ст(/, </.*))).
Соотношение (А) применимо и в случае, когда <т(/, х) вообще не имеет предела. 
Условия fdS(p) означают по существу «медленное» изменение сг(/, х).
В работе кроме того доказываются
Теорема 3. Пусть /(л)—комплекснозначная мультипликативная функция 
/6  V П S (/г) и кроме того Re <т(/, х) S  0, Im a(f х) =  0(1),
2  C A Ífl/l.^ ílog-^+M x))
для всех у, z£ log х, xj ,
2 \f(p°)\lp* ^  CM(\f\, х)М *),
aS 2
pa ^  ■ logx 4
гс)е щ(х) монотонно убывает, тогда
та х) = 7 . Í  /(л) “  г к Г Ж ь ^ ехр С » » «  * )+ Д Л р)/р] X
X ■МПО (ехр[ 2  m t 3 ïÆ  + R e-|-q (/ , ) ] Х
X [ ( М ^ ( 1 / | ,  * ) » V ( * )  +  й ( х )  Л / ( | / | ,  * )  •  е ^ 2 > к ' - ^ - * > ) | Г ( < т ( / ,  х ) ) | ] .
Вначале доказывается сформулированная ниже теорема 1, а затем с по­
мощью асимптотического дифференцирования получается теорема 2 и 3.
Теорема 1. Пусть /(и)—комплекснозначная мультипликативная функция, 
f£V(~)S(j.i), Re a(f, х) ^0, Im a{f, x) = 0(1), тогда
l(x) = — 2  /(« ) l°g л log — =
n^x И
e x p f - y ( T ( / , x ) + 2  ^ r -1
1-___________________ P S x  P ' ^
Г(<г(/ X))
£  | / ( p ) | - R e / ( p )
X(c(/)+0(ßPsx p • д(х)М2(|/|, х)|Г(<т(/, x))|).
Отметим, что /(л) может зависеть от х и от других параметров. Все ограни­
чения на/  предполагаются равномерными по всем параметрам и все результаты 
также равномерны по всем параметрам от которых зависит /(л).
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Зависимость от параметров дает возможность применять полученные 
результаты к суммам вида
g ( n ) - ^ ( x )  ^
В(х) )’
где g (ri)—аддитивная функция, получать для них, при некоторых ограничениях 
на g(n), асимптотические формулы с остатком и, следовательно, интегральные 
теоремы с остатком.
Метод доказательства аналитический :
1° Для оценки m(f, х) рассмотрим вначале
( 1) I (х) = — 2  Ди) log И log — .X ПШХ п
Пусть g(n)=g(n, у)—мультипликативная функция такая, что
f(Pr), при г = 2,
g (У, У) =  f(ph при р == у, г = 1,
сг(/, х), при р>у, г= 1,
(2)
где уе у ,2 х | ,  и
/(х, у)=^~ 2  g (Hj у') log п log ——.
X п^х п
Очевидно, что 1(х,х) — 1(х). Положив
F (s )  =  2  g (n ) l"s
„ = 1
s =  a + it,
получаем при er =-1
(3)
(ff)
2° Ясно, что поведение /7(.?) зависит, в основном, от значений g (и) в прос­
тых числах при некоторых довольно слабых ограничениях на g(pr). Покажем 
это. Пусть
(4) *(s) =  ехр [2 , G(s) =  S =
P F
Лемма 1. Пусть f£V, то есть
Ф(Д „ti ns
(5)
2  Щ ^ -log* pr = 0(\),
p ,  r è y 2  P
2  - ^ M l i o g 2 p  =  0 ( 1 ),
? p
Д / ,  x) = 0(/x/îogx),
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тогда G(s), G'(s), G"(s) регулярны при о S i  и
(6) 2  — log2» =  0(1).
п ft
Доказательство. Фактически для доказательства леммы достаточно 
доказать (6). Представим G (s) в виде G(s) = G1(s) ■ G2(s),
G,(s)= П fl
p S M  V r= l P '
G , « = e x p b l ° 8 ( l + i ^ ) - ^ ] ,
Lp=~AÍ V r =  1 P > P J
где M выбрано так, чтобы при /; >А/ выполнялось неравенство
(7) f  J Z &  l0 g /  +  ] g M  lo g  р  <  1  r=2 P P Ц
Существование такого М вытекает из условий леммы. Тогда
an log2 п
( 8) G"(s)= Z - G T G ^ G Í G '  +  G ^ .
Заметим, что если
или
°° И h 0 0 с_ ^7 ^7
Z-í S Zj S S
n =  l  ft n — l  ft n — 1 ft
00 d 00 b 00 c
2 - % =  2 -% +  Z -%„=1 ns „=1 ns n=i ns
TO
2  |Ь„1/и  =  0 ( 1 ), 2 №  =  0 ( 1 ),
л = 1  n = l
Z\dn\ln = Oi\).
Рассмотрим G". Функция Gj(j) представлена в виде конечного произведе­
ния рядов Дирихле
В силу (5)
i  y jns =  fl +  i  f {pr) l A  e - tv u r .
/1 = 1 V r = 1 /
j W 1 0 g^n =
n t i  H
Отсюда на основании сделанного выше замечания,
(9)
л = 1 ft
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где gíirí)—коэффициенты ряда Дирихле G^ s). Пусть
GÁS) =  2 ^ ~  = ехР (A (s)), A ( s )  = 2^7- 
п = 1  п  п п
Ясно, что для доказательства неравенства
( 1 0 ) 2  |g a (« )llo g 2 « /«  =  0 ( 1 )
П
достаточно показать, что имеет место оценка
(11) 2  IAllog2 n/n =  0(1).
п
Докажем (11). Так как
A " (s )  =  2  Í Í  g ( p r ) ' ° g p r  +
р > -М  '■г = 2 Р
то из (5) и выбора М, получаем
2 \ ß n \ l ° g 2 n / n  =  0 ( 1 ) .
п
На основании (8), (10) и (9) получаем доказательство леммы 1.
3° На основании представления (4) и (2)








К*, у) = - a ( f x )  г  Xs- 12 ni ,< sм/  —-2-  F(s) -у (s) ds +
+  ^ f ^ ^ G ( s ) H ( s ) d s - ^ r ^ e ' ( s W s )<b .
M  (<f)
Для оценки последних двух интегралов докажем лемму.
1
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Лемма 2. Пусть Cx(s) и C2(s) ряды Дирихле с коэффициентами сДп) 
и с2(п), где с2(п)—мультипликативная функция, причем
(13) 2  |g i (" ) |t o g »  _  2  J i î M i S Ü E l  =  o ( i ) .
п п  r s i . p s x  Р'
Тогда
где
I =  2~т / ^ 2“  Ci(s)Ca(s) ds = О М(|са|, х) • Л(|с2|, x )j,
П(\сг\, х)= П ( l+  2  ^ г ^ )>  М Ы  х) = maxff(|c2|, и).
р Ш х  V г =  1 Р >
Доказательство. Из определения /  имеем
2 2
X  п ^ х  kl
; ct(k) с2(Г) log х/п =-- /  2  C1 (к) 2  са(/)4г-
и *  j JtSB /Su/k м
Оценим внутреннюю сумму под знаком интеграла.
2  Ы л ) |  S  2  |c2 (n ) |+ j—^   ^ .
n s^  lo g J r „
2  |c2(n)|logn s
â  Ùv П(\с2\, l/Ъо )+  2
(130
log 3a 2 I £ i . ( « ) I 2  k 2 ( p 0 | i o g p r s
p - s i -
2v
log За
a  ^ » n f l c l ,  K 3 » ) + 2 £ M | k £ l n ( M , „ ) +
2 M n ) L  K M | 0 g /  =  0 f , « ( | c , l . , ) n ( k , | i . ) ) ,
.as» П v ]f \ log 3l> /Dr^--
Подставляя эту оценку в выражение для I, находим
/ =  о [ м ( \ с 2\ , х ) П ( \ с 2\ , х ) 1 -  f  2
' X I к^и
ki(fc)l
/с log Зи/к í/i/j =
= о  [м(N , *) л  (Ы  X) 1 /  ^  ( д  Ь ® ! + 2 -Т  >08 *) * )  =
=  0(М(|с2|, х)П(\с2\, x)/logx).
Лемма доказана.
Выбирая в качестве C2(s) функцию Ф(.?), а в качестве Сх(s) функции 
G(s)H(s) и G'(s) соответсвенно и применяя лемму 2, к третьему и четвер-
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тому интегралу в (12) получаем, учитывая, что
(14)
S ^ Ç F ®2nl  (a) S P-У
M(\f\,x) ^  /log log X,
. —a{fx) c xs_1 r
l(x’y) = “ S T "  J —  • T is)ds+(ir) ц
f(p)-<r(f,x) ,___^  ^ ( loglogX
I log*
log p ds +О exp
l i ^ ) \
Для обоснования применимости леммы 2 к оценке последних двух интегралов 
в (12) достаточно доказать, что для Д(п)—коэффициентов ряда Дирихле Ф(s)
выполнены условие (13). Действительно fi(pr)=-^ —~ — при р^х, поэтому
2  2 : M M Iogp, s  2  logp 2 (P W ?+ 2  1оер 2  0(1)
на основании (5) и неравенства М (|/|, x )s /lo g lo g x .
4°. Представим, теперь, F(s) в виде
Я * )=  2 ~ +  2 ^ - =  F0(s) + [F(s) - F 0(s)].
з I* з _ П
tf^/x X
Тогда второй интеграл в (14), представим в виде суммы двух интегралов, 





2Л /(|/|,х) * 7 *  „|g(fc)|
(15)
Z  }  2  ё ( к )  2  ( g ( p ) - a ( f x ) ) l o g p ^
1 к Ш и  и  И
fcsj
7 ' 2 ! £ ® U + i  ;  2
1 X JC/lOg ДГ . s 3^  * VI ^
n ( | g U ) + ^ ( x ) n ( | / | ,  / * ) ++ o { e x p ( - l /  log-^jjjilH
*/l08*k*yi
M ( | / l ,  x )
log*
+
+  ■ Ъ ( jL  ^ ) + , « я ( | / | ,  VT).log;
Здесь и в дальнейшем используется, что f£S(p) и поэтому М (|/|, х) : 
— / log log X, р (х) s  / log log x/log X.
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Для оценки /2 воспользуемся неравенством Шварца и следующим сооб­
ражением: если
Ь(п)
П * )  =  »
и =  1 п
ТО
1 °° f 00
— П®) =  f  2 ь ( п ) ~ т ! т =  f 2  b ( n ) e - au e - u " d u
S 1 п^и У о п^ем
и равенство Парсеваля дает
d ó ) —  г
2-  d
- n s )
s
| í/ s | =  J  I 2  b ( r i ) \ e  2tr“ d u .
На основании неравенства Шварца
/ , s /ÍZ 1  l o e ps  p S y p l* | /  |F (s)-F 0( s ) | Ä  =
Здесь, как и всюду в дальнейшем, ег=1-f-1/log х. 
Используем, теперь, П6). Имеем
(ff)
1 ^ f ( p ) - o  (У. л:) ,____
— Z ---------- з ----------lo g /7 1 * 1  =
=  /  I Z  * ) ) I o g  p]2e  2,IU í/h +
0  Pae“
+ 1 2  (Ap) - a (/> *)) log p |z /  e~2<TU í/h <k
logy
logy logy
<k J e2u\o(f eu) — <r(f, x)|2e 2ffu î/m + M2(|/|, x) J du + p2(x)logx.
о о
Таким образом,
(17) /3 = 0(д2(х)1о§ х).
Д ля оценки / 4 поступаем следующем образом. Согласно (16)
h= f  \ 2  g ( / i ) |  ie~2™du^T^— f  I 2  \g(n)\logn\2e~2au du =
° f c s n s e “ 8  " ° ”S,!U
2n log2i S(*)
J_ -g |g (w ) |lo g «  
s H=1 nS
|ds|.
^ i( s )  =
^  | g ( n ) l
Представим ряд Дирихле
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в виде
*i(s) =  ^i(s)G3(s) = exp ( 2 1 |£(/01/р) • G3(s).
P
Тогда согласно лемме 1, G3(^ ) и G'3(s) ограничены при <т^ 1 и так как
/ г ^ Ф ^ з  +  Ф хС ',
то
|g(p)l log p
1 * 1  +  1
log;
Таким образом,
1 PYn f-y у ,  l g ( p ) l )  f r  U  
log2X  Pl ^  p° J ((/ | s
h c x p  (2 ?  ( /  I S - 108 r \ ' ‘ - * " d u + ' )P p
lo g *
0 P - e
exP (2 2  \g(p)\/p,T)-
/2 = 0(M{\f\, х)д(х) exp (2 \g(p)\lpa))-
Следовательно, отсюда и из (14), (15) получаем
К х ,  у )  = •
a ( f x )  г  X s 1
f ^ y - F ( s ) ^ ( s ) d s +
(18)
2 ni м С
+ 0(р(х)П( 1/1, fx) + M(\f\, х)д(х) exp (2 \g(p)\lpa))-
P
5° Исследуем теперь интеграл входящий в (18). Так как <т=1-| 
то его можно представить в виде
(19) aff x)Is + 0 ехР(2 \g(p)\IP'))>
где
log
/  _ _ _ L  f  ^
h  -  2 тrí JDM
~ ~ 2  F (S) T" (S) * .s 4
Z?(<t) — {s : Res =  tr, |/| : i  log2x}.
Проинтегрировав /5 по частям и воспользовавшись тем, что при |?| 




- l o b  ( f f + ÍW ) 2
2 л i ]
du =i(a +  it) log X +  0 (|<r + l7Plog! J '
b i l T ( 5 ( ‘ ) 4 <‘ ) f " , f í ‘ t  
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При выводе этой оценки, как и ниже, используется ограниченность G (s) и 
G'(s) при d é l  и оценка (Г/ООД- После несложных преобразований получим






j ( s ) \ 2
Р
g(p) log Р I |Г_
ps С 1 и м
|g(p)l log p
S  /  - j -d 2  l / ( p ) | l o g p  +  M ( | / | ,  x) J  x)logx
O U p^ kli l*
/ |H 1D (<x) I \   ^ /  I\ds\ f O (log log x), при V =  0,И2 { O(logx), при V =  1,
то на основании (20)
- 1
/б 2тп l o g ï j ,  s2 F{S)2
(21)
^ 2 i ^ . U s ) ds+
Р í
+
™  (Т  « ) ' 4 + °  ( 2  ^ ) )  ■
Первый и второй интегралы (21) обозначим /6 и соответственно /7.
с  { f  х )  г  Xs- 1 "
>(*)
+
o ( x ) г  s-  ч (  С . Л2 J
I»=-x-T-.------ /  •—J -F ts )  —  (s) às +2я1 logx D^ff) í 2 U  J
m u w







J  (s) 1 * 1  +
))■
Для оценки первого остатка применяем неравенство Шварца и оценку (17), 
а для оценки второго вспомним что H ( s ) ~ 0 ( \ )  при <7ê 1 а оставившийся 
интеграл оценивается, как О (log log x).
'■ -  S i è  „ /  m  ( f <s>) ’ * + °  ("■w  “ p ( f  H )  '
В интеграле /7 и в первом члене последнего выражения для /6 воспользу­
емся соответственно соотношениями
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справедливыми в области £>(<т) с любым 3 >0. Тогда
<г ( / , * ) + !  - - 5 - 1
h  = 2лi logx 4 s:/
*" ■* w  ч ds
^ (s )  .....- 0-  +
( s - 1 ) 2
(22)  + 0 |ds|S - l
ff(/, x) +  1 r Xs 1 




/TW s2 ( s - l ) 2
T(s) ds + O log* k(x) exp ( 1 ^ 1
Г(сг) =  (s: Res =  u =  1 + 1/logx, |Imi| il k(x)llogx}. 
Так как G'(î) = 0(1), т о  при |i|ë/c(x)/log х
к(х)F{s) =  G(s)4>(s) =  &»<Ks) + 0  
Отсюда из (22) и (23) получаем
logx exp
h  =
a { f  * ) +  l
2ni log X ° w  /
(24)
T(,t) s2 (s —1)!
$ ( s )  ds +
И, следовательно, при /с(х) удовлетворяющем неравенству
(25) /и(х)
i + k ( / . x ) |




(ï(f х) (ff (/, х) + 1) 
2л; logx Ö W  /TW
X
s ^ s  — 1 )
-  Ф (s) ds +
+ 0  (x)77(1/1, fx)+n(x)M(\f\, x) exp •





2я1 log x т£ } s2 (s -  l)a Ф (a)
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Вспоминая определение Т(а) и делая замену переменных, получаем 
1 ç ez Ф{ 1+z/logx)
Ц х )
2ni f  z2 Ф(l + 1/logx)
где L(x)={z: Re z=  1, |Im z| ё£(х)}. ^
Исследуем поведение В( 1 4- z/log х) = \ А . Избавимся вначале от
Ф(1 +  l/logAT)
зависимости В (s) от у. Имеем
S «  =  ехр [ 2APW - 2X) ')] =
=  2 ( у - - ^ г ) ] х
; ( l+ o (  2
V 4*/2)SpS2
X ~— + W(fx) I 2
2x P  (x /2 )S p ^ 2 x  P?))■
Отсюда, учитывая что
2 >  l / ( P ) l  _  g ( l / l .  ^ 2 )  a ( 1 / 1 .  * / 2 )  j
(x /2 )^ p S 2 x  P  
2 x
log 2x log jc/2
получаем
W  =  =xP ( | l i ^ - 2 ^ ) ( .  +  o ( « m i > ) ) .
Полагая î = 1 + z/log x,
<P(s) = Z {f(p)-c(f x))/ps,
p s x
и вспоминая определение //(.y), получаем
_  Ф(5) _  ( « S ) )
ff (/. *)
Æ (s) =  exp 0  (s) -  </> (ff) + <т (/, x) (Я (.у) -  Я (с))) X
( 2 8 )  x ( l + o ( - ® ^ ) )  =  ( z - < * » > + 0  (  M l f^ -  k l 1- 1 X
X exp (<p (s) -  <p (ff) + ff (/, х)(Я(s) —H (ff))),
так как по предположению Imo(f x) =  0(l), &(x)^yiogx, x)^
S  ^log log X.
3
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Лемма 3. При |£ |S&(x), \ß\^ k(x), |а| S lo g k(x) равномерно no ос, i и ß
Ч -
= o{\oc-l + i(ß-0\—J = r eMp(x)).\ F|a| +  1 )
Доказательство. Так как H'(s) = 0(X), при Re у  > то
р« |4 +^ ) - я(1+Ш) \cc-l + i(ß-Q\ logx
С другой стороны, применяя суммирование по Абелю, получаем 
<т(/, и) с(f х) Г o(f, Ú) — o(f X)ç(s) = s f
Us log U d u +  f  -4y  и  l o g ^  U




a + iß'I 
log л: JК®
|a - l  +  i(j8-f)| ç
log X J1 log X J
+ \e(fx) 1\cc-l + i(ß-0\ __logx
<К \oc-l + i(ß
i r m У  I м
<sc |a — l + !(/? —£)|■
|a[ +  l
p(x).
Отсюда и из (29) следует утверждение леммы 3.
Пусть
(30) р (х) к (х) log к (х) =  0(1).
Тогда из леммы 3 при zÇ.L(x), £=0, учитывая, что в этом случае a=R ez =  l, 
следует, что
(p{s)-(p{o) + a{fx)(H{s)-H{o)) =  0(1).
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Напомним, что л-=  1 +z/log х. Отсюда из (28), (27) и (25) следует, что
г — Г r z+<p(s)-oM+a(f.x)(H(s)-HM'i d z
8 _ 2n i  J  z2+o(/,x) +
(31) Ш )
( И ^ Г 1 . . . 1г ( р ) 1)
( K lo g x  Р { ?  г  ) log л: - log log x j .
Для подсчета интеграла в (31) заметим, что он равен
1  ^ Pz
/s * 2ni J za+'<'’*> ’
где
г  =  л и г . и г . и л и г . и г . и г , ,
Г4 =  {z: Im z =  к(х), — log к(х) s  R e z ë  1},
Г2 — {z : Re z =  — log к (л:), 0 <  Im z ^ к(х)},
Г3 =  {z: Im z =  О, — log к(х) ё  Re z s  — 1},
Г4 =  {z:|z| =  1, — z <  argz <  л},
Г5, Гв, Г7 симметричны относительно вещественной оси соответственно 
Г3,Г3,Г1. Направление на Г задано по часовой стрелке. На контурах 
Г„, Г2, Г6 и Г7 на основании леммы 3 и выбора к(х)
h  ( 1 + ^ ) - ф ( 1+ 1^ ) + а ( / , х ) ( я ( 1+ ^ ) _ я ( 1+ 1^ ) )
— +  -Млс) =  0 ( 1 ).
Kl« +1
Следовательно, учитывая, что Im a(f, х) = 0(1), Re<7(/, х)^0, получаем
dz 
z~f  exp (z+<p(s)—<p(er) +<т(/, x)(H(s)-H(о-))) —^ x)r,ur,ureur,
o i  f  e* (a2 +k2(x)) 1 2 Re " +
-logt(x)
+ / ‘ î b ) /с (x) log к (x) ;
Главную часть /9 дают интегралы по Г3, Г4, Г5. Так как из леммы 3, при £ =0, 
\ß\ ё  1 следует, что
“ рИ 1+^ т)-«’(1+1 ^ )+<'« )')И 1+^ т ) -я (1+^ ) ) )  =
=  1 + 0  í ( | a — 1 | +  1 ) —-= = = = -д (д :))  ,
I К а + 1  )
3*
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следовательно,
1 9  = ~-г f  ezz 2 °V-x)dz + 0 í 1 |  +
2лг r.ur.ur, v к (x) log к (-x) J
f  . . Л1 У lai + 1  ^ e 1“1 , ,  A
+  0  L ( x )  /  . |2+Reg(/tX) Л « + д ( х ) 1  =
4 -log*(x) l“ l 7
=  Ъй f  z2+'V-x) dz+0 ( к (x) log к (x) + ^(x)) ’ 
где С-контур Ханкеля, /.; (x) монотонно убывает, а
tW  =  minU ) l o g l / ^ W ’ |/i°i I ) 
удовлетворяет (25) и (30). При таком выборе к(х) получаем
1
9 Г ( 2 +  * ( / , * ) )
На основании (26) пункта 6° получаем
+ 0(ц(х)').
/ ( * ,  y ) = j ~ ^ ÿ + ° ( fi ( x ) n (  1/ 1, / * ) )  +
+ 0  ехр - ^ ) ( М ( | / | ,  х )+  |<т(/, х)|(1 +  |<т(/, х)|))/х(х)].
ч ' P Р ' )
(32)
7° Для того, чтобы придать единообразное выражение остаткам, покажем 
в начале, что
( з з )  2  \ Я р )\1р  =  2  \ f ( p ) \ / p - y ° ( f  ^ ) + o ( i ) .
з_ р^х
P^V*
Действительно, суммируя по Абелю, получаем
з 2  \f(P)\IP S J  ^ ~ ^ - d u + 0 { \ l i \ ô g x )  s
ê£ \o(Z x ) |lo g 3 + 0  f  \a(f,u)-a(fx)\ du 1------------- 1----7  ---
nlogw ylogx
что с учетом ограниченности д(х) и неравенства log 3 дает (33).
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Далее, так как
2 ш _ 2 ш =  2 т . (  1 _ , ) +
Р Р  р ^ х  Р  р ^ х  Р  ' Р  '
+ ° { f > x ) Z ^ + o (  2  I Я р)\1р) =
р>У P  (x/2)Sp^2x
ТО
=  f  a(fu)—р---- í }  x — 1 ) du + a(f x) f  -----f  o [—  ^ ) =
i  ' u l o g u K u * - 1 ) KJ’ ’ J и log и l y i o g ^ J
=  f  a ( f x u) - ------- - d u  + o( f ,  x) f  - — du + O [ - 4 = - ] ,
<r u i u M 'lo g x ^
2  g(p)IPa-  2  = - y e ( f  x) + 0(fi(x)).
P р Ш х  P
Вполне аналогично
2 \g (p ) \IP '-2 ^
p  pmx P
e~u- l= f  сг(|У|, лс”) —---------d u+\ a ( f x ) \  f  - — d u + 0 (  1) ^
U  •> и
0 1
Ä - y R e ( 7 ( y ; x )  +  0 ( l ) .
Эти соображения и условие |<т(/, х)| ё М (|/ |,  х) позволяют переписать 
(32) в следующем виде
(34)
l(x, у) = G (a) exp [~ya( f ,  х)+ 2  X
'  p  S X  Р  '
х Ы щ +°  (ехр U —Г е Л ")ф )  *>)) •
Так как G'(í) = 0(1) при R e íS l ,  то
G (о) =  g ( í + t^ )  =  C?(l)+0(l/IogJc) -
= Д к 1 д Н ‘- “ (‘ + Д  v ) + 0 ( i 3 b ) -
Vp| /1=»р»у
=  С ( f ) + 0(1/log х)
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на основании леммы 1. Следовательно,
1(х, у) = e x p х) + 2  X




№ ( / , * ) )
+ о (exp ( д  l/(P)i *е/(р))м(х)М*Ш *))) •
8° Чтобы перейти от 1(х) к т(х), подсчитаем в начале 
тЛх) = ^  2  /(«) log и.
X п^х
Рассмотрим разность /(х(1 +е), х) — /(х, х), где 0<£<1. С одной стороны, 
она равна
т Ш # -  Ж  т  108 " -  Д Г Й  Ж  т  108 7 108 ”+
+ -
1
2  Ли) log ^  +-£') -  log и =
х(1+£) I «  S*(l + í)“
= (e+0(82))m1(x )-(e  +  0(£2))/(x, х) + 0  í —  2  IЛ и) I log и ].
V-X x~zn^x(l + e) '
1 ,Для третьего слагаемого, при j>=— log х, имеем
2  1У(и)1 log и =  2" 1Ли)|( 2  log ра~ь 2  log ря) —
jc-= i iS x(1 + e) + «) р “ 11и р “ 11п
p“ S y ( l  +  £) p“=»j>(l+£)
1
2  х«:ийДг(1 + е)
Следовательно,
2  |Ли)| iogn+ 2  1Лв)| 2  \f(p*)\iogp*.х(1+е)
~у(1 + £)
д(1 1 е)
^  М, ^  , ÍM I ^  X ( l + e )  |/(p)|logp ,
2  1Ли)| log и s  2 2  1Ли)| 2  — ------------ -------+
x<nâx(l-r£) х(1 + fi) X _х(1 + е) п Рп^ --------
+ 2 х ( 1 + £ )  2  2  |/(р а )[
Пусть рх(х) такова, что
П^Х П ра>У Р
а^ 2
2  1/(Р*)1 ! 1/(р)1
р*>у
log Р = СМ (|/|, х) (lo g ^ + ^ C x ))
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для всех xlt xtÇ\y, х\, log х. Тогда имеем
•7 2  1/(и )1 log п <к exp Í 2 ’ -^77^) (е+Л  (x))M(\f\, х).■X Х < И ^ х (1 + < ) Р '
Таким образом,
1(х(1+е), х) — 1(х, х) =  (е +  0 (е2))п11(х) —
(36)
- ( е+ 0 ( е2))1(х, х ) + 0  |е ехр ( 2  (е+РхС*)) М (|/|, x)j .
С другой стороны, эту разность можно найти используя (35). Первый член 
(35) дает
с ( Л ехр { - „ i f .  * )+ Д  X
xíexp í-y (ff( / ,x (l+ e))-< 7(/,x ))+  2  ~^Г~) ^Г+рЦ)- 1 ! =
V '  х < р ^ х ( 1 + е )  P ' *\P\J9 ^ ( 1  “Ь ® )))  /
= с(Лехр Í—ycr( f  х)+ У ------î------ (еоо*(*)) г (а( / х)) _
( Л  Р 1 ? ) +  р 4  P J / > ( / , * ) )  T  Г ( а ( / , * ( 1 + £ ) ) )  1) ~
=  с (/)ехр  í - y f f ( /  х )+  2  J^ - )  X




; +  0 Í_____Ä ____ ))l r ( a ( / , x ( l + £ ) ) ) J J -^ (о -( / ,  л:)) Г (<х(/, х ( 1  + £ )))
Отсюда так как Re<x(/, х)^0, Im a(f х) — 0(1), то 
______1______  1_________ «т(/, лг(1 +с)) a(f х)
/ > ( / , х (  1 +  £))) Г(о(/,х))  Г (1+ < х(/,х (1+ е))) Г (ех (/,х )+ 1) '
=  0 ( Н / ,  х ( 1 + £ ) ) - д ( / ,  х)| ■ ш а  ( [ у щ  +  £ ^ | )  =  O(p W ).
1тв  = 0(1) 1
Остальные члены в (35) при подстановке вместо х выражения х ( 1 + е), в силу 
монотонности р(х) и неравенства
2  \ f W p  =  o [ Ÿlof l° * x )
х < р $ х ( 1  + е) '  lO g  X  )
не увеличивают остаток. Отсюда следует, что
/(х(1 +£), х ) - /(х , х) =  exp \-yo(f х) +  2  ^ ) х
V Р^ Х Р '
(37)
ХО ехр ( 2  l/(P)l R e/(P )) М2(|/ |, х)р(х) .
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Из (36) и (37) получаем
тЛх) = l(x, х)(1 + 0 ( е)) + 0  íexp Í 2  (e+Pi(xj)M(\f\, х) +
V Р '
-he- у  Re exp ( 2  \fip)Jp)M2{\f\,x)p{x)
Выберем
p S x
e = e~W2Rea(f-x ) ] /M (|/ |,x )p (x ) .
При таком e получаем
mfx) -- exp i-yaif х)+ 2
V v S x  P >
X
X с if)Г (a if xj) + o (exp Í 2
|/ (p ) |-R e /(p )
) ( M 3/2 ( | / | , x ) X
у
X Ÿp(x) e2 Rea(-f’x) +p1(x)M (|/|, x)eyRea(-r’x)))).
Для перехода от mfx) к m(x) поступаем следующим образом
тм  =  T T 3 Í T 1  л т о  log Í  -
=  т ^ + ( , ( г г  № ) l / - + l o g | l o e , r  I / M l )  ■log X Uog2X „SJ/tog! ,  x  log X „ %  )
Используя неравенство (13') с \f(rí)\ вместо |с2(и)| получаем
т
Следовательно,
ехр ( — (/, х)+ 2  Лр)1р) 
т (х) =  ------------ —— ^ ---------- X
X С ( ЛГ(Л/х)) +  0
l o g x
í e x p í Z - l / ( P ) , - R e /( í7 )
V ^рЛх
X
Х(М 3' 20 / |,  х) ]/р (x) e> / 2 R e х) +  //!(х)М (1/1, x)eyRett(/’x))).
В случае, если Дп)Ш 0, асимптотическое дифференцирование можно провести 
с меньшими потерями. При оценке /(х, (1 + е) ,  х ) — / ( х , х )  в  правой часть (35) 
поступаем точно как и раньше. А левая часть
( 1 + е ) / ( х (1  + е ) ,  х ) — / ( х , х )  =
х(1 +в) log (1+ е)= — 2  /(и) log и logx I<ns*(l+e) п X
& log (1 4~е) ш1(х).
2  fin) log п S
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Отсюда получим
щ(х)  S  l(x, х) + 0  +e) ,x) - l (x ,  *)Jj +  0 (е[/ (JC> х ) |)
Аналогично получим
1(Х, х)+0 ( 1/(Л:(1- - )’£Х) ,(Х'Х)\) + 0(с\1(х, х)|) ё  тЛх).
Выбрав
е =  M( \ f  I, х) уГ (er(/; х)) Ín (x)(M2{\f\, х)ц(х)Г(о( /  х))+1) 1/2
и переходя от т1(х) к т(х) также как делалось выше, найдем, что в случае 
f(n)*= О
ехр(-у(«т(/ х)) +  2 Ар)1р)
т(х) =--------------- ^ ----------------- Xlog*
y{ r W J ) х Ых ) ) + °  ( " « л  » f r i f ô j l  •
Теорема 2 доказана.
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ALMOST PRODUCT FINSLER STRUCTURES AND CONNECTIONS
GHEORGHE ATANASIU and FRANCISC C. KLEPP
Summary
The almost product Finsler structure is defined and the set o f Finsler connections compatible 
with this structure (F-Finsler connections) is determined. A subset of F-Finsler connections, called 
F-Finsler connections is explicited and some invariant tensors of the group of transformations of 
such connections are determined.
Subgroups obtained by vanishing of some invariants, contain transformations o f F-Miron 
connections and F-Golqb connections, which are characterized by vanishing of Finsler tensors 
N jk and N ‘Jk given by (2.5) and (2.6), respectively. The class o f F-Finsler connections having this 
property is much more comprehensive.
The almost product structures were introduced and studied by A. G. Walker
(10), (11), K. Yano (12) and by many others. For example, in (8) and (9) the invariants 
for a sufficient vast category of compatible connections with the almost product 
structure are presented.
In this paper the almost product Finsler structure will be defined and we shall 
determine the set of all Finsler connections compatible with this structure (F-Finsler 
connections given by Theorem 3.1, formulae (3.4)). A subset of these connections,
called F ^  ^j-Finsler connections (formulae (3.8)) will be explicited and we will 
determine some of the invariants of the group of transformations among such connec­
tions, which have a common non-linear connection. For F^J q|-  and for F^q |j -
Finsler connections, respectively, these invariants are presented by Theorem 6.1 and
6.3, the generalized case is given by Theorem 5.1.
We remark that these groups of transformations contain the transformations of 
Miron connections in particulary (this notion was introduced by M. Hashiguchi in
(2) and it was generalized by us in Definition 1.1), and the transformations of Gol^b 
connections, respectively (see (1) and Definition 1.2), when these connections are 
compatible with the almost product Finsler structure.
Moreover, the studied Finsler connections are characterized by vanishing of 
Finsler tensors Njk and Njk (given by (2.5) and (2.6)). These tensors have the well-
known Nijenhuis tensor properties in the problem of the almost product structure 
integrability.
The notations and terminologies are those of M. Matsumoto (3), (4), with few 
modifications (6).
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 53C60.
Key words and phrases. Almost product Finsler structures, Finsler connections, groups of 
Finsler connections and invariants.
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§ 1. Preliminaries
By M. Matsumoto (3), (4) a Finsler connection FF on a C“-differentiable mani­
fold M n is defined in three equivalent manners: as a pair (F \ F”), as a pair (T, N)  
or as a triad (r v, N, r v) where r  and r h (resp. r v) are a connection and a horizontal 
(resp. vertical) connection in the Finsler bundle F(Mn), N  is a non-linear connection 
in the tangent bundle T(M„) and r v is a F-connection in the linear frame bundle L(Mn). 
If F)k, C'Jk are the coefficients of F, and Nk and are the respective ones of N  and F„, 
the Finsler connection FT having (N[, F}k, Cj*) as the coefficients is denoted by 
FT =  (N, F, C).
For a Finsler tensor field K)(x, y), where y  is the supporting element in x, the 
h- and u-co variant derivatives are defined by:
where five torsion tensor fields R 1, P 1, S 1, T, C and three curvature tensor fields 
R 2, P 2, S 2 appear, and their components are given by:
If F r —(N ,F ,C ) and Fr = (N ,F ,C ) are two Finsler connections on Mn, 
then a unique triad of Finsler tensor fields A ,  B ,  D  is determined by (3), (4):
Reciprocally, let F T  be a Finsler connection and A, B ,  D  a triad of Finsler tensor 
fields, then FF given by (1.5) is a Finsler connection. The map FT -F F  defined 
by (1.5) is called a transformation o f Finsler connections. The group of these transfor­
mations was discussed at large in (5) and (6).
Transformations of Finsler connections, which preserve the nonlinear connec­
tion N  are given by:
( 1. 1)
where ö/öx‘—d/dx‘—N^d/dy“.
The Ricci identities applying to K) are:
(1.3)
(1.4)
(1.5') Nj — Nf, Fjk — Fjk+Bjk; C ) k —  C'j k + D ' j k
and will be denoted by FF (N)^FF(N).
0
We also notice (6):
i f i  __ n i   f ^ i  n a  . q r i  __ p i   p i   / ->i
jkp  j k p  '~/j a Jxkp i  'r’j k p  r  j k p  r  jp k  j a l kp( 1.6)
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where t)k is the torsion tensor of the non-linear connection N  (4);
(1.7) t,Jk =  dN}/dyk-dNL/dyJ.
So we have (6):
Proposition 1.1. By a transformation (1.5') o f Finsler connections F r (N) — 
■—F t(N ), the tensor fields K)kp, ß^j4p, s]kp are transformed as follows:
K‘jkp = Kjkp+B'jaTkp + B'Jk\p—B'Jp[k + BajkB'ap—BajkB'ak
W j k p  =  t y j k p + B j a  S £ P  +  D ) a  T k p + B j k \p — B lj p \k +
(1-8) + BaJk D'ap—BajpD'ak +DaJk B'ap—D“jp B'ak+ D)k[p—D)p\k
Sjkp =  S lJkp+ D ‘ja S£p + D )k\p- D ^ + D ^ - D “^ .
We introduce the following definitions:
D efinition 1.1. A Finsler connection Fr(N)=(N, F, C) is called Miron 
connection if:
(1.9) F)k-F l j  = 6ij Pk- ö lkpj-, C}k-C Íj = öljqk-ő iq J
where pk and qk are arbitrary Finsler covector fields.
This definition generalizes the definition given by M. Hashiguchi on Miron con­
nections in (2), where Miron connections M r(pk, qk) were metrical Finsler connec­
tions.
D efinition 1.2. A Finsler connection Fr(N)=(N, F, C) is called Golqb 
connection if:
(1-10) Fjk~ FkJ = tjPk—tkPj> Cljk — Ckj — t)qk — tkqj
where pk, qk and t) are arbitrary Finsler tensor fields.
§ 2. F-Finsler connections
In this section we shall define the almost product Finsler structure and compat­
ible Finsler connections with this structure (F-Finsler connections), evidencing some 
of the properties of these connections.
D efinition 2.1. A Finsler tensor field Fj (x, y) is called almost product Finsler 
structure on Mn, if:
(2.1) F/F* =  Ö),
(2.2) Det[Fj(x, y)\ ^  0 Vy ^  0.
D efinition 2.2. A Finsler connection F=(A, F, C) is called almost product, 
or compatible with almost product Finsler structure, or we say it is an F-Finsler 
connection, if and only if:
(2.3) Fjlk = 0; Fj|t =  0
So we have:
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Theorem 2.1. I f  F f  =(N, F, C) is an arbitrary fixed Finsler connection on Mn, 
then the following Finsler connection:
(2.4) N) =  N)\ Fk  = Fjk—jF jF ih l
k
cj,jk C k - j F f F i  |*
is an F-Finsler connection, where | and ] denote the h- and v-covariant derivatives rela­
tive to F f.
Indeed, a direct substitution in (2.1) shows that x f= (N ,F ,C )  given by
(2.4) satisfies (2.3).
Definition 2.3. We shall call the Finsler connection Kf= (N , F, C ) given by
(2.4) the almost product Kawaguchi connection derived from Fr.
We introduce the following Finsler tensors for an almost product Finsler struc-
ture:
(2.5) N)k = Ff (Sa Ff — ök Fl) - ■ Fk (3a Fj—5j Ff),
(2.6) N't* = Ff(daFk—dk Fj) --F f f fF f-d jF f) .
Relations (1.1), (1.3), (2.3), (2.5) and (2.6) give
T heorem 2.2. For any F-Finsler connection the Finsler tensors Njk and Nfk 
can be expressed as follows:
(2.5') N)k = T)k + Ff FkhT‘b -  Tf„ I f  Fj -  Ff Tbak F‘,
(2.6') Njk = S ‘jk+ Ff Fbk Sk -  Sfb Fb Fj -  Ff S bak F‘.
We may consider the Finsler tensor fields:
(2.7) Pff = 1  (Sf Sf + Ff Ff); Ff/ =  1  (őfőf -  Ff Ff),
and we shall call them the K. Yano—Obata operators (7), (12) of the almost product 
Finsler structure Fj(x, y).
From their properties we mention:
(2.8) P + P = <5(5; P ■ P — P; P P = P ;  P P  = 0; P P =  0 
1 2  1 1 1 2 2 2  1 2  2 1
Using properties (2.8) we have immediately:
Lemma 2.3. A tensorial equation
P ■ X  — U (respectively P • X  =  U)
with X  as unknown, has solution i f  and only i f
P- U = 0 (respectively P- U =  0).
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In this case the general solution is given by
X =  P -Y + U  (respectively X  = P-Y+ U )
where Y is an arbitrary Finsler tensor o f the same type as X.
Here (P- P)i]= P“b Pfj and the contraction of a Finsler tensor of type (1, 2) by
P has the local expression (P ■ U)'Jk — Pfb Ubk. From PU=0 we have PU—U,
since P + P=öö and (P +P) U=ŐÖU=U.1 2  1 2
It follows that X = P Y+ U  is a solution of the equation: PX=U.
From (2.7) and (2.3) we have:
T heorem 2.4. For any F-Finsler connection, the K. Yano— Obata operators o f 
the almost product Finsler structure, are h- and v-covariant constants, i.e.
(2.9) PiM = 0; Fu\h =  0; Pfm =  0; P%  = 0.
Now, if Fr is an F-Finsler connection, then the Ricci identities (1.2) applied to 
Fj(x, y) give:
(2.10) F‘R°Jkh-F ? R ‘akh = 0 (Rjkh = Fi FbjR°bkh)
and by analogy the relation (2.10) in P)kh and Sjkh ■
Both last result and Theorem 2.4 by (2.7) lead us to
T heorem 2.5. The curvature tensor fields R)kh, P ] kh and S j ki, o f  an F - Finsler con­
nection have the property that the Finsler tensor fields Pfi,Rbakh, P“ÍP bkh and Pfb S bkh
and their h- and v-covariant derivatives o f any order vanish.
§ 3. The set of F-Finsler connections
We shall determine all almost product Finsler connections by a well-known 
method based on Lemma 2.3. For this purpose, if F t= (N ,  F, C ) is a Finsler 
connection, then according to (1.5), the triad F r= (N ,  F, C) given by:
Nj =  N j - X j ,
(3.1) Fjk =  Fjk +  C j a X k + B j k ,
C ) k  =  C ) k + D ) k
where X, B, D are arbitrary, is a Finsler connection, too, and reciprocally.
If FT given by (3.1) is an F-Finsler connection, for the Finsler tensors X, B, D  
we obtain the following system of equations:
Bjk—Fj FbBbk =  FKF}]k+ F } \bXg),
D j k  ~  F “ F lb D „ k =  F ‘ F j \ k
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which, by (2.7), can be expressed in the form:
(3.2)
P%Bbak = 1 F‘a(F°]k+ F f\bX£),
Pfb Dbak — ~  Fj,Ffj u-
A direct calculus shows us that Lemma 2.3 is fulfilled and then the general solution 
of that system is given by:
(3.3)
B)k = ^ - F ‘(F]U+Ff \b X£) + P% Yak 
D)k = j F ‘F]\k + PfbZ2k
where Y)k and Z)k are arbitrary Finsler tensor fields.
Using the above affirmations we have
T heorem 3.1. The set o f  F-Finsler connections FF = (N, F, C) is given by
Nj = N j-X j ,
(3.4) F'jk — F'Jk + C)aX£ - - ^ F f(F ‘U + F f\bX£) + P% Ybak,
C}k : C \,___F? Fl^ jk 2 l j r °I k+ p % z *>
where Fr = (N,F, C) is a fixed Finsler connection on M„, \ and j denote the h- 
and u-covariant derivatives relative to FT and X), Y)k, Z)k are arbitrary Finsler ten­
sors.
° k k k
O bservation 3.1. The almost product Kawaguchi connection KF=(N, F, C) 
given by (2.4) is obtained from (3.4) for X=0, T=0, Z = 0.
C orollary 3.2. I f  FT1 = (N, F, C) is an F-Finsler connection, then the set o f 
all F-Finsler connections FT =(N, F, C) is given by
Nj = N j-X j,
(3-5) F)k =  F)k + C)aXZ + P%YZk,
C i   r'i I pai frb
j k  jk  > f  j b ^ a k
where X), Yjk, Zjk are arbitrary Finsler tensor fields.
If we denote by FT(TV) Finsler connections which preserve the non-linear con­
nection N, then we have:
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Corollary 3.3. The set o f  all F-Finsler connections FT(N) with the same non­
linear connection N, is given by
N }  =  N ' j ,
(3.6) FiJk = F\l - ^ F ‘!F iatk+ P K na\k~ jb 1 aki
C } k =  C ‘k - j F ° F ‘ \ k +  P % Z » k
where Y}k and Zjk are arbitrary Finsler tensor fields.
Corollary 3.4. I f  F f = (N, F, C) is an F-Finsler connection, then the set o f all 
F-Finsler connections FT(N) is written as follows:
N )  =  N ‘j ,
(3.7) F}k = Fjk+P%Yabk,
r*i — C'i  I pai y b  
^  jk — ' - ' j k '  *  j b ^ a k
where Y}k and Zjk are arbitrary Finsler tensor fields.
In (3.4) we take the Finsler tensor fields Y  and Z in the form
and with (2.7) we have:
Y ‘k  =  ( W j  +  t i F f i o ,  
Z ‘k =  (ccölj + ßFj)rk
T heorem 3.5. I f  FT is a fixed F-Finsler connection on M„, X, /i, a, /?€ R and 
ok, rk, Xj are arbitrary Finsler tensors, then the following Finsler connections are 
F-Finsler connections:
(3.8)
Nj =  N } - X j ,
F j k =  F ’k +  C ‘j a X ^  +  a ö )  +  t i F ‘) a k , 
Cjk = Cjk + (aö‘- + ßFj)rk.
D efinition 3.1. 
Finsler connections.
F-Finsler connections given by (3.8) will be called F
Corollary 3.6. I f  FF is a fixed F-Finsler connection, with the non-linear connec­
tion N, then F
(3.9)
(a Finsler connections F r  (N) are given by: 
N ‘j =  Nj ,
Fjk =  F}k+(XÖ‘j+ßFj)<Tk,
Cjk =  Cjk +  (ocö‘j +  ßFj) rk.
4
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where ak and zk are arbitrary Finsler covector fields.
§ 4. The group of transformations of F-Finsler connections
If Fr = (N, F, C) is an F-Finsler connection with FT fixed like in (3.4), then 
according to (1.5) and Theorem 3.1, we affirm:
T heorem 4.1. Let F r and F f  be two F-Finsler connections corresponding to ar­
bitrary Finsler tensors X, Y, Z  and X, Y, Z, respectively. Then, the map FT -»FT is 
given by:
where we denoted X —X = X ; Y —Y—Y; Z  — Z = Z.
The set G of transformations FF ~FF of F-Finsler connections, together with 
the mapping product is a group. The structure of this group G can be studied in the 
same way as the group of transformations of metric Finsler connections (6).
We want to pay attention to some particular cases.
Let us consider transformations of F-Finsler connections FT(N)-*FF(N), 
having the same-non-linear connection N. According to (3.6) these are:
where X ljk and Z)k are arbitrary Finsler tensor fields.
The above considerations allow us to state
JTheorem 4.2. The set o f  the transformations o f  F-Finsler connections FT(N)-+ 
FT (TV), given by (4.2) is a group Gap relative to the product o f transformations and
(4.1)
(4.2)
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this group is isomorphic with the additive group o f Finsler tensor pairs in the form( pai yb pai yb\ jb * ak> £ jb^ak)’
Corollary 4.3. The group Gap ^  o f transformations o f  /  ^  -Finsler connec­
tions FT (N) -> Ff(N ) having the same non-linear connection N and the same constants 
X, p, ot, ß£R, respectively, is given by
N )  =  N j ,
(4.3) F)k = F‘k + (XŐ<+pFfipk,
C)k =  C]k + {a.0) + ßFj)qk
where pk and qk are arbitrary Finsler covector fields.
According to (1.3), (1.4), (1.6), Proposition 1.1 and the above Corollary, a direct 
calculation lead us to
T heorem 4.4. By a transformation (4.3) o f F ^^-F insler connections Fr(N ) — 
-+FT (N), the Finsler tensor fields Tjk, S'Jk, K]kh; Sjkh are transformed as follows:
\ Vk =  T)k +  (XS)+pFj)pk-(X S lk+ p F j)pj 
l Sjk =  S ‘Jk +  (aőj+ ßFj) qk -  (aS‘k +  ßF[) q}
Kjkh — Kjkh + (zb'jFßFj) qkh 
fjkk = % kh+ (Xő‘j +p Fj) «y, + (aölj +ßFj) vkh 





Pkh — Pk\h~ Ph\k + paTkh\ qkh — qk\h- q h\k + q„S?h 
ukh — Pklh^ Ph\kF paSkh; vkh =  qk\k — qh\k + qaTkh-
§5. Invariants in transformations of F -Finsler connections
We decide upon to find some of invariant tensors of the group of trans­
formations of P (l  ^j-Finsler connections given by (4.3).
T heorem 5.1. I f  X2—p27±0; Xn+pf^O; Xf+pn^O and a2—ß29i 0; txn+ßf^O ; 
a f  + ßny^O, where f=  Ffi then the following Finsler tensors are invariants o f  the group
4*











[(r,.ö‘+ßF$)(aSk+ßFgS?a) -(a2 —j82)(n —1)
-(aáÍ+)SF‘)(aS'J+iSFí5j’a)],
T - ( “ í )
(a 3  =  5 í
akhXn + n f
? M « Ü )









( a d j  +  ß F j )  F g  ty a khaf+ßn
a C « )
Jfikk ü  ß) =  K)kh- - r ^ ( X Ö ) + i i F ' X X K ^ - liF°bK l a)
3 \CC p  /  A — [A,
iMSS) ty'jkh-- j ^ j  + ß F j X u ^ - ß F W l" )
P khü  ß) =  S' “ - -TßFFFrWj + ß fj)(« S k - ß f i SL ) ,
where л>  1 and Tk = T “k, Sk — S"k.
Proof. Because transformations of the group Gap preserve the non-linear
connection N  it follows that t)k and R)k are invariants of this group.
Going on we shall indicate a way of getting the invariant Щкк (a ( j  for the other
3 va P'
invariants analogous ways were used.
According to (4.4), for A=a and p=ß,  we have:
(5.5) WJkh = Ф цм+Щ +ßFbrn
where rkh=ukh + vkh, ukh and ukh are given by (4.6).
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From (5.5) we have:
(5.6) F‘ = Fl + (aFj+ ßölj) rkh.
By contraction i—h in (5.5) and by summing, we obtain:
(5.7) Wjk, = y°ka + «rkj + ßF?rka
and by the same contraction in (5.6) and by summing we obtain:
(5.8) Ft WJka =  Fg + otFj rka + ßrkJ.
If we multiply (5.7) by a and (5.8) by ß, respectively, and the equalities such obtained 
are subtracted, then we can express the tensor rkJ in the form:
(5-9) rkJ =  [a{WJka-  t y J ~ ßFg( % . -  ^ ) ] .
Substituting rkj given by (5.9) in (5.5) and separating the marked quantities by the 
other terms we obtain:
where t y kh ß) is given by (5.4). Q.e.d.
We remark that if we denote by *Gap the subgroup of Gap ^  ßj given by
'<V  (« ß) =  (a ? ) h  (« =  0: « {Í ?) -  »}
it consists of transformations of ^j-Finsler connections which have the follow­
ing properties:
(5.10) Fj,* =  0; F j \ k  = 0; Nj = N) (fixed)
. n f F j k — F k j  = (Xö,j+ pt,J)pk-(Aöik+ fitl)<7y
( } 1 Cjk-C ij  =  (aö'j + ßtÜq.-iaöi + ßtDpj
where
t‘, = F‘- ■ lj r j>
Pk = (?.2 — p2)(n — 1) (AT* + pFSTka)
<7* =  ^2_ß~)(n _  1) (7SkFßFb Fka).
Then, using Theorem 2.2, a direct calculus lead us to
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T heorem 5.2. For any *F -Finsler connection we have:
(5.12) *Njk = 0; *N‘k = 0.
R emark 5.1. The class of F-Finsler connections having the property that 
N f  =  0; N ‘jk = 0 is much more comprehensive. A future note will present it.
R emark 5.2. Invariants of exceptional cases in Theorem 5.1 can be determined 
for each case, using the above method, or for allowed cases, particularizing invariants 
determined earlier. For instance we obtain the following invariants:
OJ~i P '  =  Ofi Í  _  J ' i
(a aj -  ( — a - a j  _  1 *k t a l i k
. ( A  — A )  _  . ( — A  A )  _  . p i j o
J Jk Ja — aj — J ik ( - a  aj 1jk+ t a1Jk
■ p . ( » a) = p .  ( : i : « )  =
§ 6. Particular cases
In this final section, we shall study two important particular cases:
Case 1. If A =l,/r =  0 and a = l,  ß = 0, according to (4.3) we obtain the group 
Gap q|  of transformations of Qj-Finsler connections, given by (3.10). So we
have:
T heorem 6.1. I f  f=  F f^Q  and n> 1, then the following Finsler tensors are in­
variants o f the group Gap ij  q|:
( 6 . 1)
( 6 .2)
t)k > R'jk
, ^(lS) =  7i - T i r i  V j T k - t l T j ) ;
f l k k { \  o ) = K h h~ S tj K Z * ;
■ f jk k { \  o) = K)kh- jö )F ° b K>kh
f j k k ( J ° )  =  K j kh—ő j K kka
and by analogy the relations (6.2) in and Sjkh.
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R emark 6.1. The subgroup MGa p J^ [Jj of Ga p ^J [Jj given by:
" M l  S W C  o ) = ° l
consists of transformations of F-Miron connections.
Indeed, connections of MGa p ^J [Jj have the following properties:
(6.3) F\[k = 0, Fj\k = 0, Nj = Nj (fixed)
(6-4) F)k -  Fij = őljpk-  5kPj; C)k -  Clj =  Ö) qk -  S‘k
where: pk= Tk/(n - \) ,  qk= S J (n - \) ,  Tk= T “k, Sk=S"k.
A direct calculus, or using Theorem 5.2 gives:
T heorem 6.2. For any F-Miron connection we have:
(6.5) MN)k = 0, MN)k =  0.
Case 2. If A=0, p= \ and a=0, ß = \, according to (4.3) we obtain the group 
Gap [^J Jj of transformations of F^[J Jj-Finsler connections, given by (3.11). So we 
have:
T heorem 6.3. I f  f=  F“^ 0  and 1, then the following Finsler tensors are 
invariants o f  the group Gap [^J J j:
(6.6)
t ll jk> RW,
(6.7)
H  (JJ J j =  T jb - j^ jF S iF iT ^ -F lT i j)
(JJ 1) =  S j b - ^ W j S ^ - F M j )
!) = Kljkh~ j F ljKSkh,
' MXD- K jk h  ~  ~  F j  Fb Kakh >
J jk k (o j ) =  K tJkh-F}FgKZka
and by analogy the relation (6.7) in ty‘jkh and Sjkh.
R emark 6.2. The subgroup GGap [^J Jj of G„p |JJJ Jj given by
“MS i)={,ec"(S !)M S!)=0; M « ! ) = °1
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consists of transformations of F-GoJqb connections.
Indeed, connections of GGap|Q J) have the following properties:
(6.8) Fj\k — 0, Fj|* = 0, Nj = Nj (fixed)
(6.9) Fj k - Flj = t'jPk-Apj, Cjk~Ckj = t'jcIk~1k(Ij
where:
tj — F j ; Pk = F°bTbJ ( n - 1); qk = F°bs bj ( n ~ \ )
Finally, by a direct calculus, or using Theorem 5.2 we have: 
T heorem 6.4. For any Golqb connection we have:
(6.10) GN)k = 0, °N}k = 0.
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IRREGULARITIES IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRIME IDEALS I
SZ. GY. RÉVÉSZ
To my father, György E. Révész, on his fiftieth birthday
1. Let us denote, as usual, Xfi(x)= 2  A(n) where A (rí) is von Mangoldt’s
n^x
function, i.e. log p for the powers of the prime p and zero for numbers having more 
than one prime divisor. Then the remainder term in the prime number theorem is 
A(x)= 'F(x)~x. It is known for a long time, that the order of magnitude of A(x) 
is closely connected with the non-trivial zeros of £(s), the Riemann zeta function, 
e.g.
(1.1) A(x) = - Z — + 0 (  log*).
q 6
From this formula it is easy to see an old result of Phragmén, which states, that if 0 
is the least upper bound for the real parts of the £-roots, then
(1.2) d(x) = fl(x9- E).
However, this is a completely ineffective result. Littlewood [3] pointed out in 1937: 
“If we give a particular q0 with /?0> y  then there are no known ways to give an 
explicit X  depending on q0 and e, such that
(1.3) M(x)| >X»o-e
for some x in [0, X].” The first effective result in this field is due to P. Túrán [11] who 
could prove the following
T heorem  (P. Túrán). I f  Qa=ßo+iyo> ßo—^f *s  an arbitrary non-trivial zero o f 
£(s), then for
(1.4) T  >  max {c0, c^o)}  
one has
(1.5) max |d(jc)|l s x s r 1 1
T ß o
------ io io 'g r  e x P
|eo|i°*i°gr
log Flog log log n  
log log T )
with effectively calculable c(— s.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 12A70; Secondary 10H22.
Key words and phrases. Zeros of the Dedekind zeta-functions, oscillation of the remainder 
term in the prime ideal formula.
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Xpo
But (1.1) suggests that the oscillation of A{x) is of order :—r, which is larger
I {?o|
than the right side of (1.5). The complete answer in this respect was given by
J. Pintz [5], who proved the undermentioned
T heorem (J. Pintz). I f  0< e-= -^- and £(q0) = 0  for e0=ß0+iy0, /?0= ~  +  <5>-^
then fo r  y0- and
( 1.6)
we have in the interval
(1.7)
an x  and an x ', for which
>  max (y0, c4) 
[H, H 100loB yo]
( 1.8) A{x) >  ( 1 - e ) XT»
kol
d(x') <  — (1—e) (x'Y°
Ißol
Here the C j - s  are effective constants, too.
2. As the situation seems to be very similar in the theory of the remainder term 
in the prime-ideal theorem, the question for similar results is natural.
Denote by K=K(S) an algebraic number field with degree n and discriminant A 
over Q. P denotes always a prime ideal, NP the norm of P in K. As usual, let
¥ k(x) =  2  G(m), G(m) =  2  logNP
m ^ x  P, k
N  Pk = m
and let AK(x) = 'FK(x)—x  be the remainder term in the prime-ideal theorem. Let 




By Q —  ß + iy we shall denote always non-trivial roots of CK(S)-
It is easy to obtain results like (1.2), but these will be again ineffective. So the 
natural aim would be to get effective results, in which the constants depends also 
effectively on the parameters of K. Such a result was first attained by W. Stas [8], 
who proved




T  > m ax(c5,c„ ,cK, c J
^max^ \Ak(x)| >  Tß« exp j — (rj + 1) log T log log log T\ log log T J
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Here c6, c6 are explicitly calculable effective absolute constants, and
('128'!(2.4) c, =  exp exp exp ,
(2.5) cK = max jexp (cj\A |3/2), exp exp ( y  n + 2) }»
(2.6) ce = exp exp (lf?0|1/,,+  leol28/")-
3. In the present paper we show, that the expectable oscillation can be proved. 
With the above notations, and explicit absolute constants c, C we assert:






Y >  C max {(y0 + 2), n, log |d|} 
x í [ T ,  y c (,llo8 b 0+ i o ) + i o g | a | ) j
MjcWI 6 8+ 50  '
We remark, that (3.1) is much nicer, than the condition (2.2) with the constants
(2.4), (2.5) and (2.6), and the oscillation is the expected one. The constant 50 in (3.3) 
is not important. In the examination of ^max  ^Mx(*)|, our result is not as good as
(2.3) , in view of the localization (3.2). In the classical case K=Q, when CK(i) is 
the Riemann zeta function and AK(x) is the remainder term of the prime number 
formula the above version of Pintz’s theorem was proved by himself in a lecture held 
in 1980 at the Eötvös Loránd University (Budapest).
In the special case, when ß0 +iy0 is a zero of Ck having minimal distance from 
the real axis, we get the classical Landau-type estimate with a uniform localization.
To obtain this, we remark, that by the symmetry of the ix-roots to a = ff> wecan
take ß0 ^Y>  ancl Ihat if NK(T) denotes the number of (K-roots having imaginary
part not exceeding 2 in absolute value, by classical methods it can be easily seen 
that* 1
(3.4) Nk(T) = ^ T lo g T +  lQg M l-” - ” log27C T+0((n + log |d|)log r ) .
—+IT\ % £'k 2 + iT
1 It is well-known that the remainder term is — lm  f  —f — (s)ds, from which f  is 0(n)
71 i  »K i
by (2.1) and the estimate of G(m) in the proof of Lemma 1. An application o f Littlewood’s 
lemma (see e.g. [10] §9.9) gives that for some V  with \T ~  T ' l s l  the horizontal integral is 
0((« +  Iog M l) log T). Taking into account NK( T ) - N K(T')=  0((n + log |zl|) log T) (c.f. Lemma 4) 
we have (3.4).
N ote added in proof. Professor J. Kaczorowsky called my attention that an alternative proof 
can be found in [7].
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From the fact, that for a sufficiently large constant the main term exceeds the remain­
der, we conclude, that all the Ck functions have at least one zero ß0 + iy0 for which
|y0| does not exceed an absolute constant and for which Applying our Theo­
rem to this zero, we get
Corollary. There exist positive, absolute, effective constants c0, c', c" that for 
every algebraic number field K  and any
I am deeply indebted to J. Pintz for drawing my attention to the field, and for 
many helpful remarks during the time of my work.








Y  >  c' max {n, log |A |},
x€[T, r c'("+I°*UI>]
\Ak (x )\ c0 i x .
(4.1) l ^ (* ) I - f f i i2 Xl0g2*-
Proof. While 0 s G (n j)S - j-^ —-log2?n ([8], Lemma 2) this is trivial.
log z
Lemma 2. For — oo<r<oo
(4.2)
Proof. This is Corollary 2 and Corollary 3 in p. 295 of [4] with 
L emma 3. For — lS c rs4 , — oo<í<oo one has
(4.3) I(s- 1 K k(s)| S c J M r d t l  +  i y W 2.
Proof. This is Lemma 3 in [9]. 
Lemma 4. I f  T^O, then
2  1 ^  c2nlog(7’+2) +  c3log|d|.
\y-T\sl
(4.4)





Proof. We use Jensen’s inequality for r = Y l ,  / ? = y  around s0= —+iT.  
2  1 S 2  2  1 — 2 2  i s
| y - T | s i  q e
\ f - T \ a i
— log max
R  | s - s 0|a R
?*(*)(*-1) S  C4log { M \
Cx(so)(so— 1)
c« T + , r iJlog — r
|r|ar+(5/2)
in view of Lemma 3, and so by Lemma 2 we get
(4.7) 2  1 <  c4log(cS|d|3/2(r+2)W 2>"+2) <  c2 n log(7’+2) + c3log \A\.
Iv-T|ai
Lemma 4 trivially implies
Lemma 5. Let l be a natural number. Then
(4.8) 2  1 S c 7/(nlog(|rH -/+2)+logM |).
| y - T | s l




< 4 - - M
" " “ I
where
(4.10) c8 = 2r í (t ) .
\A \\sr
Proof. If Fdenotes the canonical polynomial of 9 over Q, we denote the number 
of its real zeros by r1; and the number of the complex conjugate pairs of roots by r2, 
so r1 + 2ri =n. Following Landau, we denote the constant in the functional equation 
(see e.g. [2], Satz 154, Satz 155) by A, i.e.
(4.11) A = ]/]Ä \2-rtn ~ nli.
For the proof of the Lemma we write
i cK( i - i )  l
Now let y+i'r, then
U (s) U(s) Ck (1 - s ) -
(!))'•ICx(i-i)|
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and for /(.?)= we have by the functional equation ([2], Satz 155, 2)
U(s)









l ‘ r ) > ( i r
f  r ( s )  y  
l r a - s ) J
r r ( s + 2 ) ) r »  l  
' •  l r ( l - s ) J  ( s ( s + l ) ) n
(4.13) |/(s)| = A-
r | ' 3  .  t \ r ( H
r r [ i - i / lU  2) 2 )
|s|ri+r»[s+l|r*
A ~ 2 2' |s|ri+2,-j
In view of (4.11) and r1 + 2r2 =n, we get from this the lemma.
Lemma 7. For — °=><r0<oo> s0=  —y + íí0
(4.14) c9n log(|/0| + 2) + 3 log Ml-
P roof. Let g (i)= C K( j) (5 —l), r = y .  Then
(4.15)
by Lemma 6, and
(4.16)
1 1 „ 1





, |g(s)| ^  c?M|3/2[l?o l+ jj
by Lemma 3.
Since g (s) is regular and non vanishing in the whole circle j.?—s01 s  r, we can 
apply Satz 4.3, Anhang [6]
(4.17)
and so considering our estimates (4.15) and (4.16)
— (so)
2  ,S  —log max g(s)
g(so)8 r ls—sol —r
6 log (Ci C8)b j/j2]r-rrl |/oI+t ]
(l/2)n +  2
(4.18)
— c9 n log(|?0| +  2) + 3 log M|.
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The main tool in the proof of the theorem will be Turán’s powersum method. 
Here we shall use Cassels’ powersum theorem [1] which we formulate as
Lemma 8. For arbitrary complex numbers zx, z2, ..., zN we have
(4.19) max13V32IV-1
N
Z * 'jJ = 1 1.
Substituting here zJ—e!,ja we get from (4.19)
Lemma 9. For arbitrary complex numbers <xx, a2, ..., aN and for any a=-0
(4.20) max
a s r s ( 2 I V - l ) a
2 e* 
j=i s  1.
5. Proof of the theorem. We use the “kernel-function” eksi+Hs with real &>1, 
for which the well-known integral formula
(5.1)
holds for every real k and complex H. If we define for o l  the convergent integral
D(s)= f  Ak{x) - t-{x  0 dx = —s f
(5.2)





then we can see from the latter form that D is a meromorf function. 
Now we define
(5.3) U — ——r f  D(s+iy0)eks,+lu ds. 
2m tS
We can evaluate this integral in two ways; by passing the path of integration to
<r= - j  and estimating the obtained sum of residues by the powersum method, or
by using the definition of D and interchanging the order of integration. We will see, 
that our kernel function in this way relates the behaviour of AK(x) around e" and the
residues of the ~  function near to q 0 . Let k — - ^ -  where p will be chosen later with 
Ck 16
the property p ^ a  = % log 7^40.
U = ^ - r  / f-p- (5 + iy,) + - ' - yo . ) <**+>» ds =
2ni J U k s +  iyo - l j
(5.4)
=  f  i4£-(s-My0)+ s+,y° ) ek,,+>a d s + 2 'g t<8~l,|>)’+M(<,~ly‘»)- 
2ni (-!/« U jc *+iyo-U  •
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Denoting the sum of residues by W(/i, g0) — IT, we have by 1 and by Lemma 7
\W— U\ ^  —  J  {c9 n log (|i + 70| + 2) + 3 log |d| + l} e* 2 dt s
=§ e* 2 |n log (}’0 + 2)c10 f  (l+ log(|i| + 2))e-‘2di + 3 log |d|-  ^ f  <
<  e 3 {cn nlog(y0 + 2) + 31og |d|} <  1,
/I >  3 log [cn n log (y„ + 2) + 3 log |d |].
v =  2 e( ^ (fl_i7o)!+(c_iVo)) M.
Iv—y0l-=s
The number of summands in V is less than c12(n log (y0+10) + log |d|), according 
to Lemma 5. Using Lemma 4 we have
\W -V \S  2  <  e"+* 2 e~kvt 2  1 <
I y—Yo I—8 v= 8 v s | v - r e | < v + i
(5.8) <  e"+<1 ^  2 (c2« log(v + 70 + 2) + c3log \A\)e~kv* <
v =  8
<  etl+k~6ik c13 (n log (y0 + 2) + log |d|) <  1, 
if
(5.9) n >  log [c13 (n log (y0 + 2) + log |dI)].
Now we use Lemma 9 for V ^a>0, 0Cj=-^-(q—iy0)2 +(Q—ifoX ls A r< c12(n log(y0+
+  10) +  log |d|), ßo+ßo (from the summand for e0)j.
We get the existence of a
(5.10) H£[a, 2c12(n log(y0 + 10) + log | d |) a], 
for which
(5.11) \V\ ^  e ^ + ^ o .






iyo) clx) eksi+l,s ds =
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(5.12)
=  A  [* ''’• i i b exp( -
( (jl- log x)2 
{ 4k
(n - \o g x ) 2
4k )] dx=
= 1_  r AK(x)
2 in k  i *
x ,yo exp | ) Í . 2(logx-/i)'|— ü t ~ r x -
Now let U— i/i+  U2+ U3 where
*-14»c p(l/8)^
(5.13) U1= f  = { U2l i en~14k e(.l/6)n
Using Lemma 1 and ^^40, we gain for Ux and U3
eH -14 k
eH + Uk c(15/8)m oo oo





ed/S>M <  1,
I Un\ 2 ink
g  . v
Ux\ <  f  j ^ l o g 2xexp(-49fc)[y0+-^;J dx
n . . /t2 ( 49 )
- i 3 i 2 (l’«+ 8 )6 4 “ P h l 6 ' ‘)
h >  log (n (Vo + 2)),
, /  pL-log-jexpi- (l°8^ r>l)’)i'- • logJ:■',c e( X wlog2 F l 4/c J l 7o +  - j dx —
(7/8)m
(5.16)
2 in k  1°8 *• (7/8)^
eß+kn(y 0 + 2)
2 log 2 j/n/c
72 j  (t '1 ^ +^ i M ' i k +y-k)d,,=
2 log2 l/n/c I 7 J 2k l 6 I2 (/fc JJ l l2f/c ' J
n(V o  + 2) 175
j/jr 12 log 2 e
J t3exp( — t2)2Ík dt =
&
= e™n(y0+2)in - ■ {[f2( -e - ‘g)]IV* ~ /  2 f(-e -* )4
48 fjr log2 I J
<  em n(yo + 2)3 fa (36k + l)e-36k < 11(7o +  2)7/i3/2e - (19/16)" <  1,
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if
(5.17) n > log(n(y0 +  2)).
Now from (5.5), (5.8), (5.11), (5.13), (5.14) and (5.16) we have
(5.18) |t/2| S  ekfi»+Mfi» -4
with a suitable n satisfying (5.10) and the further conditions (5.6), (5.9), (5.15) and 
(5.17), for which it is enough if
(5.19) a >  31og{c14(a(y0 +  2) + log |d|)}.
Let us suppose, that with some A
(5.20) K (x ) | <  Ax*» 
for all x  in e(l5',8)"]. Then for this A we get
1 „ ( (logx —g)2) ,  . , dx
m s A T v s J „  * , e x n —
(5.21)
2 ]/ 7rfc eM-14k
« 14fc /  2 \
= A —-= r/4 9  + yg f  exp I — dy
'l l  irk. AAi, v 4/c/-14 k
A \!A9 + y l e ^ +ß2okj ~ =  J  exp [ - { jj= ~ ß o  ^ ) ]  dy
= Aeß»ll+ß«k (49+yg.
By (5.18) and (5.21) we have for any A satisfying (5.20)
1 ( 4(5.22) .. 1 - f t____4— )
(49 + y20 l  erto+Wy
Now, as Vl — x <  1 — y  for O ^xsO .l, and as /i>a and j50S y ,  we have with suit­
able c1 5  and c16 for any
(5.23) 
for y0 >c16
a >  41og(y0+2) + c1
49 + yg
50 + yg 
for y0 <Ci6
1- 13(50 + y8) (y0 +  2)33/16 + 33 /64)
49+78
50 + 78
that is, by (5.22)
Í
1 - 13(50 + c26) <  1 — gPßt + kßl ’
)/50 +  78
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So we have an T£[e(1/8)", et15/8)"] with the chosen p. for which (3.3) holds. Finally, 
considering (5.10) and the restrictions (5.19) and (5.23) for a, for every
Y  =  >• m a x  c^i4 ^  I)) g(^/2 ) l°g (yQ + 2 ) + ( 1/ 8 )
so for every
Y  >  C max (log \A\, n, (y0+2)}
we get the existence of an x,
_ ^ £ [e /*/8 e (15/8)iiJ (— j-jr y c (n Io g (y 0 +  10) +  lo g U |) j
for which (3.3) holds. Q.e.d.
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PACKING AND COVERING WITH /-CONVEX DISCS
L. FEJES TÓTH
We define an r-convex domain as the intersection of circular discs of radius r. 
We shall denote a domain and its area with the same symbol. Let cl t c„ be convex 
domains with average area a =  (ci + ... +c„)/n. Let R be a region. The quotient najR 
is said to be the density of the domains relative to R. We say that two domains cross 
each other if removing their intersection causes both domains to fall into disjoint 
components.
We shall prove the following theorems.
T heorem  1. I f  a finite number o f r-convex discs with average area a and average 
perimeter p are packed into a convex polygon h with at most six sides then the density 
d o f the discs relative to h satisfies the inequality
( 1) 4 - ^ l + 6 r 2d a
P
12 r
T heorem  2 . I f  a finite number o f  r-convex discs with average area a and average 
perimeter p cover a convex polygon h with at most six sides so that no two discs cross 
then the density D o f the discs relative to h satisfies the inequality
(2)
P ■ P-----sin —
1 _  , o 6f 6r—  S l - 3 r -----------------D a
For congruent circles (1) and (2) yield the known exact bounds d ^ n /Y v í  and 
D ^  27T//27. The question how sharp the inequalities (1) and (2) are in other cases will 
be discussed later.
Using the inequality tan x —x > x 3/3, 0<x<n/2, we obtain from (1)
7 > 1  +
P3
864ra '
This corollary of Theorem 1 has been proved in [3].
To the proof of (1) and (2) we shall need the following
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 52A45. 
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Lemma. In the interval (0, b) let the function f(x )  have a positive second derivative: 
f" (x )> 0. Then, in the angular region 0<y-<bx, the function z{x ,y )—xf{ylx) is 
convex. In the case when / " ( a)<  0 the function z (x, y) is concave.
For we have zxx or < 0  according as / " > 0  or /" < 0 ,  and
- $ r { í J M í H - M á í -
Let the r-convex discs referred to in Theorem 1 and 2 be ck, ..., c„. We may 
suppose that r—1. We also may assume that each disc c is the intersection of finite­
ly many unit circles. Let the perimeter of c; be p{. Obviously, p ^ 2 n .  Let a'k 
be a k-gon of minimal area circumscribed about ct. By a simple argument one can 
show (see [3]) that
aik~ci ^  k tan — y .
Supposing that the discs cx, ..., c„ are packed into the convex polygon h with at 
most six sides, we use the known construction [2, 4, 5] of blowing up the discs to non­
overlapping convex polygons q1 , . . . ,q n of number of sides kx, ..., kn such that 
and
(3) k1+... + kn ^  6«.
Then we have
h ~  .2  q* -  Jj” -  .J? (c + Mm-g-f) = n a ™ n p +  M an
But by our Lemma the function A:tan—j  is convex for k ^ 3, 0<p^2ir, and byZ.JC
^ -(fc ta n ^ -)  = — cos 2-^- fy- — siny-] <  0, ) k \  2 k) 2  2  k \ k  lc)
_d
dk
it is a decreasing function of k. So we have, by Jensen’s inequality and (3),
h S  na — -~ np + n6  tan ^2 2-6
which is equivalent with (1).
Turning to the proof of (21, let bk=bk be a lc-gor\ of maximal area inscribed into 
ct=c. Let A and B be consecutive vertices of bk, l the length of the arc AB of the 
boundary of c, and s the segment of c cut off by the line AB. If the open arc AB does 
not contain any vertex then
s = -  - - s i n ! .2 2
s l_2
Otherwise
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To see this we suppose that the arc AB contains some vertices of c which we 
denote in their proper order with V1, Vm_1. We write A = V0, B= Fm, and con­
sider the centro-symmetric arc-sided polygon v = v 0v1...v2m of area 2 s and perim­
eter 21 bounded by the unit circular-arcs V0 VX, ..., Fm_jFm and their images reflected 
in the midpoint of the straight segment V0 Vm = AB. The assumption that AB  is a 
side of a /c-gon of maximal area inscribed into c implies that F is convex.
Let VjVJ+m be a greatest diagonal of F. Let Ft- be any vertex of F other than 
Vj and VJ+m. Obviously, < F J-FiFJ-+m£ 90°. We consider the four segments of F 
outside the quadrangle FJFjFJ+mFi+m as rigid discs fixed to each other at the vertices 
of VjV,VJ+mVi+m by joints. We move this gadget so as to increase the angle 
<  VJViVj+m until the arcs Vi_1 Vi and F;Fi+1 will form one circular arc, obtaining 
a new arc-sided polygon of number of sides 2 m —2 , perimeter 2 1 , and area less than 
F=2s. Repeating successively this construction we obtain in m — 1 steps a digon 
of area / —sin /.
Summing up the inequalities —y  sin / for all the k segments of c outside 
bk and using Jensen’s inequality we obtain
, , 1 1 . . P :
C t - b i  S y P i - y f e s i n - ^ - .
Supposing that the discs cx, ..., cn fulfil the conditions of Theorem 2, we contract 
them [1, 4] to convex polygons qx, ..., q„ which fill h without overlapping and with­
out interstices. Then the number of sides kx, ..., k„ of qx, ..., qn automatically satisfy
(3). Using the above inequality for bk, we have
h — 2  qi — 2  b'ki=i
1 1 " , Din a - — np + — 2  k, sm-^-l  A j = 1 fc;




■ p p psin-7----t  cos —k k k 0, n
it is an increasing function of k, we have by Jensen’s inequality and (3)
i 1 1 s ’ Pn s. na—-  up + — no sin
2 2 6
which is equivalent with (2).
In order to get an idea how sharp the inequalities (1) and (2) are, we give them a 
new interpretation. Let the r-convex discs cx, ..., c„ have average area a and average 
perimeter p. Let congruent replicas of cx, ..., c„ be distributed in the whole plane so 
that the number-density (see [5]) of the copies of ct exists and has for all values of 
i = l , ..., n the same value, say, <5. (If ct and Cj are congruent, we imagine them to be 
differently coloured so as to distinguish the copies of cf from those of C j.)  Theorem 1 
implies that if the copies of cx, ..., c„ form a packing then the density d=naS of the 
packing satisfies the inequality (1). Similarly, Theorem 2 implies that if the copies of
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Cj, c„ cover the plane without crossing then the density D=nab of the covering 
satisfies the inequality (2). In what follows we shall refer to (1) and (2) in this inter­
pretation.
In (1) equality can be attained only for equal circles. We still consider the case 
when cx is a unit circle and c2 a regular arc-sided quadrangle of inradius y2 — 1 bound­
ed by unit circular arcs. An equal number of copies of these discs can be packed 
(Fig. 1) with density 0.938 while (1) yields only the bound d<0.941.
On the other hand, in (2) equality can be attained in infinitely many cases. Let 
qx, ..., q„ be equilateral convex polygons of total number of sides 6 n whose congruent 
copies are distributed in the same proportion so as to form a tiling of the plane. 
Attach to each side of these polygons congruent segments of a circle of radius r so 
as to obtain r-convex arc-sided polygons cx, ..., c„. The density D of the obtained
covering is J  . If s is a segment attached to aside of a polygon
qt then cx+ ... + c„=qx + ...+ qn + 6 ns. Since the central angle of the arc of 5 is 





J_ _  qx + ... + qn _  cx+ ...+c„ — 6 ns 
D cx T-... +  cn cx + ...  +  cn a
which is equal to the right side of (2).
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Fig. 2
Examples are given by the regular and Archimedean trihedral tilings (6, 6, 6), 
(3, 12, 12), (4, 8, 8) and (4, 6, 12). For instance (4, 6, 12) consists of an equal number 
of copies of three squares, two regular hexagons and a regular dodecagon. These 
tilings can continuously be distorted so as to yield further examples. But there are also 
polygons qx, ..., q„ satisfying the above conditions which generate tilings topologi­
cally different from those mentioned above. In the covering exhibited in Fig. 2 the 
corresponding set of polygons consists of two triangles, one hexagon and one dode­
cagon. The arc-sided hexagons and arc-sided dodecagons are degenerated into digons 
and circles.
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THE GROWTH OF COEFFICIENTS OF RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 
WITH INTEGRAL COEFFICIENTS WHICH APPROXIMATE |jc|
L. B. O. FERGUSON and J. SZABADOS
In the design of digital filters there arises the problem of approximating a given 
function by means of a rational function. Since the rational function will eventually 
be realized on a digital computer its coefficients can only be implemented with a cer­
tain accuracy (often to one part in 28=256). After an appropriate scaling, the coef­
ficients of the rational functions are integers. For more details see Ferguson [1] or 
Oppenheim and Shafer [3].
For this reason we are interested in bounds on the size of the coefficients which 
arise in approximation by rational functions. As a first step in this direction we sub­
mit the following two results on the approximation of the function /(x )= |x |. 
Throughout the history of approximation theory the study of this function has led to 
particularly significant results.
T heorem  1. There exist rational functions rn(x) o f  degree n with integer coeffi­
cients o f  order 0(exp n3/2) such that
I I M - r „ O O I I [ - i . i ]
P roof. A slight modification of the famous Newman’s rational function (see
[2]) will make it of integer coefficient. Let






will have the required properties. Namely, if 0^xá[ű"]-1 then p„(x) and p„(—x) 
are nonnegative and therefore 0^r„(x)SxS[an]_1. Let now [aJ+1]_1= x = [an]~1,
O s j^ n  — 1, then by -j—-Se"® “ (w^O) and a — 1 2/v7T we get
P n ( ~ x )
P n ( x )
rj 1 -x [ a k] " -1 x [u*]-l ^  y [a"]-[a*] [ak]~[aJ] „
*=o l+xfa*1] kJ j+1 x[a*] +  l kJo[a"] + [ak] kJ/+i [a*] + M
exp M + l „ aJ+1- l l - ■a~n+J+1}| S  exp ( ,  „ a - yM - nr  [a"] ~ a"(a — 1) ‘  a> a - 1 J “ “ a"(a —1) )
S. exp jÍ3 1 ') ^  exp 3^r  a —1 > 2 ) '
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 41A20; Secondary 41A25.
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1 e x p ( -3  +  A ) - l
=  o  |exp ( - - y - ) j  ([a"] 1 ^  x S  1).
The coefficient of x k in p„ (x )  is evidently less than
C2n—fc — i)/2 ^  j  fln2/2 _  ex p  |_ 1 . n 3/2j _  Q  (eXp  ,j3/2)
for all k ,  O ^ k ^ n .  Q.e.d.
T heorem 2. I f \ x \  is  u n i fo rm ly  ap p ro x im a ted  on [ — 1, 1] b y  ra tional fu n c tio n s  o f  
in te g e r  coefficients with an e r ro r  e, 0<e<l/4 , then a t  leas t  one o f  the coefficients is 




r ( x )  =  --------  (ak, b k integers, b 0 ^  0)
2 b k x k
k  =  0
be such that || |x| — r(x)\\ Consider
R (x )  =
r ( x )  +  r (  — x )  
2 2
2  a kx k 2 a k( - l ) kx k
k = 0_________k = 0_________________
2 K x k 2 K  ( - D V
fc=0 k = 0
where
a )
a 0b0 +  ( a 0b 2 — a 1 b 1 +  a 2b0) x 2+ l ) ”a„ bnx 2n
b 20+ ( 2 b 0 b 2- b ? ) x * + . . . H - l ) nb 2nx*n
n
2 A x* k
2 Bkx2k’
min (2k, n)
Ak = 2  ( - i y a j b 2k- j ,
j = max (0,2k—n)
m in (2 k,n)
Bk = 2  i - iy b jb ik - j  (k = 0, 1, .... n).
j = max (0 ,2 k —rí)
Then obviously
(2) |jc| —R(x)\\ <  e.
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Denoting c„= max (|a*|, |£>J), we have from (1)
0 —k —ti
(3) \Ak\ s ( 2 k  + l)c2n, \Bk\^ ( 2 k  + l)c2 (k = 1,0 .......n).
We now distinguish two cases.
Case 1. a0 ^Q. Then |r(0)| =  |a0/i>0|<e, and hence 
c„ ^  |b0| >  |a0|/e — l/e >  l/^20e.
Case 2. a„ = 0. Then A0 =0, |^0| —1 and by (3)
2 A (  2e)2
2k+l= 4c2£2 2  (2k+l)(2e)2k~2 ^  16c2£2 2  á  20c2e2,
fc= l k = l  4
2 Bk( 2 eY
fc =  0
Now if 1—20c2£2^ 0  then
1—4c 2e2 2 1 (2/c +  l ) ( 2 e ) 2fc~ 2 ^  1 — 2 0 c 2e2.
/c= i
c" a 7 7 ! Ő * 1/(5|Í8>
and the statement is proved. Otherwise by (2)
Z M 2 e)2k
e  =§ R(2e) = ± 2 ----------
2  Bk (2 e)2k
i.e., 1 S20c2(e+£2)<25c2s. Q.e.d.
20c2 £2 
1 - 2 0 c2e2 ’
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CATEGORICAL ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES.
A COMPENDIUM ON AMALGAMATION, CONGRUENCE EXTENSION, 
EPIMORPHISMS, RESIDUAL SMALLNESS, AND INJECTIVITY
E. W. KISS, L. MÁRKI, P. PRÖHLE and W. THOLEN
Introduction
The existence of amalgamated products, injectives, non-surjective epimorphisms 
or large subdirectly irreducible objects in particular categories are closely related and 
frequently discussed questions in algebra and topology. Their solution becomes in 
many cases easier from a more general, say universal algebraic or categorical, point 
of view. For instance, one can often make use of some general theorems which are not 
always well-known for the specialist of a concrete field. The aim of this paper is to 
give a survey on concrete and general results in this area. The first part gives the defi­
nitions, some fundamental general theorems and key references concerning them. In 
the second part we present a table which lists for many familiar categories whether 
they enjoy the amalgamation property, the intersection property of amalgamations 
(hence also the strong amalgamation property), the congruence extension property; 
whether they have surjective epimorphisms, enough absolute retracts, cogenerating 
sets, injective hulls; whether they are residually small. The article ends with a classi­
fied bibliography which is intended to include all known results concerning these 
topics by May 1983. By the word ‘classified’ we mean that for each item we indicate 
which of the properties discussed in our survey are treated there. Of course, the 
authors do realize that their intention of completeness of references may not have 
been achieved, and they apologize to those colleagues whose work may be miss­
ing here.
The present survey grew out of a preprint with a similar intention of the last 
named author: Amalgamations in categories, Seminarberichte, Fachbereich Mathe­
matik, Fernuniversität Hagen, 5 (1979), 121—151, and its principles have been agreed 
upon during a visit of his in Budapest in December 1979, sponsored by the J. Bolyai 
Mathematical Society within the frameworks of an agreement with the Deutsche 
Mathematiker-Vereinigung. The authors are indebted to many colleagues for help­
ful suggestions, especially to K. Glazek, H.-J. Hoehnke, J. R. Isbell, T. Katrinák,
F. E. J. Linton, L. N. Shevrin, L. A. Skornjakov, and above all, to G. M. Bergman, 
whose contribution would have justified him to become a co-author.
1. General results
§0. Introductory remarks. In this first part of our paper we sum up the most 
important universal algebraic or categorical results concerning our topic, and we also 
present some general methods and ideas of proofs which facilitate settling problems 
of these kinds in concrete classes. We do not deal with the model-theoretic (or al­
gebraic-logical) aspects of these problems, but papers treating them are included in 
the bibliography. Especially amalgamation and related properties have a rich litera­
ture of this kind, giving e.g. syntactic characterizations for them, and showing that
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some of them are equivalent to definability or interpolation properties. Without 
claiming completeness even among key references on this topic, we refer to Andréka 
and Sain [81], Bacsich [74], [75a], Bacsich and Rowlands Hughes [74], Comer [69], 
Pigozzi [71], Preller [69].
The first five sections deal with classes of algebras. In § 1 we define the notions 
which will be investigated in the sequel, and give the basic connections among them. 
§§2—5 treat residual smallness, congruence extension, amalgamation, and injectivity, 
respectively. §6 describes how the preceding considerations carry over to abstract 
categories.
In order to give due credit to the people who invented the notions we are going to 
investigate, we shall begin by giving exact references of the first occurrences of these 
concepts (as far as we know). Amalgamation was first considered for groups by Schreier 
[27], the general form of the property had its first appearance in Frai'ssé [54], whereas 
the strong amalgamation property was introduced by Jónsson [56]. The term ‘inter­
section property of amalgamations’ in the present meaning was first used by Ringel 
[72], but the name turned up in Dwinger [70] and meant what we call strong amalgam­
ation property, whereas the property itself had been investigated before, first prob­
ably by Isbell [66a]. Semigroup theorists call the same notion ‘special amalgamation 
property’; however, the latter name has a different meaning in Grätzer and Lakser 
[71]. The classical form of the property ‘epimorphisms are surjective’ goes back to 
Isbell [57]. The congruence extension property was introduced by Grätzer and Lakser 
[71], and the transferability property appeared first in Banaschewski [70] and then, 
under this name, in Bacsich [72c]. The existence of a cogenerating set was first consid­
ered by Grothendieck [57], that of enough absolute retracts by W?glorz [66], whereas 
the notion of residual smallness is due to Taylor [72], Having enough injectives was 
first established by Baer [40] for abelian groups, the general notion appeared in Buchs- 
baum [55]. The existence of injective hulls was proved for modules by Eckmann and 
Schopf [53], the general form of this property goes back to Mitchell [65].
We use notations and terminology of Grätzer [79], but make no distinction be­
tween an algebra and its underlying set, and write the mappings on the left. The sign 
□ after a statement means that it can be proved by the reader with no difficulty.
§1. Generalities. For the following arguments we fix a class X  of algebras with 
H S X ^ J f  and suppose that all algebras — unless otherwise stated — are in X . 
We must emphasize that the closedness under HS is not necessary, but it makes life 
easier. However, the reasonings can be carried over to rather general arbitrary cate­
gories, see §6.
Before getting down to the investigations of our properties separately let us put 
their interrelations in their proper light. What follows is belonging to the folklore, 
the main references are: Banaschewski [70], Taylor [72], Grätzer, Lakser [71, 72a].
Let us start with some definitions. Our first concept appears in several places in 
mathematics. An algebra Q (not necessarily in X )  is said to be injective over X  if 
whenever a diagram
A 5-------------- > B
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is given with an injective homomorphism a then there exists a (p such that (p<x=y. 
X  is said to have enough injectives (El) if each object can be embedded into an injec­
tive one (in and over X ).
In order to characterize this concept let us generalize it. We say that a subalgebra 
A of B (A ^B  in notation) is a retract of B if it is the image of an idempotent endo­
morphism of B. R is called absolute retract in X  if it is a retract in each of its exten­
sions (in X).
Proposition 1.1. The injectives in X  are absolute retracts. □
If we want to get El via absolute retracts, we have to face two problems: 1) 
embedding each object into an absolute retract, and 2) finding conditions which en­
sure the injectivity of the latter.
A class X  is said to have EAR (enough absolute retracts) if each of its objects 
can be embedded into an absolute retract in X . This concept has as yet been investi­
gated only for varieties, where it is equivalent to having only a set of (non-isomorphic) 
subdirectly irreducible algebras. Classes with this latter property are named residually 
small (RS). Results on RS varieties are summed up in §2 below.
In order to facilitate finding absolute retracts, let us make some general obser­
vations. For the first question call a subdirectly irreducible (for short: SI) algebra S 
maximal subdirectly irreducible in X  if it cannot be properly embedded into any SI 
algebra in X .
Proposition 1.2. The maximal SI algebras are absolute retracts.
This statement is clear by virtue of the following definition and claims. An ex­
tension A ^ B  is called essential if each non-0 congruence of B restricts to a non-0 
one of A.
Proposition 1.3. (a) Essential extensions o f SI algebras are SI. □
(b) I f  A ^ B  then among the congruences 9 on B with 0 \ A =0 there is a maximal 
one, 0 o, and the extension A s B / 6 0 is essential. □
Proposition 1.4. An algebra has a proper essential extension iff it is not an ab­
solute retract. □
Now let us turn to the question: when are absolute retracts injective? We say 






can be completed to a commutative square as follows:
6






P roposition 1.5. E l implies TP. Conversely, i f  :X' has TP then the absolute 
retracts are injective. □
TP is a join of two properties which are very important in themselves. Namely, 
if y in (1) is supposed to be surjective, then we get the congruence extension property 
(CEP), which can be formulated in a more algebraic way: we say that an algebra A has 
CEP if all congruences on its subalgebras can be extended to A, and by the definition 
above, a class :£ has CEP if each of its objects has CEP.
For the other concept let us call a quintuple (A; ß, B; y, C) an amalgam if 
ß : A >— B and y: A >— C are injective homomorphisms (the mappings are sometimes 
omitted; here A is not empty since it is an algebra). We say that this amalgam can be 








c >---- ^— * DP
jfT is said to have the amalgamation property (AP) if each amalgam can be completed 
in .3f. We mention that some difficulties can arise with respect to the empty subalgebra. 
For this problem see Lakser [73] and, concerning injectivity, Day [72].
P roposition 1.6. CEP and AP imply TP. Conversely, TP implies CEP and, 
i f  C/C has finite products, also AP.
To explain the last assertion we mention that if y in (1) is injective then TP does 
not give AP since y’ in (2) is not necessarily 1-1. So we must apply TP “on the other 
side” and then consider a product (cf. Proposition 4.1).
C orollary 1.7. I f  has finite products then E l is equivalent to AP and CEP 
and EAR. □
AP has a frequently investigated stronger version. We say that an amalgam 
(A; ß, B; y, C) can be embedded if it can be completed as in (3) so that
Im ß' fl Im y' =  Im y'ß.
If each amalgam can be embedded then JT has the strong amalgamation property 
(SAP).
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To capture the extent to which SAP is stronger than AP we make an observation.
Proposition 1.8. The following two conditions are equivalent.
(a) I f  an amalgam can be completed, it can be embedded as well.
(b) Each amalgam o f the form (A; ß, B\ ß, B) can be embedded. □
(Note that an amalgam of the form (A; ß, B; ß, B) can always be completed 
by B.)
Condition (a) is called the intersection property o f amalgamation (IPA) and (b) 
is sometimes named the special amalgamation property.
Proposition 1.9. .if has SAP iff it has AP and IPA. □
Our last property to deal with is the following. Consider as a category, then 
one can define epimorphisms in the usual sense: they are the morphisms a with the 
property that for all ß and y, ßa=ya implies ß=y. We say that epimorphisms are 
surjective in .if (ES) if the epimorphisms are onto mappings.
In many cases the validity of ES can be decided positively:
Proposition 1.10. IPA implies ES. □
We are going to give a refined version of this statement in §4 as well as an example 
of a variety showing that the converse of 1.10 fails. However, we can prove the follow­
ing:
Proposition 1.11. In a variety having AP the properties ES and IPA are equiv­
alent.
We shall prove this proposition at the end of §4, but let us remark here that the 
statement holds in more general categories, too (see §6).
We close with a practical remark.
Proposition 1.12. Suppose that in i f  each algebra can be embedded into a simple 
one, and that i f  is closed under finite products. Then
(a) .if does not have CEP,
(b) .if has only trivial absolute retracts. □
Note that a weaker condition (instead of the existence of finite products) would 
also do. If i f  has the stronger property that each — in some way naturally defined — 
“partial” algebra (e.g. an amalgam) can be embedded into a simple algebra in i f  
then SAP holds as well.
This property occurs several times. The embedding is usually carried out by 
constructing a larger partial algebra which kills the congruences of the original one, 
and then one repeats the procedure countably many times. This method works e.g. 
for non-unary similarity types and quasigroups.
§2. Residual smallness. This is a frequently discussed question in universal 
algebra, or, to be more precise, in the theory of varieties. The following is a basic 
result here.
T heorem 2.1 (Taylor [72]). The following are equivalent for a variety V:
(i) V has only a set o f  (isomorphism types of) SI algebras.
(ii) V=ISP{if) for some subset ;XÍQ V.
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(iii) Each algebra in V has only a set o f (pairwise nonequivalent) essential exten­
sions.
(iv) Each algebra in V can be embedded into an absolute retract in V.
Sets as in (ii) are called cogenerating sets for V; property ECS means the 
Existence of a Cogenerating Set.
This theorem is not at all easy to prove, in fact there are two difficult parts in it. 
The proof of (iv) => (i) goes through the theory of equationally compact algebras. The 
reader may get acquainted with it by reading the paper of Banaschewski and Nelson 
[72]. Note that (i)=>(iv) is not trivial: the way which seems promising, namely, to 
construct the required absolute retracts as products of maximal SI algebras, cannot 
be followed because in spite of the trivial fact that products of injectives are injective, 
the product of two absolute retracts need not be an absolute retract even in a CD 
(congruence distributive) variety (Taylor [73]).
For proving (l) =?- (iii) we make use of another concept which occurs in several 
places. A formula cp(x,y, z, u) in the first order language of V is called congruence 
formula i f
(i) (p is positive,
(n) Vy, z(3 x <p(x,x,y,z)=>y = z).
It is clear that A t= cp(a, b, c, d) implies that c=d Q(a, b), where 0{a, b) denotes 
the smallest congruence collapsing a and b. Conversely, Mal’cev’s lemma implies 
that if c=d 0(a,b) in A, then A \= <p(a, b, c, d) for some congruence formula 
(p (x, y, z, u) of the form
where each r; is a term with variables among x, y, z, u, x0, ..., xm and o is the sub­
stitution switching x and y. Formulas of this form are called Mal'cev schemes and 
they are said to be restricted if the r ; depend only on x, y, z and u.
The congruence formulas describe how the congruences spread, and though they 
cannot be handled in most of the cases, sometimes they prove very useful. This is so 
in our case as well, as we have:
T heorem 2.2 (Taylor [72]). A variety V is R S  ifffor each congruence formula (p 
in the language o f V there exists a finite number n such that
In fact this statement provides a deep insight into the behaviour of RS varieties. 
It is worth mentioning that its proof is based on a Ramsey-type theorem of combina- 
corial set theory due to Erdős and Radó. This way of proof yields even some numeri- 
tal results on the size of subdirectly irreducible algebras.
T heorem 2.3 (Taylor [72]). Let x = X0+ (the number o f operations o f V). Then 
i f  V is RS then each SI algebra in V has power =2* and their number is ^ 2 2". It 
is also true that in V each essential extension o f any A£ V has at most 2^+ *  elements.
^z0= z  A zn=u  A
F N V y ,  z[3* i, A <p(xt,Xj,y, z))=>y =  z].
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Concerning the number and the size of subdirectly irreducible algebras in a va­
riety, further information can be found in McKenzie—Shelah [74], Baldwin—Berman 
[75], Baldwin [80].
There is also another problem to investigate. In most cases we are given a set 
(class) X  of algebras and we have to say something about the SI algebras in the 
variety F generated by X . If V is CD then they are in HSUp(jf) (Jónsson [67]), 
but generally the problem is very hard. Anyhow, in many familiar varieties we find 
arbitrarily large SI algebras as soon as an infinite one can be constructed. This 
explains the importance of the following fundamental observation.
T heorem 2.4 (Quackenbush [71]). I f  a locally finite variety contains an infinite SI 
algebra then the size o f its finite SI algebras is not bounded.
The converse problem had a great influence on investigations concerning RS 
varieties and is still unsolved.
P roblem  (Quackenbush [71]). Suppose that Fis generated by a finite algebra and 
that F has infinitely many finite SI algebras. Is it true that Fhas an infinite SI algebra?
McKenzie [81, 82] described all the varieties of rings and semigroups which are 
RS, in the semigroup case up to groups. These results show that if the finite algebra 
in the above problem is a ring or a semigroup then the answer is yes. The same holds 
for all finite algebras generating a congruence modular (CM) variety because of the 
following deep result.
T heorem  2.5 (Freese—McKenzie [81]). The following are equivalent for a finite 
algebra A generating a CM variety V:
(i) V is RS.
(ii) Each SI in V has power ^ (/ +1) !m where m = \A\ and l=mm'n*'.
(iii) Each subalgebra o f  A satisfies the commutator identity [x, x ]A ys[x , y].
Here [x, y] denotes the commutator of congruences x  and y. For groups, this 
notion coincides with mutual commutator subgroup, whereas in rings we have 
[/, J] = IJ+JI (replacing congruences by normal subgroups and ideals, respectively). 
Commutators can be defined in any CM variety (for a very readable account see
H. P. Gumm, An easy way to the commutator in modular varieties, Arch. Math. 
(Basel) 34 (1980), 220—228) and they can be handled essentially as in groups and 
rings. Considering commutators generally yields much information in the investi­
gation of CM varieties, e.g. it is condition (iii) which makes Theorem 2.5 so effective.
Among others the well-known fact that a finite group generates an RS variety 
iff its Sylow subgroups are abelian, is a consequence of Theorem 2.5.
There is still another type of algebras for which the answer to the Quackenbush 
problem is known to be “yes”. We say that a variety Fhas definable principal congruen­
ces (DPC) if there exists a formula (p(x, y, z, u) in the first order language of F such 
that for each a, b, c, d£A£V we have
c = d 0(a, b) iff A t= (p(a, b, c, d).
It can be easily seen that in this case (p is equivalent to a finite disjunction of Mal’cev 
schemes (which is a congruence formula). We have
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T heorem 2.6 (Baldwin—Berman [75]). Let V be an RS variety with DPC. Then 
there exists a natural number N  such that each SI algebra in V has =2 tv elements.
Note that locally finite CEP varieties have DPC (Baldwin—Berman [75]). Theorem 
2.6 follows clearly from Theorem 2.2.
On the other hand two interesting ‘almost counterexamples’ to the Quackenbush 
problem can be found in Baldwin—Berman [75], and Baldwin [80].
Similar investigations of simple algebras instead of SI ones have been carried out 
in Magari, R., Una dimostrazione del fatto che ogni varietä ammette algebre semplici, 
Ann. Univ. Ferrara, Sez. VII 14 (1969), 1—4, Lampe, W. A. — Taylor, W., Simple 
algebras in varieties (preprint), McKenzie—Shelah [74], Freese—McKenzie [81]. 
In fact, in many cases the negation of RS is proved by finding arbitrarily large simple 
algebras.
§3. Congruence extension. It is not easy to obtain information about the CEP in 
general. Many results exist, however, dealing with CD (and recently CM) varieties. 
The CEP varieties of groups, rings, semigroups, and monoids, respectively, have also 
been described (see Biró—Kiss—Pálfy [82]).
Most works are based on the following observation.
P roposition 3.1 (Day [71], Grätzer—Lakser [72b]). Suppose B ^ A  and each 
principal congruence on each C with B ^ C ^ A  can be extended to A. Then each 
congruence on B can be extended to A.
The CEP is hereditary for subalgebras but not for homomorphic images (Fried 
[78]). It is preserved by direct limits but neither inverse limits (Biró—Kiss—Pálfy [82]) 
nor direct products. However, the situation changes in particular classes.
P roposition 3.2 (a) (Kiss [81]). In a congruence permutable (CP) variety homo- 
morphisms preserve CEP. □
(b) In CD varieties finite products preserve CEP. □
(c) (Kiss [a]). In a CM variety a finite product is CEP provided that the square o f 
each factor is CEP.
We can use Proposition 3.1 to characterize CEP by means of Mal’cev schemes.
P roposition 3.3. A variety V has CEP ifffor each Mal’cev scheme <p there exists 
a restricted one >{/ such that V t= (p=>ij/. □
Now we have two aims: to find properties of CEP varieties and to provide suf­
ficient conditions for a variety to have CEP. It may be surprising that there are natural 
‘non-artificial’ examples for varieties having a single restricted Mal’cev scheme for 
all congruences — call them URCS varieties after Fried—Grätzer—Quackenbush 
[80b].
P roposition 3.4 (Fried—Pixley [79]). Discriminator and dual discriminator var­
ieties are URCS, and so have CEP by Proposition 3.3.
Thus Werner [78] gives us a wide range of examples of CEP varieties. Unfortu­
nately one cannot get but CD examples in this way (Fried—Kiss [a]). It seems to be 
very hard to find conditions under which a general variety has CEP. Much work has 
been done in this direction in CD varieties (Quackenbush [74a], Davey [77], Kollár
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[80]). All these results can be generalized to CM varieties and are summed up in the 
following results. We work within a fixed CM variety V.
Proposition 3.5 (Kiss [a]). A x A  has CEP iff
(a) A has CEP,
(b) A satisfies the commutator identity
[x, y] =  *AyA[l, 1],
(c) for each B ^ A  and congruences 0, iß on A,
[0, iß]\B = [0\B,iß\B].
T heorem  3.6 (Kiss [a]). V has CEP iff UpSi{ V) has CEP and the square o f each 
SI has CEP. (Si(Jf) stands for the class o f SI members in Jf.)
T heorem  3.7 (Kiss [a]). Suppose that the free algebra on four generators in V is 
finite. Then V has CEP iff the square o f each SI has CEP.
T heorem  3.8 (Kiss [a]). I f  V1 and Vz are two subvarieties o f V with CEP then so is 
their join.
These results give one the feeling that CEP for Si(F) is not sufficient to imply 
CEP for all of a variety V. Indeed, Day [73] has given a counterexample; though his 
example is not CM, the methods of commutator theory enable one to produce modu­
lar examples, too.
§4. Amalgamation and surjectivity. These areas are among the neglected fields 
of universal algebra. There seems to exist no general theory or result which would pro­
vide deeper information.* There are only some easy technical observations which 
apply in certain cases.
On the other hand there are strong theorems on concrete structures (especially 
lattices and semigroups).
Both the algebraic and model theoretic aspects of A Pare summed up in the very 
readable dissertation of Zeitler [76]. Here we restrict ourselves to listing two of the 
most fundamental facts.
P roposition  4.1 (Grätzer—Lakser [71]). The amalgam (A; ß, B;y, C) over a 
variety V can be completed in V ifffor each b1 7t b2£B there exist a D£ V and homo- 
morphisms yp.B-+ D, ßx: C —D suchthat yiß—ßiy and yfbßiXyfbj) and the same 
holds for C. □
(Indeed, the amalgam can be completed by the product of these D-s.)
P roposition  4.2 (Quackenbush [74b]). Let V be a CEP variety containing only 
simple SI algebras. The amalgam (A; ß, B; y, C) can be completed in V iff for any 
maximal congruence 6  o f  B there exists a maximal congruence iß o f C with the same 
restriction <P to A such that (A/<P; B/0', C/iß) can be completed by a simple algebra ofV,  
and the same condition for B and C interchanged. □
Added in proof. For recent progress see C. H. Bergman [81].
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C orollary  4.3 (Quackenbush [74b]). A variety generated by a quasi-primal 
algebra A has the AP iff each proper inner automorphism o f A extends to an automor­
phism (that is, A is demi-semi-primal).
(This corollary is easy to prove by using basic facts about quasiprimal algebras 
(see e.g. Werner [78]).)
AP can be related to the solvability of algebraic equations (Hule [76], [78], [79]), 
and to free products (Grätzer—Lakser [71]) as well. Moreover, one can dehne in an 
arbitrary JC the free product of algebras B, C with amalgamated subalgebra A to be an 
algebra D6 together with embeddings y':B >—► D, ß ':C >—-D which coincide on A,
with the property that for each Dl and homomorphisms y1 :B-+D1, ß1 :C—D1 
coinciding on A there exists a unique homomorphism S:D ^D 1 with Sß' = ß± and 
&y'=Yi-
P roposition 4.4. In varieties with AP the free products with amalgamated sub­
algebra exist. □
For a general idea of settling some specific structures note that the passage from 
semigroups to semigroup rings and from rings to their multiplicative semigroups 
makes it possible to carry over several results concerning AP, SAP, IPA, and ES 
from semigroups to rings and vice versa. One also often investigates in concrete cases 
which algebras A have the property that all amalgams (A; ß, B;y, C) can be 
completed (embedded).
Finally we mention that many papers deal with the problem of amalgamating 
several (concrete) structures with all intersections prescribed. For a general investi­
gation see Lanckau [69, 70] and Iskander [65].
There is only one purely algebraic paper which deals with the surjectivity prob­
lem in the most general setting. Let us recall its main result.
First of all it is clearly sufficient to investigate whether embeddings of proper 
subalgebras can be epimorphisms. If A ^ B  then define the dominion DomB (A) of A 
in B to be the set of all elements b of B with the property that for each pair of homo­
morphisms a,ß:B — C into some C€dT a]A— ß \A  implies a (b)=ß(b). Clearly, 
DomB (A)=B iff the embedding of B is an epimorphism; such subalgebras are called 
dense. An algebra A is called saturated if for each B ^ A  we have DomB (A )^B  
and it is absolutely closed if DomB(A)=A for each B sA .
T
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P roposition  4.5. A variety V has IPA iff each A dV  is absolutely closed. V has 
ES iff each AdV is saturated. □
One has the following characterization of the dominion in classes admitting co­
products (e.g. varieties; we do not assume that the coordinate mappings are injective).
Z ig-Z ag  T heorem 4.6 (Isbell [66a]). Suppose .ff admits coproducts and A Bd^dd. 
Let B *B  be the coproduct o f  two copies o f B with coordinate mappings nL, g2:ß — 
-+B*B. The following are equivalent for a daß:
(i) d6DomB(,4).
(ii) There exists a finite sequence w0 =Q1 (d), ..., w„ = q2 (d) in B *B  such that for 
each O ^ i^ n  the element (wh wi+1) lies in the subalgebra o j(B*B)X(B * B) generated 
by all elements o f three forms (x, a); (ofa), 8 2 (a))', (p2(ő), 8 i(a)) (ad A).
(iii) (ofid), Qi(d)) is in the congruence o f B *B  generated by the pairs 
(8 i(a), 8 2 (a)) (adA). □
C orollary  4.7 (Isbell [66a]). DomB is a closure operator on the subalgebras o f  
each BCJd. No object o f  dd is the domain o f a proper class o f inequivalent epimorphisms 
(since the cardinalities o f the dominions are bounded). I f  dd admits infinite coproducts 
as well, then each object can be embedded into an absolutely closed algebra.
Now we prove Proposition 1.11. Suppose V is a variety having AP and ES, and 
AsB dV -  It is enough to show, by Proposition 4.5, that for each c d B \A  there 
exist homomorphisms a, ß into some Cd V coinciding on A but not at c. Consider 
the subalgebra B' of B generated by c and A. Because of ES there exist homomor­
phisms a! and ß' from B' to some C'd V coinciding on A but not on B' and hence 
not at c. Replacing C  by B ' x C '  we may suppose that a' and ß' are injective. Now 
completing the amalgam (B'\ id, B; a.', C') we can “extend” a' to B. Extending ß' 
similarly we are ready with the proof.
Finally, we give an example of a variety V which has ES but not IPA. Let n ^ 4 
and consider the variety Vn of all semigroups with zero satisfying S n=0. We claim 
that V„ does the job. First we prove ES. In fact, if A ^ B d  V„ then it is easy to see 
that A O B -^ B .  Therefore the natural mapping 13-+B/A{JB- coincides with the 0 
mapping on A but not on B.
Now we show that IPA is not satisfied. We use Proposition 4.5. Consider the free 
semigroup S  on the generators x, y, z, and let B be the subsemigroup generated by 
xz, zy, z. Set S= S /S4 and ß  = i?US4/£'4- Then SdV„ and for the images 5c, y, z 
of x, y, z we have xz,zy,zdB  but xzy$B (since xzytiBA S f .  But xzyd Doms(J5) 
is shown by the Zig-Zag Theorem.
We mention that the same computations show that the variety of rings satisfying 
R" = 0 also has ES but not IPA if n^4.
§5. Injectivity. What more can we say about this concept? Whenever we have 
to decide whether a class has El, we can just test the conditions having been settled in 
the preceding paragraphs. Nevertheless, it is possible that if a generating subset of a 
variety is given with some property on injectivity, then this “goes up” despite the fact 
that this is not necessarily true e.g. for amalgamation. Also, we may be interested in 
the structure of injective algebras in order to see whether or not there are enough of 
them.
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Universal algebraic theorems of this kind have been proved only for varieties 
being very close to CD ones so far. Before presenting them we have to introduce an 
“intermediate” concept. We say that 7 is a weak injective (over an HS-closed Jf) if 
each “injectivity diagram” with epic y
A >- B✓
/
can be completed. We have
Proposition 5.1 (Grätzer—Lakser [72a]). Each injective is a weak injective and 
each weak injective is an absolute retract. Conversely, i f  has CEP then absolute 
retracts are weak injectives. □
We have already mentioned in §2 that products of injectives are injective but this
is not true for absolute retracts. Let us call a subalgebra A S  f j  A ; a subdirect
iCI
retract of the family {A i £ I )  if it is a retract of ][  At and all its projections are 
onto the Ar s. i£i
Proposition 5.2 (Grätzer—Lakser [72a]). A retract o f an injective is an injective. 
A subdirect retract o f  weak injectives is a weak injective. □
There have been very nice initiatives to describe injectives as Boolean extensions 
in Day [72], Quackenbush [74a] and Davey [76], and of course there were similar 
results in concrete classes. All these results can be put under a common roof as was 
shown by Davey and Werner [79]. In order to formulate their main theorem we remind 
the reader of some definitions.
For a finite algebra A and a Boolean algebra B the bounded Boolean power, 
A[B]*, is defined as the algebra of continuous functions from the Boolean space of 
prime ideals of B into the discretely topologized algebra A.
A first order formula a(x, y) which is a 3V conjunct of equations is said to be a 
simplicity formula for a class Jf" if for each a, b£C£jC, C |= a (a, b) iff 0(a,b) is 
trivial (that is, it is the least or the greatest congruence on C). Finally we say that X  
has factorizable congruences if for all n and all A0, ..., A fTC  the natural map from 
Con (A0)X-..XCon (A„) to Con (A0X ... X A„) is onto.
Theorem 5.3 (Davey—Werner [79]). Let V be a variety, let X  be a finite set o f  
finite algebras from V, and assume that:
(a) S i(F)Q IS(jf),
(b) there exists a simplicity formula for TC,
(c) has factorizable congruences.
Then I is a (weak) injective in V iff I  is isomorphic to d 0[7y*X... Xzf„[ß„]*, 
where for all jS n  A fi  U (pt) D Si(F), Aj is a (weak) injective over V, Bj is a complete 
Boolean algebra, and the algebras Aj are pairwise nonisomorphic.
In Davey—Werner [79] there is also a complete discussion concerning the appli­
cations of this theorem for proving known and new concrete and general results.
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A[B]* is always a subdirect retract of copies of A (Davey [77]), hence the “if” 
part is clear. If V is CD then (c) is satisfied.
A frequent choice of J f  is the set of maximal SI algebras of V. If C/C consists of 
simple algebras then (b) holds, and we have the same in some particular classes of 
lattice-ordered algebras.
The last question is: how to find (weak) injectives over V in //(.3C)nSi(K)? 
This leads us to the field of “going up” theorems. We present the most general ones.
Theorem 5.4 (Davey [77]). A SI member o f a CD variety V is a weak injective 
over V iff it is a weak injective over t/pSi(F).
Theorem 5.5 (Kollár [80]). Let V be a CD variety generated by finitely many 
finite algebras and set J f  =  HSSi(F). Then V has enough injectives iff
(i) each maximal SI is injective over X ,
(ii) every retract o f any maximal SI is the direct product o f  SI algebras which are 
injective over Jf.
Note that (ii) cannot be omitted (Kollár [80]).
We mention a result settling injective hulls. Fixing an HS-closed cC we say that 
Q sA  is an injective hull of A if Q is injective and this extension is essential. We have:
T heorem 5.6 (Banaschewski [70], Bacsich [72b]). The injective hull o f A is unique 
up to isomorphism over A. I f  cC has E l then each A£sC has an injective hull. In this 
case each maximal essential extension and each minimal injective extension is the in­
jective hull. □
The theory of equationally compact algebras, that is, algebras in which whenever 
each finite subsystem of a system of equations can be solved, then the whole system 
admits a solution, is related to injectivity as well. Indeed, if we consider a special 
class of monomorphisms (the so-called pure embeddings) then the resulting injectivity 
concept is exactly equational compactness. For an exposition of this topic see Appen­
dix 6 (written by G. H. Wenzel) in Grätzer [79],
We mention that all members of a variety V are injective iff they are all equatio­
nally compact (Mamedov [78]).
§6, Categorical generalizations. In what follows we show how to carry over the 
preceding considerations from classes of algebras to abstract categories. We fix a 
category X  with small Hom-sets and two classes of morphisms $  and J i  containing 
all .^-isomorphisms and being closed under them, such that the following holds:
(I) Every oc£X allows a factorization a.=pe with p £ J l and e£$.
(II) Every e£S is a Jf-epimorphism and every is a X-monomorphism.
(Ill) For every commutative diagram
P
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with and fi£J( there is a (necessarily unique) diagonal morphism <5 with
<5e =  a (and nS = ß).
(IV) For every object A, there is only a set of nonisomorphic „//-morphisms with 
codomain A and only a set of nonisomorphic <f-morphisms with domain A.
From (I)—(III) one gets the following properties: $  and J (  are closed under 
composition; is the class of all isomorphisms; S  and J l  are uniquely deter­
mined by each other; $  is right cancellable (i.e., ecc^S only if s t S’) and, dually, J l  is 
left cancellable; S  contains all extremal epimorphisms and, dually, J Í  contains all 
extremal monomorphisms. (An epimorphism e is extremal if it does not factorize 
over a proper monomorphism, i.e. e=nß with a monomorphism n only if n is an 
isomorphism; extremal monomorphism is dual.) □
For a class X  of algebras the natural choice for &, J l  is S =  {surjective homomor- 
phisms} and Ji=  {injective homomorphisms}. If X  is closed under II  or S  (and 
isomorphisms), conditions (I)—(IV) hold. Categorically spoken, $  is just the class 
of extremal epimorphisms and J l  is the class of all monomorphisms of X .  Note 
that, up to categorical equivalence, here the <f-morphisms with fixed domain A 
describe the congruences on A.
Replacing injective homomorphisms by ^#-morphisms and congruences by S‘- 
morphisms we are now able to generalize the notions introduced before. Properties 
(I)—(IV) are not needed in full for the next propositions but, for simplicity, it is con­
venient to have them present throughout this section. We begin with the properties 
transferability (TP), congruence extension (CEP), and amalgamation (AP), which 
now depend on the choice of S’ and J l.
X  satisfies (TP) ((CEP); (AP) resp.), if each span
(4)
with \ i^ J l (ß£J/ and a a n d  resp.) can be completed to a commu­
tative diagram
OC'
with n’^ J i  and v!£_Jl resp.). Proposition 1.6 remains true in this
general setting, i.e. for X  having finite products one has
(TP) <=>• (CEP)A(AP). □ ■
If X  has pushouts, it can be assumed without loss of generality that (5) is a 
pushout. So (AP) means the existence of free products with amalgamated
M-
(5)
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-/A subobject (cf. Proposition 4.4). Cf. Banaschewski [70], Dwinger [70], and Bacsich 
[72c],
The Strong Amalgamation Property (SAP) means that, for every span (4) with 
p £ J t and a.£Jt, there is a pullback diagram (5) with p fiJ i  and u 'dJl. If X  
has pushouts, (5) can be assumed to be also a pushout. The Intersection Property of 
Amalgamations (IPA) means that, for every span (4) with pdJt and a ^ J t  for 
which there is a commutative diagram (5) with p f iJ t  and afiJi, there is even a 
pullback diagram (5) with p '£Jt and oc'6 Jt. Proposition 1.9 remains true, i.e.
(SAP) o  (AP)A(IPA). □
Also, Proposition 1.8 remains true. Moreover, one has the following character­
ization of (IPA) (cf. Kelly [69], Ringel [72], Tholen [82a]):
Proposition 6.1. A category X  with pushouts satisfies (IPA) (with respect to 
JÍ), iff J t  consists o f  all regular monomorphisms.
(A monomorphism p: A —B is regular, if every or. C—B satisfying the equa­
tion &  = t]a whenever ^p = tjp holds, factorizes as ot=pß; the class of regular 
monomorphisms coincides with that of equalizers in such a category.)
Since regular monomorphisms are in particular extremal, and since all extremal 
monomorphisms belong to Jt, (IPA) implies that J-t is just the class of all extremal 
monomorphisms. Then S has to be the class of all epimorphisms. We denote the latter 
property by (ES), since, for a class of algebras (as at the beginning) with the natural 
factorization system, this means that epimorphisms are surjective. But note that in 
general (ES) depends, like (AP), (El), etc., on the choice of (£, Jt).
Even without assuming the existence of pushouts one has
Corollary 6.2. (IPA)=>(ES). □
Note that Proposition 6.1 and Corollary 6.2 reformulate Proposition 4.5. (An 
object A in J f is  saturated, absolutely closed resp. if every monomorphism with domain 
A is extremal, regular resp.). Note furthermore that the converse implication in 6.2 
does not hold, even for varieties (§4). Categories satisfying (ES) but not (IPA) contain 
extremal monomorphisms which are not regular. Now we get the following sharpen­
ing of Proposition 1.9:
Proposition 6.3 (Ringel [72]). For X  having pushouts o f monomorphisms and 
equalizers one has
(SAP) o  (AP)A(ES). □
Let us now consider the conditions (EAR), (El), and (EIH). An object Q in X  
is an (Jt-) absolute retract, if any p fJ t  with domain Q is a split monomorphism 
(i.e., has a left inverse). Q is (Jt-) injective, if for all p: A - B  in J t  and or. A-~Q 
in X  there is a ß : B--Q  with ßp — a. Every injective object is an absolute retract, 
and the converse proposition holds under (TP) (cf. Proposition 1.5). A morphism 
p: A —B in J t  is called (Jt-) essential, if for any y.B-~C one has yp£Jt only 
if y£Jt. This is the same as to say that for every nonisomorphic e: B-+C in <5 
one has ep$Jt. An essential morphism into an injective object is called an injective 
hull of its domain and is, up to isomorphisms, uniquely determined. X  is said to 
satisfy (EAR) ((El); (EIH) resp.) if for every object A there is an ^-morphism
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p: A ->-Q with Q being an absolute retract (Q being injective; Q being injective and p 
being essential resp.). Trivially one has
(EIH) => (El) o  (EAR) A  (TP).
(EI)=>(EIH) holds if the category is, in a sense, Unitary. However, this is false in the 
infinite case, as shown by the category of compact spaces. (Finitariness can be ex­
pressed by different conditions and is, implicitly, contained in conditions (V) and 
(VI) below.)
In order to analyze property (EAR) in more detail we put a further condition on 
our factorization system (<f, M ) :
(V) For every well-ordered chain (ay : d r - d /)osi-Sj-<m with aB= l ,  ajk<xiJ=uik 
for i ^ j ^ k ,  and all aoi in JÍ, one has an “upper bound” (a,-: At-*A)ost<m with 
c/.j rxij = a; for i ^ j  and a0 in .//.
Using (V) one proves the categorical generalization of Proposition 1.3 (b) which 
is condition (E3) in Banaschewski [70]: For every p ^ J i  there is an e.fS such that cp 
is an essential ^-morphism (cf. Tholen [81]). Furthermore, in the presence of the 
harmless conditions (I)—(IV), condition (V) is strong enough to imply the following 
important result:
P roposition 6.4 (Banaschewski [71]). I f  for every object A in X , there is only a 
set o f  nonisomorphic essential Jt-morphisms with domain A, then X  has property 
(EAR).
One can even show that every object admits an essential ..//-morphism into an 
absolute retract. Therefore, having (TP) one is able to construct injective hulls by 6.4.
The reverse implication in Proposition 6.4 does not hold in general; it does, if 
X  fulfils the following weakening of condition (AP):
(ap) For every span (4) with p£J? and a o n e  has a commutative diagram 
(5) with (not necessarily p f j f ) .
(ap) follows from (El) even if .if does not have (finite) products. Therefore, in 
the presence of conditions (I)—(V), from Proposition 6.4 one gets the following gener­
alization of Theorem 5.6:
Corollary 6.5. (E IH )o(E I).
Finally we want to consider the properties (ECS) and (RS) for abstract categories. 
A (small) set of objects of cif is called an (Jf-) cogenerating set of X ,  if all direct 
products of objects in <€ exist in X  and if every object A in X  admits some .^-mor­
phism
A -  HQid
into a product of objects in the latter is the same as to say that the canonical mor­
phism
a -* n  c * u -c)
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belongs to JÍ. If J l  is the class of all monomorphisms and if X  has products, then 
is a cogenerating set iff for every pair a, ß: A — B of different X-morphisms one can 
find a morphism y: B-~C with yocy^yß and C£f€. The importance of the existence 
of a cogenerating set (ECS) in X  was pointed out a long time ago: by the Special Ad­
joint Functor Theorem (cf. Freyd [64]), a functor from a category with (ECS) and 
certain limits has a left adjoint iff it preserves these limits.
The following theorem compares (ECS) with (EAR); it shows that Theorem 2.1 
can be almost completely proved for abstract categories with (ap):
Theorem 6.6. Let X  fulfil the property (ap) (see above). One then has the impli­
cation
(ECS) => (EAR),
and (EAR) is equivalent to each o f the following conditions:
(i) Every object admits only a set o f nonisomorphic Ji-essential extensions.
(ii) For every object A there is an Jl-morphism p : A-»Q such that every d i­
morphism v: A-»B admits a morphism ß with ßv — p.
The idea how to prove (ECS)=>(ii) is in Barr [75]. For (EAR)o(i) see Propo­
sition 6.4, and for (i)o-(ii) cf. Tholen [81]. Note that (ii) implies (ap).
Corollary 6.7. (ECS) A(AP)=>(EAR).
An object S  in X  is called (.,//-) subdirectly irreducible, iff for every .X-morphism 
p: S — JJ Ai into a direct product there is at least one index /£ / with nip^Ji, 
(€/
Ttj being a canonical projection. X  is (JÍ-) residually small, iff X  contains only a set 
of nonisomorphic subdirectly irreducible objects. One has (without any condition 
on X ):
Lemma 6.8. (ECS)=>(RS). □
To get further results on the relationships between (ECS), (RS), and (EAR) we 
shall restrict ourselves throughout the rest of this section to the case
*X=all monomorphisms
and impose a sixth condition (VI) which sharpens condition (V) if X  has colimits of 
well-ordered chains.
(VI) X  has products and a generating set d  (this is dual to (ECS)) such that, for 
every Gf/d, for every pair of different morphisms q: G—A0, and for every well- 
ordered chain (ay : Al-+AJ)0lSlSj <m with aH — 1, otjktxij=txik for i ^ j s k ,  and 
« o f o r  a l l /, there is an upper bound (a;: Ai — A)0^ i<m with aJuij = oci for 
i ^ j  and ao^ao'f-
Conditions (I)—(VI) are still satisfied by every quasi-variety o f (finitary) universal 
algebras and, more generally, by every K0-presentable category in the sense of Gabriel 
and Ulmer [71].
In every category satisfying conditions (I) — (VI) one has Birkhoff’s Subdirect 
Representation Theorem:
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P roposition 6.9 (Tholen [81], [82b]). Every object A admits a monomorphism 
v - A ^ n s ,  into a product o f  subdirectly irreducible objects such that all morphisms 
i£I
TCifi are extremal epimorphisms (ii; are the projections).
C orollary 6.10. (E C S )o (R S ).
The connection between (RS) and (EAR) is given by
L emma 6.11 (Tholen [81]). Condition (i) o f  Theorem 6.6 implies (RS).
We therefore get:
T heorem 6.12. I f  fulfils (ap), then (ECS), (RS), and (EAR) are pairwise 
equivalent.
C orollary 6.13. (ECS) A (T P )o (R S ) A (T P )o(E IH ).
2. Table of results
In what follows we list a number of categories o f algebras and other structures, and indicate 
whether or not they possess the properties discussed above. In most cases we name only the objects of 
the categories, morphisms being the obvious ones (e.g. homomorphisms in categories o f algebras); 
however, morphisms are specified in cases which might be ambiguous. For the readers’ convenience 
we first repeat the abbreviations we use and the most important logical connections:
AP Amalgamation Property TP Transferability Property
IPA Intersection Property of Amalgamations ECS Existence of a Cogenerating Set
SAP Strong Amalgamation Property RS Residual Smallness
ES Epimorphisms are Surjective EAR Enough Absolute Retracts
CEP Congruence Extension Property El Enough Injectives
EIH Existence of Injective Hulls
For a category with direct products satisfying the (standard) assumptions (I)—(IV) (see §6) one has 
the implications below. Some of them require the additional assumptions (V) or (VI) which are still 
satisfied by every quasi-variety o f universal algebras. Two implications require the additional as­
sumption (ap) which is a weakening of (AP) (see the remark after Proposition 6.5); but (ap) is not 
needed in case of a variety. Another implication requires the existence of pushouts and equalizers 
which is also given in every quasi-variety.
(E M
(V)
(V ) , (ap).
(VI) , ( a p ) "
(El)
/ f N .
! (EAR) > =  (TP)
( C E P ) x = ü = < ( A P )
(SAP)
í ( E S ) < = c(!PA)
pushouts
equalizers
The table contains only the underlined properties since the others can be obtained from them, even 
if the additional conditions (V), (VI), etc. are not satisfied.
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We remind the reader that all these properties depend on the choice o f  the factorization system 
(8 , J ( ) .  If not otherwise stated (except for some cases where the choice is clear from the foregoing 
categories in the table) we choose J ( = v \ \  monomorphisms and, consequently, 8 = extremal epi- 
morphisms. In most cases 8  is contained in the class o f morphisms having underlying surjective 
mappings; then, if (ES) holds, epimorphisms are really surjective. But in general, (ES) just means 
that 8  is the class of all epimorphisms. So it may happen that (ES) holds even though epimorphisms 
are not surjective (Hausdorff spaces with <?=dense maps, for example), or that (ES) does not hold 
even though epimorphisms are surjective (topological spaces with 8 = quotient maps). Those entries 
which may cause misunderstandings o f (ES) are marked by t-
In many entries of the table we give the first reference (up to our knowledge) in which it is 
determined whether or not the category in question has the given property. In some cases, if the an­
swer is easy, we refer to the first paper containing non-trivial results about the respective property. 
If the sign o appears instead of a reference, this means we could not find any explicit reference, have 
checked the property ourselves, and felt that some of the readers might need a hint at the proof. 
These hints are put together and follow the table. Finally, if neither a reference nor the sign o appears, 
this means that the given result is either well-known or easy to verify (maybe using some general 
theorems figuring in the previous part). For some varieties o f algebras there is also a description of 
all its subvarieties possessing the given property; this is indicated by an * above the answer in the 
given entry, and an appropriate reference is also included. In some cases we do not know whether 
a category listed below enjoys some of the properties in question. In such a case either the entry is 
left blank, or a question mark is put there. The latter means that we think the problem is difficult.
The categories of lattices, modular lattices, and distributive lattices, respectively, are named 
with the supplement ‘bounded or not’. In fact, it is easy to verify that the answers must be the same in 
the two cases. (In categories consisting of bounded lattices, morphisms are 0-1-preserving homo- 
morphisms.)
7
CATEGORY AP IPA ES CEP ECS RS EAR EIH
sets Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
M -sets (M  a monoid) =  any 
variety of unary algebras
Yes„ Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes„
Berthiaume [67]
any similarity type of Yes Yes Yes No No No No No
non-unary algebras
any functor category 
[&, tfef] ( ß  small)
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Kacov [76]
any Grothendieck topos Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Ebrahimi [82]
any elementary topos Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
abelian groups Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Baer [40]
J?-modules (R a unital ring) 
=  any subvariety of such
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Eckmann—  
Schopf [53]
any additive functor 
category Add \ß , s46\




gory ( = abelian Ab5- 
categ.) with generator


































































No No No No„ No






Yes No N o0 No No„ No












Yes Yes„ Yes Yes Yes Yes
Schein [76]




No No No N o0 No
semilattices o f groups 
(=  Clifford semigroups)
No
Hall [75]












































































CATEGORY AP IPA ES CEP ECS RS EAR EIH
left cancellative semigroups No
Howie [63]
No No No No N o N o0 No
commutative cancellative 
semigroups
Yes0 N o N o0 Yes„ Yes Yes Yes Yes„
monoids (with 1-preserving 
homomorphisms)
N o0 No No NoJ No No N o No*













































loops Yesc Yes0 Yes No No No No No






































No No No N o
finite groups Yes
B. H. Neumann 
[54]
Yes
B. H. Neumann 
[54]
Yes No Yes Yes No„ No
solvable groups No


























Yes No No No„ N o0 No






Yes No No N o No No
associative R-algebras 
(R a commutative unital 
ring)
No No No No*







R-algebras (R  a commu­
tative unital ring)
No No No No*






Lie algebras (over a field) Yes„ Yes
Reid [70]
Yes No*





































CATEGORY AP IPA ES CEP ECS RS EAR EIH
commutative regular rings Yes
Cornish [77]
No N o0 Yes
Cornish [77]
N o0 No No„ No
integral domains Yes
Cornish [77]
No No N o No N o No No
Ore domains Yes
Feigner [a]










Yes No N o N o No
near-rings0 N o No No No No No N o No
preordered sets (with Yes No N ot Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
monotone mappings)
partially ordered sets 
{ J t =  embeddings
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bacsich [72b]
( x ^ y o f x ^ f y ) ,
&=surj. morphisms)




Yes No No No No No












No N o0 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Banaschewski— 
Bruns [68]




























CATEGORY AP IPA ES CEP ECS RS EAR EIH
algebraic lattices (with 0-1- 
preserving homomor- 
phisms)
Yes„ Yes„ Yes No No„ No„ N o0 No




















A. Day [72] 
Grätzer—  
Lakser [72a]

















de Morgan algebras Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Cignoli [75]























































CATEGORY AP IPA ES CEP ECS RS EAR EIH
cylindric algebras (of fixed 
dimension a)
Yes if a =  1
N o if a > l
Comer [69] 
Pigozzi [71]
Yes if a =  1 
N o if 1 -=a-=to
Yes if a =  1 
Sain [a]
N o if 











cylindric algebras of 
fixed characteristic ^ 0  













locally finite cylindric 
















algebras (of fixed 
dimension a)
Yes if a =  1 
N o if a > l
Comer [69] 
Pigozzi [71]
Yes if a =  1 
N o if 1 < a < co





























































CATEGORY AP IPA ES CEP ECS RS EAR EIH
the variety generated by 
the weakly associative 








No No No No
topological spaces 
(M =  inj. cont. maps, 
8  =  quotient maps)
Yes No N ot Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
topological spaces 
embeddings,
8  =  surjective maps)
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Wyler [77]
7’,,-spaces 
C # =  embeddings, 
8 =  surjective maps)
Yes N o No
Baron [68]




(J (=  embeddings, 
8 =  surjective maps)









(J l=  embeddings, 
8 =  surjective maps)




(J {=  closed embeddings, 
8 =  dense maps)






8 = surjective maps)




8 =  dense maps)





























CATEGORY AP IPA ES CEP ECS RS EAR EIH
compact Hausdorff spaces 
( J i =  closed embeddings =  
inj. maps.,
$  — dense maps =  
surj. maps)
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Banaschewski
[70]
compact O-dim. Hausdorff 
spaces { d t=  closed 
embeddings =  inj. maps,
$  =  dense maps =  surj. 
maps)
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes N o0
topological groups 
(not necessarily r 2)

















N o Yes„ Yes„ N o0 No
Hausdorff abelian groups No
Tholen [82a]
No No No
compact abelian groups Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Banaschewski
[70]
topological vector spaces 
(over a Hausdorff top. 
field)


























CATEGORY AP IPA ES CEP ECS RS EAR EIH
HausdorfT locally convex 
spaces
No No No Yes Yes
metric spaces (with 
contractions)
( J { — isometric embedd­
ings,
S  =  surj. morphisms)
Yes N o No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Isbell [64a]
compact metric spaces Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Isbell [64a]
normed vector spaces 
(with linear contractions)
Yes N o No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Nachbin [50]
Banach spaces Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Phillips [40]
commutative C*-aigebras Yes Yes Yes
Reid [70]
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Hints for proving some of the results in the table
M-sets: AP, EIH
Notice that algebras are assumed to be non-empty. The two answers in question 
are false if this assumption is cancelled and we have a variety of unary algebras with 
two constant operations which may or may not coincide (see Higgs [71] and Lakser 
[73]).
Inverse semigroups, Unions o f groups, Semilattices o f groups, Commutative 
regular rings: EAR, ECS
Given a class JT of algebras, if new operations can be introduced in these 
algebras so that their homomorphisms remain the same and C/C becomes a variety, 
then RS<=>EAR in C/f (in fact, between J f  and its enriched copy there is an iso­
morphism which commutes with the underlying set functor).
Commutative inverse semigroups: CEP
Make use of the fact that these semigroups are strong semilattices of abelian 
groups.
Semilattices o f groups: IPA
These semigroups are strong semilattices of groups; first we amalgamate the 
corresponding components, then we extend these larger amalgams (by using the 
structure homomorphisms) to the ‘skeleton’ obtained by amalgamating the two 
semilattices.
Left cancellative semigroups: EAR
This class is a quasi-variety containing arbitrarily large subdirectly irreducible 
algebras, so it does not have EAR by Taylor [72].
Commutative cancellative semigroups
Embed the semigroups under consideration into their quotient groups.
Monoids, Commutative monoids, Commutative cancellative monoids
The results in question follow from those on the corresponding classes of semi­
groups by choosing an appropriate semigroup and adjoining an external unit to it.
Steiner quasi-groups, Loops, Steiner loops: SAP
Use the result that in these categories every partial algebra can be extended 
to a complete one (see Bruck [58]).
Finite groups: EAR
Notice that every finite group can be embedded in a suitable finite alternating 
group.
Solvable groups, Nilpotent groups, Torsion groups, p-groups: RS
The central product of arbitrarily many copies of a fixed non-abelian group 
of order p3 is subdirectly irreducible.
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Near-rings
The ring constructions work.
Distributive lattices, distributive Ockham algebras, HSPfweakly ass. lattices 
with UBP): ES
Consider the embedding
Complete lattices, Algebraic lattices
Notice that every lattice can be embedded into a partition lattice, which is a 
simple algebraic lattice.
(HINTS BASED ON SUGGESTIONS OF G. M. BERGMAN)
Regular rings: EAR
The 2x2 matrix ring over R is an essential extension of R.
Regular, orthodox, inverse, finite inverse, finite semigroups: EAR
The same as above, using the 2x2 Rees matrix semigroup with the identity 
as sandwich matrix. We start by adjoining an external zero and an external identity 
to the given semigroup.
Solvable, nilpotent, torsion, and p-groups: EAR
For a group G and «(=1, 2, ... or °°) let G be the semidirect product of Z„ 
and Gn with generator x of Z„ acting on Gn by the shifting operator. Embed G as 
the diagonal; observe that x centralizes this subgroup but the commutator of x and 
(e, a , ..., ű"- 1) (or (.„, a -1, e, a, ...)) is (..., a, a, ...) for each a£G, \a\\n, thus 
G is not a retract in G. Now for
torsion resp. p-groups: if eAa€G  and n— \a\ then G is a torsion resp. p-group;
solvable groups: Let A be a non-trivial abelian normal subgroup of G, 
w=°°, and consider the subgroup of G generated by Z„ and the elements
ga~x, g, ga, ...) with g£G, a£A. This is solvable but G is not a retract of it;
nilpotent groups: the previous construction works with A=Z(G).
Nilpotent groups: IPA
Let B be the group on Q X QX Q  with rule of multiplication (a ,b ,c)X  
X(a', b', c')=(a+a', b+b', c+c'+a'b) and A< B  be the subgroup consisting of 
the elements with entries in Z. Then (0, 0, a)£DomB(yi) for all a£Q. In order to 
show this, write (a,b,c)^B  as p(a)q(b)r(c), where p{a) — (a, 0,0) etc., p ,q ,r  are
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homomorphisms of the additive group Q into B, and q (a)p (b) = p (b)q (a)r (ab), 
further, make use of the fact that for each pair a, ß of homomorphisms of Q to a 
nilpotent group, if a(Z) centralizes ß(Q) then so does a (Q).
Lie algebras: SAP
If we have an amalgam of A,B ,C , AQ B, A^=C, then consider the universal 
enveloping algebras k(A), k(B), k(C), and notice that k(B) and k(C) as modules 
are free over k(A). Now the coproduct of k(B) and k(C) with amalgamation of 
k(A) regarded as a Lie algebra can be seen to do the job.
Regular rings: AP
First observe that every regular ring is a subdirect product of regular rings con­
taining prime fields, and that a product of regular rings is regular. This allows us 
to reduce to the case where our rings are algebras over a fixed field k. Second, note 
that every k-algebra is embeddable in a regular k-algebra, namely a full algebra of 
endomorphisms of a vector space. Hence it suffices to show that every amalgam of 
regular algebras over k  can be completed with a not necessarily regular k-algebra; 
equivalently, that given regular k-algebras AfikB, AQ C, the algebras B and C 
embed in their coproduct over A. This can be deduced from a description of the 
coproduct due to P. M. Cohn [59]. Namely, it is shown that as left Z-module, this 
coproduct is the direct limit of the chain B-+C ® AB^-B® AC ® AB-+.... Now 
since A is regular, tensoring with inclusions A Q B  and AQ C  gives 1-1 maps, 
so B embeds in the direct limit; likewise C does, as required.
Commutative regular rings: ES
If A<B  are fields of characteristic 0, and B is generated by an element 
jc over A with x pCA, then xfD om B(A), thus A is dense in B.
Ore domains: ES
Let B be the sub ring of Q[x] generated by x and A ^ B  be generated by x2 and 
x 3. Then we again have x£Domß(vl), thus Dornb(A)=B.
Compact 0-dimensional Hausdorff spaces: EIH
Since the essential embeddings here are clearly surjective, we have to show (by 
Stone duality) that not every Boolean algebra is projective. But the natural homo­
morphism of P(m) to its factor modulo the ideal of finite subsets is easily seen not 
to be right invertible.
Compact groups: ECS, RS
The Peter—Weyl Theorem says that the Hilbert space of L2 functions on a 
compact group is a Hilbert-space direct sum of finite-dimensional subspaces closed 
under the action of the group by translation. Since the action of the group on the 
full space separates group-elements, so do the actions on these finite-dimensional 
spaces, taken together. But a norm-preserving action on an «-dimensional Hilbert 
space is equivalent to a homomorphism into the unitary group U(n), which is com­
pact, so the unitary groups form a cogenerating set.
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Compact groups: EAR
First note that every U(n) can be embedded in a PSU(n'), n '^4 . These are 
simple groups, hence a retract of a direct product of copies of these groups will 
be the direct product of a subfamily thereof. Now since PSU (i)Q PSU (i+1), we 
see that every compact group G can be embedded, on the one hand, in a direct 
product of groups PSU(i) where / takes on even values, and on the other hand, in 
a direct product where i takes on odd values. Hence if G is a retract of both of these 
products, it must itself be a direct product of both sorts; contradiction.
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В разных областях наук (теория автоматического регулирования, некоторые 
области биологии и т. п.) надо изучать такие системы и процессы, математи­
ческая модель которых является дифференциальным уравнением с отклоня­
ющимся аргументом, или по другой терминологии, дифференциально-функ­
циональным уравнением [10]. При исследовании практических проблем нужно 
знать, что данное решение устойчиво ли или частично устойчиво ли [9]. Вопрос 
о частичной устойчивости для обыкновенных дифференциальных уравнений 
поставил А. М. Ляпунов [3]. Точные определения дал В. В. Румянцев, он же 
получил первые результаты с помощью функцией Ляпунова [4, 5]. Для диффе­
ренциально-функциональных уравнений определения частичной устойчивости 
формулировал К. Кордуняну. Он доказал также и то, что, при некоторых 
условиях, из частичной асимптотической устойчивости тривиального решения 
линейной части данного уравнения следует частичная асимптотическая устой­
чивость тривиального решения исходного уравнения [8].
Таким образом особенно подчеркивается важность задачи о том, что при 
каких условиях будет частично устойчиво (асимптотически устойчиво) тривиаль­
ное решение линейного дифференциального уравнения. Эта задача решена 
только в специальных случаях. А. В. Луценко и. Л. В. Стадникова получили 
необходимые и достаточные условия частичной асимптотической устойчивости 
тривиального решения обыкновенных автономных уравнений. Ими же иссле­
дован вопрос о частичной устойчивости: получены и необходимые и доста­
точные условия [2]. В. И. Воротников и В. П. Прокопьев задачу о частичной 
асимптотической устойчивости свели к задаче об асимптотической устойчи­
вости по всем компонентам тривиального решения некоторого другого урав­
нения [1].
В этом статье мы исследуем вышеупомянутую задачу о частичной устой­
чивости и о частичной асимптотической устойчивости и решим ее в счлучае 
автономного линейного дифференциально-функционального уравнения. Наш 
результат о частичной устойчивости является новым и для обыкновенных 
дифференциальных уравнений.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 34K.20; Secondary 34D20.
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2. Обозначения, определения, вспомогательные утверждения
Рассмотрим дифференциально-функциональное уравнение
о
(2.1) x(t) = j  drj(s)x(t+s),
- h
где /г-положительная постоянная, г/(.у)-матричная функция типа п Хп  с элемен­
тами ограниченной вариации на интервале [—/г, 0]. Введем — как обычно — 
банахово пространство С=С([—h, 0]; С"), с нормой ||с/>Ц =sup {|<p(s)|: 
—/j^sëO }. Здесь С" — комплексное линейное пространство с произвольной 
нормой I - 1, С = С ' множество комплексных чисел. Для любого <р£С обоз­
начим через x(t, (р) решение (2.1), проходящее через (0, <р), т. е. непрерывную 
при t£[—h,œ) функцию x(t, (р), дифференцируемую при /£(0, =») и удовлет­
воряющую уравнению (2.1) на (0, °=>). Используя теоремы существования и 
единственности для (2.1), легко увидеть, что совокупность решений уравнения
(2.1) образует линейное пространство (принадлежащее С ([—h, оо ); с")). 
В дальнейшем используем еще обозначения
N = {1 ,2 ,...}  и No = NU{0}.
Пусть Р — матрица размеров п X  п.
Определение 1. Нулевое решение или тривиальное решение уравнения
(2.1) будем называть P-устойчивым, если для любого е> 0  существует 
<5=á(e)>-0 такое, что из ср£С и ||<р||<<5 следует неравенство \Px(t, ц>)\ 
для всех /“йО.
О пределение 2. Тривиальное решение уравнения (2.1) будем называть 
асимптотически P-устойчивым, если оно устойчиво и кроме того |Tx(í, <р)|--0 
при t—*■ оо для любого ср£С.
Эти определетшя только формально различаются от определений К. 
Кордуняну [8]. Поскольку легко увидеть, что если подвергднуть (2.1) подходя­
щему линейному преобразованию, то P -устойчивость (асимптотическая Р- 
устойчивость) редуцируется к устойчивости (к асимптотической устойчивости) 
относительно первых к  компонент решений (1ё& ёи), или, что равносильно, 
можно допустить, что P=diag (1, ..., 1, 0, ...» 0). В дальнейшем — если против-
к раз
ное не оговорено — Р  будет обозначать произвольную матрицу.
Асимптотическое поведение решений уравнения (2.1) характеризуется 
решениями вида ex,p(t), где p{t) векторный полином от t. Легко можно убедится 
в том, что (2.1) имеет нетривиальное решение такого вида тогда и только тогда, 
о
когда det(/./— f eXsch](s)}—0, где / — единичная матрица размеров п X п. Струк-
h
тура решений вида ех,р  (/)  подробно изучена в работах [10— 13]. В дальнейшем мы 
дадим  краткий обзор тех результатов этих, работ, которые необходимы для нас 
В этой статьи.
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о
Пусть А(к) — М — J eÀsdt](s). Введем обозначения
h
Л+ =  {AÇC: det А (А) =  0, Re А >  0}, 
А0 =  {А€С: det А (А) =  0, Re А =  0}
и наконец пусть Л=Л+0  Л0.! Дня любых 
размеров кпХкп
А (к) A'Ü) 1! ‘
Нк = О А (А) .
AÇ/1 и &ÇN рассмотрим матрицу
J (k-1)(A)
■ ( /с -1 )!  
А<к- 2\к )  
' ( к - 2)!
О 0 ... J  (А)
Пусть ак = пк — rank Нк и определим величины а0=п, otl =o1 и аj —Oj—Oj-i 
для всех у'=2, 3, .... Известно [см. 11, 12], что существуют такие rÇN, и вели­
чины dk, </r€N0, что 0ё</х< . . . и
“о =  ••• =  <*dl >  «d1 + i  = . . . =  a^ + i = . . . =  adr >  =  0.
Пусть inj—a.dj—adj+1 для всех и m=d1m1 + ...+drmr. Заметим, что
т представляет собой кратность корня А, /и = rank Hdr+N для всех Nf_ N„ 
и п —т1 + ...А:тг.
Для любого AÇ/1 совокупность решений типа ek'p{t) образует подпрост­
ранство линейногр пространства решений уравнения (2.1). Это подпространст­
во—обозначим его через Sx—представляется в виде
S). — Ф ® 'e=l >i=l
где Sdiitli линейное пространство, 
S4etß векторные функции
7=i
^ , i i C C ( [ - A ,
0 - 1)!
~ ) ;  с » ) . В пространстве
при к=0, I, da — l образуют базис, а принадлежащие kér Я,, векторы 
у„=со1 (у„л , ..., y„ida) при р — \ , . . . ,т в линейно независимы и Уц,ЛйХ0. 
Заметим еще [см. 12, 13], что если NÇ_Nn, ÀÇA и
col (Vi, ,-,yde+f/)ekerHdi!+N, то
rf„+)v
7=1
y j t '-1
O -О !
€ 5 Я.
Мы знаем [см. 10, 12], что существует ограниченный линейный оператор 
П : С-+С, и существуют такие положительные постоянные М  и у, что для 
любого <р£С вьйюльнается следующее х ( •. П<р)с ® S; и \x(t, (p)—IJ(p\S
' ,1 • лея
ШМ\\(р\\е~у' при têO.
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3. Критерий P-устойчивости и асимптотической Р-устойчивости
Определим при /cÇN матрицы размеров кпХ кп:
Р к = diag(Р, Р , . . . ,Р ) ,
к раз
Q k  =  diag (О, Р , - , Р )
к—1 раз
и наконец при каждом kf_A выберем число ArÇ N0, которое может зависеть 
от А.
Теорем а 3.1. а) Тривиальное решение уравнения (2.1) P-устойчиво тогда и 
только тогда, когда для всех AÇ/1 +
и для А€Л0
rank col (Pdr+N, Hdr+N) =  rank Hdr+N
rank col (Qdr+N, Hdr+N) = rank Hdr+N.
б) Тривиальное решение уравнения (2.1) асимптотически P-устойчиво тогда 
и только тогда, если для всех к с Л
rank col (PJr+N, Hdr+N) = rank Hdr+N.
Д оказательство . Мы докажем только P-устойчивость. Критерий асимп­
тотической P-устойчивости можно получить подобным образом.
Из сказанного в части 2 следует, что если тривиальное решение уравнения
(2.1) P-устойчиво, то PS- — 0 для kÇA+, а в случае к С- Л0 функция Px(t) ограничена 
на [—/г, оо) для всех решений x(t), принадлежащих 5 Я. Нетрудно можно по­
казать, что эти условия не только необходимы, но и достаточны. Действитель­
но, в силу неравенства
IPx(t, <■/>)! — IPx(t, n<p)\ + \Px(t, (р-П(р)I
к семейству операторов Vt: С-С" при /SO, Ut<p=Px(t,Il(p) применима 
теорема Банаха-Штейнгауза, откуда получим достаточность.
На основе структуры пространств Sx полученный критерий можно пере­
фразировать следующим образом:
Тривиальное решение уравнения (2.1) P-устойчиво тогда и только Тогда, 
если
(i) из Л€Л+, iV£N0 и HiS+dry=0. где y=col (у1( ..., yN+df.) следует Ру,=0 
для всех / = 1, ...,N + dr.
(ii) из к е л о, NÇN0 и HN+dry= 0, где y^col (А1; ..., yN+dr) следует 
Ру j = 0 для всех / = 2, . ..,N + d r.
Оставшаяся часть доказательства является простым следствием следую­
щего утверждения:
Если А и В матрицы с одиноковым числом столбцов, то решения Вх=0 
являются решениям уравнения Ах=0 в том и только в том случае, если 
rank col (A, S)=rank В.
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К доказательству этого утверждения заметим что из Вх=0 следует 
Ахе=0 тогда и только тогда, если ker 5 = kér col (А, В)  или, что равносильно, 
линейные уравнения В х = 0 и col (А, В ) х = 0 — эквивалентны. Для выполне­
ния последнего необходимо и достаточно выполнение условия rank В — 
=  rank col (А, В), что хорошо известно в теории систем линейных уравнений.
Теорема доказана.
Замечание. В силу произвольности N  для применения теоремы 3.1 не 
нужно точно вычислить величину dr, а достаточно знать только ее оценку. 
Всегда можно выбирать N  напр. так, чтобы выполнялось N+dr=m. С увели­
чением числа N  растут и размеры матрицы col (PJr+N, Hdr+N) и таким образом 
растет и вычислительная работа ее ранга.
4. О частичной устойчивости тривиального решения уравнений 
с запаздывающимся аргументом
В этой части мы применим теорему 3.1 к уравнению с запаздывающимся 
аргументом
(4.1) x(t) = Ax(t — h),
где А матрица порядка п, И положительная постоянная. В случае уравнения
(4.1) А(Х)=М—Ae~*h, откуда можно увидеть, что det А(Х)=0 выпольняется 
тогда и только тогда, когда p=Aelh является собственным числом матрица А. 
Тоже легко увидеть, что если Я^ — 1/И и собственное число p=AeXh имеет 
кратность т, то Я является корнем кратности т уравнения det А(А) =0.
Сейчас мы введем несколько обозначений и потом сформулируем лемму, 
характеризующую вещественную часть корней уравнения d e td ^ )= 0.
Пусть N„ = {AaC: Aexh —р}, где д£С,
Г — jz€C: Re z S  0, Im z s  0, |z| <  arg z — y j u
ujzÇ C : R e z ä 0 , lm z < 0 ,  \z\ <  — arg z — y  j
и наконец обозначим через дГ границу Множества Г.
Лемма 4.1. Каждый элемент множества N  ^ имеет отрицательную 
вещественную часть тогда и только тогда, когда Ир£Г. Если hpddГ, то 
Np содержит элемент с нулевой вещественной частью, но не содержит элемент 
с положительной вещественной частью. Если И р$Г0дГ, то Nß содержит 
элемент с положительной вещественной частью.
Д оказательство. Для случая р=0 утверждения леммы очевидны, 
поэтому в дальнейшем мы будем предпологать, что р =be*9 где 0, т. е. 
наш квазиполином имеет вид Ф(z)=z—be~hz+i,',.
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Применим так называемый метод 77-разбиений см. [6], в силы которого 
надо разбить многообразие Ь>0, — я <  <д g  я (mod 2я) на области кривыми, 
точкам которых соответствуют квазиполиномы, имеющие хотя бы один нуль 
на мнимой оси. Легко вычислить, что в случае Ф(г) эти кривые:
(4.2) (р = hb + -у  (mod 2л) и (р = — hb — у  (mod 2я),





При вещественном д квазиполином Ф (z) подробно изучен напр. в [6, 7], 
где доказано, что при <р — я и 0 <6 < я /2/г он имеет только нули с отрица­
тельными вещественными частями, а при ср = п и 6 =-я/2й, а также и при 
<р= 0 и b >0 Ф(г) всегда имеет нуль с положительной вещественной частью. 
Корни Ф(г) являются непрерывными функциями величин b и <р, поэтому в об­
ластях I, II, III, ... эти свойства сохраняются, т. е. в случае д£1 (что равносильно 
Иц£Г) Re при всех zß^N ß а если ;i£ lIU IIIU ..., то существует zß£Nß
такое, для которого Re zM> 0. И так осталось доказать, что Ф(г) имеет нуль 
с положительной вещественной частью и в том случае, когда д принадлежит 
кривым (4.2) при b >л/2И. Следуя методу 7)-разбиений, рассмотрим дифферен- 
циаль действителной части нуля квазиполинома Ф(г) когда д переходит через
(4.2). На основании работы [6]
из которого — используя z = ße~hz — получим
dx =  ((Re z+h\z\2)db/b — Imzí/(p)/|l + ftz|2,
которое означает, что вещественные части нули Ф (z) возрастают когда д пере­
ходит через кривые (4.2) таким образом, что db> 0, dq> = 0.
Этим лемма польностью доказана.
К применению теоремы 3.1 надо знать ранг некоторых матриц. В случае 
уравнения (4.1) это можно свести к вычислению ранга некоторых легко полу­
чаемых из А матриц, имеющих порядок меньше п. • • . ,
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Л емма 4.2. Пусть det Л(Я)=0 и Á ^ —l/h. Тогда 
rank Я* =  (к— 1)л + гапк Ак(Х),
rank col (Ö*, Нк) = (к — 1) n + rank col {PA (Я), /М2(Я),.... PAk~1{X), Ak{k)),
rank col (Pk, Hk) =  (fc — 1) n +  rank col (P, PA ( 1 ) , PAk~1(X), Ak(X)).
Д оказательство. Достаточно доказать, что при всех матрицах Q и Р 
размеров пХп:
rank col (diag(ß, P, Hk) =
к —I  раз
=  rank col (ß , PA (Я), PAk~l {X), Ак(Х)).
В дальнейшем для краткости будем использовать обозначение А —А(Х), кроме 
того через одна и та же формула q(A, I) будет обозначать все такие различные 
полиномы от матриц A u l ,  структура которых нас не интересует.
Доказательство состоит из некоторых элементарных преобразований, 
которые совершаются в виде матриц, разложенных на блоки. В соответствии 
с этим, в дальнейшем напр. под т-той строкой мы будем понимать m-тую блок- 
строку, т. е. строки с номерами т • и, т-п + \, ..., т-п+п — 1.
Рассмотрим сначала матрицу Нк. Прибавив матрицы первой строки, ум­
ноженные на —А( 1 -МЛ) и матрицы третьей строки, умноженные на соответст­
вующую матрицу q(A, /)/( 1 -МЛ) к второй строке Нк, далее используя комму­
тативность матриц q(A, I) и А, вторая строка матрицы Нк примет вид
-М 2/(1+ЛЛ) О /(1+ЯЛ) q(A, I)...q(A, I).
Повторяя этот способ и на следующие строки матрицы Нк, можно достигнуть 
с помощью элементарных преобразований строк, что Нк эквивалентна матрице
A /(1-МЛ) q (А, /) q(A, / )  .. . q(A, / )
- Л 2/(1+ЯЛ) 0 /(1-МЛ) q(A, 1) . • q(A, /)
Л3/(1+ЯЛ)2 0 0 /(1+ЯЛ). . q(A, /)
( - ï f - lAk/{l  -МЛ)*"1 0 0 0 . • о
Прибавив строки матрицы Нк, умноженные на Р к соответствуюшим строкам 
матрицы diag (ß, А  . . . ,Р) ,  получим, что rank col (diag (Q, P, . . . , / ) ,  Hk) рав­
няется рангом матрицы
в 0 0 0
Pa 0 Pq(A, /) ... Pq(A, /)
( -1 )* -аА4‘ -7 (1+ лл)* -2 0 0 0
А (1 + я л )/ q(A,I)  ... q(A, / )
- А 2/( 1+ЯЛ) 0 (1+ЯЛ)/... q(A, /)
( - l ) k- 1Ak/ ( l + l h )k- 1 0 0 0
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Используя наличие матриц ( 1 + АА) I  легко можно увидеть, что предыдущий 
ранг равно следующему
й 0 0 .0
PA + P q{A ,l)A 2 0 0 .0
PA*/{l+ W  + Pq(A, I )А3 0 0 .0
РАк~1/{1 +АА)*-2 0 0 .0
0 (1+AA)/ 0 .0
0 0 (1+AA)/.. .0
dVa+AA)*-1 0 0 •0 .
=  n{k—1) +rank col {Q, Pa , . . ., Pa 1- 1, Ak).
Лемма доказана.
На основании этих лемм нижеследующая теорема является следствием 
теоремы 3.1.
Пусть
det {p l—А) = (д -д 1)т1...(д -д 5)т*,
где Pt^Pj при íVy. Пусть далее (д—дО^.-Ад—Д5)е* минимальный полином 
матрицы A, a N1...NscN (t — произвольно выбранные постоянные.
(4.3)
(4.4)
Теорем а 4.1. а) Тривиальное решение уравнения (4.1) P-устойчиво тогда и 
только тогда, когда при /гд; $ Г 0дГ
rankcol(T, Р{р(1—А), ..., P(piI —AYt+Ni-1,(p iI —Ayit+Ni) =
— rank (д,-1— A)q‘+n<
и при hfijÇdr
rank col (P(Pi I — A), P (p il-A )2, ..., Р{р11 -А У ‘+к‘~1, (д,/-^><+^) =
=  rank (дг/ — A ) e í + N i .
б) Тривиальное решение уравнения (4.1) асимптотически устойчиво тогда 
и только тогда, если выпольняется условие (4.3) при Ад;(£.Г.
Д оказательство . А= — l/h является корнем уравнения ke~Xh=p тогда 
и только тогда, если д = —1 /he. Очевидно, что —1 /е£Г. Пусть теперь k £N 
и Адг(£Г. Тогда величину rank (p J—A) совпадающую с величиной rank Ak(À) 
для всех AçiV^, можно выразить с помощью инвариантных величин в жорда- 
новой форме матрицы А. Специално, величина dr в теореме 1, зависящая сейчас 
только от pj, совпадает с величиной д;. Отсюда теорема (4.1) уже непосредст­
венно получается.
Перейдем к изучению специальново случая P=diag (1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0).
к  раз
В этом случае можно упростить проверку равенств (4.3) и (4.4). С этой целью 
представим матрицу А в виде
А 2
’ 3  - ^ 4
( A i  Л  
Уа я а . у
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где Ах матрица размеров к Х к ,  а А3 размеров к Х п —к. Обозначим через 1к 
(/„_*) единичную матрицу размеров к Х к  (п—кХп+к) .
Л емма 4.3.
rank col (Л, Р (д /-Л ), ..., P (n I-A )N~ \  (p I -A )N) = 
=  к + rank col (А», А2А4, ..., А2А$~2, (д/„_4—Л«)*-1),
p l к Ах - А ,
P (p l-A ) Л о/4 з
"5'Х11
X—✓ М
Р ( ц 1 - А ) 2 —А2А4А3 А2А4(р1П_к А4)
rank
Р { р 1 - А
=  rank
- а 2а г за 3 А2А 4 3(ßIn- k ~ A 4)
( p I - A ) N ,(pIn-k~A4)N 1А3 (ßln-k—A4)N
при всех p=Pi и JVSßi+l (i =  l,
Д оказательство . Ради простоты введем обозначения Q—I —P,
Ä2 =  PAQ, A4 = QAQ, M1 = k e rc o l(P ,P (p I-A ) ,... ,P (ß I-A )N- \ ( p I - A ) N).
М 2 =  ker col (Р, Ä2, Ä2Ä4, ..., Ä2Ä$~2, (p Q -Ä 4)N).
Покажем, что M X=M 2, откуда следует справедливость первой части леммы 
4.3. Действительно, пусть х€М х. Тогда Р(ц1—А)кх = 0 при O ^ k ^ N — 1, 
откуда Q(pl—A)kx = (ß l—A)kx  и таким образом для всех этих к
О =  P (p l—A)kx = P(pI-A)Q [Q (pI-A)Q ]k~1x  = ( - \ ) kÄ2Äk- kx,
что легко увидеть, если используем Ä2Ä ^ x —0 для j s k  — i. Нам известно 
еще и то, что (p I—A)Nx = 0 откуда в силу Qí^ N  получается и (p I—A)N~1x=  
— {pI—Ayix—0, которое равносильно равенству Q (pI—A)N~1x= (Q —Äi)N~1x —0. 
Таким образом получается, что х£М 2 т. е. Мх с  М2. Эти преобразования 
можно совершить и обратно, и получить, что М2с Мх, т. е. МХ=М 2. 
Вторая часть леммы 4.3 можно получить аналогичным образом.
5. Применение для обыкновенных дифференциальных уравнении
В этой главе изучается P-устойчивость тривиального решения дифферен­
циального уравнения
(5.1) х(0  =  Ax(t),
где А матрица размеров пХп.  Здесь сохраняются прежные обозначения связан­
ные с А. К этому уравнению можно применить рассуждения предыдущих глав, 
или устремить И к нулью и формально получить условия на P-устойчивость и 
асимптотическую P-устойчивость. Полученный таким образом результат об 
асимптотической P-устойчивости равносильно теореме А. В. Луценко и Л. В. 
Стадниковой [2]. Наша теорема о P-устойчивости является новой и в случае 
уравнения (5.1):
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Т еорем а 5.1. Пусть P=diag (1, 1, 0, ..., 0). Тривиальное решение
к раз
x{t, 0) = 0  уравнения (6) p-устойчиво тогда и только тогда, когда выпольняются 
условия:
rank col (Л2, Л2Л4, , A oA f+Nl~1, (piQ~ A2)N‘+e‘~1) = n —k — nii при R e ^ ^ O  и
P ih -A  r A 2
— A2A3 AïiPiln-k+Ai)
n — mt — rank — A2A^ A3 A^AiiPiln-k — A4)
- A 2A p +0i-3A3 A ^ ^ i P i h - k - A , )
(V iIn-k-AJN‘+e‘
при R e/i,=0, где N,£N произвольно выбранные постоянные.
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MHL-RINGE MIT ARTINSCHEM RADIKAL
PHAM NGOC ANH
In dieser Arbeit verstehen wir unter einem Ring immer einen assoziativen Ring, 
unter dem Radikal eines Ringes das Jacobsonsche Radikal. Ein Ring ist artinsch, 
falls er der Minimalbedingung für Linksideale genügt. Unter einem MHL-Ring 
verstehen wir einen Ring mit Minimalbedingung für Hauptlinksideale. Jeder artin- 
sche Ring ist also auch ein MHL-Ring.
In [3] wurde eine vollständige Beschreibung der Struktur artinscher Ringe mit 
artinschem Radikal gegeben.
Es gibt zahlreiche verschiedene Verallgemeinerungen dieses Satzes. Für diese 
Ergebnisse weisen wir auf [1], [2], [6] hin.
In diesem Artikel wollen wir die Struktur solcher MHL-Ringe, deren Radikal 
ein artinscher Ring ist, untersuchen.
Zu diesem Ziel nötigen wir einige Sätze über halbeinfache MHL-Ringe von [4],
[5]. Ein MHL-Ring ist genau dann halbeinfach, wenn er modultheoretische diskrete 
direkte Summe minimaler idempotenter Linksideale oder ringtheoretische diskrete 
direkte Summe von einfachen MHL-Ringen ist. Ein MHL-Ring ist genau dann ein­
fach, wenn er ein dichter Unterring des Ringes aller linearer Transformationen von 
endlichem Rang eines Vektorraumes über einem Schiefkörper ist. Dieser Schief­
körper ist bis auf Isomorphie eindeutig bestimmt. Hier wird ein Ring einfach genannt, 
falls er keine echte Ideale hat und radikalfrei ist. Aus den obigen kann man über den 
Grundschiefkörper eines einfachen MHL-Ringes sprechen. Von jetzt ab bedeutet 
bzw. 2® die ringtheoretische bzw. modultheoretische diskrete direkte Summe. 
Es sei nun R ein MHL-Ring mit artinschem Radikal J.
Dann ist R=R/J= ringtheoretische diskrete direkte Summe einfacher
MHL-Ringe R„. In diesem Artikel dient der Querstrich zur Bezeichnung von Fak­
torringen und ihren Elementen. Wir bezeichnen mit T die Menge aller /t aus r*, 
für die^Irundschiefkörper Sß von Rß unendlich ist. Für jeden beliebigen Index p aus 
r  ist Rß diskrete direkte Summe idempotenter minimaler Linksideale K,,s(.e%t= 
=eßS, <5€d„). Deswegen ist ertRßeia=Rllt ein mit Sß isomorpher Schiefkörper. Da 
das Radikal J von R ein artinscher Ring ist, so gibt es einen idempotenten Vertreter 
eßS von eßi in R. Aus der Voraussetzung ist J eine abelsche Gruppe mit Minimalbe­
dingung für Untergruppen. Da eßiJeßi das Radikal von eß}Reßg ist, so ist eßl Reßd 
ein artinscher vollständig primärer Ring mit artinschem Radikal.
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Der Satz 2 aus [3] behauptet, daß ein artinscher vollständig primärer Ring mit 
artinschem Radikal notwendig endlich ist, wenn er kein Schiefkörper ist. Wegen der 
Unendlichkeit von eßöReßS ist e ^ R e ^  ein mit S lt isomorpher Schiefkörper. Wir be­
trachten nun für ein beliebiges, aber festes Element b aus J  alle Produkte abf 
€J(a£eßSReßd). Da die Ordnungen von ab durch die Ordnung von b beschränkt sind, 
und J  höchstens endlich viele Elemente mit dieser Eigenschaft besitzen darf, gibt 
es Elemente ax, a2^ e)lSRetld, axj^a2 mit axb —a2b, d. h. (ax—a2)b—0. Wegen 
0 9í a1 — a2£ellóRellS existiert das Inverse a*£eßöReßi. Damit folgt a*(ax—a2)b = 
= eßSb = 0, also eß6J — 0 und entsprechend JeßS=0.
Wir bezeichnen jetzt mit Rß die Summe aller Linksideale ReßS Zum
weiteren brauchen wir
H ilfssatz 1. Rß ist ein Ideal in R für jeden ji^T.
Beweis. Jedes Element a von Iiß hat die Form a=xxeßdl-\------b x ^ e ^ .  Für
ein beliebiges Element y  aus R gilt y=  2  ) j '+ s m>t y ßF  R„< und fast
r'ar* _  _ _
alle y ^ —O-e^y^, liegt in J  für alle gV /t, da R„ direkter Summand von R ist. 
Wegen eßSJ= 0 ist e ^ y ^ —e ^ - e ^ y ^ —0. Dies besagt aber, daß ay=ayll gilt. Da 
das Bild von Rß beim natürlichen Homomorphismus von R auf R Rß und efllJ= 
0 für alle d£Aß ist, so ist a y ^ R ß. Also ist Rlt ein Ideal von R. Damit ist 
der Beweis des Hilfssatzes 1 erbracht.
Wegen JeßS=0 ist Rß mit Rß isomorph, d.Ji. Rß ist ein einfacher MHR-Ring. 
Es sei jetzt R* das vollständige Urbild von 2 ®  Ru beim natürlichen Homomorphis-
P«r
mus vonj? auf R. Ist x£ Rß D R* ein beliebiges Element, so ist x  ein Element aus J 
wegen RllC\R*—0. Aus J- <?/lá= 0  folgt, daß a —0 gilt. Wir können in ähnlicher 
Weise Ä„nÄ,.=0 für alle n, fi'^r , h^ r' einsehen. Dann ist evident, daß R die 
folgende direkte Zerlegung besitzt:
R =  2 ® * pE **-rar
Es sei neben dieser Zerlegung noch die Darstellung
R =  2® -^ '!+ ]* * '/»'er
gegeben, wobei der Grundschiefkörper von R'ß. für jedes n 'a r ' unendlich und der 
Faktorring von R*' nach dem Radikal diskrete direkte Summe einfacher MHL-Ringe 
mit endlichen Grundkörpern ist. Da
R/J = 2 ®  * M * * /J )  = 2 ®  R'„\±\(R*'/J)rar r’i r
gilt, so gibt es wegen der Eindeutigkeit von halbeinfachen MHL-Ringe eine ein­
eindeutige Abbildung R—fi' zwischen f  und F', so daß Rß = Rß, für jedes pgL 
ist. Also gilt
R* ^  R/ 2 ®  Rß = R/ 2  ® K -  =  R*'-per r'tr
Damit haben wir den folgenden Satz bewiesen: .
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Satz 2. Jeder MHL-Ringe mit artinschem Radikal besitzt eine Darstellung der 
Form
r  = 2 b ä j±)ä *nir
wobei Rfi fü r  jedes p(/r ein einfacher MHL-Ringe mit unendlichem Grundschief körper 
und der Faktorring von R* nach dem Radikal diskrete direkte Summe von einfachen 
MHL-Ringen mit endlichen Grundkörpern ist.
Diese Darstellung ist eindeutig bis auf Isomorphie.
Im weiteren wollen wir mehrer über MHL-Ringe wissen. Für jeden direkten 
Summanden Rß mit endlichem Grundkörper S „ von R/J gibt es zwei Fälle 
bezüglich seiner minimaler idempotenter Linksideale (wir bemerken hier, daß alle 
minimale idempotente Linksideale eines einfachen MHR-Ringes miteinander iso­
morph sind). Erstens können die minimale idempotente Linksideale von Rt, endlich­
dimensionale Vektorräume über «Sj, sein. In diesem Fall ist dann R„ ein endlicher 
voller Matiizenring über dem endlichen Körper S /t. Zweitens können sie Vektorräume 
unendlicher Dimension über S ,, sein, also ist Rfl ein unendlicher Ring. Es sei nun 
Rhö= e,n beliebiges, minimales idempotentes Linksideal von R„ und
eßd ein idempotenter Vertreter von e^. Wir betrachten den Faktorring R/J2. Das 
Ideal J/J2 wird zu einem R(,-Modul, indem man für ein beliebiges Element x —x+ J  
des Faktorringes Rh die Verknüpfung xs durch
Äs =  xs (s = s+ J-c j/J2)
definiert. Es ist leicht einzusehen, daß diese Definition zulässig ist. Für ein beliebiges, 
aber festes Element a aus J/J2 bilden wir den R„-Modul R)lS durch die Abbildung
(p: R/lö — J/J-(p(x) -  xa, x ^ R ^ ,  x£ R
in J/J2 ab, wo a irgendein Element in der Restklasse x  ist. <p ist ofifenbar unabhängig 
von der Wahl des Repräsentanten aus der Restjdasse x. Es ist klar, daß <p ein Rß- 
Homomorphismus ist. Da Rllö ein minimaler R^-Modul ist, ist cp entweder trivial 
oder injektiv. Das letztere ist unmöglich, da nach der Voraussetzung einerseits J/J2 
eine abelsche Gruppe mit Minimalbedingung für Untergruppen und andererseits RuS 
diskrete direkte Summe unendlicher Exemplaren von endlicher Gruppe S„ ist. Wir 
erhalten also xa=0, wenn x  in R ^  liegt. Insbesondere haben wir e^J /J2—0, d. h. 
e ^ J Q J 2 gilt. Also erhalten wir e)l0JQ ettlJ 2Q ...Q etliJ"Q.... Da J  nilpotent ist, 
so gilt ellöJ = 0. Da R diskrete direkte Summe minimaler idempotenter Linksideale 
ist, so haben wir eJ— 0 für alle Idempotenten e in R mit ef Rn. Folglich beweisen 
wir
H ilfssatz 3. Ist e ein idempotentes Element in einem MHL-Ring mit der Eigen­
schaft, da sein Bild nach dem Radikal in einem unendlichen, einfachen direkten Sum­
manden mit endlichem Grundkörper liegt, so ist eJ—0.
Wir bezeichnen mit s i  die Klasse aller MHL-Ringe mit artinschem Radikal J, 
die die folgende Eigenschaft haben:
Ist e ein idempotentes Element, dessen Bild nach dem Radikal J in einem unend­
lichen einfachen direkten Summanden mit endlichem Grundkörper von R/J liegt, so ist 
Je=0.
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Es sei jetzt R ein Ring aus ..?/ und Rj, irgendein unendlicher einfacher direkter 
Summand von RjJ. Dann ist Rß= ^  R ^^s  direkte Summe minimaler orthogo-
-naler Linksideale Rßeßi(ef,s— eß0 ö£Aß). Ist {ellä, S^Aß) ein System idempotenter 
Vertreter von {eßS,Ö^Aß} in R, so gilt eßöJ=JeßS= 0 für jedes ö£Aß nach Satz 2, 
Hilfssatz 3 und der Voraussetzung. Genau so wie im Beweis des Hilfssatzes 1 können 
wir sehen, daß die Summe Rf, aller Linksideale ReßS, ö£Aß ein Ideal in R ist. Bezeichne 
R* das vollständige Urbild von wobei jeder Rt, ein voller endlicher Matn-
zenring über endlichem Körper ist, beim natürlichen Homomorphismus von R auf R.
Mit Methoden des Beweises von Satz 2 kann man den folgenden Satz beweisen:




wobei Rß für jedes / ( f f  ein unendlicher einfacher MHL-Ring und der Faktorring von 
R* nach dem Radikal eine direkte Summe einfacher eindlicher Ringe ist.
Wir bemerken hier, daß man die Sätze 2,4 als Gegenstücke der Ergebnisse von 
[1], [2] und [6] für MHL-Ringe betrachten kann.
Aus diesem Satz folgt
F olgerung 5. Die Klasse sd ist eine erbliche Klasse, d.h. jedes Ideal eines Ringes 
aus sd ein Element von sd.
Zum Beweis braucht man nur zu erwähnen, daß jedes Ideal eines Ringes aus sd 
wieder die Form (1) hat, d.h. es gehört auch zu sd.
Wir haben bei Satz 4 die Voraussetzung aufgenommen, daß R ein Ring aus der 
Klasse sd ist.
Es erhebt sich das Problem, ob diese Voraussetzung notwendig ist.
Im folgenden zeigen wir die Notwendigkeit an einem Beispiel.
Es sei nun K ein endlicher Körper. Es sei ferner A der Ring aller linearer Trans­
formationen von endlichem Rang eines Vektorraumes von Rang N(l über K. Dann ist 
A ein unendlicher einfacher MHL-Ring mit endlichem Grundkörper. Wir setzen 
R = A ® K  und machen R zu einem Ring durch die folgende Definition:
Für al t a2€A, kx, k ä€_K sei (a1+k1)(a2+ k2) = a1a.z+k1a2, wo kxa2 die lineare 
Transformation mit k1a2(x)= a2(k1x) für jedes Element x  des Vektorraumes ist. 
Es ist leicht einzusehen, daß R ein MHL-Ring mit artinschem Radikal. Das Radikal 
von R ist K. Es ist klar, daß R kein Element aus sd ist. Dies erklärt, warum R keine 
Zerlegung der Form (1) hat.
Am End geben wir einige Ergebnisse über MHL-Ringen mit streng linear kom­
paktem Radikal. Dabei ist ein topologischer Ring streng linear kompakt genannt, 
wenn er inverses Limes von Gruppen mit Minimalbedingung für Untergruppen im 
algebraischen und topologischen Sinne ist. Es sei jetzt R ein MHL-Ring mit streng 
linear kompaktem Radikal J, so daß jedes Element a aus R die stetige Funktionen 
a -*■ ax, a -x a , xf.J induziert. Die Klasse sdx besteht aus diesen Ringen. Wir bezeich­
nen mit sd2 die Klasse derjeniger Ringe R aus sdx die der folgenden Eigenschaft 
genügen: Ist e ein idempotentes Element, dessen Bild nach dem Radikal in einem
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unendlichen einfachen direkten Summanden von R/J liegt, so ist Je—0. Mit Metho­
den von dieser Arbeit und von [1], [2] kann man die folgenden zwei Sätze ohne Mühe 
beweisen:
Satz 6. 1st R ein Ring aus dann besitzt R eine direkte Zerlegung
R  =  2  ®  R „ \± \R *n tr
wobei Rß für jedes pdT ein einfacher MHL-Ring mit unendlichem Grundschief körper 
und der Faktorring von R* nach dem Radikal direkte Summe einfacher MHL-Ringe 
mit endlichem Grundkörper ist.
Diese Zerlegung ist eindeutig bis au f Isomorphie.
Satz 7. 1st R ein Ring aus s /2, so gibt es fü r  R eine direkte Darstellung
R  =  2 « i y ± ] Ä *
wobei jeder ein unendlicher einfacher MHL-Ring und der Faktorring von
R* nach dem Radikal direkte Summe einfacher endlicher Ringe ist.
Offensichtlich sind die Sätze 6,7 Verallgemeinerungen von Sätzen 2,4.
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КРАЕВАЯ ЗАДАЧА С ПАРАМЕТРАМИ ДЛЯ ДИФФЕРЕНЦИАЛЬНЫХ 
УРАВНЕНИЙ СВЕРХНЕЙТРАЛЬНОГО ТИПА
Т. С. НИКОЛОВА и Д. Д. БАЙНОВ
Рассмотрим следующую краевую задачу
(1) x(t) =  АХ + x(t), x(rxU>), X(/), jc(tx(,)), x ( t * ( 0 ) ,  X, /i], 0 ^  Í ^  Г
(2) x(0) = x0, X (0) = x'o
(3) x (T) = xt , x (T) = x 't .
Здесь t — скалярный аргумент, x —(xi,...,x„) — искомая вектор-функция, 
/  — заданная вектор-функция, А и В — постоянные обратимые матрицы раз­
мерностями пХп, X и ц — векторные параметры; преобразованный аргумент 
т '(,) имеет вид
т*(о _  т(/; х (0 ,х(0 , х(0).
Отметим, что в связи с большим теоретическим и практическим значением 
краевых задач для дифференциальных уравнений с отклоняющимся аргументом 
с параметрами, эти задачи стали предметом изучения многими авторами ([1]— 
[8] и другие).
Будем предполагать, что краевая задача (1), (2), (3) рассматривается при 
выполнении следующих условий, обозначенных через (Д):
Д1. Функции f( t , и, V,  щ, Ti, V,,, X, fi) и r(t ,  и, и1г и2) определены соответс­
твенно в областях
Gf  =  [0 , T] XG í X G í XG2X G 2X G 3X R 0X R í
G T =  [0, T ] X G 1 X G 2 X G 3 , 
где
G, =  {C: ICI ^  g,}, i =  1, 2, 3 (gi -  const >  0)
Ró -  {X: |A1 ë  q } ,  Ry =  {/с \fi\ S  q ' }  ( q , q' =  const >  0)
(|*| — некоторая норма в соответствующем конечномерном пространстве).
2
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Д2. Существует неотрицательная интегрируемая на отрезке [О, Т]  функция 
F ( t )  такая, что
т
F0 = sup F ( í ) S g 3; 141 +  f  F (t)d tm g2;
< e i o , T )  „
T  t
41 +  4 1 Г +  f  [f F(s)ds]dná gt . 
о 0
ДЗ. В области Gf  функция f i t ,  и, v, и1г ь\, v2, к, р) удовлетворяет условию 
Липшица по всем своим аргументам кроме Я й ц е  константой L и неравенству
Mle+l^le' +  sup {!/(?, и, V ,  «1 , t?!, v2, к, /01 : (и, V ,  i/1; 1+, v2, к, р)€
eG^GjXGjjXG^GaXÄoXÄ,} ^  Т(0-
Д4. В области Gr функция x(t, и, щ, и2) удовлетворяет условию Липшица 
по всем аргументам с константой М  и неравенствам
0 ё  т*<» == Т.
Пусть С"[0, Т] — пространство непрерывных и-мерных функций z: [0, Г]— 
-►Л" (Л-вещественная ось) с метрикой, порожденной нормой: ||z|| =
=sup {|z(/)|: /Ç[0, T]} и пусть Q — множество всех функций z£C"[0, Т],  удов­
летворяющих условиям
(4) |z(0| S  F(t), /€[0, T]
(5) \z(f) — z(ï)\ Ш K \t—1\, t, ?€[0, T).
Решением задачи (1), (2) будем называть такую два раза дифференцируе­
мую на интервале [0, Т]  функцию x(t), удовлетворяющую уравнению (1) и 
условию (2), вторая производная которой принадлежит Q.
Теорем а 1. Пусть выполнены условия (Д) и неравенства
(6) L[l + lxil + F0r+ F 0+M (lxil+F0T+F0+ K )(l + jxil + F0r+ F 0+X)] s  К
(7) ? = L [ r 2 + 2 r + l + M ( 4 |  + T0r + T l( + J o ( ^ + r + l ) ] - =  l.
Тогда задача (1), (2) имеет единственное решение.
Д оказательство . Пусть оператор П  действует в Q по формуле
/7z(0 =  Ak + Bp+f[t, x(t), x(yxW), y(t), y(xx(,)), z (t*(,)), k, p], 
где
t
.v(0==4 +  f  z(s)ds 
0
f s




Задача (1), (2) эквивалентна операторному уравнению П г—z.
Покажем, что IJQciQ. Действительно, при z£Q  из ДЗ следует, что не­
прерывная функция n Z (t) удовлетворяет условию (4).
Используя (8), Д4 и ДЗ получаем последовательно
М 0 -* (0 1  ^  ( M + F 0r ) | / - f | ;  (t, ?€[О, Г])
b (0 -F (O I á
(9) |т*М—т*(*>| й  3 / ( l  +  M  +  F0r + F 0+ F ) | / - t | ;
\n z ( t)-U z( í) \
á L [ l  + |xí| + F0F + F 0+M (|xí| + F0F+ F 0+ F )( l + W| + F0F + F 0+ F )]|/1- í 2|.
Дальше из условия (6) следует, что выполнено и условие (5). Следовательно 
flQczG.
Покажем ещё, что Я — сжимающий оператор на множестве Q. Действи­
тельно, пусть z, zÇ Г2 и пусть х  и у соответствуют z по формулам (8). Тогда 
из (8), Д4 и ДЗ следует
Ь(0~У(01 ^  T\\z—z\\ ;
|x(í)-3c(/)| iS -^ - ||z -z ||;
|т*(о _  Ts(»)| g  м  + Г + 1 j  II z — z|| ;
|Я г (0 -Я г(0 | s  L [ r 2 + 2 F + 1 +M (W | + F0r + F 0+ F )  ( - ^  + T+  l ) ] ||z -z ||,
\ \n z - m \ \  ë  q \\z-z\\.
Согласно (7) q <  1.
Все условия принципа Банаха о неподвижной точке выполнены для опера­
тора Я. Следовательно для каждой пары (А, д)€Я0ХЯ, существует единствен­
ная неподвижная точка оператора Я, т.е. единственное решение задачи (1), (2). 
Решение задачи (1), (2), соответствующее пары (А, ц), будем обозначать через 
x(f,  A, р) (соответсвенно первую и вторую производную решения будем обоз­
начать через x(t, A, fi) и x(t, А, ц)).
• Теорема 2. Пусть 
i 1) выполнены условия теоремы 1\
; 2) вторая производная по t существующего решения x(t, А, ц) задачи (1), (2) 
удовлетворяет условию
^  |х(/, A, p )-x ( t ,  А, Д)| =ё (Sj IA—А| +<52|д—Д|
(А, A€ä„; p ,p ^R x);
3 )
(И)
max {2F -■2 \А Ч [ \хт \ + |.т0| + Т W | + F0-  \Л \ q j ,
7--  ^|jS-»|[|a:x|-1-|jcíH-7’F’0- 7 ’|jS|£?']} ё  г = min {g, (>'};
2*
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4) в области Gf  функция f(t, и, v, иг, vlt v.,, Я, д) удовлетворяет условию 
Липшица по Â и у с константой L;
5) p = max{|<4-i|[|F|+Z,(2 + (<51 + «52)(2F2 + 2F+l).+
+ M (tó | +  F0r + F 0+ K )(F 2 +  r+l)(<51+ á2))],
(12)
|В -1|[|Л| +  £,(2 + (<51 + <52)(2Г2 + 2Г+1) +
+ M(|x;| +  F0r + F 0 + F )(F 2 + F+l)(<51 + <52))]} <  1.
Тогда существует единственное решение краевой задачи (1), (2), (3). 
Д оказательство . Краевая задача (1), (2), (3) эквивалентна системе
Я =  2Т~2А~Х |х т —л-,) —Fxó— Bp— J  (T -s) f[s , x(s, X, р% x ( txís' x’l,), X, р),
x(s, X, р), X, р), А:(тх(,’д'д), X, р), X, р] els)
(В )
р = Т - 'В - '{ х 'т- х '0-Т А Х -  f  f[ t ,  x(t, X, д ) ,* ( т ^ А-д), Я, р),
О
x(t, X, р), *(**».*.*>, X, р), Я, р), Я, р] dt).




2Т~2А~Х|л:х—л:0 — Тх'0---Y  Btl~  /  x (s> ^  в), дг(тх(,' я-д), Я, р),
x(s, X, р), х(тх(5>я’д), Я, д), х(тх(5' я'д), Я, д), Я, р] ds)
— ( т
Т~х В~1 |д г г - ^ - Г ^ Я -  У /[ í ,  x(t, X, р), х(тх(,-я'д), Я, р), x(t, X, р),
Я, д), Я, д), Я, д] с//}
и норму ||w||1=max (|Я|, |д|). Обозначаем через W  множество векторов 
и’ =  f^J(W  <Q, |д| <{?')> для которых выполнено Ци'Цх г^.
Система (13) эквивалентна операторному уравнению
( 1 4 ) w — Г  (w).
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Пусть wdW. Тогда из условий (Д) и (11) следует
По условию (12) р <  1. Следовательно Г-оператор сжатия на множестве W. 
Согласно принципа сжатых отображений операторное уравнение (14) 
имеет единственное решение.
II  Теорема 2 доказана.
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THE PROBLEM OF TAMMES FOR n = 11
K. BÖRÖCZKY
Let an be the maximal number with the property that one can place on the unit 
sphere n points so that the spherical distance of any two points is at least a„. The 
problem of finding a„ together with the corresponding extremal arrangement of 
points was raised by the Dutch biologist Tammes [6], who was led to this problem 
by examining the distribution of the openings on the pollen grain of different flowers. 
The problem of Tammes is solved only for some special values of n. According to a 





In this inequality equality is attained for n—3, 4, 6 and 12. The extremal configura­
tions corresponding to these numbers are the vertices of a regular triangle, tetrahe­
dron, octahedron and icosahedron, respectively. The problem of Tammes was solved 
for n= 5, 7, 8 and 9 by Schütte and van der Waerden [4], for n=10 and 11 by 
Danzer [1] and for n—24 by Robinson [3]. Various authors contributed to the 
construction of good arrangements of points for further values of n. Concerning 
results in this direction we refer to a paper of Székely [5], who succeeded in improv­
ing many of the previous constructions by using the idea of multiple spiral systems.
The solution of the Tammes problem is particularly interesting for n= 5 and 
n = l l .  For, we have as=a6 and an =a12, which means that 5 or 11 points cannot 
be arranged better than 6 and 12 points, respectively. There is a difference however: 
While the extremal configuration of points for n=5 is not unique, the position of 
11 points on the sphere is uniquely determined by the assumption that the spherical 
distance of any two of them is at least an . This is expressed in the following
T h eorem . I f  the spherical distance o f any two o f  11 points on the unit sphere is 
at least an then the points are distinct vertices o f a regular icosahedron.
Since the “Habilitationsschrift” of Danzer is fairly inaccessible, it seems to be 
worth publishing a simple alternative proof of this theorem.
Throughout this paper we shall work on the unit sphere. By the distance X Y  of 
two points X  and Y we shall mean the spherical distance of X  and Y. A set of 
points Pi, . .. ,P n  for which P iP j^a n for /Vy is said to be extremal. With an extre-
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 52A45. 
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mal set of points we associate a graph with vertices Px, , Pn  and edges consisting
of all spherical segments which join pairs of vertices having distance «n . If all edges 
issuing from a vertex P; lie on a closed hemisphere bounded by a great circle C passing 
through Pt then Pt can be isolated in the following way: displacing P, perpendicularly 
to C  into the complementary of the above hemisphere we obtain a new extremal set 
of points Pl5 ..., Pi, ..., Pu such that in the corresponding graph P- has valency 0. 
This shows that there is an extremal set of eleven points which does not contain iso- 
lable points. In what follows P3, Pu will denote such a set of points and the 
graph associated with it. We shall show that P3, ..., P 31 are vertices of a regular icosa­
hedron. Simultaneously we shall see that an extremal set of eleven points does not 
contain isolated or isolable points.
The triangle inequality implies that no two edges of ^  cross each other. This 
property, along with the fact that & does not contain isolable vertices shows that the 
edges of (S  divide the sphere into a finite number of convex polygons which we shall
call the faces of (S. First we observe that au ^ a 12=arc cos COt nJ^ >—— = 63.4349°...
... =-60°, i.e. 6au =-360°, showing that among the faces of 0  there is no polygon of 
number of sides greater than 5. Neither can & contain a vertex of valency greater 
than 5. This follows from the fact that no angle occurring in ^  can be smaller than 
the angle a of a regular triangle of sidelength an , and a^72°. For later reference 
we record that
(* )  an angle equal to 72° can occur only in a triangle in the case when ön=ű12.
We also note that by the inequality of L. Fejes Tóth mentioned above we have
cot2 36.66°... —1 . . .an S arc  cos--------- ---------- =  66.28°..., which is equivalent with the inequality
a á  73.33°....
We continue to prove some simple propositions.
P roposition 1. I fin  a circle o f radius a12 there are five points with mutual distance 
not less than av2 then either all points are on the boundary o f the circle or four are on 
the boundary and one in the centre.
This is a simple consequence of the fact that two points of the circle other than 
the centre span at the centre an angle not less than 12°.
P roposition 2. Let /?3 and ß2, ß1=ß2, be the angles o f a rhombus o f sidelength 
au and diagonals greater than an . Then
ß1 S  ß2 «= 2a and ßi + ß2 >• 3a.
Here a denotes, in accordance with our previous notation, the angle of a regular 
triangle of sidelength an .
The first set of inequalities of the proposition is obvious. The inequality ßi+ß2>  
> 3a  follows from the fact that the area of the rhombus increases if the smaller angle 
increases. Therefore the area of the rhombus under consideration is greater than the 
area of a rhombus which is the union of two regular triangles.
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P roposition  3. Let be a simple closed polygonal line consisting offive edges o f <8. 
Let A be the only vertex o f (S lying in the interior o f one o f the regions determined by L£. 
Then the valency o f A is five.
Let A' be the point diametrically opposite to A. There are five vertices of 8  
other than A and the vertices of L£. We shall show that these vertices are contained in 
the closed circular disc C of radius a12 centred at A'.
Let B be a vertex different from A and the vertices of F£. We consider the circles 
CA and CB of radius an  centred at A and B. We may assume that the boundaries of 
CA and CB intersect in two points, say, P and Q, for otherwise we have A B ^2au ^  
s 2ű12>180°—ÖJ2, so that B lies obviously in C. The segment AB intersects an edge, 
say X Y  of It is obvious that X  and Y cannot lie in the interior of the set CAUCB. 
This implies that X Y^P Q . In order to see this it is enough to observe that even the 
longer of the chords XYD CA and XYD CB is at least as long as PO.
Having in mind the example of the regular icosahedron we observe that if B is 
a boundary-point of C then the length of the common chord of the circles of radius 
aX2 centred at A and B is equal to ax2. It immediately follows that if B$C or if B 
lies on the boundary of C and axx>ax2 then an <PQ. Since, on the other hand 
an —X Y^P Q , we conclude that BfC , and if B is a boundary-point of C then 
an ~ a 12. In the latter case we have AX=AY = a12.
Applying Proposition 1 to the five vertices of 8  lying in C, we see that at least 
four of them lie on the boundary of C. Therefore we have axx=ax2 and the end­
points of those edges of L£ which are cut by a segment joining A with a vertex of 8  
on the boundary of C have distance axx from A. Since an edge of cannot be inter­
sected by two different segments joining A with vertices on the boundary of C, all 
vertices of L£ are at distance axx from A. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.
P roposition  4 . Let TI=PX... Pb be a convex equilateral pentagon with sidelength 
an having one o f its greatest angles at Px. Let P[ be the point other than P^ for which 
P[P2= P 'iP ^a ^ . I f  < P 2P1P5^ 2a, then either P[P3>axl and P[P4>au or 
au — ai2 and II is regular.
In the proposition the points P3 and P4 have symmetric roles. Therefore it is 
enough to show that P[P3^ a lx, further that the case P[P3=an  can occur only if 
a n —ai2 and LI is regular. Let the equilateral triangle P jP2£  lie on the opposite side 
of the great circle P[P2 as the point Px. Let F be the point for which EFPbP[ is a 
rhombus (Fig. 1). Write ß= <ZEPXP&, y=<.P’xEF and d = < P 2PÍP5. Since
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a +  <5 =  a + <1P-,/\ P5 >3a >  180°, the rhombuses Px P-tP\P2 and EP[P6F lie on dif­
ferent sides of the great circle P'xP5. Therefore we have /?—360°—a —8. We have on 
the one hand
ß = 360° —a —<5 >  360°—a —180° =  180°-a >  a, 
on the other hand
ß = 360°—a —á == 360°—3a S  360°-3 • 72° =  144° ^  2a.
This means that the diagonals of the rhombus EPxPhF are not shorter than axx. 
Applying Proposition 2 to the rhombus EP[P5F we obtain that /?+y s3a. Hence we 
conclude that
a+y ~  4a — ß =  5a —(a + /J) =  5a—(360° — <5) S  S.
The considerations above also show that the case a+ y  =  <5 can occur only if a =  72°,
i.e. axx=al2, and <5=2a. In this case PLP2EFP-1 is a regular pentagon of side- 
length an .
If P'xP3=axx then P3= E  and PX=F. Thus we have on the one hand 
<j P 2/ >37,4 =  a + y =£ d =  <$P2PXP3, 
on the other hand, by assumption
‘QPiP&P4 — ^P>P 1 P~3 *
The last two inequalities imply that <x+y=S, so that n = P xP2EFPr> is a regular 
pentagon of sidelength n12.
In order to finish the proof of the proposition we still have to exclude the possi­
bility that P'xP3<axl. Suppose that P[P3<axx. Then we have < P 3i >2P5<  < EP.,P3. 
It follows that P3P5c EP5. P4 is a common boundary-point of the circles of radius 
an  centred at P3 and P5. Therefore the inequality P3P3<EP3 implies that P4 lies 
outside the closed rhombus EFPhPx. It is also obvious that P4 cannot belong to the 
rhombus PXP2P'XP5. Since FI is convex, P4 lies on the same side of the great circle 
PXP3 as P2. Thus, denoting by G the point obtained from Px by reflecting in P5, 
jP4 is a point of the open convex digon FP6G. This means that < P 2P5P4>  <  P2 P& F. 
The triangles P2PSF and P2P3Pi have two pairs of equal sides and the angle enclosed 
by the respective sides is greater in the latter triangle. It follows that P2F~=P3Pi . 
Considering now the triangles P2EF and P2P.iPl we conclude in a similar way that 
<$P2EF< <$P2P3PX. Combining this with the inequality <iP2PxP3=SSoi+y = 
= <1P2EF we obtain that <$P2PxP3-< <.P2P3Px, which contradicts to our assump­
tion that the angle of 17 at Px is maximal. This contradiction shows that P'xP3S a xx, 
as claimed.
The proof of Proposition 4 is finished.
We begin the investigation of the graph (S  by showing that it has no isolated 
vertices. For, a triangle or a quadrangle obviously cannot contain an isolated vertex. 
Proposition 3 shows that a pentagonal face of '3 cannot contain a single isolated ver­
tex. We still have to show that a pentagon cannot contain two (or more) isolated 
points. Let a pentagonal face of f3  contain two isolated points, say P and Q. One of
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the two closed hemispheres determined by the great circle PO contains at least three 
vertices, say A, B and C of the pentagon. The convex hull of the points A , B, C, P 
and Q is a convex pentagon of perimeter greater than 5nn which lies in the original 
pentagon of perimeter 5an . This is clearly a contradiction which proves our state­
ment.
We continue to show that #  contains either a pentagonal face or a pentahedral 
vertex. Suppose the contrary, i.e. that all faces of 'S are triangles or quadrangles and 
all vertices have valencies 3 or 4. First we observe that a triangle cannot have a tri­
hedral vertex, neither can three triangles have a common vertex. For, if in the vertex 
A three or four triangles or two triangles and a quadrangle meet then the sum of the 
angles of these faces at A is on the one hand equal to 360°, on the other hand it is at 
least 4a. But this is impossible, since 4a S4 • 73.33°... <360°. Further, if in the vertex 
A a triangle and two quadrangles or three triangles and a quadrangle meet then A 
is the only vertex of 'S in the interior of the union U of the faces meeting at A. But V 
is now bounded by five edges of 'S, so that A has valency five by Proposition 3. 
This is again a contradiction. Therefore if 'S has a triangular face, say ABC, then we 
have to scrutinize only the following two cases:
(i) On each side of ABC a quadrangle abuts and at each vertex there is a further 
face of <S (Fig. 2).
(ii) On one side, say BC, a triangle A'BC abuts; the faces joining to ABC and 
A'BC along the edges AB, AC, A'B and A'C are quadrangles; at A, as well as at A', 
there is a further face of 'S (Fig. 3).
In case (i) the sum of the angles of the faces meeting at A, B and C is equal to 
6tc. On the other hand, by Proposition 2, this sum is greater than 15aS67r, which 
is impossible.
In case (ii) we consider the angles about A, B, C and A'. The sum of these angles 
is, on the one hand, equal to 8n, on the other hand, by Proposition 2, greater than 
207ts 8tc which, again, is a contradiction.
We still have to rule out the case when 'S has only quadrangular faces and tri­
hedral and quadrihedral vertices. Let the number of the trihedral and quadrihedral 
vertices be n3 and n4, respectively. Since 'S has no isolated vertices, we have n3+«4= 
=  11. I f /  and e are the number of faces and edges of 'S, then 4 /=  3n3+ 4«4= 2e. 
Since, by Euler’s formula, e = /+ l l  —2 = /+ 9 , we have / =  9, n3=8 and /j4=3.
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It follows that there is a quadrangular face of with at least two quadrihedral verti­
ces. Summing up the angles of the faces meeting at the four vertices of this face we 
Obtain a contradiction similarly as above.
This completes the proof of the statement that contains either a pentagonal 
face or a pentahedral vertex.
First we consider the case that 2? contains a pentahedral vertex, say P4 which we 
imagine to be the south pole. Referring to (* ) we see that au =a12 and the faces 
meeting at 1\ are all triangles. Thus Pl and the vertices P2, ..., P6 adjacent to P1 
are vertices of a regular icosahedron 7. The five remaining vertices P7, ...,P U of 
^  lie outside the open circles of radius avl centred at P4, ..., P6. Thus they lie in the 
regular pentagon whose vertices and centre are the northern vertices of 7. Referring 
still to Proposition 1 we see that all vertices of (S  are vertices of 7.
Finally, we suppose that has a pentagonal face 77=P1...PS. Let <5 be the great­
est angle of 77. First we show that ő S2a. It is easy to check that the angle e of a 
regular pentagon of sidelength an  is at least 2a. Thus, the inequality <5s2a will be 
proved by showing that <5se. Suppose the contrary, i.e. that all angles of 77 are 
smaller than £. Let 77' =  PXP'2P'3P4P5 be a regular pentagon lying on the same side of 
the great circle P jP5 as 77. The supposition that < P 2P4P5< e and < P 1P6P4<e 
obviously implies that P2 and P4 lie in II'. Further, it follows from the assumptions 
that <iP1PzP3^ s  and P2£77' that P3 lies on the same side of the great circle P4P3 
as P 5. Similarly, we see that P3 lies on the same side of the great circle P5P3 
as P 2. It follows that P3 belongs to the open triangle P ^ P j  and therefore of course 
also to the interior of II'. Thus from the supposition that all angles of 77 are smaller 
than e we conclude that l i e I I '  and P2, P3, P4 are interior points of II'. But this is 
impossible, since 77 and II' are isoperimetric. Therefore we have, indeed, c>£2a.
We may assume, without loss of generality, that <tP2P1P5=á. Let P[ be the 
point obtained from Pt by reflecting in the great circle Pi P5. Since <5s 2a, 77 satisfies 
the conditions of Proposition 4. Therefore we have either P jP ,:>au  and P[P4>an 
or 77 is a regular pentagon of sidelength a12. Obviously, P\ has from all vertices of ^  
other than the vertices of 77 a distance greater than an . Therefore in the first case the 
set of eleven points Pj, P2, ..., Pn  is also extremal. But in this new set of points P[ 
is isolable, which is impossible. Thus 77 is a regular pentagon of sidelength a12.
Consider the regular icosahedron 7 such that the vertices and the midpoint of 77 
are vertices of 7. Then the points P6, ..., Pn  lie in the convex hull of the remaining 
six vertices of 7. But this is obviously possible only if they coincide with these vertices 
of 7. Thus we obtain again, that P4, ..., Pu are distinct vertices of a regular icosahe­
dron. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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Dedicated to Paul Erdős on his 70th birthday
Abstract
Several lower estimates o f P(lim sup A„) will be given where {An} is an arbitrary sequence of 
events. These lower estimates are better than that o f Erdős and Rényi (1959).
1. Historical remarks and introduction
Let {A„} be an arbitrary sequence of events in a probability space and denote by 
A«, the event that infinitely many An occurs simultaneously, i.e. ^„=1011 sup A„.
n~*-oc
In his fundamental paper Borel [3] proved that for independent events A„, n=  1, 2, ... 
IP(A„) implies P(/<«,) =  0 and 
IP(A„) = °° implies P(A„) =  1.
Borel also applied this result but for not independent events. In fact, it was only 
Hausdorff [11] who proved that in the first implication the condition of independence 
is superfluous, thus arriving to a complete proof of Borel’s law of large numbers. 
(The first correct proof is due to Faber [11].) Somewhat later Cantelli [7], [8] also 
proved the generality of the first implication. (Erdős and Rényi [10] refer to Cantelli
[6] but in that paper Cantelli did not deal with the Borel—Cantelli problem.) Borel 
applied both implications for continued fractions, where the events considered were 
also not independent. This is the more problematic part of Borel’s paper since the 
second implication is not valid without any restriction on the dependence structure of 
{An}. It was only Bernstein [2] who proved the second implication for certain depend­
ent events in order to show the correctness of Borel’s continued fraction theorem 
(see also [4]).
In the past seven decades several conditions were published that ensure the 
validity of this second implication (see e.g. [1], [5], [9], [12], [13], [15], [19], [21]-[23], 
[25]—[27]). One of the most applicable results is due to Erdős and Rényi [10].
T heorem  ER. Let {A,,} be an arbitrary sequence o f events such that 2  P(An)=°°. 
Then
2  P  (A,Aj)
(1) lim inf -hlzl------------ =  1
(  2  p (Ai)Yi=i
implies P(Aco)—l.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 60F20.
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This theorem was rediscovered many times with different proofs (e.g. Lamperti 
[18], Kochen and Stone [16], see also Spitzer [24]) and the following generalization 
also appeared. Denoting the left-hand side of (1) by L
P(A„) & 1JL.
The aim of the present paper is to give better lower estimates for PC/íoo).
2. Lower estimates for P(Aoo)
In the following we always suppose that {An} is an arbitrary sequence of events 
such that 2  P(^„) = c°- Let /„ denote the indicator of the event A„ and put
a» =  2  It/ 2  p K )-
It is easy to see that
* = 1 /=!
hence we have
(2)
E(z„2) =  2  P (A iA j)/(2P (A d)2,»,7 = 1 i — 1
P(A„) is limsup||<xj2 2
n-*-oo
where || • ||2 denotes the /.j-norm. A simple generalization of (2) is
P ro po sitio n  1. For p =» I let q be the number conjugated to p, i.e. q =
Then
(3)
P - 1 '
P(4«,) is lim sup ||a j-« .
Further improvements can be obtained if instead of power functions we con­
sider the larger class of convex Young functions <P and replace the Lp-norm by the 
Luxemburg norm IMI#-
Let us recall some basic facts about Young functions. A convex Young func­
tion <P is defined as
(4) H x) = J  (p(t) dt
where cp is a positive increasing function defined on the positive real numbers,
xcpix)lim (p(t) = 0 and lim <p(t)~ +  °°. The number —sup ■ ■ is called the poweri—+o «—~ 4>(x)
of <P (1 -|-oo). It is easy to see that the function x<P is strictly decreasing
and l i m Í—1=+°°, lim x<P (—) =0. Let us denote its inverse by <P*, i.e. *-o lx )  lx /
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for „v>0 <P*(x) is the only positive number satisfying
( «  * - « * ( * y - * -
The Orlicz space L0 consists of those random variables X  for which there exists 
a positive constant c with E(h(c\X\)<°°. The Luxemburg norm ||A'||0= in f {c>0:
E (p |lA ljg i | makes L0 a Banach space. For <P(x)=xp we obtain L0 =  Lp and
<P*(x)=x1~v. A detailed discussion of convex Young functions and the related 
Orlicz spaces can be found in Krasnosel’skil and Rutickil [17].
P ro po sitio n  2. Let <l> be an arbitrary convex Young function. Then
P ( ^ J  — lint sup <J>*(||aJ®)/||aJ*.
n-*oo
Another way of extending (2) to general Young functions is the use of E4>(a„) 
instead of | |a j9. In this direction we have
P ro po sitio n  3. Let <b be an arbitrary convex Young function. Then
(6) P(AJ) S  lim sup 4>*(E</>(a„)).
n-*- oo
One can ask whether convexity has any role in Proposition 3. The answer is 
negative, since a similar assertion can be proved for concave Young functions. A con­
cave Young function can be defined also by formula (4), taking a positive decreasing 
function (p, lirn^  <p(t)= +°°, lim (p(t)—0. It is easy to see that concave and convex
Young functions are inverses of each other.
Let us define <P* again by (5), then we obtain an increasing function. Though 
Orlicz spaces cannot be defined for concave Young functions, the right-hand side of
(6) preserves its meaning.
P ro po sitio n  4. Let <t> be an arbitrary concave Young function. Then 
P^oo) £  lim sup (E4>(<*„)).
A special case of Proposition 4 is when (t>(x)=x1/p, 1. Hence we obtain
C o ro lla ry  1.
(7) P (/!„,) ^  lim sup E3 4(ayp), p >  1.
«-♦-oo
The proof of all these Propositions is given in Section 3.
3. Comparison of the estimates
In Section 2 we have seen several lower estimates for P(Am). Now a question 
arises in a natural way: What is the connection between Proposition 2, 3 and 4? 
Which one is the strongest? In order to answer this question let us introduce some 
notations.
3
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For a random variable X  let 3>{X) denote the distribution of X. Further, we shall 
write X„-*aX  to indicate convergence in distribution, i.e. it means that 3>(X„) 
converges weakly to 3>(X). Denote by W the set of all limit points of the sequence 
Since or„^0 and E (a„) = 1, it follows that {£?(«„)} is a tight family of 
probability distributions, thus W?±&. Denote further by Wx the subset of those 
probability laws in W  which are weak limits of uniformly integrable subsequences of 
{a„}. Finally, we shall write W]+E for the subset of those probability laws in Wx for 
which the corresponding subsequence {a,,«), k —1,2, ...} can be chosen to satisfy 
sup with some e>0. For the sake of convenience we shall write a fW
instead of 3>(oi)€W if it does not cause any confusion.
Define
Ci =  sup (lim sup Haj;«),
1 tl-*- oo
C2 = sup{lim sup ||a„||i1if,*(||a„||<i>): convex Young function},
C3 =  sup{limsup <£*(E4>(a„)): <P convex Young function},
C4 = sup{limsup <P*(E<P(a„)): <P concave Young function} 
and finally
C5 = sup(limsup E«(ayp)).
p >  1 n-*oo
1
Using the Hölder inequality one can easily prove that (E jZ|p)1~p is a decreasing func­
tion of p  (0c p ^ l )  if E|JYI — I, hence
Q  =  limflim sup ||a j ;« )
p 1 -r u n —► °°
and
C5 =  lim (limsup E«(a*/P)).
p-*-oo v n-*-oo 7
These quantities represent the best possible estimations achieved by Propositions 
1—4 and Corollary 1, resp.
T heorem  1.
Cx — sup exp (— E(a log a)) ^  sup P ( a > 0 )  i f  W, + A 0
and Cx = 0 i f  W1+ — 0 (0 log 0 = 0 by definition),
C2 = C3= sup P (a >  0) i f  \\\ ^  0 and C2~  C3 — 0 if — 0,
ariF,
C4 =  C6 = sup P(a 0).
oteir
Since a„->-0 on the complement of A„, we obtain the following assertion as an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 1.
C o r o lla r y  2.
C , S C ^ C 3S C t =  CgSi P(A").
This proves all the results of Section 2.
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Proof of T heorem  1.
(Cj) For />> 1 denote A(p)=lim sup ||a„|| If FFi+ =0 then k{p) — 0 1,II-*- oo
i.e. Cx=0. Suppose that A (//)>0 and let {a,,(k): k = 1,2,...} be a sub­
sequence of {<*„} for which Urn l|a„(k)\\p-q' = Hp')- Let 1 </></>', then {ap(h)} is
uniformly integrable, thus the weak limit points of {a„((0} belong to IV1+, therefore 
we may suppose oc„(i)-*s oce1V1+ as & — Clearly, ||an()t)||p—||a||p, hence A(/?') = 
= Inn ||an(fc)||-X=s lim ||a„(fc)|| ||a||
On the other hand, for arbitrary acf_fVl h one can find a subsequence {an((l)} for 
which ||aB(W||p-*-||a||p when /?> 1 is sufficiently small, consequently ||a||p*sA(p). 
Thus we obtain
Ci =  sup ( lim ||a||-«).
«€IF,+ P-1 + 0
Here
lim l o g | | a | | — — lim — logE(ap) =





(log E (ap) — log E (a)) =
=  - ^ - l o g E ( a p)|p=1 = -E (a Io g  a).
Finally, using the Jensen inequality we have
exp (— E(a log a)) SE(« exp (—a)) s P ( a >  0).
(C3) Suppose a.^Wx. Consider a uniformly integrable subsequence {a„(k)} 
converging in distribution to a. By a theorem of de la Vallée—Poussin there exists
a convex Young function &(x)= J  (p(l)dl for which sup E<P(a„(k)) <°°. We
0
define another Young function <PX which grows slower than <P. Let <Pk(x) =
X  ___
=  J  ^(p(t)dt, then «Po^f1 is also a convex Young function, hence {#i(a„(*))} is 
0
uniformly integrable.
Now we construct a Young function which is nearly linear in a long interval, 
while for large argument values it behaves like <PX.
Let o l ,  0 < e < e_1 and M  large enough. Define
*.(*) =
X  —  ( e  —  £ c)  
M
if x  S  e 
if
4>1(x)—(e—ec) if M  < x.
Then <P2 is a convex Young function; in order to show it we only have to note that
3*
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Clearly, {<í»2(a„ (*))} is also uniformly integrable, thus E<í>2(o!,r E#2(a)
as k-*o°. Now
E<f>2(a) =  E(ac/(a  ^  e)) + E(a/(e <  a S  M)) — (e — ec)P(e -= a  ^  jV/) +
M
+ ^ ( M )  E(0l(a)/(a -  M )) - (6 -e c)P(a >  M)
M^  E (a) _  (e _  e<) P (űí > £) + _ _ _  E (♦ ,(«)/(«  >  M)).
Since E(a)=l and E<?j(a)<c°, we obtain for arbitrary fixed d>0
E<£,(oc) = 1 — (e — ec)(P(a >  e) —á) 
if M  is sufficiently large.
Using that ^ÍCv)=l — (e—ec)x  if :=x=—, we haveM  e
<*>£( E4>2( a ) ) s P ( a > £ ) - 5
if the right-hand side is not less than 1 /M  (by the Markov inequality it is always less 
than 1/e).
Consequently,
C. e  bin 4>*(E4>2(a„w)) =  í>*(E<f>2(a)) S  P(a >  e)-8 .
Since (5, £>0 and a£W, can be chosen arbitrarily, we obtain C -^  sup P(a>0).
aeir,
The opposite inequality is quite simple. For a given convex Young function <f> 
let us consider a subsequence {a„(k)} for which lim E(h(a„(k)) =  lim inf E<P(a„),
k -* -o o  n -* - c o
moreover we may suppose that a„ (k) converges in distribution to some aO¥,. 
Then E<P(a)S lim E<P(a„(k)), thus
k - ~ o o
lim sup 4>*(E0(a„)) =  <P*(lim inf E<P(oc„)) si <P*(E$(a)).
n -* -o o  n - * - : °
Applying the Jensen inequality we obtain
<P*(E4>(<x)) =  <f>*(E(<f>(oc)|a >  0)P(a >  0)) ==
(8) S<2>*($(E(a!<x>0))P(a>0)) =
=i*Hp(^)p(a' o))s=p(“=' o)-
This completes the proof for C3.
Remark. From the construction of th2 one can see that in the definition of C3 it 
suffices to take supremum over such Young functions whose power is small, say less 
than q ,  where £>>1 is arbitrary but fixed.
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0 4 (x)—(fi—ec) 0 , (M)/Af ~~ 1 — e/Af 0 t (x) ~  1 -  e/A/
if 0 < X á £ ,  
if £ •*= X ^  M,
if M -c x,
'« - ( " - ■ S I 's/M
which can be pressed down below q, choosing 0, c and M  suitably.
(C2=C 3) Let 0  be a convex Young function and let {«„(*>} be a subsequence 
satisfying
Jim ||a„w |L =  liminfllaj® =  L
and x„(k)-+ . Suppose then ||a||0 s L ,  further a^W-j, since {a,l((t)}
is uniformly integrable. Define f / ( x ) = 0 ( | | a | | i 1 x ) ,  then | | a | | y  = l, thus
limsup||a„||<e10*(||a(1|U) =  0 +(L)/L ^
n-*- oo
S  l | a | | i 1 0 +( | | a | | o )  =  ^ * ( 1 )  ^  Í P - ( E Í P ( « ) ) .
Due to (8), the righFhand side is majorized by P(oe>-0), hence C2=C 3. On the 
other hand, let 0  have a finite power p. Denote 0,(x)=0(x)/lim inf E0(a„), then
«-►oo
lim sup 0*(E0(a„)) =  limsup 0 +(E0(«„)) =  0*(1).
«-► oo /i-*oo
Since p('P)=p, ||a„||^ lies between E0(a„) and (E0(a„))1/p, thus lim inf ||a„||y =  1.
n-*-oo
Hence
•F*(l) =  limsup||aJi;1'F*(||aJv),
«-►oo
which implies C3S C 2.
(C4), (C5) The inequality C4^  sup P(oc>0) can be proved in a similar way as
it was done for C3. The following minor change is needed. Since (0(a„)} is uniformly 
integrable, there exists an tx£W for which E0(«) =  lim sup E0(a„). Inequality (8)
«-►OO
remains valid in this case, too, and it completes the proof.
Clearly, C5SC 4, thus we have to show that C5S  sup P(a>0). For arbitrary
«evr
a€!F
C5 s  limsup E«(aí/P) S  EH«1") £  (£1/pP(a >  e))».
II -*■ oo
Now we can finish the proof by letting p tend to infinity then taking supremum in 
e>0 and a€lV.
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4. Further remarks
In this section we give examples to demonstrate that in Corollary 2 the sign S  
can be nowhere replaced by equality.
In the first example P(y4«,) =  l and at the same time an-+ 0 in probability, thus 
every estimate in Section 2 gives 0, indicating the limits of applicability.
Let {Bn} be a sequence of independent events such that pn = P(B„), n— 1, 2, ...
satisfy the following conditions: pn>0, p„^-°°, 2 P n =Jr°°- Pich an increasing
« — 1
sequence of positive integers {0,,} such that 2  Qi/p„On-'Q as n —► oo. Put An=Bk+l
t = l
k k + l
if 2  Qi<n— 2  Qi• Then obviously P(^00) =  P(^00) = 1. On the other hand, on
i—1 1 =  1
the complement of the event Bk U Bk+1
^  2  Q i/  2  P i Q i
i= l i= l
which tends to zero as n —oo.
The following result may be of independent interest.
T heorem  2. For an arbitrary nonnegative random variable a. with expectation 
E (a )S l there exists a sequence o f events for which a„—a with probability 1.
P r o o f . Let ß be a nonnegative integer valued random variable with infinite
expectation. Denote where A stands for minimum and put Cn-
= ---------" ■ ■ —. Then c„ and nlc. tend to infinity increasingly with n.
1 — Ea + V^h„
Define lin—[c„a.f\n\—[cn_1a.h{n—\)\ where [.] denotes integer part. is an 
indicator variable, since it is integer valued and 0 ss/2^1 as it is shown below. 
On the event {c„_1a ^ n  — 1}
0 ^  ( c „ a A n )  — {cn^ kaA{n — 1) )  S  n — (n  — 1)  =  1,
and on the event {c„_1a< n  — 1} r„a<n as well, thus
0 =§ (c„ a A n) — (c„ _, a A (n — 1)) = (c„ — c„^1)<x ^  ——CjLzJ- n =s 1.
Define further /2„-i = /(/? = «)• We show that the sequence {a„} corresponding 
to the indicators /„ tends to a. Since oc2n—a2„_ i-'0  in general, it suffices to deal with
2 n
the subsequence {a.2„}. Denote ß„= 2  h- Then ßn — [c„txAn\+ ßAn, thus
>=1
Taking expectation one can see
EßJcn — Ea + (1 —Ea) =  1,
hence which tends to a everywhere. The proof is completed.
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Using Theorem 2 one can easily construct examples showing Cx <  C-, and 
C3<C 4. In this case the distribution of a is the only weak limit point, hence if a> 0  
and Ea<l, then WL=0, thus C3=0, C4 = 1. If a> 0 , Ea= 1 and E(a1+e)= + ° °  
for every positive e, then ctf Wv but thus C j=0, C2= l.
5. Open problems
(i) All of our lower estimates for P(/U) can be improved by computing them for 
arbitrary subsequences of {An} and then taking their supremum for all these subse­
quences. One can easily see that the Erdős—Rényi lower bound becomes better 
(this is shown by the first example of Section 4 where the improved estimate gives 1), 
but in general it is still less than P(^ 4oo). On the other hand we conjecture that this 
subsequence-supremum version of C5 is equal to P(A^).
(ii) We also conjecture that if we have an estimate of the form ?{Aaa) ^ L k 
where the constant Lk depends only on P(AilAÍ2... A ik), 1 S ijS /2'á . . .^ /b  then Lk 
does not exceed the improved Erdős—Rényi lower bound (i.e. taken its supremum 
for all subsequences of {T,,}).
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ONE-PARAMETER FAMILIES OF HARMONIC MAPS INTO  
SPACES OF CONSTANT CURVATURE
GÁBOR TÓTH
Introduction
A map / :  M — M ' of a compact oriented Riemannian manifold (M ,g ) into 
a complete Riemannian manifold (M ',g') is harmonic [2] if its tension field t( /)  = 
=d*/*(=div/*) is zero, where /* denotes the induced 1-form on M with values in 
the pull-back bundle F=f*(T(M ')) and d* is the adjoint of the operator of exterior 
differentiation d of the bundle F® A*(T*(M)). Recently, P. Baird and J. Eells fl] 
have defined and exploited the stress energy tensor
S ( f )  =  \ \ ] f J 2g - f * ( g ) Z C ( o * T * ( M ) ) ,
in particular, i f /  is harmonic, then div S ( f )  vanishes.
A vector field v along/defines a variation of /  by /= exp 'o (i ■ v), t£R. The 
purpose of this paper is to describe the behaviour of the one-parameter families of 
tension fields r ( / )  and stress energy tensors S ( f ) ,  tdR, when v£C(F) is fixed. 
Throughout this note we shall suppose that M ' is locally symmetric (V'/?'—0) and
[2] will be our general reference for the notions used here. All manifolds, maps, 
bundles, etc. will be smooth, i.e. of class C“ .
In Section 1 we deduce a Jacobi equation with two initial data which describe 
the variation of/by  v. By means of the solution of this initial value problem we express 
the tensors t ( / )  and div £ ( /) ,  t£R, in terms of the curvature tensor R' of M'. 
As immediate consequences of this approach we obtain the following known results:
(a) If M ' is flat then every map / :  M -~M ' is homotopic to a harmonic map 
(Eells—Sampson homotopy theorem for flat codomain, [3]);
(b) If / :  M -*M ' is a submersion almost everywhere and d iv S ( /)= 0  for all 
1£R, then v defines a variation of /  through harmonic maps, i.e. /  is harmonic for 
all t£R (a recent result of Baird—Eells, fl]);
(c) If M ’ is negatively curved and vy^O defines a variation of/through harmon­
ic maps then di>=0 and rank / á l  everywhere on M. Hence, by a result of Sam­
pson [9] either/ is constant or /  maps onto a closed geodesic y of M  and v is tangent 
to y.
In contrast to (b), if / :  S i — S~ is an isometric embedding onto a great circle
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 58E20; Secondary 53C21. 
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and v is a parallel unit normal section of the normal bundle o f /  then div S ( f)= 0
71for all t£R  (Corollary 2) but f  is nonharmonic for t^ — Z.
In Section 2 we assume that M ' is a space of constant curvature a. The initial 
value problem can then be solved yielding explicit expressions for r ( f )  and div S ( f t). 
A complete characterization of variations through harmonic maps is given as fol­
lows:
T heorem 1. Let f:  M -+M ' be harmonic. Then v defines a variation o f f  through 
harmonic maps i f  and only i f  \\v\\—const. and the following equations are satisfied:
(i) trace /T(/*, u)/*=V2u,
(ii) trace R '(f*, v)dv = 0.
(We adopt the sign conventions of [6].)
A rigidity theorem for harmonic maps into locally symmetric nonpositively 
curved Riemannian manifold was recently proved by T. Sunada [12], In the case when 
M ' is a space of constant curvature, using a result of A. Lichnerowicz [7], we obtain 
an infinitesimal rigidity theorem as follows:
T heorem 2. Let / :  M  -- M ' be a harmonic Riemannian submersion almost 
everywhere, with M ' oriented, and V be a vector field on M '. I f  v=V  • /  is a variation 
o f  f  through harmonic maps then V is a Killing vector field and for t£ R we have 
f i—h, • f ,  where h,=exp'o(tV) is an isometry.
If  M = M ' is a compact Kähler manifold and /=identity then the complex 
analogue of this result is well-known, namely, if v is a variation off  through harmonic 
maps then v is an infinitesimal holomorphic transformation, [10] and [11].
T heorem 3. Let f:  M  S" (or RP") be a map and suppose that there exists a 
nonzero parallel vector field v along f  with ||»|| =  1. Denoting
T =  {/€ä |t(/D =  0}
we have +n+ T a  T and the following cases can occur:
(a) T= R and either f  is constant or f  maps onto a closed geodesic y with v 
tangent to y and the maps f i  can be obtained by rotation;
71 71(b) T c z — Z  and the necessary and sufficient condition for -yf T is that
(d*/*, v) = 0 and trace </*, i’>2 v =  trace ( f i , v)fi
are satisfied. Moreover T  implies that the Morse index of f  is strictly positive, 
provided that f  is harmonic.
We thank Prof. J. Eells for his valuable suggestions to improve the original 
manuscript drawing our attention to the stress energy tensor.
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1. Equations determining the tension field and the stress energy tensor
Let (M, g) be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold and (M \ g') be a com­
plete locally symmetric Riemannian manifold. Given a map / :  M -+ M '  and a vector 
field v a lo n g / we define f :  t£R,  by f, — exp'o(t-v) .  Let F ‘= (/)**
• (T(M ')) be the pull-back of the tangent bundle of M ' via f t. The canonical metric 
and connection on F‘ will be denoted by (, ), and V', resp. If t', t"£ R then there is 
a canonical bundle isomorphism /»: F1' — F ’ defined by the parallel transport 
along the geodesic segments t>-*-/(x), td[t',t"] (or [t", t']) and x£M. It extends 
to an isomorphism F‘'<g> A*(r*(M)) —P '0  which is also denoted by
t{'- and we omit 0’s in f 0, rf,', etc. Note that vdC(F) and f*ZC(F<g)T*(M)).
In order to deduce a Jacobi equation for the variation o f/b y  v, let X xd TX(M),  
x d M ,  and choose a curve y:  (—s, e>0, with y(0)=x and y(0) = X x.
Then t>-»exp' (tvy(s)), t £ R  and |.y|<e, is a geodesic variation and hence [8] pp. 80, 
we have
V d V d  { ( / X X x) + R ' ( ( f X X x, r , v)t,v  =  0 .
df df
M '  is locally symmetric and so R'  commutes with the parallel transport. Applying 
t* to both sides of the equation above and omitting the tangent vector X x we obtain
(A) d2P p(0 d/2 + R'(Pv(t), v )v ~ 0 ,
where Fv(l) = T,(f)^dC(F^iT*(M)).  The two initial data for the Jacobi equation 
are
(B) F„(0) = /*  and dPAOdt 1 =  0 — du.
For fixed vdC(F), equation (A) with (B) is an initial value problem with unique 
solution which can be expanded into a convergent power series in t.
Our present aim is to express r ( / )  and S ( f t) in terms of the 1-forms Pv(t) 
on M  with values in F.
Lemma. I f  w is a vector field along f  and X  is a vector field on M  then
t
(t‘oV'*ot,)w-V * w = - R ' ( f  T*(fXXds, u)»v.
0
Proof. Straightfoiward, using V'R'=0 and the definition of the curvature 
tensor R' by parallel transport [4], pp. 54.
We have
(d')*(/)+ -  div*(/)* = - trace{(X, Y) -  ((/,), T)} -
t
=  (rtod*oT,)(/)*-(-T( trace{(JT, T) -  R ' [ J  xs{Js)t Xds, u) (r'(/)„T)} =
0
t
= t, (d*P„(0 + trace{(X Y) -  R ' ( f  P„(s)Xds, v)P„(t) f})
0
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The map f t: M-+M' is harmonic if and only if
t
(C) V (v, 0  =  d*PV (0 + trace {/?' ( f  P, (s) ds, v) Pv (/)} =  0.
0
P roof of (a). If M ' is fiat then Pv(t)=f^ + tdv and P(v, t) = d*P„(t)= 
— d*f* + t ■ d*de. The de Rham decomposition of /* has the form /  = du + Q 
where Q£C(F®T*(M)) is harmonic. Taking v = —u we have jP„(/) =  (1 —/)dw+ß 
and lP (v ,t)= (l—t) d*du. Hence / i s  homotopic to a harmonic map. A vector field 
v along/defines a variation of/ through harmonic maps if and only i f / i s  harmonic 
and dt> = 0.
In order to calculate the divergence of the stress energy tensor S ( f t), let Z  be 
a vector field on M  and choose a local orthonormal frame E1, ..., Em around a point 
x£ M  with VEiEj(x) = 0, i , j = l ,  ..., m. Denoting e ~ E , (x ) ,  i = \ , . . . , m ,  by 
straightforward calculation we obtain
(—divS(f,))(Zx) =  (Vz PD(t), Pv(t))x + (d*Pv(0, K (0 z ) x-
m
-  2 {PÁt)ei,{yeiP M z x),
i = 1
where we identified the metric tensor g with the inner product ( ,)  of the bundle F. 
On the other hand, we have
</>„(/), iz(dPv(t)))x = V z P J tL -
m
-  2 ( P . V ) e „ { V eiPcV))(Zj>
i =  l
and thus
(D) (-div = (d*P„(t), Pv(t)Z) + (Pv(t), iz ((dP„(0))>-
Especially, ( —div S '(/))(Z) =  (d*/?. , / (.(Z)) since / ,  is closed. This latter formula 
can be used to calculate div S { ft) in a different way as follows:
(-div S(/))(Z) =  <d*(/f)*, (f)*Z) =  <(T'od*OT,)P„(0, Pv(t)Z) =
t
= (d*Pv(t), PVU)Z)+ (trace{ « '( /  PL,(s)ds, r)/>„(/)}, Pv(i)Z ).
0
Thus we obtain
(O') (-d iv  S(J,)){Z) =  ,0, PV(‘)Z)
for all t£R.
P ro o f  of (b). Suppose that / :  M-+M' is a submersion almost everywhere 
with div S(f,)=0  for all t£R. Then ( — div 5,(/))(Z )= (d * /|t, / +(Z ))=0 implies 
that
P(v, 0) =  d*/+ =  0. By induction 
dr P (v, t)
dt‘
and hence P(v,t) = 0 for all t£R.
1 =  0
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R emark. Suppose that a vector field along /  defines a variation of /  through 
harmonic maps. Calculating the first three of the Taylor expansion of V(v, t) we 
obtain
(i) trace /T(/*, v)f*=V2v,
(ii) trace /?'(/*, r)dr=0.
Proof of (c). If M ' is negatively curved then, by (i), we have
0 S  — f  trace </?'(/*, r)r, /*) vol (M) =  f  (V2r, r) vol (M ) ^  0,
M M
where vol (M ) denotes the volume form of M. Hence dr = 0 and if v 0 then rank 
f s .  1 on M.
2. Maps into spaces of constant curvature
Throughout this section M ' will denote a complete manifold of constant curva­
ture <t^ 0. Then the solution of the initial value problem (A) with (B) has the form
p , <0 = (/.+'•*. p )  ijjr+cos (< f t Ml) (/. ■- (/. .= )= ■ ) +
sin
M>W)
(if vx=0 at x€M  then we take the corresponding limits). Substituting it into (C) 
we obtain the following expression:
V (v, t) = cos (at) d*fr -  Sm V2r +
sin(oc/i , 2tsin(oif) n„ . . , ,
-I----- r—^ traceR ( f*> v) f*+— " trace R (f*,v)dv +oc a





trace i?'(dr, r) dr — 
sin (ai) — at (V2r, v)v+
sin(2oc/) —2sin(art \+ tr--------- — -------- - trace (R (/*, r)/*, v)v +
T (T — cos (2at) — 2at sin (at) +1 a* trace (/?'(/*, r) dr, v)v +
where
—sm (2 a í)—4 s in (a í)+ 4 a íc o s (a í)+ 2 a í   ^ , , .+ a ------ -—  --------- -—4 ---------- -—-------- trace (R (dr, r) dr, r)r.2a5
a = /ff||r||.
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P roof of Theorem 1. Taking the Taylor expansion of S'(a, t')~0  up to the 
third degree equations (i)—(ii) of Theorem 1 are obtained. The fourth term of the 
Taylor expansion yields trace R'(dv, v)dv=o(V2v, v)v. Thus ||r||2V2(||r||2)=2 
trace (dv, r)2 holds and hence V2(||r||2)so . Because M  is compact we obtain that 
||r|| =  const. Substituting the equations (i) — (ii) into the expression of 'I'(v, t) above 
we obtain that *F(v, t ) vanishes for all t f  R.
C orollary 1. Let f :  M-+M' be a map and suppose that v is a nowhere zero 
vector field along f  with non identically constant norm ||u||. Then there are only finitely 
many parameter values for which f t is harmonic.
P roof. Suppose that the set T — {id R ] t (f )= 0} is infinite. Then T  is unbounded 
and, by the formula above, we have
J  ('R (v, t), v) vol (M ) = — t J  (V2 v, v) vol (M) —
M  M
— t J \\dv\\2 vol (M )+ t /-jj-p  trace (du, a)2vol(Af) + 0 (l),
AÍ M “ y >‘
and hence
/ trace (dr, u)2 vol (M ) =  0.
Thus trace (dr, u)2= 0  and by choosing an orthonormal frame (et , ..., em} c T x(M)
1 mat some x£M  we have trace (dr, u)2= — (c,(||r||2))2=0, i.e. it follows that
4 i=i
||r[| —const, which is contradiction.
The explicit expression of the stress energy tensor is rather complicated but in 
case when ||r|| =  c o n s t i t s  divergence reduces to the following:
(—div S ( ff) (Z )  =  cos2 (ocf)<d*/*, ( Z ) > ■ •
•{(cos (<xf)(—V2u +  trace /?'(/*, v)ffi + g sin^g^ (d% , u )u - 
-  a 2 S1" (j^  ^  du)u, /* (Z )^  +  (cos (at) d %  +
+ ( -  V2r + trace/?' ( f , , r)/*), Vz u)},
where Z  is a vector field on M.
P roposition 1. Let f :  M ^-M ' be a map and v be a vector field along f  with 
\\v\\—const. Then (div S(fi))(Z ) = 0 for all t£R i f  and only i f  the following equations
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are satisfied:
( 0  <d*/*>/*(Z)> =  0,
(Ü0 <d*/*, Vzu> +  (— V2d + trace p)/*,/*(Z)> =  0,
(iii') <- V2 v+ trace R' (/*, »)/*, Vz v)+a (<d*/*, v) -  
—2{/*, da»<p,/+(Z)> =  0.
Proof. Straightforward, using the formula above.
Corollary 2. / :  M —M ' be a harmonic map and v be a parallel vector
field along f .  Then div <S(/t) =  0 for all f£R.
Corollary 3. Let f:  M-+M' be a map and v be a vector field along f  with 
const. 5^0. I f
div S ( J - J  =  div S(J) =  div S ( fJ  = 0
for some t0í — 7=---- Z then div S ( f  )=0 for all t£R.
2j/cr|M|
Proof. Let Z be a vector field on M. It is enough to show that (i')—(iii') are 
satisfied in Proposition 1. Equation (i') is valid because (—div S (f))(Z )  = 
— (d*/* ’ f* (Z ))=0. Furthermore, using (i'), we have
I{ ( -d iv S (^ ) (Z ) - ( -d iv S ( /_ J ) (Z )}  =  —
{(d% . Vz r )+ ( -V : »+trace R ' (/*, v )fi , f , (Z)>) =  0
and
j{ ( -d iv s (y ;o)) (z )+ (-d iv s ( /_ f0))(z)} -  siny /o)x
X {<- V2t> + trace R' (/*, u)/*, Vz v) + o «d*/* , v ) - 2  </*, dr>) <u, /* (Z))} =  0 
which implies (ii') and (iii'), resp.
This corollary and (b) yield:
Corollary 4. Let / :  M-+M' be a submersion almost everywhere and v a vector 
field along f  with ||u|| = const. I f
div 5 (/_,„) -  div S(J ) =  div S (ft0) =  0
71for some t0$ ----—----Z  then v is a variation of f  through harmonic maps.
2]/o\\v\\
Before proving Theorem 2 we have the following
Proposition 2. Let M  be a totally geodesic submanifold o f M ' with natural inclu­
sion f:  M a M ' and let v be a vector field along f  which defines a variation o f f  through 
harmonic maps. By the orthogonal decomposition i> =  t>x +  r T, the tangential part vT 
is a Killing vector field on M  and a-1 satisfies the strongly elliptic equation V2ux + 
+ cwmx =0, where m—áimM.
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Proof. Theorem 1 implies that ||p ||=const. and, since M czM ' is totally ge­
odesic, the following equations are valid:
The first equation is strongly elliptic and has uniqueness in the Cauchy problem 
[10], i.e. if v±\U—0, where UrzM  is an open set, then v-1— 0 on M. In order to 
prove that vT is a Killing vector field on M, denote ß the 1-form on M  which corre­
sponds to vT by duality. The harmonicity of /  implies that (/*, di’T)=  - d*jß=0. 
Furthermore V2ß + <r(m — i)ß= 0  is valid and so
By a result of Lichnerowicz [7] it means that vT is a Killing vector field which 
accomplishes the proof.
R emark. If M = Sm, M ' = Sm + k and f :  Sm—Sm+k is the canonical embedding 
then choosing globally defined linearly independent parallel sections wk,...,w k 
of the normal bundle of f  equation V2vJ-+mv± = 0 splits into the equations
Thus the scalar (v-1, Wj) on Sma R m+1, being an eigenfunction of the Laplacian, 
is the restriction of a homogeneous polynomial of degree 1 on Rm+1.
P roof of Theorem 2. Let / :  M-+M' be a harmonic Riemannian submersion 
almost everywhere and F be a vector field on M ' such that v= V o f defines a varia­
tion o f/ through harmonic maps. By Theorem 1, || V\\ =  const, and we need only to 
show that V is a Killing vector field on M '. Writing f t=htof, where h, = exp'o 
o(í- V), t£R, the harmonicity of f  implies [2]
and hence trace (V(/if)*)(/*,/*) =  0. Because f  is Riemannian this latter equation 
reduces to d* (/;,)* =  0, i.e. V is harmonic variation of the identity map of M'. 
Thus Proposition 2 implies that h, is an isometry for every tdR.
In what follows we restrict ourselves to the case when M  = S" (or RP").
P roof of Theorem 3. Let / :  M ^ S"(or RPn) be a map and suppose that v 
is a parallel vector field along /  with ||ü|| =  l. Using the antipodal map, we have 
± n  + TczT, where T — {t£R \ t(/,) = 0}. By the formula of *F(v, t ) at the beginning 




V2v± +<rmv± — 0 ,
V2ut + <t(/h —l)t;T =  0, 
</*, d r T) =  0.
A ß -2 a (m - l)ß  + d(d*ß) = 0.
A (v-1, w ^ + m^v1-, Wj) — 0, j  = 1, ..., k.
d m  =  (h t)* d * /* + trace (V (h,)*)( /* ,/* )  -  0
*P(u, t) =  cos t d * /* + (l - c o s  0<d*A, v)v +
+ sin t trace ( / +, v)f^ + sin (2i)—2 sin t2 2
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and hence
/  <^(ü, t), v) vol (A/) =  S‘n^  f  (trace (/*, i;>8- ||/* ||2) vol(A/).
M Z JVÍ
(a) Let us suppose that there exists t0£ T —^-Z . Then 
/ (trace </*, u>2-  | | / J 2) vol (M) = 0
M
and hence trace ( / . ,  i>)2==|l/*ll2 holds, i.e. /*=t> ®cu, where a> is the 1-form on M  
defined by c»(Z)=(/*(Z), v) for every vector field Z  on M. Especially, rank / S i  
on M. Because v is parallel we have
df¥ — d<; A to+ t>®diu =  v(g)dm = 0,
i.e. it follows that dto=0, and
d */* =  d+(y Zico) = (d*«u)u.
Using these expressions we obtain 0=¥'(u, /0)=(d*ca)u and hence <a is a harmonic 
1-form on M. It follows th a t/is  a harmonic map and thus V'(v, i )—0 for all /£/?,
i.e. v is a variation of /  through harmonic maps. By a result of Sampson [9] either /  
is constant or /  maps onto a closed geodesic y with v tangent to y and the maps /  
can be obtained by rotation.
(b) Let us suppose that there exists a nonharmonic map f .  By the previous
71 71reasonings it follows that T a — Z. Moreover, —£ T  if and only if 
V (i>, y ]  =  <d*/*, v)v+trace (/*, u>/*-trace </*, v)2v = 0.
Multiplying by v this equation splits into the two equations given in Theorem 3. If
71 •T  then the value of the Hessian Hf  on the pair (v, v) [2] reduces to 
H/(v, v) = f  (trace </*, u>2- ||/* ll2)||u||2 vol (M ).
M
Thus, if the Morse index of /  were zero then rank / s i  would yield a contradiction 
to our assumption T ^R .
Corollary 5. Let f : M — S" (or RP") be a map and suppose that there exists 
a vector field v along f ,  ||u|j =  1, suchthat /* =  cdr+i>(g>co and d*(u<g)co) = 0 are 
valid for some nonzero constant c£R and \ -form co on M. Then f  is homotopic to 
harmonic map.
Proof. The 1-form at occurring in the expression of/*  is unique since (/*, v)=co. 
We have
0 = d*(r<gio>) =  (d*co)u—trace (du®co).
Multiplying by v we obtain that d*G>=0 and so trace (dr®<u)=0. The solution of
4
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the initial value problem (A) with (B) takes the form
Pv(t) = ixg>cu+(c cos i-t-sin t) dv
d P.O)
and so
d t — (— c sin i+cos t)dv.
1
Putting /0= a rc tg — we claim that r,ov is a parallel vector field along f o. 
Our Lemma implies that
t'o(d(t,0v)) = d v - R ' [ f  Pv(s) ds, a) v.
0
d Pv(0The right-hand side is nothing but dr and thus d(-r,ot>)=0. Hence
Theorem 3 can be applied to the map f a and t ,ov . We state that f 0+(n/2) is a harmonic 
map. This is obvious in case (a) of Theorem 3. In case (b) we have to show that 
(d* (/<„)*, *t0v)—0 and trace
( (Z X  w ) ( f , X  =  t r a c e  ( ( f X ^ u , v ) 2rl0v
are satisfied. Because
Then
(/ X  =  T , o P „ ( r 0 )  =  T(„u<8)co+-j— - T ,0(di’).
SÍÉI ÍQ
sin t0(d*( f ,X  > hov) = <d*(Tf0(dt;)), r,ov) = ((i'ood*or,a)(dv), v> =
*0
=  (V2 vy v> 4- ^ trace (J  Pv (s) ds, v}dv}v, ^ =
o
*0
=  (V2a, v) — trace ( J  Pv(s)ds, dv) = (W2v, v)—||dr||2 =  0, 
o
r°the last but one equality is because J Pv(s) ds—t0v(g)(D+dv. Hence we obtained
0
that (d*(/,„)*, t,0v)=0. To prove the second equality we have
trace ((fX> r,0v ) ( / J  = trace(/(0)*®co =  ||m|j2T,oa0+ - 4 —trace T(o(da)®ca =sin Í0
=  IN * * « ,®  =  t r a c e  U X ,  Tt0v)2rtov.
Thus our Corollary is proved.
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ON THE KOZIOL—GREEN MODEL FOR RANDOM CENSORSHIP II
SÁNDOR CSÖRGŐ and LAJOS HORVÁTH
1. Introduction
Let A"®, ..., A'® be independent random variables with a common continuous 
distribution function F®. Another sequence, Yly ..., Y„ of independent random vari­
ables, independent also of the {A'®}, with common continuous distribution function F* 
censors the preceding one on the right, so we observe the pairs (Xj,öj), 1 
where Xj=min (XJ, Yj) and őj is the indicator of the event {Xj = XJ}. The distri­
bution function F of Xj satisfies 1 — F —(1 — F°) (1—F*). This is the general random 
censorship model, and the Koziol—Green model is the special case when 1 —F* 
=(1 —F°y with some constant /?>0. ß is the so-called censoring parameter. For 
motivation and further references as well as for justification of some statements in 
this Introduction see part I of the present note. We have E<5,=y with
(1.1) 0 <  y =  (1+/J)-1 <  1.
Consider the product-limit estimator F® of F® defined by
SJt)  =  1 -F«U)
TI {(« - Rj)l(n - R j + 1 I ^  Xn: „,
{1 SjSn: Xj^ t]
0, t X„:n,
where X„.„ — max (A^,..., Xn) and Rj is the rank of (Xj, 1— öj) in the lexicografic 
ordering of the sequence (A\, 1 — <5j), ..., (A',,, 1 — <5„). The product-limit process
(1.2) Z„(t) = n1,2{fiH(t)—F°(t)}
converges weakly to a Gaussian process G(t) on ( — °°, F*], where T* is any number 
satisfying
(1.3) T* <  T°=  inf {t: F(t) = 1},
and EC(/) =  0 and
min (s, t)
EG(s)G(t) = (1 -  F°(s)} (1 -F»(/)} J  (1 -  f ®)_<2+í )í/F®.
This follows from the Efron—Breslow—Crowley theorem. The Efron-transformed
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 62G10, 60F05; Secondary 62G15, 62N05, 
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variant of this statement is that
(1.4) Z„E(/) -  [I — Fi>{a(t)}]~lZ n{a(t)}
converges weakly on [0, d(T*)] to the Wiener process, where the functions a and d 
are defined in (2.1) and (2.2) below. These functions depend on the generally unknown 
parameter y. The following problem was well motivated in Part I. Is it possible to 
estimate this y from the sample at the beginning, with Brownian motion still being 
obtained as the weak limit on each finite interval [0, F]? The answer is ‘yes’, and 
this is provided by Theorem 3.5 in Section 3 here. This result was reported as Theo­
rem 4.1 in Part I, where some corollaries and consequences of it were used. Namely, 
the limit theory of the corresponding Cramer—von Mises statistics is worked out 
there and a table is also presented for the distribution function of the limiting variable 
(the square-integral of the Wiener process). The present note is thus devoted to the 
proof of this theorem and can be viewed as a technical appendix to Part I.
2. Preliminaries
Introduce the Gaussian process
t
H(t) = f  Z?°(s){l — F°(s)}~(2+p) dF°(s) +
t
+ (\+ ß ) f  Bl(s){\-F % s)}-^+l>)dF0(s)-
where Bu and B' are Brownian bridge-like stochastic processes with EB°(t)= 
=  EF1(/)=0, and
E B° (.s) B° (0 =  min {F(s), F (t)}- F(s) F(l)
EB1(s)B1(t) = min {F1(s), F l ( t) } -F i (s)F1(t)
EB°(s)B1 (t) =  min {F1^ ), F 1(t)}-F (s)F 1(t), 
where F1 is the sub-distribution function '
F H 0  -  pr {Xj ^ t , S j  = 1} =  yF(t) 
with y of (1.1). By computation EH(t)=0,
min(s, t)
EH (s)H(t)=  f  {1 — F°}~(2+ß)dF°,
— oo
and hence G(t) = {I — F°(t)}~'H(t) is the limit process mentioned in the Introduc­
tion. Set
(2.1) d{t)=  f  {1 — F(s)}-2 d F 1(s) = y[{I —F°(0}_1/y—1] =  yF(0{l —F(r)}-1. .
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The inverse function to d is
(2.2) a (t) = G°(l — {(f/y)+1}- *),
where G°(s)—sup {u: F°(u)^s} is the inverse to F°. Clearly, (V (t)-fí(a (t))  
is the standard Wiener process. For T* satisfying (1.3) put
(2.3) b = { I-F iT * )} -1.
Finally, for a positive e, introduce the rate-sequence
(2.4) r(n) = i>(n) +  y  n ^ 2 {»(«) + 3 (y )  b2 (log n)1'*}*, 
where
v(n) = |h2|l5 T 1 + |2  + -^-je + |^ye + e2j -+- fo34ej n~112 log n +
+  b \i2 ey '2n~1/3 (log ny'2+b2 [3Ay + e1'2« -1'8 (log n)3'2 4-2bn~^2
with the (known) constants Aly A., and A3, D as determined in Part I. On the 
specially constructed probability triple (Q, s4, P) of Theorem 3.1 of Burke et al. [1] 
we constructed two sequences {/?“} and {SJ} of replicas of B° and B1, respectively, 
such that for Z'„: of (1.4) and the resulting replicas Wn(t)=H n{a(t)} of W  we have, 
as a very special case of Corollary 5.7 of [1] the following
Lemma 2.1 ([1]). I f  T* satisfies (1.3) and 72/log n^2eb~, then
P{ sup \ZnE(t)-lVn(t)\ > br(n)} ^  Q .n-',
0 :^tSd(T*)
where ß 1 = 30T2+ 100+16D.
Let B(u), OSmS I ,  be a Brownian bridge. We need the following well-known 
inequality.
Lemma 2.2. For any .r >0,
pr { sup |J?(«)| > r } s 2 e x p (— 2x2).
03US1
We shall also need a bound for the increments of a Brownian bridge. The follow­
ing result of [2] was proved in their Lemma 1.1.1 for W  in place of B, but the same 
proof can be applied for B. Alternatively, one may use
{B(u): 0=Su=sl} = {fV (u)-u lV (l): O ^ u ^ l}
and the next inequality follows from theirs with a somewhat worse constant.
e% . . . . .
Here and later =  denotes equality in distribution.
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Lemma 2.3 ([2]). I f  0<A <1 and v, ő> 0  then
Pr { sup sup \B (s+t)-B(s)\ >  vh1'2} - ^ - e x p  j —5 ^ - } ,
O S s S l - h O S t S h  n  l  Z + o  )
where R(S)=8 + (32/S2).
One more preparatory result. Let
1 "
y- = - 2 ö j -n 7=1
According to the strong law of large numbers y„ is a strongly consistent estimator of 
y of (1.1). For their deviation we shall need the following bound, which is a special 
case of Bernstein’s inequality. The most convenient form of the latter is found, e.g. in
[4], p i-
Lemma 2.4 (Bernstein). For any x>0,
Pr {|y„-y| >  *} = 2 exp { -n x ‘74}.
3. Testing for goodness of üt: limit theory
The following inequalities are easy consequences of Lemma 2.4 and (1.1). 
Lemma 3.1. For any integer n s l ,
pr {|y„ —y| >- 2e1/2n~1/2 (log n)1/2} =  2;i_', 
and i f  n/log n £  16 (1 +  ß)2c = 16e/y2, then
Pr{(l/)>n) > ( 2 /y ) } s 2 n - .
As we noted in the Introduction, we want to ’’estimate out” y from Z® of (1.4). 
Since the null hypothesis completely specifies F° and hence its inverse G°, this means 
that we have to estimate a{t) in (2.2) by its empirical counterpart a°(t), which is
«»(0 =  G °(l-{(i/y„)+l}-vn).
Lemma 3.2. Assume that F° has a density f °  and 0~-f0(t)=dF°(t)/dt <  00 for 
all t in the interval (S'0, T°) where — ° ° sS 0=sup {t : F°(/) =  0}, F° = inf {/: F°(t)=  
=  l}s°o . I f  M=sup (l//°(r): S ^ is f} < o o j where S ^ S °  and T<T°, and i f  
«/log ;í £  16e/y2, then
pr{ sup |a®(f)-fl(0l >  <7(H)} ^  8»"'
< i(5 ) s t sd (T )
where
</(«) =  ( Q + C6) / i - 1' 2 (log n)1'2
with C4 = 4M(b— l)e1/2 and C6=2M  (log 26)e1/2, where h = { l—F (f)}~ 1.
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Proof. By the Lagrange theorem
1l « S ( 0 - « ( 0 l
+ ■
u + r - i b nf°{a(t)0}
f ° w m  lly„
where O<0 = 0(/)<1. By applying Lagrange’s theorem again to the functions u~7 
and cu with c=(t/y„) + \, we obtain
|fl2(0-a(0l = My\(tlyn)-(t/y)\ + M\og {(//y„)+l}|y„-y|+
+ Md(T  )(1 /y„) |y„ -  y | + M  log [ {</ ( f  )/y„} +1] |y„ -  y |.
Therefore, by the second statement of Lemma 3.1, we get
Pr { sup K ( O - 0 ( O I  >  <7(«)} ^i(S)stsd(T)
2pr{|y„-y| >  2e1/2n~1/2(log n)1/2} + 4n~e = 8 n~
using also the first statement of Lemma 3.1.
The sample size for Lemma 3.2 to hold is an increasing function of the unknown 
censoring parameter ß. In what follows we prove the further probability inequalities 
only for n “ large enough”. Computing threshold numbers would require extra 
smoothness conditions on f u and more involved estimations good for nothing. Yet, 
it is still easier to display our argument leading to the result of this section if we intro­
duce those theoretical constants which figure in our further rate-sequences.
We shall need the fact that both the functions d(t) and a(t) are monotone non­
decreasing and that
(3.1)
lim (I (/) = <rtr°
lim a (t)
ffoo
lim </(/) =  0, us» v ’
T°, lim a(/) = S°. no
From now on S will be the following number: 
(3.2) S =
0 ( l im /° ( /) > 0 ) ,
>1 (lim/0 (0 = 0),
where »; is an arbitrarily fixed positive number. T will be any fixed number such that 
Since a(7’)< 7’° and q(n)\0 as «-*■<», there is a constant /?<°° such 
that for n large enough
[1 - F 0{a(7') +  ?(ii)}]-(1+' ) =S [1 - / ' 0{ a ( r )  +  9(n)}]-(2+"> S  R , 
and there is a constant L such that for n large enough
sup {/“(/): a (S )-q (n )  S  t £  a(T) + q(n)} £  L. 
hj(n) = Mjq(n) (log n)1/2, ( j  = 1, 2, 3)
Let
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where M 1 = RL(e/2)1/2, M.,—(l+ß)RL(e/2)1/2, M3=RM 2, and introduce also 
K(n) =  RL11213 ( y  + s j |  {q (n)}1/2 (log n)1/2.
We have to estimate the increments of the Gaussian process H  introduced in 
Section 2.
Lemma 3.3. Under the conditions o f Lemma 3.2 for n large enough, one has
Pr{ sup \H (x)-H (y)\ >  ft(«)} =i Q2n~\
I*—»I -=«(»)
a ( S ) - q ( n ) S x ,  ym a(,T ) + q(n)
where h(n)=hl(n)+... +hi (n) and <22 = 6 + 80/{L(C4+C 5)}.
Proof. Let p* denote the probability in question, and let the unspecified sup 
denote the supremum in this probability. For any x andy  in [a(S)—q(n), a(T) + q(n)] 
we get by Lagrange’s theorem that
/ dF»(u) á  L \x - y \ ,
X
and
|{1 -F °(x)}  (1+/!>-{1 -F °(y)}~a+ß)\ *Z(l+ß)R2L \x -y \ .
Therefore, using the representation for H given in Section 2, we obtain that
y
Pn S pr {sup R \ f  B°(u)dF°(u)| >  /ii(«)} +
+ pr {sup(l+ ß)R  I f  B1(u)dF°(u)| > / i2(n)} +
+ pH sup Bf x ) B \x ){1 - F ° ( x ) Y +» { \ - F n(y)}1+‘i
+ pr {sup R \Bl (x) — Bl (y) | >■ fi4(n)} ^
S p r[RLq(n) sup |0°(h)| =» fii(«)} +
— o o c y c o o
+ pr{(l +ß)RLq(n) sup |fíJ (w)| ft2(n)}-f
— oo < « <  oo
+ pr{(l+/?)i?2L^(n) sup |Bl(«)| >  ft3(»)} +
i (»)}■+
-  OO <  <  cx>
+pr{sup/?|.B1(* ) -£ 10')l > ft4(«)}-
Because of the covariance structure of B° and B' it is clear that 
{B'(u): —oo< u < “ } =  {2?{F*(t,)} : — oo< n <  ooj,
TUD
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where /= 0 ,1 and B is the Brownian bridge process. Again Lagrange’s theorem 
gives, in case of a(S )—q(n)^x , ySa(T)+ q(n), that
|F1(jc) - F 1(>')| =  y |F (x)-F (y)| =  VI(1 - F0« } 1^ -{1  — F°0)}1+í| =§ L \x -y \ .  
Whence,
p*„ S  3 pr{ sup |5(n)| >  (e/2)1/2 (log n)1/2} +
O ^ u ^ l
+ pr{/? sup sup |ß{/’1(x)}— ß{/rl(>')4-0l =*■ M ")} —
— oo<x<oo |f |t=Lq(n)
s 3 n _*+2pr{A sup sup |Ä(s + /) — ß(s)| >  /i4(n)} á  Q*n~c,
O S sS l —Lq(n) OStSLqOl)
where we applied Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 with 5 =  1.
When putting together Lemmas 2.1 and 3.2, we want to get free from the 
necessity of taking the supremum on an interval like (0, d(T)], since d(T) still con­
tains unknown theoretical quantities. This is why we need our last lemma.
Lemma 3.4. I f  the conditions o f Lemma 3.2 are satisfied, then for n large enough 
we have
pr{|d{u“(7’)} -7 ’| >  Kq(n)} á  10/i~£, 
where A=[/°{u(7’)}+1] {(277y)+l}.
Proof. The random variable to be estimated is
\d{a°n(T)}-d{a(T)}\ S  d'(On)\a°(T )-a(T)\,
where d' is the derivative of d and 9„ is a random variable between a®(T) and a(T). 
A simple computation shows that
d'(0n) S  max {(T/y)+1, (r/y„) +  l}/»(0„) 
and hence the inequality in question follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
Now we are able to prove our main result. Our random Efron transform of the 
product-limit process Z„ is the process
y0(f\ _  7,1/2 [Fn {an (0} ~  (0}1
n ( ) ~  i - f °K (0}
_ A K W ] _ 1
{Vn/(Vn +  0 } V" *
i.e., introducing the notation
Vn(s) = n x/2{  1 -  F° (s)} “1 {Fn° (s) -  F° (s)},
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we have Z^(t)= V n{a(t)}, Z°(t)—V„{a^(t)}. On the probability space (ß, sá, P) 
of Lemma 2.1 consider again the special sequence {//„} of copies of H  and the result­
ing sequence {Wn} of Wiener processes where lVn(t)=H n{a(t)}. Let S  in (3.2) be 
given and let T  be any number such that Because of (3.1), there is a pair
§ ,T  suchthat S ^ S ° ,  f <  T° and S= d(S), T=d(T). Interpret M  and h of 
Lemma 3.2 in terms of this pair 5, f .  Again by (3.1) we can find a number T* such 
that T*<T° and d{T*)= T + 1. Interpret b of (2.3) in terms of this T*. Also 
r(n) in (2.4), q{n) in Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 are now defined via the just defined 
M, b and b, while R, L  and h(n) in Lemma 3.3 by the just defined q(n). Agreeing 
on these conventions, the result is
Theorem 3.5. Assume that F° has density function f °  and 0< /°(/ )=dF°(t)/dt< 
for all t in the open support (S'0, T°) o f  F°. I f  n is large enough, then on the 
probability space (£1, si, P) o f Lemma 2.1 we have
P{ sup \ZS(i)-WH(t)\ >  r0(n)} ^  0 on -e,
S S t S T
where r0(n)=h(n) + br(n) and Qa = Ql + Q.,+ IX.
Proof. The probability in question is not greater than 
P{ sup \Hn{a(i)}-H„{a°n(j))\ >  h(n)} +
S^t^T
+ P{ sup |L„{a°(0}-//„K(0}l >  br(n)} = p<l) + p<2), say.
SisrsiT
Now, by Lemma 3.2,
PÍX) s= p{ sup sup IH„{a{t)} — H n{a(t)  + s}| >  / i ( n ) }  + 8n~' s i  (02 + 8 ) / i - ' ,
S m t S T  |s |s « ( n )
for the last probability is majorized by p*, the probability in Lemma 3.3. Let n be so 
large that Kq(n)^  1. By Lemmas 3.4 and 2.1 we obtain for the second term that
Pn~' = P{ sup \V„ (s )-H n(s)\ >  br(n)} =
0 SsSa^T)
=  p{ sup \Z *(t)-W n(t)\ >  br(n)} S  
{«”(/)}
^  P{ sup \Z*(t)-W n(t)\ >  br(n)\+ l0n-c s=i
0 ZEt^ T + Kq(n)
á  P{ sup \Z*(t)-W n(t)\ >  hr(n)}+ 10/i“e S  (0, + tO)«-1,
o^ r=sd(T*)
and hence the theorem.
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ON THE 3VSPACES AND THE GENERALIZATION OF HERZ’S 
AND FEFFERMAN’S INEQUALITIES II
S. 1SHAK and J. MOGYORÓDI
1. Introduction
In the present note we use the notions of our work [1], Carl Herz [2] discovered 
the fact that the “dual” of is the space
B M O t= {X : sup||E(|2f-2fn||^ ) | |„  =  |12f||BMO+ <  + ~, Y0 =  0 a.e.}.
n^ O
In establishing this fact Herz derives the following inequality:
\E(XY) \ S  1 2 ||Jn i,jy ||JMI#oi; XSPlt Y^BM Of.
Garsia [3] has proved that there is a natural way of extending the definition 
E(AT) for all X^SPB and Y^X'a+, where q= 1 =Sn< + °°. For this purposer p — 1
we have to introduce the following definition.
D efinition 1.1. Let X ^ L x and let <P be any Young function. Consider the 
class of the random variables y defined by the formula
r f  =  {y: y€L*, £ (\X -X n\\(Fn) s  E(y\^n) a.e., Vn S  0}.
We say that X £ X J  if the set is not empty. In this case we put
It can be easily seen that || • 11*.+ is really a norm on .
If r \jf) is empty then for the sake of completeness we define
m x t  = + ~ -
If <P(x)=xp, p>  1, then this definition leads to the classic definition of the JTP+- 
spaces (cf. Garsia [3], p. 130).
Remark that obviously we have Jf*  —BMOf.
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Generalizing the above Herz inequality Garsia established the following one: 
if X£éPp and Y£Jt~q+ then
|E(AT)| =£ (4 + 4 log2 )\\X yp\\Y\\x + ; p m  1, q = — j--
In this note we go further and we prove that for arbitrary XdäP# and YZJf£,  
where (d>. ¥') is any pair of conjugate Young functions, we have
|E ( * T ) |S  (8 +  8 log2 ) \\X U J Y \\^ .
We remark that this inequality as well as the preceding ones are “formal” since 
X Y  has not necessarily a finite Lebesgue integral when we only know that XdäPq, 
and However, one of the by-products of Herz’s inequality is that we can
define E(YT) by setting
E (A T )=  lim E(X„Y),
B — 4-oo
where XB is a specially constructed bounded random variable tending to X  in ^  
and a.e. when B— +
To prove the above mentioned basic inequality we need some auxiliary results 
concerning a special martingale transform. These results and assertions are well- 
known, the proofs can be found e.g. in Garsia [3].
Lemma 1.1. Let X(^ 2Px. Then the martingale transform
Y o '= 0  U.C., x : = 2 ( X , - X , .  n £ l ,
i = l
is a regular martingale. Here {2n} is an Lx-predicting sequence o f X.
Without any loss of the generality we can suppose that a.e. for some
e>0.
Consider the martingale (X ', i¥n) of the preceding lemma and for arbitrary 
ooO put X'0,x) =0 a.e., further for nm 1 let
x ; w =  z w o , - , * « ) ,
i =1
where {d{} denotes the difference sequence of (X '„, ■CF„).
Then (Y'(a), ^ ,) is the martingale transform of the martingale (T ', and con­
verges a.e. to a limit X '<ct) (cf. Garsia [3], p. 72).
Lemma 1.2. For arbitrary we have
X ' ^ - X ' M  =  " z  W i - 1  3  a  <  f ) ( x ; w - x { W )
i =  0
and the terms o f the sum on the right-hand side can be estimated as follows: for i^ n  — l 
we have
\x ; ™ ~ x ; v \ /(A,-! S  a <  f )  =§ (2 + 2 log2)/(A,., S  a <  A(), 
where, for convenience, we set l - x—0.
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The following assertion due to Garsia [3] will help us to establish the above 
announced inequality.
Theorem 1.1. Let KgLi be a random variable such that with some for
«SO we have the a.e. inequality
E (|T -T n| | j g s E ( y | ^ B).
I f  X  is a bounded random variable such that E(X\&ro)=0 a.e. then
|E (^T)|s(4+41og2)E(yA 00),
where
A«« =  lim A„
and {A„} is any adapted sequence which predicts X  in L x .
2. The generalized Herz—Garsia inequality
On the basis of the preceding section we establish now the Herz—Garsia inequal­
ity in a generalized form.
For this purpose we introduce the following notation. For arbitrary A?>0 and 
for arbitrary A>0 let
0 B(A) =  1 - j  /  /(y = S « < A )d a .
It can be easily seen that
0 b(A) =  i - ( ^ - i ) +a i .
Note that Os0fl(A)Sl and that 0B(f) increases when A increases.
Consider the martingale {X'„(a\  J*,) defined in the preceding section. By Lemma 
1.2 it follows that
\ X ' ™ - X ' M\ = I lim ( X ; ™ - X ^ H  =§(2 + 21og2).
Thus by the dominated convergence theorem for arbitrary fixed B > 0 we have
[  ( X ' ™ - X ' M)dot = lim f  (X '^ -X ;^ )d < x .J n~ + ~ J
We prove now
Lemma 2.1. Let X(l&0 , where <P is an arbitrary Young function. Then for 
any B>  0 we have
B
X - 2  f  (Jr*2*»-*'<*>)
♦
5
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and
\\X -2  / ( * '< * > - * '“>)</«I £  ||2A„0b(A.)|U.
0
Here { A „ }  is an optimal I®-predicting sequence o f  X.
Proof. By the definition of A''(a) we get
X n - i f  ( x ; ^ - x ^ ) d o t  =
0
= i d , - 2 f  2 ^ i [ k = L * u ^ x t_l}d* =
i=l o'7 1=1 ^i-1 V 2  )
=  Í / < ( l - i p 7  / / ( % 1 S « < A l. _ 1 ) d a =  Í í / , . 0 , ^ . , ) .
This is a martingale transform and its a.e. limit is equal to
B
X —2 J  (X'w - X ' M)d<x 
0
as we have remarked before the present lemma. On the other hand by rearranging 
and using the definition of the d, s we get
k „ - 2  /  { X '^ ~ x ; ^ ) d a \  = \ i d i0 B(li- 1)\ =
o »-I 1
=  | i ( A r i - j r i _ 1 ) 6 > B ( A , _ 1 ) |  =  \xne  " Í 1 ^ ( 0 b ( A , - i ) - 0 b ( A í ) ) |  ^
i=1 i = l
—  2 A n _ 1 0 ß ( A n _ 1 ) .
Consequently, the random variable
B
X - 2  f  ( X ' ^ - X ' ^ d x
o
belongs to and it is predictable in L® by
2XH- 10 B(*a- J  ^  2X„€L*.
This proves the lemma.
A consequence of this assertion is the following important
T heorem  2.1. The bounded random variables are dense in the space where 
<P is an arbitrary Young function. ,
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Proof. Observe that
B
Xb = 2  f  (X'^M - X ' M)dot 
0
is bounded. By the preceding lemma we have
\ \X -X B\ \ e ^ 2 U „ 0 B(l„)U .
Note that 0B(A)lO if B-* + « .  Thus by the monotone convergence theorem
lim ||A„0B(A„)||, =  0B-+ -f OO
and so
lim \\X—XB\\& = 0./>-*■ + 00
This proves the theorem.
Now we are able to formulate the basic result of this paper.
Theorem 2.2. Let (<P, S') be an arbitrary pair o f  conjugate Young functions. 
Let XZ&v and Yf .Xl f  and consider for any B > 0 the random variables
B
X b = 2 f  ( X '™ - X 'M)d<x.
o
Then
lim E(ABy)B-f + oo
exists and we have
lim E(XbY) == (8+8 log2)pTU# ||y  11^ +.B-+. + 00 V
Proof. If A" is bounded then trivially A€ JV  Consequently, by Theorem 1.1, 
|E(*T)|=s(4+41og2)E(A..y),
since YdJiflf implies that Y ^ L 1. Here y d T ^  and A00=  lim A„ where {A„}n~+- + °°
is an /.^-predicting sequence of X. Using the generalized Hölder inequality to the 
right-hand side of the preceding inequality we get
|E(AT)| S  (8+81og2)||A00|U||y||y := (8 +  8 log2)||A||#J|y ||y ,
since {A„} can be chosen to be optimal. Consequently,
|E(Ay)|=s (8 + 8 log2)\\X U JY\\x i .
Now let XZi?# and Y d tä f  be arbitrary. Since the random variables
B
XB = 2 f  (A '(2a)-A 'W )da
0
are bounded, namely
|AB|^ ( 4  + 41og2 )B,
5*
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we have , . . . , •
|E (* „ F )| S  (8 +  8 log2)||XB\ \ 1|F||^ +.
We show that
limsup p r j ^ s p r i l , . .
B- + ~
In fact, by the triangle inequality 
and so by Theorem 2.1
limsup p y U . S  lim \\X -X B\ \ ^ + m ^  = \ X \ , . .
B-H-oo B—+  =>=
On the other hand we show that
lim E(XbY)B— + 0O
exists. To this end it is enough to prove that the expectations E (XBY) have the 
Cauchy property: if Bx, B2-- +=° then
|E(ArBl7 ) -E (^ B2T)| - 0 .
Now
|E(2TBlF )-E (X B2T)| -  |E((FBl- F B2)F)|.
Using the inequality established in the beginning of this proof to the bounded 
random variable XBl—XB,, and to F£ we get
|E(XBlF) — E(XBlF)| s  (8 + 8 log2)\\XBl—XBt\\p9\\Y\\:X-+,
Here ||XBl—XBl\\p0 tends to 0 since by the triangle inequality for the norms we have
\\xB-xBlU* S \\xB-x\\^ +\\xBi-x\\^
and by Theorem 2.1 the right-hand side tends to 0 as Bt -* + °° and jBa-» + °°. 
This proves the assertion.
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ON THE ^-SP A C E S AND THE GENERALIZATION OF HERZ’S 
AND FEFFERMAN’S INEQUALITIES III
S. ISHAK and J. MOGYORÓDI
1. Introduction
Fefferman [1] discovered the remarkable fact that the space B M 02 is the “dual” 
of the Hardy space XCx in the sense of functional analysis. We say that the random 
variable X ^Lx, with the martingale X„=E(X\^n), «SO, Y0=0 a.e., belongs to 
BMO» if
11*11««,. =  ||sup(E((Jf-^_1)2|^ ))1/2||» <  +  - .
Also, we say that XELx, with the martingale Xn=E(X\^'„),  « S 0, Y0= 0  a.e., 
belongs to .#j if
In establishing the above duality Fefferman has derived the following “formal” 
inequality: if and Y£BM 02 then
The word “formal” is used here since XY  has not necessarily a finite Lebesgue 
integral when only X£ a n d  Y£BM 02 hold.
However, we can define E(AT) by setting
since it is proved that in this case lim E(JF„F„) exists.
„-►-foo
A. M. Garsia [2] (Theorem I. 3.1) went further and proved a corresponding result 
concerning the Hardy spaces for 1 < p s 2 . The definition of these is given below.
The purpose of the present note is to extend the validity of the above inequality 
for every 1. More generally, we prove the inequality of Garsia for any 
and the corresponding -space, where (<I>, T) is an arbitrary pair of conjugate 
Young-functions such that <P has moderated growth.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 60G42; Secondary 60G46, 42B30, 42B99. 
Key words and phrases. Martingale transforms, Lp -predictable martingales and the generali­
zation o f this notion, decomposition o f  martingales, Herz’s inequality, Fefferman’s inequality, Hardy 
spaces, the .^spaces o f Garsia and their generalization.
\E(XY)\ ^  CpriU JIilM fo,
E ( XY) =  lim E(YnT„),
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2. Basic notions and definitions
We continue our works [3] and [4] and we use the results and notions of them. 
Let (<f>, V) be an arbitrary pair of conjugate Young functions.
D efinition  2.1. Let YgLi and consider the set A ^  of the random variables y 
defined by the formula
4*> = {y: yÍ L 0, E(|Y-Yn_1||^ n) 3  E(y|^> a.e., V« S  1}.
We say that X£3f0  if A ^  is non-empty and in this case we put
R emark 2.1. It is easily seen that || • is a norm  on the space Jf®.
R emark 2.2. if  and  only if the inequality
holds a.e. for all w ^ fc s l  and  all y6 In this case Xn£ t f 9 and l iY J ^ s H Y l ! ^ .
R emark 2.3. Consider the space defined in [4]. It is easily seen that 
c  - ^ 0  and we have
IIY ^ . 3 2 ||Y ||^ .
In fact, let Y^jf,*. Then for arbitrary y t h e  inequality
E(|Y-YB||iFB) 3  E (|Y -Y n_1| | ^ )  +  E(|Yn- Y B_1| |^ n) 3  2E(y|^„) 
holds a.e.
D efinition  2.2. We say that X€Jf9 if the quadratic variation 
( 2  (X i-X i- i)2)112 belongs to L*.
»=i
Let us mention that if the power p of <#> is finite then AC 3HP9 is equivalent to say 
that Y*=sup |YB|íL <I> (cf. [6]).
3. A Davis-type decomposition for the random variable of the space 
and two interesting inequalities
T heorem  3.1. Let Y €=#®  where <P is an arbitrary Young function having finite 
power p. Then X can be written in the form
X = Y + Z
where Y^L* and Tn =  E (T |^ ,), «SO, is a martingale such that Y0=0 a.e. and 
with X*— max |Yt | and Y*=sup|Y„| we have
n ö fc S l  B S l
\ Y \ ±  Í | T i - y , - i |  3  4Y* + 4 Z ^ X t - X U ^ i - r ) ^ .
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Further, we have ZZ&# and with Z„ =  E(Z |^,), « ^ 0 ,
Z0 — 0 a.e„ | 2 y  =» t3X*_t + 4  t { X t - X U \ * í - ú .  n — !•
«=l
Finally,
| | Í |E ( r | j > í ) - E ( r |^ . 1) | |U ^ ( 4 + 4 p ) | | z i #
< = 1
and
«ZB»# s ( i3 + 4 p ) |j r * |* .
The proof of this theorem follows in all the steps that o f the case <P(x)=xp, 
/ » 1 (cf. [2], p. 141, Theorem IV. 2.2).
Theorem 3.2. Lei (T„, J^), näO , be a martingale and suppose that A",,—0 a.e. 
Tct denote by {i/,} the difference sequence o f  this martingale and suppose that for all 
/ S i  we have a.e.
\d,\ S  0„
where the random variables Ő, are ^-measurable and such that
2 < 5 |€ L * .
i —1
I f  then the expectation E (X„Y„) exists and is finite. Further, we have
E (z„rn) =  2  E idfii)
i= i
and
|E(ZnTn)| ^  2\\ 2
i= i




exists and is finite. We have
I lim E(Znn ) | s  2 | | i  <5,11*11^, •
Proof. Since Y £ jfT by Remark 2.2 we deduce that for any
\d't\ =  E(|Y . - Y ^ M  S  E (y |^ ), i S  1.
It follows that
E ( |d |d y |)  S  E(<5( E ( y | ^ ) )  S  2 | | á , | | J E ( y | ^ ) | r  S  
— 2 ||i|||® ||y|lip ■< +  «*».
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Here we have used the Hölder inequality. Consequently, E(XnY„) is finite and again 
by the Hölder inequality
|E(Jr„y„)| -  I i  egmoi =s i  E(s,E&\*d) =i=l 1=1
=  E ( ( i % ) s 2 | | i ö i | | J y | ! y <  +  ~ .
i — 1 i=l
By the same method for arbitrary indices m^n we have
m
| E ( y „ y n) - E ( y mr m) | =  I z  £ ( d , d l ) \  s
i=m-f 1
S  Í  E(á,.E(y|^))
n
E ( i , y )  =
=  E(( Í  <5,)y) = 21| Í  5j||#||y||y.
i = m + l í = m-f1
Thus from our assumptions we deduce that {E(Tny„)} forms a Cauchy sequence. 
Consequently,
lim E(T„yn)n-»+“
exists. Finally, we trivially have
I l i m  E ( y n y n)j ^  H m  Í E ( | dtd't \ ) *
S  l i m  Í E ( i , E ( y | * 5 ) ) =  J  E (5 ,y )  =
'>- + “> j= i i= i
=  E ( ( Í % ) ^ 2 | | Í á i||4>||y ||>P.
i=l 1=1
This proves the assertion.
This theorem concerns the term Y of the decomposition X=Y+Z in Theorem
3.1 while the following one deals with Z.
We recall from [4] the following result. To every random variable Xd£?0 we 
can order a random variable Xc corresponding to arbitrary positive C, where Xc 
is such that |Tc|s (2 + 2  log 2)C and the a.e. and SP0 limit of it is X.
Now we are able to formulate
Theorem 3.3. Let (4>, IP) be a pair of conjugate Young functions and suppose that 
X£äP0 and Y€_$f. Then the expectation E(T„y„) is finite for arbitrary fixed n~\ 
and we have
E(T„F„) =  jtmd'i),
1 = 1
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where {</;} and {d[} denote the difference sequences corresponding to the martingales 
(Xn, and (Yn. respectively. We also have
E (XnY„) =  l im  E(Jirn c 7„ )
and
|E ( ^ n y „ ) | S  (1 6  + 1 6 l o g 2)\\X„UJY„\Ur, 
where X„c is defined as above (see [A]) for X—X„£é?0.
Proof. |JT„| is bounded by An_1^A„£L'>‘. Consequently,
\dn\ = \Xm-Xn^ \^2  l^L * .
Further, if Y^JYly then with arbitrary y tA f*  we have by Remark 2 .2  that
\d't\SE(y\^).
Also, together with y l^ff we also have E(y\&'i)£lJ' for arbitrary /S i .  Thus 
d(£_I? and by the Holder inequality
E ( k W il )  ^  2 E ( ; .i _ 1 E ( y |^ . ) )  S  4 ||A i _ 1L | |E ( y |J ^ . ) | |y  <  +  ~ .
This means that
|E ( j r „ y „ ) |<  + <x, and E(XHYn)= 2E(did'i).
i= l
Now we prove that
E(XnYn) = c lim E(X„cy„),
where Xnc is the random variable defined above for arbitrary C>0. In [4] we have 
shown that for arbitiary C >0 we have the inequality
\xn-xnc\ = I i  dtec(At-$ ^ 22„_16>c(A„_1),
l ' =  l
where by definition
0 ^ © c (AB_a) =  i - ( ^ - - i )  A l s l .
The limit of ©(-(A,,-!) is 0 as C — + °°. So, Xn — X„c-+Q a.e. as C—+°° and
|2fn - 2fBC| | y B| s 22„ . 1 |y n|.
Here the right-hand side is integrable since again by the Hölder inequality 
E (;.n_ 1 |y B| ) s 2 p n_ 1L i | y j i , < + - .
Thus the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem implies 
E(|2fB-2 fBc||yB| ) - 0  as C -  + o°.
Finally, we prove that
y '|E (jy By B) |  S  ( 1 6 + 1 6  log 2 )  i]2fBp c  || yB|| *■,
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This follows from the following remarks: together with X the random vaiiable X„ 
also belongs to and trivially \\Xn\\9<tS\\X\\»a. Also, if then trivially
F„€ and using Remark 2.3 we can prove that
H T J U j S  2\\Y„lX r ^ 2 m * r .
Consequently, by the generalized Herz inequality (cf. [4], Theorem 4.2) we get 
IE(X„T„)| ^  (8 + 81og2)||Tn| |^ | |r j |^  =§ 
á (1 6  + 161og2)||TJ^||TJUy .
This proves the assertion.
4. Generalization of the FefTerman—Garsia inequality
Theorem 4.1. Let X^ JY# and Y£3YV where (<P, '!’) is a pair of conjugate 
Young functions. We suppose that <P has finite power p. Then for arbitrary n~\ we 
have
|E ( T „ r „ ) |  S  C J X n\ U J Y n\U r , 
where C0> 0 is a constant depending only on <P. Further,
lim E(T„ y„)
-f oo
exists and is finite, moreover
|( U m o E (T nTn) | ^ C 0 | m | jrJ | y O ^ .
Proof. On the basis o f  Theorem 3.1 the random  variable A' can be decomposed 
as follows:
X = X' + X".
Here Xfilfi and A','~ E(A" | J^), uSiO, is such a martingale for which A"0'=0 a.e. 
and we can show in such a way as in Theorem 3.1 that
with
\X { - X U \  S  S, =  4(X *—X*_j) +  4E(X* —
II 2 HU =  || i ( 4 ( j r i* -jf,*1)+ 4E (J7 -jr li 1|^ _ 1))||# ^
i= l 1 = 1
s(4+4p)pr*iu .
Also, by Theorem 3.1, X'figP# and for X£=E(X" \ iF„), n=0 we have
and
Xi = 0 a.e. m  ^  13A'*_1 + 4 2  E(A? -  T.-lil^-xl)
i = l
m u  s  ( i 3 + 4 P)||A r* iu .
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Thus for Y£Jfv by Theorem 3.2 we get
|E(*„'FB)| S  2(4 + 4p)||T*L||Tn|Ur .
Also, by Theorem 3.3, we obtain
| E ( j r ; y j |  s  ( i 6 + i 6 i o g 2 ) ( i 3 + 4 P) | | j r ; i ! , i i r j j r y .
Therefore, from these,
IE(X„ Ym)\ S (8 + 8p + (16 +16 log 2)( 13 + 4p)) ||XB*|J» I I F J .
By the Burkholder—Davis—Gundy inequality (cf. [6], Theorem 15.1) we have that
K l l ^ c ;  f l j r . i i * . ,
since p, the power of <P, is finite. Here 0 is a constant depending only on <P. 
So, finally,
|E(T„Kn)| S  CMUJY„\U9,
where
C«= C; (8  +  8p + (16 + 161og2)(13 + 4p)).
Now we prove that lim E(T„F„) exists and is bounded by || Y\\#9 .
//-» +  OO
To this end it suffices to show that the sequence {E(FBFB)} is a Cauchy sequence. By 
Theorem 3.2 and by Theorem 3.3 we have that
E(T„F„) =  2  E M ),
i= l
where {*/,} and {d{) denote the martingale difference sequences corresponding to 
(X„, ,Wn) and (Fn, .9'n), respectively. From this it follows that if OSmSn are arbitrary 
indices then
|E(FBFB)-E (F mFm)| =  I Í  E(d,.d;)| =  |E((Fb- F J F b)|.
i= m +1
Therefore, by the inequality we have just proved we obtain
IE(X„F„)—E(XmFm)| s  C M - X J U J Y J l ^ .
It is trivially true that
m U r ^ \ \ Y \ \ x r ^  +  ~
further that l l^ —TJI.#-,»—0 as n,m-+ + °°. We get
|E(F„Fn)-E (F mFJ| - 0
as ti, + Consequently,
lim E (X„Yn)
exists. Since ||A'„||,*-ws||A'||.#«-<, we also have that
I lim E(FnFB)|sC *||A f|U J|F |U r .
'/j-* -f «> 1
This proves the assertion.
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A consequence of this is the following result which is the generalization of the 
well-known Fefferman—Garsia inequality.
Theorem 4.2. Let <P(x)=xp/p with 1 < /> <  + 00 and consider its conjugate 
Young function 'P(x)=xq/q, where q—p/(p—l). Suppose that X^XP^=XPp and 
YdJYlj, = 3fq. Then




exists and is finite. Moreover, we have
I lim E (Z „ y „ ) | é CpWXWx \\Y\\x•n-^-fco 1 * p i
Here Cp =- 0 is a constant depending only on p.
5. Remarks
It is needless to mention that our method of proof can also be used when proving 
the original inequality of Fefferman concerning the space and the space BM02.
When proving his inequality for 1 -xp^ 2 Garsia has defined the -space for 
the values of q^ 2. Let X^Ll and consider the set
A'T = {?: y€ £ ,, E((X—X„-j)2\&n) S  E (f |.iF„) a.e. Vn ^  l}. 
We say that XdJYj if A'fq) is not empty and in this case we put
\ \ X \ \ x ’ =  i n f  I
It is easy to see that || • \\x  ^ is a quasi-norm. Garsia’s original inequality is the follow- 
ing:if X£J(?p, and if Y£tfj, where then we have
\ ^ n Y n) \ ^ ^ \ \ X „ U p \\Yn\\K .
Now we show that the space where <P(x) = xq (q^ 2), and (q~2), coin­
cide. This will imply that our result expressed in Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 is 
really an extension of Garsia’s result to the value of 2.
In fact, suppose that X£:X~j, where q=2. Then for any yZA'T we have
E(|T-2fn_1||^ „ )  S  (E ((Jf-Z B_1)a| ^ ) ) 1/a s  ( £ ( y W Y 12 ^
^  E ((sup E (y21 #'*))1/21 &„).
k^l
If q> 2 then by the Doob maximal inequality the random variable
'/ — (sup E(y2| ,^))1''2
JkSl
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will belong to where <P(x) = xq. Namely, we have
E( ^ ) s  [~pr\ *“? E(E( v W )  =  { ~ r \  E( / )  -=+
since q>2. So the set A(*\ where <P—x9, is not empty. It also follows that
For q—2 we proceed as follows: it is known (cf. [2] Theorem II. 1.2) that the ,3 -^ 
and the JT2'-norms are equivalent. Therefore, implies that X*CL2 and it
follows that
E(\X-Xn-1\\^n)^E(2X*\^n).
So X£tf~2 implies that X£J(C0, &=x2.
On the other hand it is shown (cf. [2] Theorem III. 5.2) that X£JX0 implies 
X*dLq provided that <P=xq, Consequently, for q=2 we have
E((X-Xn. ir\^)^E(2X*^n),
which means that X£Jf0 implies X£$T'.
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STANDARD AND NEUTRAL IDEALS IN PREALGEBRAIC LATTICES
GERD RICHTER
1. Introduction
This paper is thought to be a continuation of our investigations in [13] and [14].
We know that the dual of an algebraic lattice is a Vx -lattice, i.e. a lattice in which 
every element is the join of a family of completely join-irreducible elements (cf. 
Crawley—Dilworth [3], Theorem 6.1).
^C-lattices (Maeda—Maeda [11]), ZM-lattices (Fritzsche [4] and Richter [12]), 
Z/-lattices (Richter—Stern [16] and [17]) and Baer lattices (Stern [19] and [20]) are 
special Kj-lattices. Janowitz ([10], Theorem 4.6) shows that in a finite modular 
AC-lattice F(L) is a standard ideal (cf. Grätzer [6] or [7]), where F(L) is the set of 
those elements which are the join of a finite (possibly empty) family of atoms.
Stern ([18], Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3) gives necessary and sufficient condi­
tions in y4C-lattices for F(L) to be a standard ideal. Moreover, we gave in [16] (Theo­
rem 21 and 23) necessary and sufficient conditions in ZZ-lattices for the set F(L) of 
those elements which can be represented as the join of a finite family of cycles, to 
be a standard ideal.
In algebraic lattices the set of precompact (inaccessible) elements (cf. Birkhoff— 
Frink [2], Gorbunov [5] and Grätzer—Schmidt [9]) is equal to the set of compact 
elements; in /-lattices and therefore also in ZI- lattices and AC-lattices this set is 
equal to F{L). Therefore, prealgebraic lattices, i.e. lattices in which every element is 
the join of a family of precompact elements (cf. Richter [13]—[15]), are useful gener­
alizations of algebraic lattices, dual algebraic lattices, V-J-, Z/-, and AC-lattices. 
Now the question is raised under which conditions the set of all precompact elements 
in a prealgebraic lattice is standard or neutral (cf. Birkhoff [1]), respectively.
We shall answer this question in some special lattices.
2. Basic notions
Let L be a complete lattice. For two elements a, b we define
b/a := (x: a S r S i i } .
An element q£b/a is called inaccessible (from below) in b/a or in another terminology 
precompact in b/a iff q=\T and TQb/a imply that q—\/T' with |7"|<«>.
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Q(b/d) is defined to be the set of all inaccessible elements in b/a. An element 
cdb/a is called compact in b/a iff c^VS and SQb/a imply that there exists a 
finite subset S'QS with c ^ V S'.
Note that q is precompact in b/a iff it is compact in q/a.
Let K(b/a) be the set of all compact elements of b/a. It is easy to see that K(Jb/a) Q 
~ Q(b/a) and that in an algebraic lattice K(b/a)=Q(b/d) holds.
An element v^ b/a is called completely join-irreducible in b/a, iff vSWT and 
T^b/a imply v£T. Let Vj/b/a) be the set of all completely join-irreducible elements 
of b/a. It is obvious that V1(b/a)^ Q(b/a).
We call z£ V^ b/a) a cycle in b/a iff z/a is a chain and z/x is a finite chain for 
each x with a<x^z. Let Z{b/a) be the set of all cycles of b/a and let A(b/a)Q. 
^ Z(Jb/a) be the set of all atoms of b/a, i.e. pdA(b/a) implies p covers a{p>a). 
Further we define
Q:=Q{L), K:= K(L), V, := VX(L), Z:=Z(L), A :=A(L).
If every element of L is a join of precompact elements, i.e. of elements of Q, then 
L is called a prealgebraic lattice or a Q-lattice. L is called compactly generated or 
algebraic, iff every element of L is a join of compact elements. A lattice is called Vx- 
lattice, iff every element of L is a join of completely join-irreducible elements. We call 
a Vx -lattice cyclically generated or Z-lattice, iff VX=Z holds. If in a Z-lattice A=Z 
holds, then it is called an atomistic lattice (T-lattice).
Further we say that the subset TQL satisfies the isomorphism property (I) 
iff for each t£T and for each bdL there exists an isomorphism
cp: x (p(x) =  xjb (x€t/bht)
of t/tAb onto tVb/b such that
<jo_1: cp_1(y) — y\t (yZtVb/b)
holds.
If L is a prealgebraic lattice, an algebraic lattice, a Vx -lattice, a Z-lattice or an ,4- 
lattice in which Q, K, Vx, Z, A satisfy (I), then we say that L is a ^/-lattice, AY-lattice, 
a Vx /-lattice or an AC-lattice, respectively.
The element a£L is called standard iff
xA (aVy) =  (xAa)V(xA>0
for all x, y(LL.
The element a£L is called neutral iff
(aAx)V(xAy)VOAa) =  (aVx)A(xVy)A(yVa)
for all x, y£L.
An ideal I of L is called standard or neutral, respectively, iff it is such as an ele­
ment of I(L), the lattice of all ideals of L.
3. Standard and neutral ideals
Every neutral ideal is standard but the converse does not hold in general. In a 
modular lattice every standard ideal is neutral (cf. Grätzer [7] or Grätzer—Schmidt 
[8 ])-
For our investigations we also need the following
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T heorem 1 (Grätzer—Schmidt [8], Theorem 2). Let L be a lattice and I be an 
ideal of L. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) I is standard.
(ii) For any principal ideal J of L
IM J = {iVj: i€/,j£J}.
where IjJ means the join of I and J in I(L).
Now we are able to give a necessary and sufficient condition for the set Q of a 
special prealgebraic lattice to be a standard ideal. This condition is a generalization of 
Stern ([20], Satz 2.7.5) and Richter—Stern ([16], Theorem 23), respectively.
T heorem 2. If the Q-lattice L satisfies condition
(X) b£Q(l/bAx) implies bjx£Q(l/x), 
then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) O is a standard ideal.
(ii) Q( l/x) is an ideal in l/x for each x£L and L satisfies condition 
(Y) bj x£Q(l/x) implies b£Q(l/bAx).
For instance, a finite modular AC-lattice is a ß-lattice satisfying (X) and (ii) 
(cf. Janowitz [10], Theorem 4.2 and 4.6). Before proving Theorem 2 we advance 
Lemmas 3 and 4.
Lemma 3. If the Q-lattice L satisfies condition (X) of Theorem 2, then the join 
of two precompact elements is also precompact.
P roof. Let p,q£Q. It is obvious that p£QQ/pAq). Therefore, pj qdQQ/q) 
by (X). Let pjq=\JT and S:—{s: s=q\f t, t£T). Then we get qj p — qj \JT= 
= \jS=\jS' for some finite subset S'={s: s=qjt, t£T'QT, S, since
pjqZQQIq)* >-e- pjq—fT'jq. Since qZQQ/qAfTj, we get qjp=qj\JT'd 
€Q(1/jT') by (X). Consequently, there exists a finite subset T" of T with
qjp = q\J\JT' = \JTj\JT' =  \JT"\I\JT' = \J{T’\JT").
Since T'ÖT" is a finite subset of T, qjp is precompact.
Lemma 4. If the Q-lattice L satisfies condition (X) of Theorem 2. then xV bf 
€(?(l/x) iff xjb=xjq with q£Q(b/0).
Proof. If q£Q, then q^ QQjxAq) and therefore xjb—xjq£Q(l/x) by (X). 
Let now xjb£Q(l/x) and
R := {)•; r =  xV q, qiQ(b/0)}.
Then xjb = jR holds. Since xV h€ß(l/x) and RQ l/x, we find a finite 
subset R'QR such that xjb — fR '. By the definition of R there exists a finite 
subset O' of Q(b/0) such that R'—{r: r—xjq, q€Q'}- By Lemma 3 \/Q'(:Q(b/0) 
holds.
Now we are able to give the
Proof of Theorem 2. Let O be a standard ideal. We show that Q(l/x) is an 
ideal in l/x for each x£L.
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Let p, qdQ(ljx). By Lemma 4 there are elements u, vdQ suchthat p—xMu and 
q—xMv. u\lv is precompact by Lemma 3, and therefore xM uM v=pM qdO(l/x) 
by Lemma 4.
Let now qd.Q(l/x) and let x^ySxMu=q with udQ- Then y£(ßV(x/0)) 
holds. Since ß  is standard, by Theorem 1 there exist sdQ and z^x such that
y= sM  z.
Since zSx^y=z\Js, we get y=s\lx, i.e. y€Q( 1/x) by Lemma 4. Conse­
quently, Q(l/x) is an ideal in 1/x for each xdL.
It remains to show that (Y) is satisfied.
Let b\l xdQ( 1/x). By Lemma 4 there exists an element qdQ(b/0) such that 
b\J x=qMx, i.e. bf (OM (x/0)). By Theorem 1 we get the existence of an element 
pdQ and of an element z£x/Q with b=z\Jp. Since pdO(l/xAp), we obtain 
b — zMpdQ(l/z) by (X). Consequently, since z^bAx^b=pMz, weget bdQ(l/xAb),
i.e. L satisfies (Y). Thus (i) implies (ii).
Now we show that (ii) implies (i).
Let (ii) be satisfied. By Theorem 1 we have to show that QM(x/0)~ {qMy: 
qd. O, ydx/0} for every principal ideal x/OQL.
Let x be an arbitrary element of L and let bd (ßV(x/0)). Then there exists an 
element qdQ suchthat b^q\/x. By (X) qV x£Q( 1/x) holds. Since ß(l/x) is an 
ideal in 1/x and x^xWb^xMq, weget x\/bdQ( 1/x). Thus bdQ(l/bAx) by (Y). 
By Lemma 4 there is an element p iß  with b=(bAx)Mb=(bAx)Mp. Consequently, 
Q is standard by Theorem 1.
Now we shall investigate ß/-lattices (e.g., every modular algebraic lattice is a 
QI- lattice).
Lemma 5. Let L be a QJ-lattice. Then every interval b/a^L is a QI-lattice.
P roof. Lemma 4 yields that b/a is a ß-lattice. Let qdO(b/a) and ddb/a. 
Then q is also precompact in b/qAd. According to Lemma 4 there exists an element 
pdQ with q=(qAd)\/p, and by (I) it follows q/qAds^ p/pAqAd=p/pAd, since 
p=pAq. Further we get q\Jd=(qAd)\/pMd=pMd. (I) yields qMd/d—pMd/d^ z 
= p/pAd. Therefore also qMd/d =  q/qA d. Further, (I) yields that the elements of the 
intervals q/qAd and qMd/d are exactly all elements of the form (qAd)Mx and 
dMx, respectively, with xdp/pAd. We have only to show that (zMd)Aq~-z for all 
zdq/qAd.
Let zdq/qAd and z—(qAd)Mx with xdp/pAd. Then zMd=xMd. Therefore 
we have qA(zMd)=qA(xMd)=({qAd)Mp)A(x\Jd). Stern ([19], Proposition 3.3) 
showed
((qAd)Mp)A(xMd) = (qAd)M(pA (xVd)).
Since pA(x\/d)=x by (I), we get qA(zMd)~(qAd)Mx—z.
C orollary  6 . Let Lbe a OI-lattice. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) ß  is a standard ideal.
(ii) ß  is an ideal.
P roof. Condition (X) is satisfied in L by (1). It remains to show that a QI- 
lattice satisfies (Y) and that 0(1/x) is an ideal in 1/x for each xdL. whenever ß  is 
an ideal.
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Let bVx€ß(l/x) f°r some .x£L. Then, by Lemma 4, there exists an element 
q€Q(b/0) such that bjx=q\x and bAxS(bAx)W q^b. Suppose (bAx)\q<b. 
Then there exists an element p£Q(b/0) with p (^bAx)Vq. Lemma 3 yields pWqdQ. 
1 /bAx is a ßZ-lattice by Lemma 5. We have
bAx S  (bAx)Vq <  (6Ax)V(<7V p)
and
x\J b =  xV q =  xV O7Vp),
i.e.
<p((bAx)V</) =  xV (bAx)\/q =  xV b = xV(bAx)V(?Vp) =  <p((hAx)V(</Vp)),
contradicting that ip is an isomorphism of qj p/(qj p)Ax onto xMqMp/x, since 
(qV p)AxSbAxS(bAx)\i q<(bAx)\J (pj q). Therefore (fi>Ax)\l q=b, i.e. b£0(\/bAx) 
since q£Q(q/qAbAx). Consequently, L satisfies (Y).
Let <2 be an ideal and let xf L. That the join of two precompact elements of 1/x 
is precompact follows by Lemma 5 and 3. Let q£Q(l/x) and z£q/x. By Lemma 4 
and (I) there exists an element p€ß  such that q—x\/p and
(p: r <-+ <p(r) =  xVr 0'€p/pAx)
is an isomorphism of p/pAx onto xVp/x. Therefore, there exists an r^ pjpAx 
with z—xVr. Since Q is an ideal and r^ p£Q, we have r£0. Thus 2=xV/’€ 
€ß( 1/x) by Lemma 4, i.e. Q(\/x) is an ideal in 1/x.
C orollary 7. Let L be a modular Q-lattice. 0 is a neutral ideal iff it is an ideal.
Proof. A modular ß-lattice is a Ql-lattice. In a modular lattice every standard 
ideal is neutral, therefore the proof is completed by Corollary 6.
In [15] (Lemma 3) we showed that every 01-lattice is semimodular. An ele­
ment x of a semimodular lattice is called finite dimensional iff the interval x/0 is finite 
dimensional.
Corollary 8. Let L be a Ql-lattice. If every element of Q is finite dimensional, 
then Q is a standard ideal.
Proof. Every finite dimensional element in a g-lattice is precompact. The join 
of two finite dimensional elements is also a finite dimensional element. Every element 
which is less than a finite dimensional element is finite dimensional. Therefore O is an 
ideal, and by Corollary 6 O is standard.
C orollary 9. Let L be a Kl-lattice. If 1 is a join of finite dimensional ele­
ments, then K is a standard ideal.
Proof. If 1 is the join of a family of finite dimensional elements, then cZK and 
cS  1 imply that c is less than the join of a finite family of finite dimensional elements,




4. Standard and neutral ideals in ^/-lattices
In this section we shall deal with ^/-lattices. Examples for them include, for 
instance, all modular dual algebraic lattices. Applying Theorem 2 we get the following
T heorem  10 (cf. Stern [20], Satz 2.7.5). Let L be a VxI-lattice. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent:
(i) Q is a standard ideal.
(ií) Q is an idea! and L satisfies (Y).
(iii) v/OQQ for each v£Vx and L satisfies (Y).
The condition
(Y) b\/ x£Q(l/x) implies b£Q(l/xAb)
is the same as was used in Theorem 2.
P ro o f . In [14] (Theorem 8) we showed that in a ^/-lattice q£Q(l/x) iff 
q=xfip with pdO. From this we get immediately that condition (X) of Theorem 2 
is satisfied. Then Theorem 2 yields that (i) implies (ii). Since Vx O. we get v/0 Q Q 
for all vf Vx if Q is an ideal. Therefore, (ii) implies (iii).
If v/0QQ, for all v£ Vx, then Q is an ideal by [14] (Theorem 44). Also, in [14] 
(Lemma 6 and 7) we showed that every interval of a FjZ-lattice is a (^/-lattice. Then
[14] (Corollary 2) yields that udVx(l/x) iff u=xyv with v£ Vx. By (I) we get 
u/x^v/vAx, i.e., u/xQQ(l/x) since v/vAxQQ(l/vAx). Therefore [14] (Theorem 
44) yields that Q(l/x) is an ideal in l/x. Thus (iii) implies (i) by Theorem 2, and the 
proof is complete.
For ZZ-lattices (e.g. geometric lattices or subgroup lattices of primary abelian 
groups) we have
T heorem  11 (cf. Richter—Stern [16], Theorem 23). Let L be a Zl-lattice. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) O is a standard ideal.
(ii) byx£Z(l/x) implies b£Q(l/bAx).
P ro o f . Since in a Z-lattice Z=VX and since z/O^ZQO for all z£Z, Q is 
an ideal by [14] (Theorem 44). Since Z(l/x)QQ(l/x), Theorem 2 yields that (i) 
implies (ii).
Let now (ii) be satisfied in L. We have only to show that condition (Y) of Theorem 
2 is satisfied. Let byx(LQ(l/x). Then by x = qAx with q£Q(b/0) by [14] (Theorem 8). 
According to [14] (Theorem 3) we have q=zxyzfJ ...Vz„ with zx, z2, ..., z„£Z.
For / ' = ! , . let xt:=xy zxy  ...y z t. Then
x =  r0 á x 1 = xy b
and xfiZ(l/Xj-x) hold. Further we have
xAb =  x0Ab ~ xxAb s i... is x„^ xAb S. xnAb =  b
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and
xi-1A(xiA b) = (Xj-i/\x,)Ab = xt-xA b.
Since we get Xi_xV(xiAb^Z^l/x^, i.e., xtAb£
€ö (1 /^i- 1AZ?) by (ii), and therefore, for i'=l, n, there are q£Q with xtAb= 
— (Xi-iA^ Wqi. Consequently, b = xnAb=(x0Ab)\/qx\/ ...\Jqn—(xAb)\Jp with p = 
=qx\J ...\Jq„. Since O is an ideal, p£0 holds. [14] (Theorem 8) yields that b is 
precompact in l/*Ab, which completes the proof.
C o ro llary  12. Let Lbe a modular Z-lattice, a so called ZM-lattiee. Then Q is a 
neutral ideal.
P roof. A modular Z-lattice is a modular C-lattice in which 0 is an ideal. 
Therefore Q is a neutral ideal by Corollary 7.
Theorem 10 and Theorem 11 show that in Stern ([20], Satz 2.7.5 and Satz 2.7.7) 
the assumption that all elements of Vx are finite dimensional can be dropped.
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WITHIN PAIR ORDER EFFECTS IN PAIRED COMPARISONS
G. SADASIVAN
Summary
In this paper methods of estimation of order effects within each pair in a paired comparison 
experiment are discussed. Two methods are developed, one using the original preference data and 
the other using angular transformation to the original preference data. The analysis with transforma­
tion helps us to estimate the errors o f the estimates as well and hence seems to be more advantageous. 
The methods are illustrated with the help of an example from sensory evaluation.
1. Introduction
In paired comparisons of a set of t stimuli, the final rankings of the stimuli are 
affected by the order in which the stimuli of a specified pair are presented to a judge 
who is to express his preference for one of the stimuli against the other. This effect 
is usually eliminated by an appropriate design for balancing the experiment for order 
of presentation of the stimuli in a pair. In this paper we treat two methods of isola­
tion of the order effect in each of the t(t—1)/2 pairs of t stimuli in a paired comparison 
experiment, by devising suitable models for the purpose. In the development here, 
order effects are estimated without admitting ties, by giving a score ‘1’ for the pre­
ferred stimulus and zero for the non-preferred stimulus. Schefie [8] developed an 
analysis of variance for scored differences from pairs that allows for order of presen­
tation of items within a pair. Beaver and Gokhale [2] modified the Bradley—Terry 
model to incorporate within pair order effects. Davidson [4] has presented a model for 
order-effects within the Bradley—Terry pattern by using a parameter for scaling the 
relative worths of the items to represent the order of presentation. Sadasivan [7] 
has developed a procedure using the Bradley—Terry pattern for estimating the aver­
age order effect over all the pairs in a paired comparison experiment. Davidson and 
Beaver [5] have considered a generalization of the Bradley—Terry model for paired 
comparisons in the presence of ties and which examines the effects of the order of 
presentation of the objects within a pair. Fienberg [3] has shown how the model of 
Davidson and Beaver can be represented in log-linear form and how the results for 
maximum likelihood estimation follow directly from known results by log-linear 
models fitted to categorical data. In the developments in this paper we use a variant of 
the Thurstone—Mosteller model [9], [10] for estimating the within pair order-effects 
in a paired comparison experiment.
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In the proposed models we use two sets (set I and set II) of observations on each 
pair (/,/)  (/</; 2, t) of t stimuli, one presented in the order (/, j) desig­
nated O(i.j) and the other in the opposite order 0(j, /). Let each pair be repeated 
n times in each set of observations. Then for the pair of stimuli (/, j) we have under 
model (1)
(2.1)
E(XLij) = S,+eu for 
E(Xj. o) = SJ-0iJ for 
E(Xiji) = Si+Oji for 
EiXj.jd = Sj—Oji for
0(i,j) 
0(i,j)
0(j, Í) and 
0(j, i),
where XLiJ, XjAj, XLJi and Xjjt are the observe dresponses of the/th and /'th stim­
uli, along a linear sensation continuum for 0(i,j) and 0(j, /), respectively, Sh Sj, 
the true responses for the ith and _/th stimuli and 0y , 6jh the parameters of the expect­
ed effects for 0(i,j) and respectively. The implication under this model is
that order effect is advantageous to the object presented first and disadvantageous to 
the same extent to the object presented second along the postulated linear continuum. 
Define Ojt=— 0y. In other words we assume that the expected order effect is sym­
metric with respect to the stimuli. From this it is evident that 0 and 0 -^= 0 
under this model. Mosteller [9] obtains the ratings without order effects for the t 
stimuli using a score ‘1’ for the preferred stimulus and a score ‘O’ for the non-preferred 
stimulus under the following assumptions.
(i) There is a set of stimuli which can be located in a linear, subjective, sensa­
tion continuum.
(ii) Each stimulus when presented to an individual gives rise to a sensation in 
the individual.
(iii) The distribution of sensations for a particular stimulus over repetitions is 
normal.
(iv) The stimuli are presented in pairs to any individual thus giving rise to a sen­
sation in the individual for each stimulus.
(v) Assume equal standard deviations for each stimulus and zero correlations 
between pairs of stimuli.
This latter condition in (v) has been altered to one of equal correlations with no 
basic change in the method in Mosteller [10]. Assumptions (i) to (iv) are valid for 
each set in our case. Assumption (v) regarding equal variances is also valid for each 
set, if we assume equal variances a2 for the distribution of estimates of stimuli and 
equal variances cr2 for the estimates of order effects. Note that the estimates are kept 
identical for each data set. Thus define
d,ij.ij = XUJ- Xj.ij-
E(diJAJ) =  St-Sj+lGij for O(iJ).
Then
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Similarly, X j. jh E(dlj.ji) = S i- S j —20iJ for 0(j,i). The vari­
ances of djj.ij and dtj.y, being identical can be represented as
(2 .2 ) a dt  =  2 ( a 2+2a' f)
if there is no pairwise correlation among the stimuli;
(2.3) <rd2 =  2[<r2(l —e)+2a*]
if there is a constant pairwise correlation q  among the stimuli. In deductions (2.2) 
and (2.3) it has been assumed that estimates of stimuli and order effects are independ­
ently distributed. Note that djt.tj has also the same set of variances. Let p}p be the 
observed proportion of preferences for stimulus 7 ’ against stimulus [/" from the n 
repetitions of the pair (i,j) in set I. Then following Mosteller [9]—[11]





dij.ij — Si 4- Sj — 20 ij
and Si, Sj and 0'u are estimates of Si, Sj and 0y adjusted to make adlJ=l. Thus
(2.6) pfp = F(S'l — Sj+20'tj) 
or
(2.7) Si-S'j+20'ij = F~1(pjp) =  Dip (say).
Similarly, using the data of set II, the observed proportion of preferences for 7” 
against ‘j ’ viz.
(2.8) pip = F(Si-S'j-20'ij) 
or
(2.9) Si — Sj—20'ij = F-i(piP) = Dip (say).
Similarly, it can be shown that
F-^pjp) = D^p = -Djp and 
F-\ptf) = Df =  -Dip.
(2.10) Si-S'j = j  [Dip +Dip] = D'jj (say)
Olj =  j  [ D iP -D ip ] .( 2 . 11)
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The solutions (2.11) are unique and hence can directly be obtained from data sets 
I and II by using a table of normal integrals. Solution (2.10) are not unique and hence 
the Si’s are estimated by least squares. Setting 5',' = 0, the linearly independent set of 
normal equations can be obtained as
(2.12) ( f - l ) S Í -  2  Sj = Z Vi 0  = 2, 3, .... /).jVi j * i
(2.12) can be expressed as
(2.13) (X'X)S = D
where (X'X) is a (/ — 1)X(/ — 1) matrix, the transpose S' of S=(S'2, S’s, ..., S',) 
and the transpose D' of D:
d ' =  { Z » * j , 2 ^ . .........
yV 2 jV  3 j* t
Hence the estimate of the ratings vector S* of S is obtained as
(2.14) S* = (x'xyw.
For the above analysis to be valid (a) Xj.y, Xj.u should be normally distrib­
uted for set I with uniform variance; (b) Aj.,,-, Xj.y should be either independent 
or equally correlated and (c) the scale should be additive. Similar conditions should 
apply to set II. If any of these conditions fail, the ratings will not reflect the true situa­
tion. It may further be noted that the assumption of normality is only a computational 
device for building up a rating scale. Moreover, the variability of Xt,tj will be homo­
geneous only if (i) the variances of Si are equal and (ii) variances of 6'u ’s are equal. 
The variances of the differences (Xt. jj—Xj. tj) will be homogeneous only with the further 
condition (iii)that the correlation between pairs (AT(.y , Xj.y) are either zero or equal. 
These conditions are not easy to attain in practical situations. For instance in sensory 
testing an extraneous factor as taste fatique will affect the variability of any stimulus. 
Further, conditions (ii) and (iii) will easily get disturbed. Thus, it may happen that 
different judges have entered into the preference testing giving rise to different corre­
lations among pairs of stimuli. It is shown in the appendix how violation of conditions
(i), (ii) or (iii) renders the variances heteroscedastic. The normality of responses and 
additivity of scale may also get disturbed under this situation. Hence to stabilise 
the variance and to make other conditions valid, we transform the original preference 
data by using angular transformation. This procedure eventually helps us to get the 
estimates of the errors of estimates as well. For analysis by this procedure to be valid 
we modify the assumptions under the model as follows. (A) The responses are additive 
along the transformed scale denoted by X. (B) The variability of Jp;.y , the value of 
Xi.ij on the transformed scale is uniform for (/ = 1, 2, ..., /). (C) Pairs of responses 
are equally correlated under the new scale. (D) The distribution of sensations for a 
particular stimulus becomes normal under the new scale.
Now for Model (2) use the inverse sine transformation
0' — arc sin ( / /
where p' is the observed proportion from a binomial sample of size n from a popula­
tion with true proportion of success p. 0' is approximately normally distributed with
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nearly independent variance depending on whether 0' is measured in degrees or radi­
ans. It is well-known that this transformation stabilizes the variances of data expressed 
in the form of percentages [1]. Since a transformation intended to stabilize variances, 
stabilizes the covariances as well (Ref. Appendix) this transformation is used here. 
Now proceeding as before we get an expression of the same form as (2.5) under the 
modified assumptions. Now replace (2.5) by
(2.15) F(x) = y  f  cos.vdy =  y(t-t-sinx) ^ - y á x r S y j  
where
x  = Sj—Sj+lOy,
§i, Sj and ötj being the parametric values under the new scale. Note that x here rep­




pfP = y [ l+ s in  ($ -£ ,• + 20,,)]
p\f = y  [1 + sin (Sj — Sj — 2&ij)]
(2.17) Sl-S'j+ldij =  sin-1(2pil) - l )  =  D\f (say)
and
(2.18) Si-S'j-20ij = sin_1(2p\f - 1) =  D\f.
Note that S j ,  8-j in (2.17) and (2.18) represent the estimates of Sh Sj and 8U 
in the new scale. Using similar notations it can be shown in the same way that
sin-1(2p(l>-l) = űj}> =-D\y 
sin_1(2pjj) —1) = Djf =  —D\f.
Solving (2.17) and (2.18)
(2.19) 8 ',j  = 4; (i <  j; i,j -  1; 2, ..., t)
(2.20) S[-S'j= y  [Dip + Dip] = D\j = -D'Jt
O' < /;  iJ = i. 2, . . . , /) .
Solutions (2.19) for the order effects are unique. Now, it can easily be shown that
(2.21) Var D\f = Var D \ f  = y . 
Hence
(2.22) Var 8'tj = (Sn)-1.
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Since the system of equations (2.20) does not provide unique estimates, we use the 
method of least squares for solution of the system. After setting §1=0, the resultant 
independent set of normal equations can be expressed as
(2.23) (X'X)S=D 
where (X'X) is a (/ — l)X (t — 1) matrix,
S' = (S'2, §',,...,§;)
and
&  =  { Z D ' 2j, 2 ß s j ,
jV 2  jV 3 j ^ l
S', D' being the transpose of the column vectors S and D, respectively. Thus the esti­
mates of the vector of ratings is given by
(2.24) S* = (X'X)~lD.
The dispersion matrix of §* is given by
£  =(X'X)-1Z(X'X)-i 
s * Ö
where ^ , the dispersion matrix of the vector D can be easily evaluated.
3. An adequancy test for model




("Pi? -  np*jmf
n p * r
+ 2 ( n p í P - n p t j ^ Yn p t r
In (3.1) pip and p\f are the preference proportions for i from sets I and II, respec­
tively. Now to test for Model (1), p*j1}, pt/2> the estimates of p\p,p\f under the hy­
pothesis of adequacy of the model are obtained by substitution of S-, S'j, 0'tj in 
equations (2.6) and (2.8) and reading the corresponding proportions from a table of 
normal integrals. In testing Model (2), and p*j 2> in (3.1) are obtained by substi­
tution of Si, S'j and S-j in the system (2.17) and (2.18). Xv is here distributed as a chi- 
square with degrees of freedom (t — I)(/—2)/2. If the chi-square is not significant for 
any model, the corresponding model is adequate.
4. An illustration from food technology
Chappatties prepared under identical conditions from four varieties of wheat 
were coded 1, 2, 3, 4 and tested for their palatability using an expert judge. Each pair 
was oflFered for testing 10 times in one order and 10 times in the reverse order. Suf­
ficient time was allowed between successive testings. The pairs were grouped into 
sets according to order of presentation.
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Set 1 (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (2,3) (2,4) (3,4)
Set II (2,1) (3,1) (4,1) (3,2) (4,2) (4,3).
The corresponding proportions of preferences were obtained from the data as follows:
P12 P13 Pu Psa P 24 PS4
Set I .4 .3 .2 A .3 .4
Set II .5 .2 .1 .5 .4 .3.
Computations for the analysis without transformation were made in the following 
steps:
Step 1. Using the normal integral table find the values of x corresponding to
the preference proportions. This gives Dfp and D\f.
Step 2. Obtain
From these values find
Step 3. Find
A = Z A 0  0 =  2 , 3 , . . . , / ) .
jVi
_  D i r - d i p
u ~ 4
Step 4. Obtain (X’X)“1.
Step 5. Find S*=(X'X)~'D. 
Computations gave the following result.















D'u -.126830 -.683784 -1.062573 -.126830 -.389283 -.389283















D’ji .126830 .683784 1.062573 .126830 .389283 .389283
A =( — .389283, .421381, 1.841139).
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1 1 1
2  1  4" -.389283 .370988
5* =
1 1 1
T  2  T .421381 = .573655
l 1 l 1.841139 .928593T  T  2
The estimates of order effects are
e'a = .063415; 0'13 = .079439; 0^  = .109 956;
032 =.063 415; 0« = .067 811; 0'4 =  .067 811.
Computations for the method using angular transformation were made in the 
following steps.
Step I. Using table XU of Hald [6] find
D\f = s in -^ p /O - l)  = 2 sin
and
D!?> =  sin-i(2pi?>-l) = 2 sin 
Step 2. Find D[j=~[D\f + D\f] ; D’n= -D'u.
Step 3. Find 8'u= j [Dip- Dip].
Step 4. Find D' = (2  A'y, 2  Ay, •■••2 Ay)-
y#2 j v  3  jVt
.Step 5. Find (X'X)”1 and 2a
Step 6. Compute S* = (X'X)-'D\ 2s*=(X'X)~12  b(X'X)-1.
Computations gave the following table:
S et o n o 13 DX\ o 23 Du ^34
(1) -  .2020 -  .4222 -  .6442 - .2020 -.4222 -.2020
(2 ) -  .0006 -.6442 -.9278 -  .0006 -.2020 -  .4222
D'u -.1013 -.5332 -.7860 -.1013 -.3121 -.3121
8'u -.0503 .0555 .0709 -  .0503 -.0551 .0551
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From the table Z>'=(-.3121, .3224 1.4102). Then
I l l -.3121 .27712 4 4
1 1 1 
4 2 4 .3224 = .4332







The order effects were obtained as:
0'12 = -  .0503; di8 = .0555; Ö'l4 =  .0709;
Ö'M = -  .0551; %s =  -  .0503; d'3i =  .0551;
with standard error 0.111 showing that none of the effects are significant. The y2 ’s 
for analysis without and with transformation were respectively 0.886 and .895 for 3 
degrees of freedom. This shows that the models are adequate for the present data. 
However, the second model has the additional advantage that it helps in the estima­
tion of errors as well.
Appendix
Let the variance of S- be a‘f and variance of 0ij = afj. Then Var . tJ- =  of 4- trfj. 
Thus these variances become unequal. If the correlations between X-,.^  and Xj. 
are unequal,
Var(Xuj-Xj'tj) = af+a2j + 2afj-2Qu Viaf+aDítf+afj).
These variances will not get stabilized even when standardized. If angular trans­
formation stabilizes this variance, it becomes
Var (Xj ij-Xj iß = 2a- + 4d'f-2g(d2 + d2)
under the transformed scale showing that the correlation gets stabilized.
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DIRECT INTEGRAL OF MULTIFUNCTIONS INTO 
VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS
DÉNES PETZ
Summarizing the objective of the present paper we can say that it introduces and 
deals with the direct integral of multifunctions defined on a Polish space and having 
closed values in a von Neumann algebra endowed with the strong topology in order 
to obtain applications in the classical reduction theory of von Neumann algebras.
Reduction theory works with notions as a measurable field of operators, von 
Neumann algebras etc. Roughly speaking, a field of von Neumann algebras means 
that for every y£T a strongly closed *-subalgebra of B(H),  say s i (y), is given (here 
H  is a fixed separable Hilbert space). Such a field is called measurable if there is a 
sequence (A„) of measurable fields of operators such that -sí (y) is generated by 
{A„(y): n£N} for every y£f. This strange notion of measurability was cleared up 
by E. G. Effros, who introduced a standard Borel structure on the weak* closed sub­
spaces of B(H) and showed that measurability with respect to this Borel structure is 
equivalent to the measurability above.
In some cases, working with reduction theory one needs more general subsets of 
B(H)  (not necessarily subspaces). Hence we follow another approach based upon 
the theory of multifunctions.
1. Preliminaries. In this section we collect some definitions and results, mainly 
from [9] and [10]. Throughout the paper s i  will be a von Neumann algebra with sepa­
rable predual, JH a complete separable metric space with a finite Borel measure p.
Let E be a separable Banach space. An E-valued function /:  r-*E is called 
weakly measurable if for every x*£E* the complex function y€r*-*-(/(y), x*) is 
^-measurable. Denote by LXB(T, p, E) the normed space of all weakly measurable 
/s-valued functions on t  such that
l l / l l i =  / l l / (r ) l l  d f i ( y )r
is finite. (As usual, functions equal /i-almost everywhere are identified.) LXB(T, p, E) 
is a Banach space and isometrically isomorphic to the projective tensor product 
Lx(r, p)®E.
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is //-measurable. Lq(T, //, EX) denotes the separated space of all //-essentially bounded 
weak* measurable functions with the norm
IlglU = ess sup {||g(y)|[: y<EF}.
The spaces Lg(r, //, E)* and Lq(T, // ,E *) can be identified in the usual way. 
Hence if sé is a von Neumann algebra with separable predual then Lq(T, //, sé) is 
also a von Neumann algebra and its predual is L \ { r ,  //, séfi (cf. [6], 3.2).
Let X be a topological space. Denote by 2X the collection of all nonempty closed 
subsets of X. A function H\ r -*2X will be called multifunction with closed values. 
We note that H can be viewed as a subset of rxX.
Let //: T -*2X be a multifunction. H is said to be //-measurable if the set
H-(F)={ytr: H(y)f)FX0}
is //-measurable for every F£2X. A sequence (</>„) of //-measurable functions of F into 
X is called a Castaing representation of H provided that
H ( y )  =  {<r>n ( y )  ■ « € N }
for every y£F.
A Polish space means a separable topological space which is metrizable to a com­
plete metric space. The closed unit ball stx of the algebra sé wilh the strong topology 
is a Polish space. If X is a Polish space and H: r -*■ 2X is a multifunction with closed 
values then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) H is //-measurable;
(ii) there is a Castaing representation for H\
(iii) there is a Borel set f 0c f  such that //(F \F 0) = 0 and H\T0 has a Cas­
taing representation consisting of Borel functions.
Finally, we recall that analytic space means continuous image of a Polish space. 
A metrizable analytic space will be called Souslin space. A Borel subset of a Souslin 
space is a Souslin space (i.e. a Souslin set). The measurable cross section theorem tells 
us the following. If X and Y are Souslin spaces, // is a finite Borel measure on Y and F 
is a Borel map from X onto Y then there exists a //-measurable map q> from F, into X 
such that Focp(y)=y for every y€F.
2. Direct integrals of multifunctions. Let sé be a von Neumann algebra with 
separable predual and endow sé with the strong topology. It is quite clear that a 
multifunction H: F 2* is //-measurable if and only if the multifunctions y£/V> 
{adsé\ \\a\\^ n} are //-measurable for every k£N. Of course, if the values 
of H: r -*2* are strongly closed subspaces then for the //-measurability of H it is 
necessary and sufficient that y^ r>-*Fl{y)C]sé1 be //-measurable. This is the case when 
H(y) is a von Neumann subalgebra of sé (possibly with different unit) for y£F. 
Hence different definitions give the same measurable fields of von Neumann algebras 
(cf. [9], IV. 8.3 and [4], Lemma 2.1).
Theorem 1. Let H: F —2* be a multifunction with closed values. Then H is 
H-measurable if and only if the following condition is fulfilled.
There is a Borel set F0c F  such that /z(F\F0) =  0 and the set 
V*' A(T0, H)= {(y, d)£T0Xsé: a£H{y)} is a Borel set in TXsé.
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Proof. It is clear that (A) is fulfilled for H if and only if it is fulfilled for all the 
multifunctions y€Fi-+Fl(y)On- six. Hence we may assume that H(y)c.sfx. If
(A) is satisfied and Fdséx is a closed set then A(F0, / / ) f ) F x F  is analytic. So 
H~(F) is /(-measurable. Conversely, assume that H is /(-measurable. Since siy is a 
Polish space there exists a F0c:F such that /i(F \F 0)= 0  and H | F0 has a Castaing 
representation consisting of Borel functions {g„: «6N}. Let d be a metric on s/x. 
Then
S(n, e) =  {(7, t)eraXsdl: d(t, g„(y)) <  e)
is a Borel set in f 0X ^ i since (7, t)y-*d(t, g„(7)) is a Borel function. It is straight­
forward that
A ( r 0, H ) =  fl Ü S f a m - 1)
m=1 n= 1
and this shows that A(r0, H) is a Borel set in rxsi1.
E xam ple 1. If gdLg (F, g, si) then the singleton valued “multifunction” 
7>->-{g(y)} is /(-measurable.
E xam ple 2. If g€Le(F, g, si) then y>-*-Spg(y) is a /(-measurable multifunc­
tion (scalars are identified with scalar operators). Indeed, using Lusin’s lemma, for 
£>() we can take Fec F  suchthat d isclosed , /í(F \F c)<£, ||g(y)||^||g||<„ for 
y€Fr and g is continuous on Fc. Choose a sequence £ „ \0  and let F0=:U {Fs : 
« €  N } .
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that s'J acts on a separable Hilbert space 
H, and let {£„} be dense in H. Trivially, AdB(H) has a bounded inverse if and only 
if there exists <y£N such that
( i )  M i l l !  ^  q-'MiW ( / € N ) ,
(ii) M*íill S  q-'UA (i€N).
Now we define
k) = {(7, A)6FeXC: ||(g(y)-AKJ ^  <T1ll6k|| and
ll(g(y)*-*)kll ^  <r1ll&ll}-
This is a Borel set in rxsi. Therefore
r l ( F 0, S p g )  =  G U O  HCn(q, k)
n = l q = l k = 1
is analytic and Theorem 1 can be applied.
®
Let H: F-+2** be a /(-measurable multifunction. Its direct integral f  H(y)dg(y)
r
is defined as the set of all g£L% (F, g, si) such that g(y)dH(y) for /(-almost 
all 7£F. A trivial example is the following. If g^L  ^(F, g, si) then (g}=
©
= J  {g(y))dg(y). Other examples will be shown later, 
r
7*
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A set AczLg(r, p, s i)  is said to be decomposable if there exists a ^-measurable
multifunction H: T —2* such that A = f  H(y)dp(y).
r
Theorem 2. Let H: T -*2'A be a p-measurable multifunction. Then
J H(y)dp(y) is strongly closed, 
r
This follows easily from the following result.
L emma 1 ([6], 3.2.7). Let (gn)czLg(l\ p, s i) be abounded sequence. I f  g„ converges 
to 0 strongly then there is a subsequence (gkJ  such that gkn(y) converges to 0 strongly as 
n-*°° for f.i-almost all y£T. On the other hand, i f  g„(y) converges to 0 strongly for 
H-almost every y£L then g„ converges to 0 strongly.
Theorem 3. Let Hp T -*2-A be p-measurable multifunctions (7=1,2). I f
f  H f  y)dp(y)a J H2(y)dp(y) then H1(y)czH2(y) for p-almost all y£T. 
r r
Proof. By Theorem 1 there is a Borel set f 0c f  suchthat p (L \L u)=0, more­
over A ( r 0, Hj) and A{T0, H2) are Borel sets in T0X s i1. Let S —A(T0, H j) \  
\ A ( T 0, H2). Then S' is a Souslin set and n (S )czr  is /i-measurable where 
n: r X s i x L is the projection mapping. We have to prove that p(n(S)) = 0.
Take S 1 = S  U  A (T0\ n ( S ), I f )  and apply the measurable cross section theorem. 
Doing so we obtain a ^-measurable function <p: L0^ S l such that q>(y)€Hi(y). 
® ®
Hence <p£ JH1(y)dp(y) and (p£ J H2{y)dp{y). For y£n(S) we have <p(y)$.H2{y) 
r r
(therefore pn(S))—0, indeed.
As a corollary we can establish that if  A(z Lq (T, p, s i)  is a bounded decompo­
sable set then its decomposition is unique up to a zero set.
T heorem 4. Let A a L g (L , p, si) be a strongly closed set in the unit ball. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) A is decomposable;
(ii) i f  g1, g2f.A and p is a diagonal projection in Lq {T, p, si) then 
p g i+ {}-p )g ^A ;
(iii) i f  (g„)c; A and (/;„) is a sequence o f diagonal projections in Lq (T, p, si)
co oo
such that 2 p n= \ then 2  p„g„£A.
n= 1 n= 1
n
Proof, (i)—(ii) is trivial. Let us prove (ii)-*(iii). We obtain Sn= 2  PiSrH
i = 1
(1 -  2 P i)g i€ A by induction. Since Sn—+ 2  Pigi we have 2  P ig fA -
i = l i = l i = l
To show (iii)-»(i) we assume (iii). Let (qn) be dense in A. The multifunction 
y>-*H(y)={qn(y): n£N} is ^-measurable since it is given by a Castaing representation.
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© ©
We intend to prove that A= J  H(y)dp(y). By Lemma 1 we have Ac: f  H(y)dp(y).
r r
©
Suppose that g€ j  H(y)dp(y), e> 0  ,and / i ,  ..., f k^L \(r , p, s / J +. We are look- 
r
ing for gi€A  such that
(ft, (g -ih )* (g -g i)>  ^ e O'Sfc).
This will assure that g£A.
We take a Borel set f 0c r  (to be specified later) such that p ( F \ r 0)= 0 and 
endow the set X = r oX  {0, 1 }N with the product topology. Then X  is a Souslin space. 
The set
X x = {(y, Aj, A2, ...XA': 2  = 1 and for j  S  k
1 i =  1
( f j  (y), [.?(y) -  2  A, <7; (y)] [g (y)-  2’ <7, (y)])  ^<$}
is a Borel set in X  since it is defined by a Borel function on r„. It is not difficult to see 
that r 0 can be chosen in this way. Then Xx is a Souslin space. Denote by n: X-*T0 
the projection onto the first coordinate space. n(X1)= r 0, and we apply the meas­
urable cross section theorem. It gives a measurable function <p: r„-*X1 such that 
rc(<p(y))=y (y€ r0). Then <p(y)=(y, Afy), A2(y), ...) , where X ^L ^(r , p, si)  is
a 0-1 valued function, that is a diagonal projection (/£N), and ^  A*= 1. By con-
i= i
dition (iii) 2  and for j ^ k
i= i
( f j , ( g - g i ) * ( g - g i ) )  =  f  ( f ( y ) ,  [g(y)-gi(y)]*[g(y)-gi(y)])i/g(y) = fy<(r).
r
The proof is complete.
C o r o lla r y . Let A clLq (T, si) be a decomposable strongly closed convex set. 
I f  d is a positive diagonal contraction then 
( * )  a,b£A implies ad+b{\—d)£A.
P ro o f . Let £>„ be the collection of all positive diagonal contractions such that 
(* ) holds. By Theorem 4 D0 contains every diagonal projection and evidently D0 
is strongly closed. On the other hand, simple calculation shows that D0 is convex. Using 
the spectral theorem we can conclude that D0 is the set of all positive diagonal con­
tractions.
3. Applications. The central spectrum of an element a of a von Neumann algebra 
si is defined in the following fashion (see [8]).
o(a)= {cd*#: (c~a)p  is not invertible in sip  for any non-zero central projec­
tion p).
In case of a factor the central spectrum coincides with the spectrum if scalars 
are identified with scalar operators.
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T heorem  5. Let J si(y)dp(y) be the central decomposition o f the von Neumann 
r
© ®
algebra si. Then for any a= J a(y)dp(y)dsi we have <r(a)= J Sp a(y)dp(y).
r r
P ro o f . We have already seen that the multifunction y>->-Spa(y) is ^-meas­
urable (Example 2 ) .  If c$ó(a) is a central element then (c—a)e has an inverse in sie 
for a non-zero central projection e. Denote this inverse by b. Then b(y)[c(y)—n(y)] =  
—[c(y)—.a(y)]b(y)=l and c(y)^Spö(y) for ^-almost all yGfyíT: e(y)=l}. Hence
©
we conclude that c$ J Sp a(y)dp(y). 
r
®
Suppose that J~ S pa(y)dg(y). The set T1 =  {yCT: c(y)$Spu(y)} is /i-meas- 
r
urable and p(Tj)>0. For y£T1 there is b(y)£,zi(y) such that [u(y)—c(y)]h(y) =  
=  b(y)[u(y)—c(y)]=l. One can find l \ c : r i and 7í£N  with the properties /r(T2) > 0 
and ||6(y)||^n (y£-T2). Let /  be the characteristic function of T,,. Then for
e= J %(y)dp(y) the operator (a — c)e has a bounded inverse in sie. Since e^O  
r
we have c <j a (a).
This theorem can be used to deduce some properties of the central spectrum from 
those of the spectrum (cf. [8]).
T heorem  6 . Let s i  be a finite von Neumann algebra with separable predual and 
let x be a linear mapping o f  s i  into its center <€. Then the following statements are equiv­
alent:
(i) t is the canonical center-valued trace;
(ii) r(a)£conv <r(a)s for every ad si.
P r o o f . A similar characterization of the center-valued trace was proved in [5]. 
There central-convex hull stood instead of common convex hull. So it is sufficient to 
see that after taking closure these two sets are the same.
n n
Clearly, conv cr(d)aco a(a) (hereco g(o)= {  25Pici• 2  Pi~ 1 p{
i= i  i= i
© 0
Take the central decomposition j  si(y)dp(y) of si. Then <r(a) =  / S p  a(y)dy(y)
r r
_______  ©
and one can check without difficulty that convu(a)= J  conv Sp a(y)dp(y).
________  /
Now the corollary of Theorem 4 gives that conv a(s)s is central-convex.
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ON DETACHED IMMERSIONS
ANDRÁS SZŰCS
D efin itio n  1. A fibrewise linear map <P: E(c)-+ R‘‘ from the total space of an 
«-dimensional vector bundle c (^ (0 : £ (£)-+B(£)) into the Euclidean space R1 
is called an r-detached bundle map (where r is a natural number or zero) if for any 
two different points x,y£B(q) rank{c?(^x), 4>(£y)}s2n  —r. (Here qx stands for the 
fibre over x, and {<£(£*), 0(c,.)j denotes the linear subspace generated by <t>(fx) 
and <*>(£„).)
D efin itio n  V. A fibrewise linear map <1>: E{£) — Rq will be called loudly r- 
detached if for any jc€5(0 there exists a neighbourhood {/x of .vin B(q) such that 
the restriction of 4> to 7r(£)“ ’(£/*) is r-detached.
D efin itio n  2. An immersion / :  M"—R'1 is called r-detached (resp. locally 
r-detached) if d f  is /--detached (resp. locally r-detached).
The aim of the present paper is to show that a Smale—Hirsch—Gromov type 
theorem (the “h-principle”) holds for r-detached maps in “metastable range” defined 
in the Theorem below.
T h eorem . I f  r(q— 2n+r— l)>(3/2)n then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) There exists an r-detached immersion A/"-- R'1.
(2) There exists an r-detached bundle map TM  — R‘‘.
(3) There exists a bundle map T : TMX TM - Rq such that
(a) is equivariant in the sense that i f  *P(u, v) = a, u£ TXM. i>£ TyM, a£Rq,
then VJ(i\u)=a, too;
(b) the restrictions '/' | TxM X 0 and V \OXTyM are monomorphisms;
(c) rank H'(TxM x T yM) S  2« — r i f  x  X y.
R em ark  1. If /•(</—2«-|-r—l)>(3/2)(«+l) then the analogue of the Theorem 
above for homotopies holds as well. For example, in this case two r-detached immer­
sions are regularly homotopic through r-detached immersions if their differentials 
can be joined in the space of r-detached bundle maps.
Proof of the Theorem. The implications (1)=>(2)=>(3) are obvious. (3)=f(1) 
is analogous to Gromov’s and Eliashberg’s proof of Haefliger’s theorem on embed­
dings (see [ 1 ]).
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We give some details of the proof. For simplicity we treat (mainly) the case when 
/•=0. (O-detached maps are simply called detached ones.)
The map TMXTM-* Rq can be considered as 9-tuple of equivariant 
1-forms V'=(co1, ..., a)q), where co;: T M x T M —R1 i —\ , 2 , ... ,  q is linear and 
cofu, v) = co;(v, u) for (w, v)£TxM X T yM  and (v, w)£TyM X T xM.
Our aim is to replace these 1-forms — one by one — by exact ones keeping the 
9-tuples of these new forms detached (compare with the introduction of [1]).
Omit one of these forms (for example the last one). Let be the map T M X TM—
— Rq l  defined by (co1, .... ojq^ 1) and Ay be the set of pairs (,v,y) such that 
rank 'P(TxM X T yM)=2n—\, xXy .
Denote y(x, y) the vector Ker T (x, y) at point (x, y)£Ay and let yx, yy be the 
vectors d7r1(y(x, y)), d7r2(y(x, y)), respectively, where 7r;: M X M  —M, n;(xu x2) = x,.
A s s u m p t i o n s  (*). Suppose t h a t
1) Ay  is a manifold (the bar indicates the closure in MXM).
2) nx\— is an embedding into M n.
3) yx is transversal to nfA y) .
Under assumptions ( *- ) there exists a function / :  M-*Rl such that
d/(y*) = <’\( y x) (Í)-
(On the right-hand side the vector yxdTxM  is identified with the vector 
(yx, 0)€TxM X T yM, where (x,y)£Ay.) Then the map d /+ d /: T M X T M — R1, 
( d f + d f ) (it, v)=df(u) +  d/(u) can be substituted for oiq so that
(í>, df+df): TMXTM  -  Rq
will be a detached map. So the main problem is to achieve that assumptions ( *) hold. 
This can be done — off the diagonal — using transversality theorems in the same way 
as in the case of embeddings and we shall not repeat it in details, instead, we shall 
examine what happens at the diagonal, where transversality theorems cannot be 
applied. (We recall that in the case of Haefliger’s embedding theorem (in [1]) we used 
the Haefliger—Hirsch theorem on skew maps. Here we shall use the same.)
Denote \ji: M X M —J 1{MXM, Rq) and 1Jr. M X M  *J l(MXM.  R‘,_1) the 
sections of the jet fibration associated with the maps and '7', respectively. The invol­
ution M X M —M XM ,  (x, y)—-(y, x) induces an involution t  on the jet space 
J \ = J 1(MXM, Rq). Denote Aq the fixed point set of t, and the Bordman sub­
manifold of L'-type singular sets in JA M X M. Rq). Then and Aqc .I \  are invar­
iant under x. Consider a i-invariant tubular neighbourhood Tq of Aq in J l {MXM, Rq). 
Let Cq-*Aq the restriction to Aq of the normal bundle of in J 1(M XM ,  Rq) 
(see Figure 1).
The disc in the picture stands for the tubular neighbourhood Tq (of Aq in 
J 1( M X M ,  Rq))\ Aq — in the picture — is the centre of this disc; x is the antipodal 
map; TqO l\  is a diameter. Cq can be identified with a subbundle of Tq. Denote 
pr9: Tq-* ‘Cq a projection onto this subbundle. The section M X M * J1 (M X M, Rq)
maps the diagonal A(M) of M X M  into Aq and 1p maps a small neighbourhood 
U of A(M)  in MXM into Tq equivariantly. Identifying U with the normal bundle of 
A{M)  (which is TM — the tangent bundle of M ) we obtain a skew map: pr?oi
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Fig. 1
(and an equivariant map pr?_1oi^: T M —Cq-i)- By condition dim £?>  
>3/2 dim M. Hence by Theorem 2.3 of [3] we can change the section i\) inside Tq 
so that pr^oi// becomes a linear monomorphism. Moreover, we can suppose that 
prí _1oi/r: TM—C9- i is generic in the sense that
1) its rank is at least n — l everywhere;
2) codim I^pr^ jo i/í | rM)=dim (« — 1) and
3) the intersection of Im (pr,i_1ci/i) with the zero section of Cv-i  is transversal 
outside the zero section of TM.
Denote S  (in M X M )  the manifold 2'I(pr4_1oi^) (i.e. the set of singular points 
of the map pri _1oi^: MxM-^-~  J ' {M X M ,  ^q_1). Then S —A^D
C\A(M). S  is a submanifold of A$ of codimension 1. The normal bundle fi of S  in 
A$ is trivial, because coq is nonzero on fi. Hence the function / :  M * R' can be chosen 
in such a way that (in addition to condition (*)) df(fix)=<ßq(ßx) for any x £ M  such 
that (x, x)(zS. If/ is such a function, then the map ('P, d f+ d f  ) will be detached in 
the neighbourhood of the diagonal A(M) of M X M .  This settles the case /-=0.
For r> 0  we need some obvious modifications:
In this case the definition of Ay should read A*=:{(x, y) \ rank 'P(TXM + TyM) = 
=2/i— r — 1} while the vector field y should be the orthogonal complement (in any 
metric) of Ker (x, y) in Ker 'P(x, y). The definition of fi is the same (replacing of 
course the set by
R em ark . T o prove the h-principle, i.e. that the natural map from the space of 
detached immersions into the space of detached bundle maps, f*-*df induces an 
isomorphism of the higher homotopy groups we have to consider a family of maps, 
parametrized by the points of a sphere and to perform the same constructions as 
before. Hence, to prove the isomorphism of the homotopy groups up to / we need the 
condition codim Zj_1=r(^ —2n + r —l)>3/2(n + /+ l) . So the notion of the meta­
stability depends on /.
To give some concrete corollaries of this theorem we shall need the following two 
lemmas and a Remark.
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L emma 1. I f  there exists a Z.,-equivariant section
<p: (M X M \ U ) - * ( J ' ( M X M , Rqi \ Z rq)
then there exists also an equivariant section
Ij/: M X M  — Rq) such that i//_1(Z') =  A(M).
(Here U is a sufficiently small neighbourhood of A (M ). For example we can fix a 
metric on M  and set
U =  {(x, y)| distance (x, y) <  a}
where e is less than the injectivity radius of exponential map at any point.)
P ro o f . Identify U with DeM, the e-ball bundle associated to TM. The section 
(p induces a map
<P: TM x TM\mxm\ V — R“ such that <f>(«, v) = <P(v, u).
Denote w ( z d D c the vector which corresponds to the pair (x, y ) f J ) U .  Since the pair 
(x, y) belongs to the boundary of the neighbourhood U, the map <P is defined in this 
point (x,y) (or which amounts to the same, in the point w£TM corresponding to 
(x,y)). Extend the map 4> to the vector ctw£TM 0 a <  1 by the formula
<i>(avv) =  a  <P(w).
Then the extended map <P satisfies the requirement of the Lemma 1.
L emma 2. I f  q>4n — 2, then the locally detached maps form an open and dense 
subset in Rq).
Proof of Lemma 2 is at the end of the paper.
R em ark . The relative version of the Theorem also holds. For example, suppose 
that there exists an r-detached map <P : TM-* Rq, which coincides with the differentia! 
of a map over an open subset of M. Then there exists an /--detached immersion, 
which coincides with the given map on the given open set.
C o ro lla ry  A.
la. For any n-dimensional manifold M" there exists a detached immersion o f M" 
into Ä4”' 1.
b. Almost any locally detached immersion M"-+ R4" -1 has even number o f unde­
tached pairs.
2. There are infinitely many detached maps M" — R hl which are not regularly homo­
topic through detached maps.
P ro o f .
la. Denote f:  M n-*Rln~1 a locally detached immersion, and V a small neigh­
bourhood of the diagonal A(M)  in MXM,  such that the restriction of / + /  to 
U \ A  (AI) is an immersion. The mapping f+ f :  U R '"_1 maps the points (x,y) 
and (y, x) into the same (for Vx, y f M  such that (x, y)6 C), hence it induces an
immersion F: C/j^Z2—R4"~l. Here U is an equivariant neighbourhood of
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A (M) contained in U and Z2 means the set
(x, y)~(y, x). We can write with the obvious notation
 U—~^IJ with identifications
F = ( /+ / ) /Z 2 restricted to { u ' 4 u p , .
Now we apply the relative version of the Whitney immersion theorem to the bounded 
manifold
We infer that there exists an immersion g of this manifold into R4"-1, which coincides 
with F on the boundary.
Define the map 'P: TMXTM-~Rin~1 as follows: Let [x,y] be the point of M* 
corresponding to (x, y)
(i.e. P(u, v) = dfx(u) + dfy(v) \/u£TxM, v£TXM). This map P satisfies the condi­
tions a), b), c) of 3) in the Theorem and by (1) of the Theorem there exists a detached 
map
lb. By the Thom—Porteous theorem Rin~l) — W2n{M*) where
&(?(*£*), Ä4"-1) denotes the cohomology class (in H 2n{M* \ Z2)) dual to the 
ZMype singular points of a general linear map T(M*)-^Ri"~1. It is well-known that 
1T2„(M*)=0. (For example: W2n(M*) is the only obstruction to an immersion 
M*<xRi"~1. By Whitney’s theorem there exists such an immersion, and so the 
obstruction must be zero.)
On the other hand for an immersion / :  M"-*Ri"^1 every undetached pair gives 
rise to a (l^-type) singular point of the map
2. The only obstruction to regular homotopy lies in the group 
n2n(Kn,2n)) und it is known from the obstruction theory that any class of 
this group can be an obstruction. Hence by the Theorem
7t0 (Detached—Immersions (M",/?4n))%//,?"(M*, n2n(V4n 2n)). The coeffi­
cients 7r2„(F4>l2l) « Z  are untwisted if M* is orientable (i.e. if M  is orientable and n 
is even) and they are twisted otherwise. In any case this cohomology group is isomor­
phic to Z ) = Z  (untwisted coefficients) where M* denotes the orientable
covering space over M*.
R emark (M . Gromov). In the statement 2 of Corollary A when « = 1 ,  the 
integer invariant of a homotopy class can be defined as the self-linking number of the 
spherical image (in S 3) of the curve (in Rq).
V\TxM X T , M =  dgM  if (x ,y)< £jt/ 
P\TxM x T yM  = áfx+dfy if (x,y)€U
(f+f)/Z2: M* -  R*"-1
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More sophisticated investigations of Becker [3, Theorem 10.5] together with our 
Theorem give the following
C orollary B. Suppose that there exists a detached immersion M" + Rq where 
</>( 3,5)(m + 1).
a) I f  q is odd then the number o f regular homotopy classes o f detached maps is 
finite and a power o f 2.
b) I f  q is even, then
7t0(Det— Imin (Mn, Rq))<S>Q ^  H q-j£(M*-, Q)
where 7r0(Det—Imm (M ", /?*)) denotes the set o f  regular homotopy classes o f de­
tached immersions.
P roof of Lemma 2. The fibres of the first jet fibration Rq)-+M" can
be identified with the space of nXq matrices. Denote I ] the set of matrices of 
rank S«-l and let N  be the complement of I 1. Any matrix P£N  can be identi­
fied with n vectors in Rq. Let Jf], be the submanifold of N  formed by those n vec­
tors which define a subspace in Rq such that it has common line with the space 
defined by the n vectors corresponding to P. In a neighbourhood of a point P£N 
one can define local coordinates {y and z) on J x (M’\ Rq) where y<i R‘ denotes 
the normal coordinates to :JfP and z £ R s denotes the coordinates on C/fP { s — 
=  dim -‘/ip , t—codim dfP=q — 2n+l). Denote p2 the natural projection Rq) —■r)
-»J1(Mn, R 9). In the fibre P2 1(y, z) the coordinates are r , = ~  and r2= - r—ox " ox
(x denotes the coordinates in M"). Denote a=  {(j, z, rl5 r2)£J2(M", Rq) \ rank rx ^  
^ n — 1}. Codim cr^codim S1{Rn—Rt) = t —n + \= q —2>n+2.
If  codim <r>n then any immersion can be approximated by such an immersion 
/  that the image of the second jet section J 2f  of /  avoids o. But such an immersion is 
locally detached
R emark. Codimension of can be computed as follows. Given a matrix 
P of size nXq  we consider those matrices A (of the same size) that the matrix (P, A) 
of size 2nXq has rank less than 2n. (Otherwise A (( Jf,..) This means that the matrix 
A being composed with the projection Rq-~R9/image P defines a singular map Rn — 
-+ Rq~". Codim I 1(R"^-Rq~n) = q — 2n+\. So t = q - 2 n + l .
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ÜBER DICHTE UND ENGE VON DOPPELGITTERFÖRMIGEN 
ZWEIFACHEN KREISPACKUNGEN
J. HORVÁTH und Á. H. TEMESVÁRI
Eine Menge von offenen Kreisen in der Ebene bildet eine k-fache Packung, 
wenn jeder Punkt der Ebene zu höchstens k der Kreisen gehört. Seit mehr als 25 
Jahren sind mehrfache Packungen Gegenstand intensiver Forschung. Dabei wurden 
hauptsächlich gitterförmige Lagerungen untersucht. Eine Lagerung von kongruenten 
Kreisen heißt gitterförmig, wenn die Kreismittelpunkte ein ebenes Punktgitter bilden. 
Eine gitterförmige k-fache Packung nennen wir schlechthin eine k-fache Gitterpak- 
kung. Die dichteste k-fache Gitterpackung von Kreisen ist für k s 7  bekannt [7, 1, 2], 
U. Bolle [2] konstruierte für 8sk=il00 sehr günstige k-fache Gitterpackungen und 
er gab auch gute asymptotische Schranken für die Dichte der dichtesten k-fachen 
Gitterpackung von Kreisen an.
Über allgemeine k-fache Packungen ist viel weniger bekannt. Offensichtlich ist 
die Dichte einer k-fachen Packung höchstens k. Kürzlich fand G. Fejes Tóth [3] eine 
nichttriviale obere Abschätzung für die Dichte einer k-fachen Packung von kongruen­
ten Kreisen. Er zeigte, daß die Dichte einer k-fachen Packung von kongruenten Krei­
sen höchstens (n/6) cot (n/6k) ist. Diese Schranke ist aber viel schwächer als die oben er­
wähnte Schranke von Bolle für die Dichte von k-fachen Gitterpackungen. Die fol­
gende Konstruktion einer sehr dichten zweifachen Packung von kongruenten Kreisen 
stammt von Heppes [7],
Wir betrachten den Rhombus OADB mit der Seitenlänge 2 (Abb. 1), wo OD— I ß  
ist. Es sei L  eine gitterförmige Lagerung von Einheitskreisen, deren Basisvektoren
OA und OB sind. Wir verschieben die Lagerung L  um OC— Es ist leicht ein­
zusehen, daß diese zwei gitterförmige Lagerungen gemeinsam eine 2-fache Kreis­
packung ergeben. Diese 2-fache Packung von Einheitskreisen wird mit .fifi bezeichnet.
Eine elementare Rechnung ergibt, daß die Dichte beträgt. Das ist größer als
—=■, die Dichte der dichtesten zweifachen Gitterpackung von Kreisen. Daraus folgt,
daß die dichteste 2-fache Packung von kongruenten Kreisen nicht gitterförmig 
sein kann. Es läßt sich vermuten, daß MJ die grösstmögliche Dichte unter sämtlichen
2-fachen Packungen von kongruenten Kreisen aufweist. Der Beweis dieser Vermutung 
dürfte sehr schwierig sein.
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Wir bemerken, daß zwar f f  nicht gitterförmig ist, doch sich als die Vereinigung 
von zwei kongruenten und homothetischen gitterförmigen Anordnungen darstellen 
läßt.. Die Vereinigung von zwei kongruenten und homothetischen Punktgittern nennen 
wir ein Doppelgitter. Eine Anordnung von kongruenten Kreisen, deren Kreismittel­
punkte ein Doppelgitter bilden, nennen wir doppelgitterförmig [8]. Im folgenden un­
tersuchen wir die Dichte von doppelgitterförmigen 2-fachen Kreispackungen und 
beweisen den folgenden
Sa tz  1. Die Dichte einer doppelgitterförmigen 2-fachen Kreispackung ist -
7 fl5
mit Gleichheit dann und nur dann, wenn die Kreispackung ähnlich zu f f  ist.
Wir werden auch ein verwandtes Problem untersuchen. Für eine k-fache Packung 
L k definieren wir nach L. Fejes Tóth die Enge ek(Lk) von Lk als das Supremum der 
Radien aller Kreise, die in den höchstens (k — l)-mal überdeckten Teilen der Ebene 
liegen. Mehrere Arbeiten beschäftigen sich mit der Enge von einfachen Packungen 
[5, 6, 10, 11]. Der Begriff der Enge ist verwandt mit dem von S. S. Ryskov eingeführten 
Begriff des (r, /?)-Systems [9], L. Fejes Tóth stellte die folgende Frage: Wie klein kann 
die Enge einer k-fachen Packung von kongruenten Kreisen sein? Er sprach die Ver­
mutung aus, daß die Enge einer 2-fachen Packung von kongruenten Kreisen größer 
oder gleich 1/7 ist und Gleichheit besteht nur für eine mit f f  kongruente Kreisanord­
nung. Der folgende Satz bestätigt diese Vermutung in dem Spezialfall, wenn die An­
ordnung doppelgitterförmig ist.
Sa tz  2. Die Enge einer doppelgitterförmigen 2-fachen Einheitskreispackung ist 
^ 1 /7  und Gleichheit steht nur dann, wenn die Packung mit f f  kongruent ist.
Vor dem Beweis der Sätze führen wir die später gebrauchten Bezeichnungen ein 
und beweisen einige Hilfssätze. Wir führen in der Ebene ein Cartesisches Koordina­
tensystem mit dem Ursprung O ein, und bezeichnen Punkte und ihre Ortsvektoren 
mit demselben Symbol. Mit |T| bezeichnen wir die Länge des Vektors X. Mit dem
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Symbol (AB) bzw. (C, AB) bezeichnen wir das Gitter mit dem Ursprungspunkt O 
bzw. C, das durch die Basisvektoren A und B bestimmt ist. (AB) bzw. (C, AB)  ist 
also die Menge der Punkte xA + yß  bzw. C+xA+yB,  wo x , y  ganze Zahlen sind. 
Die Gitter (AB) und (C, AB) gemeinsam bilden ein Doppelgitter, das mit dem Symbol 
(AB, C) bezeichnet wird. So ist (AB, C)=(AB)U(C, AB).
Die Lagerung, die aus den um die Punkte von (AB), (C, AB) bzw. (AB,C)  
geschlagenen Einheitskreisen besteht, bezeichnen wir mit L(AB), L(C, AB) bzw. 
L(AB, C). Es ist offenbar, daß L(AB, C)=L(AB)OL(C, AB) ist. Wenn die Lage­
rung eine /c-fache Packung ist, dann wenden wir die Bezeichnung Lk an.
dk(AB, C) und ek(AB, C)  seien die Dichte und die Enge von Lk(AB, C).
Wir geben das Gitter in der Ebene mit den zwei kürzesten linear unabhängigen 
Gittervektoren A, B an und nehmen an, daß der Winkel dieser zwei Gittervektoren 
nicht stumpfwinklig ist, d.h. die folgenden Bedingungen für die Vektoren A und 
B bestehen:
\ A \ * \ B \ * \ B - A \ * \ X \
(1)
< ( A O B ) ä j ,
wo X  ein beliebiger Gittervektor X?±±A,X?±±B,  AV 0 ist. Ein Gitter ist von normaler 
Darstellung, wenn (1) für das Gitter gilt. Wir sprechen über eine normale Darstellung 
von (AB, C), wenn (AB) eine normale Darstellung hat und C kein äußerer Punkt des 
Dreiecks OAB ist. Außerdem soll C X  A, C X B sein.
Mit k(P) bzw. k(P) bezeichnen wir den offenen Einheitskreis bzw. die Einheits­
kreislinie mit dem Mittelpunkt P. Wir wenden die Bezeichnung k[PQR] bzw. k [PQR] 
für den offenen Kreis bzw. für die Kreislinie an, die durch die Punkte P, Q, R be­
stimmt sind. Mit r[PQR\ bezeichnen wir den Radius von k[POR\. Es sei PQ\R die 
Halbebene, die den Punkt R enthält und deren Grenzgerade PQ ist.
H ilfssatz 1. Wenn (AB, C) von normaler Darstellung ist und | ß |< 2  gilt, dann 
ist L(AB, C) keine 2-fache Packung.
Beweis. Es seien M1£k(0)C\k(A)  und Mk^ OA\B, M2£k(0)C)k(B) und 
M2£OB\A, T£AB und O T ± A B  (Abb. 2). Folglich gilt T£k(Mk) bzw. Tek(M2) 
und deshalb überdecken k(Mk) und k (M2) das Dreieck OAB mit Ausnahme der 
Ecken. Daraus folgt, daß M k£k(C)\l M2Zk(C) ist, das heißt, L(AB,C)  ist keine
2-fache Packung.
H ilfssatz 2. Wenn L2(AB,C) von normaler Darstellung ist und 2 ^ \A \^ \B \  
Ti 2 1gilt, dann sind d2(AB, C ) ^ —=■ und e2(AB, C )S y = r>  —.
Wir gehen auf den Beweis nicht näher ein. Die Behauptung ist eine einfache Folge 
von der Tatsache, daß in diesem Fall L2(AB, C) = L1(AB)UL1(C, AB) für ge­
eignete einfache Packungen Lk(AB) und Lk(C, AB).
H ilfssatz 3. Wir betrachten die Lagerung L(AB, C) mit normaler Darstellung, 
wobei die folgenden Ungleichungen gelten:
(2) Iss  1 ^ 2 3 5  |* |.
«
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Es seien T=A/2, Mfk{0)P \k (A)  und M^fOA\B, weiterhin sei M  ein Punkt, der 
mit der Gleichung
(3) M —Mx =  2(M1- 7 ’)
gegeben ist.
Wenn L(AB,C) eine zweifache Packung ist, dann gilt M$k(B) und umge­
kehrt, wenn M$k(B) ist, dann gibt es einen Punkt C, so daß L(AB, C ) eine zwei­
fache Packung ist.
Bew eis. Es seien M 2£k(B)nk (A +B )  und M 2£B(A+B)\A, M 3£k(B)D 
Clk(B — A) und M 3£B(A+B)\A, Mi = k(M 2)C\k(M3) und M ^ B  (Abb. 3). Aus
(3) folgt die Gleichheit
(4) ä - M 4 =  M —M1
Abb. 3
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und aus (4) folgt
(5) B - M  =
Wenn L(AB,C)  eine zweifache Packung ist, dann folgt C$k(My), C$k(M2) 
und Cfk(Mß.  So ist
Auf Grund von (3), (4), (5) gilt M$k(B).
Wenn M^k(B)  ist, dann ist L(AB,C)  eine zweifache Packung z.B. für den 
Punkt C = M4.
H ilfssatz 4. Wenn die Ungleichungen (1) und (2) fü r  die Seiten des Dreiecks 
OAB gelten und M$k(B) ist, dann liegt das Spiegelbild des durch RM1czk(0) 
begrenzten kleineren Kreisbogens bezüglich Mx außerhalb des Kreises k(B) (R = k(0)Cl 
(}k(A), R^My,  s. My im Hilfssalz 3).
/—>
Beweis. Wir bezeichnen mit O' bzw. k(0') das Spiegelbild des Punktes O bzw. 
der Kreislinie k (0 ) bezüglich M x. Es ist klar, daß die mit einem Bogen gekennzeich­
neten Winkel der Abb. 4 gleich sind. Wir zeigen, daß
gilt.




\B - M \  ^  \My\ = 1 
\B \* \ B - A \
<3(BMMy) >  <(OMyM).
8*
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Daraus ergibt sich
< (BMMX) +  CÍA/jMO') >  < (O M ,M )+  <L(OM1R) =  tt.
Hieraus folgt, weil M  kein innerer Punkt des Kreises k(B) ist, daß die Punkte 
des Kreisbogens M XM  mit dem Mittelpunkt O' außerhalb des Kreises k(B)  liegen, 
wobei MXM  das Spiegelbild des oben erwähnten Kreisbogens RMX ist.
H ilfssatz 5. Wenn die Ungleichungen (1) und (2) für die Seiten des Dreiecks 
OAB gelten und M$k(B) ist, dann ist der Umkreisradius r[OAB] des Dreiecks OAB 
nicht kleiner als 8/7. Gleichheit tritt dann und nur dann auf, wenn
FIT
(6) OB =  AB — 2 und OA =  -ke­
gelten.
Beweis. Wir verwenden die Bezeichnungen des Hilfssatzes 3.
(a) Nehmen wir an, daß M$k(B)ök(B)  ist(Abb. 3). Weiterhin sei S der Schnitt­
punkt der Mittelsenkrechten von OA mit der Parallelen zu OA durch B. Nun verschie­
ben wir B in Richtung von BS. Der erste mögliche Fall ist, daß M fk(B )  wird. Dieser 
Fall wird später erörtert. Tritt dieser Fall nicht ein, verschieben wir B in den Punkt
S. In diesem Fall gilt OB—A B ^ 2. Bei dieser Lageänderung nimmt r[OAB] ab, 
weil OA konstant bleibt und <  (OB A) streng wächst.
(b) Es seien 0B = AB>2  und M$.k(B)ök(B).  Jetzt bewegen wir B auf der 
Mittelsenkrechten auf T zu. Es kann wieder der Fall eintreten, daß M£k(B)  wird, 
was wir später erörtern wollen. Wenn M$k(B)  wird, tritt der Fall OB—A B = 2 ein. 
Bei dieser Lageänderung nimmt r[OAB] ab, weil <l(OBA) streng wächst.
(c) Es seien OB=AB = 2 und M$_k(B)VJk{B). Wir drehen gleichmäßig die 
Kreise k(O) und k(A) um B auf die Mittelsenkrechte von OA zu. Durch die neuen 
Lagen von k (0 ) und k(A) ergibt sich die neue Lage des betrachteten Punktes M. Die 
Lageänderung kann dazu führen, daß M£k(B)  wird, weil BMi =2TM1 zunimmt 
und BM X abnimmt. Durch Rechnung ergibt sich wegen der Gleichungen M B--1 
und TM=3TMx = 3p, daß dieser Fall auftritt, wenn p=  1/4 ist. Man kann leicht 
sehen, daß r[0AB] während der Drehung streng abnimmt und sein Minimum gleich 
8/7 ist. Dieser Wert tritt nur dann auf, wenn (6) gilt.
Aus dem Beweis ist ersichtlich, daß der Fall (c) nur bei p S  1/4 auftritt und 
M £k(B )  nur im Falle p=  1/4 gilt.
(d) Wir nehmen an, daß p = TMx>\jA ist und M£k(B) (Abb. 5). Wir bewegen 
A (gemeinsam mit k(A)) auf k[OAB] derart, daß der Abstand OA zunimmt (A'). 
Weil der Abstand von A und O zunimmt, liegen die Schnittpunkte M[ und R' der 
Kreise k(O) und k(A') auf dem von den Punkten M x und R begrenzten Kreisbogen 
von k(O). Wir spiegeln die Punkte M[, R' über M x. Dann liegen die Spiegelbilder 
Mls R auf dem Kreisbogen MXM. Wegen des Hilfssatzes 4 gilt Mx, R$k(ß)ök(B).  
Verschieben wir die Strecke M XR um Mx M[. Es sei M'  das Bild von R bei dieser 
Verschiebung. Wegen der Verschiebung ist B R ^ B M ' ,  d.h., auch M' $k(B)Uk(B).
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Abb. 5
M'  ist das Spiegelbild des Punktes R' bezüglich M[, d.h., M ’ übernimmt die in (3) 
definierte Rolle des Punktes M.
Wir beenden diese Lageänderung, wenn T 'M iS l /4 oder AB= 2 gilt.
Im Falle wiederholen wir die in den Punkten (a), (b), (c) beschriebe­
nen Lageänderungen. Wenn AB = 2 und OB>2 sind, dann wenden wir für den 
Kreis k(0)  die im Punkt (d) beschriebene Lageänderung an. Nach der Bemerkung, 
die wir am Ende des Punktes (c) gemacht haben, können wir den Fall T'M^S  1/4 
immer erreichen. So können wir r[OAB] durch die in den Punkten (a), (b), (c) 
beschriebenen Lageänderungen vermindern. Das Minimum tritt im Fall (6) auf.
Damit haben wir den Beweis des Hilfssatzes 5 beendet.
Beweis des Satzes 1. Wir benützen die Bezeichnungen der Abb. 3. Weiterhin 
können wir auf Grund der Hilfssätze 1, 2 annehmen, daß die Ungleichungen (1), (2) 
für die Seiten des Dreiecks OAB bestehen.
Wir müssen den Inhalt des Dreiecks OAB so minimalisieren, daß alle Punkte 
der Ebene höchstens zweifach überdeckt sind. Wir haben schon gesehen, daß in 
einem solchen Fall M<{k(B) ist (Hilfssatz 3). Wir zeigen, daß der Inhalt des Dreiecks 
OAB im Fall der 2-fachen doppelgitterförmigen Packung JF von Einheitskreisen 
minimal wird.
Wir können den ersten Teil des Beweises sehr knapp ausführen, da man zunächst 
die in Punkten (a), (b), (c) des Beweises vom Hilfssatz 5 angegebenen Lageänderungen 
vornehmen kann. Bei der Lageänderung (a) ändert sich die Dichte natürlich nicht, 
bei den Lageänderungen (b), (c) nimmt aber die Dichte zu.
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Wir nehmen an, daß M£k(B)  ist und weiterhin TMt > 1/4 gilt. Wenn OB>2 
ist, dann drehen wir den Kreis k(B) um M  bis den Fall OB=2 oder der Fall 
<(AOB)—n/2 erreicht wird. Es ist offensichtlich, daß der Inhalt des Dreiecks OAB 
abnimmt und M£k(B)  bleibt.
Es seien OB—2 und <(AOB)~~nj2 (Abb. 6). Wegen MMX = RMX ist R das 
Spiegelbild von M  bezüglich Mx. Wir spiegeln den Punkt O und den Kreis k(O) über 
M x und bezeichnen die Spiegelbilder mit O' bzw. k(Or). Es ist offenbar, daß OO' 
der Durchmesser des Kreises k{Mx) ist, deshalb gilt
(7) < ( O A O ' ) = j .
Es ist leicht einzusehen, daß auch der Winkel <l(AOB) streng zunimmt, wenn 
TMx=p wächst, und im Fall p = 1/2 gerade n/2 wird. Deshalb beschäftigen wir uns 
nur mit dem Fall l/4 < p < l/2 .
Wir betrachten die Gerade g, für die M x£g, g J_ OB gilt. Wenn die Punkte O und 
A auf verschiedenen Seiten der Geraden g liegen oder A£g ist, bewegen wir A (ge-. . \ , , , A '
memsam mit k(A)) auf der Kreislinie k{Mx) auf den Punkt O' zu. Während der 
Lageänderung nimmt der Inhalt des Dreiecks OAB ab. Wenn AB=2 ist, beenden 
wir den Vorgang. Im Laufe der Erörterung des folgenden Falles werden wir sehen, 
daß bei dieser Lageänderung M$_k(B) wird, d.h., wegen des Hilfssatzes 3 entsteht 
eine 2-fache doppelgitterförmige Packung.
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Wenn O, A$g \ B ist, spiegeln wir A und k(A) über die Gerade g. Die Spiegel­
bilder seien A* und k(A*). Dann bewegen wir den Punkt A* auf k(Mx) auf den 
Punkt O'zu. Wir beenden diese Bewegung, wenn A*B=2 erreicht ist. Die Spiegelung 
ändert den Inhalt des Dreiecks OAB nicht, bei der nachfolgenden Lageänderung 
nimmt aber der Inhalt ab. Es ist einzusehen, daß wir diese Lageänderungen so durch­
führen können, daß die Packung eine 2-fache Packung bleibt.
A* liegt auf dem durch die Punkte A, O' bestimmten kleineren Bogen von 
k(Mx), weil die Ungleichung <Z(OAA*)>n/2 wegen gLOB, <±(BOA)<nß und
(7) gilt.
Wir beweisen, daß der entsprechende Punkt M  während dieser Lageänderungen 
ein äußerer Punkt von k{B) bleibt. R ist das Spiegelbild von M  über Mx, im Laufe 
der beiden früheren Lageänderungen bleibt R£k(0)  und M XR nimmt ab. Daher liegt 
M  auf dem durch die Punkte M, Mx bestimmten kürzeren Bogen von k(O'). Die 
Punkte dieses Bogens sind aber die äußeren Punkte von k(B) auf Grund des Hilfs­
satzes 4.
Man muß noch zeigen, daß BA* >2 ist, weil wir den Hilfssatz 3 nur in diesem 
Fall anwenden können. Das werden wir dadurch einsehen, daß wir die Ungleichung
(8) <(ßMlO )< < (M 14*)
beweisen. Aus (8) folgt BA*>2, weil OB—2 und OMl — A*Ml = \ gilt. Statt (8) 
genügt es
(9) <(OMxU) > <(A*MXU) 
zu beweisen, wo U=OAC\BM1 ist. Es ist klar, daß
(10) <.(AM1P) = <(A*M1P) 
ist, wo P=gHAA* ist. Weiterhin gilt
<(OMxT) = <(AMXT).
Aus Abb. 6 kann man ablesen, daß
<(OMxU) = <.(OMxT)+ <A(TMXU)
und
< (A*MxU) = <Z(AMxT) + 2<l(AMiP)— <{TMXU) -  
=  < (OMxT) +  < (TMX £f)—2[< (TMX U) — <(AMXP)\
richtig sind.
Es ist ersichtlich, daß die Ungleichung (9) gilt, wenn
(12) <  (TMx U) >  <  (AMX P) 
ist. Aus dem Dreieck BMXM  bekommen wir
(13) <(TMtU)  = <(MM,B)  -=> < (MBMA,
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weil M 1M = 2 p < \—BM  ist. Die Gerade OM  ist die Symmetrieachse des Dreiecks 
BOO', deshalb ist
(14) <  (MBM,) =  <  (MO' F),
wo F  der Mittelpunkt von OB ist.
Wir fällen aus O’ das Lot auf OB. Es sei E  der Fußpunkt dieser Senkrechten. Weil 
O 'B ^O 'O  — 2 gilt, ist E  ein innerer Punkt der Strecke BF, d.h.,
(15) ■A(MO'F) >  <  (MO'E).
Wegen MO'\\MXA gilt
(16) < (MO'E) = <$(PM1A).
Auf Grund der Ungleichungen (10)-—(16) ergibt sich (9), und aus (9) folgt (8). Somit 
gilt BA*>2. Das bedeutet, daß man in der Tat den Punkt A* bis zur Lage BA* = 2 
bewegen kann.
Am Ende des Punktes (c) des Beweises vom Hilfssatz 5 haben wir bemerkt, daß 
in der Endlage MXT ^  1/4 gilt. Wir wenden die Lageänderung an, die im Punkt (c) 
angegeben wurde. Dabei nimmt der Inhalt des Dreiecks OAB streng ab und schließ­
lich bekommen wir die gewünschte doppelgitterförmige Packung .FF.
Wir müssen noch den Fall <Z(AOB) = n/2, 0 5 S 2 untersuchen. Weil der Winkel 
BOA eine streng monoton wachsende Funktion von p ist, tritt dieser Fall nur im Fall
1 i/J
P — ~ 2  au -^ Wegen O A ^ l  gilt anderseits p s - — .
Der Inhalt des Dreiecks OAB ist Ap] \ -  p2. Der Inhalt des Dreiecks OAB von M in
der Abbildung 1 ist l \ l 5
16 . Es ist leicht zu sehen, daß 4p \ \  —p2 nur in den Fällen
j/3" _ — 7 y 15
p=  1/2 und p minimal wird, das Minimum ist ^3, aber es silt I/3 > ——— 
2 16
Damit haben wir den Beweis des Satzes 1 beendet.
Beweis des Satzes 2. In der 2-fachen doppelgitterförmigen Packung J f von  Ein­
heitskreisen kann man immer einen Kreis mit dem Radius 1 /7 lagern, der auch gemein­
sam mit der Packung .FFnur eine 2-fache Kreispackung bildet. Ein solcher Kreis ist 
z.B. der Kreis mit dem Radius 1/7, der mit dem Umkreis des Dreiecks OAB konzen­
trisch ist (Abb. 1). Es ist leicht einzusehen, daß man einen Kreis mit größerem Radius 
in der Packung .FF nicht lagern kann.
Wir werden zeigen, daß man einen Kreis, dessen Radius mindestens 1/7 ist, in 
den höchstens einfach überdeckten Teilen einer beliebigen 2-fachen doppelgitter­
förmigen Packung lagern kann, und der Fall r=  1/7 tritt nur bei der Packung M  auf.
Wir benützen die Bezeichnungen der Abbildung 3. Weiterhin können wir auf 
Grund der Hilfssätze 1, 2 annehmen, daß die Ungleichungen (1), (2) für die Seiten 
des Dreiecks OAB bestehen.
Wir betrachten die zu dem Punkt C gehörige Dirichletsche Zelle Q) [4]. Keine 
Ecke von den Ecken der Zelle Q) kann ein Punkt von k(C) sein, weil anderenfalls die 
Überdeckung um diese Ecke 3-fach wäre. Wir können auch annehmen, daß der
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Abstand zwischen den Ecken von £2 und dem Punkt C höchstens 8/7 ist, weil man im 
entgegengesetzten Fall um diese Ecke einen Kreis mit dem Radius r>  1/7 angeben 
kann, der keinen Kreis der Packung schneidet, so daß diese Packung auf Grund einer 
früheren Bemerkung nicht eng sein kann.
Aus den Bedingungen (1) und (2) folgt, daß die Seiten der Dirichletschen Zelle 3> 
die Mittelsenkrechten von den Strecken C(C—A), CO,CA,C(C + A),C(A + B ) 
oder C(B—A) und CB sind. Wegen OA<2 gelten P1^ P 2, P ^ P s  und im Höchst­
fall können nur Pi = Pß oder P0 =  P5 bzw. P2 = P2 oder P2=Pt auftreten (Abb. 7), 
wo Pj die Ecken von S> sind.
Es sei K ein solcher Punkt, der im Dreieck OAB auf der Mittelsenkrechten von 
OB nahe am Mittelpunkt von OB liegt und ein äußerer Punkt der Kreise der Packung 
mit Ausnahme des Kreises k(C)  ist. Wählen wir um K einen Kreis k mit dem Radius 
£>0, der die Kreise der Packung außer k(C) nicht schneidet.
Vergrößern wir den Kreis k  um den Mittelpunkt K bis zur ersten Berührung. 
Dann, mit Beibehaltung der Berührung, vergrößern wir den Kreis weiter so, daß K 
auf der Mittelsenkrechte von OB bleibt und der Kreis die Kreise der Packung außer 
k(C) nicht schneidet. Also vergrößern wir immer bis zur Berührung.
So bildet unsere 2-fache doppelgitterförmige Packung von Einheitskreisen ge­
meinsam mit k auch eine 2-fache Packung. Wir werden zeigen, daß der Radius von k 
mindestens 1/7 ist, wobei Gleichheit nur bei der Packung auftritt (Abb. 1).
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Wenn man den Kreis k  auf die oben beschriebene Weise nicht weiter vergrößern 
kann, dann berührt k  mindestens drei Kreise. Man kann aus den Kreisen, die den 
Kreis k  berühren, drei Kreise so auswählen, daß die Mittelpunkte dieser Kreise ein 
nicht stumpfwinkliges Dreieck bestimmen und K  der Mittelpunkt des Umkreises 
dieses Dreiecks wird. So ist es nötig zu beweisen, daß der Umkreisradius dieses Drei­
ecks größer oder gleich 8/7 ist, wobei Gleichheit nur bei der Packung 2/ f  auftritt. Im 
Laufe der Vergrößerung von k  auf die angegebene Weise treten die folgenden Berüh­
rungen auf.
1. Während der Vergrößerung berührt k  zuerst die Kreise k(0)  und k(B) 
(offenbar gleichzeitig), dann den Kreis k{A) (Abb. 7a). Weil L(AB, C) eine 2-fache 
Packung ist, ist M$k(B), wo M  in (3) bestimmt ist (Hilfssatz 3). Damit gelten die 
Voraussetzungen des Hilfssatzes 5 für OAB, also ist r[OAB] größer oder gleich 8/7, 
d.h., der Radius von k ist nicht kleiner als 1 /7. Gleichheit besteht dann und nur dann, 
wenn (6) gilt, d.h., L»(AB, C) = 3f  ist.
2. Bei der Vergrößerung von k berührt k  zuerst den Kreis k(C—A), dann 
k(C + Ä) und endlich einen von den Kreisen k(O), k(A), k(B), k(A+B).  Nehmen wh­
an, daß k  z.B. den Kreis k (0 )  berührt (Abb. 7.b). (In den übrigen Fällen verläuft 
der Beweis ebenso.)
Der Punkt K ist kein äußerer Punkt des Dreiecks (C—A)0(C+A)  und er ist 
der Mittelpunkt des Umkreises dieses Dreiecks, weiterhin ist die Kreispackung 2-
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fach, deshalb sind zwei Seiten dieses Dreiecks nicht kleiner als 2 wegen des Hilfssatzes 
1. Wenn jede Seite des Dreiecks mindestens 2 ist, dann ist der Umkreisradius größer 
als 8/7 auf Grund des Hilfssatzes 2. Daher ist der Radius von k größer als 1/7, d.h., 
die Kreispackung ist nicht eng.
Es ist klar, daß \C+A — (C — A)[=2\A\^2 ist. Nehmen wir an, daß \C — A\<2 
gilt. Man kann leicht einsehen, daß die Gleichheit in \C + A\^2  nicht auftreten 
kann. Es sei N = ( 1/2) (C+A). Wir spiegeln Mx über N. Das Spiegelbild M'x ist der 
Schnittpunkt von k(C) und k(C + A). Die Seite der Zelle Q), die durch den Punkt N 
geht, schneidet die Strecke M XM[, so liegt M x näher an die Gerade OA als M'x. 
Es seien QZOA und |C—A — Q\ = \C+A — Q\. Wir verschieben O (gemeinsam mit 
A , k(O), k(A), Mx) in^Q. Mx sei das Bild von Mx bei dieser Verschiebung. Weil 
M xM [ i C A  gilt und Mx näher an OA liegt als M[, deshalb schneidet das Bild 
von k(0)  die Kreislinie k(A+C)  nicht, d.h., es gilt \C+A — ö l> 2. Der Winkel 
< ( C —A , 0 ,C + A )  nimmt bei dieser Verschiebung zu. Wenn <  (C—A, Q, C + A ) S  
^7r/2 ist, dann nimmt r[(C — A)0(C + A)] bei dieser Lageänderung ab. Jede Seite
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des Dreiecks (C — A)Q(C + A) ist mindestens 2, daher ist der Umkreisradius größer 
als 8/7, d.h., der Radius von k ist größer als 1/7. Also ist diese Packung nicht eng. 
Wenn <  (C—A, QJLC + A)> n/2  ist, dann ist \C + A — (C—A)\>-2^2. Weiterhin tritt 
der Fall <  (C—A, 0 ,C + A )  = n/2 im Laufe der Lageänderung auf. Der Umkreisradius 
des Dreiecks (C —A)0(C + A ) nimmt ab, so ist r[(C—A)0(C + A)] größer als '(l. 
Daraus folgt, daß der Radius von k größer als 1/7 ist, d.h., die Packung war nicht eng.
3. Während der Vergrößerung von k berührt k zuerst die Kreise k{0), k(B), 
dann den Kreis k(A+C).  Aus den Berührungen folgt, daß das Dreieck OB(A +C)  
spitzwinklig ist. (Im entgegengesetzten Fall berührt k auch den Kreis k(A).)
Wirzeigen, daß r[OB(A+C)] größer als 8/7 ist. Damit ist der Radius von k 
größer als 1/7, d.h. die Packung ist nicht eng.
Betrachten wir das Dreieck 0(A+C)B , wo OB^2  ist. Wegen (1) und (2) gilt 
\A + C \ ^ \ C —A\. Wenn \A+C  |<2, dann ist der Punkt (1/2)(A+C)  mindestens 3-fach 
überdeckt. Daher gilt |A + C |^ 2 . Wenn auch \A + C ~ B \^ 2  gilt, dann ist 
r[Oß(A+C)] auf Grund des Hilfssatzes 2 größer als 8/7, d.h., der Radius von k ist 
größer als 1/7.
Es sei \A+C — B\-=z2. Weil auch \A+C — A/2I = 1 gilt, liegt A+C  (s. Abb. 7c) 
im Inneren des Bogendreiecks WVZ oder auf dem Rand VW bzw. VZ dieses Bogen­
dreiecks. Daher sind V, IV, Z  die folgenden Punkte: W — B=2(M.,~B), V£k(M2), 
V Z A  + B und V— A = kB, \Z—B\ = 2, Z —A — kxB und k>kx. Bezüglich der
Abb. 7c
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Seiten des Bogendreiecks gilt nun folgendes: VZ ist eine Strecke, VW ist der durch die 
Punkte V und W begrenzte kleinere Bogen von k(M2), Z W  ist der durch die Punkte 
Z  und W begrenzte kleinere Bogen des Kreises, dessen Mittelpunkt B und dessen 
Radius 2 ist.
Essei cp=<.(AOB) und weiterhin A + C —V. Es gilt \B — M2\ = \A+B — M 2\ — 
= \V—M2| =  l, und M2 ist ein innerer Punkt des Dreiecks BV(A+B) (<p<7t/2). 
Deshalb ist <1 (BM2V)=2q>. Bei der Spiegelung des Punktes M2 über BV  sei M 2 
der Bildpunkt von M2. Es gilt <  (M2BM2) = n —2(p. Es sei
< ((A + B) BM2) = < (TOM,) =
Dann ist
<(OBM2) — ( j i - (p )-(n-2(p)  — \)i = (p-i//,
also
(17) <1 (BO Mi) =  <(OBM*).
Nun spiegeln wir über die Mittelsenkrechte t von OB. Wir kennzeichnen die 
Spiegelbilder mit Nach (17) ist (M2)'=MX. Da <$(OA(A+B))^it/2 ist, liegt 
V' auf der Strecke A{A + B). Daher liegt M 2 auf dem durch die Punkte R, M x be­
grenzten kleineren Bogen von k(ö).  Wir Zeigen, daß der Radius von k[OBW] größer 
als 8/7 ist.
Der in (3) definierte Punkt M  für das Dreieck OB V' ist das Spiegelbild von M 2 
an M x. Weil M', auf dem Bogen RMX liegt, liegt sein Spiegelbild auf dem Spiegelbild
des Kreisbogens, d.h., auf dem Bogen M XM. Da M$k(B)  ist (Hilfssatz 3), hat der
Bogen M XM  wegen des Hilfssatzes 4 keinen gemeinsamen inneren Punkt mit k(B), 
d.h., der zum Dreieck OV'B gehörige Punkt M  ist ein äußerer Punkt von k ( B ). 
Auf Grund des Hilfssatzes 5 ist daher der Radius von k[OV'B] größer als 8/7.
A+C  sei ein Punkt des Bogendreiecks WVZ  und kein Punkt des Bogens WZ. 
Wegen \A+C— B \ ^ \ B —V\ und <Z(M%VZ)=(p + ils>n/2 liegt der Schnittpunkt
von k{B) und k{A+C)  auf dem Bogen M2M2. Nun spiegeln wir das Dreieck 
OB (A+C)  über t, sein Spiegelbild ist das Dreieck BO (A+C)' . Der Schnittpunkt von
k(0)  und k((A+C)') liegt auf dem Bogen MXM2, also auch auf dem Bogen M XR. 
Mit der im Punkt (d) des Beweises vom Hilfssatz 5 angewandten Methode kann man, 
da M  kein innerer Punkt von k(B) ist, zeigen, daß der zum Dreieck 0(A +C)'B  
gehörige Punkt M  ein äußerer Punkt von k(ß)  ist. Aus dem Hilfssatz 5 folgt, daß der 
Radius von k[OB(A+C)] bzw. k[OB(A+C)'] größer als 8/7 ist, d.h., der Radius 
von k ist größer als 1/7 und gerade das wollten wir beweisen.
Aus (1) und (2) sowie aus der Bestimmung von k folgt, daß eine andere Art der 
Berührungen nicht auftreten kann. So haben wir den Satz 2 endgültig bewiesen.
Zum Abschluß bemerken wir, daß Satz 1 von Ágota H. Temesvári und Satz 2 
von J. Horváth bewiesen wurde.
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PERIPHERAL VERTICES IN GRAPHS
HAL1NA BIELAK and MACIEJ M. SYSLO
Abstract
A vertex o f maximum eccentricity (distance) in a graph is called c-peripheral («/-peripheral, 
resp.). Let P C(G) and P m(G) denote the set o f c- and /«-peripheral vertices o f  a graph G. 
In Section 1, we prove that (a) if H  is regular or H is non-regular and has no vertex of degree « ( / / ) —1 
then there exists a graph G such that the subgraph of G induced by PC(G) is isomorphic to H , and 
(b) for any graph H  there is a graph G such that the subgraph o f G induced by P„,(G) is isomorphic 
to H. In Section 2, we exhibit a parametric family o f trees in which all possible rela­
tions between the sets o f c- and /«-peripheral vertices may occur.
1. Graphs induced by peripheral vertices
Let G=(V(G), E(G)) be a graph without loops and multiple edges, where 
V(G) is the set of vertices of G and E(G) is the set of edges of G. Let us denote n(G)= 
=  |F(G)|. We assume that G is connected, although some of the results can be easily 
extended to disconnected graphs. For each v£ V(G), let N0(v) be the set of vertices 
adjacent to v in G. The distance between vertices v, w£ V(G) is denoted by q g ( v ,  ív )  and 
defined to be the least number of edges in a path joining v and vv in G. For a vertex 
t>€ V(G), the eccentricity of v is defined by
eG(v) = max{eG(p, w): tv€F(G)}, 
and the distance of v to be
d G(v) =  2  e d v ,  w).
w£V(G)
The subgraph of G induced by W(zV  is denoted by G \W .  Let em(G) = 
=min {eG(p): u£F(G)} and i/„,(G)=min {dG(v): v£ V(G)}. We may define now 
the center of G by
C(G) =  {t>€V(G): eG(v) = em{G)}, 
and the median of G to be
M(G)=  {u€F(G): dG(v) =  dm(G)).
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 05C05; Secondary 05C99.
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One of the first results concerning centers and medians of graphs is due to Jordan 
and states that if T  is a tree then C(T) is Kx or K2 and similarly M(T)  is Kx or K2. 
Recently, Proskurowski [4] determined the possible centers of maximal outerplanar 
graphs.
Kopylov and Timofeev announced in [2] and Buckley, Miller and Slater [1] 
proved that for every graph H  there exists a graph G such that C(G) is isomorphic to
H. Let a(//) = min {|F(G)|: C(G) = H}. S. T. Hedetniemi showed that a (J /)^  
á  I V(H)\+4, see [2]. Similarly, Slater [6] proved that for any graph H  there is a graph 
G such that M(G) — H. Let ß(H) = min {|F(G)|: M(G)=H).  Slater also proved 
that ß(H ) is 0(n3(H)) and Miller [3] improved this bound by showing that for a 
graph H  with no isolated vertices we have ß(H)^2n(H).
The aim of this section is to derive similar results for the sets of peripheral vertices 
of a graph.
Let eM(G) = max {eG(v): v£ F(G)} and dM(G) = max {dG(v): v£ V(G)}. We 
may define Pc(G)= {v£V(G): eG{y)=eM(G)} and Pm(G)={vd F(G): dG{v)= 
= dM(Gj). An element of PC(G) is called an c-peripheral vertex and of Pm(G) — 
m-peripheral. Let us define also ce'(/f) =  min {|F(G)|: PC(G) = H} and ß'{H) — 
=  min {|F(G)|: P„,(G)=H}. For simplicity, G\PC{G) and G\Pm(G) will be denoted 
by G\PC and G \ P,n, respectively.
First notice that the graphs / / — (p = l) and H=Cq(q S 3), where Kp is the 
complete graph on p  vertices and Cq is the ^-vertex cycle, are isomorphic to their 
PC(H) and Pm(H). However, not all graphs are isomorphic to PC(H) of 
some other graphs H. We have the following
T heorem  1.1. I f  a graph H  has a vertex o f  degree n(H) — 1 and H is not com­
plete then there exists no G such that G\PC=H.
The proof of this theorem is based on the following two very simple lemmas.
Lemma 1.1. I f  wdPc(G) and |/j(G)|^2 then G has at least one vertex 
w such that Qg(w, u) = eM(G), therefore u£Pc(G). □
L emma 1.2. I f  a graph H  has a vertex o f  degree n(H) — \ then eu (u)^2 for 
every u£ V(H). □
P roof of Theorem 1.1 Let degH (a)= « (//)  — 1 and degH («)<«(//) — 1. If 
there exists a graph G such that G\PC=H  then eG(m)= 2. Therefore by Lemma 1.1, 
there exists w£V{G) — V(H) such that eG(w) — eM(G) and w lies on the other end 
of a longest path starting at v. Hence, G\Pctí H, a contradiction. □
Therefore, no Klt„ is isomorphic to PC(G) of another graph G. However, we prove 
now that every non-complete graph without a vertex adjacent to all other vertices is 
isomorphic to PC{G) of some graph G.
T heorem  1.2. I f  a graph H  has no vertex adjacent to all other vertices o f H then 
there is a graph G such that H  is isomorphic to G\PC.
Proof. Let us take G — H+Kx, where “ 4-” means that, every vertex of H  
is adjacent to every vertex of Kx. Let V(Kx)={z}. We have eG(z)~ 1 and eG(v)=2 
for every v<E V(H), therefore PC(G) — H. □
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Corollary 1.1. (a) a'(Kp)=p ( p ^  1) and a '(Cq)=q (q S 3).
(b) ot'(H)^\V(H)\ + l i f  A(H)<n(H)~  1, where
d ( / / )  =  max {deg,/(y): v£V(H)}.
(c) I f  H is not a graph o f (a) and (b) then ot'(H) is not defined. □
The graph G constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.2 shows also that | / ’C(G:)| —
— |C(G)| is unbounded in general.
We now turn our attention to graphs generated by Pm(G). Evidently, all Kp 
and Cq are isomorphic to the subgraphs generated by their P,„ sets. Let us consider 
first regular graphs. We have
L emma 1.3. I f  a graph H on n vertices is (n-k)-regular, where n —k ^ k —2 
then H\Pm = H, that is ß'(H)=n = n(H).
P roof. Let v be an arbitrary vertex of a graph H. The number of vertices not 
adjacent to v is k — 1. Therefore, every vertex ud V(H)—Nu(v) must have at least 
one neighbour in NH(v). Hence H  is connected, and dH(v)=(n —k)+2(k —1) = 
= n+k — 2 for every vertex v. □
For all other regular graphs we have
Theorem 1.3. For every r-regular graph H, where r<n(H)-~2, there exists a  
graph G such that G\Pm=H and ß' (H)Sn(H)  + l.
P roof. It suffices to take G =H +K1. Let V(K1) = {z}. In this case we have 
dG(z)=n(H) and dG(v)=2n(H)-(r+l)>du(z) for every vd V(H). Therefore 
G\Pm = H. Notice that this theorem is also valid for disconnected graphs. □
The graph G = H +K1 shows also that \Pm(G)\ — |M(G)| is unbounded in 
general.
For arbitrary graph we can prove
Theorem 1.4. For every graph H there exists a graph G such that G\Pm= H  and 
ß '(H)^n(H) + A(H) + 3, where A(H) is the maximum vertex degree o f G.
Proof. First, we construct from H  a graph F such that degF(v)=A(H) for 
every v£ V(H) and degf (u)>d (H) for ud V(F)— V(H). Let AT,, where 
r=A(H)+2, be the complete graph with the vertex set ult u2, ..., ur. Assume that 
F(//)={u1, v2, ..., vn). We define V(F)= fa ,  v2, vn, uu  u2, ur) and £(F)  
consists of the edges of H  and Kr, and additionally every vertex vt is connected with 
A(H) — degH(t>() consecutive vertices of Kr. Evidently, degF(v^—A{H) (/ =  1, ..., ri) 
and degf (uy)> d  (H)(j=  1, ..., r). Now we define G as F+K^^. Assume that VCK^ —
—  { z } .  It is clear that G is of diameter 2, and degG (vt)—A (H) + 1 <degc (u) for every
1, 2 ,..., n) and u£V(G) — V(H). Therefore, da(v,) — 2n(H) + A(H) + 3  for i =  
=  l , . . . ,n a n d i /e (« )< 4 (i’i) for every ud. V(G)— V(H). Thus, G\Pm = H. □
2. Relations between peripheral vertices of trees
The purpose of this section is to present a parametric family of trees which then 
is used to show that all possible relations between the sets of c- and w-peripheral 
vertices of a tree may occur. Thus, we solve one of the problems posed by Szamko-
9
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lowicz in [7], More precisely, we construct infinite classes of trees T  with the sets 
C(T)  and M(T)  at arbitrary distance one from another and which satisfy one of the 
following relations
PAT) = Pm(T),
PAT) £  Pm(T),
PAT) P  Pm(T),
Pc(T)C]Pm(T) *  0, Pm{ T )% P A T )  and Pc( T ) % P m{T), 
PAT)C\Pm{T) = <&.
A similar problem for central vertices has been considered by Slater [5].
Let us recall first that for any tree T, graphs T\C  and T\M  are isomorphic 
either to Kx or to K2. We shall make use also of another definition of the median of a 
tree, see [7] and [8]. Let T be a tree, Tu=  {T,}/ denote the family of components of 
T -u ,  and f(u)=max {\V(Jd\- T£TU}.
T heorem  2.1 ([7] and [8]). For every tree T
M(T)  =  {u: f{y) =  min {/(«): u£V(T)}}. □
It is easy to prove that c- and /«-peripheral vertices of a tree are of degree one, 
see also [7] and [8]. Figure 1 shows a tree in which a wavy line is a path and
In what follows, since we deal only with trees which can be obtained from T  by 
fixing some of the parameters, all references to T  in notations are omitted.
We shall demonstrate how to determine parameters s, rx, r2, m, I, k, as to obtain 
an infinite class of trees which satisfy exactly one of the relations between c- and
e(u ,w t) = s (i =  1, 2, ..., m), q(u, y) =  s - l ,  
Q( w i , v i)  = r1 (i =  1, 2, ..., m ) ,  e(w;,z )  =  e,





/«-peripheral vertices. It is evident that by the assumption 2sSe, we have Pc3  
3 { z} U { wí: i'= 1 ,  . . . ,m }.
Let us now calculate the values of the vertex distance function d.
d(wt) =  2 J + m 2  J+l(r1+ l)+ 2s(m - l )+ l (m  — l)(2 s—ri+D +fci«—r 2+ l ) ,
7-i  7=»+i
for i =  1, 2, . . . ,  m,
d(y)= 2 j + ' n 2  j  + ml(2s-r,)  + k ( e - r 2),
7=1 7=*
d ( z ) = 2 i j  + m 2  j  + k fa + ty  + ml ie -r i+l ) ,
j = l  j = e —s +1
<-'i e~a+1 rJ+i
d (z,) =  2  J + m . 2  ] + 2  J + 2 ( k - l )  + m l ( e - r 1- r s + 2),j=l 7=«-r,-s+2 J = 2
for i =  1 ,2 , , k,
d(xf) =  i?  j +  ^  y +  m J + 2 ( / - l )  +  Ac(e-r1- r a+2) +
1= 1 7= 2  7 = s - r ,+ 2
(m—l)(2s—Ti+1) + 1 (m—l)(2s—2r2+2), 
for i =  l , 2 , . . . , i  and g =  1, 2, ...,m .
Proposition. 2.1. There exists an infinite class o f  trees such that
p = px c  * m 5
and q(C, M) can be arbitrarily large.
Proof. Let s—2, r1= 2 , r2= l ,  m = 1, 7= (e—2)h — 1 and k=(e-4)h,  where h 
is a free variable. One can easily verify that in this case, d(w1)=d(z)—d(zi) (/=  
=  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  k), i/(Wi)>i/(y), and for i = l ,  2 , . . . , / .  Hence, Pe=Pm=
=  {wi,z, z, ( /=  1,2, ...,£ )}.
Furthermore, if we choose 7iSeS4, then vertex m is the median of the tree. To 
show this, note that every component of T —u has at most a=max {2, e + k —2} 
vertices and every other vertex splits T  into components with at least 7>=min {e+k + 
+ /+ 1 , 7+4} vertices. Therefore, if TjSeS4 then b>a.  The central vertex u' of T  
is located on the path between u and z, and Q(u,u')=(e—4)/2. If e= 2h,h^2  then 
q(u, u' )=h—2 ^ 0 . □
Proposition 2.2. There exists a class o f trees such that
Pc $  Pm,■ ' • I "• {• . \ ; ; \
and q(C, M) can be arbitrarily large.
Proof. Let j= 4 , r1= ra=2, m =2,  7=4/i2+ 3 /i — 14, k —Sh2+2h—28 (7i=-l) 
and e= 4h,  for some integer h which will be determined later. Note that k = 2 l —e. 
One can easily verify that d(w1)=d(w2)—d(z)=d(y) and d(w1)>d(xft ( g —1,2; 
7=1,2, . . . , / ) ,<7(w1)>i/(z,) ( /= ! , 2, Hence Pc= {z, wlt w2} and Pm = Pcll{y}.
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Using Theorem 2 we show that u is the median of T  for the parameters set above, 
T —u has four components of cardinalities 3, 1+4, 1+4 and 21—4 and it is e^sy to 
check that for every vertex x  different from u, T —x  has a component of cardinality at 
least min(2/+12, 3!+4).
If c denotes the center of T, then we have q(u, c)—(e—2.s)/2, therefore increasing 
h we can make q(u, c) arbitrarily large. □
In the next three lemmas we assume that s=e/2 (e is an even number) t\ — 2, 
r2 =  1 and m =  1. Hence, C =  {«} and Pc =  {wx, z, z; (/ =  1, 2 ,..., k)}. We assume also 
that M —{t}, therefore, by Theorem 2.1, the following inequality must be satisfied
(1) 2 + f c > y e  +  J -2 .
In this case, &{C, M) —e/2 — 1, and since e will be assumed to be an arbitrary integer, 
the distance between the center and the median can be arbitrarily large.
P roposition  2.3. There exists an infinite class o f trees such that
p  a  p
and q(C, M) can be arbitrarily large.
P r o o f . We choose k, l  and e such that P,n — {ht}, that is d(w})>d(z), d{wx)^=~ 
>d(y)  and d(wl)^d(x}) ( /=  1,2, ...,/). These inequalities are equivalent to
k(e—2) >  l{e — 4),
k >  l(e—5)—e/2,
k+l+3e/2 4
which are satisfied if for instance 1=1, k>(l+2)e,  and <?>4. □
P ro po sitio n  2.4. There exists an infinite class o f trees such that 
Pcn P m^ 0 , Pa%Pm, Pm%Pc 
and q(C ,M ) can be arbitrarily large.
P r o o f . We choose k , l  and e such that Pm — ( ht , y}, that is d(wl)=d(y), 
d(w±)>d{z) and ú?(vt'1)>í/(xl) (/= 1,2, These relations are satisfied if k=
= l(e — 5)—e/2, l>(2e—4)f{e — 6) and eS8. □
P ro po sitio n  2.5. There exists an infinite class o f trees such that
PcDPm = 0
and q(C, M) can be arbitrarily large.
P r o o f . We choose k, I and e such that Pm = {y), that is d(y)>d{w1), d(y)^  
S d(z) and d(y)^id(x}) ( / =1 , 2 , / ) .  These inequalities imply that
/(5—e )T k + e/2 <,0, 
k(3 — e) + l + e/2 <  0 ,
( l+l)(e-4)  s 0 .
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The above system of inequalities together with (1) are satisfied if we take e^ 8 ,  
1^1  and k = l(e—5)—e/2 — i. □
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ÜBER IONENPACKUNGEN
K. BEZDEK
Wie üblich nennen wir die positiv bzw. negativ elektrisch geladenen Teilchen 
ganz einfach Ionen. Aus Erfahrung wissen wir, daß die Ionen in gewisser Hinsicht 
durch Kugel mit einer entsprechenden Approximation modelliert werden können. 
Nämlich die elektrisch verschieden geladenen Teilchen wegen ihrer Abmessungen und 
die elektrisch gleich geladenen Teilchen wegen der Abstoßungskraft können sich 
nicht in beliebigem Maße nähern und so gehört jedem Ion zwei Kugel, wo eine der 
zwei Kugel dem Körper vom Ion die andere der Abstoßungskraft entspricht. Sowje­
tische Physikern (aus Novosibirsk) haben sich mit Ionen beschäftigt und einige 
mathematischen Probleme aufgeworfen. Die folgende Fragestellung stammt von die­
sem Problemenkreis.
Es sei in der euklidischen Ebene
(i) JT_ eine Packung der Kreise vom Radius /•_, wo der Abstand der Mittel­
punkte nicht kleiner als 2 /?_ ist
(0 <  r_ ^  R_),
(ii) JT+ eine Packung der Kreise vom Radius r+, wo der Abstand der Mittel­
punkte nicht kleiner als 2R+ ist
(0 <  r+  SS R +),
(iii) =  ,3T_ U eine Packung.1
Wann wird die Dichte der Ionenpackung J f  mit gegebenen Radien r_ , , r+,
R+ am größten sein? Hier ist die Dichte nicht übereinandergreifender Scheiben {Cf}, 
die in der euklidischen Ebene irgendwie ausgestreut sind, üblicherweise durch
C-(^\C (R)lim —1 ' definiert, wo C(R) ein Kreis vom Radius R mit dem fixen Mit-
R-++OC CyK)
telpunkt O ist.2,3
Zuerst hat K. Böröczky dieses Problem untersucht und den Fall r _ = r + = —,
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 52A45; Secondary 51M05.
Key words and phrases. Ion packing, euclidean plane.
1 Eine Anordnung nicht übereinandergreifender Scheiben wird eine Packung genannt.
3 Im folgenden werden wir den Flächeninhalt eines Bereiches mit demselben Symbol bezeichnen 
wie den Bereich selbst.
s Dieser Wert hängt nicht von der Wahl des Ursprungspunktes O ab. Siehe dazu L. Fejes 
Tóth [1],
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1 l/2 l/J
R_ = R+ = R, oder — ^ R  gelöst. Wir beschäftigen uns nun mit
dem Fall r_=r, r+ = \ —r, ^ —r 
Satz, den vorher K. Böröczky als Vermutung ausgesprochen hat.
^2 h2-j- , R - = R+=-^~ und beweisen den folgenden
Satz. Es sei r£ [t -
n
2
eine gegebene reelle Zahl. Ist d die Dichte einer derar­
tigen Packung der euklidischen Ebene aus Kreisen mit den Radien r, 1 —r, für die der 
Abstand der Mittelpunkte der kongruenten Kreise nicht kleiner als [ 2 ist, so gilt
d d(r) =
r2 + (l — r)2 71.
Bemerkung. Nehmen wir das Einheitsquadratgitter mit den Kreisen von Radien 
r, 1 —r, die um die Gitterpunkte geschacht geschlagen sind, wie es auf der Abbil­
dung 1 zu sehen ist, so ist hier die Dichte gleich d(r).
Beweis. Wir können ohne Beschränkung der Allgemeinheit voraussetzen, daß 
die Packung gesättigt ist, weil wir sie sonst durch Flinzufügung weiterer Kreise sätti­
gen könnten (d.h. die eventuell entstehenden großen Lücken durch Flinzufügung 
weiterer Kreise auflassen können). Dabei nimmt aber die Packungsdichte nicht ab. 
Unter dieser Bedingung konstruieren wir die L*-Zerlegung unserer Packung folgen­
derweise, die von J. Molnár [3] stammt. Ein Kreis, der in seinem Inneren keinen, auf 
seinem Rand aber wenigstens drei Kreismittelpunkte von Kreisen der gegebenen 
Packung enthält, wird Stützkreis genannt. Die auf dem Rand eines Stützkreises lie­
genden Kreismittelpunkte spannen ein konvexes Polygon auf, das wir ein Stützpoly­
gon nennen. Es ist leicht einzusehen, daß die Stützpolygone ein Mosaik — die L- 
Zerlegung — der Ebene bilden [2]. Durch einander nicht schneidende Diagonalen 
zerlegen wir dann jede Zelle von L in Dreiecke, die die L'-Zerlegung der Ebene geben. 
Endlich betrachten wir die stumpfwinkligen Dreiecke der Zerlegung L' und verfahren
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folgenderweise: in einem solchen Dreieck lassen wir die größte Seite weg, und 
nehmen denjenigen Streckenzug, der entsteht, wenn wir die Endpunkte der erwähnten 
Seite mit dem Kreismittelpunkt des zum Dreieck gehörigen Stützkreises verbinden. 
Damit haben wir die L*-Zerlegung als ein Mosaik der Ebene konstruiert. Der zu 
einer Zelle der L*-Zerlegung gehörige Gesamtinhalt der Kreise ist folgenderweise zu 
berechnen: nur solche Kreise (der Packung) werden betrachtet, die um eine der Ecken 
der gewählten Zelle geschlagen sind, dann nehmen wir diejenigen Kreissektoren der 
gewählten Kreise, die durch die Winkel der betrachteten Zelle bestimmt sind; schließ­
lich müssen die Inhalte dieser Kreissektoren summiert werden (T). Dann ist die 
Dichte der Kreise bezüglich der betrachteten Zelle üblicherweise durch T/A definiert, 
wo A den Inhalt der Zelle bedeutet.
Wir werden zeigen, daß die Dichte (d ) von Kreisen der Packung bezüglich belie­
biger Zelle der L*-Zerlegung genügt der Ungleichung: d^d(r). Daraus folgt unser 
Satz ganz einfach.
Lemma 1. Wir befestigen in der euklidischen Ebene zwei Kreise: mit dem Mittel­
punkt A und dem Radius t\, und mit dem Mittelpunkt B und dem Radius r2. Es sei 
Tü AB ein gegebener Punkt. Ferner sei CT=m; CTth. AB und d(m) die Dichte der zwei 
gegebenen Kreise bezüglich des Dreiecks ABC. so ist d(m) eine streng monoton fallende 
Funktion von m (Abb. 2).
c
Abb. 2
Beweis. Es sei dfni) (bzw. d.fm)) die Dichte des Kreises vom Radius r1 (bzw. 
r2) bezüglich des Dreiecks ATC  (bzw. BTC). Wir zeigen, daß dfm ) (bzw. d2(m)) 
eine abnehmende Funktion von m ist, damit der Beweis des Lemmas beendet ist. 
Zum Beispiel für den Fall von d2(m): es sei C f  CT (C '^C ). Kx (bzw. K2) ist der 
gemeinsame Punkt der Halbgerade BA (bzw. BC) und des Randes des Kreises vom 
Radius BC'. Es ist leicht einzusehen, daß die Dichten des Kreises vom Radius r2 
bezüglich verschiedener Bereiche den nachfolgenden Ungleichungen genügen: 
d(CC BA)-<d(C'BK2<s) = d(KlBC'<i)<d(TBC'A) also d(BTCA)^d(BTC'A).
Lemma 2. Es seien rx, r2, a reelle, positive Zahlen. Ist d(y) die Dichte der Kreise 
mit dem Mittelpunkt A und dem Radius rx, und mit dem Mittelpunkt B und dem 
Radius r2 bezüglich des gleichschenkligen Dreiecks ABC, wo AC=BC = a und 
<X ACB-=y, so ist d(y) eine streng monoton fallende Funktion von y (()<)>< n).
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Beweis. Essei 2oc+y=n (Abb. 3). Durch eine Rechnung ergibt sich:
r\+r\ 2a
diy) =
Andererseits für 0<2a-=7r haben wir 
ist.
2a2 sin 2 a '
d_
da ( *  ) - o(sm 2a/ womit der Beweis erbracht
Eine unmittelbare Folgerung aus Lemma 1 und 2, ist das folgende 
K orollar. Es sei ABC ein gleichschenkliges Dreieck, wo AC = BCS f t .2 ’
A B ^ l .  Ist d die Dichte der Kreise mit dem Mittelpunkt A und dem Radius r —
f l \
I, und mit dem Mittelpunkt B und dem Radius (1 —r) bezüglich des Dreiecks
ABC, so gilt
r * + ( l - r yd S  cl(r) = ———------- n.
Lemma 3. Es sei d die Dichte der Kreise mit dem Mittelpunkt A und dem Radius R, 
und mit dem Mittelpunkt B und dem Radius R bezüglich des gleichschenkligen Dreiecks
ABC, mo AC = BC', AB und R = r oder R = l —r Dann gilt:
j  j ,  \ r2 +  (l —r)2d <  d(r) = ------ --------n.





. Führen wir die Funktion
/('■) =  nr +  y  ein, so gjlt und - ^ ( i r ) < 0 ’ woraus für
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Deshalb gilt d<d(r). Jetzt untersuchen wir die verschiedenen Typen der Zellen von 
der L+-Zerlegung.
I. Die Zelle wird durch ein spitzwinkliges oder ein rechtwinkliges Dreieck er­
zeugt, die übrigens 0, oder 1, oder 2, oder 3 Einschnitte hat. Dementsprechend ist die 
Zelle 3-, oder 4-, oder 5-, oder 6-eck. Diese Zellen haben immer drei Kreise von der 
Packung, die um die Ecken desjenigen Dreiecks KXK2K3 geschlagen sind, das die Zelle 
erzeugt (Abb. 4). Note: Die L*-Zerlegung hat die folgende, wichtige Eigenschaft: 
ein Einschnitt =  ein gleichschenkliges Dreieck.
I.a. Nur solche Zellen vom Typ I werden betrachtet, in denen die Kreise kl9k2, k-t 
mit den Mittelpunkten Kx, K2, Ks kongruent sind.
Wir wählen eine von diesen Zellen, und bezeichnen mit d die Dichte der Packung 
bezüglich dieser Zelle. Es sei O der Mittelpunkt des Umkreises vom Dreieck KXK2K3, 
wobei d(OKiKjA) die Dichte der Kreise kh kj ( i^ j, i,j=  1,2,3) bezüglich des 
Dreiecks OKiKj  bedeutet. Mit Rücksicht auf Lemma 1 ist die Ungleichung d=- 
max {d(OKiKjA) i^ j ,  2, 3}—D sicher erfüllt. Ohne Beschränkung der All­
gemeinheit können wir voraussetzen, daß D=d{OKxK2A) gilt. Aus dem Lemma 2 
folgt die Ungleichung <3.KxOK2s2n/3. Andererseits ist KXK2^ ^ 2 .  Also, es seien 
KxK2 = Y2, <lOKxK2 = <iOK2Kx=n/6. Und nun, schlagen wir den Kreis kx 
(bzw. k2) um den Punkt K* (bzw. Kt)\ Betrachten wir die Dichte d(OKxK2A) der 
Kreise kx, k2 bezüglich des Dreiecks OKxK2, so ist mit Rücksicht auf Lemma 1 die
Abb. 4
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I.b. Nur solche Zellen vom Typ I werden betrachtet, in denen die Kreise 
kly k2, k3 mit den Mittelpunkten K1, K2, K3 nicht kongruent sind.
Nehmen wir eine von diesen Zellen! d bedeutet die Dichte der Packung bezüg­
lich der gewählten Zelle. Wir haben zu zeigen: d^d(r).
Zuerst beschäftigen wir uns mit dem Fall, wann die gewählte Zelle ein Dreieck 
ist. (Also, das Dreieck K1K2K3 wird untersucht.) Wir wissen daß: KtK jS l  gilt, 
wenn k h kj inkongruent sind; KtK j^ f2  gilt, wenn k h k} kongruent sind (yVy, 
/, /=  1, 2, 3). Wir können ohne Beschränkung der Allgemeinheit voraussetzen, daß 
die Indizes i , j  i ^ j  /, /€ {1, 2, 3} existieren, die der Gleichung Ä';Kj = 1 oder der 
Gleichung KiKJ=\?2 entsprechen. (Sonst könnten wir es durch geeignete, zentral- 
sche Verkleinerung erreichen, die die Dichte erhöht.) Also, nur zwei Fälle sind hier 
möglich (Abb. 5).
Der Fall KiKj = \2 . Wir können voraussetzen, daß der Kreis k, wenigstens einen 
von den Kreisen k„ kj berührt. Im entgegengesetzten Fall könnten wir nämlich 
durch eine Bewegung vom Kreis k, diese Situation erreichen, wenn wir den Punkt K, 
auf der Flöhe der Seite KtKj bewegten. Während die Dichte kann sicher nur erhöhen. 
(Siehe: Lemma 1.)
Der Fall K;Kj= 1. Die Kreise kh kj sind hier inkongruent. Deshalb können wir 
voraussetzen, daß die Strecke KtKt oder die Strecke KjK, die Länge 1 oder die Länge 
f2 hat. Im entgegengesetzten Fall könnten wir nämlich so denken, wie früher.
Zusammengefaßt: wir haben nur die folgenden zwei Fälle zu untersuchen
(1) K, K2 =  Kx K, =  1; K,K.t ^  ) 2
(2) KxK2 = 1; K2K3 = \2  ; K^K3 & 1
und selbstverständlich ist das Dreieck K^K.,K3 in beiden Fällen ein spitzwinkliges 
oder ein rechtwinkliges Dreieck.
d=
Der Fall 1 ist trivial, weil dann auch
r2 + (l —r)2 -------r------ n=d!r).
K2K3= )/2 gilt. Also für die Dichte d gilt:
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Der Fall 2. Haben die Kreise k2, k3 den Radius (1 — r), dann drehen wir um den 
Punkt K2, den Kreis k3 so weit, daß der Kreis k3 den Kreis kx berührt. Bei dieser 
Drehung nimmt der Inhalt des Dreiecks KXK2K3 ab, dagegen nimmt der Gesamtin­
halt der Kreissektoren zu (r ^  1 — r!). Also während der Drehung nimmt die Dichte 
zu. Deshalb ist dsd(r). Wir haben noch denjenigen Fall zu untersuchen, wann 
KxK2= \\ K2K3= ]/2\ Ki K3^ l ; die Kreise k2, k3 den Radius /• haben und der Kreis 
k x den Radius (1 — r) hat. (Selbstverständlich ist das Dreieck KXK2K3 ein spitzwinkli­
ges oder ein rechtwinkliges Dreieck.) (Abb. 6.) Es sei a=  <$K2KXK3. Dann ist 
0<a*^a=-7r/2 wo tga* =  /2  gilt. Durch einige Rechnungen erhalten wir
nr2 — (2r— l )a  
sin oc ( / l  + cos2 a + cos a)
Jetzt wird die folgende Funktion definiert: / :  [a*, n/2] — R
. nr2- (2 r —l)aa t— f(a) = ------- -------- . --------- .
sin a (]/1 -fcos2 a +  cos a)
Es ist leicht einzusehen:
/ '(« )  =
h(<*)
sin a (^1 + cos2 a +  cos a)
wenn
h (a) =  a +  (a a + b)( sin a
\ )/l+ cos2a
-ctg a ) ;
u= (l — 2r); b=nr2; a€[a*, n/2] gelten.
Behauptung: /i'(a)>0.
Beweis: 7tr2—(71+2)/-+(71/2+1)>0, denn sie hat einen egative Diskriminante. 
Deshalb gilt 7 i r 2 + ( l  — 2/-)(a + l)=»0 das heißt a<x + b+a>0.
Andererseits ist
2 cos a 1 sin a
(l+ c o s2a)3/2 + sin2a “  j/l+ co s2a Ctg0<’






ctg aj -t-(aa-Fb) ^ 2 cos a +  -(l+cos2a)3/2 sin:
ist also die Ungleichung der Behauptung sicher erfüllt.
Im Intervall [a*, n/2] ist also h(a) eine zunehmende Funktion von a. Dann ist 
aber das Maximum der Funktion / :  [a*, 7r/2]-»R
/(«*) oder / ( j ) .
Behauptung: /(a*)</(7r/2).
Beweis.
denn sie hat eine negative Diskriminante.
Schließlich haben wir
, ( n \  r2+ (l —r)2
/ I t  r — I — n = d ^
womit der Beweis der Ungleichung d^d{r) erbracht ist.
Zum Schluß betrachten wir die Zellen vom Typ I, in denen die Kreise k x, k2, k3 
inkongruent sind und, die mindestens einen Einschnitt haben.
Wir nehmen einen von diesen Zellen, (d bedeutet die Dichte der Packung 
bezüglich der gewählten Zelle.) Es sei O der Mittelpunkt des Umkreises vom Dreieck 
KxK2Ka, wobei d(OKiKjA) die Dichte der Kreise kh k} (i^ j, i ,j=  1, 2, 3) bezüg­
lich des Dreiecks OK^Kj bedeutet. Mit Rücksicht auf Lemma 1 ist die Ungleichung 
d ^  max {d(OKiKjA) i ^ j  i, j= \ ,  2, 3 }=D sicher erfüllt. Wir können ohne Beschrän­
kung der Allgemeinheit voraussetzen: D=d(OKxK2A). Sind die Kreise kx, k 2 
inkongruent, so ist wegen des Korollars d(OKxK2A)^d(r). Also gilt d^d(r).
Im weiteren sind die Kreise kx, k2 kongruent. Auf Grund des Lemmas 3 ist 
d(OKxK2A)<d(r), wenn KXK2=3/2 gilt. Und so folglich d<d(r). Für KxK2<3j2 
haben wir die folgenden Überlegungen: Sind KxKa und K2K3 die Seiten der ge­
wählten Zelle, so gelten für die Dichte d(KxK2K3A) der Kreise kx, k2, k3 bezüghch 
des Dreiecks KXK2K3 die untenstehenden Ungleichungen: d^d (K xK2K3A);
d(K1K2K3A)^d(r). Die zweite Ungleichung wurde schon vorher bewiesen. Also 
ist hier d^d(r). Wir haben nur noch denjenigen Fall zu untersuchen, wann die ge­
wählte Zelle mindestens zwei Einschnitte hat. Es sei z.B. ein Einschnitt bei der Strecke 
K2K3. Selbstverständlich ist dann K2K3^ ^ 3 .  (Wir wissen noch: KXK2< 3/2; 
KxKaS  1.) Durch einfache Rechnung ergibt sich: <ZKxK3K2-=:n/3. : Also ist
<ZKX OK2<2nj3. Deshalb und wegen der Ungleichung KXK2^ ^ 2  erhalten wir 
d(OKxK2A)<d(r). (Siehe dazu Lemma 1.) Folglich d<d(r).
II. Die Zelle wird durch das stumpfwinklige Dreieck KXK2K3 folgenderweise 
erzeugt: (es sei <$K2KXK3 stumpfwinklig) entweder ist die Zelle das konvexe Vier-
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Abb. 7
eck KxK2OK3 w o  OK, = OK% = OK9, oder ein 5-; bzw. 6-eck, das durch Hinzu­
fügung 1 bzw. 2 Einschnitte entsteht (Abb. 7). Die Kreise kx, k 2, k3 mit den Mittel­
punkten KX,K 2,K 3 gehören der Packung. Wir nehmen eine von diesen Zellen 
wann d die Dichte der Packung bezüglich der gewählten Zelle bedeutet. Wir be­
zeichnen mit d(OK1Ki A) [bzw. d(OKlK3Ä)\ die Dichte der Kreise kx; k 2 [bzw. 
ki, &3] bezüglich des Dreiecks OKxK2 [bzw. OKlK:i], Mit Rücksicht auf Lemma 1 
ist: d^ max {d(OKxK.zÄ), d(OKxK3A)}. Andererseits, hier ist es leicht einzusehen:
[1] F ejes Tóth, L., Lagerungen in der Ebene, auf der Kugel und im Raum, Zweite verbesserte und
erweiterte Auflage, D ie Grundlehren der mathematischen Wissenschaften, Band 65, 
Springer-Verlag, Berlin—New York, 1972. M R  50 #  5603.
[2] Fejes Tóth, L., Reguläre Figuren, Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest, 1965. MR  30 #  3408.
[3] Molnár, J., On the ^-system o f unit circles, Ann. Univ. Sei. Budapest. Eötvös Sect. Math. 20
(1977), 195—203. M R  58 #  12733.
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So ist der Beweis des Satzes erbracht.
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BIASED RAMSEY TYPE GAMES
JÓZSEF BECK
1. Introduction
Let N be the set of natural numbers. If A is a set, the family of subsets of A 
containing exactly r elements is [A]r. Let \A\ denote the cardinality of the set A. Given 
a graph G, denote by co(G) the number of vertices of the largest complete subgraph 
of G. Let log x  denote the natural logarithm of x.
Let us consider the following biased Ramsey type game. Two players are playing 
on the edges of the infinite complete graph [N]a. The first player selects b previously 
unselected edges per move and the second player selects one previously unselected 
edge per move. Now consider a play according to these rules. Let e;(1), e[2), ..., efb) 
and fi  denote the first and the second player’s /-th move, respectively. Set
Ei = {e)k): 1 — 7 — i, 1 — — h} and Ft = {J): l á j á  i}.
that is, Ei and Ft denote the graphs picked by the first and the second players at 
their first i moves. Each player wants to pick large complete subgraphs. More exactly, 
the first player’s goal is to maximalize sup co(Ei)/(o(Fi), and the second player’s1 =5 Í <  °0
goal is to minimalize sup cu(£'i)/gj(Fí). Let this Ramsey type game be denoted 
by RG(b, 1).
In the case b= 1, i.e., each player selects one edge per move, the second player 
can force the inequality aj(Ei)^co(Fi) + \ by a simple “reflection strategy”. For 
let {Nx, N2} be an infinite 2-partition of N, i.e., N1(JN2='N, Ni r\Ni =0 and 
lA^xl =  I^ V^I =  °=>- Let g: N1-*N2 be a 1—1 mapping. Given e={n, m}g[N]2 with 
n Ag(tn) and niAg(n), let e* be the “mirror image” of e, more precisely, let
e*
{g(rt), g('”)} ‘f n , m £ N 1
{g-100,  g -1("0} if n ,m £N 2
{g(n), g_10»)} if n£N lt m € N 2
{g-1^)» g(m)} if n^N 2,m eN i-
Clearly (e*)*=e. Here is the desired strategy: If the first player has just selected 
e={n, m) with nAg(m) and mAg(n), then the second player selects e*, other­
wise the second player moves arbitrarily. One can easily verify that using this 
strategy the second player can force co(Ei)So}(Fi)-\-l for every /S i .
10
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In the case b s 2, i.e, the real biased game, this “reflection strategy” does not 
work. It is not even obvious whether the second player can force
sup (o(E,)/(o(Fi) <  +  <*>.
Xrgi-coo
In this note we give a positive answer to this question.
Theorem. In the game RG(b, 1) (bS 2) the second player has a strategy such 
that for all i>i0(b),
u(Fi)
10b log b.
Our result was motivated by a paper of Erdős and Selfridge [1]. For the proof 
we need two lemmas.
Lemma 1. In the game RG(d, 1) the second player has a strategy such that for 
all 1,
log icufFi) log (2d+ 2) '
Lemma 2. In the game RG(d, 1) the second player has a strategy such that for 
i >/'0(d),
log ico(Ej) <  3 d log 2
Accept for a moment the validity of the two lemmas above. Playing on the 
(2i + l)-st moves by the strategy of Lemma 1 with d=2b and on the 2/-th moves by 
the strategy of Lemma 2 with d—2b, for all />/„ the second player can force
ü)(E í) 6b log (4b + 2) in u , _ u
—7TTT <  ------ ;----~-------<  1 Ob log b.co(F;) log 2
That is, the Theorem follows. Therefore, it suffices to prove the lemmas. Their proofs 
constitute Sections 2 and 3.
2. Proof of Lemma 1
Let Q(n, k, d) denote the game that is played on the edges of a complete graph 
on n vertices. The first player selects d (ds; 1) edges per move and the second player 
selects one edge per move. The second player wins if and only if he can choose all
the ^2J  edges of some complete subgraph of k (k^2 )  vertices. We will
prove by induction on k  that the second player has a winning strategy Str(k) for 
Q((2d+2)k~ \ k, d) within (2d+2)*~1 moves.
For k= 2 this statement is trivial. Assume now that the statement holds for 
k  — 1 ?=2. Then the second player proceeds in two stages. In the first stage, selecting 
some vertex v, he will choose (2dJr\)(2d+2)k~2 edges e for which v£e. By the end 
of the first stage, there will be a set V of vertices having the following properties:
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|F|=(2i/+2)*~2, v$V, there is no edge of the first player covered by F, and for 
each V the edge {t>, y} has been selected by the second player. Here we used a 
corollary of the well-known Túrán’s theorem: Given a graph with s vertices and
average degree t, one can find an independent subset of it having cardinality
In the second stage, the second player will play by S tr (k - l)  restricting his moves to 
the edges of V. The induction step is complete.
Now we are in the position to define the desired strategy in Lemma 1. On the 
first move the second player will choose an arbitrary edge, on the next (2d+2)2 
moves he will choose a triangle by Str(3), on the next {2d+2f moves he will choose 
a complete quadrilateral by £Yr(4), and so on. Using this complex strategy the second
k
player can obtain for every k a complete graph of k vertices within 1 +  2  (2d+2)J~1 <
J=2
<(2</+2)k moves. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
3. Proof of Lemma 2
Let y.= \J e, that is, Ff denotes the set of vertices covered by the first
e€Et
player’s first i moves e[x\  ...,Cj(1), ..., e\d>. Suppose now that we are after
the first player’s i-th move and we wish to find a good edge f  for the second player. 
In order to define this strategy we introduce a weight function ! ( / , / ) , /^[N]2 being 
very sensitive to the dense subgraphs of Et: if /6[N]2 and 2 then let
and
MUf) = 2
A€[V,]‘ : W ! n F | . , = o  and /€ [ X F
\y,\
2  'Ar ( ' . / ) '  '•1 = 2
Here is the desired strategy: for each /€[N]2—( £ i U i ri_ i )  compute the value 
and let f  be that one for which the maximum is attained.
Set





2f = 2M i) i '•
of
Since \Ex\=d and |FX|St2d, we easily get the upper bound
IM IUI /'iKIt
A (l)s  2  2  2 =  2 2  I r I — 2 - 2*K»I S  2M+1.
The proof of Lemma 2 will be based on the following statement: using the above 
strategy the second player can achieve the inequality
/ 4 ^  4d+i
(1 )  A ( i + 1 )  S  ( l  +  2 7 u ( ' ) - t — J ~  fo r  a!1
10*
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Assuming the validity of (1) one can easily deduce the upper estimate
(2) 2(0  <  (i + 1)4“ for all i is 1
by induction o n In d e e d , for /=  1 (2) is true, since 2(1)^22<,+1. Assume now that 
then by (1) we obtain
( 4d  ^ 4^+!
2(0 <  [1 + 2732 J '4d+T ^T  -  iid+4diid- 1+4d+1 <  (i + l)4“,
completing the induction step.
Using (2) we can complete the proof of Lemma 2 as follows. Assume, in the 
contrary that
o)(£'i) s  3d log i/log 2 for some i >• i0(d),
where i0(d) is a sufficiently large threshold index. That is, in the first i moves the first
player selected all the |^ >J edges of some complete graph of t=t(i)=\3d  log//log2]
(upper integral part) vertices.
Then
2(0 =  •AíÍO* ‘ = 2® /di 1 with / =  \3d log i/log 2].
Simple calculation shows that for i> i0(d),
2(0 = 2®/Ji~‘ S  ( /+ 1)4“,
which contradicts (2).
Thus it remains to prove (1).
To verify (1) we start with the identity below that can be easily checked by the 
reader:
( 3 )  =  I A ,  ( 0  ~  'I'tiU ft) + ß ,( i+ 1 ) + y ,  ( i + 1 ) ,
where
/i( ( i  +  l )  =  2  {2l[^ l! n £ i + 1IM _ 2it'4l5n £ ,l/‘ij
and
y, ( i  +  1)  =  2  2 l[-4l2nE i + 1IM
A £ [ V l + l ]c : lA ]* n F ~ e > ,A < tV i
Now we give an upper bound to ßt(i+ l).
E,,k = Et U M » , . . „ e }  O ^ k ^ d ,  
that is, Ei lt — £, and Ei d= E i+1. Using this notation we introduce 
ß , ( i + l ,  k) = 2  {2l[a]!nE1>kl/d — 2lta]snEi,k_,!/<(} =
= 2  {21,d— l}2^A^ nEi.«-i\lä.
a  e : [a ]2n F , = n , 0 + ,i  € Ml*
Since /?,(/+1)= 2 ß t ( '+ i .k )  and \[A]*r\Ei t _1|s|[/4]a(T£'i|+ k  — 1, we obtain
*=i
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the upper bound
(4)
A ( i+ l ) S  2  2  {2<‘'“-2<*-1>'‘,}2l['<]1nE,|p m
f==l^ €[P,],:M]2nFi=0,ef!í>1€[/l]!
S  2 { 2 k,i~ 2
*=i
Next we give an upper bound to y,(/+l). Let Clearly |B<|S
— IU el+i\—2rf- Since |[y4]2D£',+i |S  \[A n ^ ]2n£',| +  i/, we have
where
y,(i +  l )  =  2  2  2 M 2nEi + 1IM
*=i xeiv'i + 1i*:u]!nfi=0,Mn»’l|=* 
l»M
iS 2  2 2  2lwnK(ltnE,|/<i ^
k = 1 X€[Pi + 1]': Ul2nF,=0,|XnB'il=t 
l"M |w(|
ä  y  2 2  2i[B>2n£<i/‘'
t  = l  C€HP(l'‘B€[K,l*-k: [B]i!nFi . 1=0
<?y(0 =
Since Hence
<A;(0 for 7 ^ 2
i for j  = 1
1 for 7 = 0
0 for j  <  0.
(5) V,(i+1) 2 2 \k  )&-*(*)•
By (3), (4) and (5)




+ k2 2 ( k  Jwr-k(0-
Summing (6) for i=2, |f;+1| we conclude
l^+.l l^ .+.l
A(i +  1) =  2 l/'(0' + l)0  + l)~‘ S  2  •ArO'+l)«- ' ^1-2 f=2
(7)
^  2 *  {•Ai( 0 - ^ ( i , / i) + i { 2 t/‘,- 2 « - 1)/-}^(i,eft>1)+
+J12(2fe)^ -‘(i)}r'=
=  A( 0 - A(«,/;)+ i  {2*/d—2<fc—1)/d}A(*, eft>,)+
fc = l
i^ i+il r 2d /^ n  „ 1
\ 5  U2U
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By the maximum property of f ,  A(/, From this it follows that
2  {2*/*-& -» '* } A(i, a  =S i  {2»/-_2»-»/-}A(i,/i) =  /j).
I t+l k = 1
Returning to (7) we have
!K»+il d ( 2 d \  „
A(/ +  l) S  A(i)+ 2  Z A k =
f =  2 fc =  l  V ^  /  
l^i + il d / 9 / A  ~
— a(o+ z  22\kU,-tm-it-t)i-k-t~Z k = 1 V K )
By the definition of $ j{i)
IL +il d ( 2 d \  ~  A ( 2 d \
Z Z( k) s  2 ( “ ) <K0 + 2} i-,
therefore
1(i+*» ® {‘ + , l 2 (“ ) i_‘} '‘(0+ , l 4 f* )
d 72^1 4‘,+1Using the trivial inequality _2’4l ^ — we obtain (1). This completes the
proof of Lemma 2.
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TOPOLOGIES ET PROXIMITÉS FLOUES
P. HAMBURG
Les espaces topologiques « flous » étudiés en nombreux notes — par exemple en 
[1], [11], [12], [14], [15] — les espaces de proximité «flous» — [9]— ouïes espaces 
uniformes «flous» — [8], — et leur théorie unifiée en langage syntopogène — [10] 
— sont des cas particuliers de structures topologiques (en sens classique) dans des 
treillis morganiens [4]. Ce ne sont pas des ensembles flous; nous les nommerons 
structures quasi-floues (q.f.). Une topologie q.f. par exemple (et floue selon la termino­
logie des travaux mentionnés) est une partie ST de l’ensemble F  (où I=[0, 1]). 
Une relation <5 de proximité q.f. ou un ordre topogène q.f. c  est un sous-ensemble 
(classique) de F  XI*, etc. Nous nous proposons de développer les idées esquis­
sées dans [3] en élaborant dans cette note les fondements d’une théorie des structures 
topologiques et proximales floues au sens propre, c’est-à-dire PT sera une partie floue 
de F ,  c  un sousensemble flou de F x F  etc. Nous employerons le langage syn­
topogène en considérant comme notion fondamentale celle de l’ordre topogène 
flou, mais nous traduirons nos définitions aussi dans les autres « langues » usuelles. 
Nous nous bornerons dans cette première étude aux ordres. Les structures syntopo- 
gènes feront l’objet d’un autre article. Par souci de généralité, nous remplacerons 
presque partout l’ensemble F  par un soustreillis complet SP de F . Ainsi en choi­
sissant JSP=F, SP=(?(X), puis comme codomaine de c  l’ensemble I où en parti­
culier {0, 1}, nous obtiendrons a) les structures floues au sens strict, b) les structures 
q.f., c’est-à-dire les structures « floues » des notes citées en haut, c) les structures proba- 
bilistiques, d) les structures topologiques classiques.
Ce point de vue strictement flou apparaît pour le cas des structures proximales 
en [13]. On y remarque deux voies : pour la relation de proximité, les auteurs 
emploient une application P  : F —I; mais pour l’ordre de proximité une fa m il le  
d’ordres q.f. Nous montrerons que toute notion topologique floue peut être carac­
térisée en deux manières : a) par une application dont le codomaine est I, b) par une 
famille d’objets q.f. dont le domaine est I0=]0, 1] mais le codomaine en est (0, 1}.
1. Ordres topogènes flous. Topologies floues
Soit X un ensemble quelconque non vide, I—[0, 1]. Nous noterons par s  l’ordre 
naturel en I, mais aussi l’ordre produit de F . Par un tre illis  flo u  en X  nous enten­
dons un soustreillis complet (et donc complètement distributif) SP de F .  La borne 
inférieure (supérieure) en I et en SP sera notée par Л (V). Les mêmes symboles
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 54A05; Secondary 54E05, 54E15, 54F05. 
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seront employés aussi pour la conjonction (disjonction) logique. 0  est le plus petit 
élément de i f ,  1 le plus grand, i f  est sym étr iq u e  si 1 — a  £ i f  pour tout a £ i f .
1.1 . Un ordre sem ito p o g èn e  flo u  en i f  est une application c :  i f X i f  — I 
vérifiant les axiomes :
[cj] c ( 0 ,  0 ) — c ( l ,  1) = \,
[Cl] c(a , b) >  0 => a  Ä b,
[c f]  q S û ,  b S  ьг = > c ( a ,  b) tÉ âcici!, b4).
Il est topogène  (otf) s’il vérifie aussi
[C2] c ( a 1, b ) A c ( a 2, b ) t £ c ( a 1\ / a 2, b )  et
[c3] c(a, bj)A c(a , b2) ^  c(a, b4Ab2).
Un ordre semitopogène flou est p a r fa it si 
[Ct] A { c ( a j , b )  : j £ J } ^ c ( f { a j : j £ J } , b ) .
Il est coparfa it si
[1=3] A (c (a , bfl : je  J )  =  c ( a ,  A ( b} : j e  J } ) .
Un otf est biparfait s’il est parfait et coparfait.
De l’axiome [ c ' f ]  on déduit que, dans les axiomes [c j, [c3], [c2] et [c|]> 
l’inégalité peut être remplacée par l’égalité.
Soient Cj, c2, c  des ordres semitopogènes flous en i f .  Nous définissons 
CjoCg par
(Cjo c2)(a, b) =  V {c2(a, c)A c4(c, b)  : c€if}
et c 2 =  с  о c . On a toujours Cio c2S C 4A c2, donc C2S [ .  Un ordre semito­
pogène flou c est den se  s’il vérifie l’inégalité
[c4] c — c2.
Cette condition est équivalente à la suivante :
[c*-] V V 3 c (a , b ) - — â c ( a ,  c)A n(c, b).
a.bese n£N* cese n
La condition [c4-] est toujours vérifiée si a ф  b.
L’ordre c  est s tr ic te m e n t dense si
[Cf] V { a ^ b ^ r  3  [c(a, b) c (a , c)A c(c, b)]}.
a.bise cese
La dernière inégalité peut être remplacée par l’égalité. Tout otf strictement dense 
est dense. La réciproque n’est pas valable.
Un otf parfait et dense s’appelle ordre f lo u  topo log ique  (oft). S’il est strictement 
dense, c’est un ordre  f lo u  s tr ic tem en t topo log ique.
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Si !£ est symétrique, l’otf C s’appelle sym étriq u e  si
[C5] c ( a ,  b ) =  c ( l  —b,  1 —à).
Un otf symétrique et dense est un ordre f lo u  de  p ro x im ité  (ofp). S’il est strictement 
dense, il est un ordre f lo u  str ic tem en t p ro x im a l.
Nous allons étudier d’abord les oft. Us sont étroitement liés à la notion de géné­
rateur.
1 .2 . Un /-treillis en ££ est une application т : -*\ jouissant des propriétés
suivantes :
[tJ  t (0) =  t ( /)  =  1,
[tJ  t (CiV c2) êr T (cj)A T (c2),
[т3] t (c1Ac2) ë  t (cj)A t (c2).
Nous attacherons à tout /-treillis т une autre application cr : iA X  -ST I par 
la formule
[c  : t] c/ а ,  b) =V  {t (c) : a ^  c S  b, c€У ) .
Si a ^ b ,  alors évidemment c t ( a , b ) —0.
Notre construction est l’analogue de l’ordre topogène attaché à un treillis — 
[2]—. On montre aisément que c t est un otf. Nous dirons que l’otf c  est générable  
s’il y a un/-treillis t tel que C =  C.. R é g én éra teu r  t =  tc est unique et
[т : с] tc (c) =  c (c , c).
Pour que l’otf c soit générable, il faut et il suffit qu’il vérifie la condition:
[g] V V { » S b  3 [(a S  c ^  b)A (c(a, b ) - - i - c ( c ,  c)]}.
пея*а,ье& cise n
P roposition . L ’ordre topogèn e f lo u  c t e s t p a r fa it s i  e t seu lem en t s i  т e s t p a r­
f a i t ,  c ’est-à -d ire  s i
[rt\ A{t(c;) : jU } s t (V{cj : ;€ /} ) .
Par une topo log ie  f lo u e  en JSf, nous entendons un /-treillis parfait. On voit donc 
qu’une telle topologie ne sépare pas comme dans le cas q.f — [1] — les ensembles 
flous ouverts de ceux qui ne le sont pas, mais évalue le « degré t(c) d’ouverture » de 
chaque ensemble flou cÇ.£C.
1.3. Les conditions [df] et [g] ne sont pas comparables. Mais [g] est plus forte 
que [c4], c’est-à-dire tou t o t f  gén érab le  e s t dense. Mais on peut trouver des otf denses 
qui ne sont pas générables. Ces ordres ne sont pas parfaits, car :
P ro po sitio n . Un ordre topogèn e f lo u  p a r fa it es t générable s i  e t  seu lem en t s ’il 
e s t dense.
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D ém o nstration . Si c  est parfait et dense, a ,b £ Le, nÇN*, a s J ,  alors on 
choisit cx 6 i f  tel que а Ш с ^ Ь  et
C(a, cj)A C(ct , b) S c ( a ,
Par induction, on choisit ck£Ld de telle manière qu’on ait
Ck-i = Ck = b et с(ск_1,ск)Ас(ск, b) ^ с ( с к_1, Ь ) - ф - .
Alors, pour c=V{£jj : /rÇN*}, on aura a S c S b  et
c(c , c) ÈA {c(ct , c) : fcÇ N *}sA {c(q, ck+1) : /cÇN*} s c ( a ,  □
On peut trouver des o tf parfaits qui ne sont pas générables.
C oro llaire . L ’application t -*- Ct est юте bijection entre l’ensemble des topolo­
gies floues en L£ et l’ensemble des ordres topologiques flous en i f .  L ’application inverse 
en est c
1.4. L’ordre c t attaché à un /-treillis quelconque n’est pas toujours strictement 
dense. Nous dirons qu’un /-treillis est strict si :
[T4] Pour chaque a, b£LL tels que a ^b , l’ensemble 
B (a, b) =  { t ( c)  : cÇif, a ^  c ^  b)
a un plus grand élément. Un /-treillis strict et parfait s’appelle topologie floue stricte.
Pour que l’otf c ait un générateur strict, il faut et il suffit qu’il vérifie la con­
dition
[g*]. Pour chaque a,b£Ld  tels que a s b ,  l’ensemble A(a, b)={c(c,  c): cÇL?, 
a ^ c S b ,  c(c, c)= c(a, b)} soit non vide.
En ce cas, nous dirons que c  est strictement générable.
On démontre que, si т est un /-treillis strict, alors cT est strictement dense. La 
réciproque vaut de nouveau seulement pour les otf parfaits.
P ro po sitio n . Un ordre topogène flou parfait est strictement dense si et seulement 
s’il est strictement générable. L ’application x-- Cr est une bijection entre l’ensemble 
des topologies floues strictes et l ’ensemble des ordres flous strictement topologiques 
en Le.
1.5. Si l’interprétation du nombre x(c) est simple — 1.2 — on remarque pour 
l’o tf  C  que, pour un ordre topologique classique ou q.f., a c b  veut dire qu’on peut 
trouver un ensemble ouvert entre a et b. Dans le cas flou, c(a, b) donne la borne 
supérieure des « degrés d’ouverture » des ensembles intermédiaires. Si le treillis flou 
L£ est symétrique — 1.1 — nous attachons à tout oft c  une fonction a évaluant le 
« degré de fermeture » et l’adhérence a (a, b) donnera la borne supérieure des degrés de 
fermeture des ensembles intermédiaires entre a et b. La fonction a sera le dual de c , 
a  le dual de x.
Soit donc L£ symétrique, x une topologie floue en LC — 1.2 —. Nous définissons
b  : т] cfc )  = x ( l - c ) .
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L’application <x=crr : i f  —I jouit des propriétés suivantes:
Ы  (7(0) =  <T(7) =  1,
[ff2] o- (ex) A O- (c2) S  <r (ej V c2),
[<r|] Л {a (c7) : У} ë  a  (A  {c7 : je J })•
La topologie floue т est bien déterminée par oz = o, ayant que 
[t : <r] t (c) =  <r(/ — c).
La correspondance t —(jr est une bijection entre l’ensemble des topologies 
floues en i f  et l’ensemble des fonctions de fermeture floue (fff) en i f ,  c’est-à-dire des 
applications a : i f —I vérifiant [o-j], [o j, [orjj]. т est stricte si et seulement si о 
vérifie
[a4]. Pour chaque a, b£ i f  tels que aS b , l’ensemble C(a, b)={o(c) : c £ if  , ô S c ë i }  
a un plus grand élément.
1.6. Nous introduisons, avec les conditions de 1.5, l’adhérence floue par la for­
mule
[a : о] tx„(a, b) =  V {<x(c) : c£ if, a s  c s  b}.
L’application a —a„ : i f x i f  —I vérifie les conditions:
[ai] a(0, 0) =  a (1, 7) =  1,
[a4] a(a, b) >  0 => a S  b,
[aH (ax — û)A(h S  b4) => a (a, b) S a  K ,  bt),
[a2] a(ux, h)Aa(a2, h) S  a(axVa2, b),
[аз] A {a (a, b,) : ДУ} S  a (a, A {b, : je  J}),
[a4] a =  a2.
La relation a2 est définie comme c2 — 1.1
Cette dernière condition est équivalente à a S  a2, resp. à
[a4.] V V B a(a, b)—— s  a(a, c)Aa(c, b).
a . b e Â ’ nÇN* И
Ces conditions nous montrent que a est un o tf coparfait et dense. 
L’application <7—aff est une bijection de l’ensemble des fff en i f  et l’ensemble 
des adhérences floues en i f ,  c’est-à-dire des otf coparfaits et denses. L’application 
inverse est donnée par :
[a : a] oflc) = a(c, c).
ox vérifie [<r4] si et seulement si a„ jouit de la propriété :
[<*î] V {a S  b 3 a (a, b) S  a (a, c)Aa(c, b)}
a.biSe a s f
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oü le deuxiéme signe =: peut étre remplacé par —. TJne telle adhérence sera dite 
stricié.
1 .7 . Les formules [a : a], [a : a] et les axiomes [a,] relé vent une dualité des func­
tions a, a  par rapport ä c , t. Cette dualité devient plus nette si on cherche la liaison 
directe entre a et c :
[a : c] a c (a, b) = n ( l — b, 1— a),
[ c  : a] c a ( a ,  b) =  cc(l — b, 1 — a).
£a  veut dire que a est ce qu’on note dans le cas classique par cc et que Im pli­
cation identique de (=S?, S )  sur (3 , =s) transforme un ordre flou topologique dans 
une adhérence floue, etc.
1.8. Dans la théorie classique, les voisinages sont définies ä l’aide d’un ordre 
topologique c par une restriction : V£.2P(X} est une voisinage de x£ X  si xcV . 
Dans le cas flou nous allons restreindre la fonction c : 3 x 3 - *  l ä 3 d X 3 ,  oil 
3d est une sousbase de 3 .
Une sousbase du treillis flou 3  est une partié 3d c: 3  pour laquelle — [4] —
0 ^3 d  et
[£0] V a = V : k  ^  a).
a£if
On démontre alors aisément la suivante
Proposition. Si c est un ordre topologique flou en 3? et 3d une sousbase du treillis 
flou 3?, la restriction
[v : c ]  vc  =  c | 3dY .de  
jouit des propriétés
[Vx\ v(k, 1) = 1,
M v(k, a/\b) =  v(k, a)Av(k, b),
[v3] v{k, d) > 0 => k = a,
K l
>> i  3 V {k’ ^  c => v{k, a) — — ^ v(k, c)Av(k', a
a£<e n€N* c£<e n
Si a £3’, k, k fl3 d  pour tout j£ J  et
>II : j€J}, alors A{v(kj, a) : j£ J }  ^ : v(k, a).
1.9. Une application v : 3 rX 3 ’ — I vérifiant les axiomes précédents s’appelle 
fonction de voisinages flous, sur la sousbase 3d. Pour une telle fonction, on peut montrer 
que v(k, a )^v(k ' , a) sera valable pour tout a £ 3 ,k ,k f l3 d , si k 'S k .  Onendéduit 
que, dans l’axiome [®6], l’inégalité peut étre remplacée par l’égalité.
Dans la démonstration du  théoréme 1.10 concernant la Süffisance de la fonction 
de voisinages flous pour déterminer la topologie floue le résultat suivant nous sera 
utile :
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Lemme. Si V  est une fonction de voisinages flous sur Ж, b, c ,  cfllé' pour tout 
j ç j  et si c= V {cj : j£J}, alors
A {v(k, b) : kÇJT, к S  с) = Д (A {v(k', b) : к'€Ж, W =£ c,}).
j î j
L’inégalité S  étant évidente, soit к£Ж,  i s c .  On attache à tout j £ J  un en­
semble Aj  d’indices et les éléments kjt^ Ж ,  où l£Aj ,  tels que k/\Cj= У{kJtl : 
IÇAj). Ayant k j j ^ c  et k =  V (k/\Cj), donc k =  V V kj.u on déduit l’iné-
j  6 j  j  £ J  I a A j
galité S . □
1 .1 0 . Proposition. Ж étant une sousbase du treillis flou i f  l’application c  pc 
est une bisection entre l ’ensemble des ordres topologiques flous en i f  et l’ensemble des 
fonctions de voisinages flous sur Ж . L ’application inverse en est
[C : p] C„(a, b) =A{v(k, b) : к£Ж, к ^  a}.
D émonstration. Si v est une fonction de voisinages, alors c„ est un otf en 
i f .  Pour l’axiome [c£], on utilise 1.9. Pour [c4.], on choisit pour tout кШа un 
élément ск££? — [p 4] — tel que v(k, b) — l /n^v(k ,  ck)Av(k’, b) soit valable pour 
tout к'£Ж, k ' ^ c k, et soit с=У{с* : к£Ж, k s a } .  Alors on a pour tout k s a
cv(a, b ) - ^  s  v(k, b ) - i  s  A {v(k\ b) : fc'ÇJf, к' S c*} 
donc — 1.9 —
Cv(a, b ) - — ш C„(c, b); n
d’autre part
cv(a, b ) - ^  S  v ( k , b — v(k, c k) s  v(k,c)
donc
ct.(a, b ) - — s  c„(a, c). n
L’égalité vCv=v est une conséquence de [p 5] ,  et c„c = c  pour tout otf, c  étant par­
fait. □
1 .1 1 . La proposition 1.10 assure la possibilité théorique d’exprimer toute notion 
topologique floue à l’aide des voisinages flous. En effet, on a la
P r o p o s i t i o n . Dans un treillis flou i f ,  Ж étant une sousbase, r une topologie 
floue en i f ,  С =  СГ, a = ac , er = erT, v—vc , on a les égalités suivantes
[p : a] p(/c, b) — a (1 — b, 1 — k),
[a : p] a (a, b) =l \{v(k, 1 — a) : к£Ж, к ë  l — b},
[p : t] p(/c, b) =V  {r(c) : cÇif, к ^  c S  />},
[т : p] t(c) =  A {p(/c, c) : к£Ж, к S  c},
[p : er] v(k, b) = V  {er(/ — c) : cÇif, к S  c S  b},
[a : p] a(c) =  A {p (/c, 1 — c) : к£Ж, к S  /  —c}.
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2. Opérations avec des ordres topogènes flous
2.1. Soit {cy : у£Г) une famille d’ordres semitopogènes flous en i f  et 
z\a, b) — V {Cy(a, b) : уеГ], c"(a, b) = Л{су(а, b) : у£Г}. c',c" seront des ordres 
semitopogènes, les bornes supérieure, resp. inférieure de la famille donnée et nous 
noterons с'— V Су, c"= Д Cy. Donc l’ensemble des ordres semitopogènes
t i r  _ yer
flous en i f  est un treillis complet distributif par rapport à l’ordre produit Si 
CiàC2, nous dirons que c 2 est p lu s fin que c , . Nous noterons par A (if) l’en­
semble des ordres topogènes flous en if . Si cy6(P(if) pour tout у£Г, alors c" 
sera topogène, mais c' ne le sera pas toujours. Alors on peut trouver, pour tout 
ordre semitopogène flou c ,  une enveloppe topogène c'', c’est-à-dire le moins fin 
ordre topogène flou plus fin que c.
Pour construire c4, on connaît dans le cas flou la construction suivante —- [5] —. 
Soit (a, 6 )Ç ifx if et 3>(a,b) l’ensemble des systèmes d=(m, k, ax, a m, bk, ...
m к
..., bk) où m,lrÇN, ôy-,ùsÇif, й= V ai-> b = A bs. Alors
J = 1 S = 1
c4(ű, b) = V {n(d) : cl£!2)(a, b)}
si on note
n(d) = A bs): je 1, m, s£ l, k).
On remarque que l’ordre c*Ç$(if) défini par c*(a, b) = J si et
c.*(a,b)=0 en cas contraire est le plus fin élément de $(if), le moins fin étant 
C* où C*(a, ù)=l si a=0 ou b = l et c*(a, b) = 0 en cas contraire. Les ordres c* 
et c* sont denses, biparfaits, symétriques.
2.2. On constate aisément que les ordres semitopogènes flous cy étant parfaits, 
c" sera lui aussi parfait, donc pour tout ordre semitopogène flou c il existe une 
enveloppe parfait cp. On peut la construire de la manière suivante. Soit a, ù ç if;  
nous noterons par -W(a) l’ensemble des familles f — {üj : jeJ) jouissant de la propri­
été V {aj : jeJ}=a. Nous notons I(f, b) = A {c (aj, b) : j£J}.
P r o p o s it i o n . Pour tout ordre semitopogène flou c  on a с р (я , b) =  V  { / ( / ,  b) : 
fed? (a)}.
Si c est un otf, alors cp l’est aussi.
Si c est un ordre semitopogène flou et c 1(a, b) = V {/(/, b) : fÇ.d' (a)} alors 
sera évidemment semitopogène. Pour vérifier [c2] soit Ay= cfüj, b)(jeJ). Pour tout 
c£R + il existe un fe^iaj) tel que Ay —e< /(/} , b) et soit fj={ajk: keKfl. Nous 
considérons /=  {ak : kÇK}, où K— U {Kj : je J}, ak=aJk si к f Kj (on suppose les 
ensembles Kj disjoints par paires). Alors on aura fed?(d aj) et
/(/, b) SA  {/(/}, b) : je J} >  A (Ay : jeJ}-e
donc
1=1 (V {«y : je J}, b) sA{Cj(ay, b) : je J).
c x est plus fin que c et pour tout autre ordre semitopogène flou parfait c2 
plus fin que c on a c2(a, A )s/(/, b) pour tout fÇ_3F{ci), donc Сх^с2.
Si c  est topogène, C, le sera aussi. En effet, soit ц'=Сх(a, b'), p."=z1{a,b”) 
et eÇR+. Nous choisissons f' .ff.?  (a) tels que /(/', — s, /(/", b") =*
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>/i" —e. Si f'={a'j : jdJ'}, f"={a'j : jdJ"), nous noterons J=J'XJ" et =  
= а)./\а“.. si j=(j'J")£J. Alors f —{aj\ jdJ}d&(a) et /(/, b'Ab")^p'Ap"-e. 
Donc
сх(я, b'Ab") S  Ci (a, b') A сДа, b").
2.3. Les résultats précédents montrent que (<P(JS?), s )  est un treillis complet 
(pourtant il n’est pas distributif).
La borne inférieure de la famille {c;l : yÇr}c0(JS?) sera c", la borne supérieure
(cO*.
L’ensemble &p(JS?) des ordres topogènes parfaits en JS? est un treillis complet 
par rapport à la relation S . Si {cy : у£Г}с0р(.5?), alors c" sera la borne in­
férieure de la famille en @Р(Л?); (C.')4P en sera la borne supérieure.
2.4. Si nous considérons l'ensemble des ordres semitopogènes flous denses, nous 
obtenons un nouveau treillis par rapport à l’ordre produit Mais maintenant c’est 
c' qui est dense, car
c/2(a, b) =  V {сДя, c)A c'(c, b)} -Ci# V {[V  С . Д а , с ) ] A[V  cy(c,b)]}ctse y tr  ver
S V V [сДл, с)Л сДс, b)] = V V [сДя, е)ЛсДс, b)] а  у  cy(a,b)=c.'(a,b).
c í s e y t r  y í r c í s e  y e r
Mais c" n’est pas dense en général, donc la borne inférieure de la famille sera 
c"d, le noyau dense de l’ordre c", dont la construction est donnée en [5].
2.5. Si JS? est symétrique et c un ordre semitopogène flou, Cc notera l’ordre 
définie par сДи, b)— c(f — b, 1 — a). L’application cc sera un ordre semitopogène, 
C étant symétrique siet seulement si c = IIe. Pour tout ordre c , l’ordre с*= 
= ( c V lc)'1 sera l’enveloppe symétrique topogène de c , car on a c,c= c c’ pour 
tout ordre semitopogène c.
Évidemment, c A Cc sera le noyau symétrique de c .
2.6. Nous allons considérer des ordres topogènes flous jouissant de deux con­
ditions, dont la première est celle de la densité. Soit 0,op(JS?) l’ensemble des ordres 
flous topologiques en (denses et parfaits).
Pour vérifier que (0,op(i?), est un treillis complet, il suffit de démontrer 
que, pour {cy: yçr}c(9,0p(if), l’ordre (c'),p est dense, ce qui est une conséquence 
du
L e m m e . Pour to u t o rdre  sem itopogène f lo u  c .  on a  
1 ) c2“* s  c*2,
2) c2p ^ cp2.
En effet, soit a, 6ÇJS?, d=(m, k, ol t ..., am, bt, ..., bk)d@(a, b) et n(d)— 
=  A {c*(aj, bs) : ja 1. ni, s£ 1, A). Pour tout /t€N*, jdl,m, s£l,k on choisit cJiSÇ JS? 
de telle manière que
tfiaj, bs) - ^  zkc(aj, Cj,)A c(cjs, bs).
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Alors
n (í/) —“  =  С"(а, с) Л С®(с, b) ^  С42(а, Ь),
т к
où с est l’élément V Л cjs• Donc 1) est vérifiée. 2) se démontre d’une manière
j = l s = l
analogue. □
2.7. Si on préfère les topologies floues aux ordres topologiques, on peut trans­
poser 2.6 dans ce langage ayant en vue que Ci =  c 2 est équivalent pour les ordres 
flous topologiques à t^ t ,^ où ri = T c .
Proposition. L ’ensemble des topologies floues en d£ forme un treillis complet 
par rapport à l’ordre produit ë .
2.8. é>prOT(J2?) désignera l’ensemble des ordres flous proximaux en d£ et nous 
considérons une famille {cy: y(zL} de tels ordres. c '=  V sera dense — 2.4
ver
— et alors z'q est un ordre topogène dense — Lemme 2.6.1. Quant à la symétrie, 
elle se transmet évidemment à c' et puis, selon 2.5, aussi à c'q. Donc c'® est l’en­
veloppe proximale de la famille {C, : y Ç Г}.
Proposition. (é?prox(jSf),s) est un treillis complet.
3. Ordres flous de proximité
3.1. Les premiers résultats concernant des ordres flous de proximité (au sens 
strict) sont ceux de [13]. En [6], nous avons poursuivi leur étude. Mais en continuant 
l’analyse de ces ordres, on se heurte à des difficultés majeures : l’ensemble des ordres 
de proximité flous au sens de [13] et [6] ne constitue pas un treillis par rapport à la 
relation S . C’est une conséquence de l’axiome de densité qui y est adopté. En effet, 
ces deux travaux emploient la condition de densité stricte selon nos définitions 1.1.
On constate que ni l’ensemble des ordres flous topologiques strictes ne forment 
pas un treillis.
A cause de ces inconvénients, nous sommes revenus dans la présente note sur cet 
axiome en le remplaçant par celui défini en [3] assurant la cohérence nécessaire à 
la théorie des structures topologiques floues.
3.2. Soit c un ordre semitopogène flou — 1.1 —, d£ un treillis flou symétrique. 
Nous notons
[<5 : c] ô(a, b) = ôc (a, b) = 1 —c(a,  1— b).
Alors ő : d£Y.d£-*\ vérifie les axiomes :
[Si] <5(0, 1) =  <5(7,0) =  0.
K ]  ô ( a , b ) < l = > a t S  1 - b ,
[<5f] (a, ^  a)A(b1 ^  b) => S(au bx) â  <5{a, b).
Nous appellerons une telle application semirelation floue en d f.
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P ro po sitio n . L'application c  — <5C est une bijection entre l'ensemble des 
ordres semitopogénes flous et Vensemble des semirelations floues en 3?. L’application 
inverse en est
[C : S] c(a,b) = l-<5(a, 1-b ).
C est topogéne si et settlement si 3 est une relation flotté, c est-a-dire vérifie aussi 
[á2] 3 (0 ^  a2,b) = 3(a1,b )'j 3(a2,b),
[<53] 3(a, biVb,) = ö(aít ft^Vála, b2).
C est dense si et seulement si 
[<54] 3 = 3 a 3
oil (<5j a ^2) ( ü , b)— A {32(a, l — c ) V ^ ( f ,  b) : c££f, a ^ c ^ J —b}.
C est strictement dense si et seulement si
[<5J] V 3 i ( f l , / - c ) Vi ( e , i ) s i ( f l , f c ) .
a,bi<e cZlf
C est symétrique si et seulement si 
[<56] 3 {a, b) = 3(b, a).
Une relation floue vérifiant [ó4] et [á5] s’appelle relation floue de proximité. Si 
eile vérifie aussi [áj], alors eile est stricte.
3.3. C o ro lla ire . L’application L —<5C est une bijection entre 1’ensemble des 
ordres flous (strictement) proximaux et /'ensemble des relations floues de proximité 
(st riet es).
II est utile de donner une condition nécessaire et süffisante pour qu’une relation 
floue soit dense:
[<54.] V V |a= S /-ft=> - 3 ( W ,  /-c)V<5(c, ft) == <5(a, f t )+ - ) l  A
a,b£Sf n£N* I n tl
A [ a S c S  /  — ft]}.
3.4. Sóit c un ordre topogéne flou. La borne inférieure des ordres flous topolo- 
gique plus fins que c  s’appelle enveloppe topologique de Vordre c .
P ro po sitio n . L’enveloppe topologique d’un ordre flou de proximité c  est cp.
Le Iemme 2.6.2 montre que c  étant dense, cp le sera aussi. En particulier si c 
est un ofp, alors cp sera un oft, done l’enveloppe topologique de c .
II est utile de souligner que, pour le cas strict, nos résultats ne sont pás valables; 
il y a des ordres flous de proximité strides qui n’admettent pás une enveloppe to­
pologique stricte.
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4. Ordres topogénes quasiflous
4.1. Si le codomaine d’un ordre (sémi) topogéne c  e n í f  est l’ensemble {0, 1}, 
nous écrivons a Eb si c(a, b)— 1. La relation binaire c c i f x i f  est un ordre 
(sémi) topogéne dans le treillis i f  —  [4] — nous l’appellerons ordre (sémi) topogéne 
quasiflou (o(s)tqf) en i f .
Dans le cas i f  = {0, 1}X nous obtenons les ordres (sémi) topogénes au sens 
classique — [2] — (les parties de X  étant remplacées par leur fonction caractéristique).
Nous allons voir que les ordres (sémi) topogénes flous peuvent étre caractérisés 
par une famille d’o(s)tqf. Ä cette fin nous associons ä tout ordre semitopogéne ftou 
C la famille
=  ( t x : A€l0) oü I0 -  ]0,1] et 
f lQ Í)« c (a , b) S  X.
P r o p o s it i o n . La famille S= S L de relations binaires dans i f  vérifie les con­
ditions :
[S0] si X fiI0, X =V {Áj : jíJ } ,  
alors
aExb «=> V acx.b.
iíJ 1
Pour tout A£I0, on a
[SQ 0 t x0 et l t xl,
[Sí'] a t xb => a S  b,
[Sf] a 'tS a í ib S b '= > a 'txb'.
Une famille S = ( tx : A£l0) de relations binaires dans i f  vérifiant ces condi­
tions s’appelle systéme d’ordres semitopogénes quasiflous (systéme ostqf). Les axio- 
mes [S(], [S'], [Sf] sont ceux d’un ordre semitopogéne q.f.
4.2. T h é o r é m e . L ‘application 
[S: c] C - S c
est une bijection entre 1’ensemble des ordres semitopogénes flous et 1’ensemble des 
systémes ostqf. L ’application inverse en est
[c  : S] cs(a, b) =  V {Agl0 : a txb}.
L'ordre c vérifie l’axiome [c,] si et seulement si Sc vérifie l ’axiome [SJ, oü
[SJ (.aiÉ.xb)l\(a2cxb) => a fj  a2Éxb,
[SJ {acxb1)l\(aCxb2) => aÉxbx/\b2,
[Sfl ( V ajCxb)=*\l{aj : jd J}£ xb,
Jí J
[S3*] ( v acxbj) =>atx\  {bj : j£J},
jCJ
[S4] V V [(A' <  Á)f\(a£xb) => 3 (acX’CActx.b),
a,b£2fA.A'glo et#
[SJ a t xb => l - b t xl - a .
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Bien sûr, on peut choisir aussi une autre définition pour ÊA (p. e., c(a, è)>A). 
Alors, il faut changer les axiomes [SJ.
Les axiomes [SJ sont tous naturels, imposant les mêmes conditions aux ordres 
q.f. CA qu’on exige à c . La seule exception est la condition [SJ laquelle ne garantit 
pas la densité des relations cA. En effet, la condition
[S*] V V [atxb =» 3 (яСяс)Л(сслЬ)]
a , b t & X t  I(, e t :SP
équivaut à la densité stricte de c.
4.3. On peut indicier aussi la topologie floue r en notant 
M : t] Gz = (9X : A€l0) où Vx =  {c€& : r (c) S  A}.
Proposition. G—Gz vérifie les propriétés suivantes :
[G0] Si A7€Io, A =  V{A_, : j£J}, alors ^  =  П :_/€•/}■
Pour tout Açl0, on a
[G J 0,lÇ/dÀ,
[G3] Cj, c2Ç &x => Cj Л ca€ ^ я,
[G%] ( V c ^ ê f )  =>V{cj : j Ç J } ^ x.
J t J
Théorème. L’application t — Gz est une bijection entre l’ensemble des topologies 
floues en 3? et l’ensemble des familles G= :  Açl„) vérifiant les axiomes [(?„], 
[GJ, [G|], [GJ. L’application inverse en est G-+ rc où [% : G\ tc(c)=  V{AÇI0 : 
cÇ^}. ‘
On peut indicier aussi la fonction v de voisinage, l’adhérence, la fonction de 
fermeture.
4.4. Soit par exemple a une adhérence floue — 1.6 — ; nous attachons à elle un 
système de fermetures floues. Soit aя : 5£ -*S£ définie par
et
ax(a) =A{b€&: a.(a, b) S  A}
[A: a] A = A„ =  {ая : A€l0}.
Le système A vérifie les axiomes suivants :
Mo] Si AjÇ I0 et A = V {A,- : KJ),
Pour tout AÇI0 et a, on а
M l ] « x(0) = 0,
Md a x(a) = a,
Md V A' <  A => a*, s  ая, 
-U'fl.
Md aA(ûVh) = aA(a)VaA(b).
H J
n»
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Un tel système A définit l’adhérence floue, et on a
[a : A] a (a, b) =  V {A€l0 : oq(a) ë  b}.
4 .5 . Si on veut définir les ensembles fermés indiciés, on considère les familles
.% =  {c£i? : g (c) ^  X)
en notant
[ F :  a ]  f ,  = (^ :A € lo ) .
Le système F„ jouit des propriétés duales (conçernant l’ordre £  de JS?) aux 
propriétés de G. On trouve aisément les formules directes liant les systèmes intro­
duites. Par exemple,
[G : F] 1 —a^ïF, ,
[G : G] at, b о  3 a S  g ^ b,
9 CS*.
[G : S ] atka.
4 .6 . Outre les ordres q.f., on obtient un cas particulier si on considère des otf 
sur le treillis J5?={0, 1}X. En ce cas, les éléments a£Sf peuvent être identifiés aux 
sousensembles A c l  En employant les méthodes antérieures indiciées, on aboutit 
à des structures topologiques ou proximaux de type probabilistique. Si JS? =  {0, 1}X 
et les ordres sont q.f., alors on obtient les ordres topogènes classiques [2].
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CATEGORY THEORETIC NOTIONS OF ULTRAPRODUCTS
ILDIKÓ SAIN and BUI HUY HIEN
In this paper we try to initiate a search for an explicit and direct definition of ultraproducts 
in categories which would share some of the attractive properties o f products, coproducts, limits, 
and related category theoretic notions.
Consider products as a motivating example. Let AQC  be two categories, 
with A a full subcategory of C, and let Ob A with I  a set. Then if the product 
JJc(b) of b exists in C and JJc(b)<(Ob A then f f A(b) exists in A and JJA(b) = 
= JJc(b). Hence for any class Mod, of models (algebraic systems in the sense 
of Mal’cev) and Mir ’K, if the set theoretic direct product of © is a member of 
K  then it coincides with the category theoretic product /7*© computed in the 
category K.
A purely category theoretic definition of ultraproducts JJb/D was introduced 
and investigated in [9] Def. 4 p. 27, [5], [1], [2], [3], [8], via products and direct limits. 
This notion has two disadvantages:
(I) It is indirect (i.e. it is based on products and colimits);
(II) It does not have the above attractive property of products, for example if 
K is the category of all totally ordered (in other words linearly ordered) sets then the 
set theoretic ultraproducts Ps ©//) do exist in K  but the quoted category theoretic 
ones do not. We shall give an example for another axiomatizable class L=M od (Ax) 
of models in which both the set theoretic and the quoted (indirect) category theoretic 
ultraproducts exist but they are not isomorphic, see Proposition 6.
The problem outlined above was raised by J. Rosicky [17] during the “Algebra 
Summer School 1980 Kroineriz”.
All the proofs that are omitted from this paper are available from the authors. 
Requests should be sent to I. Sain.
Thanks are due to E. Makai Jr. and I. Németi for improving this paper enor­
mously.
N o ta t io n . By a function we understand a class of pairs subject to the usual 
conditions.
Let /  be a function. Then
R n g /=  {x: (3y)/(>) =  x} and 
D o m /=  {x: (3 y)/(x) =  y).
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 18A30, 03C20; Secondary 03G30, 03C95.
Key words and phrases. Ultraproduct, universal construction, model theory, classes o f  models, 
universal algebra, reduced product.
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Let /£Dom/  We define
d
f = f( i)  and we let
/= < /* :  Dom/ )  =  (/i>i€Dom/•
Throughout this paper C =  <Ob C, Mor C) is an arbitrary category, /  is a set, 
D is a filter on /, and b=(bi)iei£IOb C.
By a cone of C we understand a function ftg yMor C such that Y is a nonempty 
set and (\/i,j£Y) dom ft—dom hj. The class of all cones of C will be denoted by 
Cones. Let ft € Cones. We define dom ft to be such that (V/€ Dom ft) dom ft= dom ft,-. 
Note that A={ftj :i6Domft), hence Dom ft^dom  ft£Ob C.
Let / € Mor C be such that cod/=dom ft. We define A o/=(ft;o /:/fD om ft). 
Clearly, ft o/£ Cones.
Now we define a class of cones KonDi, as follows:
KonDfr=  {/cfCones: Dom k£D, (Vi€Domft)cod ft, =  ft;}.
Recall from [7], p. 46 the notion of the comma category (C\a) where «6 Ob C. □
In Definition 1 below we shall define a notion called “universal 7>reduced prod­
uct” . Definition 1 below can be reformulated in such a way that the universal D- 
reduced product Pb/D is defined to be the initial object of a certain functor-category. 
(The authors will be glad to send this functorial definition of Pb/D to anyone inter­
ested.)
Definition 1 (I. Németi). We call a pair Pb/D==(Pb/D, pb/D') the universal 
D-reduced product of bf^'Ob C if conditions (1)—(3) below hold.
(1) Pb/D£ObC and pb/D is a mapping, pb/D: KonDi> — Ob(C\Pb/D).
(2) For all k, ft6KonD6, statements (i) and (ii) below hold.
(i) {/€/: h~ki}£D  implies pb/D(h)—pb/D(k).
(ii) For all /6M or C with cod/=dom ft, pb/D( ft o f )= pb jD(li) of.
(3) For any pair (E, e) satisfying conditions (1) and (2) above, there is a unique 
morphism q\ Pb/D-*E of C such that (\fh£KonDb)e(h)=qopblD(h).
If D is an ultrafilter then Pb/D is called the universal D-ultraproduct of ft. If we
want to indicate that Pb/D is understood in the category C then we write Pcb/D — 
=  Pb/D and P Cb/D =  Pb/D.
We use the expression “algebraic system” in the sense of Mal’cev. That is, an 
algebraic system is nothing but a model in the sense of Chang—Keisler [4]. Hence in 
an algebraic system or equivalently, in a model there are both operations and rela­
tions. A typical example of such a structure is the ordered group 3  = (Z, S , 0, + )  
of the integers. Of course, either the number of relations or the number of operations 
may be zero, hence both algebras and relational structures are special cases of alge­
braic systems. E.g. the algebra (Z, o, + ) and the structure (Z, s?) are both alge­
braic systems, i.e. models.
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Let t be a similarity type containing both function symbols and relation symbols. 
Then Mod, denotes the similarity class of all models of similarity type t. Let KQ  
g  Mod, for some type t. Then the category with class K of objects and with morphisms 
the usual homomorphisms between members of K will also be denoted by K. Clearly, 
for every ATgMod,, the category K is a full subcategory of the category Mod,.
Recall that /  is a set and D is a filter on 1. Let t be a similarity type and let 
®6iMod,. The usual set theoretic D-reduced product of © will be denoted by 
Ps ©/£>.
Note that in Theorem 1 below the restriction that t should not contain any 
function symbols is not a strong one since the axioms defining our A gM od, may 
postulate that certain relation symbols denote functions. (E.g. the following theorem 
can be applied to the variety of groups.) Therefore condition (b) of Theorem 1 is 
satisfied for any quasivariety K  of algebras!!
Theorem 1. Let t be an arbitrary similarity type containing no function symbols. 
Let KQ  Mod, be an arbitrary first order axiomatizable class o f models. Then any one 
o f the conditions (a), (b) below implies that for every set I, every ultrafilter U on I, 
and for every © £ lK, the universal U-ultraproduct PfßjU exists in the category K 
and PfB/U=Ps ©/t/.
(a) ] r I <  co, and K is axiomatizable by quantifier free formulas.
(b) (V©£Mod,) (if (* ) below holds for © then the K-reflection o f  © exists in 
the sense o f  [6], p. 275 Definition 36.1 (1)).
Now we formulate condition (*):
(* ) There exist ©S^GCA" and \B\^io and {/?6Dom/: ©|R| 0} is finite.
Proof. This is immediate by Theorem 3 below. □
Corollary 2. Let K be a first order axiomatizable class o f algebraic systems in 
which all finitely presented models exist in K. Then the universal ultraproducts exist 
and they coincide with the set theoretic ones in K. That is for any set I, ultrafilter U on I, 
and © £ ’K. PKli\/U exists and Ps ©/[/ =PK<H/U in the category K.
Proof. Immediate by (b) of Theorem 1, since if A is a class of similar algebras 
then there exists a similarity type 1 containing no function symbols such that KQ  
gM od, because every «-ary function is an n+ 1-ary relation. □
D efinition 2. Let lil = (A. Ä,)i€/ and © = (A, S,)je/ be two models. Then we 
define
© g w© A (V i€/)A i g  .S’,
and AQB. Further
© g ww© [© g w© and \A\ <  to and |{/€/: A, ^  0}] <  cu].
If © g w© then we say that SI is a weak submodel ol ©. If © g wtJ© (for some ©) 
then we say that SI is a doubly finite model. □
Note that if S lgw© then SI and © may belong to two different similarity 
types since © may be an algebra (e.g. a group) and SI may be only a partial algebra
d
hence only a relational structure and not an algebra. For example: © =  \{1,2},
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{<1, 1, 2)})£ © =  (at, + )  is true, but while © is an algebra (actually a semigroup), 
91 is not an algebra but only a relational structure. Note that in this case 91 is an 
ordinary (strong) submodel of ©. (Of course there is a t such that {91, ©} Q Mod,.)
Theorem 3. Let K be a class o f similar algebraic systems (possibly with many 
function symbols). Let 1 denote the unique similarity type containing no function symbols 
fo r  which Mod,. (For the existence o f t see the proof o f Corollary 2.) Assume 
that (*  *) below holds for K and t. Let F be a filter over some set I. Let 9l£*K. Assume 
that PsSt\/F£K.
Then PK9I/T exists and Ps 91/F= PHI/F in K.
(V9i€A:)(V©iMod()(3D6Mod,)[© g wo9 l~ ( ©  C , $  g w0>9l
(* *)
and the A'-reflection of £> exists in the category Mod,)].
The proof can be found in [19]. □
D efinition 3 ([1], [3], [5], [8], and Definition 4 of [9], p. 27, [13], p. 35). 
Recall C, fb ^ O b C  and D from the Notation. The prodlim ß-reduced product
d
ffb /D  is defined to be the same as in [1], [3] etc. That is JJb/D =  Colim (][ iix h,). □
About properties of / /h /ß  see [1], [2], [3], [8]. Note that [JblD is only the object 
part of a reduced product JJblD = (J]blD, nb/D) if reduced products are taken in 
the style of Definition 1 (and they should be!). It is easy to define nb/D, thus we omit it.
Theorem 4. Let C be an arbitrary category, let I  be a set, let D be a filter on I, 
and let bffiOb C. Assume that the prodlim D-reduced product [Jb/D o f b exists. 
Then the universal D-reduced product Pb/D ofb exists and they coincide that is Pb/D = 
= f i b  ID. □
Theorem 5. There is a classical first order axiomatizable class K o f models such 
that for every set I,  ultrafilter U  on I  and 91f  ’K .  there holds Ps 9 í / í / = i >K9l/C7 in K  
but U K9l/i/ does not exist fo r some I, some 916'K  and ultrafilter U on 1. There is a 
finitely axiomatizable class o f  algebras with the same property and with only a finite 
number o f function symbols (and no relation symbols o f course).
Proof. Let K be the class of totally ordered semilattices. That is, let
Ax =  {(xy)r =  x(yz), xv = yx, xx =  x, (xy =  xVxy =  y)} 
d . . .and let K  — Mod (Ax). Condition (* *) in the formulation of Theorem 3 holds for K. 
Hence, by Theorem 3, all (category theoretic) universal ultraproducts exist in K 
and they coincide with the set theoretic ones. However, since products do not exist 
in K, the prodlim ultraproducts do not exist either. □
By Theorems 4, 5 above, the universal ultraproducts do “work” in strictly more 
axiomatizable classes of algebras than the prodlim ultraproducts. A category theo­
retic notion of ultraproduct is said to work in a class K  of models if it exists in K  (for 
every system of elements of K  indexed by any set I  and for every ultrafilter on /) 
and coincides with the set theoretic one in K.
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Propositions 6 and 7 below imply that, in the assumption of Corollary 2, the 
existence of finitely presented structures cannot be replaced with the existence of free 
structures.
Proposition 6. There is a set Ax o f classical first order formulas such that in the 
category 76= Mod (Ax) the category theoretic prodlim ultraproduct JJfB/D exists 
but is different from the set theoretic ultraproduct Ps 35/ D, that is //© / D gfe Ps 35//) 
for some ultrafilter D and some family 35 61K o f members o f  K. At the same time, free 
models exist in K over every generator set, that is the forgetful functor Universe: 
K-^Sets has a left adjoint. Moreover, KQ Mod, with t containing only unary relation 
symbols.
Proof. Let the similarity type t consist of countably many relation symbols 
Z, P„ S„ i£(o.
Ax== [ i  xZ(x) -  V.r[/,i(jc) 1S,(a-)]: i f  új}.
Let K =  Mod (Ay). We define (35 „: n^ofU 'K  as follows:
(Vn€co)(ß„ = {a} and 35,, |={VxZ(x)}U [Piix )M P j (x): i S  n <  j}).
By these 35 =  (S5„: /i£co) is defined.
Let D be any nonprincipal ultrafilter on co. Then //35/D jé Ps 35/1) in the cate­
gory K because of the following.
Let 3(6 K be such that A = {a} and 31N 1Z(a) and 31 (= {/>i(a)A “I-SjCjc) : 
/Cm}. We claim that 31 ss / / X35/D. Clearly, Ps 35/Z)t=Z(x) hence Ps 35/Dg; [JSS/D.
It is easy to check that free structures exist in K. □
Proposition 7. The above Proposition 6 remains true i f  we replace the condition 
that t contains only unary relation symbols with the new condition that t consists o f  
finitely many function symbols only.
Proof. Let the similarity type t consist of the function symbols/ and g together 
with constant symbols c0, ..., c4. Let cp be the formula
(c 0 =  ct -*  [ j (x)  =  c f t f { x )  =  c4]).
d
Let K =  Mod (cp). Define the sequence 35 6 "if of algebras as follows. Let
d d
g°(;c) =  x and g"+1(-v) =  g(g'’(;t)) for all n£w. Let nda>. Then we require
t= { A  = c3, f(g"lc2)) = c4 Z  c 3 , g"+1 (x) = g"(jY), c 0 = c ,} .
i< n
and that all the unspecified operations go to c3 and that all the constants are different 
except c0 and c4. See the figure!
Let F be any nonprincipal ultrafilter on co and let Y£F. Then (/ / K(35,: 
i£ Yy)\=c0^Ci. Hence f j K‘'FSjF'f=cnZcl . One can check that these exist : Indeed, let
31 =  (A; c'o, Ci, ..., ct ,f ,  g) =  PsiB/F.
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Then
9Q  fvn*  ------------- - c 4
3 n
-n+ =  <{/<} LU; cl> c2> C3» Cii f +t g +) — H K*IF
where / j = / + and gfLg + and f +(A)=g+(A) = c3. Now "hNc0 =  while 'Jl+|^ 
\A c0 =  Cj. Free algebras do exist in K since the absolutely free algebra i?rYFover any 
set X  is in K. □
In the proof of Proposition 6, by omitting the premis \jxZ (x)  from Ax  and by 
adding a constant symbol to t, we obtain an axiomatizable K in which the category 
theoretic ultraproducts JJB/D  and PB/D do not exist.
F act 8. Let t be arbitrary and K be any reflective full subcategory o f  Mod,. (Note 
that K —SP K  is sufficient but not necessary for this by [2] or [8]J Then all the prod- 
lim and hence all the universal reduced products exist in K. Further i f  K  is not closed 
under set theoretic ultraproducts but is dosed under isomorphisms then Ps B/D  9É 
Ti PB/D for some ultrafilter D and B c l,DK. □
Corollary 9. In the categories Ds and Dts o f dynamic set algebras, see Defini­
tions 1,4 o/[18],p. 281 and p. 286, the category theoretic ultraproducts exist but do 
not coincide with the set theoretic ones. □
Problem 1. Let KL= Mod, be axiomatizable, i.e. let K —Mod (Tlx) for some 
set Th of classical first order formulas. Under what conditions does (i) or (ii) below 
hold?
(i) PB/U  exists in the category K  for all ultrafilter U and all B^'K .
(ii) PB/U ~Ps B/U  for all ultrafilter U and Bd'K. □
Problem 2. In which categories does Los lemma hold for universal ultra­
products, where validity of formulas is replaced by injectivity of small trees that is 
Los lemma is understood as in [3], □
The fundamental textbook on non category theoretic (i.e. classical) algebraic 
logic is [10], It would be interesting to see how the approach to ultraproducts presented 
in [10] and further elaborated in [11] can be connected to the present one. E.g. Los 
lemma is true for the Unitary logics of infinitary relations in the [10]—[11] approach 
but not in the present one, see [12].
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Here we note that there is a misprint in [15], p. 44, line 8, namely there “ iterated 
reduced products” should stand instead of “iterated direct products”.
R em a r k . René Guitart [14] found a nicer definition for our universal reduced 
product Pb/D, see Definition 1 here. Next we briefly indicate his definition.
Let C be a category, /  a set, and D a filter on /. Let bd'Ob C. For any YdD
we define Y \b=  (bt: id Y) to be the restiiction of b to Y. We identify Y  with the 
discrete category Y for which T=Ob Y. We identify Y\b with the functor Y\b: 
Y —C which acts on Ob Y as Y\b does. Then YC is a category with (Y\b)dOb (rC). 
Let the diagonal embedding functor AY: C — YC be as defined on p. 67 of [7], 
Since the diagram commutes, we have
Hom(vq ( - , Yib)oAr: Cop—Set.
Note that for all adObC, we have
[Horned(—, Yib)oAy](a) = Horn^ (A y fa ) ,  Yib) =
— {fc£KonDi>: Dom k = Y  and dom k =  a}.
We can compute the colimit Colim [Hompc] (—, Y \ b ) o A y \  in the functor category
Y CD
c°pSet which is indeed cocomplete. Let
(g, G) =  Colim[Hom^c](—, Y\b)oAY]
Y CD
computed in c°pSet, that is GdObc°p Set is the object part of this colimit and 
g —(gY: Y£D) is the colimiting cocone of this colimit. Note that G: Cop—Set 
is a functor, and for all Y£D  our
g , : [H o r n é i - ,  Y \ b ) o A y ]  -X  G
is a natural transformation, hence
g y ( d ) :  H o m l r c ] ( A y ( d ) ,  Y \ b )  -  G ( d )
is a mapping for all ddOb C. Let Yon: C —c°p Set be the usual Yoneda embedd­
ing. That is, Yon (d) =  Homc ( —, d) for all bdObC, see item (7) on p. 62 of [7].
Assume that there is a reflection (>/, Pb/D) of the object G in the f unctor Yon, 
in the sense of Definition 36.1 on p. 275 of [6], that is assume that (rj, Pb/D) is a
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Yon-universal map for G in the sense of Definition 26.1 on p. 178 of [6]. That is 
Pb/DZOb C and the natural transformation jj: G --Y o n  (Pb/D) is universal. 
Roughly speaking, >]: G ^ H o m c (—, Pb/D) is the reflection of G in the subcategory 
of representable functors. Note that we are working in c°pSet of which the represen­
table functors form a subcategory.
In [14] René Guitart showed that our reduced product Pb/D is nothing but a 
reflection r\: G Homc (—, Pb/D) of G in Yon. Our function pbjD: KonDil— 
--O b (C\Pb/D) can be recovered from the natural transformation >; and the coli­
miting cocone g as follows. Let &6KonDi). Then
pb/D(k) = >/dom*(gDom*(dom k\).
Summing up: Pb/D exists in C iff the functor
Colim [Hompcj(—, Y]b)oAr]: Cop -  Set,
Y £ D
which always exists, has a reflection in the subcategory of representable functors.
We note that in the usual cases t] is neither epi nor mono. Hence, usually the 
functor G: Cop--Set is very far from being representable.
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CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATION WITH WEIGHTS LARGE ON NODES
CHARLES B. DUNHAM
Discrete Chebyshev approximation with interpolation by varisolvent families is 
the limit of weighted Chebyshev approximation with weights large on the interpolat­
ing points and one off these, provided the best approximation is of maximum degree. 
This suggests use of an algorithm for weighted discrete Chebyshev approximation, 
for example the Remez algorithm [9], to get near best approximations.
Let A be a finite subset of the closed interval [a, ß], For g£C(X) define
||g|| =  max {|g(x)|: x£X}.
Let F be an approximating family unisolvent of variable degree on [a, ß] in the sense 
of Rice [7; 8, Chaptei 7]. L et/be a fixed element of C(X) which we wish to approxi­
mate. Let /= {x l5 x„} be fixed distinct points of X  and Q— {A: F(A, .v() =
—f(Xi), /= 1 , ..., /;}. The problem of approximation with interpolation is to choose a 
parameter A* to minimize e(A) = \\f—F(A,)\\ over A£Q. Such a parameter A* 
is called best and F(A*,.) is called a best interpolating approximation to f
We assume that the phenomenon of a constant error curve does not occur.
The best known varisolvent families are the families of Meinardus and Schwedt 
[6, 141 ff] with the local Haar condition, proven by Barrar and Loeb [2].
Barrar and Loeb have characterized best approximation on [a, ß] in [1]. The same 
arguments give a characterization for best approximation on X.
D e fin itio n .
/7 (x )=  i).
i=i
T h eorem . Lel F be o f degree m at A£Q, m ^n . F(A,.) is a best interpolating 
approximation to f  on X  i f  and only i f  sgn (FI)* ( / — F(A),.)) alternates m — n 
times on X. Best approximations are unique.
A possible approach to determining an approximation close to the best is ot 
approximate with respect to a multiplicative weight function [3], which is large on /  
and one off I.
L emma I. Let F(A, •) ^ /  be the best interpolating approximation to f  and F be 
o f  degree m at A. Let Y =  (>’0, ..., be an alternant o f  sgn (77)* ( / — F(A,.)).
Let V={v0, ..., vm} be an ordered set consisting o f the union o f  {xj, ..., x„} and Y.
12
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Let w be 1 on Y and > ( ||f —F(A, ■ )|| + <5)/<5 on {xj, x„}. Let ||w (/— F(Z?,.))||s 
^\\f-F (A ,.)\\+ S . Then
(*) ( - l ) ,[F(B,vt) - F ( A ,v i)]sgnlf(y0) - F ( A ,y 0) ] ^ - 6 ,  i = 0 ,.. .,m .
Proof.
sgn ( n (v0) ) ( - 1)‘[/(v ,)-  F(A, yt)] sgn ( f( y 0)-F (A ,  >-0)) = \\f-F (A , .)||. 
Assume without loss of generality U (y0)^-0 then for v f  Y,
(1) ( - i y [ f ( Vi) -F (A , vdl sgn (f(y0) — F(A, y„)) =  \ \ f -  F(A, .)|,
(2) f(x ,)-F (A ,x i)  = 0,
(3) ( -1  yw(Vi)(f(Vi)-F(B, V;)) sgn (f(y„)-F(A , y0)) 3
^  ||w (f-F (B , .»||,
(4) / ( x ;) -  F(B, x;) &  | |w ( /-  F(B, -))||/w (x,).
For Vj£Y, we have, subtracting (1) from (3)
( -  1 Y(F(B, vt) — F(A, v $  sgn ( f(y 0)-F (A , y0)) S  
^  ||f - F ( A ,  .)l|-||w (/-F(2?, .»(I * - S .
For f|€ {x1 ;..., x„}, we have from (2, 4)
(- iy (F (ß , Vj)— F(A, Vi)) sgn (f(y0) — F(A, j'0)) S - | |w ( / -F (5 ,  .))||/w(xf)
„  [\\f~F(A, .)|| +  <5]<3
-  \\f-F{A ,.)\\+ 5
L emma 2. For given S there ist](5) such that (* ) implies || F(A,.) — F(B,.)\\^jty~rf 
and »7—0 as <5—0.
L emma 3. Let F be unisolvent o f degree in at Ak, k — 0, ... and F(Ak,.) converge 
pointwise to F(A0,.) on in distinct points, then F(Ak,.) — F(A0,.) uniformly on [a, fi].
Generalizations of the lemmas are proven by the author in [4].
T heorem . Let M’k(x;) — <» for i= l , . . . ,n  and u’fc(x) =  1 for x ^ x;. Let the 
best interpolating approximation F(A,.) be o f  maximum degree (/»). For k suffi­
ciently large there is a best approximation F(Ak,.) with respect to weight wk and 
F(Ak,.)-~F(A,.) uniformly on [ot, ß] and X.
P ro o f . Let v0, ..., vm be as in Lemma 1. By definition of solvency of degree m 
at A there exists y>() such that if \yk — F(A, vk)\<y, k = l, ..., m, then there exists 
a parameter B satisfying
(5) F(B, vk) = yk k = l , . . . ,m .
Using property Z and maximality of in, it is easily seen that F is unisolvent of degree 
m at any such B and hence B is completely determined by (5). Choose k so large that 
the associated Ö gives »;(<5)<y/2, then by Lemmas 1 and 2, we have ||F(Z,.) —
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Let vp denote wk with associated S giving tj(S)-<y/2. Now let 
||w (/— F(Bj,.))\\ be a decreasing sequence with limit
£>(w) =  inf{ ||w (/-F(F , ,))||: Bf P),
then for all j  sufficiently large j|F(A,.) — F(£j,.)||[oti/)]< y/2 by Lemma 1 and 2. The 
m-tuples of values at the points vk, ..., vm form, therefore, a bounded sequence with 
subsequence converging to an accumulation point (ylf ..., ym) which determines a 
parameter B at which Fis unisolvent of degree m. Using Lemma 3, we can show that 
for all x£X, [>v(.v)(/(.y) — F(B, x ) ) |^ q(w) and so F(B,.) is a best approximation 
with respect to weight w. The existence part is proven. Uniform convergence follows 
from Lemmas 1 and 2.
The conclusion of the theorem need not hold if the best interpolating approxima­
tion is not of maximum degree.
Example. Let [a, /?]=[0, 1] and /={0}. Let X  contain at least three points. 
Approximate /,/(0 )= 0 , 0, f j á 0, by /?J[0,1). As zero is the only approximation
interpolating /  at zero, zero is the unique best interpolating approximation. As 
/ —OsO, w (f— 0) does not alternate for any positive weight function ir, hence 0 is 
not best with respect to w. Thus if a best weighted approximation F(A(tv),.) exists, 
it must be nonzero and hence of degree 2. If so, w (f—F(A(vr),.)) alternates two 
times on X. It follows that for w= 1 off {0}, f — F(A(w),.) is not close to / —0, 
hence F(A(w),.) is not close to zero. Exactly the same thing happens if we approxi­
mate by F(A, x)=ax exp (azx).
Existence of F(A(w),.) is not guaranteed in geneial. However, if we require 
that w f attain its supremum on X  at an interior point, then no limit of approximations 
which is not an approximation (namely, the functions zero except on one endpoint) 
can be better, and so a best approximation with respect to w must exist.
The case of approximation on the interval, that is, when X  =  [a, ß], is also of 
interest. The characterization of Barrar and Loeb was for that case. The remaining 
lemmas and theorem of this paper also apply. It should be noted that wk fails to be 
continuous at {xl5 ..., ,v„} but is upper semi-continuous. The alternating characteri­
zation of [5] applies, but the behaviour of the Remez algorithm with respect to non- 
continuous weights is completely open. The example of non-convergence when the 
best approximation is not of maximum degree applies.
An open question is whether a sequence of continuous weights exists which gives 
approximation with interpolation in the limit.
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О МНОЖЕСТВЕ ТОЧЕК РОСТА ФУНКЦИИ РАСПРЕДЕЛЕНИЯ 
АДДИТИВНОЙ ФУНКЦИИ
Н. М. ТИМОФЕЕВ
Пусть g(n) аддитивная функция, принимающая вещественные значения. 
Будем говорить, что g(n) имеет предельное распределение, если
(1) ~  2  1 -  Ни)л  п^х
g(n) -A(x)  =S иВ(х)
при л—► оо, во всех точках непрерывности функции распределения F(и). Здесь 
А(х), В(х) функции, принимающие вещественные значения и А(х)=А([х]), 
ß(x) =  ß([x]). Без ограничения общности (см. [1]), можно считать ß(x) >0. 
Функции распределения, которые являются предельными для аддитивных 
функций обладают рядом свойств. Если ß(x) =  ], то для существования предель­
ного распределения необходимо и достаточно, чтобы существовало число 
«/»> такое, что ряд
(2) ^ -jr llg ^ -^ o g P lI2р Р
сходится. Здесь ||и||=и при |м |ё1, ||и|| =  1, если м>1, —1, если и-=—1. 
Характеристическая функция предельного закона F(u) в этом случае равна
(3 )
1
1 + iÇb ? ( 1+Д 7 ' и йч' ‘Н ( 1- 7 )
..Н(Кр)—Поври 
е р
Из этого представления следует, что функция распределения чистого типа, то 
есть либо сингулярная, либо дискретная, либо абсолютно непрерывная. Если 
В(х)-*°° при х-*оо, то F(и) (см. [2]) так же либо сингулярная, либо абсолютно 
непрерывная. Здесь будет продолжено изучение предельных функций распре­
деления.
Точку а будем называть точкой роста функции распределения F (и), если 
для любого е>0 имеем F (а+ е) —F (а —г) <  0.
Множество точек роста функции распределения обозначим SF. Имеет 
место следующая
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Теорема 1. Если аддитивная функция g(n) имеет нетривиальное предель­
ное распределение и В(х)-*- при х-*°°, то S F — промежуток, конечный или 
бесконечный.
Если В(х)= 1, а ряд (2) сходится с 0 или g(n) вполне аддитивная функ­
ция, то есть g(p*) = <xg(p), <х — 1, 2, ..., и F(u) — непрерывная, то SF также про­
межуток.
Заметим, что при В(х)= I можно привести примеры аддитивных функций, 
для которых SF не является промежутком. Действительно, положим g(2“) =  10
и g(p°c)= —  при р ^2. Аддитивная функция имеет предельное распределение,
так как
2 g2(p)р <  + °°,
<  -f- оо.
Причем, в этом случае А (х)=0 и В(х)= 1 и F(и) непрерьшная функция рас­
пределения, точки роста которой S^cfO, 1] U [10, 11], ,^, П[0, !]?í0, SFÍ1
П  [ 10, 11 ] ^ 0 .
Если ряд (2) сходится при Ь^О, то из представления (3) для характеристи­
ческой функции распределения F{и) следует, что F (и) есть свертка функции рас­
пределения Fl(и) с характеристической функцией -т-— —гг  и функции распреде-
(1 +Kb)
ления F2 (и) являющейся предельной для аддитивной функции g(n) ~b  log п. 
Если b >0, то Р1(м)=ехр|"-^| при и ^ 0  и 1 при 0. Следовательно,
F(и) =  у  J F 2( u — x) exp dx.
Из этого представления следует, что «SV =]--<*>, а], где а = sup SF±. Аналогично 
устроено множество SF и при Ь< 0.
При доказательстве остальных утверждений теоремы важную роль играет 
следующее неравенство Эллиота (см. [3]).
Пусть űj, а.2, .... ап, ... произвольные комплексные числа, тогда
2 рPSX 2 2 а„п ^ х  Р  п ^ х
р \ \ п
2
-  СХ 2  1«п|3-п^х
Здесь р\\п означает, что р делит п, а р1 не делит п.
Пусть а„ = 1, если а В(х) ~g(n) — А (х) á  ß В (х) и а„ = 0 в противном случае. 
Тогда
(4) 2 —
„ S X  Р
P II"
- 2 ' i - - 2 ' i
X  n" x  X  ФШх s - x  1.X  „SX
Здесь 2!' означает, что суммирование ведется по п удовлетворяющим условию 
aB(x)Sg(n)—A(x)^ßB(x).
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Если вполне аддитивная функция g(n) имеет предельное распределение с 
В{х) — 1 и функция F (и) непрерывная, то (см. [3]) сходится ряд (2) с Ь=О 




А(х) 2 M â + rf+0(1)
Р^Х Р
2  -
9(E) ^  О Р
расходится. Из (5) и сходимости ряда (2) следует, что
l|g(p)ll\А{х)-А{у)\ 2yspSx + 0( 1 ) = = / 2 ^ r ^ 2 l o g - ^ -  + o(l)' Р=~Ур^у Р
X  И  X
logy
при Ух & у
Поэтому для любого фиксированного р имеем А(х)—А 0 при
следовательно, учитьшая непрерывность F(u) и полную аддитивность gin), 
получаем
- о о  И ,
l 2 '  1 * t i x  
р \ \ п
2 1 - -  2
a S g ( n ) + 2 g ( p ) - A ( x ) S ß
1 =
пах
a  g  9(п) +  д (р )~  A ( x )m ß
1=  F (ß -g (p ) ) -F (u -g  (р)) - j [ F ( ß - 2 g ( p ) ) - F ( c x -  2 g (р))] + о ( 1 ) 
при х — ° ° .  Отсюда и из (4) следует, что при любом фиксированном у
(7)
у  1  
рту Р
F(ß -  g (P)) — F(a — g (р))  -  j  [ F (ß -2 g (p ) ) -F (a -2 g (p))] -  F(ß) -  F(a)\
S c(F (ß)-F («)).
Предположим, что SF не является промежутком. Тогда найдется интервал 
]а, Ь[, на котором F(n)=const, а точки а и b является точками роста F (и). Из 
расходимости ряда (6) и сходимости (2) с 6= 0  вытекает существование g(p)
удовлетворяющего неравенству 0 -= 1 g(/>)| — ^  ^ °^ш • Положим в (7) а=
=  ü +  |g(p)|, ß = b-\g(p)\. Тогда из (7), учитьшая, что F(ß) = F(oi) и F(ß- g(p}) = 
= F(<x-g(pj), F(a+\g(p)\-2g(p))-F(b-\g(p)\-2g(p))^0 ,  что невозможно, так 
как а и b точки роста функции F(и). Таким образом, если В(х) = 1 и g(n) впол­
не аддитивная функция, то SF промежуток.
Пусть g(n) имеет предельное распределение с В(х)-~ °о и таким, что 
В(хи)— 1 для любого 0<ы <1. Тогда (см. [3], [4]) существуют число b не- В(х)
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убывающая функция L(u), L ( ±  °°)= lim L(u), такие, что
U->±oo
(8) 2рШх
д ( р ) - Ъ \ о £  p S u B ( x )
g(p)-b \ogp
В(х) при X -+о°
во всех точках непрерывности L(u) и A(x)=b \og х  + А*(х)+с1В(х), где А*(хи) — 
—Л*(х)=о(5(х)) равномерно по и на любом [а, ß] а  ]0, +  °°[. Заметим, что и 
В (хи)—*- 1 равномерно по и на [а, ß]. Возьмем в неравенстве (4) в качестве ]а, ß[ В (х)
интервал, на котором F(u)=const, а а и ß точки роста F (и). Если S  не 
является промежутком, то такой интервал существует. Тогда, учитывая, что
— 2 ' 1 = — X tix  X 
pli л
9(л) —Л
Д  1+ 0
-  b log  р  +  д (р )  -  А * ( х )  +  A * ( x jp )  \ ш -
{В(х/р) {
В ( х )
g(p)-b logp
В(х) j j+ £ (x ,  й) + ° ( у ) >
_ fí(y\
где е(х , р)-+ 0 при JC-+00 равномерно по р  при р At \ х,  1 равно-
Jj\X/p)




H x ) s p s ÿ ï  I V
g (p) b log p 
B(x)
g (p )-b \o g p  
B(x) ) + o(l) P
0 ( 1 ) .
Характеристическая функция закона F(u) в этом случае (см. [4]) равна
ехр(  /  (e‘iu - 1  -  || н||) — dL (и) +  i£d),
£2
где подинтегральная функция при м=0 равна Следовательно, если
L (u )= A >  0 при м>0 и L(it) = 0 при м< 0, то закон F (а) нормальный и 
S* = ]  —  < » , + о о [ .  Пусть а АО точка роста функции L(u). Покажем, что ]0, а] с  
a S L. Так как а — точка роста, то
2
P S X
|р ( р ) —M o g  р - а В ( х ) l S c B ( x )
g(p)~b  log р 2 
B(x) — -► M  — L(a+e) — L(a — e) >  0 P
при Отсюда вытекает, что при х  ^ л-п
У '— ä ------—___
á x  P -  2(|а| + е)2 •
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Здесь означает, что р удовлетворяют неравенству
(а-е)В(х)  S  g(p)-b logp  ^  (а+е)В(х).
Пусть d >- 1 и
z{x) =  sup {.у: у т;х, В (у) S  </Я(х)},
Тогда B (z+ 1)> í/Z?(x) и, так как 2?(z—1)~ 2?(z + 1), более того S(x1+0(1))~  
~В(х)  при х—°° (см. теорему 1 [6]), то -§y^x~*d при х->- =». Следовательно, по-В(х)
лучаем при х —°° 
М
2(|а| +  е)2
1_
к 2 'p^z
( а - с ) В ( х ) Я д ( р ) - M og р = (а + е )В (х )
g(p)-b \ogp
B ( Z ) P
« т И 7 + т Н ( 7 - т ) ) ‘
где fc=min^l, Так как d > \  любое, отсюда следует, чтоВ{г)




находим, что при x ë x j
0.
,lg (p )—b lo g p l _ ß - a
B(x) 2
Последнее противоречит соотношению (9), так как а и ß точки роста функции 
F(u).
Для доказательство оставшейся части теоремы 1 нам понадобится резуль­
тат аналогичный теореме 1 работы [4], в которой доказано, что, если 1О ух)
при х-*-°° для некоторой функции x“ë j ( x ) ^ x i, 1 < а  <<5, и имеет место
(1) с нетривиальной функцией распределения F(u), то 
м>0.
В(хи)
В(х) ■ 1 для любого
Заметим, что если В(х) стремится к бесконечности и монотонная, то даль­
нейшие рассуждения значительно упростятся.
Теорем а 2. Пусть ^ (" ^ (>»
В( víx))пределение. Если существует функция у(х) такая, что — 1
имеет нетривиальное предельное рас­
при Х - ~ о о




В(х) -1 при х-+<=° для
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Д оказательство . Можно считать, что 2?(а)--<*> при а— Если В(х) 
не стремится к бесконечности, то известны (см., например, [3]) необходимые и 
достаточные условия и в этом случае В(х) имеет конечный предел при а— °°.
Покажем, что найдется функция у(х) такая, что В(у(х))В(х) ' " log X
при а - ° о. Пусть уЛх) = у(х), y ^ y í y j ,  . . . ,уг=у(уг-1). Из условий тео­
ремы следует, что logyr=yr log х. Следовательно, надо доказать существо-
В()г(х)) _  1 ПрИ л-^со. Пусть монотонно стрем-вание г(х)--оо такой, что
В(х)
ящаяся к нулю функция г (а) такова, что В(у(х))В{х) =  £  (  А ') И
z (х) =  inf {/: t =  а, В (0 ^  уД(х)}.
Положим г(х)  наибольший из г, для которого уг(х) ~z(x)  и  г (a ) S5
g  log , . чг . Тогда уг(а)-*°о при а-*°° и 
£ (z (a)J
при Так как для любого фиксированного г 1 и / Slog —7--,В\х) ß(z)
то г (а )  —► со при а-*-<».
В дальнейшем будем считать, что функция у(х)  удовлетворяет условию 
log .у (а ) „-О при а — Из предыдущих рассуждении вытекает существованиеlog А
К  А) —со при X—оо такой, что Д(>т(Д) 
В (  А)
• 1 и
i á r (  а ).
Из теоремы 1 [6] следует, что
log уI (.у) 
logJi-iCA) -О при А- для
(11) 2




где t(x) — о(В(х)). Так как число промежутков вида ]у;(л), j/£_х(а )], /= 2 , 3, . . . ,  
г (а )  стремится к °° при а — °°, то из (11) получаем, что существует / ( a) , 2 s  




О при  А
Рассмотрим мультипликативную по п функцию f(n, ç, t),
f(p*, <Ü, - 1 (*)) =  exp (iç (g(p*) -  / (a) logp“)/B(A)),
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f (p “, £, 0  =  1, если t Для нее выполнены условия леммы работы [1].
то есть
где ^ ( í )—0 при °о. При ty±yi_1(x) последнее очевидно, при t= yi_1(x)
справедливость условия вытекает из неравенства 1 — cos £и^(£2+2)||м||2 и 
соотношения (12).
Учитывая, что t(x)=o(B(x)), и применяя лемму из работы [1], получим
.Ví-i nsji,.,
Z  exp
g í/O -^ O v j)
ß(x)
1
I y’i-i nS), _,




■) +  o(l)| =
— exp [ — Z  ( l - c o s ^
*- V_. . '
g(p)-*(*)logp ) 1
B(x)
Левая часть последнего соотношения, учитывая, что
Н Ь "’
B(y,-Ù
В(х) •1 при X—°°,
стремится к |т(£)|, где t (ç) — характеристическая функция закона F(u). 
Таким образом получаем
(13) |т(£)| =  ехр [ -  Z  ( l - c o s f -
1 v
g (p )-/(x )logp  \ 1
В(х)
) ! )+ < ,( ! )
равномерно по в любой области вида |£| SC.
Покажем, что для любого в=- 0 при x > x0(e, v) имеем ß(x',)> ( l  —е)В(х), 
где 0>г>>1.
Применим лемму 3 [5].
Л емма 3 [5]. Пусть f(n ,Ç ,x ) мультипликативная по п функция, 
|/(и, £,х)|=»1 и
Тогда
Z ( l - R e / ( p ,  < ,* ) ) !  =  0(1).
Р —Х Р
1 1 1+J* ez ( 1
7  2 / ( " . { , * )  =  2^  /  Т Я  '°*')х
л  л;?* 2 D^ JC ' P  J
x ( l+ j j . Æ ^ r » ' ) d : + ° ( ± - ) ,
где S >0, a AT — любое фиксированное.
Лемму 3 применим к f(n, £, xu)=exp ^  ^  " j.
условий леммы вытекает из (11) и неравенства B(xv) шс4В(х), которое следует
Справедливость
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из неравенства max B (y )S c 1B(x) (см. теорему I [6]). Получаему^х2
1 N7 ( „  S(n) — Л(Х,')'|[ 1 ^  ( z
а д  I = F  J . exp И
g(n)-t(x)logn
B(X) ■) + o(l)
1 1+rK e -
—  f
2 ni J- ■ exp
g(p)-t(x)logp
B(xv) H  7 J z + 0  Ш -
Левая часть последнего соотношения стремится к т(с). Правую часть, учиты- 
logji-iíx)вая, что — „----- »0, можно представить в следующем видеlog xv
exp
Р ^ У  i - i
-  Z  1  — COS £ B{yj-1) ( g(p)-t(x ) \ogp  \\  j_l* (* )  У B(yi_x) JJ pJ X
X _ L  7 “ ü
2 n i J ik  2
exp Z  lexPyt ( , B(xv)
s (p ) - l W lo8 p ) _ 1j j _ e- . g ] <i2 +  0 (_li)|
Если снова применим лемму 3 [5] к f f n ,  ç, xv), где f l ip ,  ç, xv) —
~' Pi B (F) IOg ~ ) при yi~l ^ P - xV и *°) —1 в противном случае,=exp {/£
го получим, учитывая, что B(yí_1(x)) ~  Ä(x), и (13),
| , ю | = K { í ^ ) f  . £ л ( ' | - { - л : ' , + о Ш 1
( « 1 Ш + 0 И -
Отсюда следует, что lim inf В ix”) B(x) =~ 1. Напомним, что предельный закон F (и)
непрерывный, и поэтому |т(с)| <  1 при £Х0.
Покажем, что B (x ) s B ( t )  для всех t£[xö, х] при х ё х 1; где д >0 любое 
фиксированное. Предположим, что это не так. Тогда найдутся последователь­
ности хе, z(xe) такие, что xse^ z ( x e) ^ x e и —d<  1 при хе—°°. Но,
как отмечалось выше, 5(x)~Ä (x1+0(1)) и поэтому можно считать z(xe)=xve,
В(хс)где <5s=T<l. То есть lim inf - - S r f d ,  что невозможно.В{х)
гг В(хи) ,Докажем, наконец, что . —^>-1 при х— оо равномерно по и на любомВ ix)
[а, 1], а >0. Из существования предельного распределения следует (см. лемму 1 
[5])
<14) т ^ т Д Ф ^ М «
gip)-A(x) + Aix/p))  logр
В ix) T = т(а+ о (1 )
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равномерно по £ при |£ |ёС . Условия леммы выполнены, так как из существо­
вания предельного распределения следует, что max Я( v)^c, В(х). Функцияysxг
F(ü) непрерьшная, поэтому |т(£)| <  1 при £ О и  т (0) =  1. Следовательно, 
для любого 0 найдется ç0<  1 такое, что |т(£0)| >|т(£)| при всех £€]£„, à). 
Предположим, что утверждение теоремы 2 несправедливо. Тогда найдутся
B ( z ( x  ) )последовательности хе, z(xe) такие, что x% S z (xe) ^ x e и —^ í/, >  1. Так
как 5 (д-)~2?(ал+0(1)), то можно считать, что z (хс) = х", где а ё и ё  1 и (см.
1 осп с о  s „ В(х‘) —В(хи)лемму 1 [6]) для любого е> 0  существует ^ > 0  такое, что В(х)
при | /—hIc Őj . Возьмем £ < ^  — 1, d>cx, где clB(x) > т а х  В(у), и
0 < £ 0-=1. Тогда, учитывая, что сг В(х) ^B ( t)  ё 5 ( г )  при tQx6, х], где <5 >0 
любое, получим, что левая часть соотношения (14) не превосходит
1
log Хе pSxi-sZ  1 т ( £ о ) !
log/? 1
log хе 2 - ^ m in ( |r (a H T ( £ o ) l )  +sxl-ö р [у.а]
+ 0 (á) S  |т(Со)| —áj min (|т(01 — l^(è'o)l) < k(^o)l-[Vl.ffl
Здесь yi=(dl — £){„, a —(d1 + e)^0. Последнее противоречит (14). Теорема 2 
доказана.
Продолжение доказательства теоремы 1: Предположим, что SF не является 
промежутком. Тогда найдется интервал ]я, Ь[ концы которого точки роста 
F (и), и F{u) = const на ]а, Ь[. Исходя из этого докажем существование функции
В(хи)у(х) удовлетворяющей условиям теоремы 2. Но тогда ■ -  - — 1 для любого
В(х)
и>0. В этом случае уже доказано, что SF — промежуток.
Возьмем в неравенстве (4) а —— <=°, ß — b. Получим
1
2  ~\F (b(x ,p )(b -a  (х,р)))-F (b )  + E.,(x, р)|2 S  с6 
Р^ Х Р
где
Ь(х, р) = В(х)
(g(p)-A(x) + A(x/p)) 
В{х)
В(х/р) ’
( (Г ( п\-
а (х, р)
и Е1(х,р)—0 при х—°° равномерно по р ^ х 1~с, е> 0  любое. Отсюда имеем
у  1  «s______?£б______ _  д
р4  P -  \F{b + d2)-F(b)\*
Здесь 2 ’ означает, что р пробегает те р, для которых Ь(х, /?)(/? —а(х, /?))
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;b+d2, d2=— (b—d). Аналогично получаем
У" — s 2 с6 J ~~р \F (a-d2)-F (a )\
где 2 "  означает, что р  удовлетворяют условию b (х, р) (а — а (х. p j ) ^ a —d2. 
Выберем 0<у< 1 так, чтобы
2  —  = 3m ax(^ j, Az, 1).
xi-v^ípsx Р
Из последних трех неравенств следует, что
1
(15) 2 " '  — = тах(А1, А2, 1),
x'-vsp äl Р
здесь 2 " '  означает, что р удовлетворяет неравенствам
a — d2 = b(x, p)(a — a (х, р)), 
b(x, p)(b — a(x, р)) ^  b + d2.
Возьмем в неравенстве (4) a =a, ß — b. Получим










. Покажем, что —д '("') при x-*-°°.
lim sup B(y(x))B(x) 1
„ B(y(xe))и пусть хе подпоследовательность, по которой —у 7 Положим
& \Хе)
z(xe) =  inf {/: t Ä y(xe), 5 (0  a  B(xe)}.
Тогда, так как 5(х)~  5(х1+0<1>), то
B(z(xe) )
В(хе)
что противоречит определению у(х). Следовательно,
В(у(х))limsup— „ : . ' — I.5(х)
В(у(хУ)Предположим, что lim inf— п/ . ’■■ =  <?4<  1 и хт последовательность, по
Х —+ °° В ( Х )
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которой В — г/4 при Л'т — °°. Тогда -j.- y - ërf6 при всех t ^ x ym, где
Н \ Х т )  **\Х т)
í/4<rf5< l .  Действительно, из определения у(х)  следует, что либо ß ( l) ^  
Äj5(j(x-m)), либо B ( t ) ^ B ( x m) при t S x ym. Но второй случай невозможен, 
так как, положив z(xm)= in f {?: t S x ym, B(t) s=Ä(.v,„)}, опять придем к про­
тиворечию. Следовательно, b(xm, р) >1 при всех р ^ х 1„ у.
“5
Интервал ]Ь(хт, р )(а -а (хт, р)), Ь(хт, р)(Ь-а(хт, р))[ для р ^ х 1 г у бу­
дет иметь длину не меньше — (Ь—а) -^-Ь—а. Отсюда, учитьшая (16), получаем
 ^ .1
2 "
' s p m x „
à ( x m) __________ _ ___________ ô ( x m)
•> ‘( ( 1 ) 1 -4 -  2  1 ( ( 1 ) ) 2
Fr +u 1)(b~")r jF(/,) F(a~br~1 j(b-fl)j-F(íi)
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AN EXTREMAL PROBLEM CONCERNING KNESER’S CONJECTURE
Z. FÜREDI
Abstract
It is proved that if S'x and are fc-uniform, intersecting set-systems over an «-element set 
(F D F V O  for all F, F’iS?,, i= l ,2 )  and n > 6 k  then +  It is to be ex­
pected that the same holds for all n ^ 2 k  +  2.
1. Introduction
The well-known Kneser Conjecture [12], proved by Lovász [14] and Bárány [1], 
is equivalent to the following assertion. If S'^, !Ft are A:-uniform, intersecting 
set-systems over an «-element set X  (i.e. \F\—k  for all and FD F'^-d
for all F, F'Z&iil ^ i ^ t ) )  and «Sf+2fc — 1 then
(1) | U ^ | < ( f c ) .
In other words (1) means that Kneser’s graph K^+.ik_l , obtained by connecting two 
^-element subsets of X  whenever they have empty intersection, cannot be coloured by 
t colours. So the chromatic number = t+ \.
However, Lovász’s and Bárány’s nice proofs of (1), even Schrijver’s [16] interest­
ing generalization, which use deep geometrical tools, do not tell the true order of 
magnitude of the left-hand side of (1). This geometrical method does not seem suitable 
for estimating the distribution of sizes of colour classes of K?+ik-i- The determina­
tion of max IU S'i | is in fact a problem belonging to extremal hypergraph theory. More 
than 10 years ago P. Erdős suggested [6] to attack the Kneser Conjecture in this way, 
however no “real”, i.e. hypergraph theoretical proof is known. Essentially this paper 
is concerned with the case 1 = 2.
2. Results
t
Let us set /(«, k, t)—max ( | t j  J2;!: ^  is a k-unitorm, intersecting set-system
i= i
over the «-element set X }. Henceforth we shall assume that the elements of X  are the 
integers from 1 to «. If n S t + 2k—2 then
( 2 )  / ( « ,  k , t)  =  ( £ ) .
13
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Indeed, let \F\=k, /€/*'} for and ^ = { F c A r: |F|=A,
Fcz(X— {1, / — 1})}. As \X— {1, t —\} \^ 2 k  — 1, the set-system is inter­
secting, too. For greater values of n one can replace ■'F, by the set-system whose 
members have the common point t, hence
(3) f in ,  k, i) s (fc_ } ) + ( f e_ i ) +  -- + ( £ - ! ) •
Erdős [6] conjectured that here equality holds for all n ^ t+ 2 k  — 1. This would be a 
substantial improvement of the Kneser Conjecture. The case k = 1 is of no interest. 
It is easy to see that the Erdős conjecture holds for k= 2.
P ro po sitio n  1. I f  n ^ t+ 3  then
(4) / ( » , 2 , 0 =  ( ; ) - ( " 2  j
The Erdős—Ko—Rado [8] theorem states that the conjecture is true for t = 1 
and each k:
(5) If n S  2k then / (» ,  k, 1) =  ( j l j ) .
However, A. J. W. Hilton [10] observed that the Erdős conjecture is not true for 
k = 3 ,t= 2 . Here we prove that if k > 2 and 1 then equality cannot hold in (3) for 
n = t + 2k — 1, i.e.
Proposition 2. I f  A s 3, fS2 then
(6) / ( /  +  2 * - l , f c , / ) >  Í ( £ l j ) .
This disproves the conjecture, but for the smallest admissible value of n, namely 
n = t + 2k — \. Nevertheless, we believe that the conjecture is correct for any other 
value of n:
Conjecture. If hS/+ 2A  then /(«, k, t)= 2? ^ j .  Here equality holds iff 
f l J 3; is nonempty for each /.
For n large enough this conjecture is supported by the following result of 
P. Erdős [5].
(7) I f  n >  n0(k, t) then f(n , k, t) =  (fc -l)  •
His proof gives an exponentially large value for n0(k,t). Later he, together 
with Bollobás and Daykin [3], proved that n0(k, t ) ^ 2 k zt. (This bound was improved 
to ckt log 1 by P. Frankl and the author (unpublished) but our c is very large.) 
Below we consider the case t=2.
T heo rem . I f  and J f, are k-unifcrm intersecting set-systems over an n-element 
underlying set X (;?>6A) and the cardinality o f  is maximal with respect
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to these assumptions, then there exist jcl5 x2£X such that x f  f]^i, /.c.,
(8) i f  n > 6 k  then f(n , k, 2) =  \ j .
Thus there are several extremal families, but each of them is incident to two 
points.
Remark 1. In the theorem the assumption n>6k can be replaced by 
n>r0(k), where rQ is the smallest number r satisfying (13). The conjectured value of 
r0(k) is 3k — 3 (see [9]).
Remark 2. However, Proposition 2 does not disprove the following nice con­
jecture of P. Erdős [5]:
g(n, k, t) =  m a x j i  ( " í j ) ;  (* ' +  * _ 1 )},
where g(n, k, f)=:max {|#j: tW is A:-uni form set-system over an «-element set X, 
and :|3 Fx, F2, ... Ft+1 pairwise disjoint}. This is a theorem of Erdős and Gallai
[7] for k = 2.
Remark 3. Having learned Hilton’s counterexample Erdős modified his con­
jecture in the following way: If n ^ t+ 2 k —1 then
/(« , k, o  < ( £ _ } ) + • • • * ) •
Here the right-hand side is less than ír.I, so this conjecture would imply (1), too.
3. Proofs
For the proofs of (1), (2), (3), (5) and (7) see the references. The proof of (4) is 
extremely easy.
Lemma 1. I f  X7 is a 2-uniform, intersecting set-system, then either C\iF X 0 
(i.e., 3F is a star) or !F is a triangle. □
This lemma contains the case f =  l. We use induction on t. If in the case />1 
each set-system ..., is a triangle then
!U ^ M i|# ; . | = 3 r < ( 5 ) - ( ' , 2 ')
and we are ready. So we can suppose that some is a star, say 1 £ f ) ,5^ . Then we 
can use the induction hypothesis for the members o f .^ , #3, .... fly ing  in X — {1}. □
The proof of (6) is a construction It is enough to give this construction foi the 
case t - 2 ,  because for all «, k  and t
J\n, k, t) S  IJ +f(n — l , k , t —l).
13*
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So |A|=n=2A: + l, and let X —AÖB, \A\=3, \B\=2k —2 and choose some 
b£B. Let &1={F<zX: \F \= k , |FíTy4|§=2}, and {FczB: |F|=A:}U{FezA': 
\F \= k, \F f]B \= k -\, bd F}. Then and are two disjoint set-systems and each 
of them is intersecting. Moreover
w + w  =  3 ( j : | ) + ( " , : j ) + 5 3) + 3 ( i : ^
=  ( ; : ! M ’( : ? M 2V 3M ^ + ( ^
P roof of the Theorem. Let and iF, be two /c-uniform, intersecting set-systems 
over X, A"={1,2, «}, without common member ( ^ H ^ = 0 ) .  Suppose that
It is enough to show that Use the following operation Ptj which was
first applied by Erdős, Ko and Rado for the proof of the theorem (5). However, 
here we are using this PtJ for ordering two set-systems at the same time. For 1




FU  {;}-{>} if
F
F£ , i $ F, )€ F  and
f u {í} - o k ^ í
FatF-i, ) $ F, i£F and
FU {/}-{/}$*■,
otherwise.
F ,y (^ )  =  {Fij'(F): F € * 3  (s =  1, 2).
So we have got two new set-systems. Clearly, |^ |  =  |Fy(^ ) |,  and with the aid 
of [8] it can be shown that Fy(^j) and Fy(J^) are two disjoint, intersecting set- 
systems, too. Applying each Fy for all l S / < / ^ n  (perhaps several times) after fi­
nitely many steps we get two (disjoint and intersecting) set-systems JS? and FA which 
are pushed to the lett and to the right, respectively, i.e.,
(9) If i <  j,  i$L, jZL  then LU {/} — {)}€JSf.
Similarly,
If R£3t, f</, /€/?,./(£R then R — {/}U {./}£á?. Denote by 
£ F { \ ,  n ) = : {L €i?: l€ F , n£Z.}, 
jS?(l,n) =: 16L, n íF}, etc.
Now we give an upper estimation for the cardinalities of these parts of and 
3%. Clearly,
( 1 0 ) |J S f ( l , « ) |  +  | « ( l , n ) | s ( j J _ 2 ) .
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Lemma 2. |i f  — if ( I ,  k)|=s|^ _  j j ,  furthermore i f  here equality holds, then 
1€ HJSP (jo if(T ,h) = 0 <wk/ if(T, n) = 0).
Proof of Lemma 2. Let us write |if(T, n)|=m. The case m —0 is trivial, so 
suppose mS l .  Then
« 0
In fact, using (9) to each L € if(I, n) there corresponds n —k + 1 members of 
if(T, h), namely, the sets L — {n}U{/} (2 ä iS n  — l, i$L). Moreover, in this way we 
can get each member of i f  (I, h) at most k times.
(12) If n >  6k then ^  (fc—2) =  (n —fc—2)*
In fact, the set-system if(T, h)is 2-intersecting, i.e., if A, Z?€if(T, n) then \ACiB\^2. 
(This follows from the fact that ^n 2 ?=  {jc} implies (A — {x}U (l})nf?=0). So 
we can apply the sharper form of the Erdős—Ko—Rado theorem which is due to 
P. Frankl [9]:
If is a ^-uniform, 2-intersecting set-system over an r-element set and r ^ 6 k  — 1
then
o s)
Now the cardinality of i f  (1, n) will be estimated by an upper bound depending on m. 
The main idea of the following argument is due to Daykin [4], who gave an original 
proof for theorem (5) in this way. We need the Kruskal—Katona theorem [11], [13]. 
We use a weaker but much more simple form of this theorem which is due to Lovász
[15]:
If sd is an arbitrary «-uniform set-system and
(14) M  = ( * ) ,  then 14,0*01 s ( £ ) .
Here 0 are integeis, x ^ a  is a real number,
(a) = : 7 f  * ( * - l ) - ( * “ « +  l)
and
4 0 « 0  = : {B- |5| =  b, 3 A i d  B c  A).
Denote by s i  the set of the complements of the members of i f  (I, h) with respect 
to T -{ l ,n ) .  Os/|=w = ^ _2)’ where x ^ n —k —2. If \B\=k — 1, B a A £ s /
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then B U {1}(£.S?(E  »), because f f  is intersecting. Hence
(15> SC(l,n) S  -  (/c— l)  — (/c — l)  •
Now (12) gives that r S n - 4, so applying (11) we get
(16)
\& a, n)\ + \<?(J,n)\ s m
n +1 
n —fc +  1
x  \ n + 1 ( x ) w+1 ( x )
n — k — 2) n — k + 1 — —2) n — k + l  ^  1/
Finally, summing (15) and (16) we obtain Lemma 2. Moreover here equahty can 
hold only if n?=0, so f f (1, n) = 0, JSf(T,n) =  0 and J§?(1 ,n)={Lc:X: |L |=k, 
1<=L, n$L}. □
Returning to the proof of the Theorem we can get an estimation for M, simi­
larly to Lemma 2. Hence together with (10) we have:
m + w . 2 ( í : í ) + ( ; : * ) - ( í : j ) + ( í : g .  ;
Finally, it is easy to check that if D-Sf — {I} and f)á2 = {«} then before carrying 
out the operations Py 0*^+0» too. □
Added in proof. Further new results are in P. Frankl and Z. Füredi „Extremal 
problems concerning Kneser-graphs” (submitted to J. Combinatorial Theory Ser. B).
Especially, it is proved that (8) is true for n>-^-(3 +  /5)k~2.62k and it does not
hold for n <  2k + o (/k )  disproving my conjecture. V
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IRREGULARITIES IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRIME IDEALS II
SZILÁRD GYÖRGY RÉVÉSZ
1. Denote by K an algebraic number field, by n and A the degree and the discrim­
inant of it. Let F(m) be the number of ideals in K with norm m, and
( 1. 1) GQn) 2
P ,kNPk=i
log m
where P runs over the prime ideals of K, NI  is the norm of the ideal I, and k  runs over 






. Ü ( S)
Í*
y  F(lri) 
nál rns
y  G(m)
(a >  1),
(a >  1).
Let us denote by d K(x) the remainder term in the prime ideal theorem:
(1.4) Ak(x) : =  P k (x) - x  =  2  G(m)-x.
m^x
The aim of this paper is to investigate the connection between the domain in which 
£k(s) does not vanish and the oscillation of AK(x). In this connection W. Staá and
K. Wiertelak [18] proved the following theorems:
Theorem (W. Staá—K. Wiertelak). Suppose that (*(■?) 5^0  /« the domain
(1.5) a >  l ~ c Kri(\t\) cs S l
where cK is a constant* 1 depending on K, and tj( t) is for t ^ O a decreasing function,
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 12A70; Secondary 10H22.
Key words and phrases. Zeros of the Dedekind zeta-functions, oscillation of the remainder term 
in the prime ideal formula.
1 c always denote an explicitly calculable effective constant, which is absolute if it has only an 
integer index, and depends on some object only when this object is denoted in the index o f  c.
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having a continuous derivative f ( t )  and satisfying the following conditions:
(1.6) 0 < ,,(0  S y ,
(1.7) rf ( 0 —0 as t — 00,
(1.8) = O (log0  as t -
Let a. be a fixed number in 0 < a < l ,  and
(1.9) a>(x) = min (r\(t) log x + log/).
Then for x  -* 00
( 1 . 1 0 )  M * ( x ) |  <  x e x p | - ^ t i ) ( x ) j | .
T h e o r e m  (W. Stas—K. Wiertelak). Let r\{t) be a function which satisfies the 
conditions o f the preceding theorem and also the condition
(1.11) >7(0 = for | i |> c 2
where cx is a sufficiently small constant and a>(x) is defined as in (1.9). Suppose further 
that (1.10) holds. Then £*(.?) 5^0 in the domain
( 1.12) a =» 1 — logt
4001og(<ü~1( ^ log/)j
t >  max jc3, ^ lo g ( |z l |  + l) j , |d| +  l, r]~1(e-ni)^,
where co~1 and t]~x denotes the inverse functions for a> and 17.
2. We have to remark, that in the special case K=Q,  where A (x) is the remain­
der of the prime number theorem and £(s) is the Riemann zeta function, a long devel­
opment was done from the time of the first proof of the prime number theorem in 
1896. A general theorem of Ingham ([4], Theorem 22), which uses first the functions >7 
and (o with the definitions and properties listed above, handle the problem of obtain­
ing an estimate for A(x) from a general zero-free domain of £(s). In the other direc­
tion E. Schmidt [14] and J. E. Littlewood [9] began investigations, and a decisive 
step was done by P. Túrán (see [19], p. 150), whose power-sum method played an 
essential role in the further improvement reached by Stas [17], Finally, J. Pintz [12] 
could strengthen Ingham’s result to such an extent, that it was optimal (apart from 
constants and s in the exponent), and he also could prove its optimality by giving a 
converse of it, which is naturally also optimal and so essentially settles the question 
in this important special case. His theorems sounds as follows:
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Theorem (J. Pintz). Suppose Ihat £(s) ^ 0 in the domain
(2.1) <T >  l-f /( |/ |)  (o < /;(/) ^  i - j ,
where rj(t) is a continuous decreasing function for t ^ O. Let 0 < £ < 1 be fixed and 
w ( x )  as in (1.9). Then we have
(2-2) A ( x )  — O j •
Theorem (J. Pintz). Suppose that £(s) has an infinity o f zeros in the domain (2.1) 
where rj(t) is a continuous decreasing function, but we make the further assumption 
that for gM '.— riie")
(2.3) g ( u ) / Q  for
by which we now mean that g'{u) tends to 0 monotonically increasingly for u>ct 
and i f  lim g (w )= 0  then g'(u) tends to 0 strictly monotonically increasingly forU-*~ oo
u>cx. Let e be a fixed real number with 0<£<  1 and let (o be the function defined in
(1.9) which has now the form
(2.4) co (x) = min (g (u) log x + u).i/SO x
Then we have
(2-5) ^ (x) =  S2± +£)„(*, j  •
3. In Pintz’s theorems well-known deep results were combined with a new 
method, which was built also on the powersum method. Following Pintz’s method, 
we shall prove the undermentioned results, which corresponds to those of Pintz, 
and so are also optimal (apart from the constants implied by the 0-symbol and e 
in the exponent).
T heorem 1. Suppose that £K(s)^0 in the domain
(3.1) (7 >  l-f/( |/|) ,
where r\(t) is for t^O  a continuous nonincreasing function and 0< jj(/)S  1/2.
Let 0 < e< 1 be fixed, further let
(3.2) co(x) =  min (rj (t) log x + log t).Í i= 1
Then we have
(3-3) d K(x) =  [ e(l-«)co(x) j
where the O-constant can be explicitely determined in dependence o f K, e and the func­
tion t](t).
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Roughly speaking, this theorem improves the corresponding result of Stas— 
Wiertelak by a factor 2 in the exponent and at the same time we suppose less about 
the function »;(/). For the proof of the result in the other direction, described in 
Theorem 3, we also need Theorem 2. So we state
T heorem  2. Let 0<e<0.1 and let us assume the existence o f a zero q0= 
= f f  + iy0 o f CK(s) with the condition, that with the constant2
(3.4) Gk := max j(n +log \A\f, -j—^ -j, 
where
(3.5) Ek := max {/10: U(ßo) = 0}, 
and for a sufficiently large absolute constant c5
(3.6) '<’<!’’• = - ( • ¥ ')  m“ { 'V - “ P ((£r ) ) l '
Then for every Y for which
(3.7)
we have in the interval
(3.8)
an x  for which
(3.9)
T heorem  3. Suppose that Ck(s) has an infinity o f zeros in the domain
(3.10) a ^ l - t , ( \ t \ )  ( o ^ i K | f | ) s i ) ,
where t](t) is for ISO a continuous nonincreasing function, for which with the notation
(3.11) g(u) := q(eu) n & 0 
we have
(3.12) g'O O /'O  for u
with the meaning described after (2.3).
Let 0<e<0.1 be fixed and oj(x) be the function
(3.13) (o(x) — min (ij(t) log x + logt) =  min(g(M)logx+M).
lo g y > (~6^) log y0 
/  =  [y , y 1+£]
2 We remark that by Lemma 13 <7K«m ax (n, \A\C>).
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Then we have for an infinite sequence o f  xk values lending to infinity
0 “ » H tteX  -  •
I am deeply indebted to J. Pintz for drawing my attention to the problem and 
giving significant help by his comments during my work.
4. Before we begin the proofs, let us fix some notations. We take an element $ 
from K, which geneiates K, and denote its canonical polynomial by / ,  so n is the 
degree of/ ,  and/has rk real and 2.r., complex roots. Denote r=r1+rt — 1 <r1 + 2r2=n, 
then r is the number of elements of any system of fundamental unit elements of K  
(see [7], Satz 137). M  denotes the absolute value of the determinant of any such system 
which depends only on K (see [7], Satz 138, 139), and ip denote the (by [7], Satz 135 
finite) number of unity roots in K, and dr+1 = 1 if r2= 0 and 2 if r2> 0. h will 





(4.2) A = 2 - r*n-" '2 f\Ä\.
By Q=ß+iy we denote a non-trivial zero of C*(-y), £  means a sum extended overe ' .
all of them, and for restiicted sums we shall subscribe the special restrictions. We 
define
(4.3) 0 K =  sup {Re q: £*(<?) =  0} =  sup/?,
e
so 1 /2 S 0 KS1 and the Riemann hypothesis for K means 0 K = \ß .  We will use the 
facts written in [7] Satz 155 about the pole and the trivial zeros of £K(s) without 
repeated citations, and write
(4.4) -f^-(s) — -—+ 2  aj sS><=K 5 j—0
(4.5) = + ~
S — L j=o
(4.6) Jj*(s) = - Z l - + 2 e J( s - i y .
sk 4—r j —o
We denote the distance of a leal a and the nearest integer by [|cr||:
(4.7) HI := min |n-<r|.
The constants implied by the O and <k symbols are effective constants, and absolute 
ones except when the dependence of some parameters is explicitly stated.
5. First we state some lemmas, most of them being well known. For the sake of 
completeness and to obtain explicit dependence on the parameters of the field (where 
it is needed) we give their proofs (or exact references for them).
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Lemma 1.
(5.1) G(m) ä  _ ^ _ i o g 2 m.
Lemma 2.
(5.2) \Ak (x)| < x  log2 x.
Proof. Lemma 1 is Lemma 2 of [13], and Lemma 2 is a tiivial consequence. 
Lemma 3. For any <7>1 and we have
(5.3)
(5.4) 1
U(a+d) ^  Z(°Y.
Proof. The second inequality of (5.4) is a special case of (5.3) which is Corollary 
3 on p. 295 of [10], while the first inequality of (5.4) is Corollary 2 on p. 295 of [10].
Lemma 4. Let 0 <  B  '2 1 /2 be a nonnegative parameter. Then in the domain 
(5.5) 2>ß — {s — a-Fit: o and if |/| S  B then ||<t|| >  B}
we have 
(5.6) CBn log (|s| T l) + log IA
Proof. By [7], p. 112, formula (184) we have from the functional equation 
-j^-(s) =  - - j ^ - ( l  s) F n log 27t log \A | +  (i\  +  r2) y  ctg -
(5.7) — (1 s).
As - B, 1—cr>-l+jß>! and by Lemma 1







By the periodicity of ctg (ns/2) and tg (ns/2) by 2 it suffices to consider them only in 
{s=o+it:  — 2— —2?}n^B. But there are no poles of these meromorf 
functions in this domain and for ~2 — B ^ o S —B. |/|> 1 , we have the trivial esti­
mates
(5.9)
e*/2 + e-n/2 
en/2 — q tt/2
en/2 + e-n/2 
e*/2 — e-*/2 ’
so these functions have an absolute bound depending only on B in the whole domain.
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As for r'/T(z), z= x+ iy, .vSl +B,  we can use the identity
(5.10)
r  r  l- ( z ) = - ( z - l )  +  —




S i | +  |- j r ( z - M +  1)
log a:+ O (log (y +  2)) <sc log ( | z\ +  2).
(5.11)
If 1 — z£Sib, ||x—[jv] +  1|| or \y\^B. and so for síQ>B
r (1 — v) <k log (|1 —s] + 2) <  c2(5)log(|s| +  l).
Writing (5.11), (5.9) and (5.8) in (5.7), by ry + r2^ n  we get (5.6).
Lemma 5. I f  T f R and Ld N, we have 




\ y - T \ s i
2  1 <K/iLlog(!r| + L + 2) +  Llog|zl|,
Q
\ y - T \ ^ L
2  1 «  n\T\ log(|7’| + 2) + (|7'|-f 2) log \A\. 
aÜíysr
Further, i f  \T\^2, then all these estimates hold with \T\ instead o f  |T |+2 .
Proof. The assertion of (5.12) is Lemma 4 of [13], while the others are trivial 
mplications of it.
Lemma 6. For — l /2 ^ « rS 4  we have 
(5.15) « ■ « -  2  ‘U e S — Q S — 1 S
1 + — + 0((n +  log |zl |) log2 (]/| -L 2)).
Consequently, i f  |/| =  2 we have
(5.16) -pL(s)= 2  —
C k  í  s  Q
\y-t\s\
+ 0((n + log |J |)2 log21/|).
Proof. Since the number b appearing in Satz 179 in [7] is
1
b =  — 2 * ------log A
» 0
(where the * means, that the £>'^1/2 numbers of the sum are taken together with
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their pairs q" for which q' + q"— 1 for the sake of convergence). We get from it 
(5.17) =  +
Since the sum is absolute convergent, we can take together members as in 2*> anc* 
after it the 2 *  f°r b and the 2  — part of the together taken sum cancel each other.
e  0
Further in —1/2 ^ <7^4 we can use
(5.18) Jp (s )  =  - i+ 0 ( lo g ( |t |+ 2 » .
Finally, if we write separately those finite many members of the transformed sum for 
which |y| = l, we get
CÍ
Ck




f  (7 = 7 '+  5- ( i - g~ ) + o i (n + 1°gM I)1°g(lil+ 2)).
y > l - d - 0 )
We can suppose t^O. Making use of (5.12) we obtain: 
(5.20)
2 s - 1
iF s - ( l - g )  )| I ^  (s
y = » * + l
e \ S - Q ) ( s - l  + e)
y = » t + l
t + l
" : 7  ( r - 0  (v+t )
y > - H - 1
n log (i-f./'-f 2) + log |zf|« ( / + 1 )  2  ' " ' ' ' j i j , ; } )  « < / + « < » + i o * U D j j r j g f g dx
3=1
(n + log |d |)(t-f 1)
1 Flog x
1 + log (23 + 2)
3+1
2f + 2 I oo
/  /2H-2
(5.21)
: (n + log |d |)log2(3 + 2),
1 +  log x
(t )
dx
2  f------- 1-------~r.---- r- l l ^ í f + l )  2  TT 7o  u - e  s - ( i - e )  / I  o ( t -y ) i
l
l < y < í  —1
e f (f+y)
l < y < í  —1
í  f - y
l < y < í  — 1




2  I ^Q $ Q q S (1 Q)
| y | s l  y = - l
| ( - y | = - l  l i - y | a i
2  iQ Q
| y | s i  | f - y ( ^ l
<sc(n+log \A\ Iog(3 + 2). 
Now (5.19)—(5.22) imply the Lemma.
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Lemma 7. For any t there exist some T, \T—t | S l  for which
(5.23) (o + iT) c6(n +  log M|)2 log2 (|i| +2) for all o in S f f S  4.
P roof. Let /^ 0  and consider the poles of CkKk in [0, l]X [í—1 ,/ +  1]. By 
Lemma 5 there are not more than c7(n+log |d|) log ( | / |+2), and so we have a hori­
zontal line y —T which avoid all of them at least R-
far, and \t—T \ ^ \ —R. By Lemma 6 and Lemma 5
c7(n + log |d|)log(|/|4-2) +  l
(<7+ iT) e
| y - T | S l
1
+0((n+logM |)log2(|i|+2))
o  + iT— Q
(5.24) <  2! (c7(n+ log IdI) log (|íI+2) +1) + 0((n + log |d |) log3 (|/| + 2))
c6(n + log |d|)2log2(|i|+2).
| y - T | s l
Lemma 8. Let
< 5 0 0  =
i i f  y >  i.
For arbitrary y>0, //=-(), T>() we have
0 i f  0 <  y  <  1
Í  i f  y =  t
(5.25)
I n+iT v
f  ^ d s - ö ( y )
2 n Í  I I - I T  S
- f  ‘f  y =  i
y'mi”(‘-71iSiTr) lf
P roof. This is the Lemma of Chapter 17 in [2], p. 105.
Lemma 9. For any Q=»l, T>0 and x = [x] -f 1 / 2  >  1 we have
Q + iT
(5.26) r M ~ é t J „  ( - f ,  (s)) f  H * "  (|08>*+ 1ö=Tf )
Proof. Let k=[x], so x = k + 1/2. If (3 /4 ) x ^ m ^ k  then
t—m 3 x —m
log —m
and if raäfe+1, then
, ( , x — m \  x -= - log( i - — ) ■ -
4 m
log m
, (. m — x \= _ ,08( , - _ j a m —x
m
14
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Applying the above inequalities and Lemma 8 we get by Lemma 1
H H f  H '  J , G(m)f e r—log —m
2 log2 m 4- y log2 m i y log2 mm Zj(3/4)x < w <  (5/4)x m m — k — 1 /2 | r Zw S(5/4)x mQm
I'08’x+l08‘x ,| w + /
( l08’ x + < e“ i)>)-
L emma 10. I f  x = [.v] +  1 /2 >  1, T> 3 and a„ is the constant defined by (4.4) 
then we have
(5.27) J* (je )= -(r
and
(5.28)
lo8 * + a J - ^ l o g ( l - L ) - r , l 08 ( l - i ) - 2 ^
^JtW = - 0 'lo g x + iJ 0) - y  log^l —y  j — r2 log  ^1 — —
T - ( i£±^ ( 1°8^ ) '
P ro o f . It suffices to show (5.28) for those values of T, which satisfy (5.23) 
(with T  in place of \t\ + 2) and T> 2, since for other 7V>3 Lemma 7 guarantees 
the existence of a Lin the interval [T' — \, T '+ 1] with this property, and by Lemma 5
2
m in (7', '/’O ^V ^m ax  (T, T') Q T  T ' - lQ
\ V - T ' \ ^ 1
,  . , . . . . .  ~  X  (n + log|zl|)x ( 3 log2 T\« ( «  +log |zl!) log T’— < ------- jfi—-----max ^ log3 x, ^   ^ j .
Let <2=l+l/log.v and /? =  [/?] + 1/2>0. We define the broken line
(5.29) L = L1UL2UL3,
where
Lj = [Q- iT ,  —R — iT], L.2 =  [ -  R - i T , - R  + iT], 
L,~=[-R+iT,Q + iT].
(5.30)
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Q  +  i T  /  v r  \
/ I ! '“IQ-n
I  w ) t : 4
- R < R e  Z j< Q  
|Im 2 j |« = r
As Ck has one simple pole at s— 1, there C'k/Ck has residuum — 1, while at the nontriv­
ial zeros from the region \ \mzj\<T  we get the sum over the q-s in (5.28). At 
.y=0 with the notation (4.4)
(5.32)
R e s [ ( - - ^ - ( s ) ] y ;  o | =  R e s | - ^  +  u 0+  . . . j ( l  + S l o g *  +  . . . ) y ; oj =  - r l o g x —a0,
while from the multiplicity of the negative zeros of £K follows that at the negative 
integers we obtain, as the sum over the corresponding residues
~[R] -J -IR/2] X2I
(5.33) r 2 2  T + r i  2  •—1 1 l= -1 21
Collecting the residues and applying Lemma 9, since xQ — ex, we get from (5.31)
/ ( - § (s)
(5.34)
x? [«] x~l [R/2] v-2/|
- 2 ’ Q Q
— r logx —u()—r2 z - j —= i 1 '  2 2 , 1
IvHT
We can estimate the integrals over L, and L;i, using in —1/2
(5.23) and in a = 1/2 Lemma 4 (e.g. with B -= 1 /3), and get
<sc ii — log3 .v.
j — 1 and ;= 3
(5.35) <sc(i!+log|d|)2i max lo^v<r^ —1/2 |er + i
log2 (I or + iT\ +1) log2r  
T I + T
\ Q
) f  *•da «:
(n + log |d|)2xlog2r
and
(5.36) é / l - N í -
T  logx
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so letting R —°° and using in (5.34) that by x>-l the series over I are convergent 
Taylor expansions, we get from (5.34) by (5.35) and (5.36)
^ ( x ) - * - { - r l o g JC- « o - r 1l o g ( l - i ) - ^ . l o g ( l - - l ) -  2  f }  =
(5.37)
O ((« +log |d|)2 y  (log3
e 8
lvl-=r
which gives (5.28). (5.27) follows by letting T — 




2  — e 8IvNi
„ (ll + loglJl)8^ ^
Fk := max max {ß: £K(ß + iy) =  0, |y| =g 4 } |.
Proof. By Lemma 7 we can find to t = 2 a T  in l ^ T s 3  for which
(5.40) T -{ ° + i T )
sx
<sc (/; + lo g \AI)2 for all a  in - | g i r S 4 .
By symmetry it holds also for o —iT values if — l/2 =  cS4. On the segments
Li = [FK+e — iT, FK+e + iT], L3 — [l — FK—e—iT, 1—FK—e+iT]
by the definition of FK and c< (l —FK)/2 we avoid the poles of C'k/Ck at least with s, 
and so by Lemma 6 and Lemma 5
(5.41)
f « <z—+ 2  — + 0(n  + log|d[) <g » + logMi for an(j s£Ls .£ q ' 8 £
|y|<T+i
Now we apply the residuum theorem on the rectangle R with vertical sides Lx and L3, 
and get (as by the symmetry of the zeros of Cx to <7= 1/2 we have all the nontrivial 
zeros of with \y\ = T  (<4) in R)
(5.42) - 2  —  = 2 ^  / ( —r -(s)) — ds- o 8 2n‘ Ar '  i x  f se
By (5.39) and (5.41), since £<1 —FK—e,
(5.43)
2th A  t Cx ) s
1 ,1 I aw- x*K+e , n+log|d|  ( xfk+e « (»+10S UD- —  + ------ J I _ L
V-1 -F.
+ 1 — Fic—B «
(n + log|d|)2xFK'1
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Further by Lemma 5, and 1<7’<4
(5.44) 2 Q 2  - 7 ~  «*= (n + log |d |)* V0 1
i-=|y| -=t
Now (5.42), (5.43) and (5.44) give the Lemma.
L emma 12. Let us denote by NK(o, T) the number o f  zeros o f in the parallel­
ogram ß x r ,  |y I <  T. Then we have
(5.45) JVk(<7, T) 7’(»+2)(i-^(log2r)2n2+4+1- 0.
P roof. This is the Corollary of Sokolovskii’s paper [15]. 
Lemma 13. £*(■*) 5^ 0 in the domain
(5.46) n log(|t|+2) + log \A\ ’
except for at most one real and simple zero ß„ for which 
(5.47) ß0 * l - \ A \ - ‘>.
P ro o f . This is Lemma 2.3 of [6].




n + log |d|
1 - fk
n + log \A\
' 1 ~ F k
Consequently, by Lemma 13 and the definition o f FK in (5.39) we have
(5.50) |a„! <  max(c10(n+log |d|)2, cn (n+log |d |) |d |c») «  n2|d|f»+2,
and
(5.51) |e0! <  max (c12(n + log \A |)2, c13(n + log |d |) |d |c») <k n2|d|c»+2.
P ro o f . By the functional equation (for this form see, e.g. [7] formula (184) on
p. 112)
(5.52)
j ^ ( s )  = —^ - ( l - s )  + nlog2R-log Ml + C  ^+ fa) j c t g y - r 2y t g ^ - - n - ^ - ( l - s ) .
Jl TÍS 'll TCS r r
Using the Laurent expansions of — ctg-^-, y t g — , f r C(1— s) and of y—(j) (see 
Ck
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(4.4), (4.6)) in (5.2) we get
~ ( s )  = —+ a0+ 2 aj si = —-— eo~ Z  e j(-s )J + nlo g2n-\og\A\  +
S j = 1 S 7 =  1
+  +  +  Z  d v + i S * J + 1 \ + r 2 2  f 2 j + i S * J + 1 - n ^ r ( l )  +  n  Z  g j S j .
I s  j =0 J j  =  0 l  j  =  1
E q u a tin g  coefficients in (5.53) we find
a 0 =  n ^ log I n  — - j r ( l ) j  — lo g \ J \ - e 0,(5.54)
so it suffices to prove (5.49). By the maximum principle it follows, that for any 
(5.55) 1 -  ^e„ s max|s—1| ~ R
From Lemmas 5 and 6 and from r<n we get
U  <S,+^ T
(5.56) max n + lo g  \A\ n -f-log \A\ <K— ---ir—f - F k 1 - F k
For the proof of Theorem 2 Turán’s powersum method is essential. We shall apply it 
in the following continuous form:




alla^t^a+d max e vl^j^N Ae
P roof. F o r z f C  ( J =  1, . . . , N )  and we have by the second m ain theo­




mSvsm+A m ax Z ,  lSjaiV -1
4 ____ Í L _ )
I 4e(m + N) )
Choosing m—Na/d, zJ=eaÁaini)=exÁiiir> ( j= \ ,  ..., N), we get the continuous form.
Our last lemma is a somewhat modified form of a result proved in the Appendix 
of [20].
L emma 16. Let T>30, ö>q = and denote the number o f rootslog log T
o f  Ck in the rectangle \t~T\^=d/2, a —<5s<7<a by M K(a, T, (5). Then i f  £K has no
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zeros in the domain o ^a , \t—T\^7,  then we have 
(5.58) M k(a, T, (5) « c>(GK + n log T)
where GK is defined by (3.4).
P r o o f . For <>>1/20 Lemma 5 can be used, so we can suppose 1/20.
For any Q=ß+iy and s=o + iT
Re ls-<? p) (o—ß)2+(T—y)2 + ■
ß
(<r-ß)2 +  ( T - ) 2 ß2+ y 2 ’
hence for any s= o+ iT  with <r>a by the condition
| z ( — •+ - ) U rc 2  (— + - ) - !  2  ( - + - ) [I g K S  — Q (?;| g Vs — Q Q )  I g Vs — Q Q ) \
(5.59) ^  2
|V-T |=S2
a —
l v - T | > a
p^a-»  (<r +  <5 —a)J+ —
— TT-I 2  (—  +  - ) !  fe. <52 I o \s-o p)\
|y - T |s « / 2
a —a
|y—t|=-2
- ,M K(a ,T ,6 ) -2(cr — a+ö)2
Let z=2+iT, then by Lemma 5 and J> 30  (>2)
2  (— + - ) ! .o \ s —o q)\e
|y -T |= -2
(5.60) 2  ( -  + - ) -  2  (—  + - ) !  =  I 2  (— ---- — )| =o Vs— 0  q) o \ z — 0  q) \ o Vs — Q z—q) I
|y - y |» a
s — z
^  (s- q)(z - q).
|y -T |= -2
|y—* |> 2
<=|s-?.| 2
|y - f |= - 2
n log (T +  m) + log \A \
m2 n log r+ lo g  \A\.
Also by Lemma 5, since \z—q\ ^ 2 — /?>! and r > 30
(5.61) ? ( i ^ + 7 ) h " 108r+los|J|'
| y - T |s 2
Now collecting (5.59), (5.60) and (5.61) we see 
(5.62)
Mk (a, T, S) «  (<T a + S)i l b  (—  ■+ - ) |  ■+12 (— + - ) . + « log T+ log |d|}.a —a II g Vs — q q)I I g Kz—q q) J
We shall estimate N (— --- F—) where w—u+iv 1/2, i>^2. We use r'/T(w) =g \ w — q q )
— O (log v) for 1/4S mS 2 and (with the notation described there) formula (5.17),
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and get by Lemmas 5 and 13
(5.63) b ( — + - ) U  It ^ ( w)I» vw -o  o) I K k + |log A I + 2 * ~  e Q
+ 0 ( l)  +  0(n  logr) «sc
Ck (w) +n+log \A\ + n log v+ 2 (n + log |J |)log(j + 2)
7 = 1
+ (/i + log \A\f min
By Lemma 11 (1.3), and the definition of the constants GK, EK in (3.4)—(3.5), we get 
for z  from (5.63)
(5.64) | z  ( - + - ) !I a y z - Q  e>\ <s:GK + n log T.
Similarly for s—o+iT, since T > 4
(5.65) b ? ( —  f —)|<= 6*: + » log T+Io  V s— q  on i * (s)
In u>~a, \v—T | s 2  £k(w);^0, and so the halfplane with this rectangle is a
domain, where log£K(tv) is an analytic function. Let us define the following disks 
around z —2+iT
=  (w: \w — z \ ^ R  = 2 — a)
= jw: |w-z|=Sr = 2 - a - y $ }
(5.66) — {w: |w — z\ S  r3 = 2 — a — 6q} 
=  {vv: |tv — z\ = r4 = 2 — a — lq)
% =  {w: 1 vv z\ ^  rs =  1 | .
Since in u>~ — 1 and u>2 (see, e.g. [16], Lemma 7) \(K(w)\<\A\ciivcisn, Lemma I 
leads at once to
(5.67)
Re log =  log Ck(w)
£*(*)
00 /I l02 TTl
<s: n log r + lo g \A\+ 2  — <sc n log u +  log |zf|; w^3l1.
m=2 m
Using the Boréi—Carathéodory theorem (see, e.g. [3], p. 53)
2 r
m a x j / ( v v ) - / ( z ) |  S  m a x R R e / ( w ) - R e / ( z ) }
for the analytic function /(tv) —log CkCnO 
Cx(z)
, R = 2 —a,r= 2—a — \/2q, we get
from (5.67) 
(5.68)
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|log Ck(w)| «  — {n log F+log Ml} for w€S>2-
Now we apply the three-circle theorem to 3>2, S>3 and 3>r> (where |log CK(w)|=0(ii) 




a = log r3- lo g r 5 _  log (4 -2 a -1 2 # ) log(4 —2a —9)
11?
log r - lo g  r5 
<  1 -
1 +
(4 — 2a — q) log (4 — 2a — q) < 1 -
log(4 —2a —#) 
11?
3 log 3 1—3#
since #<<5<l/20 and a s  1/2 can be supposed because if a < l/2  then by the symmetry 
of the £x-roots to a —1/2 the condition gives M K(a, T, 0) = 0. Now from (5.69) and 
(5.70)
(5.71) |log Ck(w) | «
<k  n  +
log \A \ \ log T 
log T ) q
„log log log r
(log T) lo*]°eT for w<E0s-
We apply Cauchy’s coefficient estimate in <2>x, and get
(5.72) -jg- (w)| «  (n + ^  ^  ) log T = n log r+ lo g  IAI for w€^4-
Let cr=a+6#-f<5, so s=o+iT£3)i , and (5.72) applies to s. From (5.72), (5.62), 
(5.64) and (5.65) we obtain
(5.73) Mk (a, T, 8) « ■ {n log T+ log \A \ + GK} «  <5(n log T+ GK).bq + o
6. Proof of Theorem 1. We shall handle the case lim ij(?) = / /> 0  and the 
case lim #(r)=0 separately. First let
t-+ 00
(6.1) lim rj(t) = H  >  0,
i.e. we suppose the quasi-Riemann hypothesis (if H —1/2, the Riemann hypothesis). 
It follows, that
(6.2) FKS 0 KS l - H .
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From Lemma 11 for all <5 -- H/2 we have
(6.3) 2 -  e Q Ivl —i
:(«+ log |zl|)2 —  xfkF^ +S
Now we apply the explicit formula described in Lemma 10, and get (choosing T=x  
in (5.28)) for any x=[x] + l/2>3
(6.4) 4 W = - « o -  Z  ^ -  + ö((n + log M|)2log3x).
Q Q
The contribution of the zeros with |y ]^ l is estimated in (6.3), while Lemma 5 can 
be used to the remaining part. If we choose 5 =  1 /'log x, we get
z  —e e
(6.5) Id-*
« ( » + 1 o8 |J |)* 4 * '« m +  2  *1- " (” +  1°gMI>log ( " '+ j )
m
(n + log MI)2*1_H flog2 a  +  2  — - (- i +  2> )' m^kx Wl /
(n+log |zi I)2JC1 H + He' .
A short reflection to Lemma 14 and (6.2) turns (6.4) by (6.5) to
(6.6) Mk(jc)I « h,*- (n +  log \A\Yxl - a^
which is now valid for any a >3, since AK(x) changes in the interval [ [ a ] ,  [a ] + 1) 
not more than 2« log2 a  by Lemma 1. Now if t>~t0(e,r]) then +e/3),
and so for
(6.7) a >  x0 := t<Z(e, ?/) 
we have
— — ( e )  He<o(x) S  t](a 3) log x + logx 3 <  H  (1+ —1 logA+—  log a =
(6 .8)
=  i / ( i + T 8) l o g x <  T L 7 7í ( 1 _ t )  l o g -v ’
so if A=>A„(e, 17) and s' — e/3,
(1 —£)co(a) <  H(\ —s') log A,
and thus by (6.6)
(6-9) Mk(*)I « e .,(n+ log  Mi)2 e ( lXE)a>(x^
proving our theorem in this case.
The case lim 0 is much deeper. Here we shall use the analogue of Carl-
t-*-oo
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son’s density theorem, described in Lemma 12. For any 0< e< l/2  this lemma gives 
(as n^2)
(6. 10) NK( l - e , T )  <^K r<"+2>£(log2 T)7n: <<Kjt T 9"\
We apply the explicit formula (5.28) of Lemma 10 to obtain (6.4), and for <5^t/(4)/2 
we have (6.3), too, by Lemma 11. By Lemma 14 we can estimate a0, and as FKS  
S i — »7(4), we get for S = t](4)/2
(6 .11) AK( X ) = -  2  ~ + ^ [ ( n + l°g l^l)2 log3 * + (n+l ° ( l y ly x  ^ ) .
• Q
i<|y|-=*
Now we estimate the weights of the x-powers by Lemma 5 and get
(6. 12) 2  t t  « ( « +  log Ml) 2  l0g(m +  2) « ( n  + log|J|)log2x.
q | i ? |  m S x  ml-z\y\<x




2  —Q Q
l-=lyl-=*
B S l - i p
(n + log IzlDx1 <plog2x.
Finally, we have to consider the contribution of zeros near cr — 1. By (6.10) for any 
£>9 tup we obtain
(6.14)
x°2  —  T  Ql<|y|«=xß>l-<p
[logx] +  l  y l  —I)(cfc) [log x] F 1 p — (*— 9nif)k
'K,q> 2  p k - 1  (ek)9"V ^  X 2  -»(<*)logx + lk ( l-e )
k =1 c  k —1 c
•* y  p - ( e - 9 n c p ) k  „  ^______ x
e ( l - e ) t o ( x )  g ( l  — e ) w ( x )  E _ 9 n ( p
Setting <p=e/10n and collecting our estimates (6.11), (6.13) and (6.14) we arrive to
(6.15)
* 1 i-üíí) !__L
2 + x 10"•E e(i-«)»w1),(4)!
Since log x= O i (xi) and ea>(x) = Ollie,(xc'), from (6 15) follows
M*(*)l «X .g, *1 p ( l  — g)oi(x) *
7. Proof of Theorem 2. In the following we will use always that c6 is chosen 
sufficiently large. We introduce the notations
£ _  1 
c5n A ’(7.1) £ H =  kP
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where k  is a real number to be chosen later in the range
(7.2) s'2( l + 4e') log Y S  k == e'2 (1 +  5e') log Y, 
or, equivalently
(7.3) (1 + 4 e') log +  5e') log Y.
First we find a convenient zero of £K. Let £>i =  ßi + r/i be a £K-zero with the maximal 
real part /?x among the zeros for which
0 = 7 ^ 1 «
and Qj+i—ßj+i+iyj+x a zero with maximal real part among those satisfying
(7.4) y j ^ y S yj + 22, ß > ß .  + - - L - .
After not more than [1/2 log Y] steps this process cannot be continued, and we get a 
zero QM=ß\i+iyM for which
(7.5) yM S  yx+(2M-2)A ^  7o+log2 Y 
and for which the regions
(7.6) 0 á í S y M, 
and
(7.7) Vm — t — yM+ 2A, (T >  ßM +
1
are zerofree.






and if y^-Sy,,, it means that 1/log Y and further yJ<2yJ_1, which results
for every r & f  the inequality
log *
g \  x ß j  - X ßJ - i e >OBY X ßJ->
y)+e -  (2y;-i)1+£ y}ii
Hence for any x^sY  we can prove from (7.8) and (7.9) by induction (7.8) for every 
j  without the condition y,.>y0. This, using (7.8) for j= M ,  gives that it is enough to 
prove (3.9) with qm instead of q0. Now we distinguish two cases, according to
^  ym >  Vo3'2 (Case I), or
Let us define
Vm =  y f 2 (Case II).
in Case I
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If we prove (3.9) for ßM+iy' (which, of course, in Case II need not to be a zero of £*) 
in place of q 0, it implies (3.9), since in Case I we work with q m  instead of q 0, which 
was justified just before, and in Case II we can simply apply ßM=ßo- So our aim 
will be to prove, that the indirect assumption
(7.12) for
leads to a contradiction: this contradiction will prove the theorem. As the trivial 
consequences of our notations and conditions (3.6), (3.7), (7.1), (7.2), (7.3), (7.5),
(7.10), (7.11), we will use the estimates
(7.13) i  S  yC'* >  ek" =» A2,
(7.14) yM ^  Y  ^  y0 + log2 Y S  7 c'3 + log2 Y <  e ^ + n 2.
For <t=-1 we define the analytic function
(7.15) H(s) = f  Ak(x) —  (x *)dx
for which in <r>l by partial integration
(7.16) = K S I
so H(s) can be defined as a meromorf function in the whole complex plane. We 
shall use the well-known integral formula
(7.17)
valid for any F>0 and arbitrary complex Z. Let further
1 1 o° d
U \ = ~ —  f  H(s +  iyM)eks'+ s^ ds =  f  f  AK( x ) - r - ( x ~ s~iyM)eks,+,,s dxds  =2tzi 2.711 ^  j  d x
00 d ( 1 \
=  J  AK(x)-j—yx~iy»r -y-r f  eks*+(ß~ dx =
Gu-logx)2
))■'*=p('
1 7 ( n — logx) ( (/r -  log x)2 ) ,
4k r x -
The idea is to estimate U from above using (7.12) in the latter expression, and find 
a contradiction by giving a greater lower estimate using the defining formula of U
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and choosing a suitable k satisiying (7.2). We split up U into three parts, namely
— 3Ak + 3Afc oo
(7-19) U1=  J , U2= f , Us = f,
(  — 3Ak + 3 A7\
so by (7.1) and (7.3) we have
(7.20) + 3AA] c  ,
Taking account (7.13), (7.14), (7.12) and (7.20), we obtain
e» + 8Ak , . . .
f {Ak(x)




|/f  log y | 
2k
)  (  (j . 1 - l o g Y ) 2 )
M — «— J*
(7.21)
I *> Í 3 , )  ( (logx —ßf- \ ,
V t ;J— V — V H *
( l + f i ' ) /
2 yVfc y
fjVfixt + kß\
' 1  +  E I ßutM+y)-
y'c 2 \ n k
For LIy and U3 Lemma 2 and (7.14) gives 
(7.22)
Í V i l l  / e- t e - V V ( l+ ! 4
A  A  \ 2 )
2 [Trk i
1^1 ^
( A2) ( (logx  ju)2)
M l f M ----- 4L Idx == nn22 y 'e ‘ *ß <  i,
2 (/7rL + 3L 2. log 2
2ny 
log 2 ]/;
—  ft e )  q o i s p i )
Yit qH- + 3Ak 2 \ k >  2 y k * 4fc J
(7.23)
log 2 ^  i;v,_
4B / ^  f  { y + - ± J y e - y > e ^ y + »  d v  
A  (■ 2fk>
7 ( 2  m - >  24rt/ ]A et‘ + k I
f v
( j -  (//c)3e-<r-^)2 dy
ny'efl + kfi J  u3e~u~ du <  e<3/2>/1 J  ve~vd v < \ .
( r - \ K
2d
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So we conclude from (7.21), (7.22) and (7.23) that (7.12) implies
(7.24) \ U \ y
Now in (7.18) we shall use the first form, and shift the line of the integration to 




r  f  H(s+ iyM)eks*+l,sdi I J.(-1/2)
«
H , 1
«  J  (n + log |z41)2 log (|/| + yM +2)e 2 4 dt < 1,
and so by the residuum principle and /'Sn
U  =  V f t d - i í j '+ K í - i í M Í + r f - í n r W 'M + o i l )  
(7.2/0 2
=  £  {e<<'-i‘/Aí>2+;-2(»_^M)}'i+0(ii).
Q
The contribution of the zeros with |y — yMl>22. is by Lemma 5 
(7.27)
Now we divide the remaining zeros into two classes, namely
1
(n +  log \AI) 2! ^ +k(I~Ji)iog(j + yM + 2) <  1.
J =  2W
(7.28)
:= |i?: Ck(<?) =  0, |y — yM I < e'3/2, ß - ß u - log Y s'3/2},
*?2:= {i>: Ck(6) = 0, S  2A}\«i.
The distinction of the two cases in (7.10) was needful for the proof of
1
(7-29) " M - i o g y
In Case 1 by (3.6) and (7.10)
+ -  J , 1 '  ' . .« '« » lo g / .
(7.30) p '3 /2 log log logy» 
log log 7o
log log logyM 
log log yM
and so (7.29) follows from the application of Lemma 16 while in Case 11 we use (7.10) 
and Lemma 5 to set
| y - r M | s l
«  /ie'3/2logyu = h e ' 3  2 logy'.
2  1 <sc n IogyM + log \A\ <s
Q
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So (7.29) is valid, and by Lemma 15 we can find a k  satisfying (7.2) for which by (7.1)
(7.31)
e € « ,
1 log >■'
4e l +  5e'
£  y'~C,i”^ S/2 l0S V ekß\,+HPM >  4
As for the remaining zeros of we have |y— yMjs2A and so by (7.6) and (7.7)
which gives by Lemma 5 and the definition of <€% in (7.28), using (3.6)
I £  et(e “ ‘'’m)2 -i- wte -  ‘yM) | <k
«6 «’s
(7.32)
«: (n + log | d |) A log (yM + 2A+2) <?'[{(i,M+7 ) '“ £'3}+"(/,M+7)
c15(»  + log  |d |)A logy'e^M+fcíííe A6
y /£  y /£ 3" M  '
^  yT* '  ‘
Finally, collecting (7.26), (7.27), (7.31) and (7.32) we get
p^ f^ M + pMß M +
\U\ >  3 ------^ ----- +0(«) >  2 ------ ^ ----- .
which gives the contradiction to (7.24), whence the theorem.
8. Proof of Theorem 3. First we shall investigate the case lim g(«)=0. We
u oo
define
(8.1) u log f, r:= logx , <b(r) := co(x).
If r>cg. then for m< c18
(8.2) g(z/)r+w S  g(c16)r >  g(V 'r)r+  f r  =  o(r),
and so g(u)r+u takes its minimal value for u ^ c 16 — and this minimal value is 
taken only in one place, since by (3.12) at most for one hS c16
(8.3) 0 =  ^ -(g (« )r+ u )  =  g'(w)r+l = 0 « g » = ~ .
Thus we can define the unique solution of (8.3) as the function of r, and denote it 
by u0(r), and for u> c ' we can define r0(u) as the unique solution of (8.3) in r, since
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g' is strictly monotone by (3.12). Further for <5>0 and u>~őr we have
(8.4) g(u)r+u  =- ör >  g( f r ) r  + =  o(r),
and thus we get
(8.5) u0(r) = o(r), i.e. lim =  lim — =~.
u - ° °  U r —“  wn ( / j
Now let us consider a number w0, and order the given zeros with y=-<?uo in (3.10) 
according to the increasing imaginary parts, i.e. let
(8.6) Qk = ßk+iyk = ßk+ie"k, ßk S' 1 -  8 («*)• «* = «*-1 •
We want to apply Theorem 2 with an e < 1 /2 —g(u0), for which we suppose by g(n) -*-0 
that we fixed a n0 for which g(w0)<  1/2. Since for l o k ^ E ,  K) yk satisfies
(3.6) , and if we define
(8.7) Yk =
w'e see by (8.5) that for k > k 2(s, », g) (3.7) is satisfied, too. Hence for k > k 0(F., K, g) 





xkk = ______ *k______ ^
yk+c e ( i - ß k) io g x k + (.i+ c)Uk
________* ________
~  C3(uk)(l f  i) r0(uk) +  (1 +  e)uk —  e ( l +  c)co(rlc) +e)<o(*k)
since co is trivially an increasing function of x. In the case lim g(u)=H>0  we have
U-+ oo
1 — 0 K and we have a zero on a=QK or a sequence of zeros with / ? * - * - —0 
by (4.3). Hence with fixed e>0 we have at least one £>„=ßo+Ö’o with 1 — /?0< 
< (l+ e /2 )H. Applying the Theorem of [13] we have for a sequence of sufficiently 





e ( l - / J 0) |°g x  +  c(),o)
X
g(l+ E /2)/71ogl+e/2H  log*
and so for any « ^ 0
( 8 . 11) MjcWI g ( l  +e)H  log* g ( l  +  £)(g(u) log * +  u) g(l+e)<o(*>
9, Finally, wecan collect our knowledge about the oscillation of AK(x) as follows. 
Giving a domain crSl — r?(0 by a function tj (or g) satisfying the conditions, the 
following cases are possible:
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1) If the domain is zerofree, then
(^•1) AK(x) = 0 K r ,l  ^e(1+£jc0(x) j  •
2) If the domain contains finitely many zeios el9 qn but all of them have 
real parts not exceeding lim 1— g (« )= l— H, then (taking into account alsoU-+CO '
£K(1 +it)&ti) we have
(9.2) A k (x ) OK,ti,e,ti, ...,eN [  e ( i - £)w( i) ]  •
3) If the domain has finitely many zeros, , ..., qn , but some of them have real
parts we can see similarly to Theorem 1
(9.3) ~  -  W * )  =
4) If the domain contains an infinity of zeros, then
(’ •“) ^ W  = íi (1iT iís5 i)-
Till this time the only information known about the real situation is that er— 1 is 
zerofree, moreover 1) is true with
(9.5) >i(0 = 1cn11 \A I3 log2/31 (log log r)1/3 for t £  4,
as can be seen in [1], and, on the other hand if H =  1/2 then 4) must hold since there 
is an infinity of zeros with Re 1/2, and so on the boundary or in the interior of 
the given domain. In this latter case we know a little bit more, since we have by a 
theorem of Landau [8]
(9.6) Ak (x) = logloglogx),
which is a generalization of Littlewood’s result [9].
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LOCALLY SEPARABLE CIRCLE PACKINGS
A. BEZDEK
A set of open domains arranged in the Euclidean plane is said to be totally sepa­
rable if any two of them can be separated by a straight line avoiding all of the domains. 
This notion was introduced in a joint paper by G. Fejes Tóth and L. Fejes Tóth [1]. 
Let us recall the following theorem [1], The (upper) density cl of the densest totally 
separable packing of the plane with congruent convex discs ,y satisfies the inequality
A(s)
</= j where A(s) denotes the area of the disc s and A(q) the area of a quad­
rangle of least area containing s. As an immediate consequence we phrase the fol­
lowing corollary: The density of a totally separable packing of equal circles is at 
most n/4. Equality holds for the face-incircles of the regular tiling {4,4}.
We introduce the notion of locally separability. A triplet of disjoint open domains 
is said to be separable if there is a straight line not intersecting any of them, but con­
taining on both sides one. We say a packing locally separable, if any triplet of the 
domains is separable. Obviously, any totally separable packing of domains is locally 
separable.
We shall prove that the above corollary remains true by replacing the term “to­
tally separable” by “locally separable”. On the other hand we shall give a construc­
tion to show that the statement arising from the above theorem by replacing the term 
“totally separable” by “locally separable” is false. Our counterexample will contain 
domains being in non-parallel position. It may be conjectured that the theorem 
under consideration is true under the restriction that the packing consists only of 
translates of a convex domain.
T h eorem . The density o f a locally separable packing o f equal circles is at most n/4.
First we remark that equality holds for the face incircles of the regular tiling 
{4, 4}. But this is not the only extremal configuration. For example, we get an other 
extremal configuration, if we translate a row of circles of the above packing in the 
direction of the row through a certain distance, or if we delete a set of circles of 
density 0.
P ro o f . Let us consider a locally separable packing of unit circles {C,} with cen­
tres {£?,}. Without loss of generality we may suppose that any circle C of radius 4 
contains a centre Oi. Since otherwise the unit circle concentric with C can be added 
to the packing preserving the property of local separability. Under this condition we
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 52A45; Secondary 52A40.
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can construct the tiling L *, which was introduced by Molnár [2]. Associating with the 
point Oi the set Di of all points lying nearer to O, than to any other point Oj, we 
obtain the Dirichlet cell Dt. Considering all the Dirichlet cells {/>,} we get a partition 
of the plane in cells {/>;} forming a D-tiling (Dirichlet-tiling, [3]). Connecting the 
centres Oj, Oj of neighbouring Dirichlet cells Z>;, we obtain the dual /,-tiling 
(Delaunay—Voronoi-tiling, [4]) of the plane. Dividing the faces of the /.-tiling 
of more than three sides by non-intersecting diagonals we obtain the //-tiling. The 
L* tiling arises by replacing each edge 0 , 0 , of L' separating the face 0 ; Oj Ok of U  
from the centre V of its circumcircle by the broken line OjVOj [2], Let the triangle A 
be a face of L'. Denote by A* the face of L* derived from A.
Let P be a polygon. We consider those vertices of P which belong to the set 
{O;}. Let a be the sum of angles of P at these vertices. We define the density of the
circles relative to P by d(P) = not.
Ä P )
It is sufficient to prove that d( A * ) S — .
We distinguish three types of faces A*. (1) A  is an acute or right-angled triangle 
and the radius of its circumcircles is less than or equal to 2. (This means that 
A * =  A .)  (2) A is an acute or right-angled triangle not of type (1). (3) A is an ob­
tuse-angled triangle.
Type (1). Since the packing is locally separable, A has an altitude greater than 
or equal to 2. Thus d( A*) Atc/4. We shall need the following
L em m a . Let ABC and A'B'C' be triangles such that AB -BC ~A'B' =  B’C' 
and AC ^  A'C'. Then
ABAC  _  AB 'A 'C ’
A (ABC) ~  A (ABC)
P r o o f . Consider the triangle A"B"C" such that A"B"—B"C"=AB and A"C" =
x , — x= A 'C '. If A", B" are centres of unit circles then 
ing functions —
ABAC ABAC
sin x and tan .v being increas­
e d  "A"C"
A(ABC) AC AB . . „ ,0 sin (ABAC) A"C" AB sin (AB"A"C")
AB"A"C" A B 'A 'C
A "C" A "C" tan (<  B"A"C") A'C' A'C' tan (AB'A'C')
AB'A 'C '
A (A'B'C') '
Type (2). Let V be the centre of the circumcircle of A = 0 , 0 20 3 (Fig. 1/a). 
Obviously, <j/(a*)^  max d(A*nOjVOi+1) where 0 4 = (9,. It follows from thei = l,2,3
Lemma that
d(A*í)OjVOi+1) S  d(OjVOi+l).
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a) b)
Fig. 1
Since O iV ^y2 and 0 ;0 i+1^ 2  we have, by the Lemma, cJ(OiVOi+l)Sn/4 .
Type (3). Without loss of generality we may suppose that the side 0 X0 2 separates 
V from A (Fig. 1/b). Thus
The proof can be finished similarly as in the case of Type (2). □
Now we describe the counter-example mentioned in the introduction (Fig. 4). 
The packing consists of centro-symmetric hexagons H —H1H2...He inscribed in 
rectangles R= Rl R2R3Ri of sides ÄxÄa= 1 and R2R2—10— \2= l in the follow­
ing way (Fig. 2). The vertex Hx is the midpoint of RXR2, and the vertices H2 and H-,
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are on R2R3 so that R2E 2= R nH3=l j2+ ) 2. It is easy to see that R is a parallelo­
gram of least area containing H. Let R' — R'v ..R\ and R"~R"...R'( be the parallelo­
gram derived from R by rotating the straight lines R4R2 and R, R:l about H1 and f /4 
through +45° and —45°, respectively. Obviously, R, R' and R" are of the same area. 
Since j/2"and 1 are incommensurable, there exist for any > 0 integers n, m such that
n — m=2£<s0. Let the rectangle A ^A ^.-.A ^  be the union of 10 translates
]/2
of R  such that AxA2=l and A.2A3=10 (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3
Further let the parallelogram B=Bi ...Bi be the union of n translates of R" 
suchthat B1B2=nl and B2B3=\' 2. At last let the parallelogram C = C 4...C4 be 
the union of m translates of R' such that C,C2=m  ( 2 and C2C3=/. Let A ,B ,C  
be placed in such a way that 1) the midpoint E  of B1Bi should be on AxA-{, 2) EA3= 
=  e; 3) C,C4 should be on A 2A3; 4) C3C4 should be on BxB.,. Denote with Dr the 
union of A, B and C.
Let S' be a point on ^ 4^ 3 such that A4S=e and let T be the midpoint of B2B3.
Translate the parallelograms contained in Dz by the lattice vectors of the lattice 
generated by the vectors A 4A4 and ST. Inscribe in each parallelogram a hexagon.
The set of hexagons has density greater than - ~ ^ r .  since the parallelograms cover 
the plane and some of them overlap (Fig. 4). Choose e0 so small that the triplet of
hexagons denoted by star in Fig. 4 should be separable. It is easy to verify that the 
set of hexagons forms a packing which is locally separable.
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EMBEDDING ORIENTED «-TREES IN TOURNAMENTS
K. B. REID and N. C. WORMALD
Abstract
Results are obtained in support o f the conjecture of Sumner, that every tournament with In—2 
vertices contains every oriented tree on n vertices. The main results verify the conjecture for all trees 
in case the tournament is near-regular, and for all tournaments in case the oriented tree is an oriented 
path or an oriented caterpillar whose spine is a directed path.
Introduction
In 1980 Sumner [14] conjectured that every (2n — 2)-tournament contains every 
oriented «-tree. Of course, the «-tree can be given an orientation so that the
out-degree (or in-degree) of one vertex is («—1), and such an oriented «-tree is not 
contained in the regular (2« —3)-tournament. So, in a sense Sumner’s conjecture is best 
possible. However, it can be refined to reveal some connection with other work as 
follows: given a specific «-tree W, what is the smallest integer m = m(W) so that 
every «/-tournament contains every orientation of IE? For example, if W  is an undi­
rected path and «^8 , then Rosenfeld [12] conjectured that m(W)=n. That con­
jecture generalizes the well-known result that every tournament contains a Hamil­
tonian path. Rosenfeld’s conjecture has been established for directed paths with 
exactly one arc reversed by Grünbaum (Harary [7], p. 211, ex. 16.26), for antidirected 
paths by Grünbaum [6] and Rosenfeld [11], for all orientations in case « is a power of 2 
by Forcade [4], for orientations yielding a directed path followed by the reverse of a 
directed path by Alspach and Rosenfeld [1] and by Straight [13], and for orientations 
yielding alternating “blocks” of directed paths and reversed directed paths provided 
the z-th block has at least /+1 vertices by Alspach and Rosenfeld [1]. Also, C. Tho- 
massen [15] obtained some results on antidirected Hamiltonian paths in denumerably 
infinite tournaments. Sumner’s conjecture restated is that m (W )s2n — 2, for every 
«-tree W.
In this paper Sumner’s conjecture will be proved for caterpillars of diameter at 
most 4, for paths, and for various special orientations of caterpillars. In some 
cases the present work will yield a better upper bound than in Sumner’s conjecture.
Most of the terminology is as in [10]. In this paper a subset of vertices of a tour­
nament is often identified with the subtournament induced by the set.
It is easy to see that the transitive «-tournament contains every oriented «-tree. 
Gyárfás’ generalization [8] is that every acyclic orientation of any //-chromatic graph
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 05C20; Secondary 05C05, 05C35.
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contains all oriented «-trees. That result is reminiscent of Gallai’s theorem [5] that 
every orientation of an «-chromatic graph contains a path of length « — 1 and 
ChvátaFs generalization [3] that if the arcs of any «-chromatic digraph without loops 
are A:-colored and n1, n2, nk are positive integers such that n>~n1iu...nk, then for 
some j ,  I =j=k, there exists a monochromatic directed path of length iij.
A generalization of Sumner’s conjecture which is attributed to Burr [2] is as 
follows: every orientation of any (2«—2)-chromatic graph contains all oriented 
«-trees. In [2] this conjecture is verified for all orientations of the star, and weaker 
assertions, obtained by replacing 2«—2 by a larger number, are discussed. In partic­
ular, it is shown that every orientation of an («— I )2-chromatic graph contains all 
oriented «-trees («S3).
Results
The most nontransitive (2/?—2)-tournaments are the near-regular (2« —2)- 
tournaments. They also contain every oriented «-tree as is seen next.
Theorem 1. Every near-regular (2«—2)-tournament contains every oriented n-tree.
Proof. Let X  be an oriented «-tree, and let T be a near-regular (2« —2)-tourna- 
ment. Let u be an endvertex in X, and let v be the vertex of X  adjacent to u. A mapping 
a from the vertices of X  into the vertices of T is described which will induce an iso­
morphism from X  to an oriented «-tree contained in T. If v dominates u in X, let 
a(v) be any vertex of T with score « — 1; otherwise, let a(v) be any vertex of T  with 
score n — 2. In the following S  denotes the subset of X  on which a has been defined. 
Initially 5'={r}. After sufficient repetitions of the following operation S  will con­
tain all vertices of X  other than u. The operation consists of three steps:
1. Choose a vertex x  of A such that x  is not in S  but is adjacent to some ver­
tex s in S.
2. I f i  dominates x, let oc(x) be any vertex of T  in the out-set of oc( .s) which is not 
in a (S'); otherwise, let a(.\) be any vertex of T  in the in-set of a(i) which is not in 
a(S).
3. Update 5 to be SU ( a ) .  If S  consists of all vertices of X  other than u, then 
stop; otherwise return to step 1.
Note that if \S \S n —2, then step 1 can be carried out. Moreover, if IS I^«— 2, 
then step 2 can be carried out because d£(a(.v))^«—2, d^ ( « ( i ) ) ä n - 2 and 
lafS) — {a(j)}|S« — 3. But when \S\ = n — 1, the operation ceases and a has been 
defined for all vertices of X  other than u. The image ct(u) of u then is defined by letting 
x  = u and s=v and performing step 2 above. Step 2 can be carried out in this case 
for the following reasons. If v dominates it in X, then d^(a(v))=n~  1, whereas 
|a(,S) — {a(r)}|=n—2. Hence, the outset of a(v) contains some vertex not in oc(S). 
And, if u dominates v in X, then df(ot(v))=n—2 and d? (a(u))=n — 1, whereas 
|a(fS) — {a(r)}|=«—2. Hence, the in-set of a(i>) contains some vertex not in a(S).
Thus, a is defined on all vertices of X  and by construction induces an isomor­
phism from X to an oriented «-tree in T. Theorem 1 follows.
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In the proofs of the remaining results considerable use is made of the scores 
(i.e. outdegrees) of the vertices of the tournaments under consideration. The follow­
ing Lemma and Corollaries are useful tools for these proofs.
L em m a  2  (Landau [9 ]). a2 , . . . ,  sN) is the score sequence for an N-tourna-
1 r I • . / — i AT / — 2ment, Inen Jor each /, 1 —- —= S jS ----------------.
Corollary 3. Suppose that T is a N-tournament and that r is a positive integer. 
I f  T contains both a vertex o f score less than a and a vertex o f score greater than 
a+(N/2)—2 + r, then T  contains at least 2r vertices with scores in the interval 
[a, a+(N/2)-2+r],
Proof. Let ( j x, ,v2, ... 
score less than a, and let 
Then
, sN) be the score sequence of T. Let st be the largest 
si+k be the smallest score greater than a+(N/2)—2+r.
L S:
N-+r.
By Landau’s result (Lemma 2), for each f,
0  —1)/2 S S jS
1 S / s 2 n — 2,




_ N + k - 1
Si + k Si S  2
N + k - l  N+2r----- r----- ^  ---- r----.
k — 1 a  2r.
That is, at least 2r scores are in the interval [a, a+(N/2)—2+r].
Corollary 4. Suppose that T  is a (2n-2)-tournament and that a is an integer, 
O áű S íi-1 . Then T contains at least two vertices with scores in the interval [a, a + n —2] 
unless either a—0 and T contains a vertex with score 0 or a= n— 1 and T contains a 
vertex with score 2n—3.
Proof. Suppose that T  does not contain two vertices with scores in [a, a+ n —2\. 
Either T  contains no vertices with scores in [a, a+ n—2] or T  contains exactly one 
vertex with score in [a, a+ n—2]. In the former case, by Corollary 3 either all scores 
are less than a or all scores are greater than a+ n—2. But some score is at least 
(2m—2)/2 and some score is no greater than n —2 by Landau’s result (Lemma 2). So, 
either a>n — 1 or a+ n—2 < n —2, contrary to the choice of a.
If T  contains exactly one vertex with score in [a, a + n — 2], then, by Lemma 3, either 
all scores save one are less than a or all scores save one are greater than a + n —2. 
As a is in [0, u—1], either all scores save one are no greater than n—2 or all scores 
save one are no less than n —1. So, the sum of all scores save one is either no greater
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(2n 2^ 2"\2 I— (2« —3) or no less than 2 )• That is, the excluded
score is either 2n—3 (and a=n — \) or 0 (and a= 0).
Theorem 1 suggests one approach to Sumner’s conjecture, namely to prove that 
a specific class of (2n— 2)-tournaments contains every oriented «-tree. Another ap­
proach, adopted primarily in this paper, is to prove that every (2«-2)-touinament 
contains every orientation of a specific «-tree (or at least many orientations of a 
specific «-tree). For example, Burr [2] proved the following result:
Theorem 5. Let A denote the orientation o f Kltl- 1 with exactly one source, and 
let B denote the orientation o f  Kl n_1 with exactly one sink. The smallest N  such that 
every N-tournament contains every orientation o f  save A and B is given by
N = 2 n —3. Also, every (2n-2)-tournament contains A and B, but no regular 
(2n-3)-tournament contains either A or B.
Theorem 5 will serve to launch an induction proof to Theorem 7 below. Of 
course, combining the second remark in the Introduction with Theorem 5 yields
™ ( * l , n - l )  =  2 « - 2 .
The next result concerning a specific tree, a path, is connected with the conjecture 
of Rosenfeld discussed in the Introduction. In order to state the result some definitions 
are required.
D efinition. Let Q be an orientation of an undirected path P with n vertices 
given by ul5 v2, ..., v„ (where r ; is adjacent in P  to and ri+1, 2 s / ^ «  —1). Let 
Qi denote the sub-digraph of Q induced by vi+2, ..., v„}, 0 S /S « - 1 .  If
Qo — Q is a directed path or its converse, then set b(Q)=0. If Q0=Q is not a direct­
ed path or its converse, define b(Q) inductively as follows: let i denote the smallest 
index greater than 1 so that vt is a source or sink in Q0, and let b(Q)=b(Qi)Jr \.
Examples. If Q is a directed path or its converse, then b(Q)=0. If Q is an anti­
directed path, then fo(g)=|^ ^  * j. If Q results from a directed path of length at 
least 2 by reversing exactly one arc, then b(Q) = 1.
Theorem 6. Let Q denote an orientation o f  a path with n vertices, « s i .  Then 
any (n + b(Q))-tournament contains a copy o f  O.
P roof. The notation of the previous definition is used in this proof which pro­
ceeds by induction on « S i.  If « S 2, then b(Q) —0 as Q is the «-tournament, so 
the result follows. Let «S3. Suppose that every orientation Q' of a path with m 
vertices, «;<«, is contained in every (m+fc(Q'))-tournament. Let Q be an orien­
tation of a path with « vertices given by vx, v2, ..., vn. Let T  be any (n+b(Q))- 
tournament. Since b(Q )^b(Q ~vn), the induction hypothesis implies that T  con­
tains a copy of Q—v„. Denote that copy by Q' and identify vlf v2, ..., u„_x with the 
corresponding vertices in Q'. Let W denote the vertices of T distinct from v1,v 2, ..., 
If v„_1 dominates v„ in Q and if any vertex of W is dominated by v„^x in 
T, then T  contains a copy of Q. Similarly, if vn dominates v„_1 in Q and if any vertex 
of W  dominates r„_j in T, then T  contains a copy of O. This idea is extended in 
statement (1) of the following claim:
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Either T contains a copy of Q or for j —0, l , , n —2
(1) if v„-j-i is dominated by u„_y in Q, then in T, v„-j^x dominates every vertex 
in W, and if n „ _ y _ x dominates vn_j in Q, then in T, r „ _ y _ j  is dominated 
by every vertex in W, and
(2) for every subset Wj of W  of size l+h(0„_y_2), the subtoumament of T
induced by v«-j» ^„-1} contains a copy of <2„_y_2 which
starts in By, and no arc of the copy joins two vertices in Wj.
The claim is applied when j —n—2 to establish that T  contains a copy of Q. 
It is proved by induction on j.  So, suppose that T  contains no copy of O. For j = 0, 
statement (1) is the remark above preceeding the claim. For j=  0 in statement (2), 
Q„-2 is a single arc, b(Qn- s)= 0, W„ is a singleton, and the subtournament of T  
induced by Bj>U{i>„_i} is a single arc. So statement (2) follows for 7=0. Inductively, 
assume that (1) and (2) hold for 0, 1,2, ...,j, where 0 s 7 < n —2. Suppose that the 
first half of statement (1) fails for 7+1, i.e. suppose that r>„_y_2 is dominated by 
vn- j - i ,  but for some vv(l in W, h>0 also dominates Since 1 + h ( 0 S
S i -t-h(ö„_y_2), the induction hypothesis for (2) implies that the subtournament of T 
induced by W U{n„_y_i, u„_y, i’,,-]} contains a copy Q" of <2„_y_2 which starts
with w0. Follow Q' from v1 to a„_y_2, adjoin arc (u’0, t>„_y_2), then adjoin 0"  to 
obtain a copy of Q in T. Thus, if T contains no copy of Q, then the first part of (1) 
holds for 7+1. The second part of (1) is established for 7+1 in a similar manner.
In order to establish (2) for 7+1, the four possibilities for the subdigraph of Q 
induced by {r„_y_2, vn- j_ x, v„_j} are considered. Let Wj+X be any subset of W  of 
size l+ h(6«-i-s), antl let TJ± i be the subtournament of T  induced by W]+x U 
U {v„_j_2, v„-j-x, ..., a,,-!}. First, suppose that vn- j - x is dominated by both e„_7-_2 
and v„-j. Let wx be any vertex in WJ+X. By the induction hypothesis (2) for7—1, the 
subtournament TJ+1 — {wj, u„_y_2, vn- j - x} contains a copy Q" of Q„-j-x which 
starts in Wj+x—{wx} (say at iv2), and no arc of 0"  joins two vertices in WJ+1— {wx}. 
That hypothesis is applicable since \WJ+X— {wx}\=b(Qn- j - Si)^b(Q n- j - 1)+ l as 
Q„-j- 3 contains the sink t>„_^_x. Thus, the arcs (wl5 r„__(-_2) and (w2, e„-j _2) followed 
by Q" yield a copy of Q„-j- s as desired. Second, the case in which x dominates 
both vn- j - 2 and t>„_y- is treated similarly. Third, suppose that un_y_2 dominates 
v„-j-x and that n„_y_x dominates r„_y. Let wx be any vertex of WJ+X. If Q„-j-3 
is a directed path, then arc (ívj, u„_y_2) (in T  by statement (1)) followed by arcs of 
TJ+X (vn_j_2 , t)„_y_i), (v„-j-x, r„_;), ..., (r„_2, e„_j) yield a copy of Q„-j-a in TJ+1 
as desired. So, suppose that 0„-y_3 is not a directed path, and let l be the largest 
integer, 1 á /^ 7 , so that r„_, is a sink. Recall from statement (1) that every vertex of 
W dominates every vertex in {t?„_y_2, x, vn_j, ..., v„-i-x}, but v„„, dominates 
every vertex of W. By the induction hypothesis, the subtournament Tj+i-{ w x,vn_j-2} 
contains a copy Q" of <2„_, which starts in Wj+1—{wx} say at h>2, and no arc of Q" 
joins two vertices in WJ+X — {m’J .  That hypothesis is applicable since |Wj+1—(ht } | =  
=b(Qn-j-3)^l+b(Q„-i) as Q„-j- 3 contains the sink rn_;. Thus, the arcs 
(Wj, a„_y-2), (r„_y_2, ...,(r„_,_2, (vv2, !>„_,_!) followed by Q"
yield a copy of Q„-s- 3 as required. Fourth, the case in which e „ _ y _ 2 is dominated by 
v„-j-x and c„_y_j is dominated by a „ _ y  is treated similarly. This completes the induc­
tive step for (2).
By induction (1) and (2) follow. But, when j= n —2, (2) implies the existence of
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a copy of Q in T. So, in any case the theorem follows for «-paths. By induction the 
theorem follows for all nfel.
C orollary 7. Every 
path with n vertices.
-tournament contains every orientation o f a
Orientations of caterpillars are a next step of complexity in the problem at hand. 
Recall that a caterpillar is a tree such that when its endvertices are removed the graph 
remaining is a path, called the spine. Caterpillars of diameter 2 were treated in Theo­
rem 5. Orientations of caterpillars in which the spine is a directed path are treated in 
the next result.
T heorem 8. Every (2n — 2)-tour nament contains every oriented caterpillar with 
n vertices whose spine is a directed path.
P roof. Let Q denote an oriented caterpillar with n vertices whose spine is a 
directed path, say given by xx, x2, ■■■, xk, where x t dominates x i+1 in Q. Let 
ij = dQ (xj) -1  for 2S /s ik, ix = dq (x x), ej = d£ ( x f  -1  for 1 rS/-=ík - 1, ek = d% (xj).
Note that n= (f+ ij+ei). Let T  denote an (2n—2)-tournament. The proof 
J=i
proceeds by induction on k. The case k=  1 is implied by Theorem 5 above. Inducti­
vely assume that an oriented caterpillar with m vertices whose spine is a directed path 
with fewer than k vertices, /c >  1, is contained in every (2m 2)-tournaruent. Assume 
also that L=-l. Let
N0 — 2n — i1 — 4 and for 1 S  j  S  k set
Nj = 2 (« -  [j + 2j iP + 2' eP) j - 2,
ú j  = « - ( ; +  2 iP+ 2  eX
\  P= i  p = i  /
Mj = N j_j ~L1, and
M j -  Nj + (n-2 ),
j - 1
where 2  ep is understood to mean 0 when j — 1.
p = i
L emma A. I f  T contains a vertex with score in the interval [Nj, Mf\ for some j, 
\ ^ j ^ k  — \, then T contains Q.
Proof. Pick j  to be the smallest such index. Suppose j =  1. Let zx denote a ver­
tex of T  with score in the interval [iVj, MJ. Let QL denote the subcaterpillar of Q of 
order « —(1 +ix+ex) obtained by removing x L and the ii +e1 endvertices adjacent to 
and from jtx. The spine of Qx contains k — 1 vertices and d f (zl)= N1—2(n — (l +/j-|- 
-bei))—2, sojby the induction hypothesis the out-set of zx contains a copy of Qx. 
As d}  (zx) s M x, d f ( z x) S i x, so let Ix be any set of ix vertices in the in-set of zx. 
If N x^ ] f x, then d$ (zx) — | L ( O j ) | s o  let Ex be any ex vertices in the out-set of
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zx in T which are not in Qx. Then the copy of Qx, Ix, E\,  and zx yield a copy of O in 
T. If f tx^ N x, then as M1—Nl = n —2 Corollary 4 implies that there exists a vertex 
of T  with score in [#x, A/,]. That vertex may serve as zx above. In any case the result 
holds in case j — 1.
Suppose />  1. If the vertex x} in Q and all the i j + e j  endvertices of Q adjacent 
to and from Xj are removed from Q, two subcaterpillars are formed. Let Pj denote the 
one containing xx and let Qj  denote the one containing xk. The proof of the case 
,/> l follows from the existence of a vertex zy in T  so that
(a) d f (zj) =  N j, (c) d f (zj) iE 2 [(/'-1) +  2  h  + 2  e\ ~ 2-
I  p = 1 p = 1 *
(b) d f  (Zj) iE ftj, (d) d f (zj) §e ( j -  l ) +  2  1p+ 2  ep-
p = i  p = i
By induction, (a) and (c) insure the existence of copies of Qj and Ps in the out-set of 
Zj and the in-set of Zj, respectively, and (b) and (d) insure sets of cardinality ej and íj- 
in the out-set of Zj and the in-set of Zj, respectively, which are disjoint from those 
copies of Qj and Pj. So those copies of Qj and Pj, those sets of cardinality es and /j, 
and the vertex z} form a copy of Q in T.
Notice that (c) and (d) are equivalent to the following:
(cj d f {Zj) = 2 n - 3 - d j  (Zj) N j .x +1 =  M j,
and
(d j  d f (Zj) =  2/i -  3 -  dr (zj) ES n -  2 +  t i j  =  M j .
Thus, a vertex zy of T is required so that
(* ) max (Nj, y) S  d f (zj) £  min (Mj, Mj).
Four cases are treated.
(i) N jS N j and M jSM j. As My—l9y=n—2, a vertex zy satisfying (*) 
exists by Corollary 4.
(ii) f f j^ N j  and M j^M j. A vertex z} satisfying (* ) exists by the choice of the 
index j .
(iii) Nj =. Nj  and Mj  s  M}. As M j - X—f t j = ( n —2 ) + i j + e j - 1+ l^ ~ n —2, there 
is a vertex zy of T with score in [NJy M j - X]. Now, by the choice of the index j,  
d f ( z j )  is not in [Aj_j, M j-f\. But N j - X4-1 = M j ,  so zy satisfies (*).
(i\ )  f t jS N j  and M j^ M j . As My_j, there is a vertex zy in T  with score 
in [Nj, M j - j] by the choice of the index j .  Now df( z j )  is not in [Aj_x, Mj-j \ .  But 
N j-x+ l —M j, so Zj satisfies (*).
This completes the proof of Lemma A.
Lemma B. I f  T contains a vertex with score in the interval [ek, min (Mk, Mjj], 
then T contains Q.
16
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Proof. Let zk be such a vertex. Let Qk denote the subcaterpillar of Q of order 
n —(1+/*+<?*) obtained by removing xk and the ik+ek endvertices adjacent to and 
from xk. The spine of Qk contains k —1 vertices and z/f (zjk)^2zz—3—jlft =2«—4 — 
—N k^x—2{n — (1 +4+e*)) — 2, so by the induction hypothesis the in-set of zk 
contains a copy of Qk. Moreover, as iff (zk)^2 n  — 3 — Mk= n— 1 — f ik—n — 1 — ek, 
d-r (Zk) ~  I V(Qk) I Sin, so there exists a set Ik of ik vertices in the in-set of zk which is 
disjoint from the above copy of Qk. Let Ek be any set of ek vertices in the out-set of 
zk in T  (recall that d j (zk) ^ e k). Then the copy of Qk, sets Jk and Ek, and zk yield a 
copy of Q in T. This completes the proof of Lemma B.
To complete the proof of the theorem, by Lemmas A and B it suffices to show that
k - 1
if T  contains no vertex with score in (J [Nj, Mj], then there exists a vertex zk with
j = i  .
score in [ek, min (Mk, Mjj]. Two cases arise.
(i) MkS M k. As Mk—ek—n — 2, there exists a vertex zk in T  with score in 
[ek, ltik] by Corollary 4.
(ii) Mk^ M k. As in case (i), there exists a vertex zk in T  with score in [ek, Mk\. 
Now dr(zk) is not in [Nk^ r, Mk- j  by the assumption above. And Mk<lÜk_1, 
so d j  (zk) is not in [iVft _ x, Mj\. Thus d f (zk) is in [ek, Mk\ as Mk=Nk- 1+ l.
In any case, T  contains a copy of 0  if fc»l. By induction, the proof of Theo­
rem 8 is complete.
Actually, Theorem 8 yields a bit more. Let ij and e}, 1 ^ j ^ k ,  be 2k non-nega­
tive integers; let Aj (Bj) be a digraph of order zj- (respectively, ej) which is known to 
exist in every zj-tournament (respectively, es-tournament), 1 =y=A:. For example, 
these digraphs could be any oriented path for which Rosenfeld’s conjecture (dis­
cussed in the Introduction) is true. Let Q denote a digraph obtained from a directed 
path x kXz...xk by appending Aj and fíj to Xj, 1 ézj^k , as follows: add arcs from(to)
k
some vertices of Aj (Bj) to (from) Xj. Let n—k+  2  ( j+ ej)- The caterpillar de­
scribed in the proof of Theorem 8 is contained in every (2zz—2)-tournament, so Q is 
contained in every (2zz—2)-tournament.
It should be noted that if Q' denotes the directional dual of the oriented «-tree 
Q, and if every (2n—2)-tournament contains Q, then every (2n—2)-tournament con­
tains Q'. For, if y  denotes the set of z«-tournaments and if T' denotes the dual of 
a tournament T, then
{T' \ T is in y )  — y.
The oriented caterpillars of order n and diameter not exceeding 4 not treated by 
Theorem 8 are those whose spine is an antidirected path with 3 vertices. Thus, the 
following result completes the treatment of oriented caterpillars of order n and 
diameter 4.
Theorem 9. Let Q be an oriented caterpillar o f order n whose spine is an anti­
directed path with 3 vertices one o f which dominates the other two. Then Q is contained 
in every (2n-2)-tournament.
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P roof. Only a sketch of the proof will be given as the technique is similar to the 
technique used in the proof of Theorem 8, save at a certain point two scores are 
required in a certain interval. Let the vertices on the spine of Q be denoted by
xx, x2, x3, where x2 dominates and x3. Let i\ = cIq (xj)— 1, e1=dQ (x,), i2=  
= dq (x2), e2= d £ ( x 2) — 2, i3=dQ (xe) — 1, e3= d £ ( x 3). There is no loss of generality 
in assuming that ix +  ex^ i 3+ e 3. Let T be any (2n — 2)-tournament.
If there exists a vertex zx in T such that
dr (zj) S  2(n — i1—e1— 1)—2,
dr (zx) s  (n - i 1- ir1- l ) - |- i1,
and
dr (zi) — e\i
then by Theorem 8 Q is in T  (where z, plays the role of x x in the proof of Theorem 8). 
These conditions imply that the existence of a score in [ex, 2ix+2ex + \] is sufficient 
for finding a copy of O in T.
Next, if there exists a vertex z2 in T such that
d f  (z2) — 2(i1+e1 + 1)—2,
d f  (zí) =  O'i+ ei +1) + (2 (i3 -f e3 +1) —2),
d f( z 2) =  (<i + e i+ l)+ (/3 + e3-f l) + e3, and
dr (z2) — hi
then, by Theorem 5, ß is  in T (where z2 plays the role of x2). It should be noted here 
that if2i3+2eaS ix+ex+ l, then /1+ e1+2/3+ 2 e ,+ 1 s 2 /x+2eI+2. So, by Corollary 4, 
T  contains a vertex with score in [ei ,2n — 3—i2\=[ex,2i1+2ex+\]{J[il +ex + 
+2/3+2es+ l ,  2n—3— i2], a vertex that serves as zx or z2 above. So henceforth assume 
that 2/34-2tf3> /1-fex+ 1. Corollary 4, together with the conclusions of the last 
paragraph and these conditions, imply that the existence of a score in [z'1+ e1+2/3+ 
+  2e3+ l ,  2«—3— i2] is sufficient for finding a copy of O in T.
Also, if there exists a vertex z3 in T such that
dT (z3) ä 2 ( / i - i j —c3- l ) —2, 
dr (z3) S  ( n - i3- e 9- l ) + i x,
and
dr (z3) — e3i
then by Theorem 8, Q is in T  (where z3 plays the role of x3). These conditions imply 
that the existence of a score in [e3, 2i3+2e3+\] is sufficient for finding a copy of O in 
T. By the assumption above that 2i3+2e3 > 4 + ^ + 1  it follows that 2/3+2e3+ \ s  
= e x. So a score in [e3, ex] (provided e3^ e x) will yield z3.
Combining the above remarks it is seen that the existence of a score in 
[min {ex, e3), 2ix+2ex+ 1] or in [z1+ e1+2z3+2e3+ l ,  2n—3—12] implies the exist­
ence of a copy of Q in T. So suppose that no such score exists.
Now if T contains two vertices z2, z3 such that z2 dominates z3 and
d f  (zjj) ^  (2(ix+ex+ 1) — 2 )+ l ,
16*





d f  (z2) — Oi +  £1  +1) +  2^ + 1 ,
d f  (z3) ^  ( i1+ e 1+ í ) + ( e 2+  l )  +  i3,
d f  (z3) — Oi + ci + l) +  e2 +  e3’
dT (z2) — Í3 + e3+*2>
then T  contains a copy of O (by Theorem 5). In the event that e2^ i x + ex—e3, there 
exist vertices z2 and za with scores in [min {ex, e3), (77 — 2) + min {ex, e3}] by Corollary
4. But by the first part of the proof, these scores may be assumed to lie in 
[2e1 +  2/'1-(-2, n — 2 + min {ex, e3}], and so can be seen to satisfy the five inequalities 
above. In the event that e2=ix + ex—e3 — 1, there exists vertices z2 and z3 with scores 
in [n — 1— it , 2n —3—4] by Corollary 4. Again by the first part of the proof, these 
scores may be assumed to lie in [n — 1 — i3, ix +ex+2i3+2e3], and so can be seen to 
satisfy the five inequalities above.
Theorem 9 follows.
C orollary  10. Every orientation o f a caterpillar o f order n and diameter at most 
4 is contained in every (2n-2)-tournament.
Of course, as seen in Theorems 5 and 6, for specific orientations of an /7-tree the 
bound 2/7—2 can be improved. In conclusion, it is demonstrated that for some trees 
the best possible bound depends heavily on the particular orientation. For example, 
the following argument shows that one orientation of the broom-like tree; consisting 
of a (k —l)-path (handle) with n —k  endvertices attached to one end of the path is 
contained in all (2/7—2fc+2)-tournaments, but another orientation of the same tree 
is not in some (2/7—/r — 2)-tournament. To see this let P denote a directed path with k 
vertices, say given by x xx2...xk. Let Qx denote the oriented /7-tree obtained from P by 
adjoining n—k vertices yx, y 2, ..., yn_k and n —k  arcs (xk, yx), 1 ^ i ^ n —k. Let g 2 
denote the oriented /7-tree obtained from P by adjoining n—k  vertices yx, y2, ..., 
..., y„-k and n—k  arcs (yt, xk), l s i ^ n —k. Then Qx is not in any (2 n -k —2)- 
tournament consisting of any (k — l (-tournament each vertex of which dominates 
every vertex of any regular (2 (77—k( —1)-tournament. However, by inducting on k, 
it can be seen that Qx is in every (2/7—k — 1 (-tournament. On the other hand, Q2 
is in the (2/7—k-2)-tournaments above provided n ^ 2 k  — l. Moreover, 0 2 is con­
tained in every (2/7—244-2)-tournament if n ^ 3 k  — 5. To see this, let x denote a ver­
tex of largest in-degree in a (2/7—2k+2)-tournament T. Then d f (x)= n—k+ot, 
for some l á a á n - k + \.  First, treat the case k — l^ a ^ /7 —k + \.  Let R denote 
any path with k —l vertices in the subtournament induced by the in-set of x (e.g. 
the first k — 1 vertices on a Hamiltonian path in that subtournament), and let S  denote 
any n —k  vertices in the in-set of x, none of which is on R. As k — l S a , such a set S' 
exists. The n—k arcs of the form (j , x(, s£S, together with the path R followed by x 
yield a copy of Q2 in T. On the other hand, consider the case 1 M a ^ k —2. Let y  
denote the last vertex in some Hamiltonian path U in the subtournament induced by 
the out-set of x. By the maximality of d f  (x), y  dominates some vertex z in the in-set 
of x. Let S  be any set oi n —k  vertices of the in-set of x, none of which is z (use a s l) .
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Note that the number of vertices in the path U followed by the path yzx is equal to 
d t (-v) + 2 = h—k —a + 3 s &  (since a ^ k —2 and n ^3 k  — 5). The n—k arcs of the 
form (s, x), s£S, together with the path U followed by the path yzx yield a copy of 
Q2 in T. In any case, Q2 is in T.
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MIXED SYSTEMS WITH ISOMORPHIC LIMITS
C. G. CHEHATA, M. EL-GENDY and I. A. ASSEM
Introduction
The concept of mixed systems in categories was introduced in (2). In that paper, 
we have proved that such a system has two limits and that there exists a canonical 
morphism from one of these limits into the other. It was also noticed that this mor­
phism is not in general an isomorphism.
In this work, we obtain sufficient conditions under which the canonical morphism 
is an isomorphism in the category Ens of sets and maps, that is, it is bijective. The 
same results and proofs hold in any category in which the underlying objects are sets 
(together with an additional structure) and in which a bijective morphism is an 
isomorphism such as the categories of groups, rings, modules but not for instance 
the category of topological spaces.
1. Preliminary notions
D efin itio n . A mixed system in a category over I X L  where I and L  are two 
pre-ordered sets in a system (E * ,f$ )lX L  such that to each pair (a, A)£/ X L is 
associated an object Ej of (fi and to each couple of pairs (a, /r) and (ß, A) of IX  L 
such that a S /J  and is associated a morphism f j t f :  E ß -+ E £  such that:
(MSI) For any (a, A)£/XL, we have:
j X X  _  I
J n r — 11:> ■
(MS2) If aS /?S y in / and / . s / i s v  in L, then
4 V/. _  fV)J fH?.
J x y  J v p  J  ßy  •
To simplify notations, we shall denote from now on the morphisms by h*x 
and the morphisms /* / by g'iti.
Given a mixed system (/?*, /'*/)/ x L, the system (E^\ h£x)L (when a is kept constant) 
is an inductive system. We shall denote its limit by:
(£■*, hi) =  lim (£■*, h»*).
X d L
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 18A30; Secondary 18A23.
Key words and phrases. Category, morphism, mixed systems, pre-ordered sets, maximal ele­
ments, canonical map.
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Similarly, (Eg, gxß) is a projective system with limit
(E \ g£) =  lim (Ex, gxß).
«er
The family of morphisms (g'aß);.iL forms an inductive system of morphisms from 
(Eß, h$x)L into (E^, h ^ )L. We shall denote its limit by
g*ß = !im g«ß ■
Similarly, forms a projective system of morphisms from (Eg, gxß)I into
(£■“. g£ß),, with limit
I t =  \ j m K x .
«€/
It is easily seen that (Ex, g„p), is a projective system, with limit
(E, g,) = fim. (Ea, gaß)
and that (Ex, hßX)L is an inductive system, with limit
(F, h>) = Jim ( E \  /;"")■
ÁÍL
It follows that Figure (1.1) is a commutative diagram (for x ^ ß  and A sg)-
FX 9«p FX ♦ 9jl r xt |)  ♦
p* 9jL
h ^ j
L oc *  





F ig .  1 .1
E  and Twill be called the limits of the mixed system. By definition:
E = fim fim E x
* er ^gr­
and
F = fim fim E x.
A£L at J
It was shown (2) that there exists a unique morphism / :  F-*E such that 
(V (a, /.)elXL): g j h x = hjgx.
f  is called the canonical morphism of the system. It is thus the only morphism from 
F to f  that makes Figure (1.2) a commutative
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Fig. 1.2
2. Mixed systems of sets
We now consider the case where the category ^  is the category Ens of sets and 
maps.
(A) The limit set F. For each index /.£/., Ex = ]imEx is the subset of f f  E '
*€/ «£/
consisting of all elements x x=(x£)xii for which
(2.1) xi = g'ß(x$) if a. == ß
(cf. (1) or (3)). The maps (gx : Ex—E x)XÍI are the projections, that is, for each 
xdl, we have:
(2.2) gí(**) = * í.
To construct F= lim E/. we define an equivalence relation R on the set-theore- 
tic sum U  Ex of the family (Ex)^iL (cf. (3)). We shall say that ,vJ1€£ il is equivalent 




A„ = A, A i,A j,..., =  n in L
XÁo = X'-, XX>, A*«, . ... x**" =  a" in II E*
ACL
/-lk - 1 — '"•2k-t.1 2-2/1
h'-2k - I1 2^k - 2 (A^ 2k - 2) — //■'ül. - 1 ''■2Í, (.V'’2*')
for all k — ],2, .... n.
In case the index set L is directed, the relation R can be expressed in a much 
simpler way:
x xdEx is equivalent to a* €2?* if there exists a vdL such that v g l , / i  and
hyX(xx) = /i v" ( a " ) .
The quotient set ( J] Ex)/R  is equal to F. It has for elements the equivalence
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classes hx(xx). Clearly
(2.3) x ^ x "  iff hx(xx) = /^(x*).
(B) The limit set E. Fői each a£/, we have Ex = hm Ex. We then define an
i - íL
equivalence Ra on JJ E x by saying that x xdE x is equivalent to x££E% (in symbols 
x xRxxf)  if there exist two finite sequences:
and
2(, — A, Aj, A2, ..., A2„ — p in L
such that
xi° = Xa, xx‘, Xa*, ..., x£*” =  4  in [J E*
>XL
and
^24-1 — A2)t-2) A2*,
h*tk-t^ - .( x ^ - i )  = hx2k ~1 X%k (Xa*k)
for all k = 1, 2, .. ., n.
In case L is directed, x x is equivalent to x£ if there exists a vgL
v^A, n and
K x{xx) = h?(xg).
Then EX={JJ E x)j Rx. In other words, an element of Ex is an equivalence class 
Xx— (where x x is a representative of xa). Again:
(2-4) x xRax* iff hx(xx) = ltS(xS).
Finally, £'=hm£'tt is the subset of J]Ex consisting of all x=(x<t)tl€/ such
a£/ a(/
that:
(2.5) xa =  gaß(xß) whenever a  ß.
The maps (gx: E —E Jxe, are the projections, hence
(2.6) g*(x) = xx for any «€/.
Our first result concerns the relation between the equivalences R and (Rx)x€I.
Proposition 2.1. I f  x x = (xx)xf l and x*= (x£)x€, are equivalent, then each o f 
their respective coordinates are equivalent, that is
x x Rxf‘ implies xx Rx xx for any otdl.
Proof. If vl^A, the definition of h'x implies
gv«hvX(xx) = hlxgx(xx) = K x (xx).
There exist two finite sequences
=  A, Xj,..., l,„ = p in L
X xa =  XX, X; >, . . . ,  XX*n — X" in l l  E x
and
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such that, for all k = \, 2, n
and
hence, for any a£/
A - i k - l  —  ^ 2 k - 2 >  } -ik  
h * ík - l* í lc - í ( .X * 2 k -* )  =  Ä^Sfc -1  *8fc (X*Uc),
and so
g * 2k - 1 f i ^ 2k - i x~2k - 2 (jc^2k - 2) =  h >'ak~ , *t k ( x i , k )
for all k. Hence x xRxx£ for any a£/.
The converse of this proposition is not true in general. However, we have
P roposition  2.2. //(1 )  L has a maximal element or (2) L is directed and 1 finite 
then, for two elements x x=(xx)aiI o f Ex and x /,=(xS)aei o f  E*,
xxRxtl iff xxRxx’x for any ccZl.
P ro o f . We first notice that (1) and (2) mean, in particular that L is directed. 
Assume that xxRxx£ for each a£/, then, by definition of Rx
(Va€/)(3vaeiL): v , 5 l , ( i  and l i / ( x i )  = K*,‘(x>±).
If there exists a unique v corresponding to all a's, or equivalently, if there exists 
vSv, for all a, then, for such a v we could write
and similarly.
hvxx(xx) =  K xgí ( x x) =  gvxhrX(xx) 
/ ? « )  =  g ^ v"(x").
and since, for all a£/, we have
Then
K x(xx) = h f(x t) . 
g V ^ (x x) =  glli^ ix“).
Since the family (gx)xil is monomorphic.
that is,
hvX(xx) = hvf,(x»), 
xxRx>1.
But the existence of v is not guaranteed by the mere fact that L  is directed (ex­
cept when /  is finite: if this is the case, the family {va: a€/} is finite, and the direct- 
edness of L implies that it has an upper bound vSva for all a€/). We must in 
general assume that L is such that any subset has an upper bound, that is, that L has 
a maximal element.
(C) The canonical map. Let x£F, then, by definition,
(32€L )(3x*€£''1): x = hx(xx),
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and
f i x )  =fli'-(xx).
Therefore
kJ ( x) =  gxf h x(xx) =  hxgx(xx) =  hx(xx), 
where x x=(x^)xí]. It follows that 
(2.7) f ( x )  =  {hx(xx))XÍI.
This definition is not ambiguous, for if X, p d L  and x'£E '\ x^tE1 are such that
x  =  hx(x'j =  /i" (*")
then, by Proposition (2.1), for any a£/,
K i x i )  =  hS(xS).
3. General properties of the map f
T heorem  3.1. The canonical map f  is injective iff for any x x = i*x)xa  in Ek 
and x f‘ = (xx)xu  in £'', the following implication holds true:
x xRxx* for all a f l  implies x 'R x>l.





Then by equation (2.7),
f h x(xx) = fh fx ^ ) .
Since f  is injective,
hx(xx) = /r" (jc")
or x xR xfl.
Conversely, suppose that the stated implication holds true, and let x ,y £ F  
be such that
f i x )  =  f ( y )
i3X £L)(3xx£Ex): x  = hx(xx)
Then
(3/<££)( 3 y = h^x»).
f h x(xx) = fh"  (.y" ) .
By equation (2.7), this gives, for all a€7
hx(xx) = hSixS) 
or
xxRxx i .
Since this holds true for all a £1, it implies by hypothesis x xRx", that is, hx(xx)= 
=  A"(y"), or ,v=y. This shows that /  is injective.
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C o ro llary  3.1. //(1 ) L has a maximal element or (2) L is directed and /  finite 
then f:  F-+E is injective.
P roof. This follows from Theorem (3.1) and Proposition (2.2)
L emma 3.1. The canonical map f:  F-~E is surjective i f  both o f the following 
conditions are satisfied:
(i) L has a maximal element or L is directed and I  finite.
(ii) All maps (hj),xL are injective.
P ro o f . T o prove th a t/ is  surjective, we take x£E  and try to find X£L and 
x x(:Ex such that
x = f h x(x'j.
But x = (*«)„£/ is such that, if ot^ß,
X* =  g«ß(Xß).
Each xa is an equivalence class, that is
(Va€/)(3Aa6L)(3xí*€£’«*): x. =  h f( x x°).
By (i), there exists a X(L  such that X^Xa for all a, hence setting xa = h ^ ’(xt‘), 
we get
x„ =  ha ht** (Xj") =  ha(ATa).
Let us put x*=(Xa)a€/> then if a ^ ß
g<,ß(Xß) = gaß hß (xp) = h£gifi(xj).
On the other hand,
h i t ä )  =  X a =  g a ß ( x ß )  =  h a  g a ß  ( . X ß ) .
Hence, by (ii),
Xa =  gaß(Xß),
thus proving that xx£Ex. Finally, for any «£/
ga(x) =  xa =  hx (xx )=gafhx (xA), 
and since, the family (gafiei is monomorphic,
x =  f h x(x*j.
Obviously:
C o ro llary  3 .2 . The canonical map f:  F-+E is bijective i f  both o f the following 
conditions are satisfied:
(i) L has a maximal element or L is directed and I  finite;
(ii) All maps (ha)/xz. ore injective.
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4. Sufficient conditions for /  to be bijective
Theorem 4.1. I f  L has a maximal element, the canonical map f:  F-+E is bijec­
tive.
P roof. We first remark that, since L  has a maximal element X (say) then, for 
any a £/, hx : E£->-Ex is an isomorphism (cf. (1)).
Also the maximality of X implies, by Corollary (3.1), that / i s  injective. It thus 
remains to prove it is also surjective. Let us take x= (xx)aiI in E. Since hx is bijective 
for any a£7 then
(V ai/)(3xi€£ 'jl): xa =  hx(xx).
We can then define xA= (xA)aej. If
h'igaß(Xß) = g'ßH ixj) = gxß(Xß) =  *„ = /lA(*A).
But hx is injective, hence the result. Moreover
x = f h x(xx)
since, for any a€7, we have
g j h x(xx) =  hx(xx) = x„.
T heorem 4.2. I f  1 has a maximal element, the canonical map f:  F—E is bijec­
tive.
P roof. Let a0 denote the maximal element o f 7.
(1) We first prove th a t/is  surjective. Let x = (x Ja€J belong to E. Correspond­
ing to a0€7, there is a X£L and an xXo£EXo such that,
=  K  « ) •
We can thus define, for any ag7, a ^ a 0,
(4.1) x x = g L jx x0).
We now prove that xA = (xA)ae/ belongs to Ex. If a=ß, then 
g*ß (*fl) =  g«ßgß«0( x i )  =  g a .ro « ) =  XX.
The set {xA: a€7} is a set of representatives of the classes {/,: a£7}, indeed,
C^ a) ^a gaa0 (*^ ao) gaao ^ a0 C^ ao) gaa0(^ ao) Xa.
Finally, we prove as usual that
x — f h x (xA).
(2) We now try to prove that /  is injective; assume xx£Ex and x'T£" are 
such that
f h x(xx) = fh "  (xß).
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For any a fl, this implies as usual
g * fh \x x) = g./Ä^Cx*)
K M )  =  K(*Z)
x lK xS .
This holds for all a€/, in particular for the maximal element a0,
'va0-‘voio'viio'
Thus there exist two finite sequences
2o — A, Ai, ,  2-2« — F in L
v 0^ _ ,-''■1 v 2^nXa0 — A«,l ’ ••• > ■*a0 =  x" •'■«0 in U KACL
such that, for all k = 1,2, ..., n
2 » -i =  2.a _2 5 22ü
and
(4.2) ^2k-1^ 2*-2 (^2*-2) _ "«0 1 **(*$!*)■
We now define elements xA<€isA< (/'= 1,2, ...,2n  — 1) as follows: we let the a0th
coordinate of xA<- be xA< and for a£/, a ^ a 0,«0
x«' = g™0 (**')•
By the first part of the proof xA-€.£A‘. Equation (4.2) implies
g * 2 k  -  1 -  1 ^ 2 k  -  2  "  2)  =  ~  1 / l ^ 2 k  “  1 ^ 2k  ( A '^ 2 k ) .
Now the maximality of a„ in I  implies that g ^ - 1: is bijective for
all k (cf. (1)). Hence




fcA(xA) =  /^(x").
T heorem  4.3. / / /  w  the finite union o f disjoint classes, each o f which has a maxi­
mal element, and L is directed, the canonical map f :  F-+E is bijective.
P ro o f . Let
/  =  Ú K,i — 1
with
KiC\Kj = 0 for i -yi j.
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We shall assume that this partition of I  is compatible with the given pre-order in 
/  in the sense that two elements of /  are comparable only if they belong to the same 
Ki, and we shall let a, denote the maximal element of the class Kt.
(1) To prove that /  is surjective, let x= (xx)a€, belong to E, then
(V i)(l ^  i ^  «) (3 /■ € L) (3 Xa‘ €Ex‘) = xXi =
Since L is directed, there is a /EL  such that A ^A t for all 1 We thus
obtain
xXi = h$;(xx‘) = hXih"--(xt‘) =  hx. {xx)  
where xx Ex is defined by
xtt = hxx‘ (x%).
We have thus found a unique A and representatives x x of each class xXi (1 EiEn).  
There remains to find representatives corresponding to those indices ßd l which do 
not belong to the subset {a1? a„} of maximal elements. Since /?£/, there exists
exactly one i such that ß£K,. Put
xß = gp*, (*«,)•
This is indeed a representative of the class xp,
hß(xß) =  hpgßXi(xx)  = gßXihx.(xXl) = gßXi(xa)  = xß.
Now xx=(Xy)yCi belongs to Ex. Indeed. a S ß  implies that both a and ß belong 
to the same Kh hence
S a ß  f a ß )  S a ß  S ß a t (•^ ai) — S a a { ( ^ a {)  — % a •
And we show as usual that x=ßtx(xx).
(2) To prove th a t / i s  injective, assume that ACL and two elements x x,y x£Ex 
are given such that
f h x(xx) = f h x(yx)
(cf. (1)), then, for each oc£I,
hx\ x x) = K (y x).
In particular, for any 1 S /g n ,
(xt.) = hx.(yxt).
Hence, by definition of the equivalence RXj,
(V0(1 á  i ^  n )O nEL){ßi s  A): h%x(xx) =  K?(yxt).
Since L  is directed, there exists a g£Z. such that gfeg,- for all lS /S /r , hence
K .(xx)  = K x(yx) ,
g t y x(xx) =  g z y x(yxy
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Let now a £ / be arbitrary and Kt be the (only) class to which it belongs, then
Thus
and finally
g ^ V )  =  ? W V )  = V )  = g ^ V ) .
ÄM(je*) =  h»x(yx\  
hx(xx) =  hx( y x).
C o ro lla ry  4.1. I f  I is finite and trivially ordered, and L is directed, the canonical 
map f  : F-+E is bijective.
P ro po sitio n  4.1. I f  (El, f£p)ixL is a mixed system such that: (i) /  is finite and 
L directed, and (ii) All maps f£ x are injective, then f : F—E is bijective.
P r o o f . This follows from Corollary 3.2 since (ii) implies that all the maps 
h^ are injective.
C o r o lla r y  4.2. I f  ( E f f j j ) , xL is a mixed system such that: (i) /  is finite and L 
directed and (ii) All maps f j j  are bijective, then / :  F-+E is bijective.
Lemma 4.1. Let J  be a cofinal subset o f I, then the canonical map f  o f  the mixed 
system ( E f f f ) j [xL is injective (bijective) iff the canonical map f*  o f the mixed system 
{El, f?ßx) j*L is injective (bijective).
P roof. If we let E*x=\\m El and F*=lim £a then E*x is isomorphic to
OCÍJ atC.J
Ex for all A, and E* to E  (cf. (3)). Let j x: EX^ ~E*X denote the first bijection and 
i: E->-E* the second. Moreover, the set F* =  HmF*'1 is isomorphic to F —
Let j:  F —F* be the latter isomorphism. Then Figure 4.1 is a commu- 
tative diagram and the result follows from the relation f= i~ 1f*j.
Fig. 4.1
This lemma gives at once
Proposition 4.2. (1) I f  I has a finite cofinal subset and L is directed, then f  is 
injective;
(2) I f  I  has a finite cofinal subset J , L is directed and all the maps { f i f :  A.=p, 
ocdJ} are injective then f  is bijective;
(3) Consequently, i f  I has a finite cofinal subset J , L  is directed, and all the maps 
{ f j f : A^/i, oc^ß; a, ß£J] are injective then f  is bijective.
(4) I f  I has a finite trivially ordered cofinal subset J  and Lis directed, then / :  F —E 
is bijective.
17
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AN UPPER BOUND FOR DIAGONAL RAMSEY NUMBERS
JÓZSEF BECK
I. Introduction
This paper deals with finite, simple and undirected graphs only. If F, G, H  are 
graphs, write F-*(G, H) to mean that if the edges of F are colored red and blue 
(say) in any fashion, then either the red subgraph of F contains a copy of G, or the 
blue subgraph of F contains a copy of H.
Let Kr denote the complete graph on r vertices. The classical Ramsey theorem 
yields that for every pair (G, H), there is a Ramsey number r(G, H), which is the 
smallest integer r such that Kr-+(G,H). If G = H  we write simple r(G).
The first nontrivial exact result is due to L. Gerencsér and A. Gyárfás [5]. They 
determined r(P„, Pm), where P„ denotes the path of length n. Following the work of A. 
Bondy and P. Erdős [1], Vera Rosta [7] and independently R. Faudree and R. Schelp
[4] determined r(C„,Cm), where C„ denotes the circuit of length n. Concerning 
further results, see the survey [2] and the excellent book [6].
For more complex graphs, however, there is a tremendous gap in our knowledge.
Our first result is an upper bound on Ramsey numbers for bipartite graphs.
T heorem  1.1. Let K,un denote the complete nX n bipartite graph and let G be an 
arbitrary bipartite graph o f n vertices and maximal degree A. Then
G) <  n
Note that here the upper bound niA cannot be replaced by ncA, where c is a 
constant small enough. Indeed, using Lovász Local Lemma one can easily prove that 
if A is fixed and n — °° then
k a . a )  >  " c oJ
with an absolute constant co>0 (see the argument in Spencer [8]).
Theorem 1.1 directly follows from Lemma 2.2 (see Section 2). The next result is 
an upper bound on diagonal Ramsey numbers.
T heorem  1.2. Assume that G has n vertices, maximal degree A and chromatic 
number k, then
r(G) < (2/j)^2k-3.
We remark that very recently E. Szemerédi proved (oral communication) the 
following basic theorem: r(G)-<c(A) ■ n, where c(A) is an absolute constant depending
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 05C55; Secondary 05A17.
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“ramification” procedure.
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only on the maximal degree A. This means that if A is fixed and n-+°° then the Ram­
sey number is linear as a function of the number of vertices (note that in this case 
Theorem 1.2 implies only that the Ramsey number is polynomial in n). However, if 
A — °° with «—” , Szemerédi’s proof gives a much weaker upper bound than Theo­
rem 2.1. Szemerédi applied his famous “regular partition lemma”, so in his proof the 
factor c(A) seems to be much more greater than e.g. the 3-fold iterated exponential 
function of A.
Finally, we mention the following corollary of Theorem 1.2: the Ramsey number 
of the log n-dimensional cube is less than nclog". Erdős suspects that this Ramsey 
number is polynomial in n.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Let I A' I denote the cardinality of the set X. Given a graph G and two disjoint 
subsets A, B of the set of vertices of G, denote by G[A] and G[A, B] the subgraph 
of G induced by A and the bipartite subgraph of G induced by [A, B), i. e. the set of 
edges starting from A and terminating at B.
We say that a bipartite graph G=G(A, B) has type (t,d ) if \A\ = t and for 
each /-subset A0 of A with 0 <i-&d one can find at least t vertices in B being adjacent 
to the elements of A0. For instance, the complete tX t  bipartite graph K,it is of type 
(t, d) for each l ^ d ^ t .
L e m m a  2.1. Let G =  G( A, B) be a bipartite graph o f type (1, d). Then given any 
bipartite graph H with bipartition {C, D}, |C | +  |D | =  / and with maximal degree 
^ d , and given any |C |-element subset A0 o f A with a one-to-one mapping <p: C — Aa, 
there exist a \D\-element subset Bn o f B, a subgraph G0 o f the induced bipartite sub­
graph G[A0, B0] with the same bipartition {A0, B0} and a one-to-one mapping t//: C U 
Vj D — An U /1() such that tjj induces an isomorphism between H and G0, and i// is an 
extension o f (p, i.e., i//|c = <p.
The proof is trivial. □  . . . .
The proof of Theorem 1.2 will be based on the following Ramsey type lemma on 
bipartite graphs.
L e m m a  2.2. Assume that I = t2il. Then two-coloring the edges o f Kl t red and blue 
in any fashion, there must exist either a red copy o f  Kl t or a blue copy o f a bipartite 
graph o f  type (t, d).
Proof. Let/be a two-coloring of the edges of Kl t . Let {X, T} denote the bipar­
tition of the vertices of Ku . Set
Aj = {jc, y,} has color blue by / }  i = 1, ..., I
where Y = {y1,y 2, ...,y,).
We can express Lemma 2.2 in terms of A/s as follows.
(1) Given any / not necessarily distinct subsets Ax, ..., A, of an /-element set X,
t
either there is a /-element subsequence Air .... Ait such that 1T \1J A^] ^ t ,  or
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there is a /-subset T of X  such that for each (/-subset D of T one can find a /-element
t
subsequence AJl, . . . ,A Jt with H AJt^D .
i  =  l
In order to prove (1) we require two lemmas. First we recall Turán’s numbers 
t ( /, /, d). Let x(l, /, d) denote the smallest natural number q such that there exists a 
(/-uniform hypergraph with / vertices, q d-edges, and with no independent set of size /. 
In other words, x(/, /, d) is the smallest number of (/-subsets of an /-set X  such that 
every /-subset of X  contains at least one of these subsets. For d— 2 the well-known 
Túrán theorem determines the exact values of x. Although for d>2 there is no even 
asymptotically exact result, it will be suffices to use the following lower bound due to
G. Katona, T. Nemetz and M. Simonovits (cf. [3], §13, a better estimate is due to 
J. Spencer [3], §13).
Lemma 2.3.
x(l, /, d).
For the sake of completeness we include here the simple proof. Let F be a mini­
mal (/-uniform hypergraph on an /-element set X  with no / independent vertices. Each
(/-edge of F is contained in exactly /-sets. Since each /-set contains some
(/-edge, |F| Therefore,
t (/, /, d) =  |F| s □
(1) and Lemma 2.3 motivates the following definition. We will denote by 
S(l, m, /, (/) the smallest integer s such that given any m not necessarily distinct sub­
sets Alt ..., Am of an /-element set X, either one can find a /-element subsequence
Ah, . .. ,A it with |T \ U  Aij |S /, or the set
J = 1
t
{DcX:  \D\=d and does not exist AJx, ..., Ajt with H 2 /)}  has cardi-
i = l
nality ^ s .
Lemma 2.4. I f  m S(2/)‘l then
SO. m.t, d)< S ' ! ' { ( / , ) - ( ! , - 2')}+f'-I(20. 
Proof. First we prove the following recursion formula:
S(l, m, t, d) <  (i) -  ( ' / ' )  + IS (/, /, d - 1).
Let us be given m subsets Alt ..., Am of an /-element set X. Set
Fi — {Aq-i )t+i,  ••• ,Ait} and B( =  U  A,
A £ F t
(2)
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1 S í ^ [m/t] (integral part). In what follows we assume that does not exist a /-element
t
subsequence Ah, . . . ,A it with |JF \(J  ^ | S / .  Then p f\2? ,|< / for each/, lS /S
j=1
^[m //]. Let Q denote the set of the elements x  of X  for which x$B;  for at least 
l/2[m//] indices i. We have
' [y ] > lf  \x\Bi\ = 2 2 I = N  J [y] ■<- I  J j= i x Z X  i - . x i B ,  Z  L  l  J
Therefore, |Q|<2/. For later purpose we note that (3) if d= 1 and mj2t=t, then 
S(l, m, t, í/ )S |í2|<2/. Set X0= X\S2. Denote by w0(x) the number of A/s  contain­
ing x£X.  From the definition of Q it follows that for each x(zX0 one can find at 
least m ß t indices / with x £ /i,. Consequently, m0(x)^m /2t for each x£X0. Set 
|T0| —/0. Observe that
|{£> c  X: |0| = d and does not exist AJt, ..., Ajt with p| AJt 3  L>}[
i = 1
S  |{L> c  X: |D| =  d and D ^Q  ^  0}l+ 2  S(l0, m0(x), t, d - 1).
*€X0
Since /„ > /—2/ and m0(x)^m /2 t for each x£Xn, we conclude
\{D a  X: \D\ — d and does not exist AJlt ..., AJt with H AJt 3  £)}| -=
- ( Z d2t)}+ lS(l, m ßt, t, d - 1),
which completes the proof of (2).
By repeated application of (2) we obtain
(4)
S(l, m, I, J) -= { ( j |  -  ( ' / ' ) }  + /S  (/. d - 1)
m
ß i f , t, d - 2  =s)
(2 ty
Lemma 2.4 follows from (4) and (3). □
Choosing l=m, /= /1,(2d>, Lemma 2.4 yields after some easy calculation that
7)(5) S(l, l, l1/2d, d) <  l - 1'2 .
Now let us return to (1). Estimate (5) gives that either there is a /-element subse-
t
quence Ait, Ait with lA'XIJ A ^ ^ t ,  and we are done, or the set
j = i
t
{/) c  X: \D\ — d and does not exist AJt, ..., AJt with, |"| AJj 3  D}
1 = 1
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has cardinality less than /~ 1/2 J^J. If the second alternative holds, we shall apply
Lemma 2.3. Since for /= /1/(2d), S /1/2, we conclude that there exists a /-subset
T o f X such that for each d-subset D o fT one can find a /-element subsequence AJr ...,
■ with f i Ajt 2  D. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. □
i=i
Now we are in the position to finish the proof of Theorem 1.2. It will be a repeated 
application of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2. Let us be given a two-coloring of the edges 
of the complete graph KN. By Lemma 2.2 there exists a monochromatic subgraph 
F1=F1(A1,B 1) of type (Nu  d), where 7V1= (jV/2)1/<2‘" (KNuNi is of type (N1,d)). 
Again by Lemma 2.2 the induced complete subgraph KN[AÍ\ contains a monochro­
matic subgraph F2=F2(A2, B2) of type (N2, d), where Af2=(Ar1/2)1/<2‘,\  Repeating 
this argument we obtain a sequence of monochromatic subgraphs
F, = F,(Aí , Bj) g  Kn{A ^]
of type (Nj, d) where
Nj = (A,_i/2)1/(2‘'), 1 =§ i =s 2 k -3
(we recall that k denotes the chromatic number of G). Since there are two colors, 
there must exist a subsequence Fh, Fh, Fik_i of length /c —1 of (say) blue sub­
graphs.
Now let {Kj, V2, ..., Vk) denote the ^-partition of the vertices of G. Choosing 
N=(2nY2d)tk~3 we get N2k- S^n.  Thus by Lemma 2.1 we conclude that Fik_l 
contains a copy of the induced bipartite subgraph G[Vk-  x, Vk] of G. Again by Lemma
2.1 we obtain that Flk tUFlk a contains a copy of G[Vk_1, Vk]UG[F*_2, Vk-iU  
UK,].
By repeated application of Lemma 2.1 finally we obtain that Fik_1U 
...UFj, contains a copy of
G[Vk- 1, Vk]UG[F*_2, Vk. xU Vk]U ... U G[Vk, F2U ... U Vk] = G.
Theorem 1.2 follows with A=d. □
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DECOMPOSING REGULAR /-UNIFORM HYPERGRAPHS INTO  
REGULAR FACTORS
A. J. W. HILTON
1. Introduction
In this note we consider the problem of whether there is for hypergraphs an 
analogue of Petersen’s theorem [3] that a regular (multi-) graph of even degree is the 
union of 2-factors. We shall consider /--uniform hypergraphs H —(V, <S), where V 
is a set of vertices and $  is a collection (or multiset) of edges, an edge being here a 
subset of V of cardinality /•; thus S  may contain an edge e several times, the number of 
times being the multiplicity m(e) of e. The order of H  is the number of vertices; the 
degree of a vertex is the number of edges (counting multiplicities) which contain a 
vertex. A hypergraph is regular of degree d if the degree of each vertex is d. A regular 
hypergraph H —(V, S) of degree d is said to have a -factor and a //..-factor, where 
d—dx + d2, if there are regular hypergraphs // ,  = ( K, S\) and H2=(V, S'.2) of degrees 
dx and d2, respectively, such that for e^S, mi (e)+m2(e)=m(e), where nixie) and 
m2(e) denote the multiplicities of e in Hx and H2, respectively. We say that H  is the 
union of Hx and H2.
Neumann-Lara [2] asked if it is true that for m S l, r S 2 every regular /--uni­
form hypergraph of degree mr is the union of m factors, each of degree r. If this were 
true it would be a nice generalization of Petersen’s theorem — the loopless version of 
Petersen’s theorem is the special case of Neumann-Lara’s conjecture when r= 2. 
However, the conjecture is not true as we show below in Section 2. R. M. Wilson in­
formed me that he also had found some counterexamples. However I do not know 
of any counterexample to the weaker conjecture that for m S l, r^2 , every regular 
/•-uniform hypergraph of degree m(r\) is the union of m /--uniform hypergraphs of 
degree /•!. If true, this would also be a nice generalization of Petersen’s theorem. Of 
course, the question of whether the basic regular factors should be of degree r or r\ 
is not really the main point at this stage — the important question is whether there 
are such basic regular factors at all.
Petersen’s theorem and this conjecture are independent of the order of the graph 
or hypergraph. We obtain in Section 3 some decomposition theorems for some spe­
cial kinds of regular /--uniform hypergraphs which are weaker than the conjecture 
mentioned above because the degree of the basic regular factors depends not only on 
the size of the edges but on the order of the hypergraph as well.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 05C65. 
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2. Counter-example to Neumann-Lara’s conjecture
Let r= 3. Let G be a regular loopless graph of degree 6 which is not the union 
of two regular graphs of degree three and let | V(G)| be even. [An example of such a 
graph G is the disjoint union of two copies of K 7. For K7 is not the union of two
3-factors since a regular graph of degree 3 has an even number of vertices.]
Now let H  be the 3-uniform hypergraph formed from G as follows. First observe 
that since 2\E(G)\ = 6\V{G)\ and \V(G)\ is even, then 6 | |£(G)|. Collect the edges 
of G into sets of 6 edges each, take |£(G)|/6 new vertices and, for each such new 
vertex, select one of the sets of 6 edges and adjoin the new vertex to each of the 6 
edges. Then each of the edges of G is extended to a 3-set, i.e. an edge of a 3-uni­
form hypergraph. The 3-uniform hypergraph so formed is H. It is easy to see that it is 
regular of degree 6; also it is not the union of two 3-uniform hypergraphs of degree 
3 since, if it were, the restriction of V(H) to V(G) would give two regular factors of G 
of degree 3, a contradiction.
3. Decompositions of regular / -uniform hypergraphs
Let r S 2. The regular /--uniform hypergraphs H = (V ,S) we consider are of a 
special kind known as star-regular. A star-regular /-uniform hypergraph is either
(i) A regular /--uniform hypergraph of degree divisible by /• and of order /• +  2; 
or
(ii) A regular graph of even degree if r = 2; 
or
(iii) For r s 3 and //>/•+2, a regular /--uniform hypergraph satisfying the 
following inductive relationship: there is a vertex v£ V such that
(a) the (r—l)-uniform hypergraph H '= (V ', S ') is star-regular, where V'=  
— F \{ u )  and S ' is a multiset containing the edge <?\{r} m{e) times for each e£S 
such that u£e, and
(b) the /--uniform hypergraph H "= (V",S") is star-regular, where V "—V’ 
and S’" is a multiset containing the edge e m(e) times for each e£S such that v$e.
For n —2S/-S2, let K(r; n) be the set of positive integers s which have the prop­
erty that there is a star-regular /--uniform hypergraph of degree s and order n, and, 
for each positive integer k, every star-regular /--uniform hypergraph H  of degree ks 
and order n contains an .r-factor. Let k(r; n) be the smallest integer S i  contained by 
K(r; n); it is a consequence of the results below that k(r; n) exists.
L emma 1. k(2, 4) =  1; k(2, n) = 2 for /zs5.
P roof. By Petersen’s theorem, any regular graph of even degree is the union of 
edge-disjoint 2-factors. Therefore 2(:_K(2, n) for n s5 . However, any loopless 
regular graph on 4 vertices of degree 2 is the union of two 1-factors. Consequently, 
A:(2, 4) =  1. On the other hand, if n s5  there is a loopless regular graph of degree 2 
on n vertices which contains an odd circuit and which, therefore, is not the union of 
two 1-factors. Therefore 1$AT(2, ri) for nS5. Therefore k(2, ri) = 2 for n s5 .
L emma 2. Let n~ 2=/-=2. I f  g(r, n)dK(r, //) and t is a positive integer then 
tg(r, n)€K(r, ri) also.
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Proof. Obvious from the definitions.
Lemma 3. Let n — 2 ^ r s 2 .  I f  g(r,ri)£K(r,n) then r \ ng(r, n).
Proof. Consider any regular /--uniform hypergraph H =(V,8) of degree 
g(r, n) and order//. Then £  d(v)=ng(r, ri), where d(v) denotes the degree of the
vertex v. But 2  d(v) = 2  r■ The result now follows.
v £ V
Lemma 4. Let n — 2 » r> 2 . I f  g(r,n)£K(r, n) then (// — 1) | (r — l)g(r, n).
Proof. Consider any star-regular /--uniform hypergraph H —(V,8) of degree 
g(r, n) and order //. Let t>6 V be the vertex to which part (iii) of the definition of 
star-regular applies. Let H '= (V ', 8') be the (r— l)-uniform hypergraph of part
(iii)(a) of the definition. Then \8'\ =g(r, ri). Therefore by the argument of Lemma 3, 
(r —l)g(r, «)= d'{w)={n — l)d'(H '), where d'(H ') is the degree in H' of
w£F'
each vertex of H'. Lemma 4 now follows.
Lemma 5. I f  /•£3 then k(r, r+2)= r.
Proof. Let H=( V, 8) be a star-regular / -uniform hypergraph of degree sr and 
order r+2. Let G be the regular graph of degree 2s with the vertex set V and edge 
multi-set 8* in which LXc is contained by 8* m(e) times for each e£8. By Petersen’s 
theorem 8* is the edge-disjoint union of s 2-factors. Therefore 8  is the union of s 
/■-factors. Therefore rdK{r, r+2).
Conversely, suppose p£K (r,r+ 2). Let H=(V, 8) be a star-regular/-uniform 
hypergraph of degree sp. Then H  is the union of s p-factors. Let G be the graph con­
structed as above. Then G is the union of s regular factors, each of degree 2p/r. There­
fore r\2p. Therefore r\p, except possibly when r is even and r/2\p. Now if r is 
even and S4 there is a graph G of degree 2 and order r+ 2  which contains an odd 
circuit and therefore contains no 1-factor. Let H be the r-uniform star-regular hyper­
graph of degree r corresponding to G (as above). Then H  is not the union of ( r e ­
factors (ifit were,then G would be the union of 1-factors). Therefore r/2$K(r, r+2). 
Therefore k(r, r+2)—r. This proves Lemma 5.
Theorem 1. For //—2 ^ r s 3  let g(r, n)ZK(r, n), g(r— 1, n)£K(r — 1, ri) and 
h(r, n + 1) =  - ^ q - j - l - c m (g('% ")> n g ( r - l ,  «))•
Then h(r, n+l)£K(r, n+1).
Proof. First we show that a star-regular r-uniform hypergraph H  of degree 
h(r,n + 1) and order //+1 exists. Let H'=(V, 8') be a star-regular (r—l)-uniform 
hypergraph of order n and degree g(r— 1, n), and let H"=(V, 8") be a star-regular 
r-uniform hypergraph of order n and degree g(r, n) [note that their vertex sets are 
the same].
By Lemma 3, ^ g(r — 1, ri) is an integer, so it follows that
n - r + 1
g ( r - l ,  ri)r — 1
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is also an integer. Since l.c.m ^g(r, n), n ^  g (r— 1, n)j is a multiple of ——^y-i- 
g(r — l,n ), it follows that
lc  m («O'- »)» - - r I | 1 S ( r - 1, n)]
r — 1
is a multiple of g(r — 1, n).
We form H as follows. Let u*(ÍK) be a vertex; take ——V - „
g ( r - l ,n )  n - r+ 1
l.c.m ^g(r, n), H-- r g( r— 1, nj copies of H ' and from each edge of each copy of
H ' form an /--edge by adjoining v*. Let H'*  denote the hypergraph of order n+1 
formed as the multiset union of the enlarged edges of all these copies of H '. Now to 
H'* adjoin on V
T o b y 1 cm (8(r- ”)' ">)
copies of H". The hypergraph now formed is H.
We show now that H  has the required properties. Clearly H  is an /--uniform 
hypergraph of order n+1. If V then the degree of v is
{ g (r—!, n) n -~ r l  1 lc m  (g0% ^ 7 = ^  g (r~ ' ° ) }  g (r"  ") +
+  { g(r n) l c m (g0% n), — g( r—1, n ))}g(r, n) =  h(r,n + 1).
The degree of a* is
1 ?•— 1
g(r — 1, n) n —r+ 1 l.c.m (g(r, n), "  ‘ g(r, n ) ) J |g ( r - l ,  n ) y ^ y j  =
= h (r, n +1)
also. Thus H is regular of degree h(r,n+ 1).
Now let H,=(Vt, £,) be a star-regular /--uniform hypergraph of degree 
lh(r, n +  1), for some positive integer t. Let V, have the property (iii) of the defini­
tion of star-regular, so that <?,') is a star-regular (r— l)-uniform hypergraph
of order n, V't = L,\{a}, and S") is a star-regular/--uniform hypergraph
of order n. Then the degree of /// is
t ——— h(r, n +  1) =  / (r—1) n — r+1 l.c.m (g(r, n), ” ^  g ( r - 1, n)j
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and the degree of H" is
th(r, n + \ ) - t{r~ - l)-h(r, n + 1) =  t r+ 1) /i(r, n + 1) = n n
= /l.c.m(g(r, n), ” ' g ( r - l ,  n)j.
Since H[ is a star-regular (r—l)-uniform hypergraph of order n of degree (as ex­
plained earlier) a multiple of g(r — 1, n), it follows that H[ is the union of t regular 
factors; their degrees are all
(s<r- ">■ ■£ 7=T± * (r- 1’ ”>)
Likewise, since H is a star-regular /--uniform hypergraph of order it follows that 
H" is the union of t regular factors of degree
l.c.m{g(r, n), *■ g(r-i, n)j.
Now adjoin the vertex v to each of the (/•— l)-edges of H[ to obtain an /-uniform 
hypergraph H*. Then in H* the degree of v is th(r, //-F1), so H* is the union of t 
factors, in each of which v has degree //(/-, //+ !) and the other vertices have degree
t M t  I C m (S(f’ 8<r-  K "')
Now H, is the union of H * and H and so is the union of / factors in which v has 
degree //(/•,/;+1) and the other vertices have degree
( 1+ >, ^ ^ " l  ) l.c.m ^g(r, //), —y z j — 8(r ~ i’ ")] =  w + 0
also. Therefore /?(/-, n+l)£K(r, // + 1).
Theorem 2. For n —2 ^ r ^ 3 ,
(n —l)(n — 2). ..(// — /•+ 1) 
3.4 . . ( r - I T “
FK(r, n),
where the denominator is taken to be 1 when r = 3.
Proof. First consider the case when n = r+ 2. In this case the formula reduces
to
/•(/■ + 1)CAT(/*, r + 2).
This is correct by Lemmas 2 and 5. From now we may suppose that n > r  +  2. We 
shall use induction on //.
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Suppose now that r= 3. By Lemma 1, we may put g(r — 1, n) = 2 and by 
induction on n we may put g(r, «)=(« —l)(;j —2) in Theorem 1. Then
l . c .m  |g (r, ii), ” 2 2 g(i— 1, n)j =  l . c . m ( ( / i  —l)(n —2), (n -2 ))  =  ( n -  l ) ( n - 2 ) .
Therefore h (3, « + !)= - (n — l)(n—2)=n(n — 1). Therefore by induction on n(n -2 )
and Theorem 1, our formula is true in this case.
Now suppose that r>-3. Then by induction on n and r we may take g(r, n) 
and g (r— \,ri) to be given by
(n—!)(« — 2)...(n — r+1)
g(r, ») =
and
g ( r - l ,  n) = 
when we apply Theorem 1. Since
3.4...(/— I)
(n — l)(n — 2)...(n — r+2)
it follows that
3-4.. .0— 2)
l.c.m[s <r. n>. - y - j - g ( r - 1, ,,)j -  3 4 (l. _ ,
n ( n - l ) . . .0 i - r+ 2 )
- r +  1) 
0 - 1)
h (r, n +1) =
3.4...0— 1)
Therefore, by induction, our formula holds in all cases.
4. Concluding remarks
The results of Section 3 are not very strong because they only deal with a 
special kind of regular r-uniform hypergraph, because the numbers in Theorem 2 are 
so large, and because the results all depend on the order of the hypergraph. However, 
they may be of use as a yardstick against which one may test the value of other results 
and, possibly, the consistency of other conjectures. It is hoped that this note will 
stimulate interest in Neumann-Lara’s very nice problem. Thanks are due to the 
referee for his useful comments.
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AN EMBEDDING THEOREM FOR 
SEPARABLE METRIZABLE SPACES
J. DEÁK
A characterization of the class of subspaces of a Euclidean space will be proved.
Definition (E. Deák [2, 3]). A pseudo-direction of a space A is a linearly ordered 
family .^ = (á£, <*) of ordered pairs of subsets of X  such that
(i) if (G, F)£(k then G is open, F is closed in X  and* 1 G cF ;
(ii) if (G„ F J ^ iG z ,  F2) then F ,cG 2.
A pseudo-directional structure of A is a set of pseudo-directions of X. A pseudo-direc­
tional structure 9? of X  is compatible if
u (sr*ujr,)
is an open subbase for the topology of X where
$ * = {G : 3 F, (G, F)£3t) (* € « )
and
=  { X - F : 3G,(G, F)^dt} (die«).
Theorem. I f  a separable metrizable space admits a finite compatible pseudo- 
directional structure '3? then it can be topologically embedded into the Euclidean space 
o f  dimension2 |«|.
This theorem generalizes a result due to E. Deák [1] (for details, see later); it 
yields indeed a characterization of the subspaces of Rl*l, for the converse to the theo­
rem is a triviality.
Preliminaries
In this section, X  will always be a topological space, Si a pseudo-direction and 9? 
a pseudo-directional structure of X. In addition to the notations & and already 
introduced, let
& *={F: 3 G, (G, F)€»}
1980 Mathematics Subject Classijication. Primary 54F45; Secondary 54C25, 54F65, 54E35, 
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1 The symbol c  means not necessarily proper containing. (On the other hand, «= *  is to be 
understood in the strict sense.)
2 The symbol | | will denote cardinality as well as absolute value — there will be no danger of 
misunderstanding.
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(i.e. Fd&g, iff X —F^Jtf’®) and
® ä t —  ^ s t  U  s /C g t,  Ö'ír =  U  O s t ■
3t  6 *
With this notation, 91 is compatible iff Gx is a subbase of X.
D efin itio n  (E. Deák [1]). A pseudo-direction Misa. direction if contains the 
union of an arbitrary subfamily of it and a similar condition holds for A pseudo­
direction 01 of X  is orderly if
U {F—G: (G, F)£M) = X.
A(n orderly) (pseudo-) directional structure of A is a system of (orderly) (pseudo-) 
directions of X.
R em a rk . A s the empty subfamily is not excluded in the above definition, we have 
and 0 $ ^  for any direction 0i. Thus there are sets F0 and G0 with
(0, F0)fyM, (G0, X ) t a .
Consequently, each direction has a first and a last element because for any GG^st 
(FG^7*), the condition (G, F) £ ÍM can be satisfied by at most two sets FdiFm 
In E. Deák’s original definition, the additional conditions
(0, 0)6«, (A, X)£M
are imposed on the directions. These conditions, however, are not needed anywhere 
in the theory of directional structures; what counts in some cases (but not in the 
present paper) is the existence of a first and a last element.
E. Deák has proved a characterization of the class of subspaces of R":
Theorem A. A separable metrizable space is homeomorphic to a subspace o f  R'1 
i f f  it has a compatible directional structure o f cardinality S «  (n— 1, 2, ... ).3
The necessity of the condition can be easily seen by taking the restriction to 
the given subspace of R" of the natural directions
= {(0, 0)}U {(F‘ [a], *'[«]): a<ER} U {(R\ R'1)} ( l S i S n )
where4
fit* ] =  {p€R”: p‘ <  a}, i>‘ [a] =  {p6R'’: f  a}
and the ordering of 0t'n is the obvious one.
Our theorem is clearly a generalization of the non-trivial part of Theorem A : 
the directions have been replaced by pseudo-directions. The following example will 
show that our theorem is not only seemingly more general.
3 This theorem is evidently true for n ~ 0, supposing that 0 is regarded as a subbase for any 
indiscrete topology.
4 For a point p f R’\  p ‘ denotes the ith coordinate o f p. Otherwise, upper indices will range 
over the set (1, ..., n} or over a subset of it; and they will have nothing to do with exponentation, 
except when applied to concrete numbers, e.g. 2'-.
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Take the set
*  =  R‘2 -  {(0, /i): 0 <  |0| <  1}
and let the local bases at the points5 x^O  consist of the Euclidean neighbourhoods 
of x, while
{{0} U {(a, ß): — s < a <  0, |0| <  e}: e > 0}
is taken as a local base at 0 (Fig. 1). Xis a separable metrizable space. A slight modi­
fication of the directional structure
91* = {?A\\X,0t\\X)
provides a compatible pseudo-directional structure of X : the point 0 has to be added 
to r|[0 ]; let this pseudo-directional structure be denoted by
91 = {M1, = m\\x}.
is a direction and there is just one “place” where &lx fails to be a direction:
u nM = nm**'-ct~=0
X can easily be embedded into R2: we have only to pull away the point 0 from the 
points which are near to it in R2 but not in the topology of X(see Fig. 2). Theorem A, 
however, does not yield an embedding: if we correct the fault of 91 in order to get a 
directional structure, we are back at 9?* which is a directional structure of X, but not 
a compatible one.
The above example gives an idea how to prove the theorem: take a compatible 
pseudo-directional structure 91 of X, |91|=«; construct a directional structure 91* 
with changing 91 as little as possible; copying the proof of Theorem A, define a contin­
uous mapping / :  X— R" (which will not be an embedding if 91* is not compatible; 
f  may even fail to be one-to-one); finally, change /  by using a procedure suitably 
generalizing the “pulling away” shown in Fig. 2.
The directional structure 91* will be obtained through 8
8 The symbol 0 will stand not only for the number zero, but also for the origin in any Euclidean 
space; the meaning will always be clear from the context.
8
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T h e o r e m  B (E. Deák [3], 53.3 and 53.4 1 ° ) .  Lel ÍR be a pseudo-direction o f  a space 
X. Then there are a direction 01* o f X  and an order-preserving mapping * \0t^0t*  
such that TcG , Fa<P whenever (G, F)* — (r, <P).
One of the proofs of Theorem A is based on
T h e o r e m  C (E. Deák [3], 63.7). I f  01 is an orderly direction o f a second countable 
space and 0t is endowed with the order topology then there is an order-preserving topo­
logical embedding o f 01 into R.
In addition to Theorems B and C, we shall need some elementary properties of 
the pseudo-directions; they can be readily deduced from the definitions. (Or see in [3].)
P r o p o s it i o n  D. a) {0, X}.
b) I f  (Gu FJ, (G2,F 2K 0 ,  (Gu F1)^ (G 2, F2) then (F1-G 1)n (F 2- G 2)=0.
c) I f  0t is an orderly pseudo-direction then the canonical mapping y: X-*0t 
defined by
X(x) =  (G ,F) iff x e F -G ,(G ,F ) i01
is continuous.
d) I f  01 is orderly, /  is the canonical mapping and (G, F) f  0> then
■y(x) <*(G, F) iff xZG
and
(G, F) <**(*) iff x iX - F .
Finally, wee need
T h e o r e m  E (E. Deák [1]). I f  0  is a direction o f a perfectly normal space X, then 
there is an orderly direction 0. o f  X  such that 0ZD0f.
Proof of the theorem
1° Let $1={011, ..., 0"} be a compatible pseudo-directional structure of the 
separable metrizable space X, «fei. Applying Theorem B to 0l\ we get a direction 
01'* and a mapping *(i): By Theorem E, there is an orderly direction
containing 01'*. As the properties of 0f* and * (i) guaranteed by Theorem B remain 
evidently valid if 0t'* is replaced by a larger direction, we may suppose that 0ß* 
itself is an orderly direction. So we have an orderly (but not necessarily compatible) 
directional structure 91* — (á?1*, ..., £%n*} of X.
In order to simplify the notations, let
¥  = 0‘ =  0*i (1 = i ^  n);
0 = 09,(= Ű 0 'j, 0* = 0*..
As X  is second countable, the subbase 0 contains a countable subbase of X. 
If X  is finite then it can be clearly embedded into R", so we may suppose that X  is 
infinite; consequently, \V\=oi. We may assume 0, X^/V. Let us take disjoint sets
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f ' c f f '  ( lS /S n )  such that V  — Q 'V'. Thus for each there is a unique
i=l
/[F]€ {1, ..., »} with V£lF’lvl. Now exactly one of the statements F £^ i[n  ancj 
holds: if both were true then, by Proposition D a), we would have F= 0
or V=X.
If V ^ nv\  let G[V]=V and pick an F[V]$FlW  with
(1.1) (GIVI F[V])i%W\
Put
(1.2) H[V] =  X-F[V].
On the other hand, if VZrffilVi then let H[V]=V, F[V]=X—H[V] and pick now 
a G \F ]d ^ '[V1 satisfying (1.1). Thus for each V^’F', we have three sets
G[V]<E&‘ [V\  F[V]£&itvl,
satisfying (1.1) and (1.2) such that
V=G[V] or V=H [V]
and only one of these equalities holds (the first iff V€&i[V\  the second iff V^JFi[yj). 
For each VZT, let the sets G*[V], F*[F], H*[V] and V* be defined by
(G*[F], F*[V]) =  (G[F], F [F ])W h //*[*/] = X-F*[V],
|G*[F] if V = G[V],
\H*[V] if V = H W \
It follows from Theorem B that
G*[V] c  G[V] c  F[V] c  F*[V],
H*[V] ez H[V], V* c  V.
For x£X, let
r * ( x) =  [V*: xev*,  v a r ) ,  r(x) = {v^r-. x t v - v * } .
Clearly,
<F(x) = r * { x )V r (x )
is a local subbase at x. For each /£ {1, ..., n}, we have
(1.3) m * ) n * r,l ^  l.
Indeed, if V£"F'(x)f]'F'i then either
(1.4) jc£G[F]-G*[F] c  F*[F]-G *[F]
or
(1.5) xeH[V]-H*[V] = F * [F ]-F [F ] c  F*[F]-G*[F]
and this determines (G*[V], F*[V]), by Proposition D b) applied to (%'*, thus 
(G[F], F[V]) is determined, too, since * (/) is one-to-one; x can belong only to one
18*
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of the disjoint sets G(V) and H(V); now if V, V f f f x j O f '  then G[V]=G[V'], 
H[V] = H[V] and if V is equal to one of these sets then V' has to be equal to this 
same set, i.e. V— V .
2° Let f \  X^-R" be defined by
/ '(* )  = <p‘{xKx)) (x f X, 1 — i — n)
wliere X —Z%‘* is the canonical mapping [Proposition D c)] and q>’: 0f* — R 
is an order-preserving embedding (Theorem C). Each coordinate of f  is the composite 
of two continuous functions, so /  is continuous.
Let z'e{l, ...,«} and (E, 4>)£á2‘* be fixed, and let a = <p'((E, <P)). For an 
x£X , x£E iff x‘(x)< mi*(r, <P). by Proposition D d). As f  is order-preserving,
(2.1) x£E iff f ‘(x) <  a.
Similarly, using the second part of Proposition D d),
(2.2) x£ X —<P iff / '(x )= -a .
Since f* ( x ) a O *, we have
3° Proposition. I f  x£X , i f  c f* ( x )  and \ i f \  <ca then there is an open set 
S c R "  such that f( y )£ S  iff C\if.
4 ° Let
1 = |( F 1, ..., V"): V f f lU{X}  (1 S i g n ) ,  f |  V‘ ^ x J .
1271= ct>, so there is a series
{{VI, ..., Vg): k€co} = I , (Vi, ..., Vf) f  (V,1, ..., V,”) (k f  /).
If V lfX ,  let
Gl = G[V‘], F‘ = F[Vf[, Hi = H[Vl],
G? = G*[V{], Fi* = F*[VH Hi* = H*[VH 
(If Vi=X, the sets G‘k, Fl etc. are not defined.) By 1° and VkG fl, we have 
Vi =  Gi (iff Vi<=&~{X}) or Vi = Hi (iff V f j f ‘—{X}),
(GL F i)m , (Gi*, Fi*)e&*,
Gi* c G i c  F i e  F f ,
HÍ = X - F Í ,  Hi* = X -F i* , Hi* a  Hi.
Let
<4 -  f((G i*, F i%  Pi =  {peR": p‘ =  a*}
(if Vi—X  then a* and Pk are not defined). Further, put
Ck =  U {P\: 1 == i S  n, 0 S  l -< k, V} ^  X  f  Vi, a\ f  a*.},
Qk = f \ v i ,  Dk —/(F r  Qk) (fee©).
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Let the mappings i//k: X-*R be defined by
•K O) =  Q (f(x), Ck U Dk) (x£ X, kíüj)
(if CkUDk = 0, we take i//k= \ ) .  Instead of the usual Euclidean metric, let 
|a| =  max |«‘'| (adR"), s(a, b) — min {|u — b\. 1} (a, b£R”).
B oth/and q are continuous, so each \j/k is continuous, too. Let us define ££R" by
r  =
i if V lf^ ‘- { X }
1 if V l£jr‘- { X }  (k£co, 1 
0 if V[ — X
n)
and let the mappings gk: T-*R" be defined by
* * < H o
'h(x)fc if x£Q,
if - i á  ^
gk is continuous, for i/  ^= 0 inF rö* . From 0^[J/k^ \  and |£| = 1, we have |gfc|S l .  
Take positive numbers ek such that
£ =  2  ek
k = 0
We claim that
-/+  2  r-kgk
is an embedding if £ is small enough. Ii is evidently continuous, since the series in the 
definition of h is uniformly convergent.
5° With the notations introduced in 4°, (2.1) and (2.2) mean
/ ' ( * ) <  <4 iff x€G[*,
f ‘(x) >  aj. iff x£H k*.





[x #  y, |{x, r} n  Vk\
Indeed, the role of x and y  being symmetrical, we may assume that x£ Vk, y  5 Vj. 
If Vk=Gk then x $ H k*, y$G k*, so (5.1) and (5.2) give f ‘(x )S 0i\tS f '(  v). Similarly, 




[ / ‘(x) < / 'O 0 , y^G[] =»xgCi, 
[ / ' ( a-) </'(>')-  x ( H ‘] ^ y f H ‘ .
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Indeed, if f ( x ) < f ( y )  and y£G‘k then y$Hí*, so, by (5.2), f l(y )ä a t, /*(*)<«£, 
thus x£G‘k*czG‘k, by (5.1). The proof of (5.5) is the same, only the order of applying
(5.2) and (5.1) has to be reversed.
6° For the time being, let x, y£X  be fixed. We need estimations for
|A(t) - / j(x)|. Let
°k =  e*[&kOO-g*(*)] (fc€&>), aA = 2 1 ak (A <= «)-k£A
* = /G 0 -/(* )•
We shall define several subsets of or, they all depend on x and y, but this dependance 
will not be shown in the notations. First, let
B = {k£a>: x, y€Qk},
T =  {/c<Eco: [gk(y) ?£ 0, x$Q k] or [gk(x) ^  0, y§Qk]}.
As gk —0 outside Qk, we have
(6.1) \Qkn{x,y)\ = l ( k e n
Conversely, if \QkC\ {x, y}| =  1 for some keoj then either ke T  or gk(x)=0=  
=gk(y)- Thus
(6.2) h (y)-h (x)  =  A+ aB + aT, 
since if x,y<eQk then <?k=0. Further,
(6.3) ak =  ekgk(y) ^  0 or ak = - e kgk(x) ^  0 (keT).
Now we shall define by recursion disjoint non-empty sets Tk such that
(6.4) T=  (J Tx
and 0^v^/? (v=0  iff 7~=0). Suppose that 1 and the sets Tx have been defined
A-l
for k < L  Now if T=  (J Ty, we take v =  A — 1. Otherwise, let
X =  1
h  =  m i n ^ r -  U r xj .
By (6.1) and the definition of Ok, there is an index i, such that
(6.5) \V ^n{x, y}\ = 1
(if there are more than one such indices, choose one of them). According to (5.3),
(6.6) f'*(x) S  x ,* 7 s f‘J(y) or f l*(y) ^  S f ‘*(x).
Tk = \ k e T - ( j T x: V2 *  * } .
V y. =  \  f
Let
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Clearly, V j*^X  follows from (6.5), thus tx£Tx, L =  min Tx (so Txje0). From the 
definition of Tx we have •
(6.7) [ l s A < / t s v , f c e r „ ] = ^  =  X.
Consequently, the indices i\, /3, ... are different. But they all belong to the set {1, ..., 




L, =  {k£Tx: <x£ = a^}
. ( l s l s v ) .
XIk =  {k£Tx: *  <x£}
Lxf }Mx = <b, TX = LXV M X ( I s A S v ) .
Furthermore, tx£Lx, i.e.
(6.8) /; =  min Lx <  k (1 S  1 S  v, k£Afx).
Put
L =  \J Lx, M = \J Mx.
A = 1 A = 1
Observe that
(6.9) o£ =  2  ( ! - ^  = v)X = 1
because for k^L^czT,, (2< íiáv), we have V^ — X  [cf. (6.7)], so £‘A=0, gu = 0  and 
(j‘kA=0. Further, by (6.2),
(6.10) h O') — h (x) =  d+<rB +  <rt  +  <rM.
7° Proposition. I f  1 and k£L , then
\{x, y) n V{*\ =  L G£ = G\\, H\* = H\\.
Proof. ai*=o£, so ((#*, F‘s*)=(G£*, i.e. (G£, F^)= (G |J, Fl,f). 
By the definition of ix, one of the disjoint sets
(7.1) G£ =  G‘k\  H\* =  Hi*
contains exactly one of the points _v, y, thus the other set in (7.1) contains at most one 
of these points. So | Vl* D {x, y}| S. 1. But x, y  $ V f  would mean x ,y $ Q k, in contra-
diction to the definition of Tz^Lx.
8° Proposition. Let k be fixed, 1 sA Sv.
a) I f  /'•"■(*) </M >') then
(8. 1) Ok > 0 (k£Lx).
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b) I f  /'* (* )> /M ;0  then
(8.2) r i  <  0 (keL,).
c) I f  f  ix{x)= fi*{y) then either (8.1) or (8.2) holds.
P r o o f  of a). By Proposition 7°, either
(8.3) xevlf yivt
or
(8.4) x i V i \  yevl*.
First assume (8.4). Then VkA=Gk- is impossible by (5.4), thus V‘f  — I f f ,  hence 
k ‘*.= ] and we have
f f  =  e*tel*OO-•?**(*)] = £kg'k(y) = Zk'Pk(y) >  o
(since (i) x$V lA implies x$  Qk; (ii) ipk(y )^  0; (iii) i//k(y)=0  would imply gk(y) = 0, 
contradicting the definition of T).
Similarly, if (8.3) holds then Vlf= G‘k [cf. (5.5)], k ‘A— —1 and
of =-ekgl?(x) =-e*(-iKix)) > 0 .
P r o o f  of b). Apply a) to x  and y  interchanged.
P r o o f  of c). By Proposition 7°, each V f  contains exactly one of the points x  
and y  (k£Lx).
Case 1: each VkA contains the same of the points x  and y. We may suppose with­
out loss of generality that x£ VkA (k£Lf), since interchanging x  and y  is equivalent 
to multiplying each ak by — 1. By Proposition 7°, either Vk*=G‘kA for each k L, 
or VkA — H'kA for each kf-L? (because only one of the disjoint sets G‘,A = Gk and 
HtA — H'k can contain x). Consequently. icA is independent of k (k6L,) and
o‘k = -  £kgf(x) =  -e,kk‘'tpk(x) =
-£k^k(x) <  0
or
£k'h (x )  >  0
(k£L))
(k€Lj).
Case II: there are k y, k 2£L; such that x£ VkA, y£ V'k\  One of the disjoint sets
= Gk  = Gk> Hh =  = Hk
contains x and the other contains y. Now we may suppose without loss of generality
that x f C f f  y iH l f  Take a k£Lx. If vjA = G‘kA then íc‘A= - l ,  x^GlA=Vix and
°k = -£ kgk(x) = — £*(—«l/k(xj) >  0; 
if V'C= H f then k ‘*= 1, y€ H'f = V f  and
= £kgk(y) = F-k'l'k(y) >  0
again.
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9° Proposition. \o l J  =  \o‘^ \  (1 =ä2=äv).
Proof. By (6.3), the non-zero coordinates of a ok (k£ T) are of the same ab­
solute value and by Proposition 8°, o'f is positive (negative) for each k€Lf<zT),  
thus Io‘LJ  has the largest possible value at /= / ; .
10° Proposition. I f  rj >0 and \A + ert | «=2i/ or |«t£.|< 2 1) then
(10.1) 2 >n ( l ^ A ^ v ) .
Proof. Suppose that l s / i ^ v  and (10.1) holds for A</(. By (6.9)
2  ffr,. + rtJt <2i/A=1
where c = z4*Mor c=0. By the induction hypothesis,
I 2  ok\ -  12  <  (2"—2)ij,x=l A=1
SO
(10.2) Ic + ^ J  -  2»r\.
In case c = 0, this means
00.3) |<rl;| <  2"»,,
but (10.3) follows from (10.2) even if c=A1*, since, by Proposition 8°, either each 
o f  is positive ( k f L f  and A f  is non-negative, or each o f  is negative and zF* is non­
positive. (10.3) and Proposition 9° yield (10.1) for A=/r.
11° Proposition. I f  k€_ B U M  then |<7k| \A\. Consequently,
(11.1) \o0+ o M\ =S e \A\.
Proof, a) If k then
k*l =  e jg* (y )-g * (* )l =  ek\k\\'l'k(y)-'l'k(y)\ =  
=  ek\'l'k(y)-'l'k(.x)\ = £k 1 /0 ')—/W I  >
by the triangle inequality applied to the definition of if/k.
b) Assume now kdM.  There is a X such that k£Mx. By (6.8), tx<k. From the 
definition of M, we have a 'ft* a1,*, thus P\*aCk. According to (6.6),
so
and, by (6.5),
e(f (z ) ,  = \Ah-1 t£\A I (: = x, y),
•K(r) -  ß(/(*), Q U Dk) S  Ml (z =  -V, y)
k*l =  e*|g*(z)l =  Ek'l'kiz) =  e*MI
where z = x  or
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c) (11.1) follows now from BC\M=0.
12° Proposition. I f  e is small enough then
(12.1) \h (y ) -h (x ) \^ e \f( y ) - f ( x ) \  (x, y€X).
P roof. Let £ > 0  be fixed and assume that (12.1) does not hold for this e. Choose 
points x, y£X  such that
(12.2) |/i(;> )-h(x)| <  £ 1 /0 0 -/C*:)|.
In all the notations introduced in 6°, let the suppressed parameters x and y  be now 
equal to the points we have just chosen. Thus (12.2) means
(12.3) |h ( j ) - / i ( x ) |  <  e |d |.
By (6.10) and Proposition 11°,
|d+crt | < 2e\d\.
Proposition 10° gives now
K J < 2 * £ |d | ( I ^ A S v ) ,  
so
(12.4) \aL\ <  (2V+1—2 )£ |d |.
By (6.10), (12.3), (12.4) and Proposition 11°,
\A\ <  2v+1£ |d | s  2n+1e |d |,
so £>1/2B+1, i.e. (12.1) holds whenever e ^ \/2 n+l.
13° Fix now the numbers ek such that
Then (12.1) holds, as we have just shown. We are going to prove that h is an embed­
ding in this case.
If  xd X  and i r (x)^0 , let cj(x)^o) be defined by
*/(*)€TC(x)n^ '' iff r(x)n^'^0, 
iff ^ ( x ) n ^ '  =  0.
According to (1.3), there is exactly one q(x) satisfying these conditions. Observe that
(13.2) V^T(x) => Qq(x) c  V (x€X).
14° Proposition. I f  x £ X  and tC (x) ^ 0 then \l/qM(x)?z0.
Proof. Let x be fixed and q = q(x). What we have to show is 
ö(/(x), Cq) =* 0 if Cq ^ 0(14.1)
and
(14.2)
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Put
e(f(x),  Dq) >  0 if Dq *  0. 
/  =  {i€{l, V I *  X).
For any /€/, Vfc'V ix)C\ir i, thus (1.4) and (1.5) imply
x<iF*[V$-G*[V$ =  F'* — Gq*, 
so
/ '( * )  = (p'iiG1*, F‘*)) =  «■.
If /< ? , /€{1, •••, «}, V i* X * V 'q and a\*(xq then /€ / and
f? (/(*), Pi) = |/'(x)-ot{| =  |a '-a{ | >  0.
Cq is the union of a finite collection of such pjanes P\, thus we have (14.1).
Take a neighbourhood U of x  such that Vc:Qq. As £f(x) is a local subbase at 
x, U can be chosen in the form
(14.3) U =  Qq n  c  r  * (*), \W\ < W
[cf. (13.2)]. By Proposition 3°,
Q { f ix ) , f { x - c \ in ) >  o
if T —f)#i^0. To prove (14.2), it is enough to show that
(14.4) Fr QqnC)1F — 0-
Indirectly, assume that z belongs to the left side of (14.4). X —U and f l i f  are neigh­
bourhoods of z, but by (14.3),
[ix- ü) n run oQq = (x-  u) n [Qq n n*l = (*- U) n u = 0,
thus z$FrQq, a contradiction.
15° Proposition. For each x ^ X  with V  (x) *  0, there is a á = á (;c )> 0  such 
that i f  y$Q q(x) and |/(y)-/(x)|<<5 then \h(y)-h(x)\^eS.
Proof. Let x be fixed and assume that the conclusion of the proposition does not 
hold for some S » 0 . Take a point y $(?„(*) such that
(15.1) |/(y )~f(x)\ < <5, Ih ( y ) - h (x)| <  £<5.
Again, we write q for q(x) and use the notations introduced in 6°. By Proposition 
14°, ij/q(x)*0, so gq(a)^ 0 (since x f O q) and </€ T. Choose A such that q£ Tk. 
As J Í 0 , ,  we have aq= — eqgq(x). By the definition of Tx, VqA*X , so | ^ |= l  
and
(15.2) K a\ = =  e f q(x)-
a) Suppose that q€Lk. From (6.10), (15.1) and Proposition 11° we have
\o L\ <  |d |+£^ +  8|d| <  (1 + 2 e) S  C 2Ö
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[cf. (13.1)]. By Proposition 10°,
\crl£\ 5= |ffL| <  2XŐ S  2V<5 ^  2"0.
For each kdL),  a[J- is positive (negative) by Proposition 8°. So |cr^|-=2”<5 and from
(15.2) we have
(15.3) <5 > 2 -% !pq(x).
b) Suppose now that q£Mx. Then \olq \^ \o q\-^ L£k\A\<£kd-<d, by Proposition 
11°. (15.2) gives now ö > E q \ j jq ( x ) ,  so (15.3) holds again.
Thus the proposition holds with ő equal to the right-hand side of (15.3).
16° In order to prove that h is one-to-one and h^1 is continuous, it is enough to 
show that for each x£ X  and W^£^(x), there is an >/ = >/(.v, 1T)>0 with
(16.1) \h(y) — h(x)\ >  rj ( y£X-W) .
a) If IV£X'*(x) then for each y £ X — W,
\h(y)-h(x)\  e,\f{y)-f(x)\ & eg(f(x), f (X- f V) )  >  0
by Propositions 12° and 3°, so (16.1) holds now.
b) If W £ r ( x )  then Oq(x)c W  by (13.2). Take a y £ X - W .  If \f(y)-f(x)\s=  
^<5(.y) then
(16.2) |/i(y) — h(x)\ S  e<5(x)
by Proposition 12°. On the other hand, if |/(y)-~/(x)| <£>(•*) then (16.2) holds again, 
now by Proposition 15°. So we have (16.1) in this case, too.
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ABELIAN GROUPS DEFINED BY LA-SEMIGROUPS
QATSER MUSHTAQ
An LA-semigroup (left almost semigroup) [1] is a groupoid (G, •), satisfying the 
condition
(1) (ab)c = (cb)a for all a, b, c in G.
It is known [1] that (G, •) is medial, that is
(2) (ab){cd) =  (ac)(bd) for all a, b, c, d in G.
In [3] it is proved that every Abelian group (G, * ) induces an LA-semigroup (G, •), 
where the operation (•) is defined by
(3) a ■ b = b * a_1 for all a, b in G.
In this note, following the method used by Margado [2], we have shown that 
conversely, provided that a necessary and sufficient condition is satisfied by an LA- 
semigroup, it can induce an Abelian group satisfying the condition (3). Some addi­
tional characteristics of such LA-semigroups are also noted.
T h e o r e m . In an LA-semigroup (G, •), the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) a—(cc-ab)b for all a ,b ,c  in G.
(ii) There exists an Abelian group (G, *) such that a ■ b=b * a "1 for all a,b
in G.
(iii) (G, •) is cancellative with left identity e and with the property that a2=e for 
all a in G.
(iv) (G, •) has a left identity e and a2=e for all a in G.
P r o o f . Suppose (i) holds in G. Then aa= (fee ■ ab)b)((cc ■ ab)b), and so by 
successive application of (2), we get
aa — ((cc • ab)b)((cc ■ ab)b) =  (cc • ab)(cc • ab))bb 
= ((ca • cb){ca • cb))bb =  ((ca • ca)(cb ■ cb))bb 
=  ((ca • ca)(cc -bb))bb — cc.
This implies that
(4) aa = cc for all a, c in G.
This means that the element aa does not depend on a and so we can fix
(5) aa =  e.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 20N99. 
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It is immediate that e is the left identity of ( G, ■). By (5), (4) and (1), we get ex=  
= aa • x~ (x x  ■ xx)x= x  and so ex= x  for all x  in G. Also, by virtue of the existence 
of the left identity, (cc • ab)b=a becomes (ab)b=a for all a, b in G. Let us now 
define an operation (* ) in G, as follows
(6) x *  y  = (ye)x for all x, y  in G.
Let x  be an arbitrary element of G, then x*e= ee • x= ex= x  and so x * e = x  for 
all x  in G. Hence e is the right identity of (G, *). Because of (6) and (1) we have
(a*b)*c  = (ce)(be ■ a) = ((be ■ a) e)c = ((ea)(be))c =  (c • be) a = (a ■ be)c.
Also,
(c*b)*a — (be ■ c)*a = (ae)(be ■ c) =  (a ■ be)(ec) = (a ■ be)c.
Thus the identity (1) holds in (G, *) and so (G, *) becomes an LA-semigroup 
with right identity e and consequently (see [3]) it becomes an Abelian monoid. Now, 
(ae) * a = (ae)(ae)=(aa)(ee)=(aa)e=aa=e and so (ae)*a—e for all a in G. Hence 
ae is the left inverse of a in (G, *). Hence, the existence of left inverses in Abelian 
monoid (G, *), proves that it is an Abelian group. Finally y*x~*= y* (xe) = 
= (xe ■ e)y=(ex)y=xy. That is y *x~l = xy for all x, y  in G.
The condition (iii) is an easy consequence of (ii). For if a, b, cin G are such that 
ab = ac then by condition (ii), we have b*a~1= c*a~ 1 andhence b = c. Thus (G, •) 
is left cancellative and consequently, (see [3]), a cancellative LA-semigroup.
By definition (3) it is trivial that the identity of (G, *) is the left identity in (G, ■) 
and that a2=e holds for all a in G.
Condition (iii) implies (iv) is obvious.
Now we show that (iv) implies (i).If a, b, c are in Gthen, a = e(ea) =  e(bb ■ a) = 
=  (ee) (bb •«) = (<?• bb) (ea) = (bb) (ea) = (be) (ba) =  (be) (ab ■ e)—(b • ab) (ee) = (b ■ ab)e~ 
= (b(cc ■ ab))e = (e(cc ■ ab))b — (cc ■ ab)b. Thus a—(cc • ab)b for all a, b, c in G. 
Hence the proof.
I acknowledge my thanks to the referee for making many valuable suggestions.
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ON DISCRETE LINEAR OPERATORS
P. VÉRTESI
1. Introduction
Let /„(/, z) be the Lagrange interpolatory polynomials of degree S k — 1 based 
on the nodes
(1.1) zJn =  exp (Ijni/n), j  =  1, 2 , . . n;
for a function faAC  ( = / is analytic if |z |< l and continuous for |z |^ l) .
D. Gaier [1] asked whether the operators
(1-2) An(j\ z) =  I  Í  Ik( f  z)n fc=i
uniformly tend to /(z )  on |z| =  l for arbitrary faA C  whenever n-+°°.
Actually the negative answer can be immediately obtained using a recent result 
of G. Somorjai [2] (see 2.5, Theorem 1). Moreover, from my paper [4] it comes that 
Mull In n where, as usual,
\\A„ 11= sup \\AJ\\, fa  AC, ||g|| =  max|g(z)|
ii/iisi W-1
(see 2.5, Theorem 2).
The proofs strongly depend on the next statement proved by Rudin (see, e.g. 
T. Gamelin [3], p. 58):
Let Hna r = { z ; |z| =  1} be a closed set with |//„| =  0 (\-\stands for the angular 
Lebesgue measure). I f  fa C  ( = f  is continuous for f a r )  and | | / | |S l ,  then there 
exists a g£AC for which ||g ||S l and g(z)—/(z) whenever z£H„.
Very recently, in a letter, D. Gaier raised the problem to give a direct proof for 
the theorem ||^n|| Inn.
Now I intend to obtain this result directly not using the mentioned Rudin-theo- 
rem (Actually, we shall apply the explicit form of the mentioned /  and g.) Some 
similar problems will be treated as well.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 41A35; Secondary 41A20. 
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2. Results
2.1. Consider the linear bounded operator An(f, z) which maps the Banach space 
X  into the Banach space Y  (shortly A„£B(X, Y)). We shall suppose that X  and Y 
are subspaces of C and AC, respectively, endowed with the maximum norm. (We 
defined An(f, z) by (1.2).)
A. We wish to give a direct elementary proof for the fact
(2.1) M J ~ l n n  if An£B(AC,AC).
indeed let us consider the “ test functions”
( q z ) s
( 2.2) h„me(z) = znt 2
s=  — m
55*0
where m Sn and |g| = l is arbitrary fixed. Obviously, hnma£AC, moreover
\hnme(z)\ = \znl\ 2 (Q=y 2 / 2 sin s arg (gz) d,
if (d ,d i,d2,.. .  are absolute constants), i.e.
||h„mi|| ^  d 2 for arbitrary \g\ = 1 and m S  n. 
Further, if we use the fact that
(2.3) 4  =  1 if 1 ^ k s n ,
we can write by (2.2)
which means
h(hme, z)= 2 -7 - 44s, z), 1 ^ k = 2 n,
s=  — m S
55*0
(2.4) A„(Kme’ z) = 2  — An((S’ z) if \z\ = 1 , lei =  1 , m Ä n.
(Remark, that the expressions Ik(f, z) and A„(f,z) have meaning for any /€C .) 
I.e. we can write with any f i x e d  q = 1 / z 0, |z„| =  1,









s=  — m
m 5*0
SZn
So, to obtain a lower bound for ||^ 4„|| we have to estimate (from below) the expression
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If we use the fact that with sns(z)£C, |e„s(z)|S £< l
(2.7) A ^ t3, z) =  ZS + Ens(z) if
| z | = l ,  [ / n ]  =  N, n S  n0
(which can be proved by (1.2), Ik(ts, z)=zs (A:^j+1) and ||/J  S d 3 ln (fc + 1) as 
follows:
K ( i* ,z ) - z * |s ~  ZUk( t s, z ) - z s] 
n k=l
d3 In n
which is more than (2.7)), we can write if z=exp id (see [4], 2.2)
2ir||gBiV(z)|| s |  f  g„iv(z)d9| =
ld=i
(2.8) = | 2 Í  /  d B -  f  2'An(t *’ z) ds]
|*=i L .Í !  sz I4=i s J
i  / Í 1 +  £"J( f ) W  o
4=11*1=! ( s szs J
^  2n Z  s 1(1 —£) >  2rc(l —e) In
S — 1
(Here we used that by the Cauchy integral theorem
f  z*A„(rs, z)d9 =  ~  f  zs~1A„(t~3, z) dz — 0 
l*l-i 1 l*l=i
if i —1,2, ..., because A„(t~s, z)£AC.)
By (2.5), (2.6) and (2.8), \\A„\\ ^ d t ln » («ä«0). On the other hand
\\A„{f z)|| S  dsn 1 H/ll Z  in n = d ||/ || In n,
i=i
from where we obtain (2.1).
2.2. Now let us consider an arbitrary interpolator matrix
(2.9) Z =  {zJn = exp (27ri3Jn)}, ;  = 1, 2, ..., n; n = 1, 2, ...
and the corresponding processes /„(/, Z, z) and A„(f, Z , z) (see Part 1).
B. Using again an “elementary” argument we state
(2.10) lim \\An(Z)\\ =°° if An(ZKB(AC,  AC).n—oo
To obtain (2.10) first let ,9,-,, be rational for any j  and n. If ^j„=PjJqJn, let
P = P ( n ) =  /7 iJdjk
Xc—x 7=i
moreover let IV be an arbitrary fixed positive integer. If for a fixed 0 < e <  1 we have 
the inequalities
(2.11) E(An, A 0=  max i\An( f ,Z ,  z) — ^ || S s <  1 if n s  n„(W),l s^ /^V
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then using the “test functions”
n (n zV
(2.12) hnNe(z) = zp 2  | (?|=1,
s — — N  s
s?=0
we obtain that ||A||á<4, moreover zpk= 1 if l ^ j s k ,  l ^ k S n .  Using the argument 
of 2.1, and (2.11) instead of (2.7), we obtain, sometimes omitting the superfluous 
notations,
(2.13) M J f e d . l n t f  nSBo(JV).
If we prove the relation (2.11) we are ready. But
E(A„, N ) = max
\ S i S N
N
-  2  i h ( r . z ) - * \n k=1
— dn— max 1141! ^  g jf n fe n0(N) 1 n isksN  " *" u
which was to be proved.
Now let at least one 9jn be irrational. Using that not so difficult to construct the 
functions <p„(z)£AC for which
<Pn(zjk) =  —tt, 1 = j  = k, k =  1,2, . . . ,  n, and ||<pj| s  2
Zjk
(see e.g. S. J. Alper [5]; N  is as in (2.11)), we can take
h,lNo(z) = zNcpn(z) 2  - ^ - € A C ,  |*?| =  1
a = - N  **5*0
as test functions. The remaining parts are left to the reader.
2.3. The above “direct” argument can be applied for the operators
(2.14) L„ (fi Z, z) = J  Í  f ( z Jk) tJk (z)
k = l  j  = 1
where tjkc_AC for arbitrary j  and k. As above, we can prove as follows.
C. J f L,fB(AC, AC), moreover iffor certain fixed N and m, E(L„,, JV)S£«= 1,
then
HAJI S  d8 ln N.
(The definition of E(Ln, N ) corresponds to (2.11).) This statement — which is a cer­
tain analogy to the Lozinskii—Harsiladze theorem — can be used, among others, for 
the Hermite—Birkhoff interpolation, the (C, a)-means of {/„} a. s. o. (see e.g. [4]). 
We omit the further details.
2.4. As an application of the above statement we answer another question of 
D. Gaier.
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D. I f  {ank)  is an arbitrary permanent row-finite summability matrix then for any Z
lim ||G„(Z)|| =oo,
II-+CO
where G„(Z)£B(AC, AC) is defined by




Indeed, by definition >’ ank =  1 +  £„ where lim e„ = 0, from where for any s,
A =  1
1 S s S n , N  fixed
]|C„(/S, z ) ~ A \  =  || 2  a , i k V k ( t S , z ) - Z ' ]  +  £„Zs || =
k  =  l
= || 2  ankUk(lS> 2)-Z-v] +  £„2sj| S  ( 4  +  1) 2  ! « J + £» S  £ <  1
4=1 4 = 1
if n is big enough. Here i f  =  max ||/t (Z)||, moreover we used the fact that for any1 í  k  ^  N
fixed k, lim a„k = 0. I.e., by statement C we obtain that for any fixed N, ||G„||S
B-»eo
£<4 ln N  whenever w£n0(iV), which was to be proved.
2.5. R e m a r k  1. The arguments applied here are similar to those in [2] and [4], 
R e m a r k  2. For sake of completeness we quote the two theorems mentioned
in 1.
T h e o r e m  1 ([2]). Let / / „ c f  (n= 1,2, ...) be closed sets o f angular Lebesgue 
measure zero. Suppose that L„ are arbitrary operators with L, fB(C,  AC) for which 
L J fi  z) = L„(g, z) whenever f= g  on the set H„. Then there is an f t  AC for which
TÍ5 \\Ln ( f  z ) - f ( z )  || >  0.
B-+-00
T h e o r e m  2 ([4]). Let L„ are as in Theorem I. Moreover let us suppose that 
E(L„, N) Se <  1 i f  « £ « , . Then ||£ ,J £<4 ln N whenever mSMj .
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CONTROLLING FUNCTION CLASSES AND COVERING 
EUCLIDEAN SPACE
ENDRE MAKAI, JR. and JÁNOS PACH
Abstract
Given any class S ' of functions R’" »R", we call a sequence (x ,)£ R m S'-controlling, if there 
exists another sequence (y,)ER" with the property that for every / € S '
inf ll/(x,)—yJl S  1.
i
How sparsely can an ^-controlling sequence be distributed in R ”' ? The aim of this paper is to answer 
this question for several function classes, in particular, for the class of linear functions, polynomials, 
functions satisfying Lipschitz condition, etc. It turns out that these problems are strongly connected 
with coverings of the euclidean space by convex sets. (This connection is demonstrated by a sample 
problem, in Section 2.) The last section contains some related, purely geometric results. We give 
there, among others, a necessary and sufficient condition for a countable class of convex sets to permit 
a covering of R”. This solves a problem of Groemer. The main results of the paper and some open 
problems are listed in Section 3.
1, Introduction — the basic problem
In this paper we shall investigate a question which is, at first glance, of purely 
analytic character, but which, however, turns out to be closely related to problems of 
covering the euclidean space by convex sets. To formulate our question we need some 
simple definitions.
Let n be a fixed natural number and let S' be any class of functions / :  R -* R".
Definition 1.1. A set of pairs
{(x;>y.-)|Xi€R, yi€R"; i = 1,2,...}
is said to form an S'-controlling system if for each function f^ S ' there exists a natu­
ral number i satisfying
||/(xi) - y i|| s  1.
Roughly speaking, a controlling system is a subset S  of R X R" with the property 
that for each function fC.S' one can find at least one point in S, “sufficiently close” 
to the graph of f.
D efin itio n  1.2. A sequence (jq) of real numbers is called an S'-controlling 
sequence if one can choose points y^R" (i =  l, 2, ...) so that the pairs (xr„ yf) 
form an ^-controlling system.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 05—XX; Secondary 52A45.
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The aim of this paper is to characterize controlling sequences for various classes 
3F of functions, in particular, for the class of linear functions, polynomials, functions 
satisfying Lipschitz condition, etc.
In Section 2 we go into a sample problem in order to point out how the solution 
of questions of the above type may lead to nice and natural geometric problems about 
coverings of the space by convex sets. In Section 3 we summarize the results of this 
paper and we formulate some open problems and conjectures. The next two sections 
contain the proofs. In Section 6 we are going to deal with some related, purely 
geometric questions.
2. A sample problem — connection with geometry
Throughout this section, let iF be the class of all linear functions from R into
R, i.e.
2F = 3 ’:— {ax+b\a,  b£R}.
In what follows, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence (xf|i'= 
=  1, 2, ...) of real numbers to be d£-controlling.
T heorem 2.1. A sequence (x;) of real numbers is JSf-controlling i f  and only i f  
T (l+ |* i| ) - ! = + - .
P roof. Suppose first that (xj) is a controlling sequence. This means that there 
exists another sequence (y *) of real numbers, with the property that, for every linear 
function ax+b, one can find at least one i satisfying
\aXi+b — yi\ s  1
or, equivalently,
(1) y t - l ^ a x i + b ^ y t  +  l.
Let us fix an index i, and consider those points (a, b)£ R2 for which (1) holds. They 
clearly form a strip S t of the plane, whose width is equal to 2(1 +xf)~1/2. It is now 
clear, by our assumption, that the strips St (/=  1,2, . . . )  together will cover the whole 
plane. Thus, we can use the following result known as “Tarski’s plank problem” 
(see Tarski [23] and, for a solution, Bang [1, 2, 3]).
Lemma 2.2. I f  a convex set C (in R^ is covered by a system o f strips, then the 
sum o f  their widths is not less than the width o f C ( that is, the minimal width o f  a strip 
containing C).
Consequently, the sum of widths of S t
(2) 'Z  w(S() =  2 2(1 +  x?)~1/2 = +
which is equivalent to the condition in the theorem.
Assume now 22(1 + x f)-1/2~ + «>. We are going to show that (x,) is a controll­
ing sequence. Let us define the strip S* as the set of those points (a, b)£ R2 which 
satisfy
(1*) — i S  aXi + b S  1.
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We clearly have iv(S*)=2(l +x?)~1/2 and hence Zw(S*)= + ==>. Observe that, 
for each translated copy St of S*, one can find areal number yt such that St is defined 
by the inequalities (1). Thus, if we proved that the strips S* have suitable translates St 
such that US) covers the whole plane, then it would imply that the corresponding 
sequence (yt) meets the requirements of Definition 1.2, in other words, (xf) is a con­
trolling sequence. But this is an immediate consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Let C be a bounded convex set in the plane] and let (Sf\i= 1, 2, ... 
..., m) be a finite sequence of strips with total width
m
(3) 2 w (5 f)S p (C ).
1 = 1
Then C can be covered by translates Sj of Sf. (p(C) denotes the perimeter of C.)
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Fix, as usual, any rectangular system (x, y) of coordinates 
on the plane. Let 9; denote the angle between the normal vector of S* and the positive 
x axis. We may clearly assume
0 < 3 1 s 9 a i . . i a m <  n,
by changing the direction of some normal vectors to the opposite.
We are going to define the translates St of S* by induction. Let S\ be that trans­
lated copy of St whose upper boundary line supports C from above. (Here the words 
“upper” and “above” are used according to the direction of the y axis.) Assume thati — 1Sx, have already been determined. Put C':=C\(J Sk. Now, let Sik = 1
be defined as the translate of S* whose upper boundary supports C1 from above.
It is easy to see that the uncovered part of the boundary Bd C of C decreases by 
at least iris'*) at the /-th stage, which completes the proof of the lemma, and hence 
the theorem. |
We note that Groemer [16, 17] proved the assertion of Lemma 2.3 under the 
essentially stronger condition
(30 2  min (iv^(Sf), i) =* p(C) + a(C),
i = 1
where a(C) denotes the area of C.
Let us close this section by mentioning a straightforward strengthening of Theo­
rem 2.1. To formulate this, we need a further definition which is, in fact, a slight modi­
fication of 1.1.
D efinition 2.4. Let 3? be a class of functions from R into R". A set of pairs 
{(xj, yOlxjfR, yi£R"; /= 1 ,2, ...} is called a strongly & -controlling system if, 
for every and every e>0, one can find an i satisfying
ll/(*i)-yill ss e.
Accordingly, a strongly S’-controlling sequence is defined as a sequence (x() such that 
{(Xj, yf)|/=  1,2, ...} forms a strongly ^-controlling system, for some suitably 
chosen vectors yf R".
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Intuitively speaking, a strongly controlling system is a set ol points in RXR", 
which comes arbitrarily near to the graph of every function
Now, a stronger version of Theorem 2.1 can be formulated as follows.
T heorem  2.5. Let (xi) be a sequence of real numbers.
A. If 1(1 + M) oc>9 then (X() is not an L£-controlling sequence. Moreover,
for every sequence (yi) of real numbers and for every (large) K>0, there is a linear 
function l£ L£ satisfying
\ l ( x , ) - y i \ > K ,  f o r  a l l  i.
B. If 1(1 + |Xj|)_1 =  then (xi) is a strongly L£-controlling sequence.
The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2.1, and we leave the minor 
changes to the reader. Anyway, it is worth mentioning that all of our theorems estab­
lishing necessary and sufficient conditions for a sequence (xi) to be ^-controlling 
(regarding different classes of functions), can be strengthened in the above way. In 
particular, the sets of “controlling” and “strongly controlling” sequences are almost 
always identical.
3. Survey of results and conjectures
It is obvious that the Definitions 1.1, 1.2 and 2.4 of (strongly) controlling systems 
and sequences can be directly extended to classes SF of functions T'-^R", where X 
is  any abstract set.
Let L£ (Rm, R") denote the class of all non-homogeneous linear functions 
R"'-+R". In the next two theorems we deal wilh the problem, how sparsely an 
J*f (Rm, R")-controlling sequence (xi) can be distributed in Rm. This question is clear­
ly more general than that investigated in the previous section. However, owing to 
the lack of an adequate generalization of Lemma 2.3, our general result is somewhat 
weaker, and we have to use a different geometric technique for the proof.
T heorem  3 .1 .A . Let m, n be natural numbers, and let (xt | / = 1 , 2 , . . . )  be any 
sequence of points in Rm.
If L(\ +|[Xj|[)^"< +°°, then (xi) is not an L£ (R"1. Wfcontrolling sequence. More­
over, for every sequence (y;)£R " and for every (large) K>- 0, there exists a function 
/€J5?(Rm, R") satisfying
l|J(x;)-yill >K, for all i.
T heorem 3.1.B. Let m, n be natural numbers, and let | / =  1, 2, ...) be any 
sequence of nonnegative real numbers. If 2(1 +£,-)“"= +  °°, then there exists a strongly 
L£ (Rm, Rnycontrolling sequence (x;)QRm, with ||Xi||=£, for all i.
In the following we make an attempt to generalize Theorem 2.1 in another 
direction. Let 2Pn denote the class of all polynomials p: R-»R, whose degree is at 
most n.
T heorem  3.2.A. Let n be a natural number, and let (x(i= 1, 2, ...) be any 
sequence of real numbers. If Z( \ + |x ;|)“"< +°°, then (xi) is not a SPn-controlling
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sequence. Moreover, for every sequence (yi) Q R and for every (large) A’>0, there 
exists a polynomial p^SP„ such that
\p(Xi)-y,\ >  K, for all i.
On the other hand, we are unable to prove that the condition 1(1 + 1x11)“" = + °°  
is also sufficient for (x,) to be a ^„-controlling sequence. Nevertheless, we think that 
this is the case.
C o njec tu re  3.2.B. Let n be a natural number and let (x() be any sequence of 
real numbers satisfying 1(1 + |x,|)“"= +°°. Then (x,) is a strongly ^„-controlling 
sequence.
A closed convex subset of R" is called a slab (or strip) of thickness w if its bound­
ary consists of two parallel hyperplanes having mutual distance w. As we shall see 
in the next section, the above conjecture would be an easy corollary to the fol­
lowing
C o njec tu re  3.3. Let (S) | z'=l, 2, ...) be a sequence of slabs in R", with 
total thickness lvv(5'i)= + °° . Then the «-dimensional unit ball B" can be covered 
by translates of the slabs St.
3.2.B (and 3.3) are verified only for ns 1,(2). All other cases are unsettled. 
This is, in our opinion, the most challenging open problem of the topic. To support 
Conjecture 3.3 we note that, if we choose randomly translated copies of S: intersec­
ting Bn then, with probability 1 they will cover all points of B" with the exception 
of a set of Lebesgue measure 0. (Apply Fubini’s theorem on the product measure 
space BnX {systems of translated slabs}; analogous holds for cylinders like in 
Groemer [14].)
For the class
(4) & = U
n = l
of all polynomials, we have the following result.
Theorem  3.4. + sequence (x,) of real numbers is 2P-controlling if and only if 
T(1 + |x i|)“,'= + “  holds for each natural number n.
As a matter of fact, in Section 4 we prove the above results in a more general 
form, for finitely generated function classes.
In Section 5 we deal with controlling of Lipschitz functions.
D efin itio n  3.5. Let m, n be natural numbers. A function /:  Rm—R" is called 
a Lipschitz function (or, in notation, /SLip(Rm, R")) if there exists a constant 
Cf > 0 satisfying
ll/(x)-/(y)|| < CJx-yll,
for every pair x, y€Rm.
We prove the following two complementary theorems.
Theorem  3.6.A. Let m, n be natural numbers, and let (x, | /=  1,2, ...) be any 
sequence of points in Rm with (j xx|| ^  || x2|| S .... if
(5) lim inf (||x(i+1)n|| — ||x(n||) =>- 0,
1-+-00
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then (x,) is not a Lip (Rm, Rnycontrolling sequence. Moreover, for every sequence 
(y^^jR" and for every K >0, there exists a function ft  Lip (R", R") satisfying
il/(x() — yJI >  K, for all i.
T heorem  3.6.B. Let m, n be natural numbers, and (£,• | i= 1, 2, ...) be any 
increasing sequence of nonnegative real numbers. If
Hm (Cu+i =  0 ,
then there exists a strongly Lip (Rra, R")-controlling sequence (x ,)gR m with ||x;|| =  
=  íi  (for all i).
As we have already mentioned, all the proofs of our theorems of type B are based 
on corresponding results assuring the existence of a covering of the space by con­
gruent copies (or translates) of certain convex sets. So it is worth considering here 
the following general problem:
Find necessary and sufficient conditions that a given sequence (Cf) of convex 
sets in R" permits a covering (resp. translative covering) of the space, i.e. there are 
rigid motions (resp. translations) <r; such that
(6) R - S Ü f f iQ .
i — \
In Section 6 we deal with this problem. To formulate our results we need some nota­
tions (cf. [7]).
Let CQ R” be any closed convex set. We are going to define a sequence of para­
meters if;(C)€[0, +<»], i— 1, 2, ..., n. If C is bounded, then let dfC) be defined as 
the diameter of C. Let [x, y] be a segment of maximal length in C, and let Hx y be 
any hyperplane perpendicular to [x, y]. The orthogonal projection of C onto Hx y 
is denoted by N(C) and is called a normal projection of C. (However, N(C) is not 
uniquely determined, but we always assume that some normal projection has been 
selected and we keep it fixed.) Now, let d2(C) be the diameter of N(C), that is
d,(C) = dt(N( O )
and, further,
d,(C) = dfNWC))) = d^N^C)) 
dn(C) = d^N-W).
If C is unbounded, then let us consider the set "K of all vectors v£ R" (starting 
from the origin) for which C contains arbitrarily long segments parallel to v. It is 
easy to see that is a subspace of R'1. In case dint "V=k, set
dl(C) = d2(C)=...= dk(C)=+ co,
and denote by Nk(C) the orthogonal projection of C onto f'’1-, where 1 is the 
maximal subspace perpendicular to ir.
P ro po sitio n  3.7. Nk(C) is bounded.
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Using this, we can define dk+1(C), ..., d„(C) as above, that is
dk+1(C) =  d1( N k(C))
dn(C) = d1(N"-l(C)).
Let p be any point of C. Consider the union of all halflines from p, contained 
entirely in C. This is clearly a cone, the so-called characteristic cone of C. It is obvious 
that the characteristic cone does not depend on the choice of p (up to translation), 
so, for the sake of simplicity, we may suppose that the apex of the characteristic 
cone is at the origin.
In Section 6, solving a problem of Groemer, we prove among others the fol­
lowing
T heorem  3.8. Let n be a natural number, and let K be a non-degenerate convex 
cone with apex at the origin OPR". A sequence (Ct | /=  1 ,2 ,. . .)  of closed convex 
sets o/R" permits a covering of K if and only if one of the following relations holds:
(1) 2  d1(Ci)dfCd-dn(Ci) = + ~,
d,(C() S l
(2) 2  d2(Ct)...dn(Cl) = + ~,
(n) 2  dn(Ci)=+o=,
< W C , > i
‘WQs i
(« + !) 2  1 = + “ , 
d„(Ci)= -l
(n + 2) the characteristic cones of C, with apices at the origin 
permit a covering of K.
In particular, for K =  R", we obtain the necessary and sufficient condition that 
<C,) permits a covering of R". The special cases, when (C,) is a finite sequence or all 
Cj are bounded, were proved by Groemer [15], and Chakerian—Groemer [6,7], 
resp. The problem of finding a general result was stated by Groemer in [13],
Similar necessary and sufficient conditions are (or can be) proved for (C,) to 
permit a packing (or a translative packing) in the plane, resp. a translative almost 
covering of the space. (An almost covering of R" is defined as a covering of R"\5' 
where 5” is an arbitrary set of measure 0.) The main unsolved problem of this kind is 
to find a non-trivial characterization of those systems of convex sets that permit 
translative coverings of the space. The proof (or disproof) of Conjecture 3.3 might 
be an important step in this direction.
4. Proofs — controlling finitely generated function classes
The aim of this section is to prove Theorems 3.1. A and B, 3.2. A and 3.4. As a 
matter of fact, we prove them in a more general setting.
Let fi, ...,fk be a fixed system of functions R, where X is any abstract set. 
Consider the class of all functions X  - R" whose coordinates are linear combina-
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tions of fi. That is,
(7) := {(^n /i + ■■■F klkfk, • • ■ > n^l/i  + • ■ ■ + f,kJk) I f  j € R for all
T heorem 4.1. A. Lei X be an abstract set, and let the class d£ of functions X-»■ R" 
be defined as in (7). Further, let (x j í—1, 2, ...) be a sequence of points in X. If
oo k
( 2  fj(xt))~"l2< + °°, then (xt) is not an d£-controlling sequence. Moreover, for
i=x j = ievery sequence (yf) ^  R" and for every K> 0, there exists a function /£JS? satis­
fying
inf ||Z(x,)—y,|| >Lf.
For X =  R"', k — m+\, / ;(x)=the /-th coordinate of x (j=m) and / m+1=  1, 
the above assertion is clearly equivalent to Theorem 3.1.A. If A=R. « = 1, k=m +1, 
fj(x)=xJ~1 (jSm+1), then we obtain Theorem 3.2.A.
P roof. Suppose, in contradiction with 4.1.A, that there are a sequence 
<y,)üR” and a positive number K, such that for each IfSF there exists a 1 satisfying
P(*«)-yJ S  K.
This implies that, for every ??X/e-matrix A = (Xij)\%{fk with real entries, one has
(8) max \J.ilf1(xt)+... + f kfk(xt)-yf>\ =s K,l^ i^n
for some t. (Here y f  denotes the /-th coordinate of y,£R'‘.)
Let us regard the set of all nXL-matrices as an nL-dimensional euchdean space 
R',fc, and fix a natural number t. Consider now all those matrices T=(/tij) which 
satisfy (8). They clearly form a cylinder C, in R"*1, whose base is an «-dimensional
k
cube of side length 2K( ff(xt))~1/z. The union of these cylinders must cover,
j = i
by our assumption, the whole space R"*\ Let B(r)fRuk denote a ball of radius r, 
and let cos be the volume of the ^-dimensional unit ball. Taking into account that
vol (C, fl B(r)) -= 2;***( J ’ ff{xf)^conk^ r”k-\
j = i
vol B{r) = a>nkrnk,
and U C ,2£(r), we get
2  2"/C'( i  f?(xt))-n/2 >  rn
1 =  1 j = l  w n k - n
for an arbitrarily large r. This contradicts the convergence criterion in the theorem. |
Let us note that, instead of the last step of the proof, we could have used a gen­
eral form of 2.2 (see e.g. Bang [3]), but this is much stronger than that we actually 
need.
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We have the feeling that the condition 2  ( 2  + °° 's not only
t= i 7 = 1
necessary but also sufficient for a sequence (jc,) to be S£-controlling. However, we 
can prove this only for n = l and fc^2, and in some other special cases.
P roof of Theorem 3.I.B. It is clearly enough to prove the assertion for m =  1. 
We may suppose £;>0 for every i.
Let (qt) be the sequence of all rational points of R", in an arbitrary order. (A 
point is called rational if all of its coordinates are rational.) Define, for each natural 
number k, a subclass JjfkQ£?(R, R"), as follows:
:= {/&s?(R, RB)|/(0) =  q* and ||/(1)-/(0)|| s£ fc).
Let us split now (£f) into infinitely many subsequences (£fk)) satisfying
(9) Z ( l  +  t f ‘ , ) -  =  + “  (fc =  1, 2, . . . ) .
( = i
We are going to prove that, for each fc, there is a sequence (y[k> | / = 1, 2 ,...)  Q R" 
with the property that if /is any function belonging to JZ'k, then one can find an index 
i, for which
(10) V(Zik)) -y ik)\\ = j
holds, and from this the theorem easily follows.
Let fc be fixed. We set up a one-to-one correspondence (p between the functions 
of Sfk and the ball ß(fc) = {y€R"|||y — qfc|| =fc}, in the following natural way:
< ? ( / ) : = /( I ) .
If / is any natural number and y!k)£R" is arbitrarily fixed, then we consider the 
</>-image of those functions /€■£?* which satisfy (10). Obviously, this is the intersec­
tion of B(k) and a ball of radius (^ fc ) -1 and centre
% + £j*7(yi(t)-*!*)•
We have to prove only that the points yfk) (*= 1, 2, ...) can be chosen so that the 
above balls form a covering of B(k). But this can be done, since, by (9), the sum of 
volumes of the balls is
2  k)~"  =  +  °°,
i = 1
which completes the proof. |
We remark that in the concluding step of the proof we used the following 
simple result which is a special case of the Auerbach—Banach—Mazur—Ulam 
problem (see [7, 18, 19, 20, 21]): If °d is any system of balls in R" with total volume 
+ °°, then permits a covering of R".
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We close this section with the proof of Theorem 3.4. We shall prove it not 
only for the class SB of polynomials but for any countably generated function class SB* 
satisfying some weak condition on the generating functions.
L e t/i,/2, ... be a fixed sequence of functions X—R, where X is an arbitrary 
set. Let SB* denote the class of all functions /= ( / \  l2, ..., /"): X .R" whose coor­
dinates /' are finite linear combinations of some f/s. That is,
(7*) SB* := { (J; A1Jfj, ■■■, 2  Kjfi)I there are finitely many Ai} ^ 0}.
j = i  J = i
The following is an immediate consequence of 4.l.A.
C orollary  4.2. Let X be an abstract set, and let the class SB* of functions from X 
into R" be defined as in (7*). If (xt) f  X is an SB*-controlling sequence, then
2  ( 2  =  +  “t=i j=i
is redid for every natural number N.
Conversely, we prove
T heorem 4.3. Let fi, f>, ... be a sequence of functions X- R having the property 
that, for every pair of natural numbers k and I, there is a constant C=C(k, I) satis­
fying
IA(*)I' = C 2 \fj(x)\ (V*€X).
j = i
Further, let the class SB* of functions (X— R") be defined as in (7*). If (x,) f  X is 
such a sequence that
d i )  2 ( 2 f f ( x , ) ) - n/2 =  +  ~>t=i j=i
holds for all natural numbers N, then (x,) is a strongly SB*-controlling sequence.
Prooe. Let SBik) denote the family of those functions of SB* whose coefficients 
Ajj ( I S / in ,  1 = /<  +  «>) satisfy
Ajj = 0 for all j >  k (1 S i =i n).
We note that SBW coincides with the class SB defined in (7), SBU)Q SB^2)Q..., and 
0  SB(k) = SB*.
k= 1
It is easy to see that the sequence (x,) in the theorem can be divided into count­
ably many subsequences (xi*'|/s=l, 2 ,...), (1 «= + °o) such that for each of
them (11) remains true. That is,
o n  2 { 2 f M k)) ) - n n = + ° °
1 = 1 j = 1
for all N (1 + °°).
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It suffices to prove that, for every k, one can choose a sequence (y<*i |f=  
=  1, 2, ...)^R" such that, if / is any function belonging to then there is an
index I satisfying
|| ,(*(*>)-yW  || ^ 1 .
Let k be fixed. Consider now the «^-dimensional space R"'1 of all matrices 
with real entries. It is obvious that every A corresponds to a function 
l£££(k) and, conversely, for each /£ S£(k) there is (at least) one matrix determining/.
We take, for any point y£R", the set of those matrices d = (2ij) which corre­
spond to some satisfying
It is clear, that this set contains a cylinder C,(y)£R',i: defined by the inequalities
l^ i/iW 't))+ -- +'li*/k(^r<*>)-J'.l =  7 7 =  (' =  2’ •••’ «).
k y n
where denotes the i-th coordinate of y. It is easy to compute that the base of C,(y)
k
is an «-dimensional cube of side length 2&~'«~1/2( Z ff(xlk>))~112. Observe that
J= i
any translate of C,(y) (in R"*) is equal to Ct(y'), for some other y'£R".
Thus, if we can prove that the cylinders C,(0)=C, (r — 1, 2, ...) permit a transla­
tive covering of R"\ then we are done. However, each C, contains an nk-dimensional 
cube of volume
(2k~1n~l,s)nk( 2  f?(x}k)j)-nkf2. 
j = 1
We show that these cubes already permit a translative covering of the space. To see 
this, it is enough to prove that the sum of their volumes is infinite. But this is true, since, 
by Holder’s inequality and the condition in the theorem
(2fj2(xn f12 ^ k* 1 i  |/y(*,«>)!* 
1 = 1  1 = 1
k * - 1 c  z  \ /A x lk>)\ ^
j = 1
^  c k k^ { z  f f ( x ^ ) Y \
j = 1
where C is a suitable constant and 2. This, in turn, implies
2 ( z f ? ( x ik)))~nkns c '  z ( z f ? ( x n v n,\
r = l  j = 1 <=1 ] = 1
which is divergent, by (11'). |
If A^=R, n= 1 and f j ( x ) = x j ~ 1 ( j =  1,2,...), then 4.2 and 4.3 provide the 
“only if” and “if” parts of Theorem 3.4, respectively.
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5. Proofs — controlling Lipschitz functions
This section contains the proofs of Theorems 3.6. A and B. Let Z and R+ denote 
the set of all integeis and non-negative reals, respectively. First, we prove Theorem 
3.6.A in the following slightly stronger form (where Lip (X, R") is defined in 
analogy to Definition 3.5).
Theorem 5.1. Let X be any metric space. Let a sequence (x;) Q X be given, such
that
|{*|r =  d(x*, x;) ~  r + l}| ~  O '1-1 (r >  r0),
for some x*£X, C>0. Then (x,) is not a Lip (X, R")-controlling sequence. Moreover, 
for any (large) K>() and any sequence (y;) in R", there is a function f£ Lip (X, R”) 
with
inf ||/(xi) - y i|| ?■ K.
I
3.6.A is an easy consequence of 5.1.
For the proof we need the following discrete version of the Brunn—Minkowski 
inequality.
Lemma 5.2. Let B be any finite subset of Z" (n^ I), and let 
Bß -  {z€Z"|3beB, [Jb z|| ^  /!},
where ß is a positive integer and || • || denotes the maximum norm (i.e. |j (x ,, ..., x„)|| =  
— max {|xx|, ..., |x„|}). Then, for the cardinality of Bp
\Bß\ S  (\B\1,n+2ß)n
holds, with equality if and only if B I1/" is an integer and B consists of all lattice points 
in a cube, with edges parallel to the coordinate axes and all vertices having integral 
coordinates.
Proof. Let the “bodies” B and BpQR" be defined by
Then we obviously have Bp — B + [ — ß, /?]", Vol B=\B\  and Vol Bp=\Bß\. Using 
a variant of the Brunn—Minkowski inequality, due to Busemann [5], we obtain
(Vol Bp)1/" s  (Vol B)1/n +  2/1,
with equality if and only if B is homothetic to [ — ß, ß]". g
The following consequence of Lemma 5.2 is basic to our purposes.
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Lemma 5.3. For every oc>0, there is a natural number /if(a) such that i f  (A ,) 
is any sequence o f  subsets o f  Z'\ satisfying
\A,\ S  a/"-1 (i — i0),
then one can find points b,€ Z" with the property that
bi$A, and ||bi+1-b,|| =5 ß(a) (0 i <+  °°).
1 (  1
( I f  || -|| denotes the maximum norm, then any /J(a)=~—a1^ "! 1 — — J meets the
requirements.)
P r o o f . Let ß be any integer such that
(Let 0°= 1.) We are going to prove that 5.3 is valid with ß(a)=ß.
For any bdZ", let Bk(b) (0==/c< +°°) be defined as the set of those points 
z£Z" for which one can find a sequence (b0, b, . . . . ,  bt) such that b0 =  b, bfe =  z  
and
bi$Ai  (i =  0, 1, k),
l|bl+1-b » | £  ß (i = 0, 1........fc-1).
By (12), we can choose a real number y  (0< y< l) such that
« — 1
(12') 0 < - ^ < 2  nn ( y ~ - y ) .
We shall prove that there exists a b£Z" satisfying
(13) \Bk(b)\my(2ßk)n for all fc€N.
The prool is by induction on k. Let k0 be sufficiently large and let b£Z" be a point 
with
\Bk(b)\ = (2ßk+ 1)" for all k = 0, 1, ..., k0.
(Such a point always exists.) Suppose now that (13) has already been proved for 
k^l (lsk0). Then, using Lemma 5.2 and (12'), we have
l-®i + i(b)| ^  |(^/(b))/j| — Mz + il =
^  |£,(b)| +  2nj3|ßi(b)|(" - 1)/'> —a ( / + l ) n- i  s
s  y[2ß(l+l)]\
as desired. From here the lemma easily follows, using a simple diagonal process. |
As to the sharpness of 5.3, we note that, for a fixed large ß, the supremum of 
those a for which the lemma holds is somewhere around 2"ß". (12) shows that this 
value is at least ~ 2 "ßn/e.
We are now in a position to prove 5.1.
20
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. We may suppose, by homogeneity, that K — 1, and R" 
is supplied with the maximum norm. Further, it suffices to prove the assertion for 
Jf=R + and x*=0. Indeed, assume that the theorem has been proved for this case, 
and let X be any metric space. If <xf) Q X satisfies the condition in the theorem, then, 
for every sequence <y,)^R", there is a function g£L ip(R +, R") such that
inf||g(d(x*, x ,))-y t|| s  1.
Put /(x):=g(í/(x*, xr))€Lip {X, R"). This clearly has the property required in 5.1. 
Let now a sequence (x;)?j!R + be given, satisfying
(14) \{i\r ^ xt S  r+ l} | ^  C P - i  (/• >  r0),
and let (y^^R". We fix a constant g>0, such that
r i p r ! _ I Y
h J  [ n }
- i
C g " -1.
Let us consider the set Lj ol those points (kx, k2, ..., k„)CZ". for which there exists 
an index i such that
Qj =S x,- ^  e (j + l) and IKfei, . . . ,  k n) - y , \ \  =S 1.
(|| • || denotes the maximum norm.) By (14), we have
\Lj\ s  CVioj)"-' (j >  rje).
Hence, applying Lemma 5.3 to the sets Lj, we obtain a sequence of points (by) Q Z", 
with
bj i L j  and ||by+1-by|| S  1.
Define a function /€Lip (R+, R"), as follows.
/ 0 )  =  by (j =  0, 1,2, ...),
a n d /is  linear on each interval [j,j+1]. It is now clear that
inf ll/Oi)—y,|| ^ 1,l
which completes the proof. |
It seems to be very likely that the following strengthening of 5.1 (for Tf=Rm) 
is also true.
Conjecture 5.4. Let (xf)c:Rm be any sequence of points such that, for every 
x€Rm, thenumberof xf-s contained in the unit ball around x is at most AT(||x||"—x + 1)^  
Then (x,) is not a Lip (Rm, R")-controlling sequence.
Our conjecture, if true, is sharp in the sense that A'dxll""1 +1) cannot be replaced 
by a function of larger order of magnitude.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 3.6.B, a converse of 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.6.B. As a matter of convenience, we suppose || • || is the usual 
maximum norm. Since every Lip (R, R")-controlling sequence is Lip (Rm, R")- 
controlling, too, it suffices to prove our assertion for m=1.
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For each natural number k, we define the class Lip (k)&Lip (R. R") as the set 




for all x, y£lt.
We clearly have Lip (k)Q Lip (k+ 1) and |J  Lip (k) = Lip (R, R“). Further,
k = 1
observe that the graph of any function belonging to Lip (k) is entirely contained in 
the double cone
C(fc) :=  {<*, y>€ R x  R-1 ||y|| S  fc(1 + |x|)}.
Let Xj=£|, for all /. We are going to define a finite sequence of points 
yi, y2, yfl6R” with the property that for any / f  Lip(1) there exists some 
I—/*! such that
(15) l l /W -y J  == 1.
We note first that the condition in the theorem easily implies 
lim (jci+[CiU-i>/»] — x() =  0,
i-* +  oo
for any fixed c>0. Put c=5n, and suppose that j0 is a sufficiently large natural 
number for which
( 1 6 )  * i+ t5»i<— »>'-]— x ,  S  y  i f  i s  j o -
Let y1= y2= . . . :=yJo=0, and consider the following sets of lattice points 
Z ,:= {zeZ " |/-l <  ||z|| S /}, (t = 0, 1,2, ...).
Put j,=j0+(2t+l)ni-l, and define the points yf (/> j0) in the following way:
(yj.+i, yJt+2, —»y,«tl} = z t+1, (/ = o, 1,2,...).
Consider now the boxes
5 i : = ,{<x>y ) € R x R " | |x - x , |  3  Y  and | |y - y , |T ^ - j } ,
for all / =  1, 2, .... It is clear, by our assumption, that one can find a natural number T  
such that all the boxes Bt, i>jT, are outside the double cone C(l). On the other hand, 
using (16), it is easy to check that xJt+i—xJtSl/2 for all t. This yields that
Ü B, 0  ([*/,,*;, Jx{y€R"Illy-Z|| =5 Y for some z€Z,}).
i=J.  1=0 z  :
. -frPutting these two things together, we obtain that (J Bt cuts the double cone C(l)
{=Jo . .
into two parts, and the graph of any function /£  Lip (1) will intersect at least one of 
the boxes Bt (j0^ i^jT). This means that (15) holds with i\—jT-
Similarly, one can define indices i2, i3, ...,and points y.-fR" (i>i\) such that,
20*
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for each k^2, the system
{<*i.y.->l»'*-i <  i = 4}
controls the Lip (&)-functions in the sense that, for every f£ Lip (k), there is an i 
(4 —i <  f — 4) satisfying
ll/W -y ill s  j .
This completes the proof. |
The substance of Theorems 3.6.A and B is that the “maximal order of magni­
tude” of |{/| ||X|||Sr}|, where <x;) is not a Lip (Rm, R")-controlling sequence, is 
somewhere around cr". Note that the proof of both theorems is evident, for n— 1. 
However, we are unable to characterize exactly the Lip (R"', R")-controlling sequences.
Instead of Lipschitz functions, one can investigate functions satisfying 
||/(x )—/(y)|| si const • <p(||x—y||), where q> is any fixed non-negative real function. The 
case of all uniformly continuous functions seems to be of interest, too. Further, one 
can replace R" by other metric spaces.
6. Packings and coverings of euclidean space by convex sets
In this section we are going to prove Theorem 3.8 and some related results on 
packings and coverings.
Let Äi^R" be an m-dimensional convex cone (m^ n), and let CSR" beany 
Lebesgue measurable set. Define the upper density of C with respect to K, as
lim sup Vm{CC\KC\ B(r))/Vm(K f) B(r)),
where B(r) denotes the ball of radius r (with centre at the apex of K), and Vm is the 
m-dimensional Lebesgue measure (volume).
The following two theorems are generalizations of the results in [7], [14] and [15]. 
Their proof is based on a fairly natural extension of the ideas used there.
T heorem  6.1. Let (C ;)  be a (possibly finite) sequence of closed convex sets in 
R", and let KfR" be an m-dimensional convex cone. Then the following three asser­
tions are equivalent:
(A) (C;) permits a covering of K;
(B) (C,) permits an arrangement with union of upper density 1 with respect to K;
(C) (C;) satisfies at least one of the following conditions
(1) 2 rf1(Qd2(ci)...dm(ci)-  + ~ - •
d jq u s i
(2) Z d2(C,)... dm(Ci) =  +  »
d2(Cj)5=l-=:ai(Ci)
(m) 2  dm(Ci) = +°°
si ,(C()
(m  + 1 ) 2  1 =  +  °°
(m+ 2) The characteristic cones of Ct (with apices at the apex 
of K) permit a covering of K. •
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(The notion of the characteristic cone of a convex set, and the numbers dj(C) 
were introduced at the end of Section 3.) We remark that 3.8 is a special case of 6.1.
T heorem  6.2. Let (C,) be a sequence of closed convex sets in R"' and let K g  R"' 
be an m-dimensional (non-degenerate) convex cone. Then the following three assertions 
are equivalent:
(A') <Cj) permits a translative almost covering of K;
(B') (C,) permits a translative arrangement with union of upper density 1 with 
respect to K;
(C') (C,) satisfies at least one of the first m + 1 conditions of 6.1 (C), or
(m + 2)' the characteristic cones of C, (with apices at the apex of K) form a 
covering of K.
Before we sketch the proof, we have to show that our definition of the numbers 
dfiC), (1 Sj^ri) was reasonable. For this, we need only the
P roof of Proposition 3.7. Let the set "V consist of all those vectors v€R" for 
which C contains arbitrarily long segments parallel with v. Evidently, if and
only if C—C contains the line {av|a£R}. C—C is a convex set, hence 'V must form 
a subspace of R". Denote its dimension by k. To prove that Nk(C) is bounded, it is 
enough to show that the projection of C—C with kernel T" is bounded. Suppose this 
is not true. Then the projection of C — C should contain a line / through the origin. 
Using the convexity of C—C, we obtain
I g -r+i g c-c,
which contradicts the definition of ’V. |
P roof of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. (A) —(B), (A') —(B') are obviously valid. 
(C)->-(A) and (C') —(A') can easily be deduced from the results of [7] and [14], resp., 
where the same implications were proved for the case when all sets Cf are bounded. 
We have to note only that every convex set C has a convex compact subset C' satis­
fying
d,(C')></,(C)/2 (</,(C)sl) and
4 ( C )  >  1 = > 4 (C ')  >  1,
for all i= l ,  2 ,..., n.
We are going to prove (B) — (C). The proof is indirect. Suppose that none of the 
m + 2 conditions is satisfied. This yields that there are real numbers a0. such
that
2  d1(Ci)d2(Ci)...dm(Ci) = a0
rf,(C,)S 1
2  1 =  a m-
Assume further that the sets C; are already so arranged that the upper density of 
UCj, with respect to K, is equal to 1. Then it is easy to see that
m—1
Vm( U  C, n  ATI ß (r)) S  «„+  2  uj rj,
dm(C ,)S l j  = 1
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where coj denotes the volume of the /-dimensional unit ball. From here 
limsup Vm( U Cif]KnB(r))/Vm(Kr\B(r))= 1,
or, equivalently,
(17) lira inf Km[(ATI*(r))\ (J C^ Vm[K^ B{r)\ == 0.
r~ “  i «U c,>
But there are only am (i.e. finitely many) C;-s with i/m(C,)>l. Let us consider their 
characteristic cones Kiy and blow them up slightly. That is, take a sufficiently small 
e > 0 , and define the cone Kf, as the set of all points x£ R" for which there exists a 
y£Ki satisfying <  (x0y)S£. (We suppose that the apex of both A, and A is at the 
origin 0.) Using the fact that the characteristic cones are closed sets and, by our 
assumption,
U  Ki i  K,
we obtain that, if e is small enough, then
A \  U  X f
contains an »7-dimensional convex cone A*. Observe now that there is a real number 
r0 such that
(AH B(r))\ U Q i m  B(r)\B(r0).
1 -4 m(C,)
This contradicts (17). The proof of (B'^fC') is essentially the same. §
We strongly suspect that if a sequence (Cf permits a translative almost covering 
of Rm, then it will also permit a covering. More generally, the three equivalent asser­
tions in Theorem 6.2 could be supplemented by a fourth one
(O') (Cf permits a translative covering of K.
Note that a similar question was posed under [17], for the special case A=R"‘ and 
all C, are slabs (cf. [14], Corollary 2, too).
So far we have dealt with the characterization of those sequences (C,) of convex 
sets which permit a covering or a translative covering of a convex cone. But what 
happens if we would like to cover a bounded region?
T heorem 6.3. Let (Cf) be a sequence of (possibly unbounded) closed convex sets 
in R", and let C f  R" be an m-dimensiona! bounded convex region (m^ n). Then there 
exist two absolute constants kl and k,, (depending only on m) such that 
(i) if (Cf permits a covering of C, then
in mZ II mm{dj(Cf dj(C)) a  kl fj dfC),i ]=X j=1
(ii) if
rn mz  n  min {dj{Cf, dfC)) ^  k2 IJ dfC),i j= 1 j=1
then (Cf permits a covering of C.
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Proof. Suppose that all C, are bounded. (The problem can easily be reduced to 
this case.)
We shall make use of the following simple fact (see, e.g. [7]). Let D be any bound­
ed convex set in R". Then one can inscribe in D an ellipsoid (or a rectangular box) 
with axes (resp. with sides) l(ri)dx(D), l(n)d2(D), . . . ,  l{n)d„(D), where /(«) is a suit­
able constant which does not depend on D. Note that dl ( D ) ^ d 2(D ) S  . . . ^ d n( D ) ^ 0, 
and if D  is degenerate (i.e. dim £><«), then so is the ellipsoid (box) in question.
Let D' Q D, dim D'—m. Inscribe an ellipsoid E' in D' (guaranteed by the above 
assertion). Then dj(D) is the diameter of a projection of D to an (« —y'+l)-flat, 
which is at least the diameter of a projection of E' to an (n—j+ l)-flat. The mini­
mum of this latter is just the length of the /-th axis (in decreasing order of magnitude) 
of E', which in turn equals dj(E') (=l(m)dj(D')). Thus we obtain
l(in) dj(D') ^  dj(D) (j  =  1, 2, ..., «).
Using this relation for D'—C,C\C, D = C , (or D —C),  we get
dj(C,C\C) min(dj(Ct),dj(C))  0  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,« ) .
From here the /«-dimensional volume of CjHC
m 1 m
Km(C, nC ) s  n d j ( £ , n C )  ^ min(dj(C,), dj(C)).
Further, we have
m
K,(C) S /"(»!.) n  M O ,j=l
because C contains a box of sides /(/«^(C), l(m)d2(C), ..., l(m)dm(C).  Assume 
now (JC;3C. Then Vm(Ctr \ C ) ^ V m(C),  and combining this with the abovei i
two inequalities, we obtain
w m
- — - 2  ÍJ min (djiCi), dj(C)) Sr /” (/«) f j  dj(C),
l ( m ) i J=1 i
which proves (i).
For the proof of (ii) we have to note only that C is contained in an /«-dimensional 
box B of sides dt(C), dm(C). On the other hand, there are boxes BtQC, with 
sides l(m) min (^(C,), ^(C)), ...,/(/«) min (dm(Ci), dm(C)), where /(/«)< 1. Sup­
pose that each B, is already in a position parallel to B. If the condition of (ii) is satis­
fied then
2  s  vm(B).
Now, if k2 is large enough, we can apply a well-known theorem of Moon and Moser 
[21] (see also Groemer [12]), which states that the boxes B: can be translated so as to 
cover B. This completes the proof. |
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For packings we can state analogously the following
T heorem 6.4. Let <C () be a sequence of bounded convex sets in R", and let C Q R" 
be a non-degenerate bounded convex region. Then there exist four constants k[, k'2, ki 
and k't depending only on n, such that
(i) if (C;> permits a packing in C, then
dj(Cj) ^  k[ dj{C) (j = 1, 2, . . . ,  n)
2  A dj(Ci) = ko ljdj(C),i J=1 j=l
(ii) if the above n + I conditions hold with k't and k\ (instead of k[ and k'2< resp.), 
then (C;) permits a packing in C. |
In 6.1—4 we have always supposed that the set C is either bounded, or it is a 
convex cone. We remark that this assumption is not only technical. Let (Ct) be a 
sequence of (possibly unbounded) convex sets in R", and let C Q R2 be an arbitrary 
unbounded convex region. Then, in terms of the numbers dj and the characteristic 
cones, no necessary and sufficient condition can be formulated for (C,) to permit a 
(translative) packing in, or covering of C. To see this, consider the following simple 
example. Put n — 2, C= {(x,y)£R2|ys.v2}, and let
Cl =  {(*, y)eR2\y S  X-/2}, C2 =  C3 = .. .=  0,
c; -  {(x, y)€R2! y s  2x2}, C2 = C8 = ... = 0.
Then (C;) permits a covering of C, but (C') does not. And similarly, (C-) permits a 
packing in C, but (C;> does not.
In what follows, we concern ourselves with packings. Our next theorem gives a 
characterization of those sequences of plane convex sets which permit a packing in 
R2. This solves a problem of Groemer [13]. To formulate our result, we need a few 
notations.
Let %?—(C() be a sequence of convex sets in R2. The width and the characteristic 
angle of C; will be denoted by iv(Cf) and a(C;), respectively. (The characteristic angle 
is the angle of the characteristic cone. If C, is a bounded region, or a strip, we put 
a(C,) =  0.) Let us partition into six disjoint subsequences, as follows.
T>b = (Cf^\Cj is bounded)
— (Cf£\Ci is a strip)
''Ci = (CttVMCJ =  0, vv(C() but C,iVbUC)
V* = <C,€V\*(CJ = 0, w(C,) = « )
1Pci = (CC'íí |a(Cj) >  0, Cj can be covered by a cone of angle a(C,))
VC2 = <Cf€ ^ |a (C ,)» 0  and C ,i^ cl).
Note that an unbounded set Cf/d belongs to Tsl if and only if C,- can be covered by 
a strip, but is not a strip itself. (This formulation is similar to the definition of rdcl.)
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However, a set belonging to can be covered not only by a strip, but also by a 
suitable half-strip. Note further, that a straight line is considered a (degenerate) 
strip.
Theorem 6.5. A sequence e€= (C,-) of convex proper subsets of the plane permits 
a packing in R2, if and only if 2  ce(Ci)^ 2n and at least one of the following conditions 
holds.
I. — 0 and either
(0 2 « ( Q < 2tr, or
(ii) |^ci U <gci\ =  or
(iii) = <tici = 0, sup w (C,) <=«, 2  'V(Q  <  ” ■
II. 2  w(Cj)< °o, wtd there is a partition U # <2) such that each
t ,
( /=  1,2) satisfies a(C,)=!7t and either
<#(j)
(i) ^  a(Cj) < n, or 
v<J>
(ii) I ^ U ^ ' I  =oo, or
(iii) = c^‘P = 0. sup w(C,) <°°, 2  w(Cf) <«■.
«o>
III. 2  <x(Ci)^ n and either
(i) ^  a ( Q  *= 7t> 0/'
(ii) I^ U ^ a l =°°, or
(iii) tfs2 =  ^ ,  = 0.
P roof. It is easy to see that there exists an absolute constant k such that the 
inradius of any convex region CQR2 is at least w(C)/k. (See, e.g. [18].) Using this 
fact, the proof of the »only if« part is rather pedestrian. Thus, we deal only with the 
sufficiency of the above conditions.
If I (i) holds, then (i permits a packing. To see this, choose an arbitrary sequence 
(et) of positive numbers satisfying
2  (a(C,)+e,) s  2rc.
Observe now that every C, can be covered by an (infinite) cone of angle afCO + s,-, 
and these cones can be arranged so as to form a packing.
The case I (ii) can be settled, as follows. We establish a one-to-one correspond­
ence between ,5i=(C(l/'=l, 2, ...) and the set Q of all rational numbers. Let q, 
denote the number corresponding to C,. Suppose further that
a(C() =  0 => <7(6N (i =  1 ,2 ,...).
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For every natural number j, define an angle (pj (0<c/)i<27r), by
(18) <pj:= Z
{>k
Assume now that each Ct is already turned to such a position that its charac­
teristic cone coincides with the angular domain [(pt, <pt+a(C,)]. (The position of any 
bounded C, may be arbitrary.) We are going to show that in this case (C.) permits 
also a translative packing.
Let us suppose that Cx, have already been placed, and denote their
(pairwise disjoint) translates by C[, It is easy to see, by (18), that there
exists a sufficiently small e^O, satisfying
( U  [<Pj- e .  <Pj+<x(Cj)+e])r\[(Pi-e, <Pi+a(C,)+e] =  0. 
j = i
For every j, take a cone Kf which contains C] and whose angular domain is [<pj— e, 
(Pj+a(Cj)+E]. The set
R ä \  U  Kjj= i
obviously contains an (infinite) cone K* with angular domain [<p; —6, rp. + afC^ + e]. 
Now we are done, since Ct can be translated so as to be completely covered by K*. 
Condition I (iii) is clearly sufficient.
The cases II and IIÍ can be treated similarly. g
It is not surprising that, in terms of characteristic cones and widths, one can give 
a similar necessary and sufficient condition for a given sequence of convex sets to 
permit a translative plane packing. The formulation of this result is rather tedious, 
so the reader will probably forgive us for omitting that. We also note that, by some 
minor changes, Theorem 6.5 becomes valid for packings in any fixed angular domain.
To obtain stronger results for translative coverings and packings, one requires 
more information about the relative position of the sets C; and C. We illustrate this 
by an example in the plane. Let C be a rectangle with sides 1 and n, where // is a large 
number. Further, let Ct be a strip of width 10, parallel with the long side of C. It 
is now clear that C can be covered by a translate of . However, the existence of this 
covering cannot be guaranteed by 2.3, since \v(C^)<np(C). We can overcome this 
difficulty in the following way.
Let C be any bounded convex set in the plane, and let (S)) be a sequence of 
strips. Let wf(C) denote the minimal width of a strip which is parallel to St and 
contains C. Then the ratio w(Si)/wi(C) is called the relative width of St (with respect 
to C). Following the terminology of Groemer [16], [17], we shall say that (S,} permits 
a non-dissecting translative covering of C, if there are suitable translations er,- such that 
Ucri(S'j)i>C and
c \ U  <t,(S,.)
i = l
is connected (and consequently convex), for every k.
The following assertion already applies to the example mentioned above.
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Proposition 6.6. Let C be a bounded convex domain, and let (Si) be a sequence 
of strips. If the sum of the relative widths of St (with respect to C) is at least 4, then 
some rearrangement of (Si) permits a non-dissecting translative covering of C.
Proof. It is not difficult to show (see e.g. Behrend [4], p. 716) that there exists 
an affine image C' of C, such that the perimeter of C  is at most 4w(C'). Observe 
that it suffices to prove 6.6 for C  (instead of C), since the statement is affine invariant. 
We have
2  "($) s w(C0 2  s W(C0.4 £ p(C'),
thus 2.3 can be applied. The covering constructed thee is obviously non-dissecting. |
Note that 6.6 is a converse of the following theorem of Ohmann (announced in 
[22], proved correctly in [23]). If a sequence of strips (Si) forms a covering of a convex 
domain C, then the sum of the relative widths of 5", is at least 1.
7. Remarks
7.1. Our original question on controlling of function classes was partly motivated 
by L. Fejes Tóth [11], He, P. Erdős and E. G. Straus [10] raised the following related 
problem. Lett? be an arbitrary system of surfaces in R". How sparsely can a sequence 
(Xi)£R" be distributed in R" which is controlling in the sense that for every S(f/> 
there is an xf whose distance from S is at most 1. This has been solved for the class 
of all /»-flats in R", by P. Erdős—J. Pach [8], There are no other non-trivial re­
sults in this direction.
7.2. We have learned from P. Erdős that he and E. G. Straus some years ago 
also found a proof of Lemma 2.3 (unpublished).
7.3. Let 3Pn denote the class of all polynomials (R — R) having degree at most //. 
Our Theorem 3.2.A states that a necessary condition for a sequence (xt) to be 2Pn- 
controlling is 1 + |aT||)—"= + °°. On the other hand, it easily follows from the results
of H. Groemer [17] that the stronger condition 2 U  + |xjJ)~n(,,+1)/2= + “  is already 
sufficient. This rather large gap between the two conditions can be reduced in the 
following way. Let (xr,)^R+ and put A(r)= |{/jx,^r}|.
‘f  lim + °°>r —°° / then (xj) is a controlling sequence. (We leave the simple
proof to the reader.) This assertion shows that the necessary condition above cannot 
be far from the truth, which supports Conjecture 3.3.
7.4. It is easy to see that, in the case of the plane, the implications (i)--(ii) — 
—(iii)*—(iv) hold, where
(i) There exists a constant C such that any sequence of strips with total width 
at least C permits a translative covering of the unit circle.
(ii) There exists a constant C such that any sequence (C,> of convex sets of di­
ameter at most 1 and total area at least C permits a translative covering of the unit 
circle.
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(iii) Any sequence of strips whose sum of widths is infinite permits a translative 
covering of R2.
(iv) Any sequence <Cf) of convex sets of diameter at most 1 and infinite total 
area permits a translative covering of R2.
(ii)—(i), (iv) —►(iii), (i)—(iii) are immediate, (i)—(ii), resp. (iii)—►(iv) follows by 
classifying the convex sets C, according to the values [log2 dx(C,)] and [log2 </2(C,)], 
and then applying the simple observation that, for the covering of a circle of diameter 
Äi/j(C,)/2, C, can be replaced by a strip of width í/2(C()/4.
Since (i) is true (see 2.3), we obtain, in particular, that (iv) is also valid. This 
implies that if n—2, then the conditions in Theorem 6.2 which are necessary for 
(C;> to permit a translative almost covering of the plane, are already sufficient to 
permit a translative covering, too. This answers a question of Groemer [13].
An analogue of Theorem 6.3 for translative covering of a bounded convex set C 
in R" (dim C = m) with a sequence of convex sets (Cf) would be the following:
2  sup K,[cn(Ci+x,)]
/ X,
sufficiently large implies (Ct) permits a translative covering of C. This follows from 
(ii) for ms2 (and for each m for which (ii) holds). In fact, this problem is affine 
invariant, and C has an affine image containing the unit /w-sphere and contained in 
an /»-sphere of radius const.
Similar equivalences can be stated in case of higher dimensions, showing that 
e.g. Conjecture 3.3 would have some interesting consequences. However, we do not 
know whether the analogue of (iii)-*-(i) holds.
7.5. Concerning 5.2, it might be interesting to find the exact minimum of \Bß\, 
for arbitrary |R|. An analogous result for the case when Z" is supplied with the /t- 
norm and /?=], was proved by D.-L. Wang—P. Wang [25].
7.6. When finishing our paper H. Groemer was kind to send us two of his pre­
prints, “Covering and packing properties of bounded sequences of convex sets”, 
Mathematika 29 (1982), 18—31 {MR 84b: 52021), “On space coverings by unbounded 
convex sets”, J. Combinatorial Theory Ser. A 34 (1983), 71—79 (MR 84b: 52022), 
which contain results partly overlapping with some results of our Sections 2, 6 and 7. 
The most complete recent survey of packing and covering problems of such type is
H. Groemer, Covering and packing by sequences of convex sets, preprint (1983).
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PACKING THE PLANE WITH MINKOWSKI AN SUMS 
OF CONVEX SETS
G. FEJES TÓTH and L. FEJES TÓTH
Let c be a convex domain. We consider a convex domain C swept over by trans­
lates of c, i.e. the Minkowskian sum of c and some convex set. We shall consider a 
packing of such domains and give an upper bound for its density which involves as 
special cases several known bounds. We shall denote a domain and its area with the 
same symbol.
T heo rem . Let c0 be a convex domain of unit area. Let e(k) be the excess over 1 
of the area of the k-gon of minimal area circumscribed about c0. Let cx, ..., c„ be affine 
images of c0 such that for any two domains c, and Cj with 1 ^i,jSn we have
r;S e(5)-e(6) 
Cj ~ e(6)-c(7)
Let Cj be a convex domain swept over by translates of ct. Write C=(C1+ ...+C„)/n, 
c=(ci +... +c„)/n and e=e(6). If the domains Cx, ...,C„ are packed in a convex 
polygon h with at most six sides then the density d = nC/h of the packing satisfies the 
inequality
( 1) d S CC+ec
In the special case when the domains ct have the same area and Cf =  Cj this ine­
quality has been proved in [5]. Another special case when cl5 ..., c„ are equal circles 
and the domains C1, ..., C„ are congruent is equivalent with an inequality of Groemer
[8]. Our theorem implies also that similar centro-symmetric convex domains of “not 
very different area” cannot be packed denser than congruent ones. This was first 
observed by K. Böröczky. It can be deduced from a more general theorem proved in
[4]. A proof for circles is given in [1].
P roof. Using a known method (see [2, 5, 6]) we “inflate” the domains Cf so 
as to obtain non-overlapping convex polygons Pt such that CjCP.-ch, and, denoting 
the number of sides of Pt with kh
k 1 +  . . .  +  kn S 6 n.
Suppose that ct is in a position such that CjCC,-. Translate the sides of Pf 
which do not touch C; inwards until they touch C, obtaining a polygon P-. Again,
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 52A45. 
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translate the sides of P• which do not touch c; inwards until they touch cf obtaining 
a polygon pt. Let B, be the biggest domain contained in P' swept over by translates 
of Cf. Since ß,z>C, and, by definition, p,— ct^cte(k^ , we have
Pi s  P[ = Bf + pf-Cf s  Ci+cie(ki).
Thus
f i f e  2 p i =  n C +  2 c i e ( k i)-
i = l  i=  1
Now we recall Dowker’s theorem [3] according to which the sequence e(3), 
e(4), ... is convex: e(3) — e(4)^ e(4)—e(5)^ .... Suppose that for some i and j  we 
have kf<.6<kj. Then, because of the above sequence of inequalities and the con­
dition made on the c,’s, we have
cie(ki) + cje(kj) ^ l) +  c_,e(fc; - 1).
n
Thus the sum 2  cte(kt) decreases or remains constant by replacing k, by kf+ 1
i =  l
and kj by kj — 1. Since the average value of the kf s is at most 6, we can continue 
these replacements until no kt will exceed 6. Since furthermore <?(3)2;e(4)^..., 
we have
h ^  nC+e(6) 2  ci ~ n(C+ec),
i — X
so that, in accordance with the theorem,
, n C  C 
h ~ C+ec
Let Cj, c2, ... and C \, C 2, ... be infinite sets of uniformly bounded convex do­
mains defined similarly as in the theorem. Distribute the domains Ct in the plane so as 
to form a packing. We consider a summation 2  which extends to those domains
R
of the packing which are contained in a circle K(R) of radius R centred at a fixed 
point. Let N(R)=2  1 be the number of domains contained in K(R). Suppose that
R
the average area C of the domains C(, defined by
C = lim 2 CflN(R),
R ~ ° °  R
exists. We also assume that the average area
c = lim 2  Ci/N(R)R~~°° R
of the domains c, associated with the domains C, exists. Applying the inequality (1), 
it is not difficult to show that, under the above conditions, the upper density D of the 
packing (see [7]) satisfies the inequality
( 2 )
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Equality can be attained in various cases. Let us consider the case when the pack­
ing consists of congruent copies of Clt each set of copies generated by dif­
ferent c(’s having the same number-density 8 (see [7]). Then the whole set of copies 
has a density which is equal to D=nC5.
Following the steps of the above proof one sees that simultaneous fulfilment of 
the following conditions implies equality in (2). 1. The plane can be decomposed into 
convex hexagons each circumscribed about one of the copies. 2. For each /=  1, ..., n 
any copy of C, is the biggest domain contained in the respective hexagon swept over 
by translates of c,. 3. For each /=  1, ...,« the hexagon circumscribed about ct 
which has the same directions of the outer normals of sides as a hexagon containing 
a copy of C, is a hexagon of smallest area circumscribed about c(.
These conditions are fulfilled in the packing exhibited in the figure. Here the set 
Ci, ..., c„ consists of three unit circles; the set Clt ..., C„ consists of one unit circle 
and two congruent regular triangles with corners rounded off by arcs of a unit circle.
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EINE ABSCHÄTZUNG FÜR DIE DICHTE DER DICHTESTEN 
PACKUNG MIT REULEAUX—DREIECKEN
G. BLIND und R. BLIND
1. Die Dichte der dichtesten Unterdeckung der euklidischen Ebene durch kong­
ruente Exemplare einer konvexen Scheibe läßt sich nach einem allgemeinen Verfahren 
abschätzen, nämlich durch den Quotienten von Flächeninhalt der Scheibe durch 
Flächeninhalt des flächenkleinsten umbeschriebenen Sechsecks [1, S. 86], Für zen­
tralsymmetrische Scheiben ist diese Schranke scharf, und ihr entspricht eine Gitter­
packung; dadurch ist für zentralsymmetrische Scheiben das Problem, eine dichteste 
Packung mit kongruenten Exemplaren anzugeben, grundsätzlich gelöst.
Bei Packungsproblemen mit nicht-zentralsymmetrischen konvexen Scheiben spielt 
das Reuleaux-Dreieck eine wichtige Rolle als “sehr” nicht-zentralsymmetrische und 
zugleich „einfache” Scheibe. Zwar gibt es eine Vermutung über die dichteste Packung 
mit Reuleaux-Dreiecken, aber bisher keinerlei Abschätzungen für ihre Dichte. 
Deshalb soll diese Dichte abgeschätzt werden nach dem obengenannten Verfahren, 
wodurch zugleich die Güte dieses Verfahrens im nicht-zentralsymmetrischen Fall 
getestet werden soll.
Folgende Bezeichnungen werden verwendet: PA sei ein Reuleaux-Dreieck, R 
sein Schwerpunkt, Pf sei ein beliebiges, durch die Symmetrieachsen von 0t gebildetes 
offenes Sechstel von 0t. X  sei der Kreis, der Pf berandet, K  sei sein Mittelpunkt.
und s2 seien die.Pf begrenzenden Symmetrieachsen von PA., wobei orthogonal zu 
0 f sei. F(...) bezeichne den Flächeninhalt.
2. Um ein flächenkleinstes Sechseck & zu bestimmen, das PA umbeschrieben ist, 
beachte man, daß nach [4]
(1) die Seitenmittelpunkte von ß  auf 0t liegen,
(2) die Seitenmittelpunkte von S  keine Ecken von PA sind, 
und daß nach [2] o.B.d.A.
(3) ß  wie PA 3-fach rotationssymmetrisch ist.
Weiter gilt
(4) $ berührt jedes durch die Symmetrieachsen von PA gebildete offene Sechstel 
von 0t genau einmal.
Beweis: Aus (2) und (3) folgt, daß pAPClPA von ß  in genau 2 Punkten berührt 
wird, die verschieden von den Ecken von 0t sind. Lägen diese Berührpunkte beide in 
Pf U ji, so folgte aus (1), daß der näher bei Jj gelegene Berührpunkt in der Mitte von 
2 Berührpunkten von £ mit tffiätt liegen müßte.
21*
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3. Es gilt
H ilfssatz. Ein Pf umbeschriebenes flächenkleinstes Sechseck S hat o.B.d.A. die 
Symmetrieachsen von 01 als Symmetrieachsen.
B ew eis (vgl. Abb. 1). <f ist nach 2 (3) o.B.d.A. 3-fach rotationssymmetrisch; 
&' sei das Spiegelbild von $ bzgl. einer der Symmetrieachsen von Pf,. B und B' seien 
die Berührpunkte von S bzw. £' mit Pf, M sei der Mittelpunkt von B und B' auf dem 
Rand von Pf. Wird nun die Stützgerade von Pf, in M  wiederholt an den Symmetrie­
achsen von 01 gespiegelt, so begrenzen ihre Bilder ein Sechseck Pf, das Pf, umbeschrie­
ben ist und die Symmetrieachsen von Pf als Symmetrieachsen hat. Der Hilfssatz ist 
bewiesen, wenn F(2F)SF($) gilt.
\
Hierzu wird gezeigt: 2F{PF)S F(S') + F(S‘); aus Symmetriegründen genügt es, 
dies in Pf zu zeigen.
Folgende Bezeichnungen werden eingeführt: O.B.d.A. sei BfB' und B liege 
näher bei als B'. B sei das Spiegelbild von B bzgl. .vx, und M bzw. B' das von M 
bzw. B' bzgl. s2. n... und t... seien die Orthogonalen auf ,fP bzw. die Stützgeraden 
von Pf durch den indizierenden Punkt, jj werde von tB in G und von tM in //geschnit­
ten, und werde von tB, in G' und von tM in H' geschnitten. tB schneide tB, in E und
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tM in F, und tB, schneide tB in E' und tM in F'. Im folgenden werden Vielecke betrach­
tet, die durch Kreisbogen BM, B 'M  oder BB' und ansonsten durch Strecken 
begrenzt werden; sie werden durch Angabe ihrer Ecken gekennzeichnet, ebenso ihr 
Flächeninhalt.
So ist zu zeigen: 2MBGH+2MB'G'H'sB'BGE+BB'G'E', wozu 2 MBGH—
— B'BGE und 2MB'G'H'SBB'G'E' gezeigt wird.
Zum Beweis der Gleichung sei nE die Normale auf Jf durch E, ihr Schnittpunkt 
mit tM sei J. Sei a:— <nBnM — <nB,nM und ß:= <5x718— <s1ns. Dann ist <x+ß=
— <.Vi«v/= <lnEnB,. Daher ist MBGH=B'MJE und GFH=JFE. Also ist 
2MBGH= B 'MJE+ MBGH— B 'MJE+ MBGF+GFH= B 'MJE+ MBGF+JFE= 
—B'BGE, was gezeigt werden sollte.
Zum Beweis der Ungleichungen beachte man, daß <  tB tE, =  < tMtM ist, weil 
entsprechende Geraden jeweils den Winkel a einschließen. Es sei J’ der Schnittpunkt 
der Winkelhalbierenden von < 1BtB- mit tM. Weil nun <ZE'MH'<tx, liegt K außer­
halb des a-Faßkreises durch E' und H'. Deshalb ist <lE'KH'<oc und also MH'< 
-^ BEr. Daher ist MB'G'H'sBMJ'E' und G'F'H’^ J'F'E'. Also ist 2MB'G'H' 
=> BMJ 'E' + MB 'G'H' = MBJ 'E' + MB'G'F'+G'F'H'iä MBJ 'E'+MB 'G'F' +  
+J'F'E' = BB'G'E', was gezeigt werden sollte.
Damit ist der folgende Satz 1 bewiesen, der ein 3t umbeschriebenes kleinstes 
Sechseck vollständig beschreibt.
Satz 1. Ein <M umbeschriebenes flächenkleinsles Sechseck 8 hat o.B.d.A. die 
Symmetrieachsen von 3t als Symmetrieachsen, seine Ecken liegen auf den Symmetrie­
achsen von 3t, und die Seiten werden durch ihre Berührpunkte mit 3t halbiert.
4. Um schließlich gemäß 1 eine obere Schranke für die Dichte D der dichtesten 
Unterdeckung der Ebene durch kongruente Exemplare von 3t. anzugeben, sei 8 ein
. F( 3t)3t umbeschriebenes kleinstes Sechseck nach Satz 1, und es bleibt, ——- numerisch 
auszuwerten.
Dazu sei M der Berührpunkt von 8 mit Sf, und 5j, S-, seien die Ecken von 8 
auf bzw. s2- Mit
t und <p := < RMK =  arcsin
gilt dann für das Dreieck Sj S2 R
m , s , R > = - LF i S . S o B )  = f f  cos (t — <p) sin (p
Aus SxM=S2M nach 2 (1) und wegen
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ergibt sich für t die Bestimmungsgleichung 2 752 sin8 r — 5 448 sin® t +  3 537 sin4 t — 
—918 sin2t+81=0. Ihre Nullstelle sin2 t= 0,327 180..., d. h. r=0,608 938... 
erfüllt die Bedingung SXM= S2M, wodurch x eindeutig bestimmt ist. Damit ist
71 1/3F(5,15,2/?) = 0,123 999..., und zusammen mit F(3t) = -----— erhält man das ge­
suchte Ergebnis
Sa tz  2. Für die Dichte D der dichtesten Unterdeckung der Ebene durch kon­
gruenten Exemplare von #  gilt D^ 0 ,947  275....
5. Die Güte dieser Abschätzung ergibt sich durch Vergleich mit der Dichte D 
vermutlich dichtesten Packung mit Reuleaux-Dreiecken (siehe Abb. 2)
2 ( tt- J  3 )  _
V T 5 + n  — 2 V' 3
0,922 887 ....
Angesichts des Aufwands zur Bestimmung des kleinsten umbeschriebenen Sechs­
ecks befriedigt das Ergebnis der oberen Abschätzung nicht ganz. Für nicht-zentral­
symmetrische konvexe Scheiben wäre zur Abschätzung der Dichte ihrer dichtesten 
Packung ein Verfahren wünschenswert, das entweder bessere Ergebnisse mit noch 
ertäglichem Aufwand liefert, oder aber noch brauchbare Ergebnisse mit weniger 
Aufwand. Ein solches Verfahren wurde von L. Fejes Tóth [3] während der Fertig­
stellung dieser Arbeit gefunden. Man erhält damit
D s  0,950 248 ....
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Norm continuous Lp processes X  o f bounded Lp-variation (/>=-1) are shown to be a.s. abso­
lutely continuous with respect to some fixed measure. Moreover, the rate of convergence o f the norm 
Slims for finite interval partitions turns out to provide rather precise information on the sample 
path behaviour o f X  and its density Y, such as Lipschitz conditions on X  or Y, and absolute conti­
nuity o f Y. A basic role is played by a general norm inequality for Lp random variables o f independ­
ent interest.
1. Introduction
In [2] it was shown that a random measure with finite total variation in L p- 
norm ( p > l )  is a.s. absolutely continuous with respect to  some fixed measure. This 
result generalizes easily to  random processes X  on the real line which are no t neces­
sarily monotone; Less obvious is perhaps the fact th a t the rate of convergence o f the 
norm sums related to  finite partitions, as the mesh size tends to zero, gives ra ther 
precise information on the sample path regularity o f X.  The properties considered 
here include Lipschitz conditions on X  and its density Y, as well as the a.s. absolute 
continuity o f Y with respect to some fixed measure. It is interesting to compare these 
results with the classical work o f Loéve and others (cf. [3], [1]).
For the sake o f clarity, the exposition is divided into two parts (§§ 2 and 3) which 
are rather loosely connected. In § 2 we prove a general norm  inequality for random  
variables in Lp (Lemma 2.1), which is then applied to  yield norm estimates of the sec­
ond order differences of X  in terms of the rate o f convergence and smoothness o f  the 
Lp variation. The basic inequality will be given in a m ore general form than required 
in this paper, because o f its independent interest, and because the greater generality is 
actually needed in the multi-dimensional case (which, for the sake of brevity, will 
not be treated here).
The sample path behavior o f X  is not considered until § 3. There we prove the 
existence of a density when the Lp-variation is finite, and  we show how norm estimates 
of the second order differences may provide further information on the sample path 
behavior o f X  and its density. The only known result in the latter direction seems to 
be the Corollary in § 4.3 o f  [1], where conditions are provided for X  to possess a con­
tinuous density Y. This result arises here as a boundary case when we examine the 
possible Lipschitz conditions on Y. (Indeed, a slightly greater generality is achieved 
by stating our conditions globally.) The remaining results are entirely new.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 60G17.
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W e conclude this section with some rem arks on terminology and notation. All 
random  variables and processes under consideration may be taken to  be defined on 
som e fixed measurable space with probability P and expectation E. A random  variable 
X  lies by definition in Lp, if ||A'||£ =  E |Z |,’< °° . We shall always assume th a t />=- 1, 
and  we pu t p'=pW2. W hen there is no risk for confusion, we write ||A|!p= ||Z ||.
The Lp-variation o f an Lp process X  over an interval [$, t] and with respect to a 
partition  =  t is defined as ^  ||T (tj)—T(ii_1)||J,, and the total
variation is the supremum o f  this sum over all finite partitions. Since the norm is 
subadditive, the fundamental theorem on subadditive interval functions in [4], p. 25, 
applies to  the variation above and shows that, if  X  is Lp-continuous and  has locally 
bounded Lp-variation, the total variation over [ j, /] equals /z|>, /] fo r som e diffuse 
measure p. It is often convenient to denote the total i,p-variation by J  ||Ar(<fa)|f :^ 
W e finally point out that the first and second order differences o f a function /  
are given by
^hft — it  + It )t t d'hj, = f+w, — 2f + h-\-Jt, 
and  th a t / < g  means the same as f —0{g).
2. A norm inequality
W e begin by stating and proving our basic norm  inequality for Lp random  varia- 
bles. Later in this section, it will be seen how this result may be applied to  yield norm 
estimates of the second order differences o f random  processes.
Lemma 2.1. Let />> 1 and n£N be fixed, and put p '= p\l2. Then we have, 
uniformly for all . . . ,  £n£L p,
2  s  (2 Ui\\P)p,-22 2 m P-Uj\\Pr-+i J i i j
+(2u,hY~1[Z ii i^ip-ILz&ll,)-- >i i i
(Here the term “ uniformly” means that the majorizing constant is independent of 
the jo in t distribution o f ^ , . . . ,  . It may o f  course depend on n and p.)
P roof. For arbitrary a l5 ..., — 1 with 2 a>—0, we get by Jensen’s ine­
quality 2 i ( \  + a,)p^ n ,  with equality iff |a |2=  = 0 . At the origin, we further have
the Taylor expansion
2  (1 + a .)p =  n + ^ ~ 1} |a |2 +  W ) .
M oreover,
(a i- a y)2 =§ 2af + 2a* ^  2 |a |2.
Solving for |a |2 in these relations yields
(!) (oti-ajY <  |a|2 <  2  (1 +(xiy - n ,
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at least near the origin. But then (l)  must be generally true, since the domain is com­
pact and since all three members are continuous and strictly positive outside the 
origin. Note also that
\<*i-<Xj\p O i-ay )2, P S 2.
For arbitrary Xi, ..., x „= 0  with |x| > 0 , we may substitute
1 + a  i —
into the last two relations to obtain
(2) \Xí - X j\p < np~12 \ x i\p- \ 2  *i|P> P  = 2.
Note that this remains true for |jc| =  0, and also when all the x, are SO. Directly 
from (1), we further obtain
(3) (xi -X j)2/ ( 2  I**!)2“ '’ 35 " p-1 2  \*i\r - \ 2  *i|p> P ^  2,
k i l
provided that the left side is interpreted as zero when |x| =0 . Even (3) remains valid 
when the xf are instead SO.
Now suppose that there are numbers x; of different signs, and assume without 
loss that 2 Xi—0- Put w = # { » :  XjäO}, and let 2 '  denote summation over the 
corresponding index set. Then clearly
"p- 12  \*i\p- \ Z  4 P S  u"-12 , * f - (2 '* ,)p ^
• i i i
S (np- ' - m '’- ' ) 2 ' x r  >  2 '* f  S  ( 2 '  x i)P X ( 2  k l)p S  \Xi-Xj\p,
i i i i
so (2) remains true, and so does (3) since for p ^ 2
(Xi-XjY  S |x| - x j!',(|xi| + |xy|)2-'’ S \x,-X j\’ ( 2  k*l)2~p
k
Substituting Zi for x, and taking expected values, we get from (2)
( 4 >  \[Zt-zrP^ ^ 2 \ \ z r P-\\2 zrP, p  —  2.
i i
For p < 2 , we get instead from (3) and Holder’s inequality
H i - Z M  S  m i - m z  IZk\y-p)p/2( 2  \Zk\)(2- p)p'2 s  
(5) ^ (E(Zi-Zj)2/ ( Z  l£*l)2- p)p/2(E(2 l^l)p)1- p/a <
< ( n ' - i z \ \ z r P- \ \ z  s«||?)p/2( z  \\ZkKY-p‘2.
(Here the set {|^|=0} requires special attention.)
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F o r arbitrary x1; jc„ s O with |x |>0 , it is further seen from (1) that 
0 s  np~' Z x P - i Z  x:y  <  ( 2  xt)p~* 2  (nx - 2  Xjf.
* i i j
<  (2 *;)p~2 2  2  (Xi-Xjf.
i i j
Substituting H^jllp for x h we get
(6) o = n'-'2  Hi\\pP- ( 2  Bf.«,)' s ( 2  UiWpY-2 2  2  (Mp-IIW-
i i i i j
Finally  note that, for j c ^ y s O ,
JC
xp—y p X  J  up~1 du S  xp~1(x—y), 
y
and  substitute x = 2 U i \ \ P, y  = \\2  t\ \P, to obtain
i i
(7) 0 s (ZII&UHIZ {,11; < (2#{,B,)'-1(2lli«ll,-||2i.y-i i i i i
T he asserted relation now follows by combination o f (6) and (7) with (4) or (5), respec­
tively, as p = 2  or 2, and  then summing over i and j. □
In  the special case o f tw o random  variables {, r]£Lp, we obtain
A pplying this to the adjacent differences AhX,=Xt+h —X, o f a process X, and assum­
ing th a t \\AhXt\\=0(h) (which is a reasonable assumption when the -variation 
exists), we get
(8) I\ A l x r  <  hp'~2(\\AhX t+h\\ — \\AhX,\\y +  hp' - 1(\\AhX,\\ +  \\AhXt+h\\—\[A2hXt\\).
H ere the  first term measures the  inhomogeneity o f the Z,p-variation, while the second 
term  expresses the rate of convergence of the norm  sum as the partition gets finer. 
N o te  th a t the second term is dominated by
l  +  2h
hp’- i ( f  h<TOII-IM2A*,I|).
t
F o r the  sake of simplicity, we take X  to be defined on the unit interval [0, 1] and in­
troduce the notations
Q l =  Z ( \ \ ^ x J H \ A hx {i- 1)h\\)\
i
Rh =  2 f  W d X m - 2  \\AihX J - ^ A hXQ\\-\\AhX ^ h\\.
0 1
Sum m ation in (8) then yields
Z \ \ * I X J P' X h p:-*Ql+hp'-'R„.
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By Holder's inequality, we further obtain
2 I M M  == I M M ' ) 1/P.i i
and moreover, if p < 2= p\
2  UlxihV s h^-1(2 IM J^P')P/P-i I
This leads easily to the following result.
C o ro lla ry  2.2. I f  \\AhXt\\p=0(h) uniformly in t, then
ZWh-'AlXJl^h-KQUh+Rtf»',
I
2 !i/>-i a j p < A - i® / H J ? » r .
i
For the purposes of the next section, we are hence left with the problem  o f esti­
mating the orders o f magnitude of Ql and Rh as h—0. For an illustration, note that 
Ql/h will typically be of the order 0(h2), whereas for Rh we will normally get an esti­
mate o f the form 0(hc) with c£[0,2], In this case, the second term in our estimates 
will dominate, and we will get the bounds
(9) 2  VLh-*AlXJ> <  h ^ ' - \  2  <  h‘" - \
3. Path regularity
Throughout this section, let X  denote a separable random process in L p. Our 
first concern is the absolute continuity of X. The following result extends the main 
theorem in [2].
P ro po sitio n  3.1. For a p>~ 1, let X be an Lp-continuous process with locally 
bounded Lp-variation p. Then X  is a.s. absolutely continuous with respect to p, and the 
density has a version Y satisfying ||F ||p= l .
P ro o f . The argument is similar to the one in [2]. Consider a sequence o f ulti­
mately dense nested partitions {Inj} of a fixed interval /, and let t]I„j denote the incre­
ment o f X  over V  Writing / „ ( s )  for the interval InJ containing s, and putting Y„(s)= 
=t]l„(s) /pln(s)  (which may e.g. be interpreted as 1 when the denominator vanishes), 
we get by Holder’s inequality (with p~J+q~1 = \)
E f  |fn(s)|1+p/,g(ds) =  2  E|f//„j|
— 2  (E WAijIp)1/p ( e I n h j  
I hhj 2 U h j \ \  =  p i  <°°>
where we have used the inequality \\t]InJ\\Sp Inj twice. Since the g-integral on the 
left is non-decreasing, it follows that Y„ is a.s. uniformly g-integrable, and so we may
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conclude as in [2] that F „^som e Y a.e. pXP . and  that Y satisfies ;//= J Y dp
i
a.s. By our hypothesis on separability, it follows tha t X  is a.s. absolutely continuous 
w ith respect to p and has Y  as a density.
To calculate || F||, we first conclude from Theorem  1 in [2] that, for any interval /,
\\r,I\\ = \ \ fY d p \ \ s \ \ f \Y \d p \ \* i  f\\Y \\dp.
Summing over disjoint intervals/j-partitioning/, we get g /S  J\\Y\\dp. The converse
/
inequality follows as in [2] from  Fatou’s lemma and  the fact that T„ — Y  a.e. pXP. 
Hence pl=  J \\Y\\ dp, and this extends easily to  arbitrary Boréi sets. It follows that 
/
|| T|| =  1 a.e. g, and by changing the definition o f Y on a set of g-measure zero, we may 
arrange that || T|| =  1 holds identically. □
In the remainder o f this section, we shall assum e the hypotheses of Proposition
3.1 to  be fulfilled.
O ur next aim is to examine when X  fulfils Lipschitz conditions of different orders. 
Since the norms o f the first order differences canno t be uniformly of smaller order 
th an  0(h ) unless X  is a.s. constant, the classical conditions (cf. [1], p. 74) can only 
ensure X  to  be Lipschitz o f orders <  1 — p~l. By considering instead the second order 
differences, we can get closer to  1 for fixed p.
P roposition 3.2. Let p>  1 and a£(0, 1] be fixed, and suppose that
(1 ) Z \ M x j pP =  o ( h - )
for some r>ap. Then X  is a.s. locally Lipschitz o f  order a.
N ote in particular that X  is a.s. Lipschitz o f  order 1 and hence has a locally 
bounded Lebesgue density, if  (1) holds for some r>p. The next proposition shows 
th an  the  density has even a continuous version in this case. (This is essentially the 
corollary in [1], p. 69.)
Proof. We may clearly take X to be defined on [0, 1]. Fix b£(a, r/p). By (1) 
we get
E 2  \h~bd lX ih\p =  0 (h r~bp),
i
SO
E 2  21  h - bá i x u \
h =  2 " n i
But then the integrand must be a.s. finite, so
2  \h~bA lX ih\> -  0 a.s., h = 2 -  -0 ,
i
which implies that
(2) max \AlXik\ =  0(hh) a.s., h = 2— - 0 .
i
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Let us now consider an arbitrary dyadic interval /„ o f  length 2~", and let /„_x, 
/„ be the dyadic intervals of lengths 2~n+x, . . . .  1 containing /„. Write for the 
increment of T  over Ik, and note that
(3) 2 ík =  Zk- 1± ő k, k = l , . . . , n ,
where Sk is the second order difference for the two 2 —fc-length intervals in / fc l . Mul­
tiplying (3) by 2k~1 and summing over k = 1, . .. ,n  yields
2 " í(I =  ^ o + Í ( ± 2 '[- 1^ ) ,
* = 1
so by (2)
l«.l í  2 - I Í J + 2 -  Í 2 ‘ - k- w.
* = 1
Here the series on the right is o f the order 2"(1_i,) if h < l ,  /i if b= 1, and 1 if 1, 
so in all three cases we get | i n| =  0 (2 _"°). Note also that this estimate is a.s. uniform 
over all dyadic intervals. This proves that
(4) max \A„Xih\ = 0(ha) a.s., h = 2~n -  0.
We next consider arbitrary s, td [0, 1], and let m be the largest integer satisfying 
h = \s — t\^2 ~ m. Writing sn and /„ for the closest n-th order lattice points to  the left 
o f  5 and t, respectively, we get
\ x - x , \  =§ \ X - X sJ+ \X Sm- X tJ+ \X ,m-X ,\.
Since X  is a.s. continuous, it is further seen that
\ x . - x Sm\ ^  2
n — m
and similarly for \Xt —X,m\. Noting that |sm —/m|= 0  or 2~m and that | j b+1—f„| 
and \tn+1—t„\ are equal to  0 or 2- "-1, it follows from (4) that
\XS- X t\ <  2 - ma + 2  2  2 - ("+1)0 <  2~ma <  ha.
n — m
Since this bound is a.s. uniform, we obtain the desired estimate 
s u p \ A h X , \  =  0(ha) a.s., h — 0. □
t
Estimates of the same type may be used to draw conclusions on the Lebesgue 
density of X:
Proposition  3.3. Let p>  1 and ű€(0, 1] be fixed, and suppose that
(5) ^ W h - ' t fX J  '  =  0(h')
for some r>ap. Then X  has a.s. a derivative which is locally Lipschitz o f  order a.
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P roof. For simplicity, we take X  to be defined on [0, 1). Proceeding as before, 
we m ay conclude from (5) tha t
(6) max =  0(ha) a.s., h = 2~n -  0.
i
Fix an  arbitrary t£[0, 1), and  let /„ be the half-open dyadic interval o f  length 2 - " 
containing t. Write Yn= Yn(t) for the difference quotient of X  over /„, and note 
that, by (3),
(7) Yn =  Y„_1± 2 n~1S„.
Since the series J£2"~1|(5„| converges by (6), it follows that Y„ tends towards some 
Y = Y (t) .  Note that this convergence is a.s. uniform in t. Now it is clear that, for 
binary  rational t and for large enough n,
t
X ,- X 0 = f  Yn(s) ds, 
o
and by dominated convergence, this remains true with Y„ replaced by Y. Since X  is 
continuous, we may finally tu rn  to arbitrary t. This proves that X  is a.s. absolutely 
continuous with derivative Y.
W e next consider arbitrary s, [0, 1), and let m be the largest integer satisfying 
h=  |s  — / 1 S2~ m. Then s and t lie in the same or in adjacent dyadic intervals of length 
2~ m. Abbreviating Y' =  Y„(.y) and  Y" = Y„(l) etc., we get
\y ' —y "\ =S l y ' - y ^ + i y ^ - ^ i  +  K - r j ,
and moreover,
\y ' - y i \ ^  2  \y ; + 1- y '\.
n=m
C om bining these relations and using (6) and (7), it is seen that
(8) | y ' - y " |  <  2 - m“ +  2 2  2 -("+1)a_1 <  2 - ma<  h",
n=m
and since this estimate is a.s. uniform , it follows tha t indeed
sup \AhYt\ = 0(ha) a.s.
t
A n obvious refinement o f the above argument yields a new proof o f the corol­
lary in [1], p.69.
O ur final aim is to examine the possible a.s. absolute continuity o f  the deri­
vative y.
P r o po sitio n  3.4. Fixed /> >  1, suppose that (5) holds for some r >  0 and that 
moreover
(9) 2 P - m  =  0 ( l ) ,  h ~  0.
i
Then X  has a.s. a derivative which is absolutely continuous with respect to some fixed 
diffuse measure. .
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(The measure occurring here may o f course differ from the Lebesgue measure.) 
Note in particular that (9) holds if p = 2 and if the exponent c in (2.9) takes the 
boundary value 2.
Proof. The preceding proposition shows that X  has a.s. a continuous deriva­
tive Y. Since by (5)
max p - M jJ T J p  =  0(ha),
I
where a —rip, it follows from (7) that T„—T holds in Lp also. Moreover, it may be 
seen as in (8) that ||rs — F,||p =  0 ( |j  —/|0), which shows that Y is Lp-continuous. By 
Proposition 3.1, it is hence enough to prove that Y has a bounded total i ,p-variation.
As before, we may take X  to be defined on [0, 1). Once more, we shall use the 
fact that
= 4 ' |i2”^ |iP-
Consider both sides as functions of t, and replace t by a uniformly distributed random 
variable 0. Then the norm  on the right will be uniformly distributed among the even 
terms in (9) with h=2~", and since there are 2"~1 o f them and their sum is bounded, 
it follows that
E||rB(0)-yn_1(0)llP = 0(2-").
(Here we assume the norm  to be evaluated with 0 fixed.) Summing over n yields 
(10) E|ir(0)-y,,(0)||p =  o (2 ~ n).
Now define 0, =  0 +  /2~" (mod 1), /= 1 , ..., 2". Then (10) remains valid for each 0;, 
and from (9) it is further seen that
2  u n w - n w =  o ( i ) .
i
Combining these facts, we get
E z u m ) - m - i ) i i  ^  E 2 ’ iin (0 i) - i ; ( ö i-x)ii+2 2 ’ Eiir(01. ) - n ( 0 i)ii =  o á ) .
Í I i
For each n, it is therefore possible to choose 2" points with equal span 2~”, such that 
the corresponding Tp-variation of Y  remains bounded as Let 77„ denote the
n-th of these partitioning sets.
If the total Lp-variation of Y is unbounded, there exists for every constant fi> 0  
a finite partition fl  such that the variation over /7 is Now there exists for every 
te n  some t„en„ with — /, and we get Ytn-~Y, in Lp since Y is Lp-continuous. 
If  17' is the set of these t„ for fixed n, it follows that the variation over 77' is also >b 
for sufficiently large n. But since the variation is non-decreasing under refinements of 
the partitioning set, the variation over 77,, must be a t least as large. The bound b 
being arbitrary, it follows that the latter variation tends to infinity. This contradiction 
shows that Y must indeed have bounded total 7Lp-variation. □
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